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The present study is an investigation zwwfcof the" teaching of the
Anglican ..eformers 
It was prompted or: 
carried out so thorough a" reconstruction of their theology of

_;lican ..eformers with regard to the sacranent of JToly Lapti 
It was prompted originally by a doubt whether tvie Reformers

baptism as they did of their theology of the supper. ' Current 
attempts to interpet the .anglican Liturgy and ^.rtrcles in a 
sacramentalist and'not an evangelical sense provided a further 
incentive to the work. *

V

The author does not pretend that he undertook the enquiry 
without a very decided personal opinion upon the doctrinal points 
in question. Theological scholarship cannot afford hypocrisy " 
in such matters, and the disguise of a complete impartiality is 
one which has worn rather threadbare. It is admitted that the 
possibility of a subconscious bias exists. On the other hand, 
no effort has been made to manipulate the evidence in favour of 
a desired conclusion, All relevant passages vhich have come with 
in notice have been discussed, and no evidence of importance has 
been ignored or suppressed.

» W* <f W

Selection was, of course, necessary. Originally it" was 
hoped to give an exhaustive account of the teaching of all parties 
of the period, the popular teaching as well asx the theological' 
and the continental as well as the domestic. The rapid accumul 
ation of material showed at an early stage that this design was 
far too ambitious. Komanist teaching - the/term Romanist is used 
foriconvenience, and not in any derogatory sense - forms a" comp 
lete subject in itself. So does the doctrine of the rOiabpgtists, 
So does the popular understanding. So does Puritanism. A full 
study of all these aspects of the problem would involve not a
single volume but a series of volumes. It has been necessary 
then to restrict the field of enquiry to the Reformed Anglican 
teaching, treating of the others only as they have a direct 
bearing upon the central theme. In all cases, however, inform 
ation has been gleaned as far as possible from original sources,
even where it is strictly limited in scope, t «*

The doctrine primarily studied is that of the Anglican Heforip- 
ers during the reigns of the Reformation Tudors, Henry VIII,
Edward VI, Ilary and Elizabeth. Interest" centres naturally upon 
the leading and most influential I^ef owners. The lesser writings 
and testimonies of the age have not been overlooked, but they 
have not" been given prominence, tfJor they did not affect the dog 
matic formulation as did the works of the outstanding writers. 
For the most part the lesser works did little more than repeat, 
often tediously and at length, the ideas and arguments more 
forcibly presented elsewhere.

In order to illustrate the various points made a large numb 
er of quotations has been made from original works. The enormous
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bulk of the Reformed literary output, even upon so narrow a sub 
ject as baptism, has made it quite impossible to quote the pass 
ages with the fulness which they often deserve. A consultation 
of the quotations in Goode's monumental study of the e-cen narrower 
*subject"of the effects of baptism will show how considerable are 
the relevant passages and discussions. In the present study, 
which covers a far larger field than that of Goode, an effort 
has been made to build up representative evidence, not by the 
reproduction of whole paragraphs and sections, but by the citing 
of selected key^entences, sometimes conflated from a larger 
passage. Thus the disadvantages of inordinate length and dis 
cursiveness have been avoided, without, we believe, any sacr 
ifice of his torical accuracy.

The large number of quotations ha<§ presented a problem in 
reference-notation. In order to avoid breaking up the £03%, the 
usual foot-notes have been dispensed with, and references have 
been given in brackets, usually in shortened and abbreviated form, 
The key to the abbreviations will be found in the ^ibliography. 
In cases where a quotation from the original seemed desirable, 
the references have been numbered, and the original passages are 
given in notes at the end of each chapter. In the English text 
such passages have usually been paraphrased rather than translated 
in the stricter sense, the aim being to bring out the force rath 
er than to provide exact English equivalents. Ko great liberties 
have been taken, however, and the inclusion of the original 
provides the necessary check.

The thanks of the author are due to the many who in differ 
ent ways have provided help or encouragement. The mention of 
particular names would be invidious, but that of Dr,C.S.Carter 
ought not to be passed over, for it was he who first suggested 
a larger enquiry, and encouraged it when it was first undertaken. 
11 real debt is owed to the staffs of various libraries, and more 
especially to those of Nev; College, Edinburgh and Dr.Villiams 1 s 
Library, London. The task of the author would have been both 
more difficult and less enjoyable without their unfailing courtesy 
and kindly help.

Bristol 1948 W
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1. the Reformation in General

The theology of an age, or of a group within the age, forms a 
unity. No point of doctrine can be considered independently, 
ferthe teaching at one point is dependent upon the teaching at 
another. This unity runs across frontiers both of time and 
space, f@r the work of a theologian in one country at one point 
of time is closely related to that of others in other lands and 
even at different times. Indeed, the theological unity is it 
self part of a larger unity which comprises political and eccles 
iastical action as well as thinking. The thinking is shaped to 
some extent >y the events, and it is itself a force and inspir 
ation which gives rise to events.

formally and academically the theology of the Reformation 
could be isolated, the Anglican contribution isolated, and the
Anglican teaching upon baptism isolated again. An analysis and 
exposition would be possible in that way. What would not be poss 
ible would be an understanding and evaluation. For the Anglican 
doctrine of baptism is not a self-sufficient entity. It forms a 
whole, but a whole which is part of larger wholes. A certain 
understanding of these larger wholes is essential ifl the lesser 
whole is to be truly presented and understood.

Of course an introductory sketch of these larger wholes, the 
Reformation movement, and the Reformation in England, must of 
necessity be broad and general. All that can be done is to pick 
out what appear to be the salient and significant features. The 
more detailed relating to background, especially to the background 
of thought, must form part of the analysis of tne specific dmoctp* 
ine. In these introductory paragraphs it will be our aim to 
'see the general background against which the Anglican doctrine 
of baptism aapdcm must be set if it is to be understood.

Looking at it from the intellectual and spiritual standpoint 
we find that the Reformation was above all a time of questioning 
and of release. The mediaeval renaissance had given rise to a 
magnificent theology, Scholasticism, but it had spent its force* 
Theology had begun to ossify. It is true that in the later Mid 
dle Ages thinkers were not quite so bound XXL as they have been in 
the Roman Communion since Trent; indeed, even since that Counc 
il there has been room for controversy. The liberty which there 
was, however, was within limits broadly defined, and to some 
extent marked off, by the judgment* of the past, and if necess 
ary by the Inquisition. The liberty was a liberty of speculation 
rather than of real theology, and the issues tended to be too 
detailed or too abstruse to have real theological and religious

* v / value.
The new renaissance came in the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries. It brought with it a revival of interest in the 
classics. It also brought a reviva}. of interest in the texts 
of the Christian Scriptures, The opening up of the originals 
meant for one thing a testing of the Latin translation upon



which all doctrines were officially based. The study of the 
original also made possible a new and more straightforward 
method of interpretation. Exegesis was still bound to some 
extent by the older formulae, according to whicjfe what the 
authors had intended to say had been the least interesting 
"or important exegetical question. But the great Biblical 
scholars of the ftenaisoance, Colet and Erasmus for example, 
made a determined effort to recover the actual sense and 
teaching of the primitive writers.

The questioning, once begun, could not stop there. A 
comparison of the moral life and the ecclesiastical practice 
of the contemporary church with the ideals and life of the 
church in the New Testament could hardly do other than give rise 
to doubts. The need for reform had been felt throughout 
the fifteenth century, but the study of Scripture gave to 
criticism a sharper edge. It is not surpring to find men 
like Erasmus and Colet espousing the cause of moral reformation. 
They desired to see abuses in the life of the church checked. 
They exposed the crude swindles practised at famous shrines. 
They aimed to restore a primitive purity in morals. In doctrine 
they did not see their way so clearly, but they could not 
rest satisfied with a decaying Scholasticism. No thought of 
overturning the established order was in their minds, but 
the questioning of many aspects of that order had begun. 
(Seebohm: The Oxford Reformers)

Luther carried the questioning to its final stage. In 
this man the learning of the Renaissance coalesced with a deep 
religious experience, and the result was a questioning of the 
traditional theology at its very foundations. The decisive 
moment was when Luther learned to understand the Epistle to 
the Romans, both intellectually and experimentally, in Evang 
elical terms. This did not mean a decisive doctrinal break 
with all other theologians and with the official dogmas of the 
church. In fact* Luther had no more thought of a breach 
with the church tnan had the scholars of the Itenaesance. It 
did mean, however, that the scholastic system was called in 
question. Luther did not throw off Scholasticism in a moment. 
But he had found a theology, a Biblical theology, to which the 
whole system of mediaeval theology was opposed both in spirit
and in method - we might also add, in results. As Luther 
developed his Evangelical thinking, and tested established 
doctrines by the Scriptures, a conflict with Scholastic 
theology became inevitable.

The questioning was not carried to that further point 
(which many Roman Catholics regard as the logical end of Prot 
estantism) at which the Scriptural basis is also called in 
question. There were of course libertines at the period of 
the Reformation, and some Anabaptists cast off the Scripture 
in favour of a direct inward illumination, but these played 
no very important part in the liberation of thought. The 
Scriptural basis remained unassailed. But as the errors in
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thought and practice of the mediaeval church were exposed, the 
authority of the church and of tradition could not escape. The 
church was seen to be by no means free either from error or 
corruptions. Traditions might be good, but they might also 
be evil, and in any case the binding authority of Scriptusre 
could not be ascribed to them. The Reformation was a movement 
of revolt, but it was also a movement of return. It aimed 
to liberate life and thought from an alien and usurped rule, 
the rule of the church, and to restore the original and author 
itative rule, the rule of Scripture. At every point where 
the usurping power had established itself, in theology, in 
church government, in morals, in ecclesiastical practice, 
in ceremonies, it was necessary to consider everything afresh 
in the light of Scripture.

It cannot be pretended, of course ? that the Reformers 
themselves always approached Scripture with clear and unprejud 
iced eyes. Like ourselves, they belonged to a definite age 
and tradition. In many respects Luther and Calvin, for example, 
were very much children of the later Nominalism. They could 
never entirely throw off the influence of their upbringing. 
They tended to interpret Scripture in accordance with later 
thought and practice. All this may be granted, and yet the 
main point remains, that the Reformers were in revolt against 
acknowledged standards, and that they aimed to restore Script 
ural standards. By their revolt they effected a liberation 
which for good or evil has changed the course of intellectual 
history.

The particular place of the Bible in the Reformation scheme 
has already been mentioned, but it needs to be stressed again. 
From the theological standpoint it was the concurrence of the 
new stress on Scripture with the rediscovery in experience and 
in exposition of the Scriptural doctrine of justification which 
made possible and indeed initiated the Reformation revolt. The 
Reformers had an original text - or at least a fair approach to 
the original. They had a purified Latin version. They were 
able when necessar^ to challenge the authority of the official 
Vulgate. They could appeal against translations which buttress 
ed questionable doctrines or practices: the stock example is 
'penance 1 for penitence or repentance. The church's mastery of 
the letter of Scripture was thus broken. But more than that, 
the Reformers could oppose to the awe-inspiring authority of a 
supernatural church and agelong tradition an authority less immed 
iately awe-inspiring perhaps, but ultimately more clear-cut and 
decisive (variations in exposition notwithstanding), the author 
ity of the Word of God written. Scripture was fior the Reformers 
a divinely given rule or standard by which all things were to 
be measured, a court of appeal before which all ecclesiastical 
authorities must bow.

The Reformers did not eftigs have°pn intellectual estimate 
of the Bible. They also had in experience a knowledge of its
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Ev&ngelical truth. For that reason the doctrine of justificat 
ion formed the central doctrinal point at issue. Luther was 
led to see the error in the doctrine of indulgences - as opposed 
to its abuse in practice - because his own experience had led 
him to the Scriptural truth of free justification by faith. 
This truth was given to him through Scripture, and confirmed 
as it was by his own spiritual experience it opened his eyes 
to all Scriptural truth. For Luther justification was the 
decisive question. OJJjervgoints of doctrine had their importance, 
but at this point the xxiabr'was joined and at this point it would 
be decided. If the Roman teaching with regard to justification 
were right, then its teaching with regard to the sacraments, 
the priesthood, purgatory, indulgences could also be accepted. 
But ifi that teaching were wrong, if it could be demonstrated 
wrong both from Scripture and from experttiDHt-ience, then the 
whole accepted system of doctrine would college.

Perhaps the greatness of Luther from the Reformed standpoint 
is that he was able in this way to join battle at a decisive point. 
There had been critics of the church's teaching before. Trans- 
ubstantiation had not been accepted willingly, and was constant 
ly opposed. Abuses in ecclesiastical practice had always called 
for censure. Superstitious beliefs had been criticised. But 
the earlier Reformers were never able to break right through as 
Luther did. The appeal to Scripture had been made, but never 
hfed a full Evangelical theology been opposed to the ecclesiastical 
system, with a living spiritual appeal. Wycliffe, for example, 
had made very serious attacks upon the belief and practice of the 
church. He had held the principle that Scripture is the rule 
of faith and order, and he had opposed dogmas which the Reformers 
were later to overthrow. He was never able, however, to init 
iate that itea thorough-going doctrinal Reformation v/hich Luther 
did when his heart and understanding were opened to the Scriptural 
teaching upon justification.

The Reformation was far more than a doctrinal revolution. 
It was also a political and economic movement. No serious stud 
ent of the Reformation, however BHissx enthusiastic, can deny 
this more worldly aspect. Nor can it be denied that the Reform 
ation in doctrine and morals was very largely made possible by 
the political and economic activities and policies of the secul 
ar leaders. ^he power of Luther was partly the power of the man 
himself, his experience, his personality, his courage. It 
was also partly the power of the resentment felt by the German 
princes and people against the exactions, the domination, the 
wealth and the corruption of the church in general and of the 
Roman see in particular. The German nation ( in so far as it 
is proper to speak of a German nation at that time) was ready 
for Luther and his protest, hot so much on religious and 
theological grounds, but on humanistic, political, social 
and patriotic grounds. Without the support of the princes, 
many of whom probably did have genuine religious convictions, it 
is difficult to see how the Reformation could have made its way.

These facts may be admitted, but the wrong deductions must



not be made. First, it must be remembered that the old 
ecclesiastical and political jgaytfcfr™ system - the position 
of the Papacy, the wealth and influence ofi the church - was 
intimately bound up with the old theology, Indulgences are 
a ease in point. The theological doctrine of indulgences and 
the shady financial transactions which in the case of Albrecht 
of Mainz brought about the Theses crisis went hand in hand. 
It would be wrong to say that the doctrine was deliberately worked 
out to make these transactions possible. It would also be 
wrong to deny that financial and economic motives did influence 
the formulation ana the defence of this and other doctrines. 
If the old structure formed a whole, it need occasion no surp 
rise that Reformation theology and politics worked together 
to replace the old system by a new.

It is,however, quite fantastic to suggest that the theol 
ogical side was entirely subordinate to the financial and econ 
omic. No doubt unscrupulous leaders did in many cases use the 
Reformers and their ideas to further their own ends. No doubt 
the theological movement might have failed without the support 
of such men. But obviously the Reformation was more than a 
political and economic revolution. Changes in ecclesiastical 
policy and in economic arrangements might well have been made 
without a complete break with Rome. There might have been the 
subjugation of the church to the state, legislation in respect 
of Papal taxes and other exactions, a dissolution of redundant 
monasteries. But this would not have been the Reformation. 
And the position could never have been securely established with 
out the theological liberation. The truth is, not that there 
was no political or economic abuse of the Refonsmation, not that 
the Reformation itself was only an ecclesiastical reorganisation, 
with some consequent doctrinal changes, but that in the Reform 
ation a whole way of life, with its political and economic 
organisation as well as it s ethics and dogmatics, established 
itself in the place of the corrupted and in many respects out 
moded way of life which Europe had followed during the Middle 
Ages.

For our immediate purpose it is necessary only to notice 
in a general way how the polttical revolution did positively 
affect the doctrinal movement. Of course, in lands which 
espoused the cause of reform, it made possible that comparat 
ive freedom"of thought and speculation which was denied in 
countries dominated by the Papacy. This freedom must not be 
exaggerated, however, as the fate of Servetus and of many 
Anabaptists reminds us. The Reformers claimed liberty for the 
truth, not for human opinion. More than that, it raised again 
and sought to settle along new lines the vexed problems of 
church government and of the ministry. It brought to the fore 
matters of rite and ceremony, not as academic questions, but 
as practical issues which could now be dealt with in accordance 
with local conditions and Scriptural principles. The freeing 
of theology from the political power of Rome meant also the 
possibility of a positive fcork of theological reconstruction,



a work which was vitally necessary if a firm front was to be 
presented against Romanist teaching.

2. The Reformation in England

This relation of the political and doctrinal sides of the Re 
formation is particularly important in the case of England. 
In England the Reformation came first as a political breach 
with Rome. The story of the 'King's Matter 1 has been often 
told, although seldom without bias. Certainly more was at sfe 
stake in that matter than the amorous adventures of a monarch, 
or even the establishment of a dynasty. The question became 
rapidly the old question of English history, whether the King 
or the Pope was to have the final say. The war had gone on, 
now openly, now secretly, now with success for the one party, 
now for the other, from the time of the Conquest. The ^King's 
Matter 1 was destined to bring the issue to a head once and for all,

When Henry renounced the authority of the Pope and initiated 
the series of sweeping anti-Papal enactments, he may perhaps 
have been encouraged by the exajaples of Lutheran princes, but 
he had certainly no thought of setting in train a £ reformation 
in doctrine. His aim was political. He wished to end an
alsen domination and to make himself thoroughly master in his 
own house. His aim was also to some extent economic. He 
was determined to stop the ruinous drain of English money to 
Rome, and to lighten the enormous treasure-chests of the church 
and the monastic orders. Henry was an autocrat who could brook 
no opposition. He was also something of a spendthrift, al- ' 
though apart from his own need of money he realised how danger 
ous it was for the country that so much wealth should be diverted 
to Rome, and that the church in one way and another should cont 
rol so large a proportion of the country 1 s economic and financial 
resources (See 0.A.Marti The Economic Causes of the Reformation 
-in England). The failure of the Pope, for political reasons, 
to grant him annulment of the marriage with Catherine was k±x 
Henry's opportunity to renounce the Papal supremacy, to cut 
off the Papal revenues, and to dissolve the monasteries. There 
is convincing proof that in the spoiling of the Papacy, if not 
of the monasteries, he had the solid support of a large part 
of the nation, especially amongst the nobles and the Middle 
classes.

Henry himself had no wish to make any doctrinal changes, 
at any rate of a major character. He and his advisers seem to 
have thought it quite possible to set up an autonomous national 
church within the general Roman communion. Henry , it will be 
remembered, had won the title Defensor Fidei as an actSve opp 
onent of the heretic Luther, and the reply of Luther was not 
calculated to change his opinion. As early as 1520 steps 
were taken to prevent the spread of Lutheran views, Wolsey 
setting up a Commission in that year (Strype E.M.I p.57). 
Lutheranism did, of course, find exponents at the Universities, 
especially at Cambridge, where Bilney was an early and zealous



champion. The authorities, however, remained hostile* and 
it was fashionable to condemn the new theology in academic exercis 
es. In 1524 Latimer attacked Melanchthon in his B.D. thesis. 
Not a few of the Lutherans were martyred, including Bilney hims 
elf, who succeeded however in winning over Latimer. Others 
were forced to withdraw, like Barnes, who had preached an 
outspoken sermon in 1526. Tyndale met with persistent opposit 
ion when he attempted to put the Bible into English, and he 
had to do his work abroad, continually harassed by episcopal 
peBsecution. He had been condemned by Tonstal as a Lutheran in 
1526.

There were of course many who desired renovation. Wolsey' 
took steps to close the smaller and less useful monastic houses. 
The humanists, especially Colet, had castigated such abuses as 
non-residence, simony, and even pilgrimages and relics. At 
the same time it must oe borne in mind that many of those who 
most actively sought renovation were the most zealous opponents 
of the doctrinal reforms of Luther. Fisher, who refuted Luth 
er's teachings, and More, who wrote against Tyndale are the
outstanding examples. In 1529 an index of prohibited books was 
published, and in 1530, at ai time when the Lutheran princes 
might have expected and perhaps welcomed some alliance with 
England, the Augsburg Confession was rejected. The Six Articl 
es of 1539 were not merely a reversal in pique of a policy of 
which Henry really approved - except that it had given him an 
unwanted wife. They were a return to the true convictions of 
Henry himself. Stephen Gardiner was never able to command the 
affections of the King as was the more Lutheran Cranmer, but 
without doubt he understood far feEEi better the policy which 
Henry was seeking to pursue so far as political exigencies would 
allow. His ascendancy during the latter part of the reign was 
due to that understanding, coupled as it was with an unrivalled 
ability in affairs.

The picture has another side. The point has been made before 
and will bear repetition, that ecclesiastical structure and pol 
icy cannot ultimately be separated from doctrine. On the face 
of it Henry only renounced the Papal authority when the breach 
came. In actual fact he was compelled to do more. Even so
devoted a Catholic as Henry could not avoid a certain amount of 
doctrinal change when he parted ecclesiastically from Rome. In 
the first place, Henry's whole case for the putting away of 
Catherine rested upon an appeal to Scripture against the dispens 
ing power of the Pope. The contention was that not even the 
Pope had the power to dispense against a positive Scriptural 
induction, and that the dispensation to wed his brother f s wife 
Catherine was therefore null and void. This was not
important in itself, but it opened the way for more important 
things. In his anxiety to discredit the Papacy Henry was also 
willing to expose and to repudiate many of the money-raising 
devices at the shrines, and in the Injunctions under Cromwell 
(1536 aria 1538) the exposure of swindles isad destruction of 
shrines were enjoined. Henry's policy also committed him to 
an attack upon the cult of Becket, and upon pilgrimages in



general, and to the breaking of the power of the monks.

International complications also opened the way for doct 
rinal movements. Around 1535 Henry found it necessary to" 
consider making common cause with the Lutherans, a project 
much fancied by Cromwell. The Lutherans were adamant that 
Henry should declare himself a Protestant, and Fox of Hereford' 
and Heath were despatched to Wittenberg to consider what approx 
imations might be made to the Augsburg Confession. The Luther 
ans submitted Thirteen Articles. In 1536 Taverfcer Was able" to 
publish an English translation of the Augsburg Confession, and 
in the same year the Anglicans adopted the mediating Ten Articles, 
Two German divines visited England,* and Henry invited Melanch- 
thon, of whom he had formed a high opinion. Melanehthon 
prudently declined the invitation. During the period of these 
negotiations Cranmer was able to secure the translation and 
official setting up of the Bible. The Act of 1539 put an end 
to these cautious movements of reform, but for a time teaching 
of a Reformed tendency had enjoyed a certain degree of favour, 
and the gible remained. It must also be noticed that an in 
creasing number of scholars was now beginning to desire as dec 
isive a break in theology as in ecclesiastical government.

Already under Henry two main parties had emerged in the I 
English church. . The first, headed by the Archbishop, aimed j 
at a fairly full measure of reformation, for the most part 
along Lutheran lines. Later of course Cranmer was to favour 
the Reformed rather than the Lutheran policy, at any rate in 
doctrinal matters. The evidence'with regard" to Cranmer f s 
early relation to Lutheranism is rather confused, largely 
because it cannot be proved that Cranmer ever adopted the Luther-» 
an view of the SuppBr. In all essential points, however, 
justification. Scripture, ecclesiastical government, liturgy, 
there can be little doubt that his views were strongly Lutheran. 
On the other hand there was the party headed by Stephen Gardiner 
and supported by Heath and Bonner. Gardiner was later to re 
turn to a full acceptance of the Roman position, but during the 
reign of Henry he attempted to combine the traditional doctrine 
with a championship of the Royal Supremacy. Behind his thought 
there was no doiibjt the idea of a church in full communion with 
Rome, but enjoying national liberties and privileges.

Cranmer and his supporters had their chance during the 
short period when Thomas Cromwell conducted affairs. They were 
helped by the latter's strong if unprincipled championship of 
reform in his capacity of Vicar-General. The'story of the 
progress made is old and well-covered ground, and may be recap 
itulated briefly. The Injunctions were first published in 
1536, some of them having a doctrinal inference. The Ten 
Articles appeared in 1536, These showed a slight movement 
away from Rome and some influence of the Augsburg Confession. 
An important Convocation was held in this year, in which Cran 
mer had the support of Goodrich, Shaxton, Fox, Latimer, Hilsey 
and Barlow. The Scot Alesius &ave ^ address upon the number



of the sacraments. The strongly conservative Lower House sent 
a cataloguepf errors in which were listed several Lutheran op 
inions. _f£n tioaoB ysSur tow Coverdale published a translation'

juther's exgositiori^pf the Twenty- SecojidJLS-alna.J The year 
I saw the" puMIcatron oT"the~S'0- called Bishops' Book, con

servative at many points, but with distinct traces of Lutheran 
influence, especially in the doctrine of justification. 
!!?ne recognition of Coverdale's translation of Scripture was a 
big step forward, followed in 1538 by the placing of the Great 
Bible in the parish churches. Scripture, the rule of faith^i 
was thus made available to all in the national tongue. A 
further discussion upon the number of the sacraments took"~place 
in Convocation. In 1538-9 a collection of Goostly Psalmes 
was issued, but these fell quickly under the ban of 1539. 
The drafted Thirteen Articles of 1539, which came too late for 
official adoption, give clear indication of the wa$ in which 
Cranmer and his associates hoped to move. 

*
The ground gained was largely lost when Cromwell fell* 

Henry forced through the Six Articles, in spite of prolonged 
and courageous opposition on the part of Cranmer. The Re 
forming party came under a cloud. Barnes was martyred. Lat- 
imer resigned his see and spent some time in the Tower. Att 
empts were made upon the Archbishop himself, but these were 
frustrated byifc the King, who seems to have had a genuine person 
al affection for the gentle and learned primate. The strange 
persecution which followed the passing of the 1539 Articles - 
strange because it was aimed both at extreme Romanists and at 
Protestants - did not last any length of time. In the closing 
years of the reign Cranmer was even able to make a few cautious 
steps forward. The Bishops' Book was issued in amended form, 
as the King's Book. Some have described this as more Romanist - 
and in some respects it was - but in a few points it was perhaps 
more Protestant. The attempts made by Gardiner to institute 
a revision of the English version of Scripture, with the aim 
of killing the translation altogether, were foiled. Cranmer 
began his notable liturgical work when he issued the English 
Litany in 1544. It is noteworthy that in this same year 
there was renewed diplomatic contact with the Lutherans.

As long as Henry lived the possibilities of doctrinal 
vance were strictly limited. The Defensor Pidei, intractable 
in his political and financial opposition to Rome, would not 
countenance any widespread doctrinal change. This peint must 
be remembered when the official formularies of the period are 
consulted as evidence of the doctrinal beliefs of tne Anglican 
Reformers. In any case Cranmer himself seems only to have been 
& feeling his way during this period. It is useless to deny 
that he was to a large extent under Lutheran influence. He 
had an early understanding of the main principles of justific 
ation by faith. He regarded Scripture translation as a nec 
essary work. He knew and appreciated the ecclesiastical and
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liturgical work of the Lutherans. His residence in Germany 
and connection with Osiander cannot be dismissed as unimportant* 
But it must not be presumed that Cranmer had committed himself 
at once to a full programme of reform. Cranmer was a scholar 
rather than a man of action. He moved with the caution of a \ 
scholar. Doctrines had to be sifted before they could be acc 
epted and proclaimed. That is why Cranmer seems to have hesit 
ated so long to abandon the central doctrine of Transubstantiat- 
ion. It needed the impetus of the more robust Ridley to push 
him over from the Roman teaching, not to the impossible Lutheran 
view, but to the Reformed interpretation. Cranmer could probably 
see little advantage in Consubstantiation, and he shrank from 
the bare symbolism which seemed to be advocated by the Zwinglians, 
Only when he came to the spiritual view, in which there was ample 
allowance for the strong teaching of Scripture and the bold and 
imaginative language of the Fathers was he ready to take a stand 
at this point.

The slowness of the doctrinal revolt under Henry was perhaps 
unfortunate from one point of view. It meant a subjugation of 
doctrine to the civil power. In Saxony the Elector had often 
found it necessary to restrain Luther for reasons of policy, but 
doctrinally Luther had always been the master and the Elector the 
pupil. In England it was the royal theologian who was the master. 
Henry was willing to defer to Cranmer f s learning, but he woulfl 
allow no man to change or mould his opinions. This doctrinal 
Erastianism was always to be a drag upon the reforming movement 
in England, under Elizabeth for example, and especially under 
James, who played so large a part in theological discussion. 
From another point of view, however, the slowness was valuable. 
Had the way been open for a full-scale doctrinal revolution in 
the thirties, it would almost certainly have been Lutheran in 
character, and a serious battle between Lutheran and Reformed 
views might well have developed later in the century. The per 
iod of waiting enabled Anglican scholars and leaders to consider 
the issues in the light of Reformed as well as Lutheran teaching.

At any rate, little progress had been made when Henry died 
in 1547. The accession of the young Edward gave the Reformers 
their great chance, and enabled them to quicken the pace of 
doctrinal and liturgical reform, so as to bring it into line with 
ecclesiastical and economic change. Edward himself was precoc 
ious. He had tutors of pronounced'anti-Roman views, notably 
the illustrious Cheke, and as far as the evidence goes seems 
to have been a sincere exponent of Reformed teaching. The memb 
ers of the Council were mixed. The majority, led first by Som 
erset, later by Northumberland, championed the cause of reform, 
but not always for the best of motives. Even after the dissol 
ution of the monasteries the church still retained great wealth. 
With no effective ruler, the great nobles were able to do the 
work of spoliation unchecked. The Chantries Act of 1648 carried 
forward the plundering of the church, and very little of the 
money acquired found its way into the educational and charitable
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channels marked out for it by Cranmer and the young King. Sinc 
ere Christians must deplore the fact, but historically it Was 
to a large extent this "rapacity of the nobles v.hich made possible 
the considerable work of reform accomplished during the reign.

The distinctive Roman ornaments were removed from the church 
es. A Communion Order was introduced to replace the Mass. The 
First Book of Common Prayer quickly followed. This book proved 
unsatisfactory, since it left too many loop-holes for Romanisers 
like Gar diner. The defects were remedied in the second book 
of 1552, the basis of all subsequent revisions, which in its 
brief period of use ran through several editions. Men of rep 
ute were brought in from abroad to teach in the Universities, 
Bucer, Fagius and Peter' Martyr. Hospitable treatment was 
accorded foreign refugees like John a Lasco. A stronaLy Luth 
eran Catechism had been issued in 1548, with the Archbishop f s 
approval. This work, commonly called Cranmer f s Catechism, is 
a~ translation of the Latin catechism of Justus "Jonas, and seems 
to be an expansion of Lutherfe smaller catechism. Doctrinally, 
an important event was the duel between Cranmer and Gardiner 
upon the 'Sacrament of the Altar 1 . Cranmer now urged with all 
his skill and learning a view not very far removed from that of 
Calvin. A beginning was also made with a more comprehensive 
formulation of Anglican doctrine in the 42 Articles, which were
the basis of the final authoritative statement of Elizabeth f s 
reign.

The Edwardian period was one of tremendous doctrinal and 
liturgical activity, and all the main features of the later 
settlement may be discerned in the achievements of the reign. 
Had Edward lived it is possible that a more radical work would 
have been done thai that which was eventually accomplished under 
Elizabeth. This is not certain however. If there were forces 
making for more ruthless change, Knox and Hooper for example, 
Cranmer himself seems to have been aiming at a compromise. In 
doctrine he had become a convinced adherent ef the main Reformed 
teachings. In ecclesiastical organisation, however, he 
wished to retain as much of the old as possible. He regarded 
the threefold order of the ministry as apostolic and meet for 
good government. Liturgically, he was a purifier rather than 
an innovator. He could appreciate the great work of the past.' 
He aimed to combine loyalty to Scripture with loyalty to tradit* 
ional forms. In this respect he followed" Luther. In his 
views upon the relation of church and state Cranmer was also in 
the Lutheran tradition. ""He accepted the royal headship of 
the church out of conviction rather than convenience. It has 
been suggested, perhaps rather fancifully, that the conflict 
of loyalties, 'to the truth and to the Queen, was the cause of 
the humiliation of the Recantations. Certainly his unwilling 
ness to support the claim of the Lady Jane derived from his 
scruple to set aside the will of Henry.

It may be said then that Cranmer gave to the Church of
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England a Reformed doctrine and a liturgy and government largely 
Lutheran. This point is very important, for Cranmer's work 
was accepted as the basis of the later settlement. Two tensions 
resulted; a tension "between the doctrinal profession and" the 
liturgical practice, the Articles and the Prayer Book - often 
more apparent than real; aiid a tension between doctrinal pro- " 
fessibn and ecclesiastical polity. These tensions have produced 
almost all the conflicts which the Church of England has experien 
ced* from Puritanism, which as it were appealed to the Articles 
against the grayer Book and inarch governjBBdb ment, to the Oxford 
Movement, which reversed the process and sought to interpret 
the Articles by the Prayer Book. There can be no real doubt 
what the Reformers themselves had in mind. Doctrinal reform 
was the all-important thing. Liturgy and church government 
could not be regarded as adiaphora, but they were subsidiary • 
matters, which could be settled largely in the light of "pract 
ical needs and past experience, so long as there was no conflict 
with Scripture. The Puritans could not conform because they 
would not concede this distinction, although in all major doct 
rines they were at one with the Anglicans. Later schools of 
thought have surely erred in taking the practice as a main clue 
to the meaning of the doctrinal formulation.

The untimely if not unanticipated death of Edward brought "the 
second stage of the English Reformation to a speedy end. Doct- 
rinally, however, maturity had already been reached when Mary 
came to the thfeone. The days of mediation had passed, for 
Gardiner, Heath and Bonner had returned to a full Romanism. 
Tactically, the Wxxssa. Marian persecution v/as a mistake, but 
strategically there was no alternative. For a sincere Romanist 
like Mary it had tojall or nothing. Mary chose a ftiill restor 
ation (except in respect of alienated church property), and she 
attempted to dest«py the new teaching by force. In so far as 
she achieved any result at all, it was to drive ida the new 
Anglicanism, doctrinally, more and more into the Reformed 
camp. Of course the masses of the people had as yet been little 
affected by the new teaching, except in London and the South- 
Bast, where the merchant-classes were strong and there was 
closer contact with the Continent. The restoration of Romanism 
undoubtedly had come as a relief to many, who had not yet grown 
to know and to love the masterly phrasing of the revised Liturgy. 
But even amongst the people the way was prepared for that great 
revulsion of feeling which was to be the foundation upon which 
Puritanism built, and the source of the widespread and deeproot- 
ed English detestation of Popery.

The effect of MaryJts repressive policy was especially power 
ful upon the intellectual supporters of Reform. The Marian 
exiles found refuge in Europe, mainly in Frankfurt, Strassburg, 
Zurich and Geneva. Many of them welcomed this opportunity of 
jettisoning the past altogether, and reforming the church after 
the pure and Scriptural example of Calvin. Those who remained 
loyal to the 1552 Prayer Book shared the admiration for Genevan



doctrine, 1?he quarrel between Cox and Jewel on the one side 
and Whittingham and Knox on the other, a quarrel which shattered 
the harmony of the church in Frankfurt and gained for the exiles 
a bad name in the city, was not a doctrinal quarrel. Even later, 
when Cartwright and Whitgift were engaged in their great battle, 
only minute doctrinal points divided the two protagonists. This ' 
is a matter of great importance ? for it means that as against 
Romanist or semi-Romanist teaching the Anglican Reformers maint 
ained a solid front in all substantial points. The contention 
of Tract 90, still favoured in some circles, has no obvious 
support in the writings ofi those who framed and supported the 
Articles.

The Elizabethan Settlement added little or nothing to the 
doctrinal Reformation, except that the Articles themselves were 
amended, approved by Convocation, and fihally in 1571, much 
against the will of the Queen, ratified by Parliament. The 
struggle now shifted away from the doctrinal field, where the 
victory had already been won. The Puritans now made their great 
effort to carry the Reformation further, reconstructing liturgy 
and government as doctrine had been reconstructed. The church 
history of Elizabeth's reign is largely the story of the battle 
between the Puritans (and the Separatists who went even further) 
and those who favoured the Edwardian scheme. The moderate Parker, 
and later Whitgift and Bancroft were the champions of Anglican orth 
odoxy. Elizabeth herself however was probably the main bulwark, 
although she was careful to do her work entirely thwugh the 
bishops. She feared Calvinism because it invaded the Royal 
prerogative, practicality as well as theoretically. She had 
no wish to see a thorough reform of the liturgy, perhaps out 
of personal preference, perhaps because a show of Catholicism 
could on occasion help forward her diplomatic schemes. The Gen* 
evan way of life was in any case too exacting for her.From the 
standpoint of domestic policy it was wiser to conciliate the 
strong Romanist element in the country by compromise than to 
alienate them by an open adoption of Genevan Protestantism. 
Whatever Elizabeth's private opinions were, and they can hardly 
have favoured a militant Protestantism, she opposed the exped 
iency of statesmanship to the Puritan boldness of principle. 
Physically the victory lay for the time being with the orthodox 
group, but the final result was the shattering of the unity of 
the church.

3. The Main Doctrines of the English Reformation

It has been said that the doctrinal battle had been won when 
Elizabeth reversed the policy of her predecessor. It has also 
been stated that the doctrinal reconstruction eventually took 
Reformed rather than Lutheran lines. The more detailed quest 
ion must be asked: What exactly was the scope of this doctrinal 
Reformation in England? In brief it may be summarised as a 
replacement of the ecclesiastical and sacramentalnfconception of. the 
Christian faith by a Scriptural and evangelical. *
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The key-point, in England as elsewhere, was the exalting 
of the authority of the Bible over against that of the church. 
The importance of Scripture for the Reformers may be gauged from 
the anxiety to put the Bible into English and to ensure its 
regular and systematic reading in the daily services of the 
church. The Anglicans were more cautious, perhaps, than some 
of the Continentals in their interpretation of Scripture, al 
though the freedom of the latter must not be exaggerated. Cran- 
mer set the fashion by enlisting so far*as he could the support 
of the Fathers, but of course the early Luther had shewed a 
great and even excessive deference to authority", and Calvin was 
always'pleased to refer to the Fathers. At any ratei" a real 
value was set upon past exposition, although not to the point 
at which the Fathers became equally authoritative with the Bible 
itself. The Bible was the supreme court of appeal, if necess 
ary against church, tradition and Fathers. The Scriptures"
contained everything necessary for salvation. Anything contrary 
to the Bible was erroneous. Anything hot contained in the 
Bible was~in the last resort'superfluous. The Anglican position
is plainly although not too rigidly stated in Article 6, and 
finds ample illustration in the teaching of the leading Reformers. 
As against the Puritans the Bible was not regarded as normative 
in matters of church organisation or ceremonial, but Puritan 
and Anglican alike accepted its full and final authority in all 
doctrinal and ethical matters.

m ,

A theology based upon Scripture meant an Ivangelical theology. 
Thsus the doctrine of free justification by faith came to hold a 
supreme place in the thinking of the Anglicans. At this point 
all the Reformers we substantially agreed. ' Under Lutheran 
influences the «. doctrine of justification was one of the first 
of the Protestant doctrines to be held and expounded in England. 
It formed the theme of much literary work, both unofficial and 
official (in the great Homily of Salvation). The framers "of the 
Articles were at great pains to make the position clear, marking 
off the pure doctrine from accretions and distortions. The 
exposition of this doctrine is not our present task, but it may 
be noticed that the struggle for a true doctrine of justification 
was threefold. Intellectually ? it was" a struggle against 
Scholastic subtleties^ ecclesiastically, a rebellion against 
the yoke of indulgences, penances and purgatory; ethically, 
an abandonment of legalism in favour of a life of liberty, in 
spired arid energised by faith. The assertion of the evangelical 
doc^trine of justification meant necessarily the overthrow of 
the older scheme. "That is why Cranmer and Gardiner^ although 
originally agreed upon the need for Anglican autonomy, could 
never be anything but deadly enemies theologically. That is why 
Gardiner himself eventually abandoned even the idea of Anglican 
autonomy rather than see the whole structure topple. Compromise 
in this struggle was not a practical possibility.

The sacramental question was bound to be a foremost issue. 
Practically, separation from Rome meant, from the Roman stand 
point, a partial invalidation of sacramental acts now performed
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by schismatic priests. (Df the proper performance of these 
acts: baptism, the Mass and penance was essential to salvation, 
a real problem arose. In point of fact this practical diffic 
ulty was not greatly felt -by the Reformers because' oil other 
grounds they were led to question the sacramental system and 
its underlying assumptions. The teaching of justification by 
faith upon the merits of the work of Christ exalted~Jesus"""Christ 
and individual faith. ' It depreciated the sacraments, or better, 
gave to them again "their proper place and function as means of 
grace complementary to th£ written Word. The sacraments them 
selves - or at any rate the two Dominical sacraments- were not 
called in question, and their value was not denied. But the
nature and necessity of the sacraments became matters seriously 
contested.

The battle centred naturally upon the Sacrament of the Altar. 
It was here that the the traditional Romanist teaching was seen 
to be most obviously contrary to the teaching of Scripture. The 
communion had been replaced by a mass. A dogma of transubstaiit- 
iation had been elaborated which had no support in Scripture or 
antiquity, which unduly exalted the status of the priest, and 
which gave rise to all kinds of superstitious and ejven gross 
customs and beliefs. A doctrine of the propitiatory value of 
the sacrifice of the mass had been evolved which seemed to reflect 
upon the sole-sufficiency of the death of the Christ and the 
efficaciousness of saving faith. In the eyes of the Reformers 
the sacred act of Eucharist had become an abominable idolatry, 
a source of superstition, and an obstacle .to evanagelical faith. 
It is just possible, as some scholars urge, that the main " 
wrath of the Reformers was directed against crude popular mis 
conceptions and abuses rather than against the doctrine properly 
stated. On the other hand, when so HSKXKB eminent a man as 
Gardiner took up the cudgels on behalf of the traditional faith, 
he was mercilessly attacked by Cranmer and Gardiner. The 
Anglican Articles and the Canons of Trent are also diametrically 
opposed to each other.

A further reason why attention naturally centred upon the 
Supper was that this was the one leading issue upon which the 
Reformers themselves were divided. Luther and zwingli agreed 
in rejecting transubstantiation, but Luther clung obstinately 
to a 'substantial 1 presence of Christ, taking his stand upon 
the text ! This is my body 1 , of which he would onlyLallow a 
literal interpretation. The Marburg Colloquy foundered on that 
rock. Even the persistent and subtle attempts of Bucer to 
achieve a harmonising formula (See Anrich:Martin Bucer) never met 
with more than temporary success. Calvin was able to unite the 
non-Lutheran bodies, and it is possible that had Luther lived 
he might even have been successful in coming to terms with 
Luther himself. The whole question aroused considerable agit 
ation in the Reforming camp. The Anglicans, once .they were 
persuaded that the old doctrine was wrong, were compelled to 
devote a good deal of attention to .the problem. At no point
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did the Reformation thinkers have greater difficulty in establish 
ing' to their own satisfaction a clear evangelical doctrine fully 
in harmony with the teaching of Scripture. The comparative 
slowness of the development of doctrine in England meant that 
serious controversy between the Reformation groups upon the Supper 
was avoided, and that ifce a teaching of the Calvinistic typs 
became quickly established. The working out and propagating of 
a correct view was, however, a matter of urgent concern. i

1
4. The Doctrine of Baptism and the Anglican Reformation

It must be admitted that in sacramental theology the Supper attract 
ed the greater notice. That does not mean that the Reformers 
were not interested in the other great sacrament of the Gospel, 
Holy Baptism. The impression had sometimes been left that the 
Reformers largely neglec^ted this aspect of theology, and took 
"over the Romanist view with very little change. A comparison 
of the language of the Baptismal Service in the Prayer Book with 
that of the Roman offices will reveal many points of contact. 
But Cranmer, like Luther, wished to preserve what was valuable 
in the old liturgies. Similarities are therefore to be expect 
ed. They are not necessarily an argument in favour of the view 
that the Reformers failed to do their work in this field. Natural; 
ly at some points theysfi3[ir1good reason to abandon either the 
Roman liturgical form or the Roman teaching. They were not 
Reformers merely for the sake of change. A doctrine was not 
necessarily erroneous because it had been taught by the schoolmen. 
Even if controversy heightened the points of difference, which 
were fundamental enough, there might still be agreement in 
other and even in important matters.

In point of fact the baptismal question was forced upon the 
Reformers both in England and abroad. They had no choice but to • 
think out the theological questions involved. There were three 
main reasons why this was so. The first was general. The fix 
ing of a true doctrine of the sacraments, and of the Supper in 
particular, involved necessarily some study of the sacrament of 
baptism. This emerges clearly in Cranmer's 'True and Catholic 
Doctrine of the Lord's Supper 1 , in which he illustrated his
points from the.doctrine of baptism (Cranmer Parker Society I 
p.64). In principle the two sacraments were the same. They dif 
fered of course in nature and application. Each had been app 
ointed for its specific purpose. But as sacraments they corr 
esponded closely thfe one to the other. To judge from the fre 
quency with which Cranmer appealed to the doctrine of baptism 
it might almost be supposed that he came truly to understand the 
Supper in the light of the primary sacrament. But this very 
fact is proof that attention had to be and was paid to baptism,

A second and more particular reason was that baptism, as 
the sacrament of remission and regeneration, was very elosely 
connected with the doctrine of justification. Lut&er's famous 
sermon upon baptism proves conclusively that the consideration 
of the Pauline doctrine of justification led naturally to a new 
study and a deeper understanding of baptism. In the light of 
that sermon it would be idle to pretend that the :Reformers
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meekly accepted traditional teaching here while boldly reconstruct - 
ing at almost every- other point. The great doctrines of justif 
ication aaosxKKEEXxkxiiy aria saving faith are necessarily and intim 
ately bound up with the doctrine of baptism. It is no accident 
that Romans 6 forms an integral part of the Epistle of Justificat 
ion. So too-it is no accident that baptismal teaching occupies 
a high place in the dogmatic reconstruction of the Reformers.

In England the""thought"of Luther's sermon on baptism was 
reproduced very closely in the Sermon of Baptisine of'Cranmer's 
Catechism (pp.181 f.). Numerous other passages of a similar 
nature could be cited to show that the Anglicans too saw the rel 
ationship between baptism and justification. Indeed they could 
hardly avoid this. Stephen Gardiner asked directly and bluntly 
why there was all this fuss about $$$&$&. For his part he be- 
lA|ved that all were justified'in the sacrament of baptisme before 
*$[»£ could talke of this justification we" strive for'(Letters p. 
407). The radical incompatibility of evangelical and sacramental- 
ist conceptions emerges clearly at this point. Winchester's argum 
ent shows how impossible it was for the Reformers to accept the 
traditional teaching. In a sense a compromise was possible. 
Gardiner can hardly have meant by justification more than the re 
mission of original and of pre-baptismal sin. The Reformers too 
believed that original sin was forgiven in baptism, at any rate 
to the elect. But for them justification was something far more. 
It was this new understanding of justification, with the new 
emphasis upon faith, which carried with it the new understanding 
of the sacrament and of its nature and value. Obviously mechanic 
al theories of baptismal grace could have no place if salvation 
were a free gift of God appropriated by individual faithV "A study 
of the bearing of the doctrine of justification upon current theor 
ies of baptismal grace could not be escaped. The Rejection of 
a general sacramentalist scheme necessitated a revision at many 
points of the teaching upon baptism.

The question pressed even more acutely than that. Anabaptism 
formed a third reason why the doctrine of baptism had to be studied 
diligently and carefully. Anabaptism, sometimes described as 
the left wing of the Keformation ? carried the Protestant revision 
to its farthest extreme. It rejected sacrament alism in to to. The 
sacrament was for the Anabaptists no more than a beggarly symbol 
(MuralJ p.35 & p.40). Baptism was a sign of conversion and of 
the new birth which could only follow upon personal confession. 
It is not our business at the moment to discuss or to state the 
Anabaptxist teaching in detail. It is our business/ however,"to 
point out that the Reformers were confronted with this challenge,' 
and that they had to reckon seriously with it both for theologic 
al and for practical reasons. In Wittenberg the"" Zwickau prophets 
threatened to carry all before them before the refcrn of Luther' 
(Kidd D.C.R.pp.94ff.$. In Zurich, where the Anabaptism was of 
a purer type, Zwingli himself was a friend of Manz and Grebel, " 
and for a time seems to have sympathised with their views (Muralt^:. 
pp.7 f.& Kidd D.C.R.pp.450 f,)«
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Now it could be argued with great plausibility that the real 
reason why the Reformers opposed Anabaptism was that they feared 
the political and social radicalism of the movement rather than 
its theology, especially after the terrible experiences of the 
Peasants 1 War and the Munster disaster. Obviously men like * 
Muntzer and John of. Leyden were dangerous and fanatical demagogues. 
But even the peaceloving Grebel, Hubmaier and Simons presented 
a challenge to society. They would have nothing to do with the 
social order. They renounced the idea of a State church. They 
preached a Christianity of withdrawal. When Luther drove the 
prophets from Wittenberg and Zwingli persecuted his former friends 
in Zurich, they were using their influence-on behalf of the 
State church and the established order against what were to them 
dangerous and subversive opinions.

All this may be admitted. It is another illustration of the 
Inevitable interdependence of political thought and action and 
religious. It would be wrong to conclude "that the Reformers' 
evaded the theological problem of Anaabapsttism. Many of them 
were at first undecided - Bucer at Strassburg is another example 
(Anrich pp.33 f.). Defence of the State church did involve the 
defence of Jdt infant baptism. But it would be quite unfair to 
say that the Reformers closed their eyes to the light shed by the 
more honest Anabaptists and deliberately invented a defence of 
infant baptism. The extent to which the thought of any man is 
affected by considerations of self-interest is difficult to de 
cide, but the Reformers generally were theologians enough to 
examine any teaching, not without bias, but without unreasonable 
biasJThey devoted considerable time and labour to a study and 
refutation of Anabaptism on grounds of Scripture and theology. 
The general point is clear enough, that if baptism was not a 
leading issue of the time, in the light of the Anabaptist attack 
it could not fail to be an issue of importance.

It ought to be noticed that Anabaptism never assameS serious 
proportions in England during this time. It was confined almost 
exclusively to the Eastern counties, and persons convicted of the
error were for the most part Butch or German. The first attack 
upon them seems to have taken place in 1534, when after the 
Munster tragedy a proclamation was issued (Smith: The Anabaptists 
p.192). In the following year quite a number were arraigned, 
all Dutch, and some were executed, some pardoned (Foxe 5sp,44) . 
Xte A commission was appointed to root them out in 1538, and 
their books were banned in the Injunctions of the following 
year (Smith) «&ifl$Joan Boucher professed one of the common Anabapt 
ist opinions, that Christ did not take flesh from the Virgin Mary. 
It is worth bearing in mind that the Anabaptists were suspected 
because of their unorthodox views upon the Incarnation and origin 
al sin,

flfco Buring the reign of Edward,Ridley and La timer were sent to 
Kent to deal with further Dutch Anabaptists (Smith), and a few 
English aflherents appeared, notably the courtier Robert Cobke", 
who denied both baptism and original sin (Strype Cranmer 2 p.96),



and Michael Thombe, who boldly asserted that 'the baptism of inf 
ants is not profitable because it goeth without faith'(Strype E.M. 
2.1 p.111). Many works were published against the Anabaptists at 
this time, mostly translations, as Bullinger's Holsome Antidotes, 
Calvin's Shorte Instruction and Turner's Preservative. Philpot's 
defence of infant baptism in a letter to a friend in Newgate points 
to the fact that Anabaptism had been at work, and some of the 
professors under Mary fnraflngfofry possibly held these views. The 
framers of the 42 articles were at great pains to refute Anabaptism, 
both theologically and politically. It was believed that the Papis 
sent Anabaptist emissaries to stir up dissension (S1xpyperJttJWB

The proclamation against the Anabaptists was revived in 
1560 (Burrage E.E.D.I pp41f.), and in 1562 a few more were expelled. 
The numbers must have been small, for in 1657 Jewel could deny" 
that there were any Anabaptists in England (Burrage E.E.D.I.pp.41 
A fresh batch of thirty foreigners was seized in 1575, and in 
spite of the protests of Foxe the martyrologist, a few were exeir- 
uted. Strype reports that around 1574 there was'-a great growth 
of Familism in certain parts (Strype Ann.2.1 p.556). Some of the 
clergy, including a certain Robert Sharp, were infected. The 
real numbers cannot have been very large in proportion to the
whole population, and such Anabaptists and Pamilists as there 
were were mainly of foreign extraction.

At an earlier time it was often thought that some of the 
Separatists were Anabaptists, but as Burrage has shown (E.E.D. 
1.pp.82-3 & 126-7) this was not the case. In ecclesiastical 
theory they shared to some ex^tent Anabaptist views, but they 
did not refuse to accept infant baptism. The error arose -through 
their refusal to allow that Anglican baptism was lawful - quite 
another matter. Similar cases had occured during the Marian 
period. The Protestant Richard Woodman, for example, did not 
wish his child to be baptised in the Roman fashion. He had no 
objection to infant baptism as such - indeed he had arranged for 
a private baptism of his child during his absence £rom home. But 
he could not conscientiously consent to the idolatrous baptism at 
the parish church (See Foxe 8 pp351 f.). The Separatists held 
similar views with regard to Anglican baptism, and as far as 
possible arranged for baptism by their own pastors. It was 
only natural that they should be suspected of Anabaptism, as the 
.famous case of Widow Unyon shows. That they had certain affinit 
ies with and tendencies towards Anabaptism is shown by the fact 
that one section of Separatists exiled in Holland attached itself 
to the Waterlanders (Burrage E.E.D.I.p.155). The evidence does 
not warrant, however, an assumption of general doctrinal identity.

The term Anabaptist was very loosely used in sixteenth century 
controversy, being applied by Whitgift even to the Puritan 
Cartwright. Cartwright had disputed the validity of baptism 
administered 3ay non-preaching ministers: 'the which questions f ? 
Whitgift argued,»spring out of the school of the anabaptistes, 

and tend to the rebaptisation of all, or the most part of 
those that this day are living'(Whit.P.S.3.p.576). 

Anabaptist was in fact a term of abuse, calculated to bring a



thinker into disrepute. It conjured up visions of social and'' 
religious heretics eii^a^ed in subversive propaganda and activity. 
What the Christian was no" doubt in Roman society, and what the 
C9mmunist is today in many countries ? the Anabaptist was in 
sixteenth century Europe, both Roma^st and Protestant. Any
person who adopted an unorthodox opinion HKX ran the risk of 
acquiring the feared and hated name.

All the evidence suggests that the real number of Anabaptists 
in England," especially native Anabaptists, was extremely small. 
This does not mean, hower, that the Anglican Reformers could 
neglect Anabaptist teaching. So radical and dangerous a depar1>
ure from the orthodox could "not pass" unnoticed/ The zealous,, 
protagonists of the new teaching constituted a permanent menace. 
Persecuted everywhere and by all parties (See Smith pp.168 f.on 
the attitude of the Reformers abroad), they were watchful for 
every opportunity of gaining an entry. The arm of the State 4 " 
could be called in to check their activities, but a theological 
bulwark was also needed against their doctrines. The Reformers 
in England had no choice but to examine and refute the'new doofe 
teaching. As writer after writer touched on the topic, little
new could be added, but the"whole question of the doctrine of
baptism was brought to the fore.•*• * '-,1

The Reformers were bound to examine thie doctrine of baptism,
but were their conclusions sufficiently unanimous to make a 
unified study -of their teaching possible and useful? Many complex 
and disputed questions are involved. A certain amount of 
minor disagreement is inevitable. Generally speaking, hower, 
a cursory reading suggests that there was in fact a remarkable 
unanimity. Roman Catholic controversialists have from"time to 
time made great play with the variations of Protestant opinion 
as compared with the unity of Tridentine orthodoxy. Variations 
at some points must and may be admitted. But the fact remains that 
when the baptismal doctrine of the Anglican Reformers is studied 
it does form a definite theological whole. It forms a whole 
which may be relatedx^o the larger whole of the Reformed te'aching 
(5/yithout difficulty}. It forms a whole which stands over a^jnst 
the Romanist whole in sharp and uncpmpromising hostility.

5«The Value of the Study

One final point of introduction might perhaps be briefly made. 
The historical setting and significance have been outlined. The 
general doctrinal development in England had been sketched. 
ons have been given to suggest the importance of the doctrine of 
baptism in Reformed theology. The general possibility of the 
study has been established. It ought then to be ashed what is 
the value of a detailed his tor ico-doctrinal investigation of this 
kind. There are never wanting those who assert that a concern 
for dead thought is largely a waste of time. The modern outlook 
has enlarged. New problems have arisen. In theology as in 
life new situations have to be faced for which the old solutions 
no longer suffice.
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Many answers may be given. First, a study of this kind 

has the general merit of all history. It helps to a greater 
understanding of the past. It establishes the connection between 
the past and the present. It gives the stimulus which can never 
fail to be given by contact with the great minds of other ages, 
and especially of so important and formative ax period as that* 
of the Reformation. The field of investigation is restricted, 
but a large field of intellectual activity is opened up. "" Some 
of the controversies are perhaps petty and tiresome in det4il, 
but high principles are always involved.

Second, the study has a direct bearing upon many problems 
of the present time. 'i'here are the more general problems which 
still remain, infant baptism, for example, or the question 
of indiscriminate baptism in a largely secular or 'post-Christian* 
society. Both of these matters were discussed in the Reformation 
period. Valuable insights may be gained from a consideration of 
the arguments advanced on the one side"and the other. Indeed, 
the study of past controversies teacheg us that many arguments 
and conclusions which "strike each generation as novel and startling 
are old ones dressed up afresh in the forms of speech and thought 
of a new age. The neglect of the past, either through ignorance 
or contempt, means permanent loss.

There are also wider problems, especially those connected 
with the Anglican communion. These will naturally be of more 
interest to the members of that communion, but the problems SEE 
of one communion cannot be only of local interest, especially 
when that communion has preserved a certain historic continuity 
in liturgy and, order whilst accepting the Reformed theological 
reconstruction. The main problem is that of the relating of 
modern theological trends to the official doctrinal profession^ 
and that problem is not by any means confined to "Anglicanism. 
On the one hand, there are those who wish to overthrow the 
profession altogether. Their position is clear enough. On'the 
other, there are those who wish to' read into the profession views 
which approximate in varying degrees to those held by the Roman 
church, or perhaps by the pre-Tridentine Roman church. The cont 
ention is that the Reformers in England had no wish to break dec 
isively with the past, as did the Reformers abroad. They delib 
erately couched the Articles in equivocal, or more kindly in eir- 
enical terms. The liturgy affords evidence of their real sympath 
ies. "

A double question is involved. The first is the question of 
the ultimate truth of the confessional teaching. This is a theo 
logical question. Those who aim to overthrow the symbol regard 
it as erroneous, or only partially true. They claim that modern 
thought can no longer rest content with the old formulation. As 
the Reformers themselves laid hold of new truth and broke away 
from the mediaeval construction, so modern thinkers have gained 
new and larger insights which leave them no option but to discard 
the Reformed statement. The confession had today little more
than an antiquarian value as a milestone on the upward road of
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truth. The major part of our present task is naturally the expos 
ition of the Reformed teaching as it was. At the same time a 
little attention will have to be paid to the problem of the value
of that teaching at the present tmme*

"•**

The second question is that of loyalty to the actual formulat 
ion as the established rule of faith. This is a historical 
question. Some would have it that a full Protestantism is requir 
ed, as a first reading of the formularies suggests. Others, 
while not going so far as Newman, claim that in the light of 
statements in the liturgy room is left for a less dogmatically 
Protestant interpretation. Such a contention cannot finally be 
overthrown. It rests upon the hypothesis that only a statement 
in general terms was adopted, and that that statement is so 
general as to be comprehensive. Little positive evidence is 
forthcoming to support this hypothesis. There is much to suggest 
that it is probably false. It cannot finally be disproved. 
What can be done, however, is to study the symbolic statement 
in the light of the Reformers' own views as expressed at large 
elsewhere. It is a faiii presumption that if their own views are
either non-reforined^ or at least tolerant and comprehensive, the 
'catholic 1 interpretation of/the'Articles is tenable. But it is 
also a faii presumption that if their views are uniformly reformed 
the Articles ought to be given a fully Protestant sense. The 
conclusion must not be anticipated, for only mischief can result 
from studying evidence ip. order to reach a desired result. Prelim 
inary facts, however, the close interconnections with foreign 
Reformers, the willingness of the Puritans to subscribe to the 
theological articles, the commentary of Rogers, the Lambeth 
Articles, suggest that a Protestant interpretation is more likely 
to prove the correct one. If the Reformers themselves did devel 
op anti-Romanist and decidedKly Protestant conceptions, it will 
be fair to conclude that the Articles taken literally constitute 
one of the Reformed symbols.

The matter is partly one of domestic discipline. The pre 
vailing confusion in the modern Anglican church can largely be 
dispelled once the position is known and admitted. It is also 
partly a matter of intercommunion. Anglicans aim to make their 
church a bridge-church, but in fact the-Anglican church is to 
day very much more an island church, with communion neither on the 
one side nor the other. Its orders and liturgy are rejected by 
Rome. It refuses to make doctrinal affiliation with non-episcop 
al churches a ^ound of fellowship. Intercommunion is only poss 
ible if questions are faced honestly and the true position is 
understood. If Anglican doctrine is found to be decidedly Prot 
estant in character, then an insuperable obstacle will be placed 
in the way of reunion with Rome. On the other hand it will be 
seen that the Church of England and other Protestant churches 
have the basic things in common, and the question might well be 
asked why matters of discipline and order should be allowed to 
stand in the way of substantial unity. The creation of a solid 
doctrinal front on the basis of the Reformed theology,scsHDhfc and 
the recognition of that dogmatic solidarity, would do much to
make possible that union of Reformation churches which was a , 
<tream o^ Cranmer, and an earnest wish of the statesmanlike Calvin*
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CHAPTER I THE (BEHERAL CONCEPT 

l.The Word

The Reformers inherited the sacrament of baptism from the raeciaev- 
al church. With their ''spirit of enquiry they iagx naturally "tested 
the old usage by the Holy Scriptures. They were also led to a 
certain extent to consider the problem of the foundations of the 
ibite and the meaning of the term baptism,' both linguistically 
and ecclesiastically. Too much must not be expected' from the 
Reformation writers in this respect. They made great strides 
forward in the linguistic and historical study of the Bible. Their 
polemic against prevailing custom and belief compelled them to exam
ine the Scriptures closely. Their love for the Bible and their 
loyalty to it as a supreme court of> appeal against the church zand 
against tradition taught" them a carefulness in exposition, and 
inspired them to seek with diligence a correct text and a clear 
and accurate interpretation. The immense pains taken by Luther 
have been emphasised by some scholars (Cf .Mackinnon) . At cert-" " 
ain points the translation and exegesis of certain words or passages 
might determine a disputed dogmatic point, and here a more 
detailed discussion became necessary.

It must be stressed, however, that where no particular 
doctrinal question was involved the Reformers had little gratuit 
ous linguistic and historical interest. They were not scholars" 
even in the sense that Erasmias was a scholar, and they certainly 
did not share the enthusiasm for and belief in the historical 
method which have characterised" the last two centuries." Bap'tisffi 
is a case in point. The immersion struggle had not yet arise^n,
and therefore no matter of importance depended upon the exact 
meaning of the term baptism. In the sixteenth century immersion 
was still the ideal, and not uncommon in practice, at any rate 
in England. Upon"this there was general agreement. 'All accepted 
immersion in theory, even those who did not carry it out in~pKict- 
ice. No party, not'even the Anabaptist* (Smith "p. 137}, was 
prepared to insist upon it as doctrinally necessary. $To point' 
pf controversial importance depended upon the exact meaning of the 
original.

^-^ ^ ^ Vp*r *i W. 

1

In these"circumstances the paucity of jffix'linguistic discuss 
ion can hardly surprise, although it may disappoint the historic 
ally minded modern theologian. A definition' of" baptism had of 
course been given by the Scholastics. Thomas asked the "question: 
Is baptism a washing i.e.Is it any kind of a washing," or a wash 
ing with a particular significance? He granted that the word may 
be used in a general sense, but found three reasons why it bore 
a particular significance in the Christian church: first, it 
seemed to be more than a general washing; second, the washing 
of baptism is not just water, but a certain use of it; third, 
in Christian baptism the word is and must be added to the element 
(Thomas 3 Qu.66).
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During the Reformation period itself the theologians of Trent 
displayed some interest in the derivation of the term baptism. % The 
Catechism, for example, explained that baptism was a Greek word 
which signified every kind of ablution (Cat,T.2,2,Qu.3). Ko att 
ention was paid to the problems how historically the special kind 
of ablution now known as baptism had evolved, or how the v.ord 
itself had come to be applied to that spe^cial washing. For the 
Tridentines such historical problems did not exist. Baptism was 
a label applied to a given and known thing,,the sacrament historic 
ally receiyed. The Catechism could thus go on at once to qualify,

! that with ecclesiastical writers it denotes that ecclesiastical
use which belongs to the sacraments'.

The Reformers had no reason" to question the commonly accepted 
definitions, Luther, as always, did evince some interest in the 
linguistic and historical questions, but only in order to bsing' 
out the proper theological significance. He compared the baptism & 
of the Christian church with the ceremonial" washings of the Jew's, 
and with the rite practised by John (W.A.6 p.472). It might be 
said that in a sense a progressive evolution of baptism was thus 
seen, but Luther did not work out this quasi-historical scheme * 
in the historical spirit. The interest of this sketch, the 'Disp- 
utatio de baptismate legis, Johannis et Christi habita/ was theol 
ogical from first to last. Luther saw a contrast between law and 
grace. The fulness of the Christian baptism, the baptism pf grace, 
was contrasted with the imperfections of the Jewish washings, and
of the Johannine rite. Whether one grew out of the other or not 
did not concern the author. What engaged his attention wad the 
theological inter-relationship, the inter-relationship of type 
and signification.

The same concern to bring out the theological meaning led 
Luther into the linguistic field again in the great sermon on 
baptism (W.A.2 p.727). Luther discussed the Latin word 'mersio'i 
and he tried to show that the root-idea is submersion, drowning 
in the water, death. The German f Touff f (Taufe) he connected 
with the word 'tief' (deep). Baptism thus signified a going down' 
into the deep, or a plunging. Once again death was the meaning. 
But here too, it will be noticed, the linguistic study was 
occasioned by and subjugated to purely dogmatic considerations,

Zwingli, like Luther, turned to the New Testament in order 1 
to recover the exact meaning of the word, but he too had a theol 
ogical rather than a historical aim. " Zwingli distinguished four 
main uses of the term baptismx(C.R.4 p.219), All of course had 
reference to baptism as practised by Christians rather than to 
baptism in any general sense. Some of the Anabaptists seem to 
have put forward the view that as a religious rite Christian bapt 
ism might be compared with the ordinary religious washings of Jews 
and Turks, KKfc to which it was in no way superior, Rogers in 
his commentary notes-that the Bannisterians held some such view 
as this (Rog.P.S.p.278). Such early attempts at a comparative 
study were decisively rejected by the great Reformers, and even 
the more liberal Zwingli was interested only in the theological
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definitions of baptism.

Singularly little linguistic interest was forthcoming in 
Engl^and. There was almost no discussion at all mntil the Rhem- 
ish New Testament was published. A few matters were then con 
sidered, and Fulke in his Confutation took brief notice of the 
word baptism, although in rather a different connection. The 
point which Fulke wished to establish was that the Protestant 
non-ecclesiastical translations of some ecclesiastical terms wese 
justified when the original meanings were considered - and that 
in some cases they were the only correct renderings. He illust 
rated his point from the word baptism, which had an ordinary * 
sense apart from the special eEclesiastical sense, as in Mark 7: 

! This word baptisma signifies by ecclesiastical use the sacra 
ment of holy baptism, yet you are enforced Mark 7 to translate 
baptismata 'washings 1 '(Fulke P.S.p.110)."

It will be noticed that here again the whole discussion was occas 
ioned by polemical considerations rather than by any pure ling 
uistic interest. The study was conducted for the purpose of 
illustration and justification, not of scholarship as such*

Points which emerge from this brief survey may be listed. 
First, no essential doctrinal issue existed to necessitate a 
full historical investigation. The Reformers belonged at this 
point very largely to the same worlfi of thought as their opponents. 
There were great theological differences in the sixteenth century, 
but in many basic matters there was unity: a unity all the more 
striking in view of the more radical differences which have emerged 
in Protestantism during the modern period. The Reformers certainly 
had very-different views of baptism, but they accepted the sacramail 
itself as it had been handed down historically.

Second, the historical spirit which underlies almost all 
Protestant theological work was only in its infancy during the 
Reformation period. Some enthusiasts, and 4 some opponents, have 
imagined that the present-day spirit dates from that century. 
There is of course a grain of truth in that view. But the Reform 
ers were historical students by compulsion, not by choice. They 
aimed to get bssk to simple Scripture and pure apostolic practice. 
They had little historical interest as such, but history was a 
necessary handmaid of theology. To study faaptism in its origins 
merely for the sake of knowing and understanding would have seemed 
to them a pure waste of time. The modern Protestant approach, 
by which Christianity is studied as a natural historical phenomenon, 
would have been utterly abhorrent to them. Whether" the Reformers 
were right or wrong in this is a matter demanding separate -treat 
ment, but that the historical method is not Reformed in the 
strict sense ought to be noted.

2. The Ecclesiastical Use t

Baptism was interesting to the mediaeval and Protestant theologians 
exclusively in its ecclesiastical connotation. It signified norm 
ally that sacrament which had been handed down through Christian
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generations from the earliest period of the" church. r?1he aefiiixt- 
ions all pointed out that in theological discussion and in religious
life this was the normal use.. t, *

A preliminary problem arises in connection with the' ranking' 
of baptism as a sacrament; a problem upon which the Anglican pos 
ition stands in heed of clarification. " The Roman theology of the 
sixteenth century"acknowledged seven sacraments appointed oy God' 
as special means of grace. This figure had only been arrived at 
after much disputing amongst the Scholastics. Everyone realised 
that the Fathe.rs had used the word sacrament in a very" loose and 
extended sense. The Reformers themselves "did not dispute this' 
wider usage. Calvin, for "example, stated that the term sacrament 
'includes all signs 1 (Inst.4,14,18). The Roman theology*, however, 
had determined that there were seven sacraments in the special 
sense (See Bellarmine Short Christian Doctrine). Bellarmine cont 
ended with the Tridentines that this number had been handed down 
and could be known by tradition (De"la S.T.B.pp.339 f.) f The * 
Council of Trent claimed for these seven a divine institution, 
and insisted upon the full number, anathematising all opponents: 

'If anyone saith that the sacraments of the New Lav/ were not all 
instituted by Jesus Christ our Lord; or that there are more or r 
less than seven, or even that "any one of these seven is not ""* 
truly arid properly a sacrament, let him be accursed 1 (C.&D.Sess. 
7 Bapt.Can.l). The Catechism of Trent actually claimed that" •• 

Scripture supported this number as well as tradition and .the councils 
! as is proved from the Scripture, is handed down 3By the tradition 
of the Fathers, and is justified by the authority of the 
Councils 1 .(Cat.T.2,2,Qu.l4).

The Roman theologians must not be misunderstood. 'They asserted 
seven sacraments properly speaking. "They did not regard triese '\ 
sacraments as of equal rank. Three stood out above the others as 
generally necessary to salvation: bp.p^tism, communion and penance* 
Confirmation, marriage, orders and unction were means of grace", 
but they were not generally neceasary to salvation (Cat.T.2,2,16)* 
The K&H Canons of Trent went so* far as to anathematise any who 
wished to maintain a flat equality of the sacraments: 'If anyone" 

saith that the seven" sacraments are in such wise equal as that 
one is not in any way more worthy than another, let him be 
accursed 1 (C.& D.Sess.7 Sacram.Canons 2 S: 3).

Quite naturally, the aim and tendency was to exalt the sacrament 
of the altar above all the others. The Reformed limitation, how 
ever, did perhaps have its roots in this admitted theological 
distinction.

m

Luther was the first seriously to call in question the existing 
judgment. Earlier critics do not seem to have taken up the point. 
Wycliffe, for example, had spoken of the seven sacraments in the 
Trialogus, although one can hardly be sure whether it was the auth-^ 
ors own opinion'which was expressed (Trial.p. 156)'; "Luther, however 
boldly singled out the three pre-eminent and"necessary sacraments, 
and contended that they alone were sacraments in the full sense 
i.e.sacraments of the Gospel instituted by Christ himself. The
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others he would acknowledge as sacraments in a loose sense, but 
not in the strict and proper sense of the word. Of the three 
mentioned, baptism and the supper were the two chief, of higher 
dignity than penance. The Lutheran view was taken up by Melanch- 
thon, and found expression in the great Confession of Augsburg 
(See Seeberg Die Lehre Luthers p.315).

ft** 1 '**: %

In Switzerland Zwingli was even more radical than Luther. 
He judged that Christ had truly bequeathed unto us only two' sacram 
ents, and that baptism and the supper were alone sacraments of the 
Gospel in the full sense (C.H.3 p.761). The Anabaptists generally 
agreed with this judgment, although a few freer thinkers like 
Sebastian Franck rejected all sacraments as a mere mummery and "" 
childish play (Dosker D. A.p. 188),! Schwenkfeld also f ell' under 
the suspicion of setting aside the sacraments (Rog.P.S.p.265). 
On the Reformed side quotations could easily be multiplied from the 
theologians and confessions to show how widely the opinion "of 
Zwingli was held. Calvin, for example, "distinguished between 
sacraments in general, and those sacraments which are by divine app 
ointment^ means of grace in the church. In the special class he 
saw two only (Inst.4,14,19 & 21). In his Commentary on Acts Calv 
in suggested that Confirmation had also been a full sacrament in 
apostolic times, but that its proper use had ceased with the Apost 
les: ! This laying on of hands was a sacrament.... .Those fell through 

ignorance who did continually imitate the same." It was a grace 
which was to last only for a time* (Comm.Acts 2,p.209). " Beza 

recognised two sacraments ' ordayned of God, having the syne, the 
thinge signified, the conjunction of the two and the manner of 
participating 1 (B.&.P.S.p.36). , The Heidelberg Catechism (68), 

the Gallican (35)and the Belgic (34) Confessions all stated that 
there were two sacraments only. llhe Scotch Confession preserved 
the distiction between the strict and the loose senses when it 
asserted that there are f twa chiefe sacramentis onelie instituted

by the Lord Jesus 1 (21). It is perhaps of some interest_that a 
little book published by the Romanists under the title £ f Contrariet- 
ez et Contredicts 1 ascribes to the Reformed theologians many 
different views upon the number of the sacraments. 'Luther"was 
supposed on some occasions to have said that there was only one 
sacrament;' Melanchthon found two in the Commonplaces of 1522; 
the Apology of the Confession maintained three, *wie Coxtanonplaces 
of 1552 four and Guillaume Postel six(p.xxviii). At any rate 
the various Reformers discussed the subject thuDoughly, just as 
the earlier Scholastic had done, and in the end it was more or 
less agreed to restrict the term in its full signification to 
baptism and the supper, some exalting penace to a position only 
slightly inferio*.

In England the doctrine ofthe seven sacraments had found an" 
early defender against Luther in the King himself. The Assertio 
Septem Sacxramen^jim^Jffl?1 old teaching against the new errors, 
which in effect, Henry maintained, left only baptism standing 
(Assertio p.£6 and p.183). No advance was passible before the 
breach with the Papacy, but during the thirties Cranmer obviously 
had this question in mind. The matter came to a head in the
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great debate in the Convocation of 1836, accounts of which may be 
found in Foxe (5 p.381) and Jenkyn's Cranmer (Cran.J.2 pp 16-17). 
The question then asked was this: Whether the ceremonies of con 
firmation, of orders and of annealing, and such other, ought to 
be called sacraments, and to be compared with Baptism and the 
Supper of the Lord, or not? Stokesley supported the full seven 
sacraments, and he headed a considerable party. Cranmer himself 
favoured only two, and he introduced the Scot Alesius as a chief 
speaker in the discussion. /ilesius argued that these tests must 
be met if a/ceremony was to fee accounted a s^acrament in the full 
sense: that it must be of divine institution, and that it must 
have a gsEmxaxA visible form and an invisible grace, which the 
Master of Sentences equates with the remission of sins. Alesius 
quoted Thomas to the effect that no man has the right to institute 
a sacrament. Cranmer further pursued the matter by sending out 
a questionnaire, in which the following questions were asked: How 
many sacraments there be by the Scriptures? How many there be by 
the ancient authors? Cranmer himself stated: 'I find not in the 

Scripture, the matter, nature and effect of all those which 
we call the seven -sacraments, but only of certain of them, as 
baptism 1 (Burnet 3 p.69).

During the reign of Edward the Reformed view established it 
self in England* Cranmer f s Catechism, as a Lutheran work, ment 
ioned the three sacraments (p. 184), but the English writers them 
selves inclined to the closer restriction. Nowell roundly assert 
ed that the Lord instituted only two sacraments in his church (P.S. 
p.85). 2 Hooper, as one would naturally expect, took the same 
view, arguing that both Scripture and antiquity gave only the two; 

1 whereof were two in number with the fathers in the ministry of 
the church, and so many yet are with us1. These two answered 

to circumcision and the passover in the Old Testament, and alone 
had th&ir ! proper promises, proper elements, and proper command 
ments 1 (Hoop.Kx&.B.R.p.215). Evidently a similar view had filtered 
down to the rank and file, for Foxe tells of not a few professors 
under Mary who would acknowledge no more than two sacraments. 
William Tyms, Christopher Lister, Thirteen Men at Stratford le 
"Bow, Thomas Iveson,^ Seven Martyrs, Robert Benley (Foxe 7 & 8). 
Their answers all ran in much the same strain as that of Iveson 
to Bonner: 'That there be in the catholic church of Christ two

sacraments only 1 (Foxe 7 p.307). The 1 error'was eveidently suff 
iciently widespread and important as to be noticed in the official 
interrogatory. Some ignorant persons were trapped, of course, 
as poor Elizabeth Thackvel and Kathleen T-Tut, who could not tell 
what a sacrament is (Foxe 8 p,450), but many laymen witnessed 
boldly and clearly to the Reformed belief.

The Elizabethan theologiaxis; readopted the Edwardian position. 
Jewel summed up the Anglican p«$&s33k>» in the apology: 'We acknow 

ledge that there are two sacraments properly so-called; for so 
many we see were delivered to us by Christ, and approved by St. 
Ambrose, St.Augustine, ana the ancient fathers' (Jew.P.S.2,p. 

In the Treatise of the Sacraments Sewel made the same points, 
indicating clearly the reasons why baptism and the supper were to
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be distinguished from the other so-called sacraments: ! The sacra 
ments instituted by Christ are only two. In thisetwo we have 
both the element and the institution 1 (Jew.P.S.2 p. 1103). 

In the light of the teaching of Jewel "and of the general Continent 
al exposition,, the statement of the Article (25) is both plain 
and definite. 3 it claims that there are only tvo sacraments of 
the Gospel, generally necessary to salvation. The five rites 
termed sacraments by Rome are sacramental in a loose' sense"," but 
not in the strict and proper sense. Some are states of life 
which have a sacramental aspect. Others are gpostolic customs" 
which^simplified and purified have a profitable use* The use of 
the words 'commonly called sacraments 1 indicates a certain -will 
ingness on the part of the""Anglicans to ascribe some sacramental 
significance to these rites and states, but only in so far as 
the Reformers generally were willing to do this. The words 'are 
certainly not a covert admission that perhaps the five disallowed 
are properly sacraments after all, by popular consent. The
Homily wherein is declared that Common Prayer-and the Sacraments 
etc. made the same distinction as the Article: 'And as for the 

number of them, if they should be considered according to 
the exact signification of a sacrament... .there be but two.'.*••»«» 
But in a general" acceptation, the name of a sacrament may be 
attributed to any thing, whereby an holy thing is signified. 
In which understanding of the word, the ancient writers have
given this name, not only "to the other five, commonly of late 
years taken and used for supplying the number of the seven' 
sacraments; but also to divers and sundry other ceremonies.... 
not meaning thereby to repute them as sacraments in the same" 
signification that the two forenamed sacraments are 1 (Homilies 
pp.244-5).

The Reformed attitude has a general importance", because" it 
reflects their desire to check a dangerous tendency in the rel 
igious life of their time, as"well as their overriding loyalty 
to the Bible and its authority. In one sense it is true, no " 
doubt, that the ascription of efficacious power to sacramental 
rites and their performance does emphasise the initiative and 
the supremacy of God, whp does the work. But when these acts 
are multiplied, and only "a priestly caste can perform them, 
such a belief puts great power into the hands of the group and 
gaves to them a domination over the whole religious life. The 
Reformers, as will be seen, did not wish to deny the efficacy 
of the divinely appointed sacraments as means of spiritual grace. 
They did insist, however^ that only those rites should be 
treated With particular reverence which had e. clear appointment
and a proper constitution. Believing as they did in the need 

for a personal faith, " they could not but resist the transforming 
of what they took to be Scriptural Christianity into that eccles 
iastical and prie^stly Christianity which prevailed"in their own 
day. The marking off of baptism and the supper, 'small perhaps 
in itself, pointed to that larger rejection of a sacramentalised 
religion and to that return to a personal evangelical faith.

The digression has been rather long, but necessary and
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important. Baptism, in its generally accepted ecclesiastical 
sense, signified for the Reformers the first of the*"two sacram-' 
ents of the New Testament. The word had its ordinary profane or 
secular meaning, but that had no interest and was of no importance 
for the theologically minded sixteenth century writers. What 
did matter was the meaning and nature of baptism as a sacrament. 
The Reformers studied baptism as it was described in the Bible 
and as it had come down in Christian history. They sought to 
understand it and to practise it, not in the light of its linguist-! 
ic and historical origins, but in the light of its' New Testament ' 
foundations, as a visible sign with an invisible signification 
and grace.

3, The Threefold Baptism

In common with other writers the theologians of the sixteenth 
century distinguished a twofold and even a threefold use of the 
ecclesiastical term baptism in the apbstolidand patristic writings* 
Thomas had early made this distictionx and defended the threefold 
baptism. Against the serious objection that Ephesians 4.5 
speaks of one baptism he argued that there is only one sacrament 
of baptism in water, but that the other two baptisms, the 
baptism of blood and the baptism of the Holy Ghost, may supply 
the want of water-baptism (Thomas 3 Qu.66,11).

i
It could quite well be argued that the Hew Testament spoke 

of a baptism by suffering and also of a baptism of the Holy 
Spirit. "There we#e also those who seized upon the mention of 
baptism by fire, and some Origenists were supposed to have post 
ulated a special baptism by fire. The Catechism of Trent refuted 
this latter theory on the ground that fire symbolises the interior 
working of the Holy Ghost: the baptism by fire is thus synonymous 
with the baptism of the Spirit. Matthew 3.2 was not by any means
to be understood of the matter of baptism, but ought to be re 
ferred generally to the work of the Spirit" within, or specially
to the miracle of Pentecost (Cat.T.2,2 Qu.8).

" Be that as it may, the threefold distiction of baptism by 
water, by blood and by the Holy Ghost was an ancient and common 
ly accepted one. Amongst reforming writers it appeared in 
Wycliffe, who gave the distinction an an ti-sacr amen tali st twist: 

f ther ben three baptisingis: the firste is baptising in water, 
the to ther baptising with blood, but the thridde baptising, 
moost needtful and moost worth, is purging of the Hooli Goost 1 , 
(Arnold 2 p«4).' Wycliffe stressed again and again the para 

mount need of this inward baptism of the soul (Trial.p.159). 
Some of his successors in England seem to have carried the emph 
asis of Wycliffe almost to the point of denying the value of the' 
outward sacramental act alto^ether. Thus Swinderby alleged 
that John 3.5 does not necessarily damn all unbaptised infants, 

! for are not all baptised with the Holy Ghost and v:ith fire, 
but yet not with material fire? ! (Foxe 3 p.168). The point 

of the question was that just as the matter fire is not necessary 
to baptism with the Holy Ghost and with fire, so the matter 
water is not necessary to baptism with the Holy Ghost and with
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water. At a 'later date John Pyke of Colchester set aside the 
sacrament as quite unnecessary: 'there shuld be no such thyngs,

fore there is no baptism but of the Holy Ghost* (Strype E.M.1,1 
p. 190). A similar teaching appeared amongst some of the early 
Anabaptists. Thomas Muntzer, for example, laid the whole 
stress upon the baptism of the Spirit (Mural t p. 20).

For the most part the sixteenth century Reformers followed the 
old teaching. They were not sidetracked into a denial of the 
outward baptism of water. They brought into proper relief, how 
ever, the spiritual work of the Holy Ghost. Zwingli broke rather 
new ground when he distinguished the four uses of the word baptism 
in the New Testament. It was used first for the washing with 
water; second for the inward illumination of a man when he knows 
and cleaves to God, the baptism of the Spirit,* third, for the 
outward teaching of salvation together/with immersion in waters 
and fourth, for outward baptism together with inward faith (C.R. 
4. p. 219. A new thing here is the identification of baptism with 
teaching, a point especially significant when Zwingli came to re 
late the baptism of Christ with that of John. The other Reformers 
did not take up or develop this analysis, and Calvin was content 
to make the distinction between the baptism of water and the baptism 
of fire(Inst.4,15,8). Bullinger, expounding John 3.5,
thought the text referred 'not to the outward sign of baptism, 

but to the inward and most spiritual regeneration of the Holy 
Spirit' (Bull. P. S. 4 p. 251).

The threefoldness of baptism received a good deal of stress in 
England. Tyndale, in his exposition of John, had noticed the 
linking up of water with blood and spirit, " and he clearly had in 
mind the primitive distinction(Tynd.P.S.2 p. 209). Becon discussed 
the matter in some detail. He made a basic distinction between 
the baptism of water and the baptism of the Holy Ghost, comparing 
Matthew 3 with Acts 1 and Titus 3.4 (Bee. P. S. 2 p. 203). In true 
Reformed fashion he brought into prominence the need for the spir 
itual washing which is the true baptism: 'Without the inward bapt 

ism of the Holy Ghost, the outward baptism of the water profit- 
eth nothing' (Ibid. p. 218) . In another place he mentioned the 

three baptisms, of the Holy Ghost, of blood and of water, and 
he added 'that of tkKsae all these three the baptism of water is the

most inferior((Ibid.p225) . Becon tackled" the old objection 
that baptism is one. He replied te^fee-^fes^ne^a^«4, that there is v 
but one baptism, 'of divers diversely taken' (Ibid. p. 225) . Amongst 
the "later writers Sandys drew out the" dis tine ti on 'between the out 
ward washing of water and' the inward purging' and' cleansing "of the 
SpiritxxxHH& (Sand.P.S.p.302) , and Jewel referred to the fethree 
baptisms, Spirit,"" blood and \vater (Jew.P.S.2" p. 1107) • ' It was 
perhaps with this thought in mind that Jewel brought into relation 
ship the water of "baptism and the blood v of Christ. "Baptism 
clearly pointed to death" and regeneration, and it also symbolised 
cleansing. In that respect it" was interconnected not only with 
the death of Christ and the' life-giving Spirit, but also with the 
cleansing blood (Jew. P. S. 3 p. 470).
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A point of some importance needs to be noticed here. The He- 
formers do not seem to have thought of the baptism of the Holy 
Ghost as normally separate from the baptism of water. From the 
texts of the New Testament it would not be altogether unfair to 
make a separation between the"baptism of regeneration and the baptism 
of spiritual power. Calvin's mention of the apostolic sacrament 
of confirmation could quite easily be linked with such a view;* ' A 
modern school of writers, discussing the relationship of baptism 
and confirmation, has taken up a position of this kind (See "E.C, 
Hatcliffe The Relation of Baptism to Confirmation in the Early 
Homan and Byzantine Liturgies Theology LIX no.315)". In a society 
in which infant baptism is the rule the result'of such teaching 
would be to depreciate baptism at the expense of confirmation, as 
,often~happenedin practice in the sixteenth century (Strype E.M. , 
1,2 App,No.£5QQCVIII). The early practice of taking baptism and' 
confirmation together has been brought 'forward as evMence in favour 
of the view. The theory supposes that early baptism was the comtP 
ination of water-baptism (our baptism) and the baptism of the Spirit 
(our confirmation). The Reformers did not make any"distinction 
along these lines, and it is lamented that" none of" them, not even 
Hooker, understood the true nature of confirmation.

¥hat the Reformers did" aim to do was to emphasise "the double ' 
nature, not of baptism plus confirmation, but of "baptism itself, 
whether of infants of or adults. Baptism had a twofold aspect. 
It was a human act, a washing in water. It was also a divine act, 
the inward washing and regeneration of the Spirit. 'Aie two acts 
might not always coincide when the rite was performed, but they 
were both necessary to constitute a Christian baptism"in the"full 
sense. This conception was the basis of the clear-cut division 
made by Tyndale between Tthose who are baptised in "the flesh and 
"" those who are baptised in heart 1 (Tynd.P.S.l p.357). Hooper 
expressed the same thought when he insisted that 'there are two 

kinds of baptism, and both necessary, the one interior, the" 
other exterior f (Hoop.P.SV1 p.74). Cranmer, defending his" view 

of the supper against Chedsfcy, argued that 'when he giveth baptism,
we consider not the water, but the Holy Ghost (Cran.J 4 p.29). 

Lake made the same point and urged that to be baptised with the 
Spirit is better than to be baptised with water (Sermons p. 174).

It was the urge to break the thraldom of a sacramentalist 
religious and theological system which impelled the Reformers so 
strongly to press the spiritual aspect. They were prepared to 
grant that martyrdom ranked as a baptism, but that point had little 
interest for them except within the context of the controversy 
regarding the necessity of the sacrament.- What interested them was 
the teaching "with regard to the baptism of the"Spirit. "According 
to th&ir view, man could"not be regenerated by an outward act. 
The passive accepting of sacramental rites was for them no guarantee 
of true and saving religion. The true baptism, as Wycliffe had 4 
said, was the inward work of the Holy Ghost, baptising the heart. 
And the TIoly Ghost could not be bound.



4. The Divine Institution

The fact that baptism was an act of God and not only a human rite 
meant that it had ultimately a divine origin. Theologians all 
treated of the question of origin, but they had the aim rather 
of establishing the authority of the sacrament than of tracking 
its historical pedigree. The text-book from which they drew was 
of course the New Testament*

At this point, as at many others, it is hardly surprising 
to find that the Romanist and the Protestant thinkers were in 
substantial agreement. In so far ss disagreement arose it was 
in su^h a detailed matter as the actual time of the institution 
of the sacrament by Christ.- Thomas had contributed a thorough 
discussion of this tangled question. He had considered the fav 
ourite view that baptism was instituted after the Passion, and 
three arguments were seen to support this opinion: first, that 
baptism derived its power from the Passion: second, that it 
derived its efficacy from the mandate of Christ; and third, that 
it was only binding after the Passion. Thomas himself, however, 
decided for the alternative view that it was instituted at the 
baptism of Christ himself. Augustine had stated that as soon as 
Christ was plunged into the waters, the" waters washed away the 
sins of all. Since baptism received the power of producing its eff 
ect when Christ was baptised, it is right to say that it was 
then instituted. Thomas allowed that baptism only became oblig 
atory after the Passion for the two reasons that Christ's death 
put an end to the figurative sacraments, and that baptism makes 
a man- conformable to Christ's Passion and Resurrection (Thomas 
3 Qu.66,2).

Not every theologian went into the matter with quite the same 
thoroughness as Aquinas. For the most part it was thought suff 
icient to state a divine institution without specifying the exact 
time. Trent traced back all the seven sacraments to an institution 
by Christ, confessing 'that the seven sacraments of the New Law 

were truly and properly institute by Jesus Christ our Lord 1
(Schaff Creeds p.207).5 Bellarmine in his Short Catechism 

asked the question: Who instituted the sacraments? and the as&wer 
was ! Jesus Christ our Lord'(Bell.S.C.D.p.Sl). The Catechism of 
Trent was more explicit. It found in 1 the One and the same God 

the author of justification and the sacraments'(Cat.T.2,2,^u 
In reply to the question as to the time of founding, the double 
answer of Thomas was given, that the actual institution was at 
the baptism of Christ, the obligation after the Resurrection: 

! The sacrament was instituted by the Kord, when he himself, 
having been baptised of John, gave to the water the virtue of 
sanctifying... .After the resurrection of our Lord, he gave to 
the Apostles the command: Go and teach all nations, baptisir 
them 1 (Ibid.2,2,2iQu.21), In sup ort of the first statement, 

the place of Augustine was alleged: ^rom the moment that Christ 
is immersed in water.... f The loter Rituale Romanian referred to 
baptism c s the first of the sacraments of the New Law instituted 
byx Christ, without any discussion of or statement upon the time



of institution.^ It is interesting to notice that in the discussion 
of the time of institution in the Catholaic Encyclopedia (Art.Bapt 
ism) it is suggested that baptism probably dates from the tine v/hen 
the disciples began to baptise. Many Fathers, however, denied 
that the Holy Ghost was jiven at that early period, including 
Tertullian, Chrysostom, Theophylactus and Leo. The text of Tg- 
natius was also thought to suggest that the water received its sanct 
ifying power only with the death of Christ upon the Gross,

The Reformers were not greatly interested in the question of 
the time of institutiion. This was probably because the "majority 
of them saw a continuity "between the baptism of John and the baptism 
of Christ. They did lay great stress, however,"" upon the doctrine 
of the divine institution. In different ways all emphasised the 
belief. Luther insisted that'Christ, or God himself is the auth 

or of baptism' (W. A.6 p.530).' Zwingli, in a sentence already 
quoted, spoke of the two sacraments bequeathed' by Christ(C.R^3 p. 
761). He denied that Christian baptism was instituted with the 
command of Christ in Matthew 28, and sav; the beginning of it in the 
divinely appointed baptism of John (C.R.4 p.258). Calvin inveighed 
against those who presumed to usurp the divine pro£>ragive by adding 
to the sacraments-which God had appointed: T It is not In the power 

of any man whatever to institute sacraments", Christ enjoins' fchat 
those who have submitted to the Gospel and professed to be his" 
disciples shall be baptised,..'. .Foolish men forge various sacram 
ents at their pleasure, but as the word, which"is the soul, Is 

in them, they are idle and unmeaning shadows 1 '
i). Since John the Btsptist had no more right than 

anyone else to institute a sacrament, Calvin claimed that John too 
had Christ for the author of his baptism.

The"Continental Confessions made the same points" in very sim 
ilar iEBUK terms. Augsburg traced"back the "sacraments to Christ's 
institution (9). The First Helvetic referred to a divine institute© 
ion (21). The Heidelberg Catechism defined-sacraments as rites 
appointed by God for a particular purpose (66). In the Confesision 
of faith in the name of the Church of France Calvin beautifully 
described baptism as 'a treasure which God has placed in his church* 
(Tracts 2 p.153), Knox insisted that the divine institution was « 
a test of the true sacraments 'Such ceremonies as God has ordeyned
we allow 1 (Knox 1 p. 198); and in the @rdoure of Baptisine he main 
tained that the divine mandate was tfee ground of the continued
observance of the rite, »

The English writers had nothing new to add, but they made the 
same points with* some unanimity. Already Wycliffe had stressed the 
divine authorships 'God hath ordeigried, in tyme of his both* lawes, 

how men shulden have sacr'amentis to make him able for this trav- 
eil'(Arnold ±Sx 2 p.258)j and he too had found in Mstthew 28 

the ground of the continued Use (Trial.p. 156). In the sixteenth 
century a place was found for the doctrine of the diMne institution 
in the Ten and Thirteen Articles (Cran.P.S.2 p.474), and also in 
the King's Book, which stated that'the sacrament was instituted 
and ordained by our Saviour Christ in the New Testament, Katthew



28 (j5,B.p.41). Cranmer, when he^vas answering the Articles of the 
Ken of Devon, again asserted the institution by Christ: 'The

water of baptism none other person did ordain but Christ him-*
self 1 (Gran.P.S. 2 p.176).

*v

The other writers took the same line. Frith described" baptism 
as'an ordinance institute .of God 1 (Frith B.R.p.94). - Hooper spoke 
of its institution in the "law of God (Hoop.P.S.I p.76). "Becon * 
returned to the point again and again, ascribing the sacraments 
in the New Law to Gofl and to God the Son (Bee.P.S.2 p.201). He 
thought that baptism had first been given thnough John: «God the 
Father did' first of all institute this holy sacrament with John 1 
(Ibid.p.203). Bullinger denied the authority of any man to ordain
sacraments, and saw in the Lord's commandment to baptise an oblig 
ation to observe the sacrament: 'Our Lord himself maketh baptism 
^ necessary'(Bull.P.S.4 p.352). The questioning of the divine 
authority was foreign to his whole way of thinking. At a later 
date Hooker too described baptism as'a sacrament which God hath 

instituted in his church 1 (L.E.P.5,60,16) .

It has already been seen that some refused Papistical baptism 
during the period of Roman* domination under Mary, holding with 
Knox that Papistical baptism could not be identified with that

f trew baptisme whilke Chryst Jesus did institute 1 (Knox 1 p.19). 
Bonner took the opportunity to urge upon such men, Thomas Haukes 
for example, the obligation of the commandment by Christ: 'Baptism

is commanded by the word of God', Haukes accepted "the divine * 
institution: 'His institiution thereof I do not deny', although 
he could no't agree that the Romanists were fulfilling the command 
ment of Christ faithfully (Foxe 7 p.99). At a latier date the 
Separatists found similar fault with the baptism administered in 
the established church. They too made it clear that they did 
not question the sacrament itsfcfef or the divine institution of it. 
One of the aims in the order of""the Privy Church in London was 'to

have the sacraments mynistxred purely, onely, and all together 
according to the institution and good, words or the Lord Jesus 1 
(Burrage E.E.D.2 p. 13). The Puritans were naturally at one 

with the Anglican*! in the view that the sacraments had been app 
ointed in the church by Jesus Christ himself.

~k •
It remains only to glance briefy at the final formularies. 

The earlier Articles had maintained the divine institution, and 
in the 39 Articles (25; a similar doctrine was expressed. The 
Service of Public Baptism also made the position clear. It was 
to God's holy baptism that the chifcd came. The words of institut 
ion were cited: 'God's most dearly beloved Son Jesus Christ gave"' 

commandment to his disciples that they should go teach all nat 
ions and baptise them in the name eta.'. In the opening pray 

er an interesting relic of the grfrflygyflsridrag idea of the sacrament 
deriving its efficacy from the baptism of Christ may perhaps be 
found in the word^ (much disputed by the Puritans) 'who, by the

baptism of thy well-beloved Son in the river Jordan, didst 
sanctify water to the mystical washing away of sin'. Everywhere 
in the service as in the Articles the impression is left that God
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is both the author of the sacrament and the supreme worker in it.

The Reformers were supernaturalists in theological outlook, 
Modern Protestant theology has become largely empirical. Its inter 
est centres upon the historical data. It seeks to understand 
Christianity in <ats origins and development. The supernatural 
activity of God has been largely (or completely) banished from
the religious scene. But no support for a theology of this kind 
is forthcoming in the writings of the Reformers. The world in 
which the Reformers lived was one in which God was still thought 
of as active and above. Questions as to possible historical origins 
of the sacrament were immaterial. "For the theologian it was enough 
that the sacrament had been divinely ordained. There was no need 
to justify the rite. God had appointed it, and therefore its 
use was an obligation, and God could be expected to work through 
it. It made little difference if similar ceremonies existed in 
the non-Christianx religions. These could be explained, as devil 
ish imitations, as adumbrations of the truth, even as ordinary 
customs taken over and raised to a new level by Jesus Christ. But 
they had no real or decisive importance. %

It must be noticed that the Reformers had no thought of applying 
historico-critical tests to the evangelical narrative. The belief 
in a divine institution rested largely upon the text in Matthew 28, 
which was constantly qua ted. The text did fcot stand alone, of 
course, amd it was supported by the records of apostolic practice. 
But it had a special significance in that it contained both the 
commandment to baptise and the all-important baptismal formula. 
In recent times doubts have been cast upon the authenticity of the 
text, at any rate as a record of words actually spoken by Christ 
himself. Whether those doubts are justified or not is not our 
present concern. What is important is that such doubts did not 
and could not arise in the minds of the Reformers of the sixteenth 
century.

•J It is not that the Heformers were necessarily less acute or 
less informed scholars. Their scholarship was more rudimentary, 
but the root cause of the difference is elsewhere. The point is 
that the Reformers wre mediaevalists rather than moderns. Theology 
was for them revelation. Their religion .was the gift of a trans 
cendent God, Man and the world of man had a definite place, in 
the divine economy, but on the creaturely level. Half a century 
ago it would have been confidently affirmed by most Protestants 
that the Reformers were wrong, and that the moderns are right. 
Today powerful voices have again been raised to warn that the modern 
outlook is a heretical"perversion of true Christianity, ena to 
^oint back, not necessarily to the scholarship, but certainly to 
the attitude of mind of the sixteenth century.

In the present wo rk it is not our business to decide between 
the two approaches. The difference ought, however, to be record 
ed, so that there should not be any misunderstanding of the 
Reformed theology. This mush, too, must be said on the ^Reformed 
side. Their outlook, right or wrong, seems to be truest to the 
Christian faith as it.has been handed down from the earliest times.
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The apostles themselves and their immediate successors \vere *" 
conscious of the divine authority of \heir Master. V/hat they 
taught and what they did was according to a received command.. 
The sixteenth century theologians were the heirs "of this supernat- 
uralist outlook. In that respect, despite the sharp differences 
between them, they stand solidly together"a gainst the empirical 
Protestant theologians of more recent times.

5 The Broad Definition

The detailed discussion of the significance of baptism forms a 
study in itself. At this stage," however, notice must be" taken 
of the different general" terms used to define..or to describe the 
sacrament. In a real sense these definitions do of course point 
to the meaning. They cover the field fai rly comprehensively. 
As the Reformers were' always insisting, the ancient Fathers com 
monly called the signs by the things signified. The different" 
titles affixed to baptism indicate then the varieties of signif 
ication and effect associated with it.

Many of these definitions, drawn from the Patristic writings, 
have been gathered together in the Catechism of Trent. Baptism' 
is there #«£»»»£ described as the sacrament of faith, illuminat 
ion, purgation, planting, burial, the cross of Christ (C'at.T. 
2,2 Qu.4). In the Greek and Russian symbols of a later date the 
definition was washing and the extirpation of original sin (Schaff 
pp.373 f.}. Thomas had used the titles regeneration and enlightr- 
enment, and" he too had described baptism as the sacrament of" 
faith (Thomas 3 Qu.56)."" "Other writers called" baptism the gateway 
or door of the Christ life (Cath.Encycl.Art.Bapt*)*

The writings of the Reformers abound in "definitions' ofi the 
sacrament. As will appear later", "the Reformers were especially 
interested in the' signification or the sacrament as opposed to the 
Romanists' interest in its effects. But quite commonly they 
summed up the meanings in descriptive titles used of the divine 
ordinance. Luther in his Catecnisms first gave a definition of 
baptism: 'It is a conjunction of water and the word of God ! (W.A.' 
34,1 p.88. But the water of baptism was no common water: " it' was 

! the water of life which" is rich in grace, the" bath of regen 
eration 1 (Quoted" by Wernlelp.257) . y The""Confession of Seven 

teen Articles described baptism similarly as ! a holy ? living'and 
mighty thing, a bath of regeneration and of spiiitial renewal^ 
(Ibid.p.286). 10 In another place Luther emphasised the fact " 

that baptism is a covenant, in which may be distinguished sign, 
signification and faith (Seeberg p.317). He thus arrived at thir 
general definition of baptism: that it is a divine ras&cs&^g coven 
ant of'grace given under a visible form (Ibid.p.315), 11 Melanch- 
thon too thought that the sacrament might best be defined as the 
sign of a divine promise.

Of the Swiss theologians Zwingli brought into prominence the 
covenantal aspect, more" especially on the human side. He defined 
sacraments generally as pledges or oaths, the ceremonies of init 
iation or pledging (Wernle2p.202) .±* Baptism was the covenant
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sign of the people of God (Ibid.p.204) , 13 Baptism thms served 
as a badge of allegiance, or public sign of profession. The 
Anabaptists developed and stressed'this linecof thought, " Hubmaier 
taught that the external act of "baptism should be taken as a pub 
lic confession and witness of internal faith and obligations. 
He used almost exactly the same phrase as Zwingli, describing 
tearpfrra outward baptism as the visible sign of the whole people of 
God. (Zwingli C.R.4 p.218).^

It must be admitted that the Zwinglian definition, although 
correct enough as far" as it goes, is deficient in many respects. 
Stressing so much thms human side, Zwingli tended to rob baptism 
of much of its real and deeper meaning. It would be an exaggerat 
ion to sajt that Zwingli denied altogether a fuller meaning, but 
he certainly did not bring it into prominence. This is evident 
in his general descriptions and definitions. With Calvin, howevg 
er, the position changed. Calvin undoubtedly held a much 'high8 
er view of the sacraments than Zwingli. In the doctrine of the 
supper, for example, he occupied a position betv.een Zwingli and 
Luther, somewhat after the manner of" the subtle Bucer. " Some 
c^ritics have accused him of obscurity in his sacramental doctrine, 
but he certainly attempted, "successfully or otherwise, to retain 
a true sacramental teaching while rejecting sacramentalist con 
ceptions.

Amongst the general titles which Calvin used to describe both. v 
baptism and its fellowsacrament the supper the most common was th"atc 
of visible word, or' testimony of the grace of God (Beckmann p.45)}^ 
The sacrament, however, was not only a testimony to grace. Cal 
vin did not shrink from ealling it 'an instrument by which God

acts efficaciously1 (Tracts 2.p.340). Baptism in particular" 
was the initiatory sign by which we are admitted into the fellow 
ship of the church. It was not only the entrance into the" church, 
but also the symbol of our initiation into Christ (Inst.4,15,1). 
It might then be described as the sacrament of initiation, or as 
the sacrament of regeneration (Beckmann pp.87 f.). Calvin would 
not have it that the sacraments are only the signs of something that 
we, do. They are that: 'The ends of the sacraments are to be

marks and badges of Christian profession and fellowship, or
fraternity 1 (Tracts 2 p.214). But they are more* the signs 

of something that God does: 'The sacraments are not only marks 
of outward profession, but are testimonies and badges of the-

divine grace, and seals of the promise'(Ibid.p.573). The 
false emphasis of Zwingli was thus avoided.

Calvin was willing to go even further than this, and to 
refer to the sign in terms of that which in detail it signified, 
after the manner of the Fathers. Thus baptism was for him the 
the outward representation of repentance for the forgiveness of 
sins. He could also describe it as a spiritual washing (Harm. 
Ev.p.385). It was the sign of regeneration, an evidence that 
God introduces us into his church, to make us, as it were, his 
children and heirs.(Tracts 2 p.153), The Reformed Confessions 
and the later Reformed theologians stressed the too ideas, that



baptism is the sign of the" covenant and that it is the sacrament
of initiation and of regeneration. Knox defined baptism as 

'the syne of our first entrance in the household of God our 
Father, by the wh'ilke is"~signifielf*fc, that we are ressavit 
in league with him 1 (Knox 4 p.123). It was also'a holie syne

and seale of God's promesses'(Ibid.p.172). Heidegger described
it briefly as the sacrament of regeneration.

The Anglican theologians gave many general descriptions and 
definitions, al of which were along the same lines. TyndTale had 
almost all the more prominent titles. 'In baptism 1 , he wrote, 

'we testify unto the congregation our entering into Christ 1 (Tynd,
P.S.I p.357). Baptism was 'a witness between hima and us, 
the bond or seal of the covenant written in our flesh'(B.R.p.407, 
'a visible sign to provoke us and to help our weak faith'(P.S. 
2 p.91). It was 'the sign of repentance § or, if they will so 
have it called, penance)*; washing and new birth'(Ibid.p. 161). 

Tyndale noted, like so many of the theologians of the Reformation, 
that it is the common use and property of speech in Scripture to 
identify the sign and the thing, but he urged that in exact theo 
logical speech the proper distinction should not be obliterated 
P.S.3 p.247).

One of the early writers was Frith. In his work too the main 
lines of thought are clear. Frith called baptism ' a token of gxx 

grace and free mercy1, 'a visible example of the invisible graced 
'the fountaine of the new birth* (B.R.pp.92-4). The conception 

of baptism as a covenants! sign even appeared in the King's Book, 
in which baptism was described as a covenant between God and us 
(K.B.p.44). It would be tedious to list in detail all the defin 
itions given by the leading Anglican writers, but £. representative 
selection may be made for the purpose of demonstrating the general 
lines of teaching. Nowell stressed^initiation and regeneration: 
baptism was a profession, 'a certaifrjoy which we are received 1 , 
the sign of regeneration (Now.P.S.p.207). Philpot had the same 
thought of initiation: 'We are implanted in the church by baptism* 
(Phil.P.S.p. 221)'j and Bradford called baptism the sign of "adopt 
ion (Brad.P.S.l p.201). This idea was not greatly developed oy 
the others, but it was evidently a commonly accepted one, and 
found expression in the Irish Articles of 1615 (89).

Hooper preferred to think"of the sacrament^as testimony, seal, 
sign and guarantee: 'It is a testimony of God's promise, a sign 

'of God's good will and favour towards us. In" it the new ' '
league^and covenant is signified' (Hoop. P. S.I p.76) ."" This was 

Becon's point too: 'Baptism is' a most certain pledge of God's ' *
love and favour towards his"people'feec.P.S.2 p.208). He re-* 

peated the same "thought in different ways: baptism was a contin 
ual sign, an evident testimony, a sign with promises annexed, 
a visible word (Ibid.p.201). Pilkington too"described baptism 
as a seal and covenant (Pilk.P.S.p.302), Jewel as a" seal and 
confirmation (Jew.P.S.2 p.ilOl), and as a heavenly token'(Ibid.), 
Bullinger as an evidence and sealed charter (Bull.P.S.4 p.323).

*It is perhaps wotth noting that by this concession Tvndale 
swallowed up penance in baptism. ijuucu.e



The Wittenberg exiles similarly defined the sacraments as 'substanfc- 
ial covenauhtes and agreementes 1 (Burrage E.E.D.I p.76).

;• • m t ,

The idea that baptism was a badge or profession came up repeat 
edly. Buliinger may be cited: 'Baptism serveth for our confession* 
(Bull.P.S.4 p.400): and also Rogers: 'Baptism is a sign of profess 
ion 1 (Hog.P. S.p. 274;. Also common was the'title regeneration,'' or 
water of regeneration. Cranmer himself used the term 'regenerating 
water 1 (Cran.P.S.I p. 150 and~p.254). Becon defined baptism as 
the'fountain of the new btfcth' (Bec.P.S.2 p.203), Hidley as'1 the" v 
fountain of regeneration' (Rid.P.S.p. 12), Jewer'as'life, regenerat 
ion, salvation, forgiveness of sins, the power of God to resurr 
ection' (Jew. P. S. 2 p. 1105), and Buliinger as'"the fountain of water*, 

f a cleansing or washing away'of sins', 'the water of regeneration' 
(Bull.P.S.4 p.251, p.282, p.441) .v The ideas of cleansing and v . 
regeneration naturally went hand in hand. ' Baptism seems Tjuite 
frequently to have been alluded"to as the sacrament of regeneration, 
and one of" the martyrs listed by Foxe, Robert Smith, spoke of it 
in that way (Foxe 7 p.351).

V . - - - '"' -^ * % * *; -II 1 % •*** *

A few less common definitions ought to be mentioned. Cranmer 
called baptism 1 a receiving the Holy Ghost and putting" Christ upon 
us' (Gran.P.S.I p.64). In one place he equated baptism and justif 
ication, 'baptised or justified'(Cran.2 p.133). although the 
sentence is in the King's Book, and is probably not Cranmer's own, 
Becon thought of baptism as'a seal of righteousness 1"(Bee^P.S. 2 p. 
217). Whitgift,"""quoting Tertullian and Chrysostom, 'called 
it 'the seal of faith' (Whit.P.S.3 p.113). Buliinger combined the 
two thoughts," terming it 'a seal of the righteousness of faith' 
(Bull,P.S.4 p.323)."" Jewel gathered together a whole list of def 
initions. "" He quoted Tertullian "to the effect that" baptism might 
just as well be called a~sacrifice as the supper (Jew.P.S.3 p.893). 
A connection with immolation, "or martyrdom, appears at this point, 
but what Jewel r'eally" .wished to prove was that when the Fathers 
s§oke of the supper as a sacrifice they were using th^ language
of type.•'*-•-, >.. ~ «*» •»— *

"The Article is perhaps" rather disappointing "in its definition. 
It gives the impression of trying 'to say a number of things, and 
yet it'is neither comprehensive nor precise. ""An analysis' shows, 
however, that the terms are not so vague as is sometimes supp 
osed, for all of them are thoroughly reformed","' and not a few 
suggest the similar statements of Calvin." Baptism is a"sign of 
profession and mark of "difference - the Article is surely including 
rather than refuting the Zwinglian view, in spite of Stone's anx 
iety to draw a contrary conclusion (Holy Baptism p.61).*" But it is 
much more than that, the sign of regeneration or the new birth, 
an instrument to graft us into the church, and the sign and seal 
of the promises of forgiveness and of our adoption. Sign and seal 
of our new birth was the definition in the earlier versions. The 
term instrument is perhaps the most unusual, and controversial, 
but as we have already seen even this is not without a parallel in 
Calvin (Beckmann p.39).

One or two observations may be made upon these general definit-
a
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-ions commonly used by the Reformers. They were for the most 
part the traditional definitions of the church, comparable with 
those found in patristic and mediaeval writers. A modern definit 
ion such as Quick's description of baptism as a sacrament of the 
divine Fatherhood would have wounded strangely in their wars. In 
application there were differences, but formally the Reformed 
titles were very much the same as those given in the formularies 
of Trent. The new feature was the much greater stress upon pro 
fession and covenant,

i

In the application of the titles a two-fold limit may be dis 
cerned. The first is the interprifction of the sacrament in terms 
of the word. In all Reformed theology word and sacrament went 
together. The Bible, and preaching cased upon it, were- the word 
audible - proclaimed; the sacrament was the word visible - enacted. 
She word soig&k might very properly be described as the word "of 
life, because through* it God brought life to the believing soul. 
So too baptism might very properly be termed the water of regener 
ation, for God used the sacrament too as a means to bring new 
life where there was the response of faith. A further discussion 
of the Reformed doctrine of the efficacy of the sacrament will be 
necessary later. It may be Noticed now how significant for the 
Reformers was this conception of the sacrament as a visible word.

' •
The second limit is the recognition that baptism is only life 

and forgiveness and regeneration when it is considered in its full 
sense, as thing signified as well as sign. The sign itself might 
be given the title of the thing signified, but the Reformers were 
careful to distinguish between the two, and to explain their 
meaning. Thus Bullinger pointed to the Scriptures: 'I Corinthians 

6 doth make manifest, that to the sign of baotism, which is"" 
water, is given the name of the thing signified 1 (Bull.P.S.4 g.
282). Bradford also took great pains to guard against any 

possible misunderstanding: 'Baptism is callea regeneration because
it is a sacrament of it 1 (Brad.P.S.2 p.271). The Reformers 

were able to iKssdbbs retain the language of sacr amen tali sm, but ' 
they used it in a purely evangelical sense. In this respect, as 
in so many others, the Reformers were purifiers rather than innov 
ators. They aimed to give back to accepted terms and concepts" 
that purity of Scriptural and patristic use which ecclesiastical 
theology had corrupted. If their thought must be clearly marked 
off from Romanism on the one hand, it ought also to be different 
iated on t^e<:>ther from the modern innovating reconstructions of 
neological 1t!WK&^»

6 The Relationship with the Supper«o.m«>>i^ M
The classification of baptism as one of the two Dominical sacram 
ents naturally led to a comparison with the other great sacrament 
of the Gospel, the supper. To a certain extent, such a compar 
ison was unavoidable. There is a theology of the sacraments in 
general as well as of each sacrament in particular.^ Certain 
ures are common to both, or even, in the case of a Roman Cath 
olic, to the whole seven.



In view of this obvious fact, it might be thought unnecessary 
to look more closely into the Reformed statement of the relation 
ship of baptism with the supper. This relationship, however, 
formed a not unimportant controversial point. The controversy 
originated in the Romanist elevation of the supper to a position 
of superiority over all other sacraments. This, in turn, was 
necessitated by the doctrines of transubstantiation and" of the 
sacrifice of the mass. Thus, while the supper as a sacrament 
still had some features in common with the other sacraments, it 
was of so much greater dignity that to interpret the one in terms 
of the other, as the Reformers sought to do, was to challenge 
directly the Romanist doctrines of the supper.

The Romanist position was plainly stated at Trent. To assert 
an equality between the sacraments, Trent taught, was heresy: 

'If anyone saith that these seven sacraments are in such wise 
equal, as that one is not in any way more than another, let
him be accursed'(C.& D.Sess.7 Sacr.3). That the mridentines 

had as their main aim the maintaining of the excellency and the 
speeial nature of the supper admits of no doubt. Bellarmine made 
the position quite clear. He asserted 'a'hierarchy of the sacra 

ments, the first of all being without question the holy Euch 
arist, which does not contain grace only, but contains the 
very author of grace'(De la S.T.B.p.353). It may be noticed 

that Stephen"Gardiner, in the controversy with Cranmer, objected 
very strongly to the Archbishop's coupling of the supper with 
baptism. 'Baptism', he said, 'differeth from the mystery of the 

sacrament, as touching the manner of Christ's presence, and 
the working of the effect also'(Cran.J.3 p.242).

The Continental Reformers swept away all these distinctions." 
Even Luther, who retained his own special doctrine of the subst 
antial presence of Christ in the supper, compared the two sacram 
ents. Baptism was the beginning of renovation^ the supper" in 
corporation into the unity of the body of Christ (Hamel J.L.p.57). 
He linked up the grace of baptism with faith aB exactly the same 
way as he linked up the grace of the supper (Ibid.p. 151, & Stange 
p.814). Zwingli taught similarly (Wernle Z.p.66). Bucer attempt 
ed to work out a mediating view of" the supper along the lines of" 
a comparison with baptism (Hastings EeUs p.72). Calvin discussed 
tte particular point of the nature of Christ's presence in the 
supper, and he too found the comparison with baptism helpful: 

'Since Scripture plainly declares that we put on Christ in 
baptism, and are washed by his blood.... there is no reason^ 
why he should be said" to be more present in the supper than 
in baptism'(Tracts 2 pp.564-5). Calvin" thought that Christ 

called the bread his body in just the same way as we may call 
baptism the washing of regeneration and renovation.

In England Nowell compared the two sacraments in operation, 
and he thought that the one might be said to fulfil the other 
(Wow.P.S.I p.214). It was Cranmer, however, who pressed the 
comparison. So insistent ix was he in his interpretation of * 
the one sacrament by the other that we might almost conclude that
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the comparison had been instrumental in bringing him to' his own 
understanding of the true and catholic doctrine of the supper. ' He 
granted, for example, that respect was due to the elemj,s of bread 
and wine, but only the same respect as was due to the water of 
Jnaptism. The" presence of Christ and his showing were the same 
in both sacraments. In support of the comparison Cranmer urged 
texts of the Fathers, Emissen, and especially Augustine,' who 
had compared the substances used in the sacraments: 'The substance

of this sacrament is the bread and wine, as^water"is"in the*
sacrament of baptism 1 (See Cran.J.3 p.10, pp.61 ff., p.242, p.
339). In the Oxford Disputations Cranmer maintained this 

comparison, finding Christ in the- supper only as the Holy Ghost 
was in the water of baptism (Foxe 6 pp.452 ff.). Ridley and 
Glyn advanced the same comparison in defence of their views (Ibid, 
p.311). Strype has recorded a controversy in which Watson on the 
Romanist side found a miracle both in baptism and in the supper, 
but the miracle of transubstantiation in the supper was greater. 
When Cheke sought to compare the one sacrament with the other" 
from the Fathers Watson made the usual distinction: 'There is a

diverse reason of baptism and the eucharist, and different
effects^Strype Cheke pp.101 f.).

During the Marian persecution several interesting discussions* 
took place upon the subject. Bradford compared the two sacraments 
in their operation. He was challenged by the friars, who had
been sent to try to bring him to" a better mind. They asked him,, , 
wfc&t Scripture he had for his assertion, Bradford put them to 
silence by quoting I Corinthians 12 (brad.P.S.I p.82 and cf.p.533). 
Philpot too used the comparison when he was arguing before Bonner 
against the private mass: 'If a priest say these words over the 

water, and there be no child to be baptised, those words only 
pronounced do not make baptism. The pronunciation only is 
not enough, unless the words be therewithal applied to the 
use, as Christ spoke them. So "in'the supper. ~
Harpsfield; Nay, that is not like5 for Hoc est corpus meum 
is an indicative proposition, showing a working of God in 
the substance of bread and wine.
Philpot: It is not an indicative proposition, but also imper 
ative or commanding: Take ye, eat ye.
Morrow-Mass Priest; l&any must then be baptised, if the command- 
ment be followed1.

Philpot replied that Christ gave commandment to baptise all sorts 
of men, and quoted the Eunuch as a Scriptural example of an indiv 
idual baptism (Foxe 7-p.637). Less eminent sufferess, as Wood 
man before Chichester, made EtmaUrK similar use of the comparison 
between the two sacraments (Ibid.8 pp.351 f.). As early as 1545 
James Cobard had urged the necessxity of faith for a right receptioc 
of both sacraments (I^id.4 p,401). It is interesting that Foxe* 
himself quotes with approval a Sermon of Aelfric, in which the 
bread and wine of "-the supper are compared with the water of bapt- 
ism(Ibid.S p.286),

During the reign of Elizabeth the comparison was used in 
support of Puritan views, and appeared in many strange connections.
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Jewel, of course, followed the broad teaching of Cranmer, and 
he argued a similar presence of Christ in the two sacraments, and 
a continuance in both of both the accidents and the substance of tb 
the elements (Jew.P. S.I pp.450 f.). Guest argued that the supplice 
alone ought to be used at all services on the ground that the sac 
raments were alike: 'The" communion does not give higher and better 

things'(Gee P.B.& O.p.39). The Puritans used the doctrine of 
the equality of the sacraments as an argument in favour of allowing 
the Anglican deacons to take the communion service, or at least 
as an argument against the prohibition of such a practice: " 'they 

may minister baptisme, but not the cupf(Pleasaunte Dialogue A, 
p.28). Cartwright isis made this point. In his eyes the re 

fusal to allow deacons to administer communion indicated that the 
Anglicans still put a flifference between the sacraments. It may 
be added that the Puritans did not approve of the Anglican order 
of deacons as such (Whit.P.S.3 p.59).

The main importance of the comparison of the sacraments lay 
naturally in its value in refuting Komanist views of 1he supper. 
For the most part baptism itself was introduced and studied for 
the purpose of illustration and confirmation. The two sacraments 
had admittedly been instituted for flifferent purposes, but their 
use was the same. They differed in detail, but not in essential 
nature. The errors which had clustered around the supper were in 
Reformed eyes grosser, and more "dangerous. The coupling with the 
primary sacrament enabled them to get back to a simpler and sounder 
understanding. The point must not be forgotten, however, that 
if the Reformers understood the supper in the light of baptism, 
they also understood baptism in the light of the supper. Their 
sacramental theology formed a unity. It is not possible to argue 
that they devoted all their attention to the purging of the doctrine 
of the communion, and left baptism alone." They worked out a 
doctrine of the sacraments in general, applicable to each sacram 
ent in particular, or to both together, &£ occasion demanded. In 
essential nature, in status and in operation f the two sacraments 
could not be xajsaoeadfcEiix distinguished.

* 
7. The Sacrament and the Gespel

One final point, incidental as it is, demands notice. The Reform 
ers definitely asserted an inferiority of the sacrament to the Gosp 
el itself. This question of the relationship with the Gospel only 
arose in some larger context, usually that of infant baptism. It 
had bearings, however, upon the Romanist controversy as well as 
the Ananbaptist. The whole evangelical approach is indeed illumin 
ed by the utterances upon this question. It ought to be made 
clear, of course, that by Gospel was meant not merely the preaching 
of the Gospel, or the Scriptures, but the general promises of 
God as given In and through Jesus Christ,

X The subordination of the means of grace to the grace itself, 
or Bfither to the divine covenant and promise, may be seen in Calvin 
Calvin distinctly ranked baptism below the covenant, of which it was 
the sign.- ' He maintained that the gift of b^tism, adoption, v/as



prior to baptism itself (Inst.4,14, 22; Tracts 1 p.73). In 
Frith had found the sacraments only efficacious within the limits 
set by the divine election. Since this election was f ree, God 
was under no obligation to save because a given set of conditions - 
the administration of a sacrament - had been fulfilled (Frith B.fc. 
p.92). Tyndale had perhaps something of the same thought in mind 
when lie made the common comparison: 'There is need for preaching 

as well as baotism'(Tynd.P.S.l p.253). Behind both preaching 
and the sacrament Tyndale discerned the same promise of God upon 
which both depended and which both proclaimed.

Cranmer made the point in another way. For him preaching and 
the two sacraments had the same work, to exhibit Christ. In that 
sense Christ, himself the salvation of God, was the Lord of all 
three: lT"or Christ after one sense is exhibited in all these three, 

in his word, in baptism, and in'the Lord's supper, that is 
to say, spiritually'(Cran.P.S.I p.156). It will be seen,- of 

course, "that the immediate aim "or Crannier was to relate the euch- 
&ristic presence and the presence in all the means of grace. But 
by denying a corporal or 'real'presence he"brought the means into 
subordination to the" grace, or rather to the'Lord of the "grace. 
Hooper's approach was determined by his conception of baptism as"" 
•a sign annexed to"the promise of eternal joy, for the purpose'of

testifying' (Hoop .P,S. 1 pp. 128-130), " " The prbmises' which baptism 
confirmed were themselves primary. ' Becon too'stressed' the'priority 
of God's election and of the promises: 'God"doth"not'"save us "for" 

the outward baptism, "which is the washing of the body by "water, 
but for his gracious promise1. Prior to the" sacrament is'the " '"'' 
free^ gif t and mere mercy of God* (Bee.P.S.2 p.216, p.221). "Jewel 

asserted a similar priority of the covenant (Jew.P.S.2 p 71105). 
Hogers markefl off the Anglican position from the Romanist on the one 
hand and the"Puritans, which overstressed preaching, on"the other. 
The Papists unduly exalte.d the sacrament: 'None believe but such as 
are baptised'; the Puritans unduly exalted preaching: 'None believe 
but such as hear the word preached'. Rogers subordinated both 
means of grace to God (Rog.P.S.p.250).

The relevance of this question to the contoversy with the Rom 
anists emerges in a discussion of the Reformed confessor John 
Smith with Bishop Bonner^i as" narrated by Foxe." Smith himself
issued the" challenge: 'I pray you, my lord, show me, are we

saved by water or by Christ?
Bonner; By both Smith; Then the v/ater died for our sins...
The v;ater is unto me a preacher," not "a Saviour'(Foxe 7 p.352) , 

The position of Smith was exactly the same EX" as that of Calvin, 
who had also pointed to Christ as the true source of salvation". - 
greater than xhe^sacrament",' and had accused the Romanists of the 1 
error of 'passing by Christ", and fixing their confidence of sanct-

ification on the elements'(Calvin Tracts 2 p.340). No doubt 
the more adept Romanist theologians avoided this confusion, but 
the Reformers saw a definite need to make the matter clear, and "to 
bring the sacrament into a proper subordination to Christ and to 
the Gospel promises.
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Philpot and Bullinger both used this doctrine of the subordin 
ation of the sacrament as an argument in favour of the baptism of 
the infants of Christians. By Scripture they shov/ed that sUch 
infants were the heirs of the promises. But if they had the great 
er thing, the promises of the Gospel, then no-one could rightly 
refuse them the less, the sign of the promises. Philpot put it 
in this way: children are not exluded from the Gospel itself, 
the thing signified, and therefore they ought not to be excluded 
from*baptism,- the sign, for'the Gospel is more than baptism 1 -
(Phil.P.S.p.276). Bullinger's argument was the same; the Gospel
is greater than baptism, but in the Gospel children are received
of God and not refused (Bull.P.S.4 p.389;. Tt is of interest '
that Calvin"too argued for infant baptism in'exactly the"same way: 

'The giftTof adoption is prior to baptism. To defraud infants 
of their iight were to exclude them from the sign"which'only 
ratifies the thing confined in the promise'(Tracts I p.99).

The point was small in itself but great issues were involved. t 
The supremacy of God over his appointed means of working was at"*stake, 
The priority of the signification to the" sign was also in question. 
Sacramentalist theology so exalted the means of grace that in the'" 
popular estimate they came to be identified with"salvation. Ana- 
baptism erred in another direction. Denying any working of grace 
in and through the sacraments, it made salvation dependent upon ' 
an individual choice rather than upon the prior election and coven 
ant of God. The sacrament became the sign of belief, not the 
sign of the grace of God. The Reformers asserted the evangelical, 
and, they believed, the Scriptural view, that Christ" and his 
salvation were primary, "and that the sacraments were appointed 
means of operation. Their view was of a piece with the whole 
rejection of the traditional ecclesiastical teaching. But as 
at other points they did not let go a transcendehtalist understand 
ing and devalme both Gosp&l and sacrament along subjectivist or 
empiricist lines.



1. Dosker D.A.p.188 'Poppenwerk und Kinderspiel 1 .
2. Now.P.S.p.85 'Quot in Ecclesia sua Dominus duo sacramenta instit- 

uit'.
3. Article 25 ! Duo a Christo Domino nostro instituta stint sacramentaV
4. Muralt p,20 'Die Kinderta^ufe halt Miintzer fur nicht erwiesen,

aber auch der Erwachsenentaufe schreibt er keine TIeilsbedeutung 
zu. Alien Nachdruck legt er auf die innere, die Geistes- 
taufe 1 .

5. Schaff Creeds (G.& Lat.)p.207 'Profiteer quoque^ septem esse vere 
et propre sacramenta novae legis a Jesu Christo Domino nostro

-« instituta 1 .
6 Rituale Romanum 'Sacrum baptisma.. .quod inter alia novae legis 

sacramenta a Christo instituta primum tenet 1 .
7. Luther W.A.6 p.530 'Der wahre Taufer ist Christus, oder Gott 

selbst 1 .
8. Ibid.34,1 p.88 ! 'Tauf ist das Wasser und GottKS Wort dabei r . 
9 t Wernle P*257 f ^aufe ist gnadenreich Wasser des Lebens und Bad 

der wiedergeburt'.
10 Ibid.p.286 'Ein heilig, lebendig, kraftig Ding, ein Bad der 

Wiedergeburt und Erneuerung des Geistes'*
11 Seeberg p.315 ' sacramentum est pactum divinum grstiae et doni 

sub forma visibili traditum',
12 Wernle Z.p.20g 'Sakrament heisst Pfand, Eid, Antrittsceremonie 

oder Verpf andung'.
13 Ibid.p.204 'das Bundeszeichen des Volkes Gottes'.
14 C.R. (Zwingli) 4 p.218 'Tauffen im wasser inn dem nammen des 

vaters und suns % und des heyligen ^eysts....ist nicht anders 
dann ein offenliche bekantnuss und zeugniss des inwendigen 
glaubens und pflichten. Der usser touf ist ein sichtbar 
Zeychen des gantzen volcks gottes1.

15 Beckmann p,45 'Testimonium gratiae Dei, verbum visibile'.



CHaPTER II THE SIGNIFICATION 

i$Introduction

To a large extent the titles applied to baptism, both in the Rom 
anist and also in the Reformed theology, give in summary form 
the underlying meanings of the rite. Indeed, in the case of 
the Romanists, very little more than this may be found. Kb 
particular attention was paid by them to the signification of 
baptism as such," The problem was only considered in relation to
the far more important effects. Meaning and effect merged the 
one into the other.

"W

This had"already been so with many of the Fathers. A good 
example was Cyril of Jerusalem, who had summed up both meaning 
and effect briefly and-comprehensively: 'Baptism is a ransom for 

the captives, the remission of sins, the death of sin, the 
regeneration of the soul, a bright garment* a holy and indiss 
oluble seal, a carriage to heaven, the enjoyment of paradise, 
the pledge of the kingdom of heaven, the grace of adoption 
unto sonship 1 (Quoted by Gary Test.Fath.,on krt.27). Both 

Lombard and Thomas had thought in the same way, Lombard regarded 
baptism as a being made conformable to Christ, but of course the 
sacrament not only signified thtis but also effected it (Lomb.4,4 
BnaticxflU^ Dist.4 C). Thomas, equating water with regeneration, 
noted a correspondence between the sign and the thing signified. 
He was well "aware of the significance of baptism as a picture of 
burial and rising again (Thorn.3 Qu.66)»

WJ»<"

Trent too thought of baptism in terms of effect rather than 
of meaning, and made little contribution to the theology of the 
signification of the sacrament. The question of meaning was not 
ignored altogether]}! however, and in the Catechism a.threefold 
significancy of the sacraments was discerned: 'They remind us of 

something passed, indicate and shew something present, and 
foretell something future. Baptism reminds us of the deeth 
and passion of our Lord. It is a sign by which is declared " 
the infusion into us of heavenly grace. Baotism gives no ob 
scure intimation of eternal life also, which we are to attain 
thereby'(Cat.T.2,l Qu.8). The 'thereby' ought to be particul 

arly noted, for it is indicative of the prevailing Romanist merg 
ing of meaning into effect. In points of detail the words, the 
matter and the ceremonies connected with baptism were seen to help 
towards an understanding of what the sacrament was and what it acc 
omplished. Water, for example, possessed the power and signif- • 
ication of cleansing (not here cooling); the ceremonies'displayed 
more fully and placed Before the eyes the effects of the sacrament*• 
and in another place water was seen'to signify to us 'the extinguish 
ing the ardour omhe passions' (Ibid.2,22 Qu.ll and 13, & 2,2 Qu.10).

In the writings of J the Reformers, as will appear, the main 
emphasis shifted away from the effects of the sacrament to the 
signification. This was of & piece with the general substitution 
of an evenagelical for a sacramentalist scheme. The Reformers
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complained, not without cause, of the gross ignorance of the 
meaning of the sacrament which prevailed under the Papal regime. 
The common people, who knew nothing of the teaching and the disV 
inctions of Scholastic theology, naturally attached to the sacram-" 
ents a more or less magical and automatic power. They knew perhaps 
that something had to be done on their part, but of what the 
sacrament meant for them they had little or no conception. 
ale inveighed bitterly against the widespread ignorance: 'Thou 

shalt see,"" that they believe, Hov; that the very plunging into 
the water saveth them, therefore of the promises they know' 
not, nor what is signified thereby. " Baptism "Is" called ' f volow 
ing 1 in many places in England: because the priest s&ith, 'Volo, 
say ye 1 '(Tynd.P.S.l p.276). The fact that the service was not 

in an understandable language jc meant, as will be seen, that it 
was not self-explanatory, as might otherwise have been the case.

The Reformers themselves "developed in detail and with great 
power the evangelical themes suggested by baptism. " They loved
to stress the fact that a sacrament is a significant sign, that 
the sign itself contains and points to the meaning'. Bullinger 
put this well when he noted that 'the very sign resembleth the 

thing signified 1 (Bull.P.S.4 p.329). The matter and action
as well as the words testified to eternal truths. These truths 
were of course the ones which have already appeared in the definit 
ions or descriptions. Fundamentally nothing new could be added. 
The titles already expressed the meaning. But a good deal could 
be added by way of exposition, in the development of the simple 
points and in the interrelating of them to the different aspects 
of the sacrament itself. It is one thing to ascribe to baptism 
a title. Tt is another to show in what particular way this title 
may rightly be ascribed.

For the sixteenth century Reformers this question of the sig 
nification" of baptism"was probably the" most important single theol 
ogical issue connected with the sacrament. The exact defining 
of the effects was important. The defence of infant baptism 
claimed naturally and necessarily a good deal of attention. But 
the great contribution of the Reformers to the theology of baptism, 
that to which they devoted their full powers, was the working out* 
at the very deepest level of the meaning of the sacrament as it was 
seen by them in Scripture. The various points developed in their 
interpretation must now be considered in order, and an attempt 
ought to be made to discover where the main emphasis was placed.

2. Initiation
*.- * ™" ,, g&jjf?

To take it at its very simplest, baptism is a ceremonyof initiat 
ion. Quite apart from its form, the ceremony itself symbolises 
the reception of a man into the fellowship of the church, which 
is the society and the family of God. That is why it is so often 
called the sign of entry, or the sign of the divine covenant. Of 
course, when infants are baptised, this aspect does not appear 
quite.so clearly, but even the infant is formally received into 
the congregation at baptism. The definiteness of the steu Mien 
an adulf convert is baptised is clear both from the Scripture
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records and from historical experience.

The conception of baptism as the ceremony of" intitiation' gave 
rise to two thoughts in the minds of the Reformers. The first 
was when the sacrament was considered on the lower human level. 
Baptism was thought ofi as the entry into a human prganisation, 
the church,,, with all that that entailed both in privilege ana in 
responsibility. This was what Kowell had in mind when he describ 
ed baptism as a 'certain entry 1 (Now.P.S.p.207). Something of the 
same idea underlay the common description o^baptism as a badge or 
cognisance. La timer, although he wished to go on to luring out 
a deeper meaning, "put this clearly: 'Like as eur baptism is not 

only ordained for that cause, to know a Christian from a Turk 
or a heathen 1 (Lat.P.S.2 p.133). The Thanksgiving in the Order 

of Public Baptism included the thought: 'That it hath pleased thee
to incorporate him into thy Holy church 1 , and the expression 

of the Article 'grafted into the church 1 will also be' remembered, 
Luther himself had emphasised that baptism is a mark whereby the 
baptised (or Christians) may be distinguished from the unbaptised 
(or heathens) (W.A.2 p.727). 2 ~ "The Ananbaptists, with their 
Separatists i^deas, naturally tended to exalt this aspect, almost 
to the exclusion of all others (Muralt p.40).

On the higher divine level the initiation was into the church 
as the family or household of God and the body of Christ. In oth 
er words the sacramental entry taught the adoption and sonship of 
the believer. Those who developed the signification of baptism 
along the lines of entry were led necessarily to this fuller 
thought. Baptism could never be regarded only as the historical 
sign of membership of an earthly society. The Continental He- 
formers had laid great stress upon this spiritual initiation. 
At Zurich prayer was made at the baptism service for incorporation 
into Christ (Kidd D.C.R.p.423). Calvin shared with Augustine --/ 
the thought of baptism as an incorporation into Christ and an 
entry into the divine sonship (Beckmann p.61, Fiesel p.209). Knox 
developed the same idea: 'By baptisme once received, is signified 

that we (as wel infants as others of age and discretion), being 
strangers from God~by originall sin,"* are receyved into his 
familie and congregation' vKnox 4 p. 172). Elsewhere Knox had * 

described baptism as the 'syne of our first entrance in the house 
hold of God our Father 1 (Ibid.p. 123). Bullinger put the matter 

in a phrase very like that of the English Article: 'Baptism is a
visible sign" and seal of our ingraffing into the body of Christ* 
(Bull,P.S.4 p.399). Of the fnglish writers Becon developed 

the theme most fully: 'Baptism', he wrote,'declareth evidently 
unto me that whereas before I was an heathen, I am now become a 
Christian, a son of God, a member of that holy congregation* 
(Bee.P.S.2 pp.203-4). The closeness of the language to the state 
ment in the Catechism will not be overlooked. Elsewhere Becon 
brought out the thought of adoption: 'Baptism is a continu3& sign 

that we be by adoption the sons of God, and heirs of everlast 
ing glory 1 (Ibid.3 p. 173). The Lady Vane learned from her 

washing "that she was a child of God (Foxe 5 p. 416), and the * 
confessor Samuel described baptism as the sign of adoptions-bid 7,

p.379)
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The thought of incorporation into Christ could not stand alone. 
It opened up directly a world of theological meaning, both on the 
human side - repentance and faith - and on the divine - forgive 
ness, regeneration, and identity with Christ in his passion, 
death and resurrection. These themes natutally demand a separate 
treatment . The vital inter-connection between the meaning might 
at this point be emphasised, for formal analysis tends to break 
down that real unity which exists. But prominence ought to be 
given especially to the value placed upon baptism as a key to and 
the seal of the love and favour of God. V/:hen the Reformers thought 
of adoption, they thought of it not so much in terms of man's 
decision as of God's election. Baptism was a sign appointed by 
God himself as a testimony to the favour of God and as an outward 
assurance of the election and of the promises. This is important 
for two reasons. It formed the key-point in the Reformed defence 
of infant bf^tism against the Anabaptists. It also marks off 
the transcendentalist""understanding of the Reformers from current 
humanistic interpre&tions.

Wherever baptism was seen to signify adoption, it was also 
seen to signify the love of God, and it was regarded asas an object 
ive assurance of that love. This emerges in a passage of Becon 
already quoted: 'Baptism declareth evidently unto me, that God

doth so dearly love and favour me....'(Bee.P.S.2 pp.203-4). 
Coverdale too thought that in baptism we have 'an undoubted true

token and evidence of the grace of God' (Cov.P.S.2 p.86) 5 and 
Jewel taught that baptism signifies for us the grace of God (Jew.
P.S.3 p.470). In connecting baptism with the love and favour of, 
God upon which the salvation of the Christian ultimately rests 
the Anglican writers were thoroughly at one with the Continentals* 
Luther had stressed the fact that the outward sign is a place of 
refuge and a source of strength in times of doubt. We can take 
courage when we say 'I &m baptised 1 , for then we rest not upon 
ourselves, but upon God, and the love and favour of God. Calvin 
too found in the sacrament 1 the outward attestation of the divine

benevolence 1 (Cat.of the Ch.of Gen.p.83). Many of the confess 
ions made the same point, linking up the favour of God with the ., 
saving work of Jesus Christ (Cf.the Huguenot Confession Kidd D.C.'R. 
p.671). J The later theologians, Oleviin for example, brought ' 
the adoption and the love of God into relationship with the coven- 
ant, of which baptism was the sign and seal (See Heppe R.D. Bapt.i

**

The point was this. Baptism, aa an outward reception into' 
the church, pictured the inward reception into the family of Ood. ' 
But in view of the sinfulness of man, such a reception was only v ] 
possible as a work, or as the gift of the free love and favour 
of God, fulfilled in and through the Saviour Christ. Thus baptise 
pointed ultimately to "tnw source of adoption, the love of God'. 
Since that love endures, in spite of man's doubts and weakness, 
the sign of baptism constituted an assurance. It Was as it were 
the enactment in symbol oj^hex divine promise. Baptism was more 
than an outward rite of ecclesiastical importance. ^he outward 
initiation had evangelical significance as a testimony to the * 
divine favour. The conception of baptism as testimony or assurarce
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was one of the great contributions nade by the Reformers to the 
understanding of the sacrament (TTast.Dlct.Art.Bapt.). It'had'*" 
particjtla* importance in that it linked"up baptism directly "with 
the fundamental doctrines, and found for it a high "lace quite 
outside sacramentalist scnemes,

3« Cleansing

The fact that baptism pointed to the divine favour 'extended to sinn 
ers carried with it -inevitably the further thought of forgiveness 
or washing. If the whole act of baptism signified initiation or 
adoption, the matter in particular, water and the washing with 
water, gave rise to the further thought of cleansing, and consequ 
ent remission, Kan the sinner could never be adopted into the 
divine family unless he was made clean from sin, and thus fitted* 
for the society of God, The sacrament by its very nature signif 
ied that God himself had made possible such a cleansing and purif 
ying of the soul by the atoning work of Jesus Christ, and that 
this pnrgation was accomplished in the believer.

It has been seen "that the Scholastic and Tridentine theology 
understood baptism for the most part in this way, although of 
course the stress was upon the effect of cleansing rather than 
upon the signifying'of it(See Thomas 3 Qu.66)". In the later 
Middle Ages the reforming Wycliff e had "conceived of baptism in *' - 
much the same'way," and had pointed out that the outward washing 
of the body teaches an inward washing of" the soul: 'Bodily baptis- 

inge is a figure, how meanis soulis shuld be baptisid fro~ synne 
both originall and actual,....Bodili washing'of the child is 
not the end of baptising, but baptisme is a tbkene of waishing 
of the soule fro synne...bi vertu taken of Cristi's deth 1 (Arnold 
2 p,328). The majority of the Reformed writers at some time 

or another fastened upon this most obvious if not most profound 
meaning, as was only natural.

Luther toyed with the idea that baptism signified a washing ""* 
of the soul. The thought was for him always secondary, however, 
although of course he connected baptism necessarily with the re 
mission of sins (See Stange p.827). The/hindamental thought of 
Luther was that sins were remitted not so' much by the washing of 
the soul as by the act of dying and rising again. Water carried 
with it a thought of washing, but the main significance'was to 
be sought wlsewherei Melanchthon was evidently taught by Luther 
in this respect, for when he'connected baptism with remission, he 
did so in terms of regeneration rather than of cleansing (C.R.21 
r>.471).5jy,-*fj.y . .J%,,* ,„ _ .. ^ ,

Calvin took the picture of "washing rather more "seriously. In 
his exegesis of John 3.5 (Comm.on'Jn.) he refused to allow that the 
water had more than a spiritual meaning. It pointed to the 
inward cleaning of the soul: 'By water is meant nothing more than 

the purification and invigoration which is produced by the Holy 
Spirit 1 . He developed ,the idea similarly "in the Genevan Cat 

echism (pp.86-7), but here he saw in the water a picture of the 
cleansing blood of Christ: ! Forgiveness is a kind of washing.
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Water is a figure of the blood that cleanses 1 . This favourite 
identification of the cleansing water of the sacrament with the 
cleansing blood of Christ is important because it forms a point of 
contact between the interpretation in terms of washing and the 
interpretation in terms of death and resurrection. It is interest 
ing that a recent Roman Catholic, building upon the Tridentine 
statement, has made this same point: 'Baptism is not any kind of 

^clea$sing of the soul, but it is a cleansing of the soul which 
is a burial with Christ, and which is a resurrection with Christ. 
Baptism is not only the present, but also the past and the 
future (Dom Anscar Vonier Key to the Eucharist p.22). The 

Reformed inter-re la ting of washing and death was even clearer in 
Beza's statements 'The signification of baptism is the aspersion 

or sprintling of the death and passion, inremission of all 
our sins' (B.& P.S.p.47). Perhaps Calvin'ff/oiP our spiritual 

washing with our new righteousness (Harm,Gosp.p.385) ought also 
to be noticed in this connection.

Many of the Reformed Confessional statements referred to this 
cleansing of the soul in the blood of Christ. The Heidelberg 
Catechism (69) developed the idea at some length: 'Christ has

instituted this outward baptism in water, and promised thereby, 
that just as surely shall I be washed by his blood and Spirit 
from the impurity of my soul, th^t is to say. from all my sins, 
as outwardly I am washed with water, which cleanses away the 
filth of the body 1 . 6 The Gallican Catechism (38) saw in 

the outward baptism a picture of the inward washing, but it did 
not bring out the connection with the blood of Christ.? The idea 
was fully developed, however, in the Belgic Confession (34): 

'Baptism signifies to us, that as water applied to us washes 
away the filth of the flesh KfexJDtsg3dbHk3bsjixE^HHxi£S, as is the 
case with the person upon whom it is sprinkled in baptism, so 
the blood of Christ'by the Holy Spirit does the same inwardly 
in the soul; not that the material water does it, but the 
sprinkling with the precious blood of the Soli of God'.8 Some 

of the Anabaptist statements included an interpretation of baptism 
as a sign of the inward washing (See B.R.E.4 p.44 9), and the 
same thought may be found in Grebel (Muralt p.34). 10 A later 
Confession cited by Burrage (E.E.D.2 p.196), also Anabaptist, 
gave a comprehensive explanation in which the idea of washing
figured.prominently: 'The whole dealing in the.outward, visible 

baptisme of water setteth before our eyes, witnesseth and
signifieth yt Jesus Christ doth inwardly baptise the repentant 
faithfull man in the laver of regeneration and renewing of" the 
Holy Ghost, washing ye soule from all pollution and synnes by 
vertue and merit of his blood shed, and by ye power and working 
of the holy ghost the true hevenly spirituall living water clen- 
seth the inward evill of ye soule, and maketh it hevenly, 
spirituall and living in true righteousness and goodness'.

In England baptism was interpreted by many as a spiritual 
washing. Even Tyndale, whose exposition was toery similar to and 
almost certainly inspired by that of Luther, did not entirely 
neglect this aspect, 'The inward baptism of the heart 1 he



declared, T is signified by the ouward washing 'of the
(Tynd.gP.S.2 p. 12). Nowell made it a key point in his inter 

pretation: 'As the uncleannesses of the bodty are washed away with 
water, so, the spots of the sour are washed away;, (in baptism) 
by forgiveness of sins' (Now. P. S. p. 208) , The link with forgive- < 

ness ought to be noticed. Hooper put the same thought very much 
in the same way, except that he introduced the common identificat- •
io$ of the water with Christ's blood: 'Baptism is an outward wash 

ing done with water to signify the inward washing of "the "Holy 
Ghost wrought through the blood of -Christ' (Hoop. P. S. 2 p. 46)". 

Becon too regarded the outward' washing as a witness to the inward 
cleansing by the blood of Christ |Bec.P.S.2 p. 199), a washing and 
cleansing of the soul accomplished by the Spirit of God (Ibid. 3 
p. 616). Cheke and Grindal, in controversy with Watson, accepted 
the view that 'baptism signifies a washing which God does in the 
soul', but they denied that there was any washing of the soul in the 
strictly literal and grammatical sense, as Watson wished to main 
tain (Strype's Cheke pp.101 f.).
W§i£ib§bd?£x&x3dbd5^^

Not only the relating with the atoning work of Christ, but 
also the stress upon the fact that it is the Holy Ghost who does 
the inward work or cleansing ought to be particularly noticed. This 
stress links up with the common idea of a twofold baptism, the 
outward and the inward, the baptism with water and the baptism 
with the Spirit. Of course, the blood also had its part here. 
Baptism in b&ood had always been accepted as a substitute for 
water baptism, and Christ himself had spoken of his baptism which 
he had to be baptised with. The verse in 1 John which speaks 
of the three witnesses, the Spirit, theDater and the blood (I 
John 5.8) probably underlay a good deal of the work done in the 
interpretation of the baptismal symbolism along these lines. It 
is^'not without significance that while sometimes the water is 
taken to represent the blood of Christ, at others, and by the 
same writers, it is taken to represent the Holy Spirit. The 
point is that the outward washing of the body in water according 
to the appointed formula was seen to have a spiritual counterpart 
to which it pointed, the cleansing of the soul in the blood of 
Christ and by the Holy Spirit. \Vhere martyrdom preceded baptism 
in water, a literal washing" in blood for the testimony of Jesus 
Christ supplied the necessary 'figure. V.liere the spiritual work 
had been done by the T-Toly Ghost, but death intervened before there 
was the opportunity of water- baptism, the reality to which bapt
ism witnessed still remained, although there was now no outward
representation. " .*.... - - * - &* ., „ .,, -^ „ .

Both Ridley (P. S. p. 275) and Cranmer (J.3 p. 10 & p.49) amongst 
the leading Anglican Reformers laid great stress upon the outward 
rite as a picture of this inward purgation by the Holy Spirit, 
and Cranmar claimed that reverence ought to be paid to the water'," 
not of course for what it was in itself, but for what it signified 
and represented. At" a later date Sandys taught similarly (P.S.* ; 
p. 275), and Jewel also thought of Baptism as a spiritual washing 
Jewel linked the cleansing activity of the Spirit with his regen?" 
erative work (Jew. p. S.I p. 474, quoting Dionysius) , but he also



brought it into the closest possible sricife connection vdth the blood: 
'The signification and the substance of the sacrament is to show 
us, how we wre washed with the passion of Christ 1 (Jew.P.S.2 p. 
1100) 'The outward washing or sprinkling doth represent the* 
sprinkling and washing which is"wrought within us: the'water 
doth signify the blood of Christ' (Ibid.p. 1101) /" Many of "the , 

writers, as they brought"into""relationship the outrard and the" 
inward aspects, were struck by the peculiar aptness of the matter 
chosen by God, Bullinger is a good example, 'The very sign' he 

wrote, "'resembleth the thing signified, Water' cleanseth filth 
and qu^eneheth tnirst. " So also it representeth the" grace of* < 
God wfe±E& when it cleanseth his faithful ones "from their sins', 
regenerateth and refresheth us with his Spirit'(Bull.P.S.4 p.329}. 

Knox, "it will be remembered, had also been struck' by the special 
lessons to be found in the chosen element: f !£hat lyke as water* 

outwardlye doth wash away filth, so by baptism we are cleansed
in soul'(Knox 4 p. 188): and he too had found in the water a" fig 

ure of the cleansing blood!," f oure synis and filthiness being weschit
away in his blude' (Ibid.p.123} . The Anglican Articles did not 

contribute any thing" to the understanding of baptism as a washing", 
although of course there was the usual relating to forgiveness or" 
remission. The Prayer Book, however, eonfcfcined several interest 
ing and suggestive phrases, which pointed to the inward cleansing 
by the blood of Christ and in the power of the Spirit. "Prayer" 
was made for a washing and sanctifying by the Holy Ghost: allusion 
was made to the water and blood which flowed from the side of ~" 
Christ; and God was requested to sanctify the baptismal water to 
the mystical (or inward) washing away of sin. Tne" Puritans were 
not satisfied with these'phrases, 'which certainly seem to" be'capable 
of a non-P.eformed construction, but in the light of "the generally " * 
accepted conception of a double cleansing," and" the common"inter-rel 
ating of the water, the blood and the Holy Ghost, there Be ems'to 
be little doubt that the framers of the service understood the words 
against a theological background thoroughly reformed.

Baptism as a washing linked up on the one hand with adoption, 
which was only possible in and through the forgiveness of sins.^" On 
the other hand it is plainly related to that work of Christ which " 
is the basis of the forgiveness, the atoning death and the resurr 
ection. The Scriptural usage alone would suggest this relationship* 
It is strengthened by the close interconnection between the water
and the blood which appears when the various aspects of bodily and 
spiritual cleansing are compared. But the very act of "baptism, 
carefully considered, is in itself a representation of death"and 
rising again. As the Reformers thought' of baptism along these 
lines, with Romans 6 as their""basic text, they came quickly to 
profoundest and most powerful interpretation.

4- The Death and Resurrection of Christ

In the sixth chapter of Romans St.Paul had directly linked baptism * 
with the death, burial and resurrection of Jesus Christ. The imag 
ery was presumably this. AS the Christian believer goes beneath 
the waters of baptism, and emerges to a new life, so Jesus Christ 
gave himself to death and the tomb, and rose again, or was raised



from the dead. . The baptismal act had of course a direct personal 
signification for the believer, identification with Christ in his 
death and resurrection, but first it pointed to the actual atoning 
work of Christ himself. Baptism represented and proclaimed the 
cross.

Thms understanding of baptism was old. Cyril of Alexandria, 
in a passage already quoted, had noted the picture, and so too 
had Thomas.| The Council of Trent, or rather the Catechism, also
saw in baptism a reminder of a past event, the death and passion 
of our Lord, in conformity with Patristic and mediaeval teaching 
(Cat.T.2,1 Qu.8). Although the theme had not been worked out in 
antr great detail, it obviously had a well-established place in 
the traditional theology of the church.

On the side of those who struggled against Rome it also had 
a long ancestry* In England Wycliffe had laid some stress upon, 
this aspect of baptism: 'And so this water that we ben putte inne

is token of Cristis tribulacioun fro his bygynnyng to his deth...
the baptising of'us in this water betokeneth biriynge of Grist...
Oure takyngK up of this water betokeneth the rysinge of Grist
fro deth 1 (Arnold 2 p.258). Wycliffe definitely identified 

the act of going under the water with the death and burial of 
Christ, and the act of rising out of the water \vith^he resurrect 
ion of Christ. The water wits no longer seen as a pictnre of the 
cleansing blood, although even in that capacity too it did point 
to the atonement, but as a representation of death. Obviously 
these two interpretations were fundamentally inter-related, but 
they demand a completely different application ofthe symbolism and 
can hardly be developed side by side.

Luther, instructed from his favourite Epistle, worked out 
the old theme in greater detail and with fuller power and insight. 
On the whole, however, Luther, with his vivid sense of the need 
for personal faith, was far more interested in the believer's id 
entification with Christ in deatfr and resurrection than he was in 
the death and "resurrection of Christ himself, so far, at least,
as the symbolism of the baptismal act was concerned. He did hint, 
however, at the understanding of baptism as a representation of 
the atoning work. Stange has severely criticised Luther's 
handling of this theme, on the ground that the relationship between 
baptism and the death of Christ which he seeks to establish is 
only allegorical. The Passion is as it were another-type of 
baptism, side by side with the Flood and the Red Sea. This 
criticism is surely over-severe. Luther did find in baptism 
primarily a representation of our "death and resurrection with 
Christ, but the death and resurrection of the believer were only 
possible because Christ himself had died and been raised again. 
Thus the Passion was not a type of Baptism, but baptism was a 
Representation and procalmation of the Passion. At the back of 
Lutherfe thinking was surely the Scriptural conception of the 
Passion as the true baptism, of which the outward sacrament was 
the significant sign, and to which all believers must conform* 
(See Stange pp.800,
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The Swiss Reformers too related baptism directly to the death 
and resurrection of Christ. Even Zwingli found in it this signif 
icance (C.R.4 p.284). Calvin, like Luther, was more concerned 
with the experience of the believer, but he too connected baptism 
and the work of Christ closely: f¥e are baptised into the death

of Christ 1 (Mut.Consent p.148). The Anakbaptists had a low 
view of the sacraments, but they too accepted the common symbolism. 
The Article of Schlatten referred specifically to the death of 
Christ (Muralt p.35), although again rather within the context of 
the believer's personal experience. Little specific mention 
was made of the historical death and resurrection of Christ in 
the Confessional statement s upon baptism, but again the thought 
of the believer's identification with Christ appeared. It was 
1101 emphasised however.

The Anglican theologians followed very closely the teaching of 
the Continentals. Tyndale's thought obviously derived from Luther, 
Tyndale did not stress so much the death of Christ as our entyy 
into that death, but he did find a picture of the former too, at 
any rate by implication: 'We are b£, tised to believe in the death 

of Christ, and to die with him'(Tynd.P.S.l p.359). The exposit 
ion of Frith was very similar (B.R.p.93), and Becon too saw an 
incidental representation of Christ's work: 'Baptism doth declare 

unto me that I am buried with Christ'(Bee.P.S. 2 p.205). Other 
works to which reference might be made are Cranmer's Catechism - 
purely Lutheran of course - and the interesting 'F:ef01-^10 oio Legum 1 ", 
which saw in the baptismal act a commendation of the death and resur 
rection of Christ: 'Baptism is/:he sacrament" in which our new"birth 

is signified to us by the external aspersion of water. ..By bur 
going under the water and rising again'out of it, the" death 
and burial of Christ ane commended to us,, and his raising" 
again and restoration to life' (ii.L.p.23) .1»W. in the Abbey "" -' 

Disputation shortly after the accession of Elizabeth the Protest-""*
ant party contended that the two sacraments, as living words, were 
as it were sermons of the death and resurrection of Christ,' 'assur 
ing us of something that had been done for "us,' as well as symbol 
ising something tha-f, we ought to do (Burnet 3.3)." Of other writers 
Cooper saw in baptism primarily a representation of death (Pie. Was s 
p.203), and Kutchinson stated plainly that baptism is a/Figure of 
the death of Christ (Hutch.P.S.p.175).

We may conclude tnat on the whole not a very great deal of" 
attention was paid to the idea that the death and resurrection of 
Christ in baptism, but that these events"stood always in the back 
ground. They were the historical reality to which the subjective 
experience pictured in the" sacrament must conform. For the Reform 
ers baptism, life the-supper, was an evangelical sign. It pro 
claimed the gospel. Properly understood, it had within itself 
the whole content of "the gospel." If baptism was invitation, 
the sign of something which man ought to do, it was also ultimate 
ly proclamation, the setting 'forth of the act of God.

An objection might be made that the Reformers were reading 
into the ecclesiastical rite something which was not really there 
at all* Against this it may be stated that even accepting a
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purely historical derivation, which"the Reformers did not do, 
the association with death can hardly be escaped. The Jewish " 
baptisms contained the idea of the end of an old and the beginning 
of a new life, and such rites as the" Taurobolium v.ere washings 
into death. The Reformers themselves did not look at" the matter 
historically, but in the light of the divine revelation and the 
divine1 acts. Baptism was a sacrament of the Gospel instituted by 
God himself. It ought 'to be understood and could only be understood 
within the context of the whole Gospel, in the Old Testament as well 
as in the New. As Scripture had to be compared with Scripture, 
so the Gospel sacraments had to be compared" with the word of the 
Gospel. Otherwise their true significance would be losti The 
objection has no point for those who accept the Reformed understand 
ing and receive the Christian religion as a revelation from God' 
rather than as a human" faith. On these terms it is both legitim 
ate and necessary to read into the sacrament the full' story of 
God's salvation. The ultimate legitimacy of such interpretation, 
depends upon the basic approach to the Christian faith.

5.Conversion and Regeneration
•••^^•^^^^••^••••"••^•^•^^•••••^••••"^^^••^^^^^^•"••••^^••••^••••••••^•^••••••"•l -^

The discussion of baptism as a figure of the death and resurrection 
of Christ has prepared the way already for an understanding of it 
as a picture o^ihe entry of the'believer into that atoning work. 
This was of course the' insight of Romans 6, and the majority of the 
interpretations along such line either T^uote that passage directly 
or refer to it in an unmistakable way. The symbolism was usually 
worked out along the obvious lines, that submersion' beneath the 
water represents the identification of the believer with Christ 
in death and burial, by an act of faith, and that re-emergence fronj 
the v.ater represents identification with Christ in his resurrection. 
This theme clearly underlies the great services of adult baptism in 
the early church, when conversion to Christ" was a definite and 
meaningful step but of an old life into a new. It" will be noticed 
that for the -proper enacting of the sign a full immersion into the 
water was required, a poi£t so vigorously emphasised by Luther, 
but where such full immersion was not practicable the-placing "of 
the baptised person under water e.g.by application of water to 
the head did partially, if not perfectly, fulfil the sign.

*h " H ,

This idea of identification with 5hrist by faith was implied 
in the older theology* The common description of baptism as regen 
eration pointed to it. Only in the Reformation period, when the 
doctrine of justification by faith re-emerged, did it dfind a full 
exposition. Wycliffe, however," had prepared the way, feeling 
after the idea that baptism stands for a vivid personal experience 
in those who are the recipients of it: 'The baptising of us in 

this water betokeneth... .how we ben biried with'him fro synne 
that rengneth in this worrld. Our takynge up of this water 
betokeneth. ..how we shulden rise goostli in clennesse of newe 
life 1 (Arnold 2 p.258). It may be noticed that where baptism 

was understood in this way two things were demanded from the 
standpoint of personal religious life: repentance and faith. 
Repentance corresponded to the dying to sin, faith to the rising 
again in newness of life. The lessons of repentance and faith
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are commonly read into baptism, but they are not always brought 
into relation with the death and rising again of Christ, of which 
they are the counterpart, the other side, in individual spiritual 
experience*

Luther, of course, was the man who seized upon this aspect of 
baptismal teaching, and he related it directly to his evangelical 
understanding and experience of sin, .of conviction of sin, of " 
repentance and of faith in Christ. For Luther baptism was first 
a destroying, a drowning, of sin and of the old Adam. The old 
man of sin was plunged fceneath the baptismal waters and done away. 
But if baptism represented death, it also represented life. The 
old man perished, but the new man, the man of faith, was raised 
up, fashioned after Christ and capable of doing works pleasing to 
God. Baptism signified then a spiritual death and a spiritual 
resurrection in the grace of God: the flruttning of the old man in 
us, who was con'ceived and born in" sin, and the emergence of the 
new man, born in grace(See W.A.2 p.727). Of course this drowning 
and raising up again was not an actual moral process which took 
place in baptism: it was a spiritual death and resurrection by 
faith which the sacrament symbolised. "Faith fulfilled the meaning, 
for by faith in Christ the old life of sin, of which the believer 
repented, was reckoned dead, and the new life in grace and in the 
power of God was counted as a possession. The significance for 
the moral life of the Christian, which was very real, must be 
considered separately,

It may be noticed that Stange in his acute analysis has discern-; 
ed different and contradictory trends in Luther's exposition. At 
some points Luther appeared to think of submersion as a picture of 
death in sin - the total subjection of the life to evil. In that 
case tHe water of baptism represented sin'which kills man. But else 
where submersion was a picture of death to' sin, the killing off 
of the old man by identification" with Christ. In that case the 
water represents that which kills sin, not sin itself. The contra 
diction is more apparent than real, because one of the great less 
ons which emerges from Luther's exposition is that sin is self- 
destructive - in the providence of God it destroys itself. Luther 
also tad different conceptions of the symbolism of resurrection. 
In some works he thought that it was represented in the giving of 
the new name, the addressing by God and the adoption. In other 
places, however, he fell back upon the more common, and in 
Stange's opinion less satisfactory view that the coming out of 
the water signified the spiritual renewal (See Stange pp.758 f.)«

'0«Luther's understanding found' favour "with the Anabaptists 
who naturally and to some extent properly identified the death and 
resurrection of the soul with their experience of adult repentance 
and conversion to God. Thus Grebel wrote: 'Scripture tells us * 

that baptism signifies... .that we are dead ond ought to die to 
sin, and that we should walk in newness of life'(Muralt p;34) . 

The Council of Schlatten decided similarly that baptism should be 
given to all those who walk in the resurrection of Jesus Christ, 
being buried with him in death, that they might also be resurr 
ected together with him. 12 jn the Netherlands the Anabaptists put
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a simiiar construction upon the baptismal ceremonyj 'When we are" 
baptised, we^kre buried with Christ in the font 1 (B.R.N.4 p.44)13

The Swiss Reformers took up the same point. Zwingli did not 
lay great emphasis upon this as ect of baptism, but he did not 
enturely neglect it, quoting Romans 6. "Zwingli was more concern^ * 
ed, however, to bring out the moral implications, looking * 
upon baptism as the sign which plegged to a new life (C.R.4 p.245). 14
Calvin developed the Lutheran theme with his usual lucidity and 
comprehensiveness. He taught that 'baptism shows us our mortifio^

ation in Christ and our new life in him'(Inst.4,15,5)5 and he 
found in the sacrament an assurance 'that we are so united to

Christ as to be partakers of all his blessingstrbid.4,15,^). 
Calvin was careful to relate this interpretation to the Protestant 
doctrine of justification. "°y f&ith the baptised men was already 
dead and risen, but in experience he enntered into* the death and 
resurrection progressively: 'Baptism indeed tells us that' our' 

Pharaoh is ±HI!EE& drowned and sin mortified.. .but only" so'as 
not to have dominion over us'(Ibid.4,15,11), Beza described 

baptism as 'the mortification and sepulture, or burying of our'
old man', finding in immersion the picture of death and burial, 

and in the rising "out of the water the triumph over corruption and 
death (B.£ I•.S.p.47) . 1£> " Of the Confessional statements the Genevan 
Catechism was the fullest: '^ figure of death is set before us

when water is poured upon the head, and the figure of a new life 
when, instead of remaining under the water, ~\ve only enter It 
for a moment as a kind of grave out of which we instantly rise' 
(p.86). "A point to notice is the instantaneous nature of "the. 

death and resurrection by faith, corresponding to the transition * 
from death to life in the Gospel of John. " The T^elvetic Confession 
noted the inward regeneration and renovation accomplished", or
betfcer signified, in baptism^' but did not speak directly of a 
death and burial, or give any guidance upon the manner or 
representation.

The early Anglican interpretations" bear unmistakeable imprints 
of the influence of Luther. Especially was this the™case with 
Tyndale1Jia/1$h8se works some Lutheran, scholars have come to regard ' 
as translations or free adaptations of the works of Luther ratte r 
as original compositions (See Jacobs). Certainly the writings 
of Tyndale upon the signification of baptism read like free Eng-~ 
lish renderings of Luther, although of course allowance" must be 
made for the family likeness so striking in Reformed works upon'~ 
generally agreed doctrines. Tyndale connected baptism directly" 
with repentance: 'Baptism is a sign of^ repentance signifying "that 

I^must repent of evil, and believe" to be saved therefrom by 
the blood of Christ'(Tynd.P.S.3 p.171). Repentance in turn 

suggested a death to sin. a death which formed the connecting"* 
link between the subjective experience in the believer,-" repent 
ance, and the objective reality upon which salvation rested, 
the death of Christ, Baptism was a"picture "then of the death * 
and burial of Christ and of the entry of the repentant believer ' 
into'that death and burial: 'The plunging into" the water signif- 

iBtlTthat we die. And the pulling out again signifieth that 
we rise again with Christ into that new life (Ibid.l p.253).



From this point Tyndale went on to discuss baptism ss e. picture of
sanetification as well as of justification. The two naturally
go together, but for the purposes of a clear presentation"a formal
division will be made and that aspect considered separately.

wufe s £?U " " *

Frith had a conception of the sacrament essentially the same 
as that of Tyndale. He had nothing new to say, although he 
summed up the teaching in a nett sentence: 'We are dead witlfChriirte

from syne, we are risen with Christe from our sines' (B.R.p.93). 
During the early years of the Reformation in England this Lutheran 
understanding laid te firm hold of the reformed theology. Possibly 
its deep grounding in Pauline thought accounted for its"ready accept 
ance. It may be found in the book 'The Summe of the Holye Script 
ure 1 , from which many heretical propositions were extracted" and 
condemned by Warham. The passage in question ran as follows: 

'And theitfore'we be plonged under the water, to thintent that 
by the maner of spekinge we shuld be here deed and buryed, as 
wryteth sainte Paule'(Folio iii). It also appeared in the 

Book of Ceremonies quoted by Strype (E.M. 1,2 pp.411 f.): 'By the 
same is signified the death and resurrection of Christ, and 
moreover tnat we should daily mortify our evilit desires. The
mystery of baptism agreeth well to the time (Easter)'. The 

King's Book taught similarly, quoting Romans 6 (p.45), In Cran« 
rner's Catechism a full exposition of/the Lutheran teaching was 
given: 'By baptisme we die with Christ, and are buried (as it 

were) in his bloude and death, that we shulde suffer afflict 
ions and death'. The symbolism of the sacrament was seen to 

be that of a death to sin, and the water was"taken to represent 
either the blood or death i.e.that by which sin is destroyed (pp» 
184 ff.).

«3S*B& * ^g& VSi?

The Catechisms and formularies had little to say along these 
lines. Nowell mentioned the point, but very briefly: 'The

mortifying of• our nature is expressed by dipping in the water,.', 
when we by and by rise again out of/the water, the new life 
is represented 1 (Now.P.S.p.208). Ponet's Catechism had a simil 

ar short mention: 'Baptism is also a figure of our burial in 
Christ, and that we should be raised up again with him in a 
new life 1 (See Goode X.3.B.p.209). A fuller exposition was 

given in the Reformat!© Legum in a passage already cited in part * 
in the previous section. The Article described baptism as the'
sign of regeneration, but did not develop the theme o<S~ identific 
ation with Christ. The Prayer Book, however, had not a few 
passages which bring out this deep signification of the sacrament. 
In this respect it may be compared with the other Reformation 
Liturgies. The Zurich Order, for example, con&iined the prayer 
that the light of faith might be kindled in the baptised person 

'whereby he may be incorporate into thay Son and with him be 
buried in death, and raised again to newness of life f (Kidd D.(ff 
R.p.423). The Genevan Liturgy had a passage in which the 

repentance professed was related to mortification, and the for 
giveness promised-to renewal of life. The exhortation in Knox's 
Liturgy had also something to say along these lines, but rather 
in connection with sanetification than with conversion. In the



English Prayer Book many passages bring out the Reformed teaching
at this point with great *i forcefulness, especially the Prayer 
of Thanksgiving: 'And humbly we beseech thee to grant, that he, 

being dead unto sin, and living unto righteousness, and being 
buried with Christ in his death, may crucftf^; the old man, and 
utterly abolish the whole body of sin. . . . f ; and the Exhortation 

to the Godparents which immediately follows: 'Hemembering always, 
that Baptism doth represent unto us our profession; which is, 
to follow the example of our Saviour Christ, and to be made like 
unto him; that, as he died, and rose again for us, so ~ should* 
we, who are baptised, die from sin, and rise again unto right 
eousness.... 1 . The Collect for Easter Even, although not of 

the sixteenth century, brings out excellently the interconnection 
between baptism, the death of Christ and the death to sin of the 
believer, in the best Reformed tradition: 'Grant, 0 Lord, that 

as we are baptised into the death of thy blessed Son our Saviour
Jesus Christ, so by the continual mortifying our corrupt affect 
ions we may be buried with him; and that through the grave, 
and gate of death, we may pass to our joyful resurrection 1 . 

Of course, in these liturgical writings the main stress is upon 
death to sin in sane tifi cation (as with Knox) rather than in con 
version. •an

The main Edwardian and Elizabethan theologians displayed 
a greatly varying interest in this line of interpretation. Some 
were content merely to describe baptism as a sign of regeneration 
without devebpiing the symbolism in detail. Hooper briefly ment 
ioned the fact that baptism 'is a sacrament or sign.... that the

baptised creature should die from sin' (Hoop. P. S.I p. 74). Cran- 
mer spoke of the Holy Ghost spiritually regenerating the person 
that is baptised 'which is signified in the said baptism' (Cr an. " 
P.S.I p. 304). Bullinger put it in much the same way when he re 
ferred to 'the renewing of the Holy Ghost, whereof the fountain

of water is a^ign' (Bull. P. S. 4 p. 251). Sandys looked upon the 
sacrament as f a sign of the new spiritual birth' (Sand. P. S. p. 253) , 
and Jewel related it to the blood of Christ, and to our resurrect 
ion to a clean life, although he was thinking of it here in terms 
of cleansing rather than of death and renewal (Jew. P. S. 3 p. 470). 
Rogers took baptism to be a 'Sign or seal of the regeneration,

or the new birth of Christ' (Rog.P.S.p.2^76) .

After Tyndale Be con was the writer who expounded the point 
most fully. Becon thought that we could look back to our baptism 
as the witness of spiritual renewal: 'Baptism d9th declare unto 

me that I am dead unto sin. ..that I have crucified the old man
and put off the old Adam, that I am buried with Christ. Bapt 
ism preacheth unto me (Note again the favourite concept of the 
sacrament as a visible word) not only the mortification of the 
flesh, but also the vivification of the spirit, that I should 
put on the new man, walk in a new life '(Bee. 2 p. 205). Again 

Becon wrote of baptism: 'Which water certifieth our faith in the'
inward washing and cleansing of our souls by the

Spirit of God, a token of our regeneration, of the mortific 
ation of our fleshj of our burial with Christj of our
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resurrection unto new life'(Ibid.3 p.616). Cooper might also 
be noticed. He was not a theologian of eminence, although the"*" 
Marprilate Tracts gave an unwanted notoriety to his conduct. att 
acking the Private Mass Cooper had occasxion to develop the favour 
ite themex that sacraments are normally given the name of the thing 
signified. He took the instance of baptism, which Paul in'r.omans 
had called a burial, a death in Christ. His £im was to show that 
when Paul spoke of baptism as a death, he meant that the' outward 
rite had this inward and spiritual signification (Pte.Mass p.203).'

.,.!«- ,——— „, _„-

Clearly the Anglican Reformers shared the common Reformed und 
erstanding at this deeper Pauline level. The"impulse came mainly 
perhaps from a Lutheran source. _The theme was developed inost"fully 
by those who were directly under Lutheran influence. Possibly 
its prominence in the Prayer Book is due in part to the very strong 
influence of the Lutheran Orders upon"Cranmer, '"although of course 
this interpretation underlies the traditional liturgies. " But the" 
Lutheran understanding, and Luther's emphasis upon the significat 
ion of the sacrament rather than upon its effects, were common 
to all ths Reformed bodies. Different theologians naturally gave 
to different intepretations a different emphasis. In the accept 
ance of the broad truths there was a general concurrence.

It would be an.exaggeration to say that in this respect the 
Reformers actually opposed the teaching of F.ome." The thought of 
baptism as a death and burial with Christ was implicit in all Christ 
ian theology. The difference "was that the Reformers brought into 
prominence what the sacrament taught," the Romanists" what the sacr 
ament did. As'will "be seen later, the Reformers themselves did 
not deny that something was"actually done." " Similarly, the Roman 
ists held that "dome thing was taught. But the difference "in emphas 
is is important, for it indicates a fundamental difference in theol 
ogical approach.

One last point may be made. In the previous section the poss 
ible derivation of baptism from Jewish or even pagan sources was 
mentioned as an argument in favour of rather than against the 
connection with death. The same holds goodx x of the connection 
of baptism symbolically with an inward death and resurrection in" the 
participant. The initiate into the Mysteries experienced an emot-> 
ional if not an ethical entry into death and beginning of new life. 
The argument is, howew, double-edged. Many modern writers have 
felt that baptism was originally, a simpler rite - probably not 
practised by Christ himself at all - which Paul, with his vivid 
mystical expreience, and possibly his ^knowledge of the mystery- 
rites, adopted and adapted along the lines familiar to converts in 
the earljt Gentile world." But a criticism of this kind would have 
meant little or nothing to the""sixteenth century Reformers. For 
one thing - this "was especially true of Luther - they shared the 
experience of Paul. v "They"were thus able to enter wholeheartedly 
into his theological understanding of baptism. For another, they 
accepted the Biblical statements as a divine revelation. When 
baptism was in question, it was discussed as a divinely instituted 
sacrament, not as a historical rite. This sacrament had to be
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understood in the light of- God-given Scripture, not of historic 
parallels, and not even of the individual experience of a Peter 
or a Paul. Even from the historical point of view there is some 
thing to be said for the Reformed view. If Paul was influenced 
by his own experience and by his knowledge of the mysteries, he 
was surely influenced primarily'by the Old Testament, of \.hich" 
he saw in Christ the fulfilment. The problem of historical" deriv 
ation simply did not arise in the case of ""the" "Reformers, however," 
for it was settled in advance'. Their interpretation of" the sacra 
ment in terms of conversion is embedded in iteixx and Justified by 
their understanding of Christiani cy in terms of revelation.

6. SanctifiTzation

The Christian life forms a whole. Theologically it is both necess 
ary and right to distinguish various aspects or ̂ tages. Ultimate 
ly such a separation is"impossible. Luther discovered this fact 
when he worked out afresh"the Pauline doctrine of justification. 
The crying need of his day was to distinguish justification before 
God from sanctification in daily living. Upon this distinction
the Pueformed theology rests. But neither Luther nor the later 
theologians, with a few exceptions, could or would develop this 
distinction into'the absolute one of antinomianism. Justification 
led on necessarily to sanctification. The faith which justified 
was the faith which brought forth fruits of righteousness. "The 
Homilies and the Articles in England make this perfectly clear,

.,. ^ ._»„--. ....... "*

The dame fundamental unity of Christian experience appears in 
the inafcepretation of bapxtism. Baptism was the sacrament of-con
version: the act of dying by faith to sin and rising again by faith 
to righteousness. This act "was the work of a"moment. It could 
already be said that the believing "man had passed from death to 
life, and baptism represented that passage. But in practical ex 
perience this act was the beginning of a process, a process worked 
out only over the whole course of earthly life. And baptism signif 
ied and represented the process as well" as the ac't. It was the 
sacrament of conversion, but it was also the sacrament of daily 
mortification and renewal. It spoke of the beginning of the Christ 
ian life, the decision whereby the life of sin came to an end, 
and the Christian "life came into being. It also spoke of continued 
ance| the process whereby the old man was put off and the new 
put on. The symbolism was the same: death and resurrection. • 
But the application was different, for noito it was the whole life 
upon earth that was"pictured. In his baptism the Christian man 
could learn not only how his life in Christ should begin, but also 
how it must develop and continue to the very day of death and 
judgment. The meaning of baptism could not be exhausted while 
eartlly life remained.

Luther was pre-occupied with the doctrine of justification, 
"but he preserved a fine sense of proportion here, one or two ex 
travagant passages notwithstanding. In his discussions of bapt 
ism, especially in the famous Sermon, he shewed how clearly he 
had grasped the ethical signification ofthe sacrament* ! The whol e



of this life 1 , he wrote, f is a spiritual baptism which contin 
ues until deathi#te8®B|wasefc. He who is baptised is sentenced 
to death. The spiritual birth and the increase in grace and 
righteousness begins truly in baptism, but it goes forward untJL 
death, and indeed to the last day'(W. A. 2 p.728). 16 jn the 

Smaller Catechism he expressed the same thought in simple and forc 
ible language: 'Baptism signifies that the old Adam in us, with 

sins and evil lusts, ought to be drowned by daily sorrow and 
repentance, and that a new man should daily come forth and rise 
up, lining eternally before God in righteousness and holiness 1 
(W.A.30,3- p.312). ' Luther worked out this theme with great 

power. ^e saw in baptism a call to discipline and consecration. 
Fasting, for example, was a means to further the work of baptism, 
by mortification of the flesh. But he also saw in it an explanat 
ion of suffering. The Christian had to endure tribulation, but 
in the providence of God that tribulation worked mortification, 
and thus furthered the work of baptism; Thus it follows that 

baptism makes sufferings, and even death itself useful and 
helpful ! (W.A.2 p.734). Ib Luther could even conclude that 

those who came to an early death were blessed of God, for they*" 
achieved quickly that which their baptism signified: 'The shorter 

the life, the more rapid the fulfillment of baptism 1 (W.A.6 
p.535). 1^

* •& *

The Swiss Reformers did not work out this aspect with the same 
daring and originality, -but they did with Luther interpret baptism 
as a symbol and representation of th^bhristian discipleship. Zwin- 
gli saw £n the sacrament a picture both of our washing by Christ 
and also of our adherence to him i.e.our pledging to liveyac cording 
to his rule (C.R.4 p.245, and see Werhle Z.p.330). 20 Calvin gave 
lucid expression to the ideas already put forward by Luther: 'We 

ought to hold that we are baptised for the mortification of our 
flesh, which is begun in baptism, is prosecuted every day, 
and will be finished when we depart from this life to go to the 
Lord 1 (Inst.4,15,11). A similar passage ocswrred in the Catech 

ism of Geneva (Kidd.D.C.R.p.569, and cf.Zurich..Ibid.p.423). The 
Anabatrbists also developed this aspect, Schlatten spoke of a 
walk in the resurrection of Jesus Christ (Muralt p.350$ Grebel
of a death to sin^ a burial with Christ and a resurrection to new 
life (IbM.p.34)'^1 and' the Dutch Corte InstrucSHUt of the daily 
death to sin (B.R.F.4 p.44). 22 The teaching of the Liturgies 
has already been seen in section 5, especially that of Knox, v/ho 
taught^ very fully that in experience regeneration" ' stuuas chiefli 

in these two points, in mortification, that :ds to say, a " " 
resisting of the rebellious lustes of the"fleshe, and in ne\v- 
ness of life, whereby we continually stryve to v;alk in that 
pureness and perfection \:here\vith v;e are claclcl in Baptisine 1 .

That baptism constituted a challenge to sanctified living - 
the Vvorkinj out practically of that v.liich by faith was already" • 
accomplished- had already been proclaimed in ^njland in the four 
teenth century. V7ycliffe had t&ught clearly that baptism not' 
only pictures the tribulation of Christ, but also, 'techith how* * 

we shulden live here so'(Arnold 2 p. 258). 'Sin is dead 1 , V;yc~
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-lifft proclaimed, 'So shulde We kepe Us fro synne after'1 , he* * 
concluded (Ibid.). Tynflale revived this teaching in the sixteenth 
century, manifestly under the^ influence of Luther. He held that 
baptism was a call- to die with "Christ and to be raised with* him,' % 
to mortify the flesh and to be revived in" spirit (TynH.^.S.I p.245). 
Like Luther, he, understood "the tribulations which afflict the 
Christian in terms of the mortification which is signified in bapt 
ism:^ 'Tribulation is our right baptism'(Ibid.p.138). 2Vndale~ 
connected the process of renewal with true repentance. In^that 
sense baptism" might rightly be called a baptism to repentance: " *•"

'Baptism signifieth unto us repentance, and "the mortifying of 
" our unruly members and the body of sin'(Ibid.p.426). He learned 
from baptism, with its connotation of suffering and d.eath, that' 
the Christian life is one of serious, lile-long warfare: 'Where 

fore we have enough to do all our life-long to tame our bodies, " 
and to compel our members to obey the "Spirit, and not the appet 
ites; that thereby we might be like unto Christ's death and"' 
resurrection, and might fulfil our baptism, which signifieth 
the mortifying of sin, and the new life of grace' (Ibid.p«600) «*

It is evident from the writings ojjte&eriod that this connect 
ing of baptism with the "Christian life mat with little opposition' * 
and made its way rapidly in England during the earliest gnrg*»£ years 
of the Reformation. Frith," of course, echoed Luther as Tyndale 
had done: 'Baptism signifies the mortification of our'* olde Adaia, 

and the rising up of our new man. " A Chris ten" man's "life" is" 
nothing else save a continuall baptism 1 (B.K. pp.93 f«) Baptism 

in other"waords" was a call to act as well as the "ratification of"" 
a choice* Tttold of what God hax! done, and it also summoned to 
a complementary activity on the part of man, not only the entering 
into the Christian life, but the continuing in it to the very end. 
^This point was made in the 'Summe of the"holye Scrip ture"r : "When 

we be baptysed", we betoken"that"we wjtll~'dye with' Christ, we" 
." betoken, T sayy that we wyll dye as unto the lyfe passed as 

- : touching oure synnes and eyyll concupiscences, and that, as 
sayeth S.Paul, 'we must walke in a newe lyfe f (Folio i). " Thfe 

conservative King^s"Book did not quarrel with this interpretation, 
but found a plaee~for "it, and the Book of Ceremonies also explained 
that we learned by our baptism 'that we should daily mortif^ our 

evil desires and corrupt affections, and"so, washed from"sin, 
walk in fc'new, "pure and goaiye life and conversation'(Strypfe N 
J.M.I,2 ppV411 f.). Cranmer f s Catechism introduced a purely \ 

Lutheran statement, but it added only itejifeeiuB a greater foreeful- 
ness of language and expression: 'For baptysme, and the dyppyte 

into the water, "doth betoken that the olde Adam, "with al nil 
synne and evil lustes ought to be drowned and~kjrlled by daily 
contrition and repentance: and that by renewynge of the holy 
gost we "ought to'ryse witn Christ from the death of synne and 
to walke in a neu lyfe'(p. 192). ^ f ~ ^ >

•i, *- • - '.

The individual Reformers did not all lay the same stress upon 
this'aspect of baptismal teaching, but this was because other"" 
aspects appealed to them More strongly, not because they disputed 
this one*i Kowell made only a brief mention of mortification: 

'The mortifying of our nature is expressed by the dipping in
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water '(How.P.S.p. 208). Cranmer and Rids&y ley. did not mention 
it al all, but then they did not devote much attention to baptism 
as such. The same was the case with Calfhill, Sandys, Hutchin- 
son and Coverdale, who all approached baptirra i«etfck«r from another
angle* Jewell discussed the sacrament thoroughly, but he pre- 
feered to expound it more as a washing, not so much as a death and 
resurrection. In this he may be compared v;ith Bullinger, in 
whose Decades the renewing of the i Holy Ghost was thought of 
mainly as a cleansing. Rogers, tied as he was to the Article, 
found no scope to develop the ethical challenge implicit in the 
thought of baptism as the sacrament of regeneration.

Hooper may be noticed as one who did briefly touch upon the 
significance of baptism for the living of the Christian life. He 
said little more, however, " than that the baptised creature should 
'die from sin (Hoop.P.S.I p.74). This included both the act of 
faith and the process of obedience. Becon was more explicit. He 
found in the sacrament the sign of mortification and of vivification, 
Baptism was a summons to battle. It ;;>ut us in remembrance 'that 

we ought valiantly to fighjs against the Devil, the world and 
the flesh, to mortify all unclean lusts, to die unto sin", 
and to rise again new" men 1 (Bee.F.S. 2 p.508). La timer, as"a 

preacher of righteousness, appealed to baptism in the same"way.
It was for him both a token of the cleansing-accomplished by God 
and also" a call to personal cleansing: 'tojaway tne old Adam, and 

to put on Christ, "to receive him with a pure heart, and to 
study"to go forward in all goodness, according unto his will 
and commandment 1 (Lat.P.S.2 p.133),

The Liturgy gave to this line"of teaching perhaps its fullest 
expression - indeed it seemed always to be more prominent in 
the devotional and catechetical writings. The main passages from 
the Baptismal Service, the Thanksgiving Prayer and the Exhortation, 
have already been quoted, but the same teaching is found in the 
Sentence Prayers before the Administration: 'Grant that all carnal 

affections may die in them, and that all things" belonging to 
the Spirit may <Ei/e in them. Grant that they may have power 
and strength to have victory, and to triumph, against the devil, 
the world, and the flesh'. The words-of Reception called for a 

fight against sin under the sign of the cr°ss, and the Exhortation 
urged finally that there might be a 'continual mortifying all our 

evil and corrupt affections, and daily proceeding in all virtue 
and goiliness of living'.

Three comments might be made. Fir sty there was nothing 
radically new in this Reformed interpretation. The Reformers 
themselves would have been the last to claim, or to wish to clain 
that th^r^wajfoi They aimed always to get back rather than to go 
forward. ^WB^-Cay clearly in the Apostolic writings. It was 
implicit in all the expositions of baptism. What there was with 
the Reformers was a new and powerful emphasis, an emphasis so 
strong that it gave to the Reformed discussion a freshness and
originality lacking in the writings of traditionalists.0*// Second, 
the ethical teaching derived frora baptism v/as linked up closely



with the theological or the evangelical. This appears at other 
points in Reformed doctrine, but nowbfcra more clearly than in the 
discussion of baptism. Baptism presented a tremendous'ethical 
challenge, but it was not a challenge in the void. It was" a 
challenge upon the basis of the salvation of God, also represent 
ed in the sacrament. Baptism called forward into the Christian 
life because it also pointed backward to the work of Christ and to 
the entry into Christ by faith.

Third, Luther with his profound understanding was led by the 
thought of baptism as the representation oiSfaeath to an ethical and 
evangelical interpretation of suffering. 'in this he outstripped' 
the Anglican Reformers, except for those who like Tyndale largely 
reproduced his work. Just occasionally glimpses of this Lutheran 
view do perhaps appear in the Anglicans, but on the whole it was 
allowed to lapse. Certainly no writer developed the theme. Indexl, 
it is broadly true that the writers who stood most directly under 
the influence of Luther himself were the ones who had the most 
vivid sense of the bearing of baptism upon the Christian life. 
That is not to say that the theologians of the Reformed school did 
not accept the Lutheran understanding, or thct they gave no express 
ion to it at all in their works. Wh&t is meant is that they did 
not grasp or express it with the same fervour oii boldness, at any 
rate within the context of the death-resurrection^heme. -/
7« Death and Resurrection

Baptism illuminated and symbolised the Christian life both in its 
beginning and also in its development or continuance. Its mean 
ing was evangelical and it was also ethical. ' But in experience 
the Christian man is called upon to undergo not only a spiritual 
and moral death and resurrection but also a' physical. The new' 
Christian life "is begun with 'trust in Christ. It is worked out 
in daily consecration. ~ It is (feoU^) consummated, hov;ever,*v2N;hen 
the temporal gites way to the eternal. Thus' it "might be said 
that baptism, picturing the Christian life as it dicfc as one" of 
death and new life, has a meaning which extends to the end of 
the Christi an 'life on earth and" its fulfilment in eternity. As 
the Trideritines put it: 'Baptism gives no obscure intimation of 

eternal life also 1 (Cat.T.2,l,Qu.8) . The meaning was not only
evangelical and wthical, but also e scatological.• -~ - ••

Here again it was 'Luther who struck the note which all the 
other Reformers were to -sound. And it was Luther - a~s±rr who develop
ed the theme with the greatest originality and profundity. Already, 
discussing "the moral bearing of baptism. Luther~had shown that" 
the process of mortification and renewal rnur-t last until "the day 
of death and judgment. From this point it was but a step to the 
interpretation of baptism as also a sign of literal dissolution: 

'The meaning of b^.ptism, tj[lfieath or drowning of sin, can never 
be fully worked out in" this life, only with the death of the " 
body and complete dissolution' (V, A. 2 p,728). 23 Baptism v;as thus 

a sign of the full and final entry into the work of Christ iiythe 
life of the resurrection. It ought perhaps to be noticed that
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Stange Cut supra) accuses Luther of wavering between* an ethical and 
eschatological view. This seems to be rather unjust, for the*""' 
two are not mutually exclusive, but closely interconnected - just 
as the conceptions "of the kingdom of God as present and moral on " 
the one hand, future and eseha.tblogical On the other are "also not 
exclusive but complementary. " If Luther saw both aspects', ' eveh' * 
without . always distinguishing clearly between them, it is a test 
imony to the comprehensiveness of Ms thought rather than to its 
confusion.

"'"••£ Luther did not stop at this point, but went on" to perhaps" his 
most illuminating thought. "He learned that 'death too has its part 
in the purpose of GodH It is not a master but a servant. It "Is- 
the necessary result of sin, but in the providence of God it is " 
also that "which destroys sin. "Because of death sin becomes self- 
destructive. Luther thought it wrong to find bitterness in death 
itself. Death was only! bitter because sin did not die willingly* 
But when sin was fully destroyed with the death of the body, the 
way was open for the final entry into the life of righteousness. 
Sufferings and death were useful then; 'They cannot but help" 

forward the work of baptism. ... .Sin does not die "willingly, aiid 
that is why it makes death so bitter and horrible. But merciful 
and mighty is God, "for sin brought death and with its own work 
it is itself destoyed 1 (W.A.2 p. 734). 24

Zwingli never attained "to this deeper understanding of His ,>"" 
contemporary, and he; had little or nothing to say upon the eschat- 
ological significance of baptism. The Swiss Anabaptists saw some 
thing of it, for,Grebel took notice of the promise of resurrection 
contained "in the sign (Mural t p.' 34). 25 When "the Schlatten article 
spoke of rising again with Christ it might also have had in mind 
the resurrection to eternity, but this is not certain. gal«£m 
feRiMijlxf ft«l&^&^e^z^^z^§llgfei^gx9^z^te . Hubmai er , however , " 
clearly had the final resurrection in view: The meaning of this 

sign and symbol, the pledge of faith until death in hope of 
the resurrection to the life to come, is more to "be considered 
than the sign'(Kidd D.C.R.p.451) . Calvin briefly formulated 

the teaching of Luther when he asserted that 'the work of baptism
(mortification) will only be finished when we depart "from this li 
life to go to the Lord 1 (Ins t. 4, 15, 11). ^ Calvin did not develop 

the theme as Luther had done, and the deep insights of Luther are 
missing in his baHaiced and judicious statement. The Confessions • 
found little place for the escha to logical sense, referring; to 
baptism as a spiritual washing or as a spiritual and moral regener 
ation. No doubt the thought of the final resurrection lay at the 
back of the Reformed thinking, but it seldom found open expression, 
Certainly the suggested interpretation of death in the light of 
baptism was/bever fully worked out.

. What was true of 'the Continentals was true in large measure of" 
the Anglicans as well. Even Tyndale, wh o followed Luther closely, 
efflphasised the ethical teaching to the almost complete exclusion
of i&e' eschatologlcal. One or two of his utterances could perhaDq 
be tmtMgaoda* tlken to refer to literal physical death, for inst-



-ance, the assertion that the plunging in the water signifies that 
we die (Tynd.P.S.l p.245), but here the context suggests" a moral 
and spiritual dying only. He does connect baptism with tribulatior 
and deajh in a passage already reffened to (Ibid.l p.138), and 
this time he probably did have physical de&th in mind as v;ell. In
other places, however, Tyndale thought of the mortifying of the 
sinful Adam. He never unequivocally linked up the baptism of a 
believer with the final 'death of the bofiy and resurrection to 
eternity.

Bec'on did find in baptism an eschatological significance, for 
he linked it up directly with eternal life. He did not approach 
the matter quite from the same angle as Luther had done. Baptism 
contained the promise "of eternal life because it was the sign and 
seal of the covenant of God: 'Thy baptism is a sign of this coven 

ant, if thou will believe and be baptised, that he will give 
thee everlasting life freely, and never forsake thee 1 (Bee.P.S. 
2 p.573)". In other words,' Becon saw in baptism not so much a 

representation of our final destiny as a token of the divine favour 
by which it was assured. At one point he did approximate to the 
Lutheran view: when he described baptism as 'a token of our regen 

eration; of the mortification of our flesh; of our burial with 
Christ; of our resurrection unto new life 1 (Ibid.3 p.612)." "It 

is possible, however, that even here he used the three phrase's" 
mortification, burial and resurrection to describe the three"aspec* 
of the spiritual regeneration, not the three"tenses of salvation, 
past with cconversion, present in sanctification and future XH at 
the resurrection of the dead.

The Lutheran view found expression in Cranmer's Catechism', 
but^his was of course the translation of a Lutheran work; 'We are

buried in Christ's bloude and death' the Catechism ran, 'that 
we shulde suffer afflictions and death'(pp.184 f.). "At any 

rate Luther's view was known in England, and indeed it seems to 
have made some appeal to Cranmer himself. Only in one pag^ge did
Cranmer develop anything like a theology of baptism, and that 
incidentally, but he had clearly apprehended" the eschatologic&l 
significance: 'What Christian man', he asked, 'will say ...that 

baptism- representeth not unto us the high state of our glorific 
ation, and the perfect redemption-of our bodies in the general 
resurrection?(Cran.P.S.I p.!7b). Hutchinson too saw in baptism 

an assurance of the resurrection, and he alleged in favour of"this 
connectianycffie old custom of baptising over graves: 'Were riot many 

Christian men baptised over dead men's graves, in the primitive 
Church, in token that the dead should rise again?' (HutcK.P.S. 
p.138). The Thanksgiving Prayer in the Baptism"Service brought 

out this significance of the sacrament very clearly and forcibly, 
making petition that as the bbptised person 'is made partaker of 

the death of thy Son, he may also be partaker of his resurrect 
ion} so that finally, with the residue of thy holy Church, 
he may be an inheritor of thine everlasting kingdom 1 »

It is a matter of regret that more attention was not paid by 
some writers at least to this interesting aspect of baptismal 
doctrine. There was no breach of Reformed solidarity &t the
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point. ^.The truth probably is that for the Reformers.regeneration, 
justification and "sanetification were the controverfift1matters. 
About the escha to logical signification of baptism there, could be 
little quarrel with anyone, for not even the most rabid sacramentafc- 
ist pretended that baptism effected a literal dissolution of the 
body and resunreetion to glory. From the evangelical standpoint, ' x 
however, the suggestions of Luther have'tremendous value. They 
open up the way to an understanding of suffering and of death in the 
life of the Christian, In post-Reformation Protestant theology 
the not unimportant, but unfortunate and seemingly interminable 
Paedo-baptism controversies have checked the interesting theological 
advance which might have been possible along these lijjtes. More 
recently, in,England at" least, a revsived sacramentalism has 
conce'iitrated attention upon the" effect rather than the meaning. * The 
opportunity, of thoroughly v.eighing the escha to logical bearing has 
up to the present time never recurred,

8. Conclusion

Some estimate of the Reformed teaching upon the meaning'of "baptism' 
ought "to be attempted now that the main points in it have been re 
viewed. One or'two obvious matters call for notice first. The, 
unity "of the Reformed presentation is self-evident. Individual ' 
writers naturally developed different tines of"thought. "Unity s ' 
does not "mean uniformity. They did not develop these" "lines in 
opposition to each other. ...The richness of the general under stanch 
ing made pbs.sible a varied presentation. Again, the close inter 
relationship "between the whole understanding and the""cardinal doct 
rines of grace, atonement, and justification, requireB^nO'more 
than a passing mention1." '" *FhQ prominence "given to the passage in 
Pcomans 6 ~ speaks* f or itself." Consciously or'unconsciously, alT"' " 
who discussed the sacrament wrote with the~ common doctrine of sal 
vation firmly in mind and heart. "It was perhaps this grounding J 
of baptismal theology in the doctrine of justification which "account 
ed for the astonishing breadth and depth of thefceformers 1 understand 
ing. Luther himself was unquestionably the' master here.* 'The**"" 
others followed,""specialising or systemmatising" or merely repeat 
ing, according to their "talents. Hone went beyond, or even 
equalled the original interpretation,

'" The Reformed position might be attacked from-'two points''of" 
view. A sacramentalist criticism would-be that it erred by'foc-

ed in it§' and; rising out of it is -an acted representation- 
life 'through'death... .but It is more than a symbol. 11~ effects 

"' what"it symbolises f (H.S.£ the Church p. 125), Constantly in 
their own day the Reformers were accused of reducing the sacrament, 
to a'"mere sign "of 'tokeffl. The Reformed view of the effects is'"" '" 
big enough to .require sepeir ate "treatment, but her 6 a word might be 
said in defence of the stress upon the signification. For" the"' *~ 
Reformers the "sacrament was a visible word. Like the written wbrd, 
it had meaning. Also Tike" the written word, it had its effect. 
But'again like the written word, it did not have its effect"magic 
ally. *, The effect came in and through the meaning. To read the
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Bible or to hear a sermon is of no value unless there is understt-nfl- 
ing of the mexssage. Similarly, to be baptised is" of little val- 
"ue unless the meaning of baptism is understood. Infants dying in 
infancy can understand neither word nor sacrament-- they are cbhiait- 
ted to the mercy of God according to the promise." 5 Hit in those 
growing to years of discretion ancjtri adult convert^ an understand 
ing is indispensable. The Liturgies and Catechisms bear witness 
to the Reformed desire that theHre "should be at least an elementary 
understanding. \Vithout it the "sacrament would quickly' become an 
empty and ineffective rite. To jra'sp this linking o'f significance 
ana effect is to go more than half-way towards an understanding 
of the Reformed view of the effects of the sacrament. "But it is 
also to answer the s a cr amenta list criticism. By stressing" the' 
signification the Reformers ensured a place for the Divine Sover 
eignty and the personal nature of the working of the ^oly'Spirit 
within the theology of the sacraments and their operation.. The 
rich teaching upon the meaning carried with it a proper balancing 
of the evangelical and sacramental aspects.

A""second criticism, already touched upon, comes from the 
liberal side. It accuses the .Reformers of reading into a histor 
ical rite allegorical interpretations, all of them subjective, and 
some contradictory. The Reformed expositions" are edifing. "They 
give good subject-matter for devotional addresses. But they 
contribute nolfeng to a historical understanding. Their theolog 
ical value is limited because they have" no basis in actuality. 
This criticism has weight, as v;e have seen"," only for those who 
reject the whole world-view of the Reformers. It ought to be 
pointed out at once that, strictly, the issue raised is a far wid 
er and deeper one than tnat"of trie interpretation o^baptism. It 
is the issue between those who hold what might be called*a 'revelat- 1 
ional' view of Christianity and the world, and those who hold a
historical view. "*•-* * °»

The wider i-ssue cannot be discussed here. It may be said, 
howeverip "that the Reformed under standing" of baptism rested upon a 
definite sm interpretation of Christianity as -a whole. According
to this interpretation God himself gave the sacraments, " and God 
himself inspired the sacred irecord of the New Testament. Granted 
these premisses, the criticism falls to the ground, for the 
Reformed view of baptism is of a piece with the Reformed view of 
Christianity as a whole. The modern writers who criticise the 
view of baptism do'not accept the premisses. For them Jesus 
Christ is primarily the historical founder of a historical faith. 
That faith has undergone considerable modification from the days of 
Paul onwards. Baptism itself was a conyenient rite, "taken from 
other religions, to which a new allegorical signification has 
been given; If these premisses are substituted foi the Reformed, 
then of course the Reformed view of baptism is open to the most 
damaging criticism.

The Reformers did stand in the line of historical Christianityj 
This does not finally justify them. It means, however, that' 
those who wish to take another view must go back to a point beyond 
the oldest written records. They must reconstruct those records
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iii accordance with their own ideas of what actually did, or ought 
to have happened, ideas which at the best can hardly be more than 
intelligent guesses, and at the worst may be prejudices. Fortun 
ately, in the present work 'there is no need to make a decision 
between the Reformers and their critics. What had to be done is 
to make the issue perfectly clear. The Reformed doctrine" of" 
baptism stands or falls with the Reformed view of Christianity as 
a whole. If the major position holds, then the charge"of fanciful 
allegorical interpretation carries no weight. Theology owes the 
Reformers a debt of gratitude, for their profound grasp of the true 
meaning of the sacrament. If the its&acKSnEdx major position falls, 
then the Reformers have mistakenly overlaid a simple and non-essent 
ial Aite with mystical explanations. ". The choice, a spiritual 
as'well as an intellectual choice, must be made at the deepest 
level. ' '

Fotes

1 Lomb,4 Dist.4 C 'Potest dici, quod qui in Christo, id est in 
g Christi conformitate baptizantur.-.. Omnes qui in Christi nomine 
baptizantur, Christum induuntuxs

2 Luth.W.A.2'p.727 'Die Tauff ist eyn eusserlich zeychen oder loss-* 
„ ung, die uniis absqsso^idert "von alien ungetaufften menschen 1 ; , 

, r Kida D.C*R.p.671 T ,.a" fin que nous ayons une signature permanent^
4 que Jesus Christ nous sera toujours justice et sanetification*. 

- Olevian xBtoxSxKfd&K 'In der,fTaufe ermahnt'uns Gott, dass wir 
seine Gnade in Christus glaubig annehmenj,...» Gott befiehlt 
uns, dass wir uns (und unsere Kinder")" taufen lassenpodtaacfctx , 
sollen, damit wir b^zeugen, dass wii die Bundesverheissung 
Gottes in Christus fur uns(und unsere Kinder) dankbar annehmen.« 
...Gott besiegelt denen, die so gesinnt sind, die Gemein-
schaft mit Christus'. " " * *

5 Melanchthon C.R.21 p.471 'Et quia signa sunt allegoricae quaedam, 
haec ceremonia significat^ peenitentiam et remissionem peccat-' ̂  

,_ orum, seu, ut Paulus loquiturA regenerationem'. 
/PGrebel^Muralt p.34 'dass er bedutte, dass man abgest»»ben sie, 
^ und sSlle der sund, und wandeln in nmuwe lebens und geist, -& 

und dass man gwttss selig werd'. * / , ^, 
7 Gallican Confession (38) 'Nous tenons que 1'eau, / etant un elem-.

ent caduc, ne laisse pas de nous testifier en verite le lave- w 
o ment int^rieur 1 .

Belgi'c Confession (34) '...nous signifiant, que, compie I'eau 
lave les ordures du corps quand elle est repandue surtnous, / >, 
laquelle aussi est vue sur.le'corps du baptise, et 1'arroser. 
ainsi le sang de Christ par le Saint Esprit fait le meine inter-
ieurement en 1'ame, non pai^f'eait materielle fasse cela m . 
c'est 1'arrosement du precieux sang du Fils de Dieu, lequll 
est notre'Mer Rouge'. -^.^ '"-• "•* - „ 
B.R.N.4 p.44 'een warachtighe ghetughenesse, als dat wy 
in Jesum Christum ghelooven, ghewaschen ende ghereynight 
int.precyeus bloed de-s'ghedoods lams Christi ons zalighm 

Heidelberg Catechism (69) 'Also, dass Christus diess ausserlichg" 
Wasserbad eingeeetzt, und dabei werheissen hat, dass Ich"~so«? 
gewise mit seinem Blut und Geist von der Unreinigkeit meiner



-> »- if. • . . ... ,
i .das uisty; " "iilen^meinen jSunden, gewaschen sei ," so* s ' 

gewiss ich ausserlicn mit dem Passer, welches die Unsauber- 
.-^erkeit des Leibes-pflegt hinzunehmen, gewaschen bin 1 .
Tteformatip L'egump.29 f Baptismus est sacramentuin, 'quo secunda 
generatio nostra nobisVexterna consignatur aquae aspersione.'. . 
pum"autein in aqua demergimus, et rursus, ex illi's emergimiis, 
Chris ti mors nobis primiim et sepultura commendantur, deinde 
suscitatio quidem' illius , et reditus ad vitam' "' 

Schlattenn (Muralt p. 35) 'DeirToufr sort "geben werdto' alien denen 
.".Vso wollen wande^n in der Ufferstebung Jesu' Chi?istiV uiid 
rait 1M: begraben wollen sein in todt, uff dass sie mit ihin *•* uf fer stall mBgen r . "'" "" *"" """" " " "" • " " " / vpnte>

B.R.F.4 p«44v f ende TKEKS&K werden alzo met Christo begraven iii der 
14 Zwingli C.^.4 g.24"§ 'Der touff'ist ein anheblich zeichen, das

uns in ein nuw laben pflichte 1 . 
1^ See Beza" Qt&'R.C.98 ^Immersio -In aqua sistit ob oculos ilium

gurgitem iudicii diviniv. . .quo propt^r mora peccata nostra sibt 
impoBita Christus est veluti absorpjcuo.', M9ra' slib aqua quahtu- 
lacunque sit, veluti spectandu nobis praebet ipsum'vineul'ie 
in sepulcnro detentum. • Emersio vero ex aqua f - "veluti viva
est pictura ipsius victoriae, qua fac turn est ut mortuum mort 
em, sepultus corruptionem superayit1 . -

16 -Luther W.A.2 p. 728 'Diss gantz Leben ist nit anders, den eyn
geystlich taufifen an unterlass bis "yn denn todt. Wer getaufft 
wird, "" der wird tzum tod vorurteirlt . Die geystlich geburt*' 
die mehrung der gnaden und"gerecntigkeit, nefct wo 11 an yn denn 

_ tauff, weret aber auch bissyal yn' den tod, ja'biss an jungsten
17 Ibid.30^1 p. 312 ! Es bedeut, das der alte Adam ynn r / tag'. 

uns durch tegliche reu und busse sol erseuff t .und sterben, 
mit alien sunden und" bo sen lusten. Und wiederumb teglich 
eraus komefi und auf ferstelie^ ein newer mensch, der ynn ge- 
rechtigkeit und reinigkeit fur Gott ewigliclTlebe'V

18 Ibid. 2 p. 2734" 'Also folget, daspr die tauff alle leyden und sond-* 
erlicn Sen tod nutzlicli ."'und' hulfllch' macHt r . """• ' ------

19 Ibid.6"p.535 f ..et quo" breVius a vita absolvimur, eo citius . 
bap tismum nostrum implemus 1 , ~"

20 \Vernle ZVp/3X TDie"Taufe bedeutei, dass Christus uns mit seinem
Blute abgewasclien, und dass wir ihn anziehen.d.h.nach seiner ;. 
Regel leDen"sollen f .

21 Grebel (Muralj& p. 34) ! V...von den Lasteren gestorben mimt Christq 
mitt im begraben in touff , wiederumb mitt im auff erstanden 
in newerung des lebens 1 .

22 B.R.N.4 p. 44 »ende dat wy ooc na dit tydelick staerven, vernyz- 
en zullen in een eeuwigh leven'.

23 Luther W.A.2 p. 728 !Die Bedeutung, sterben odder "ersauf fen der 
sund, geschicht nit VolQkommen yn diisem leben, "bis "der " 
mensch auch leyplich"sterbx und gantz vorwesse zu pulverV

24 Ibid.p*734 'Also folget, dasz die tauff alle leyden und sonderlicfc 
den tod nutzlich und hulflich macht, das sie nur *dienen~mus£en 
der tauff e werck. . . .die sund stir bt nit geren, driimb macht sie 
sen tod " sso bitter und greulich, . iAllso "gntdig ist gott ~uncf " 

\i mechtig, dae die sund, die den tod bracht hat, wirt mit ykrem 
eygen werck widdftr vortrieben 1 ,'" - - . ^.

26 Grebel (Muralt p. 34) f aass mail gwilss selig werdenV.Cf .Schlatten 
(p. 35) 'ut cum eo possint resurgere 1 .



rii THE TYPOLOGY AKD
1. TYPBS and Analogies

fhe consideration of the meaning of baptisM leads" on naturally to 
the topi* of types and analogies. Xhese were drawn for the most 
part from thl Old Testament. " "When Reformed""doctrine is studied, 
it must always be remembered that these writers conceived of the" 
Bible as in"'the strictest sense a single book.' 'It had been given 
ultimately by the one author, God. Thus it was right and proper, 
iii a similar-ity between baptism and some event in Old Testament" 
histaryor some aspect of Old Testament religion appeared, that ' \ 
a type or analogy of th^feacrament should be found. Such a simil 
arity was believed to be intentional, not accidental or incidental.

Of course ? the types were not purely arbitrary. The" flew 
Testament writings themselves suggested the common analogies. 
Peter - the question of authorship need not concern us, since the
Reformers accepted the Apostle asv author- had pointed to the 
Ark, and Paul in I Corinthians 10 had found a parallel between 
baptism and thcRe'd Sea crossing. The theologian^ of the church 
long"before the Reformation had searched the pages of Scripture 
for similar parallels. The Reformers themselves had" no new ones 
to contribute, nor did "they go out of their way to try to discover 
some. What they did do "was to bring the common analogies into"" 
fuller and closer relationship with the theological signifieation. 
They covered only a narrow-field, confining themselves on the 
whole to the common New Testament types. But they treated the 
types chosen with a new power and profundity.

On the Romanist side the Tridentines recognised four main 
figures of baptism in Scripture: tte Deluge, the Red Sea, the" 
washing of Naaman," and the Healing at Bethesda (Cat.T.2,2 Qu.9), 
Tertulliaii had referred to the Deluge, the Red Sea and the Rock 
(Dex Bap t. 8 & 9). Thomas too had found in the cloud arid the 
Red Sea partial figures of baptism, although he" insisted that 
they only prefigured the sacrament in certain respects". Thus ^ f 
the Cloud could not in any'way "be said to typify" baptism as a - 
profession of faith (Tho^.3 Qu.70). Other types, some more fanc 
iful than real, had been found in the ceremony of purification; 
the bfcood of lambsj and Jewish baptism(Cath.Encycl.Art.Bapt.). 
'it ought to be noted that the staxxfc Romanist theologians numbered 
circumcision amongst the figures, and also the baptism of John 
(So Thomas, ut supra). The importance of these two is so great 
that they call" for separate treatment. A further point to notice 
is that when these comparisons were made the writers all emphasis 
ed the fact that in the figure was the shadow only, in the 
Christian ̂ sacrament "the fulfilment. Chrysostom is an example: 

«the Jewish purification^ did not free them from their sins, * 
but only from bodily defilements; ours, however, is not 
such, but far greater, and abounding with more grace, for 
it frees 4s from our sins, and cleanses the soul, and gives 
us the guidance of the Spirit 1 (Horn.24 De Bapt.Christi See 
Car»yTest.of the F.On Art.27). r .

The Continental Reformers concentrated upon the two more imp-
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-ortant figures, the Deluge and the Red Sea. Luther did make a 
casual naturalistic comparison with physical generation (Stange" p. 
800) f ••". He was mainly interested, 'however, in the apostolic type, 
the flood. He insisted that baptism had been 'prefigured ages

before in the Noachie deluge 1 (W.A.2 p.729). 1 He found in the fiafl 
flood a perfect"illustration of his^primary thought that baptism 
represented a dying - a drowning - a definite destruction. The 
Deluge had been sent by'God in order to destroy the sin of an evil 
generation. The repentant and righteous Noahgi who identified 
himself by repentance with the judgment of God, was spared. Bapt 
ism aas now been given as a sign of the general judgment of God upon 
sin, opening up a way of salvation for those who rec«i«ve the sign 
and die with Christ to sin (See W.A.2 p.729).2 The detailed working 
out of the image is "a little complicated, but the main thought 
emerges clearly enough.

i -, =« -. *
Zwingli was not greatly interested in types as such. He made 

it his main business to identify the New Testament sacrament of 
baptism with the Old Testament ceremony o'f circumcision, and "to assert"the unity of the baptism of Christ with that of John." 
Upon these points, and especially upon the former, his understand 
ing of baptism, more particularly of infant baptism, as a sign 
of the covenant of God may be said to depend". However, the bapt 
ismal order of Zurich preserved a refessBBgai^rence to the judgment 
and mercy of God displayed in the flood and the Red Sea deliverance* 

. ! 0 almighty and eternal God, who through the flood ddd didst by 
thy mighty judgment condemn the unbelieving world, and thyself 
deliver of thy great mercy faithful Noah; who didst drown obdur 
ate Pharaoh with all his hosts in the Red Sea, and didst bring 
thy people Israel through the same dryshod, figuring thereby 
this bath of baptism..,.'(Kidd B.C.R.p.423)|- That the vivid 

'types were felt to have a real liturgical value ought not to escape 
us.';-; . • •*- ., „ . • .r - - " •- ; .' • ; - -

Calvin, liXe Zwingli, was more particularly concerned to ': 
establish a covenantal theology, and to refute trie Romanist distinct/ 
ion between the baptisms of John and Christ. With characteristic 
thoroughness he found time to bring forward the important Scriptural * 
figures, and to the discussion of them he devoted a fairly full"
paragraph in the Institutes: 'The-things which we have saifi, both 

of mortification and ablution, were adumbrated among the people 
of Israel etc.(Inst.4,15,9). Beza too turned to the Ark and 

the Red Sea as common types. For him the Ark represented the cHurch 
shut up into"'Christ by baptism, /and preserved from judgment. The 
&ed Sea was a descent into the water, with a triumphant re-emerg- « 
ence to new life (Q."et"Ii.C.101). The later Reformed theologians 
followed the same lines/ **' The Leidener Synopsis deduced from the' 
Cloud and the "Red Sea" thaV immersion was the proper mode "of admin 
istration, but in favour of" other modes was the Old Testament 
figure of sprinkling (See Heppe R.D. Bapt.). r

In England Wycllffe Had anticipated the general Reformed "posit 
ion by emphasising '-the close connection between type and fulfilment, 
and-by finding in'the Cloud and the Red Sea the most significant^ 
types. 'Beleve 1 , he Hfrotej 'techeth Cristene"men that signes of 

the Olde Law weren 'tokenes of oure signes now, as thei ben •



ttkenes of the bliss of hevene." The eloiide 'that ledde them'in 
desert upon dales,v as Goddis lawe tellith, flguride the "water 
of Cristls side, by whiehe we ben baptisid now* Crist was' 
deed before that water cam of the cloude of his bodi to baptise" 
men* (Arnold. 2 p.258). During the period'pxxisg between W^clifft 

and the Reformation nothing. original emerged. Bw**a&@' the early«b*.f efi 
Reformation Tyndale" took up the point, but in this respect as in 
sp many others he largely reproduced the teaching of Luther. For 
him the two important figures Were "the" Ark and the Red Sea with' the 
Cloud. 'Baptism 1 , ~ he wrote,'saves us 'as'the ship saved them in • 

the water, through faith'(Tynd.p.S.l p.426); and again, 'Paul 1
, " maketh the sea and the cloud a figure of baptism 1 (Ibi'dV)". "Acc 
ording to Tyndale these figures had been divinely given as an" aid
.to" the understanding. The work of" God followed always the same 
pattern. The historical "pictures pointed to what baptism signified

; in iilward experience. '"'" -Tyndale, hoy;ever, was content to refer 
to the pictures without expounding their meaning or' relevance in * 
detail. Probably he thought the historical types seTf-explanatory I 
revealing both the judgment of God upon sin, which tftefcaptised man' 
aecep-ts in repentance, "and the work of God in redemption, which the 
baptised man enters into in faith. The' exact nature of the connect* 
ion between the type and the sacrament he made no attempt to define.

One would have thought that Becon would have found a place for 
the types in his devotional theology, but strangely enough he 
seemed to be little interested in them. Hoopwr too only -made1 a 
passing reference to baptism as 'our Red Sea' 1 . Philpot quoted" 
the Old Testament figures, the Red Sea, Jordan and Circumcision, 
as arguments in favour of the" baptism of inf ants "(Phil.P. S. p. 277). 
He pointed out that infants as well as adults"passed through the" 
led Sea and Jordan. But 'the apostles did attemperate all their" 

doings to the shadows and figures" of the Did "Testament'. Thus 
it"may be concluded that the apostles baptised the children of 
professed Christians. The'argument has an incidental interest in 
that" it makes clear the Reformed attitude upon soffie fiundamental ,'^

"points. First", they believed in the essential unity of the Bible. 
Second, they did not think of the growth of the church in terans of 
unconscious organic development. "The early "Christians performed- v 
baptism, for example, -in conscious obedience to a divine command-
'inent, and in accordance "with a previously revealed and well-under« 
stood scriptural pattern. " At least this mueli must be said for 
Philpot's view even froiri the purely historical standpoint, that" 
the apostles probably were consciously influenced by the well-known 
Old Testament %b*m^^'*™^'l̂ *m**xxp to a much greater extent than 
some modern writers are, willing to allow, .

— mm

" A further instance of the curious way in which the argument 
* from types could tbe used' is "found In Woodman's disputation with' 
Langdale (Foxe 7 pp.357 f.). Langdale had asserted that baptism 
gives faith, and Woodman, anxious to" prove that faith ought to" 
come first, asked whether'Jacob had faith before he were baptised 1., 

oagdale 'You speak of the old law. Javob was not christened, 
it circumcised 1 . Woodman 'Peter brought in Noah's flood, which 

was a long time'before Jacob and Esau, to prove baptism 1 . ' 
The point here ia fittiii&taatially the same. Woodman, like Philpot,
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saw an identity between the Testaments and the covenants. 'Since 
the whole Bible came from God, the Old Testament example could be 
use to illustrate or to prove Christian precept or practice.' Yhe 
sharp difference between the Reformers and Rome'upon this matter will! 
emerge more fully when' the key-question" of circumcision is discussed. 
At the moment it will suffice to not^e the Reformed view,

Bullinger devoted rather more attention to the types in his * 
Decades, which of course became a standard work in England. Tak 
ing the Red Sea as a figure, he found in the drumming of Pharaoh 
and his host a representation of the destruction of the old Adam" * 
(Bull sP.S.4 p.329)." Calvin, it will be remembered, had describ 
ed the old man as our Pharaoh* When he came to discuss water as 
the chosen element in baptism, Bullinger proved its aptEness"frpm." 
the Old Testament analogies: the Flood, the Red Sea, 'divers'' "

cleansings, and set washings mentioned in the law'<Ibid.p. 364)» 
Amongst the later English writers Hutchinson distinguished between 
the Old Testament types, which were temporal, and the Christian 
sacrament, which abides: ! They had circumcision, and the Red Sea, *

and the Cloud, for temporal sacraments: we have instead of these
one continual sacrament, the& laver of regeneration'(Hutch.P.S.
p. 219). The meaning probably was that the earlier sacraments 

were once-for-all happenings, or in the case of circumcision fcg a 
sign now replaced, but that baptism as the sign of a deep spiritual 
reality is constantly repeated and lastingly valid. The loose 
use of the term sacrament in relation to the Old Testament figures 
is worthy of notice, as is also' the thought that baptism is the 
fulfilment of the Bid Testament shadows and figures. ,

ri The Prayerx Books preserved the reference to the Ark and the 
Bed Sea common to the Zurich order and alsofca large number of.the 
Lutheran orders, including the i'Pious Consultation 1 . The - * 
jjfrayer in itsjfinal form ran as follows: "rAlmighty and everlasting 
s God, who of thy"great mercy didst gave Koah and his family in 

the ark from perishing by water; and also didst safely lead the 
children of Israel thy people through the Red Sea, figuring 
thereby they holy Baptism......... ! . Later, the petition "was

made that the baptised person 'being delivered from thy wrath, may, 
be received into the ark of Christ's Church, and7.. *may~so pass 
the waves of this troublesome world, that finally he may come' 
to ^the land~of everlasting life.... 1 . It is not without inter 

est that the Lutheran reference to the destruction of the,Egyptians, 
which had appeared in the 1649 book, was excluded from the revised 
book of 1552, and all subsequent editions. There does not seem > 
to be any reason for concluding that the interpretation had altered. 
The reference was probably felt to be litur^ically unsuitable. Tt 
might very well have been kept as a reference to the destruction of 
the old Adam. In the final form, however, the Deluge and the 
Red Sea appeared.primarily as pictures of salvation;" The closing 
petition elaborated the type rather fancifully in riiation to the 
Christian life. It added nothing to the true significance: the 
picture of the death of sin and the salvation to. new life.

We may summarise the Reformed use of types in this way. The
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Reformers were not, generally speaking, fanciful. They did not 
invent new types, nor did they go out of their way to assert the 
greatest possible number. They were for the most part contest 
with those apostolically given. They developed the two types, 
the Deluge and the Red Sea, in relation to their theology of the 
signification of,the sacrament. Both these types spoke of the 
judgment passed upon sin, and of the salvation of the believing 
people of God. The element of water was common to both, but 
the message of salvation through death and resurrection was also 
the same in both. The family of Noah in the ark, the family of 
Israel at the Red Sea, the family of God in baptism came through 
water from an old and sinful world, judged and destroyed of God' 
in the waters, to a new world, created of God in righteousness. 
The appeal of these vivid historical representations of theologic 
al "and spiritual truth to the minds and imaginations of the Re- 

is not difficult to understand. *»

Were the Reformers justified in ascribing to the Old Testament 
types'this theological significance? The answer is again depend 
ent upon the fundamental" conception of Christianity. To the'inan 
who thinks of Christianity as a~historical religion, the tracing 
of a connection between the semi-legendary events of the Hebrew 
past "and the ecclesiastical institution of baptism^ will be a 
pretty fancy, devotionally useful, but of no intrinsic value."* 
The fact that such a'cormection derives from the earliest Christian 
writings will not count at all." It is merely an'illustration of 
the evil effects of the peculiar and artificial Pauline exegesis
of the Old Testament. That'is one point of view. But to t&e 
man who like the Reformers accepts Christ-feaity as the revelation 
of God, 'given by God and attested in"the divinely inspired" record 
of Scripture, the'interconnection between the"Israelitish"past 
and the"Christian present is both real'and deeply meaningful. 
The divine activity of redemption moves, as it were, according 
to a prescribed pattern, in which past, present "ana future 
are the same, intermingling with and illumining eacjj 'other. 
Christ and the redemption wrought"by him are at the centre. All 
things revolve around and' return to him, deriving their form 
from his death and resurrection. There is even more to it than 
that. In all the events and the institutxions of revelation- 
history the natural "and the"supernatural,> the revelational and'' 
the historical, are interfused, just' as in the person of Christ 
the divine and the human natures, and in his work the historical 
and the & eternal elements are present together.

From the-'historical 1 point of view the Reformed theology,
and indeed all traditional theology, cannot but meet"with the 
harshest of criticism. It'is not the purpose of this work to" . 
justify the Reformed "standpoint, only to expound it. But ex-' • 
position'is not properly possible unless there is comprehension. 
The harslJ criticisms nave been made by those who "could not, and' : , 
perhaps did not try to understand 'the Reformed position, because 
it was-alie'n to their "whole "manner of thought. But we must 
remember that the decisive question is not whether the deducing 
of types from,the Old Testament narratives is valid or merely 
fanciful, "but who and what God is, and how he is known. If



there'is understanding of the Reformed view of .God and, of Chri< 
then it will be seen xhat the Reformed exposition or The signing*
ation of baptism, and of the baptismal types, naturally follows* 

%* Circumcision

The profound sense of the unity of the Old and New Testaments"and 
of the 'Bible covenants which the Reformers had, led them to see, 
not only a general connection between the Old Testament "types'and 
the New Testament"sacraments, but also "a more intimate relation"-* 
ship between the two'chief covenantal sighs of the Old Law: cizc- 
umcision and the passover, and the "two sacraments "of the New Law/ 
baptism and the supper. At this poi^t they came into inevitable ' 
collision with the sacramentalist theologians of Rome.""" The Roman 
ists had the same general theological basis as the Reformers','" and 
they were quite willing to accept and indeed" to multiply types 
and analogies. They were not prepared to go further and to say
that"there was an identity between the covenantal signs of the Old 
and those of the Hew Testament. Believing as they did that" the 
Christian sacraments were unique channels of divine grace, they 
could not also "teach that the sacraments of the Old Testament were 
in any"sense equal in status and dignity. Something new had ' 
come with Christ and with' the Church of Christ.' The old signs 
had been types and shadows. The sacraments were substance and 
fulfilment.

*".•" 'The Roman position had been established by the Scholastics, 
who had compared baptism with its forerunner, circumcision. The 
comparison was an obvious one to make, for both were covenantal 
signs and both were signs of entry arid of prof es si on. Lombard 
had granted "that baptism "replaced circumcision, "but he thought 
that a greater ̂ excellency ought to be'ascribed to it because 'it 

is common to""all, and more perfect^ and more fully charged witi 
grace 1 (Lomb.4 Dist.l K). Circumcision availed indeed for the 

remission of sins. So much Lombard would grant. But it neither
gave grace to help towards good works, nor did it XHJdbEK g»ant 
the actual possession and the augmentation of virtues, as did" 
baptism (Ibid.). It will be seen that the difference discerned 
between the signs was in their effect rather than in their mean- v 
ing. Attention had "already been drmwn to the fact that the m&in 
Romanist" stress was upon the effects, the Reformed "upon the~ "sig 
nification. As far as the latter went the Romanists would" prob- 1 
ably have been willing to grant that the two signs were very much 
the same. But for them an identity of this kind meant very little 
when there was so great^a difference as regards effects. *

" ThbmaB too had discussed the matter. He had felt that there 
1 was very little similarity between the two signs even as signs. 
Circumcision was, hardly a type of baptism as the Cloud was or the 
Red Sea. It resembled baptism only in that it was, like baptism, a 
profession of faith. "Thomas granted that grace was conferred ' ', 
.through circumcision so that its proper effects were accomplished * 
but circumcision did not work like baptism by its own power, only 
by virtue of the fact that it was a sign of future faith in Christ^
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passion. Baptism, of course, derived its superior power "ancl 
excellency from the passion of Christ now accomplished*'*'The effecti 
of circumcision were"in any case limited because the passion of 
Christ was still future. Sin could be remitted thereby, but there, 
could not be deliverance from all the deb$ of punishment (Thorn.3 
Qu.70),

At Trent great care^ was taken to mark off the sacraments of * 
the New Law from all other signs. For this purpose three classes 
of signs or sacraments were distinguished! natural signs, as » 
smoke - the sign of fire; conventional signs, as flags: and 
divine signs, like religious'"ceremonies (Cat.T.2,1 Qu.6;. Wit&in 
the third- class the sacraments of the New Law occupied a special^-

?lace, because were not only signs but means of accomplishing. f 
n otner words, they had effect as well as meaning. The Council

anathematised all who asserted an identity between the sacraments f 
of the two Laws except in pointsjof ceremonial; f lf anyone saith "

that these said sacraments of1 the New Law do not~differ from '| 
v . the sacraments of the Old Law, save that the ceasnonies are

different, let him be anathema 1 (C.& D.T.Sess.7 Sacr.Can.l). •---* 
The canon seems to have'provoked a certain amount of discussion 
at the Council. LAke 3.3 was alleged agairrst it", but the object^- 
ion was over-ruled on the ground of Luke 3.36 (See Waterworth ! 
Hist.Essay On Fess.7). Bellarmine made it perfectly clear why 
the distinction was made. fhe Old Testament sacraments were temp 
oral and legal only. S3asx83oSitisai sacraments confer-grace.

*Those of the Old Law do but signif/(Be la S.T.B.p.347), 5

Luther occupied rather an equivocal position. In his teaching 
upon the sacrament he laid a new stress upon the meaning* He was 
not prepared, however, to abandon a fairly full teaching with 
regard to the effects. And yet he was feound to find fault with the 
Romanist dismissal of the Old Testament sacraments as ceremonial 
signs. "A three-fold scheme was projected in the~ ! Disputatio de * 
baptismate legis's the-Jewish washings, the baptism of John and 
Christian baptism (W.A.6). Luther was not prepared, however, 'to 
class circumcision with the washings. In the Babylonian Captivity 
he boldly; asserted that the old sacraments were the same as those «, 
of: the new in that they had signification coupled with effect (W.A* 
6 p.532). 6 Seeberg 9ti3&k thinks that a distinction was^seen, 
the addition to the Gospel--sacraments of promises which work and 
further grace(Seeberg p.316). 7 If this view is right, then Luth 
er's view differs from that of Lombard only in the in t err elating ̂of 
effect and promise. But Seeberg must have been thinking about 
the ceremonial signs of the Qld Testament rather than circumcision, 
for there can. be no doubt that Luther definitely rejected the Schol 
astic distinctions the Middle Ages were wrong in teaching that 
the sacraments of the Old Testament were allegorical only, while 
those of the new represented the grace of God efficaciously (See 
Stangep.822).® The difference which Luther himself made was ~- * 
between the cezenonial figures, which were shadows only, and the 
sacraments of the Old and New Testaments, which had annexed to them 
the word of promise (Stange p.823). 9 Seeberg himself allows that 
Luther used circumcision as an argument in favour of the baptism - 
of infants, a not insignificant point(Seeberg p.322). Again,



King Henry in the Assertio* definitely understood Luther to deny 
that 'the sacraments of the Evangelical Law differ in £ny kifcd'froa 

those of the Mosaical Law. as touching the efficacy of grace* 
(Assert.p.99). Melanchthon proved a faithful pupil of Luther 

in this matter, for in his Commonplaces he too Rejected emphat-' 
ically the Scholastic distinction, according to1 which jU'stifjdug ' _ 
power was attributed " to the sacraments of the- Gospel. (Galle p.363).-** 
BUG er too, when he" came to compare the sacraments in the" two" 
Testaments, found in circumcision.±he perfect parallel of Christ 
ian baptism (See Anrich M.B.p.41) .-11

Luther "r s teaching was not perhaps wuite free 'from 
but the Swiss developed the" concept of the unity of the sacraments 
to 'its^Logical " extreme . " Zwingli, face to face with the Afcabftist 
teaching, found his surest defence in' a" theology of the covenant4, * 
in which the sacraments were covenantal signs above everything els<e« 
Roughly speaking, his argument was this/ In the Old Testament* •""'' 
God "entered' into covenant with the family and nation. All meffibefs
of the tritoe were included in the covenant by birth" and inheritance. 
They received the sign of circumcision in" ratification. The cov 
enant had" be'en renewed and" extended in Jesus Christ, covering now 
the new Israel, the family of -God. The principles were still the 
same, "however, so" that the covenant privileges belonged by right 
of birth to the children of believers, as did also the new coven 
ant sign, the sacrament of baptism. , , ,. ; * ,

—— .— •- - - ** ' - * | « '" **fci« -•!"- * ,*? §.

It will be seen that Zwingli *s whole understanding of Christ 
ianity, as well as his advocacy of infant baptism, depended upon 
the identity "of the old and new covenants, and of the covenant- 
signs, circumcision and baptism. .Again and again he returned 
to the example af 'circumcision. * 1 fea^JdtHBi Circumcision was for i 

• them of "old time (in its character as a sacrament) what "baptism
is for. urfi 'For as circumcision" Is" a sign" of ' the covenant", so^ .
too is* baptism 1 (C.E. «fceft.lTo.93 pp. 48, p.l71) . Again,-',- cir cum- ", 

cision was not a sign which confirmed faith, but a' sign of the cov«| 
enant. So too it was with 'baptism (Zwingli G.R.4 p.- 227). The "^
sole difference between the two signs., was in the outward element J' 
not in essential nature' (Ibid.p.330). 14 To prove his identificai^' 
ion of the two signs, which" was aimed against the Anabaptists rath« 
er than agaL nst the' Romanists. Zwingli quite naturally pointed 
to the text in Colossians 2.11-12 (ibid. p, 637) .

" "*..,. "~ """ " * r* -•«' .1 „.
The" later Reformed theologians were greatly influenced by 

Zwingli. f s understanding. Calvin was perhaps more concerned to 
urge the identity of the Johannine with the Christian baptism, "" 
but he devoted several paragraphs of the Institutes," especially 
in the defence of Infant Baptism, to the asserting of the" ultim*
ate' oneness of "circumcision arid baptism (See Ins tit. 4, 14, 21; 4, 
16,3-4) . Baptism marked • the extension to- the' 'whole* earth of 'the ' 
promises which had once" been vonfifced to Israel. " To" regard' the ~T 
Old Testament sacraments 'as mere ceremonies and not as true sacram 
ents was" a|definite erroi*. Calvin distinguished between the spirit 
ual circumcision which remains and the outward which has perished 
Taut this was basically the distinction between the two baptisms '
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the "baptism of Vater and the baptism of "the Spirit. ^Btit circum- *
eision. like baptism, was a covenantal sign: the only., difference 
being that circumcision pointed forward to sone thing $et to be 
accomplished,^ baptism pointed backward* to something alre&djr acc 
omplished (See Ins t. ±4, 14, 21;- 4,16, 3&4; •Comm.on Coloss.2). The 
ideas of Calvin -were "basically very much the same as those of 
Zwingli, but he gave to them more balanced expression. -

The English theologians definitely came down on the Reform^ 
\ed side upon this issue, although not all of them accepted the 
full theology of the covenant, with all its/Lmpli cations. Tjmd- 
ale read into circumsision the same meaning as" he found in baptisms 
indeed he used the example of "circumcision to prove the lessons
taught by the Christian sacrament. Circumcision was the sign ' ' "' 
of the covenant between God and man. " On the one side it represent- 
ed the divine promises: on the other, human obligations* ' 'Circum 

cision representeth the promises or God to Abraham on the one 
side; anfl that Abraham, and his seed, should circumcise and 
cut off the lusts of their flesh on the other sides as baptism,
which is come in the room thereof, nbwV signifies on the one'
side, how all that repent and believe are washed in Christie.
blood; and on the other side,, how "that the same must quenc'n ! 

• and drown the" lusts, of the/flesh, to "follow the steps or Christ*
(^-nd.P.S.1 p. 409). " •" Elsewhere Tyndale argued that he could 

borrow the example of circumcision to express the nature, power 
and fruit or effect of the sacraihent, " but he did not think" that — 
it could of itself be regarded as a' sufficient commandment to" 
baptise (Ibid. lp.426). 'Frequently Tyndale alluded
as the figure or the forerunner of" baptism: 'Instead" of circuiS6» r*

ision came our baptism 1 (Ibid. 1 p.35o). Cranmer" stated a view 
very similar to that of "Tyndale when he claimed that the sacraments
were the same to the Patriarchs as they are to us: 'The same to 

them was circumcision that to us is baptism 1 (Cr an. J. 3 p. 141),

Be con took rather a different line. He drew attention to" 
the difference in function between the "sacraments of the Old Law * 
and those of the New. A basic identity was assumed: " 'As in the 

Old Law he gave to the Jews circumcision and the passover, 'so' 
likewise in the New Xaw hath he given to us Christians baptism* 
and the Jjord's supper 1 (Bee. P. S. 2 p. 201). But he saw ah infer 

ior i ty of the Jewi sh sacraments in thi s " r e sp e c t , " that they werve 
'figures and shadows of Christ to come', whereas 1 the sacraments 

of thw New Law do signify, declare and set forth unto us that 
Christ is oo me 1 (Ibid.), The distinction was very much the 

same ̂ as that made by Calvin: the forward-looking and the backward- 
looking, but Becon stressed that although the Old Testament 
sacraments were the same in meaning and effect, they lacked that 
clarity of witness which belonged to 'the signs of Christ already 
revealed. The "old sacraments were obscure intimations, not 
clear declarations. The fact that the signs pointed to and 
found their fulfilment in Christ is of a piece with the whole 
Reformed understanding of the prophetic revelation given T^y God 
•in and through the Old Testament. ,,,
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Bullinger, as one would expect, popularised these ideas in 
the Decades. He explained the change from circumcision to baptism 
in accordance with this basis thought of a double witness, first 
forward, them backward, to Christ. 'Circumcision 1 , he isqsifcix 

wrote, 'was a sign of the blessed seed,, therefore when'he was 
come and should forthwith shed his blood, it was needful "that" 
circumcision should be changed into baptism 1 (Bull.P.S.4 p.353). 

In proof of the fundamental one-ness of the two sacraments Bull 
inger quoted the text in Colossians 2 s 'The circumcision made 

without hands is the circumcision of Christians, which is 
baptism 1 (Ibid.p.293). His exposition followed fairly closely 

that of Calvin.

Many writers who tackled the problem of the baptism of infants 
felt the cogency of Zwingli ! s argument from circumcision. We v " 
have seen already that Philpot held that the Apostles consciously 
followed Old Testament models. Since circumcision was administered 
to infants, it was a natural conclusion that the children of ' 
Christians had a right to baptism (Phil.P.S.pp.277 f.). Bradford 
put forward a .similar view. He urged that under the Old Law par 
ents were commanded to circumcise their infants. Baptism has 
replaced circumcision, and therefore Christian parents would appe* 
to be under a similar obligation to baptise their children: 'Bapt 

ism in Christ's church now sithen Christ's death (Note the comm 
on explanation of the change) is come in the place of circumcis 
ion in the same church afore Christ?s coming...; wherein we may 
see that parents seem to be no less bound to offer their infant 
babes to be baptised 1 (Brad.P.S.I p.82). Bullinger made the 

same point in the Decades: 'Circumcision among the old people of 
Goa was given to infants. '/ Baptism succeeded in the place o£ 
circumcision 1 (Bull*P.S.4 p.340").

* j- ls, -<- - S

. - ^ t " ' - • '•
It will be noticed that/the back of the Reformed identifyil 

of the two sacraments was thfe identifying of the two churches, 
^church of the Old Testament and the church of the Hew. Also be 
hind it was the firm belief that Christ was the Saviour and Lord of 
all men, even of those who lived before his comtog. It was
because of these two, convictions that the confessors could appeal 
to the Old Testament. Woodman quoted confidently the example of , 
Jacob (Foxe 8 p.357). Iveson found in circumcision and baptism V 
this common factor, that both witnessed to' Christ; 'Baptism" is,'.'

a sign" and token of Christ, as'circumcision was T (Ibid. 7 p. 307). 
It'was also because of these convietions that almost-all the Reform 
ers at eome time or another (sometimes in quite another connectidn) 
stated that baptism had replaced circumcision. Whitgift clearly 
had "the deeper unity in mind when, comparing the sacraments,"'"' he * 
went'on "to say that r it would'be a false deduction that Levites A
"•figure the Christian ministry' (Vfhit.P. S.I p.368).-. The Levitical 

mininstry'formed"part of thaV ceremonial law which was only for the 
time. "Circumcision and'baptism" were both signs of the enduring 
covenant of'God",' and witnesses of Christ. ' "" Thei sign "had chahgebli 
in~form,""'as" also had tfte" covenant,. now extended to the Gentiles 
but it was essentially "the same. The principle of interpretation 
upon which the distinction of Whitgift rests is clearly stated 
Article 7 of the Thirty-Bine Articles. -
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Against those -who rejected the Old "Testament on the'one sidef 
against those who misapplied it on the other', the Anglicans took 
their stand with the Reformers abroad. They maintained the evang 
elical as against the sacramentalist approach. Their thinking was 
primarily i.n terms of signification. They could.not accept the 
belief that Christ instituted a new church, with new and" more 
efficacious sacraments, mediated through a specially appointed 
priesthood. For them the church of God was" one" in all ages. The 
Christ presented in the Gospel now had been prefigured in the~Law ajj 
the'Prophets. "Ifitord emd sacrament in "both Testaments' alike" pro- " 
claimed the same covenanting mercies of God, and-were alike means 
to the application of his grace to the individual.™ On" the Roman 
ist side it mi^ht^be arguea that to differentiate the sign's bT "the 
New Testament from "those of the Old preserved to Christ"Bis prerog 
atives and dignity as ?ulfiller and perfecter of tne past. THe 
Reformers, however, perhaps with a deeper ingigH't, saw a'uniform 
pattern in both Testaments. ChrisV'was the centre around whom'" 
everything revolved. His life mnd work "formed tne dividing point9 
to which the Old' pointed and from "which the New proceeded. "To * % 
exalt the sacraments .and the priesthood of the New Law did not 
maintain but destroyed the prerogatives and dignity of Christf An- 
artificial differentiation between circumcision and baptism intro 
duced confusion whgre God had intended unity. Circumcision and 
baptism escl^ervea^appointedjineans" at the appointed time, and 
both in ration to Christ, the one before, the""other after, """It 
was right that the one'should be understood in terms' of the other, 
for if circ?umc is ion foreshadowed baptism, its full signification 
only appeared in baptism. And neither could be understood at 
all apart from Christ.

" . . - •• ' ...... . If* W « _.« „.» „ ,,, ,.„. .» ,„ . „_ •#. :

' ' ' • •"" ... ' 4'

'* * A severe criticism oftJie Reformed" view might" be made ori" hist 
orical grounds", but as in previous cases the validity "of the crit 
icism depends entirely upon the basic standpoint^ adopted. "Histor 
ians may if they choose isolate the common rite" of circumcision. - t 
from the Christian faith, and find for it an origin and significat 
ion quite different from that stated in the Bible. """'The ultimate 
facts, whether there was an Abraham who receiflvfid circumcision'" • 
from God as a covenantal sign," can in the last resoAt neither be 
proved nor disproved by history, ^The same is" true"with regard" 
to Christt"S'institution of Maptism^- It is also true with regard 
to the inter-connection between the two. For those who reject 
the supernatural nature of the Christian faith the historical" ^ 
criticism will be cogent, and the historical probability will be 
taken to incline against a'divine institution and meaning. But 
for those who accept the supernatural "nature", it carries "very 
little^weight," for the historical study aniiy deals^pith the" 
historical sice of that which is both in history ana above it.' '

3« The Baptism of

At first sight it may appear strange that the relationship be'tween 
John's baptism and Christ's, should taoaxx be a crucial point ih the 
controversy between Romanist and Reformed teaching. A modern read 
er is tempted to ask rather impatiently what difference it could
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possibly make either way. - If the baptism* of John was substantial* 
ly the same as that of Christ, well and gobdj ~but ifl notp then 
nothing of importance seemiBbcto have been XBB lost.

"• r, •' . - - --.-... a, • •.,„,-., »«• % „
*"

'"There were tiro"general "reasons way"the majority of the Reform 
ers threw themselves so wholeheartedly-into the struggle against -••*
the Roman differentiation. "_ Negatively, they rejected'the implic 
ation that the baptism" of John lacked some mJOaxx. virtue present in 
that of Christ.€ positively, they contended for the one-ness of the 
divine revelation... If the Romanist view were correct, then the 
way opened up at once for a sacramentalist system, for the differ 
ence did not lie in the "meaning but in the effect. At the" same " 
time the unity of the divine revelation and working was threatened. 
The baptism of John had been a temporary expedient only, quickly 
replaced, and with no essential part in the divine economy. * *

The danger of sacramentalism was a avery real one. The sixt 
eenth century RomaMsts' emphasised the difference between the two - 
baptisms with the express purpose of exalting the baptism of Christ. 
It ought to be noticed that the Scholastics, although they Had"""'" 
accepted the fact of the difference, had not dogmatised as to its 
nature. Lombard had laid the foundation o^he Tridentine dogma'"'" 
When he had,, stated that the baptism of John was a baptism to remiss 
ion only^'^a baptism of repentance. He quoted from John himself 
to the effect that $ohn baptised "only with water, not with the 
Spirit i.e.his baptism availed to cleanse, but not to furnish with 
grace. A re-baptism into"Christ "was 'thus necessary (See Lomb.4, 
Dist,2 B,P & F)".'*® Thomas had stressed the need for the new bapt 
ism, and :he" denied "that "to baptise those already baptised bjt John 
was in any sense a reiteration of the sacrament (Thorn.3 Qu.66,9). 
He found the point of difference in this," that the~baptism of John : 
was preparatory, the baptism of Christ the reality (Ibid'.Qu,70). 
The baptism of John was not even a profession o^aith, as circumcis 
ion had been. It was merely a penitential act preparatory to such 
a profession. , :

In the Reformation era "the distinction was sought at the "very 
deepest level, along the lines indicated by Lombard. The-two 
baptisms were riot equal in efficaciousness. Eck. for example,* 
in the disputation at Baden, denied that the baptism of John was . 
able to remove original sin (Kidd D.C.R.p.459). Trent laid it 
down as a dogma of the faith that the baptism of John had not the
same force as that of Christ, and it anathematised all who held 
or taught the contray"(C.& D;Sess.7 Bapt.Can.l). The Catechism 
pointed to the institution as the final reason for the difference:

~ 'Baptism was instituted by Christ the Lord 1 (Cat.T.2,2 Qu.16). 
Augustine was also brought in as witness: ~" fWe rightly prefer the*''* ' 

baptism of Christ, given even by thehaad of Judas, to the " 5 - 
"baptiift of'John, gives even by the hand e>fv John* (Cat. T. 2,1 Qu.i9f 

Bellarmine discussed the question thoroughly, and summarised the 
main differences: ;1 the baptism of John was instituted by a man* 
it lacked the invocation of the "Trinity 5 it was reiterablej it 
had no power, even according to the teaching of John himself, to 

* ,p it was distinguished by John as a baptism of water



from that fcagtism of the Spirit which Christ was to give (De la g. 
T.B^p.SeS).^ The Catholic Encyclopedia has stated the two iriain 
points of difference, that the baptism of John did not confer 
grace and that it did no t^ remit sin. The Scripture proofs
advanced are the statement of John himself, and the rebaptisation 
of the disciples at Ephesus (Art.Bapt.).

The first serious breach in the Roman position was made by 
Zwingli, Luther and his followers did not make either a strong 
or a persistent attack. Indeed, Luther himself in the'Disputatio 
de bap tismate 1 had allowed that the baptism of Christ was a definite 
advance upon that of John. B Something new had been added,- the 
word of promise. Luther was willing" to grant that the dispiples 
of John had 'be en rebaptised (W.A.2 6 p. 472). 3-7 This did not mean 1 
that Luther accepted fully the Roman position. He allowed the 
differentiation, but for him the point of difference was an evang 
elical one, not a sacramentalist. Melanchthon stated the case 
plainly when he compared" and contrasted the two baptisms. The .*-• 
baptism of John was to repentance, the baptism of Christ to life: 
but the difference was" in significance, not in effect. The fact 
that John baptised only with water, Christ with "the Holy Ghost and 
with fire, pointed "to a "distinction', ~ not so much "between the 
baptisms^ "but between John and Christ. - It was not John who was 
the Saviour to whom baptism pointed, "but Christ. A further 
evangelical difference was -Beexn in/this, " y that the-bgptlsm of"* ' ' 
John (like 'circumcision) pointed ""to "the "Messiah yet" "to come, where 
as the baptism of the Apostles' pointer to Christ already come. Mel'^ 
achthon explained the re-baptisms in Acts" in" "accordance with "this*"." ' ., 
distinction. The Christ already come was* sealed to the' "disciplesm 
of John who- .had accepted the promise of his coming(C.H.21 pp.20l ff J.

,f ,' i * '• * * *• ~ **"' 
"""" Zwingli, however, felt that something more" was required: than'" 

this expounding of the difference in evangelical rather than 'sacram- 
enfc&lis't terms. ""Zwingli was not "prepare' a 'to "'allow that" there was 
really any difference "at all. God had instituted Baptism^ "whether 
Johannine or Apostolic, " and'he' had not instituted two baptisms', 
but one. •" The only difference wi thin that baptism we s the differ enci 
between the external baptism of water and the internal »" baptism' 
of the Spirit, but that applied to the baptism of Christ as'Welli- 
as to the baptism of John, As far as the outward ceremony went 
the baptism of John effected nothing, but K&adtkESocdtM the baptism 
of Christ also effected nothing. This did not apply of course 
to'that Inward irrigation of the Spirit which might be present 
equally in and with the one "or the other. If it was objected"* 
that the baptism of. John was admittedly outward and formal only, 
a baptism of water, .Zwingli answered that this was not so^" * for 
it was accompanied by". the word taught. The word of John was in 
substance the "same 2&as the word of "the Apostles^ and of Christ 
himself, a testimony to the- -Saviour, John was a herald of the 
Messiah (C.R.3 p.766j 4 p.260).3-9

'.<•:' -' . '•

"Zwingli was- not greatly- perplexed by the Scriptural- proof B. 
Arguing from Scripture, he pointed out that Christ himself was
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"baptised by John, and tlaat the Apostles themselves, according'" 
to the New Testament, "were either baptised by John oF ntft~at all
Tertulliamt .' it will be recalled, had felt this difficulty;" and 
suggested "t&a't the experience during the tempest on the "Sea of 
Galilee was perhaps a kind of baptism (De Bap 1. 12). At any ' '"*• 
rate, there waw no evidence in" favour, .of a Christian rebaptisat- 
ion of either Christ or the Apostles'. The much quoted" passage" 
from Acts Zwingli dismissed as irrelevant. His explanation, it 
must be admitted, .seems a little forced. Ke contended that the 
point at issue at Ephesus was not the actual ceremony of baptising, 
but unto what the persons at Ephesus had'been baptised i.e.
what they understood by baptism. The supposed rebaptisatioh was 
no more than a fuller instruction in the meaning of (baptism in' 
the light of Christ's accomplished work. Alternatively, by the 
knowing .of the baptism- of John, the record in Acts perhaps "meant 
6nly that the disciples knew the teaching of John, " without wish- ' 
ing to imply that they had actually undergone the ceremony of bapt 
ism at the hands of John or his followers. "Oh this explanation'," 
they did receive Qristian""baptism" from th£ Apostle, but had never 
been baptised before(See £ C;K.4 p. 271). 20

' " The attitude offline Swiss Anabaptists was interesting.* TT™ ** 
shows how much 'a doctrine could^be influenced by polemical consider 
ations rather than by principles. Grefeel on the one hand thought 
that the baptism of John was one with that of Christ, He deduced 
from this that infants" ought not to be baptised. John had ad- " 
ministered baptism only to reponsible adults" who repented of" their 
sins. So it should be with Chris tiBM baptism (Zwingli C.H.3 p." 
369). 21 Hubmaier on the other hand thought that a differentiation
ought to be made. The ceremonies were the same,, but they had" 
not the same signification. - The baptism of John brought men to, f
the depths of hell, as afbaptism of repentance. The baptisfti o*f g 
Christ raised them up again, as a baptism of faith ( Ibid. 4 p; 603). 
For both baptisms Hubmaier found a place within the divine economy r
"v -J; ' -

Calvin did not always tiise the same ̂ arguments as "Zwingli, "but 
he accepted the general principle for which the Zurich Reformer ' 
had contended." The position was made clear in the Institutes: r , 

'The ministry of John is "the very same as that which was after 
wards delegated to the Apostles. Both baptised unto repent- 

• ance, both for the remission of sins^t1^•yt•y4yl^yy^> both in \ 
the name of Christ' (Instit. 4, 15,7) . His exposition of diffic 

ult Seriptwres was more elaborate, and on the whole more convinc- , 
ing than that 6f Zwingli, wl though not" every one will find his" ' 
denial" "of a reTbaptisatibn in Acts wholly satisfactory. Of Matt 
hew 3 he wrote: 'John merely distinguishes between himself and 

other ministers of baptism on the one hand, and the power of 
Christ. on the other." To men has been committed nothing more 
than the^ administration of the outward and visible xiix s sign.. 
The reality dwelleth with Christ alone 1 (Har9.Evang.p. 198). 

This passage clearly reveals the concern of Calvin to- exalt Christ*! 
rather than the saer&ment or its minister. John 1.26 was expound 
ed in a similar wayf Calvin urged that the contrast was no-t 
between the outward baptism of John and the outward baptism of the 
Apostles, but between 4 the putward baptism of both and 'that
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inward baptism which only Christ can give*. This spiritual bap 
tism of Christ was not expressly contrasted with the physical bapt 
ism of *John, but with all physical baptisms 'John claims nothing

for himself but what he nas a right to claim, because lie "has 
1 Christ for the author of his baptism, in which consists the 
ri truth of "the sign; and he has nothing but the administration 

of the outward sign, while the whole power and efficacy is in 
Christ alone'(Comm.on Jn.1.26).

* **

When he came to discuss the Ephesian episode, Calvin rejected 
at the outset the idea that the baptism* of John and of Christ 
were diverse, so that the reiteration of the former was permissible! 
the'idea which led men to think that 'it was no inconvenient thing 

for them of Ephesus to be baptised again, who were "only fcasjcti 
prepared with the baptism of John, and which thuis opened a 
way for the doctrines of rebaptism 1 (the old taunt of Anabaptism^ 

'That diversity 1 , Calvin added,'is falsely and wickedly by them 
believed. John's baptism was a pledge and token of the same 
adoption, and of the same newness of life, which we have at 
this day' in our baptism. Is it lawful to repeat the same?

• • Furious men in this our own age, trusting in this testimony, 
went about .to bring in baptising again. I deny that the baptia 
of water was repeated, because the words of Luke import no

-• • other thing save only that they were baptised with the Spi£t'
(Comm.on Acts 2 £.209). Calvin apparently identified the 

baptism of the Spirit with the Apostolic laying on of hand:s, 
the/imitation of which in later times he condemned as an error of 
ignorance. His meaning was presumably this, that the men of 
Ephesus had received the outward rite of baptism, and that in so 
far as the outward rite was concerned "that sufficed. When they 
received the Gospel, however, and th^pos'tles laid on their 
hands, they received inward spiritual baptism. In that sense 
they were baptised into Christ, but not baptised again.

Later theologians of the Reformed school were one with their 
master in their insistence upon the unity of the baptism of John - 
and that of Christ. Thus Beza referred to the administration of 
the sacrament, 00first by John, then at the commandment of Christ 
(Q.& E.G.115).^ CoccejudtLater held that there was identity in 
'divine institution, in matter, in significance and in grace 1 
(Heppe R.D.13 p.462).24 'The preaching and the name were also the 
same. Heidegger in a full comparison .claimed that they were a- 
like 'in efficient cause.

* form, end and effects 
concept of gaeaae ex K opere
ation of all possible distinctions ? and led to the attempts to 
explain away apparent Scriptural difficulties. It was felt that 
the whole evangelical understanding of the sacraments, and of 
the Christian faith, together with the belief in the unity of 
the divine work of redemption, was at stake at this point.

t The attitude of the Anglicans is of particular interest in • 
view of the importance attached to the question, and the diverg, 
ences between the Lutheran and Reformed groups. Tyndale did not 
deal with the matter. Possibly he would have favoured an evang.
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-elical differentiation after the Lutheran pattern. Becon, how- 
ever, took the Reformed sides f It. was God the Father who first 

of all instituted baptism, .He did it through the baptism of 
John!,. The baptism or Christ was the same-as-that of Johx*,* *•-'•

r since th^fre is tart" one baptism 1 (Bee.P.S.2 p.203). An interest 
ing application of the doctrine of the identity of the two baptiSUB 
was that of the martyr Denley, who attacked the Roman" administrat 
ion on: the ground that it did not conform with "the pattern laid
down by John: 'the sacrament of baptism is altered and "changed. ~*' 

John Baptist used'nothing but the preaching of the word,' and tte 
water'(Poke 7 p.333). Bullinger" ha turally stated "the" Swiss"" 

View. Hisjbhief reasons for identifying the x± two baptisms were 
that in each case the water and the doctrine are the same. He *'" 
thought that the baptism of Clirist by J61m~was an acknowledgment of 
the latter'sauthoiityf 'Christ" did sanctify with'his body the " 

'baptism of John'(Bull.P.3.4 p.354). "The expositor Fulke was 
interested in the alleged rebaptism of Acts 19. For hi's part, 
he denied"that there had been any repetition of the sacrai ent:~

'John's baptism and Christ's are" the same'. In Acts 19 the * 
baptism of John'was confirmed by the imposition of hands rather 

than disgraced by reiteration 1 -"the"explanation of"Calvin. *., 
Fulke stressed the case of the Apostles themselves, who 'were 

either not baptised at all." or else baptised only with John's 
bap ti sm' (Fulke P. S. pp453-4). '

~V -''".'' ' ' is

No less an authority than Archbishop Whitgift adopted the same 
interpretefcLbn.""" "His remark upon the" Acts passage is interesting, 
because it states rather naively a principle sound' in basis, but f 
obviously open to abuse" in detail," that the exegesis of "single ' ' * 
passages must conform to the general principles of Scriptural teach 
ing. Whitgift put it"in this way, 'that it is"dangerous to _ /• 

understand that place of the' sacrament of baptism, lest we*"" 1 * 
should seem to' admit rebaptisation 1 (Whi'tiP.S.3 p. 17). "Exegetes 

will treat a statement" of this kind' with caution "if not with BUS-' 
picion. -• Be that as it may, Whitgift was too convinced "a Hefo*rfti-
er to "take ihe"path"of separating the baptism of John from" that of , 
Christ." No't unnaturally, the text in Acts exercised quite a 
number of the'Anglicans, and Hutchinson too discussed it, conclud 
ing with Calvin and many others ~T that the "baptism mentioned is

nothing but" giving of the Holy Ghost by laying on of hands1.
(Hutch.P. S 4P. 114$r.

,. f^.. •••: f ....... —— . * .rf, ,. ^ " *

It is interesting to notice that even during tHe following'- t 
century Anglican theologians maintained the substantial identity™ * 
of the two baptisms, although distinctions in non-essentials w«>V x 
now drawn. Hackett, for example, gave five reasons for ascrib 
ing to the baptism of John the same virtue as that of Christ: tHat 
it was a baptism of repentance, that it was a true "washing of ; the 
Spirit", that the disciples had no other baptism but John'f s until 
they were baptised with fire, 'that Christ was baptised with'it, 
and that"'John baptised at the same time while the disciples of 
Christ did baptise'« But he.added: '§n some less principal , 
respects , the baptism of^&BM^doth exceed the baptism of John



-and he lists' the following, tne form of words, the wider applic 
ation to nations and persons, the degree of efficacy, % and the 
nature of its neceissity(Seeaafra^ga1risBB Anglicanism' 12) . "" At the 
turn of the century Andrewes had described the wafer baptism given 
"by John as a barren element compared "with the fuller baptism in' 
water and the Spirit given by Christ, but the view was not" alto 
gether unevangelical, for he claimed that it 'was of no 'avail to 
receive even~Christian baptism without receiving ChristCSee Goode 
Eff.Inft.Bapt.p.326).,i. ," ; *

The reason why the Anglicans took sides so strongly and solidly 
with the ̂ Reformers abroad is clear enough. They were' one "with 
the Continentals in the desire to exalt "Christ by the substitution 
of an evangelical for a sacr amen tali st understanding. What they 
objected to in particular iri the Romanist scheme was" the "stress 
upon the efficacy of Christian baptism as compared" with that of 
John. "By identifying the two baptisms, ' they safeguarded the 
evangelical nature of the baptism of Christ. At the same timer" 
they were able in the same way to preserve a unified interpretation 
of the divine revelation and" redemption. They could also "defend 
themselves against the Anabaptist contention that the inferior ' 
and purely external* baptism "(Johannine or infant) ought to "be re 
placed by the fuller and truer baptism, (Christian or adult). *

From the "modern _his tori cal standpoint the whole controversy 
is "of ,_ course quite artificial." ..."The doctrine of historical evol-" 
ution leads naturally to the conclusion that Christian baptism was 
a development of the Johahnine rite, in response perhap's to the- 
needs of the new communities, and with additions "in ceremonial""* 
and signification from Gentile" sources. The Reformers "could not 
and would not accept such a position. They believed firmly that 
baptism," Johannine or Christian, was supernatural in origin. 
They believed firmly in its supernatural efficacy. "They would 
not go on "to believe that that "efficacy was automatic, "so that 
the performance omhe rite ensured the spiritual benefits. The • 
sacrament worked freely and evangelically. The" rite" as a rite was 
external only. As an external rite, neither the baptism* of 
John "nor that of Christ could accomplish anythingV " The true and 
spiritual work was inward, the uncontrollable operation of thl 5" 
Holy Ghost. That work could take place wl^bher the baptism" was ' 
that 'of John or" that of the Apostles. The Reformed under standing 
was dialectical. In the sacrament, as in the word written, 
there was the human .element and the divine: "a reflection, as 
it were, ; of that hypostatic union of the two natures in the one 
Person of Christ". ~- This dialectical approach" obviously opened 
up the way to "a wider and deeper and purer supernatural understand 
ing of "the work" of Go.d in and through the sacraments. On the"" "surface^ perhaps, the ""theological and exegetical battle" for t 
identity of the two baptisms has all the appearance of futility,
but at a deeper leve$ vital principles were involved.„,. : , . ..~ ^, *'•'"".'
4. The One Baptism

Frequently in the previous section there had been occasion W 
notice incidentally the insistence upon the essential one-ness of
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at any rate Christian baptism. It Was a cardinal principle with 
all parties that baptism was to be given and received once only, 
and never repeated. The question of re-baptism - settled general 
ly when the opinion of. Cyprian was finally rejected - was re-opened 
in the sixteenth century when the Anabaptists began to baptise as 
adults those who had already been baptised in infancy. For their

?artt of course, the "Anabaptists denied that there was any refeapt- 
s**ion, on the ground that infant baptism was not baptism at all. 

Romanists and Reformers alike rejected this argument, 'and accused 
the Anabaptists of repeating that which ought v®Ay to"be done/bnce. 
The Reformers were not~~entirely one with the Romanists, however, 
for they thought that the Romanists themselves allowed rebaptisat- 
ion when they argued that the disciples of John at Ephesus were 
baptised as Christians, - A further issue arose when the-Puritans
suggested that baptisms irregularly administered were not true and 
valid baptisms, since this denial alase seemed to open up the way
to rebaptisation.. s * «*,» ,. '.

The Romanist position, was perfectly plain. ' It had be"en held 
consistently since the great Cyprianic controversy. In thw writ* 
ings of Thomas it was argii'ed thoroughly, and the later theologians 
developed it to meet allmpossible contingencies. The basic" 
contention was this, that once baptism in water and in the Trittiie
name had been given, e^e n by a heretic or an unbelEiever, true 
baptism'had been administered,' and there was "to"be no repetition". 
Objections considered by Thomas were these; that sins are iterat 
ed, and therefore new cleansing is required; and that the discip 
les of John were baptised again," and also the Paulianists. "But 
Thomas pointed out that the proper significance and effect is re 
generation, which can e*3$r take placejpbnce. If then there was 
to be corresportbnce between the sign and the effect and meaning ? * 
there could only be one baptism. Again, baptism conferred an ifi- 
delibfe character, and the Passion of Christ, "the basis of spirit 
ual cleansing.and renewal, had only been suffered once. John's 
baptism Thomas did not accept as an equivalent of Christian baptism 
and" the Paulianistsjwere' rebaptised because" t"he" form of "their "b~aj>t-' 
ism was" defective. " Baptism,"' Thomas "concluded. * is bur birth""* *' 
•and"-b^1^ rf «*^ ta^es'place^bnce (Tliom.3'^u.66,9;. "Trent reafrirW- 
ed the" Thoinistic teaching:" ! If" anyone saith that^baptism which was 

true and rightly^conferred is to" be repeated, "let Mm be aiiathr 
T ""ema'CG.^ D.T.Sess.7 Bapt.Can 11). "In favour of the" same" teach 
ing" the' Catechism cited Augustine's dictum: 'There is no returning 
'" to the womb 1 (Joann.Tract.2).. UTaere tliere was doubt, "it allow 
ed a conditional form of rebaptism,/ but• insisted; that this form-' 
should be used only with great care (Cat.T.2,2 Qu.54). Bellajpii- 
ine' explained that ttie" main reason against reiteration was that" 
baptism had an effect which could not be augmented(De la S.T.B.p. '
350).
x^r - ? The Continental Reformers liad'no quarrel v;ith the principle- 
of non-reiteration.-' "Indeed, they pro claimed it with great'rig* 
idi ty. •" They did quarrel, "however,' with" the 'reasons given, and 
with "the" "exception of the" Lutheran's they did "not agree that the -- 
diecipl'es*of John could be, or v.were. in fact, rebaptised. Luth 
er himself insisted that baptism itself is given once only, but
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lie" claimed that it's significance and operation could never be 
hausted in 'this life. He .thought it right that 'Christian baptism 
should be '" added to that of Juhii, because the word of promise and 
of life had been added (W.A.6 p.472). Melahchthon shared that"*" 
view. The sign, he argued, ought not to be reiterated, because 
reiteration accomplishes nothing" further, - and the sign once given 
is a permanent mark and testimony. John's baptism, however, "nad 
only pointed to Christ, whereas Christian bapti sfii bore witness 
to Christ." Oh that ground the rebaptisation of " the disciples of 
John was both right and necessary (C.R.21 p.471). 25

*>.

Strong support for the doctrine of one-ness may be found in tie 
writings of Zwingli, although the main interest of the Zurich 
Reformer was to defenfl the identity of the" Johannine s and Christian 
baptism. He found the main reason against repetitibn : ih tjie" 
signification of the sacrament, that" it witnessed to the "death 
of "Christ, which had taken place once only (C-.R.4 p. 284). 27 ^ -
obvious weakness in this argument is 'that the supper also" witnesses 
to the, death of Christ, and yet it is constantly repeated. Apart 
from this, Zwingli had nothing new to add. Calvin attacked the" 
Romanists for allowing that the disciples o'if John had rightly" be ea~ 
baptised - this opened up ~ a" dangerous loop-lidle" for the Ahababtists 
(Ins t. 4, 15, 18 & Comm.on Acts 19)." "A particular problem which 
caused the Reformers much^he art- searching was posed by "Knox: Had;
the Reformers themselves* bapti seel "under Papistry, _r'eceived true 
baptism or no t?: The %)ly shows how firmly embedded "was "the" prin 
ciple ofT non- iteration, for Knox decided that no rebaptism was" " 
necessary. He hastened to add that this "did. not mean that"it"w^ t j 
a matter of indiffeiaice which"baptlsm, " Reformed "or" Romanist, was 
received, 1 God avert us from that wilful! and foulische blindness*. 
The 'baptism in Papistry had been" due to ignorance:™ 'Our fathers" 
f baptised us papist in ignorance 1 (Knox 4 pp.119 f«;). Later the ol 
ogiwas endorsed this conclusion of Knox, on the ground that all * 
baptism rightly given is valid," so long as "the essential fleatur'es 
are observed (Y/olleb 106). -28 It was stressed, "however," that the
significance, not the effect, forbade repetition (Coccejus 13, 449). 29

r-

The English church had" naturally inherited the principle "en 
shrined in the Tridentine statement. Hart has collected several 
ancient and mediaeval British" 'canons which bear on the question. 7 
Amongst the canons of St; Patrick was one which forbade the rebapilsi 
ing of anyone who ! had received the tradition of the "creed from ahy 

person 1 . Ecgbert laid down the rule for doubtful cases: 'Where 
proper-witnesses of their baptism' cannot be found and they are 
too young to answer "for themselves, "let them be baptised with- 

, out scruple-'(Hart p. 191) . "Further examples could be quoted 
from t&e synods • and councils after the Conquest to show that the" 
Engliih church conformed to the generally accepted prififciple" and' 
practice. In the sixteenth century the Articles "of 1536 insisted 
that baptism is given once only, and the King's Book raiaed the 
matter fegain, forbidding the rebaptisation of wither infants &*"" 
adults(^»43) . - The teaching was obviously aimed against Anabaptist 
propaganda. It was perhaps due to the fear ofl Anabaptism that
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the subject of iteration of baptism was frequently introduced in 
the examinations of Protestants under Mary

The Anglican Reformers were themselves active in the denunc 
iation of -ttiejknabaptist practice." , Becon claimed that baptising 
again was a transgression of/thw word and institution of God: """ 

/'Whosoever is once "baptised, of whatsoever age he be, accord 
ing to the institution and word of Godj which abideth for ever, 
he ought not to be baptised again 1 (Bee.P.S.2, p.226V - the 

sentence is not quite clear, and possibly Becom meaiiif.that' all i-
" ^SWtpK <UINM«neVjMNI MM|those who are validly baptised. ought not to be reBaptisecT;^ Phif 

pot used the principle of noh-iteretibh as one of his arguments 
—.^——— against Anabaptism. He asserted that to* baptise again
was contrary to the Scripture, that there was no record of even 
the greatest,of sinners being rebaptised, and that since the 
signification of baptism is death, a repetition of the sacrament 
involves av confusion of the meaning: 'Verily, that men once 

christened ought not to be baptised again, doth not the whole 
Scripture declare, which maketh mention of none that was re- 
baptised after his fall?...Now if that baptism and washing doth
represent unto us death, it is not to be taken again, lest" so 
high mysteries be confounded 1 (Phil.P.S.p.380). Bullinger too « 

was particularly concerned to refute Anabaptisin. He asserted x 
strongly the one-ness of baptism as a sacrament divinely""appointed. 
He was quite prepared, to accept heretical baptism as valid, be- j 
cause heretics 'baptise not in the name of any man, or into the 

society of their errors or heresies, but baptise in the name 
of the Father, and-of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost 1 (Bull. 
P.S.4 p.22). Later, arguing more particularly, against re-tept- 

isation, he recalled the disputes of early clays, andthe condemn 
ation of the practice. "He drew attention to the imperial law made 
against re-baptisation by Honorius and Theodosius; 4A To rebaptise, 
he argued," was an offence against the law of man, but far "worse, 
it was an of fence" against the law of God: 'And verily they which 

rebaptise and are rebaptised, they both defile the name of God, - 
which wascalled on over the baptised in the former baptism, 
and cast from them the institution of God as vain and *gi vicious. 
Therefore it is an horrible offence to iterate the ceremony of 
baptism, and it is without example'(Ibid.4 p.393).

Bishop Ridley in his examination was questioned upon the valid 
ity of baptism administered in a tongue not understood. The quest 
ion was subtle, for" Ridley naturally held on principle that every 
man had a right to the services in his own language. But on the 
other hand, he could not let go the principle that baptism once 
administered with the correct matter and form was valid. He re 
plied then that 'it is not only not needful, but also not lawful,

• for any man so christened (i.e.in Latin) to be christened again* 
(Foxe 7 p.420). The same topic arose in the discussions be- „• 

tween Bradford and Harpsfield, but this time it was introduced by 
the Reformer. Harpsfield had contended that only the true church 
had the true sacraments. Bradford answered: f lf heretics have

baptism, and do baptise, as they did in St.Cyprianfe#tirae, <
#ou know that baptism £s baptism, and not to be reiterate 1 . 

Harpsfield had no reply (Ibid.p.169),
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Fulk'e was another Reformer who referred to the Cyprianie 

controversy, l * but in quite another connection. He had as his aim 
the refutation of the Komanist Martin's contention that difference 
of opinion was a proof ofl heresy. His argument was that the Afric 
ans plainly held a different opinion upon the matter of rebap^ism, 
but the disputants were not on that account all to be condemned as 
heretics: f lt were hard to condemn them both for heretics, and 

least.of all them that held the truth!, - just because there 
was a difference of opinion(Fulke P.g.p.35). Hutchinson brought r 
in the doctrine of the non-iteration of baptism in his exposition 
of the difficult passage in Hebrews 6. , He thought that Paul here 
denied f that he which is baptised can be christened'/ We can re- ,

pent without baptism before and after, 'but renewed unto repent" 
ance we cannot be, without this noble sacrament. -St.Paul iH'WrLer ei or e this place forbiddeth all iteration of'baptism, not or "repent-'
ance'tHutcluP.S.p.114). " Possibly Hutchinson's exegesis "would 

not appeal to many scholars, but-the passage illustrates how firm 
ly the doctrine of one baptism was held by the reformers.

A fresh turn was given to the question" in the long and bitter 
controversy between Cartwright and wnitgiftg- a controversy reprod 
uced "very fully in the Parker Society edition of Whitgift. ' "Cart 
wright "advanced the opinion that baptising by a layman" was not 
valid" baptisms " 'On this, point," whether he "be a minister or no","* 

dependeth not only the dignity, "but also the'being of the sac 
rament. I take the baptism of "women to"be no more the" holy ~' 
sacrament of baptism'than any other daily ""or ordinary washing of 
the child f-(Whi t. P. S. 3 p. 525). "In suppor t of • thi s extreme vi ew ! 

Cartwright "alleged a doubt of "Augustine. "The point 'was" this* that 
ifi laybaptism" could not be accepted as"valid baptism, then all \ 
persons supposedly baptised by laymen still "stood in need of the -"*• 
sacrament. Whitgift seized upon this point as one of the danger 
ous points of doctrine found in Cartwright: 'Then numbers are not 

baptised that are supposed to be baptised, "and it must" of nec^'' 
essity fall out that they ought to" be rebaptised'"(Ibid.p.552}V * 

In the Sermon at Greawich Whitgift traced back his" 6ppbnentrs views 
to Anabaptism: 'The which Questions spring out of the school of the 

Anabaptists," and tend "to the rebaptisation of" ally "or the^most 
• ~par"t, of "them that this day are living'(Ibid. p. 576). ""IVn'itgift 
employea a similar argument against Cartwright's insistence upon"the 
absolute necessity of preaching at> baptism: 'If that'saKrattifrMt bap- 

tism be without life at which the word of God is not preach'eH, 
then can it not "regenerate or be effectual^" to those that were * 
therewithal baptised; and it must of necessity be iterated' tnat 
it may be lively'(I bid. 64). This apparently a'cademic"discttssion 

is "important when" we "remember that it arose out of a major attack 
upon the/validity of baptism administered by laymen and Papists, f ' ' 
and that the Separatists took part "in the struggle as well as the 
Puritans. Thus Barrowe found himself face to face toith the damag 
ing accusation that he 'had denied the-Queen herself to be validly 
baptised. Penry found himself in a quandary upon" the .point. On " 
the'~one hand he could not approve of baptism by laymen or dumb minis 
isters: on the other he felt the force of Whitgift's argument"'" * 
against rebaptisation. He found refuge in a doctrine of election,



urging"' that the elect and converted are truly baptisaed spiritually no matter who the minister, and could therefore derive ho benefit from rebaptisation (On Penry's" views see .Pierce f s Pehry ~p . 188 -•< and P~enry f s Exhortation p; > . 27-28) . Whi tgif t ' s opponent's 
found it very difficult to counter his' clever use of the principle 
of non^- iteration 'in these controversies with regard to the minister,.* *- "" --' * * * * '" " • - -•».. - - - * «. «

; "The Anglican teaching was finally summed up by Hooker. 
er* ar|£ed.that re-baptism was 9nly permissible where the previous •baptism 1 was obviously defective. Otherwise the Scriptural prin 
ciple of one baptism was" oppugned. The very meaning of baptism, 
he claimed, pointed to the absurdity of iteration, for baptism 
is a spiritual birth, and a man cannot be born twice: "'They'"*. 

which have not at first their right baptism must of Necessity' 
be rebaptised. Iteration of baptism once given hath been al ways thought a manifest contempt of that ancient apostolic 
aphorism 'One Lord, one faith^ one "baptism 1 • How should' we 
practice iteration of baptism, and 'yet" teach that by baptism 

;" We are born anew 1 (Hooker L.E.P.5 pp.24 f.)V Hooker made the . 
pertinent observation that all that ^K£E±±KEXKK iterate baptism' are 
driven under some pretext or father to make the former baptism void. In the Book of Common Prayer care was taken to see that in cases 
of private baptism there had been a proper administration, a 
conditional form of fresh baptism being allowed, but only where" ' 
there "was good cause for doubt that the previous" form had been de- fectivej 'If " thou be not baptised already, -I baptise thee etc. 1 
Even at "the public service the preliminary question, derived from the mediaeval orders, was addressed to the sponsors: rHath "this

child been already baptised, or not 1 , in order that there should, not be any rebaptisation by mistake,

To the doctrine of the one baptism the Reformers conifer ibuted. little essentially new. " .They differed from the Romanists mainly ;• 
in the fact that they stressed the argument from signification 
rather than the argument from effects (and , of course, in the " t 
identifying of the baptism of John with Christian baptism)* But "
basically they agreed with the theologians of Rome that baptism was a sign with a divinely appointed place in the Christian life, 
and that it must be admini'stered only as instituted. "From the 
historical angle it matters very little whether a person is bapt 
ised once or a score of times. " 'Nothing vital is at' stake. Tt T 
so happens that the rite has. by custom and as the result of" circum 
stances irome to be administered once only. The meaning has adapt' 
ed itself accordingly. There is no point in seeking to overturn 
a venerable custom to which theb logical" significance has been attacl ed. But for one baptism or a plurality or baptisms no binding 
transcendental authority can be found.

The Reformers, like their opponents, did not look at it in that way. For them baptism was of divine institution* " The 
meaning "of it was eyengeliically determined by the truth of the & 
revelation given by God in Jesus Christ. To repeat a rite which derived its "origin and meaning from God, and which in accordance 
with 'that origin and meaning ought to be given once only, was 
to run counter to the will and prerogative of God.
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The point 'has been made because again it brings us to that

amental cleavage between the Roman-Reformed transc
endental world of the sixteenth century, and the Liberal Protest 
ant non- transcendental world of the modern age. The arguments of 
Whitgift and Cartwright - to take only one example.- read Father" 
Strangely perhaps in contemporary ears,, but that is'becamm* of 'the 
change in the "attitude and approach to God in relation to the "world 
and to man. In the sixteenth century the problem of iteration was 
simple enough. . God had commanded one baptism. The doctrine of 
baptism in Scripture implied one baptism. No thinker after the 
Cyprianic controversy had dared deny it. The church had always 
observed" it, '•" ¥hat "more was there to say? Historic origins or •'*•'•' 
parallels were completely unimportant and indeed irrelevant, for 
Christian baptism came directly from God. To God the church "which 
preserved and used the sacrament .and the ministers who gave it 
were responsible, • The Reformers and the "Romanists differed, and 
dif f ered" seri ously, in points of detail, but in broad outline 
they stood on the same side of that gulf which marks of the theology 
of the sixteenth centuryx from jb so much of the Protestant theology 
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Perhaps the sixteenth 
century thinkers and writers were wrong. But it would be well not 
to ignore altogether the possibility that they were right. After 
all | if they did happen to be right, then what a ttege'dy It is 
that time'whould be squandered upon the historical non-essentials, 
when the underlying truths are neglected and despised*

* ~- j.

The antithesis ought perhaps not to be put so baldly as that. 
The present age. even granting that the Reformers were right, has 
at least contributed to the study of the divine revelation on its 
human and historical side. Possibly the divine side asserted and 
explored by the Reformers was and is the more important. But the i 
two ultimately must go together. The sacrament, . 2ke the Bible, 
and like the Word made flesh, has its place amongst the phenomena 
of human histbry. To that extent it is a proper s±&& subject for 
historical enquiry. The. divine institution does not rule out the ,- 
possibility or human antecedents "and parallels - even the Son of 
God had a genealogy. If an over- exaggeration of the human ̂ origins 
obscures the final fact of the divine appointment, then perhaps
there is need that the antithesis -should be presented shapply, If^ 
there is to be an order of importance, then surely the divine 
side should come first. But in a balanced theology room can and 
ought to be found for tooth. - •• - ' .

Fates 

1 Luther 1/7. A. 2" p. 729 ,'Di-sse -Tauf ist vort-ze^ten amgetzeygt yn der
ctmfl -f*lri+ Wno"* * "" ' ' „ ' , •, . ' " " " - •••• - - v * ,5ynuo,o.uu IMOS . auoie's from this passage 

4 Ibid." Stange p^SOI^KXBxi^xiipcSkisx^af ?frun "ist die" Tauf v/eTt. eifc
, grosser© Stbid^luss. . * .Dann jene hat n^t mehr dann eins Jahrs** 

. 'Menschen ertrankt \ aber die Tauf ertrankt noch durch die Welt 
s 'filler lei Menschen 1 . " ^ : . '" " - • - .- - - - - r.«* 
d Beza Q.et' RVC.lOl 'Sic quod Foe servatus est -ex aquis-'et per 

aquae ipsas' iii area, "^tyjpus'fuit baptism!, quo"Eccle'si& Iff 
Christo v^luti conclusa-servatur.r. Sic. Israel transiens per • 
media mare et inde saluus emergens etc - "



Lomb74~I5ist.l K,'Idee autenTmutata est circuncisio baptisirium. 
. qula' sanctum communl e'sV.et perfectius, quia plenlori gra'tia
acciimalatuai. Ibi eniin peccata solum dimittebantiir,' sed'hec 

I. gratia ad bene opera'ndum adiutrix, nee virtutum'possessio 
1 vel augmentum ibi praestabaRtur, ut in b^ptismol 
0 De la S.T.B.p.347 'Hos sacrements conf eVent Ta grace: eeux de 
" la loi ancienne ne falsalent"que la signifier 1 . 
6 Luther W.A.6~p,532 I Utra~que aequaliter significabant'. 
' Seeberg p,316 'Gott hat ihrieri besondere Verheissungen gegeben,

die -Glauben wirfcen und fordern 1 . " " "" " "
8 Stange.ji*|22, quoting Luther 'Error enter est, sacraftienta novae 
_ legiill !Scramentis"~v'eteris legis penes "efficaciafn"signlficat-
9 Ilaid p.823 f In hoc differuht legales figurae / iohie 1 " " 

a signis ; novie et vetustis', quod legales figurae non habent 
.« annexum Verbum promissionis 1 . "~ -.-,.. -~ - - — 
10 Galle p.363 ! Er nennt "in" densersten Aufgabeh seiner loci die 
5,, Saerament^e fticht™anders als signa, T und verwurft mit Nach- 

druck die Unterscheidung' der Scholastiker zu(.
11 Anrich MiB.|).41 ! Tauf e" 1st genau" so unumganglich" wie das altr* 

testamentliche Sakrament der Beschneidung, dessen neutestament 
liche Parallele sie bildet 1 • - -';• — • •••••- - ... --

12 Zwingli""C.R.ITo.93 p.48 'Circumcisio'priscis (quod ad rationem 
sacramentalem adtinet) id fuit quod" k no bis baptismuKie r." " s 
pVlTl'Ut eniin circumcisio foederis signaculum-est, sic est 
baptismus 1 . """ "."•' " " "" '•'•"" ~~r . ' """ "• 

C.R.4 p.227J Die bschnydung ist ein pflicht2eichen... .also isjfc
der touff ein pflichtig zeichen 1 .

Ibid.p.330 'Die-umstend sind alle samen nit vpn noifen oder | 
wasen'des touff s 1 . "' " " •" " " "" " "" J 
Lomb.4 Dist.2 B f ln aqiia, non in spiritu 1 . 2" tfD ! Baptismus 
Johannis ei*at in poehitentia, non in reraissionem'.,""" " • "l.. k , 
2 F ! Illi qui baptisati sunt a Jpane nescientes splrituffi sanct 
um esse, ac spem ponentes in illius baptismo, postea baptisatj
sunt baptismo Christ! 1 . " " ' '-•£'- 

De la S.T.B.p".368 'I 1 institution d'un homme. ...5 I 1 invocation
* de la Trinite ii'y a pas de place;" le bapteW"de Je'sus n 1'^^ 

pas re^it/rable; Jean n'a jamais revendique jpour son baptSne 
Ta vertu de remettre par lui-in^me lee peches: il distingue

••- SiafeB e i son ^ap^^116 ^ leau e "t * ^e bapteme de 1'Esprit que con- 
^^fere Jesus' -. -—

'W.Luther"W.A.'6 p.472" f 7ida"tur~Christus baptisma Johahnis non 
evacuasse, sed verbo vitae seu promissionis perfecisse T 
'Ob quam causam baptisati a Johanne denuo baptisandi fuerunt
baptismati" Christi'.

Mel.C.R.21 pp.207 f. 'Sed Joannes aqua baptisat quod ipse non 
sit in quern" creditor, qui salvet. Christus, cum sit salvat- 
br» bapt"isa"t spiritu sancto et igni'.
p.471 ^Kecque quiccjuam inter est" inter baptismum^Joannis et" v 
Apostolorumy'nisi 'qtto'd baptismus Joannis tKxiatos testabatur 
venturum ess* Chri^Ain, baptismus Apostolorum testatur iam 

" exhibitum els s* • Chris turn'. •*: ; .,...- ; - . 
19 Zwingli C.R.4 jp.766 'Kihil efficiebat Joannis tinctilv* • -niHil" 

efficit Christi tinctio.. 9 loqUimxir autern hie de aquae baptismo 
no£ de irrigatione interna, quae per Spiritum Sanctum fit. w 

. * Hihil efficit Christi tinctio, nam Christus"baptismo Johannis 
contentus fuit 1 . p. 260 Joannes war nit ein schattenmacher
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sunder ein harfBrzyeher'des heilands.. . .Joannes hat nun den 
touff der leer und des wassers ggebeny den die junger ggeben 
habad, Das predgen Joannis 1st dem predgen Christi und der

on aPosteln»g'lychf'oriBig t •
20 C.IU4 p. 271 !Niti.Worinn sind ir getoufft, sunder woruf sind

ir. Touffen wirt MB'fur leeren genommen 1 .' , 
Grebel in Zw.C.R.3 p. 369 fWie nun Joannes gettufft alein die, 
als die sich bessertend, die bose frucht fliehende, gut^that- 
end, also habend ouch die apostel nach der tiff art Chris'tl vor- 
h6r von Christo ein bewelk genomen, als er sprach derhalben^ 

22 So gond hin und lerend* -alle volker und touff end sey 1 . 
, Hubmaier in Zw.C.R.4 p. 603 'Gott furst durch Joannem hynab in

die hellj und dtirch Christum wider auffher 1 . 
Q. et E.G. 115 Baptisraum a Joanne primtim, deinde ex mandate
Christi adsiini stratum 1 f * 

Hepp e R . D . 13 p .'462 f mandatum divinum, mater i a , signif i cati o ,
25 S1%a^a utrobique eadem. Praedi'catio weadem. Idem nomen. 

Ibid. Heidegger 25,24 ^Nam Johannis aeque et "Christi baptism! 
"causa efficiens, Deus instituens; materia externa, aqua} 
interna promissio, gratia remissionis peccatorum et regener- 
atio spiritus; forma; testificatio et obsignatio ^atia^eiuB 
per aquam at ritum ablutionis, necnon promissionis cum'hb'C ,,
elemento et ritu eius copulatio; finis, confirmatio baptis- 
atortam de gratia Deij erf ecta. .... .quae omnia baptismus Joh-

\. annis obsignavit" .
26 Mel.C.R.21 Loci C 'Ceterum ipsum signum non debet iterarii 

quia iteratio ceremoniae nihil prodesset, et signum" semel 
accetum est perpetua nota'et perpetuum testimonium 1 .

.284 -'StoefcEtHX Hun ist Christus nur einzwingli C.R.4 p.284 -'StoefcEtHX Hun ist Christus nur einst ge- * 
28 Hieppe R.D. Wolleb 106 Baptismus seme! susceptus, / -storben 1 -.

si essentialia baptismi servata sunt, non iterandus est f . 
2 Ibid. SaooEK^BCK 13,449 Coccejus 'Quare baptismus non repetatur 

ratio non ex charactere, sed ex signif icatio»(i petenda est 1 ,
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ITY

Traditional View §
V , "

.In the discussion of baptism, as of any other doctrine, 'the 
various topics merge' the one into" the other. The sexpaiabion de 
manded for the purpose of analysis is formal only* 'and often 
artificial. This is particularly the case when the topic of the 
necessity of baptism arises, for all sorts of other questions are 
involved, sometimes indirectly, sometimes directly. Thus" the 
doctrine of necessity derives on the one hand from the doctrine of 
the origin of the sacrament, on the other from the doctrine of , 
its effects. The theologian who accepts a divine institution will' 
obviously have a different view of the necessity or otherwise of 
baptism from that of the man who pleads for a purely human derivat 
ion. So too the theologian who thinks that God does a work of 
§race automatically, and solely, iaaxitaxxb through the sacramentx 
in those who receive it, will necessarily take a far more serious 
view of the omission to perform the rite than the man who does - 
not agree 'that sacrament and grace aise tied in that way, - *

There are further ramifications. The view held upon the 
necessity will to a large extent determine the standpoint upon 
the question of private baptism, and of laybaptism, whether by 
men or women. Where s'alvation or damnation depends upon the ad 
ministration of the rite, baptism will be thought of as a matter 
of the utmost urgency. Delay even for the sake of order will be 
a breach of charity. But where no such conception is held, the 
urgency is not so great. If private baptism is retained &t all, 
it will be only" for the sake of assurance. There is no longer an 
absolute necessity. To "administer baptism where practicable is 
the better course, but it is not the indispensable means to salvat^ 
"ion. - ' " '-. , ' •

In the study of the necessity of baptism a good deal of over 
lapping will then be necessary. Subjects sufficiently important 
in themselves to warrant separate treatment must be touched upon, 
in so far as they are relevant. The lesson whmch ought to be 
learned from this in ter-r elatedness id that of the unity of theol 
ogical thinking. .The Ref ommers attacked the Romanist system, • • 
not because they found a fault here and a fault there, but because 
they rejected received doctrine at a central place. Once the 
breach had been made at the centre, the attack quickly spread to 
fcthe outlying sectors. It was hardly more than a step from the 
doctrine of justification b^ faith to the rejection of the sacram- 
entalist conception of baptism,* the very heart of the Komanist" .'/ 
theology of the sacrament. The" re" consideration of the teaching'" 1' * 
upon the meaning and" "operation of Tbaptism led naturally to a review 
of the doctrine, first* of the necessity of baptism, second of • 
private and lay baptism. This theological unity is a f actor "'"* ~ 
which those who study "the theology of the church, and particularly 
those who 'seek to reconstruct, it upon a new basis, cannot afford 

ignore. ,

In respect of the necessity of baptism the prevailing view in



the sixteenth; century~w£s~ clear and consistBHt, and of'a" pfece with* 
the whole sacramentalitet'theology of the time. ' Tt rented" ultimate- 
ly upon the "text John 3.5," which was taken to me ail "that regenerate 
ion was ingpo'ssible without a literal baptism in water. " Augustine 
did a goooT "deal" to develop this" interpretation - his famous dictum 
with regard to* the fate of unbaptisea infants will be recalled*.*' fc 
Augustine regarded baptism as" necessary to" salvation, "ordinarily, 
in an absolute and "final s'ense. The necessity' was not'merely one 
of precept -~that Christ had commanded to baptise, ' ancThis command 
ment" ought to be'obeyed. It was the absolute necessity of means 
(fiSee Beckmann p.100;.

The Scholastics tdok over the teaching" of Augustine and deVeloj 
ed, or rather elaborated it. Lombard cited John 3.5 in""favour 
of an absolute necessity. ""He admitted'certain exception's"'to thfe
rule. "The* baptism of martyrdom was a substitute" for water-bapt- *' 
ism," for then the"Christian received the thing signified (death*)',
although"he did not receive the sign (Lomb.4 Dist.*'D) »^ Ifct cert 
ain' cas4s, too, a miraculous baptism of the Spirit took tne~pla'ce 
of "water-bap ti sm, " especiallywhe"re true faith existed' without the 
opportunity of receiving the sacrament. Cornelius was an e'xamg^X 
of a man"who received the Spirit before he was baptised with water* -'-*—*----*—fl - in the-Middle iges, however," infants were the nor""
recipients "of baptism, arid since these could not suffer as maf'tyrs 
or" enjoy the.baptism of the Spirit by personal faith, only water- 
baptism could •avail. Prior "death meant certain damnation. Ne±th*- 
er the faith of "the church" not, the desire" of the parents made the' 
slightest difference <-Ibid.E).^ This was thoroughly'in line with
the traditional doctrine handed down through Augustine,""'« • ' _ "- „. - ./ .-... _- --.•,-, •'- *, * «•"' ' - - - - -•
*"""• Thomas v/as eaually^ dogma tic. He claimed that the law of "John" 
3.5 binds all. Baptism is incorporation into Christ, and without' 
Christ there can be no salvation. Prior to Christ's coming circunt- 
cision was the" mode of incorporation, "before circumcision simple 
faith. Faith is still necessary, but it ija"now_shown in^_baptism. 
The baptismal character "can e**2$F i)e^iii^arte5^y baptism It self. ~, 
Thomas was willing to allow the" recognised exceptions, in spite*"of 
the" objection"that John 3.5 makes no exceptions at ail." Martyrs 
were in "a class of "their own, "and an invisible "sanctification" "of ? 
the Spirit'could supply the* need'of baptism where the desire was*" 
present but "for necessary reasons the reality lacked (Thorn.4 Qtt.68) 
Thomas refused to accept the harsh judgment that catechumens "could 
not enyoy eternal life even "though they died iii their good works, " 
If the desire of baptism was present when sudden death robbed' of 
the opportunity, there might'be a temporary but not a final exclus 
ion from eternal life (Qu.68).

The Tridentines did "little more than repeat Thomas 1 statement. 
The Canons taught that^the sacraments of the New Law "(or the desire 
for them) are "necessary "for ~ the" obtaining of the grace of justific 
ations 'If .'anyone Jay "tB&t_j;he.. sacrament s.. of'the Rew Law are not. 

necessary unto Salvation... and that without them, "or withou±- 
the-desire-thereof men:-obtain of God (through faith alone) -Qie- -
grace of justification, let him be ahathema 1 (C.& D.Sess;7"Sacr 
5an*5)V Baptism was specifically stated to be necessary to 

salvation in Canon 4 on Baptism. In the. Catechism a special
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warning was :issued to parents, and to converted infidelsf 'The
, faithful are earnestly to be exhorted to take care that their 

„ children be brought to the church" as soon as^ it may be dorie 
without danger f (Cat.T. 2,2 Qu,23); ! InfideTs~ converted are 

, admonished not to dxixy "defer the sacrament* of baptism beyond''
the time subscribed' by"the church 1 (Ibid*Qu.34). "It was granted 

that a true desire might suffice in the case of unavoidable accid 
ent:" f ln cases of accident "their intent and determination to re- , 

reive it and their r.epentance for their previous illsj?ent life 
will suffice them to "grace of justification 1 (IbidYQu. 34). "To 

receive baptism was better, Jiowever, since* the sacrament was""in 
itself a test of intention. Where there was any risk, the re 
ception of the sacrament ought on no account to be'delayed (Xbid.^u 
3(36). To cover the possibility of emergencies the Rituale Romanum 
plainly stated that,.baptism was lawfully anywhere and' at any time. 3 
Adults under instruction were to be baptised at once if there was 
any danger to life.4 It is interesting to note in passing that 
the Eastern churches "assert a similar absolute necessity* using 
the same text John 3.5. as the scriptural pro0f (Schaff G.& L«p. 
423). 5 ' • '

A special problem arose in connection with, the "punishment of 
infants dying unbaptised. Infants were guilty only of birth-sin, 
not of. actual sin, and many theologians felt that they could not 
properly be classed with the rest of the damned." Augustine, with' 
all his rigour, had hinted at & milder form of punishment^ Every 
one was agreed that "the punishment consisted primarily "in the dep 
rivation of the vision of God. They suffered a negative pain 
of loss. " The milder school would allow no more, denying that 
there'was any positive pain ofl sense. Indeed some felt"'that in 
the special department of the nether regions reserved" fp» them 
they might even achieve a certain measure of happiness, . although 
this" was far below the bliss of heaven.~ This was the view of 
Bellarmine. Bellarmine took a strict view of the necessity 6f-v 
baptism. Even ignorance" of the precept doid not excuse its" viol 
ation.^ Martyrdom or a perfect conversion (where baptism was injp4- 
ossible) might supply the want of it in special,cases, but ordin 
arily the necessity was so absolute that baptism by a heretic or 
an infidel was preferable to no baptism at all.7 Unbaptised inf 
ants could not plead that they were innocent, for only God" has 
the right to judge, and they "are in any case culpable in respect 
of original sin* "They do not suffer the full pains of the lost,* 
however, but go to the special limbo "in which they are deprived 
of the >*fffrii» full delights of Paradise (Short Cliristian Doctrine^ 
On Bellarmine f s position see De iLa S.T.B. pp.358-361). " Even 
the rigorists who insisted upon a'full damnation usually suggested 
that "the physical pains of infants"would be of a smallness proport 
ionate to tneir smaller'sensibility (On this question see the 
Cath.Encycl* Art.Bapt.).

It «ii obvious that the ignorant and ill-4ns true ted populace* 
would understand this doctrine of an absolute necessity superstit- 
iously. That this was the case is proved by many popular writings 
Manning's selection in verse and prose from the age of Wycliffe 
illustrates the meaning of-'the doctrine in popular belief and 
practice, and helps us to understand why Wycliffe and the
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attacked the traditional teaching so vigorously. ' Thus 
in the poem 'Handlyng Synne 1 it was taught that all persons were 
under judgment by reason of original sin until the moment of 
christening! 'Adam's synne was so grefe, That thyr was to God none

That he xfe toe shulde to helle gone, / so lefe, 
But he wasse in the fonte stone 1 . * ^ 

Hitton pointed out that original sin had destroyed "the god-likeness 
of man and that baptism was necessary to re'store it: ''A soul of a 

child that is born, as is not christened, by reason of origin 
al sin, hath no likeness of God 1 * The usual exceptions"were 

allowed,' since baptism could be 'in water, in chedyng blod* and 
in fayth (e.g.the Patriarchs), but the idea advanced by a few that 

'Jews and Turks by keeping of their own law may be saved, though 
*~ they believe not in Jesus Christ 1 was denounced as" a vicious 
error (Hjrre See Manning ^B*)«" The writers of these' works no 
doubt realised the doctrinal implications, but it may be doubted J 
whether" the'ordinary people of the time did. All-that they knew 
was that a child was under penalty of eternal damnation until the 
performance of a rite by which the soul was.cleansed. Since that 
rite was in a Igguage familiar no doubt but not understandable," " 
it carried with it" no clear meaning, and" could hardly "be thought 
of in any" other way than as a powerful charm. T" Attempts on the 
part of wycliffe and hi'S" followers to substitute'a'more spiritual 
view accomplished little, except to" call down episcopal denunciation. 
The' opinions that 'the"sacrament of baptism"is not'necessary' to t .

the" salvation of any who die in infancy 1 , and that" in respect* 
of infants who die after baptism" 'catholics may "doubt wh ether, they 
," be saved' or" damned' were condemned as heretic'aT'in Langham"1 s" 
Mandate "(Har t"" ]?. 365), and at a" later date "Wycliffe "''of damnable"' 
memory"1 "was specially attacked for the conclusion 'that it' is pre- 
r»• sumptuous to say", that infants "dying v/ithout baptism" will'not 
% " be sa^ed ! (rbidYp.336"). Against the" opinions of Tycliff e"the 
stock arguments were'used, that"Augustine,"'""and the church by 
custom taught" the absolute"necessity of baptism, that"the promise 
of'salvation was bound up with the sacrBinent", "and that it had "*"
never "been permitted "to'bury the non-baptised in holy ground (See 
Woodford Fasciculus Rerum).

The protest of ¥ycliffe fell largely' on deaf ears, and in the 
sixteenth century superstitious"views persisted. The Romanist • 
clergy did not "hesitate to stress that failure to be baptised 
meant eternal ruin even "where the3?e had been no conscious" though^ 1 '
of evil. ""Pierce has quoted a typical passage from Gruffydd Robert^ 
'Drych Cristianogawl', in which the Welsh Romanist seeks, to imp 
ress upon ;' catholics' their high' calling~~and s privilege 1'among the'

thousands that have'gone and will go to hell"for want of baptism* 
* Know', he continues,Tthat there"are thousands of thousands of 

little children in hell", without hope ofmercy^ who never h&ve 
thought any evil, and yet are lost because they never received 

• baptism to cleanee them from the sin they received from Adam1 v 
" Pierce Pe'nry pV140). Ajpart from these blood-curdring flights 
of eloquence, the"official formularies of the early Reform8rbit)n 
period maintained" strongly an "absolute necessity of the'sacrament 
The Ten Articles spoke of baptism as a sacrament 'necessary for "' 
t^e attaining of everlasting life 1 i y The King's Book (p.42) went
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further: 'The sacrament of baptism is necessary for the attainjr^* 

of everlasting life," according to the vords of Christ ( Tchn c m 
5)'. The reason was given ^that salvation is only xvithin 'the 
church, and' that incorporation into the church is by baptism 

only: ' -.Therefore seeing that out of the church neither infants nor 
no men can be saved, they must needs be christened and cleansed 
by baptism, and so incorporated into the church 1 ." The King's 

B'--»ok, hov;ever, did not go so far as the Bishops' Book of 1537, 
v;hich had. definitely pronounced upon the salvation of baptised 
infants and upon the damnation of unbcptised:" T Insomuch as infants 

and children,dying in their infancy, shall'undoubtedly be saved 
thereby, and else not'. This sentence acjcually reappeared in 

the King's Book, but the final phrase 'and else not' was signific 
antly omitted. " In the"amended form the phrase found its way into 
the ".evicted Prayer Books, first in the Confirmation Service, and 
later in the baptismal order itself. (See Baniel p.432, Prodtor p.
414 n.l). It is perhaps not illegitimate' to conclude that the 
harsh teaching of an absolute necessity was beginning to v/eaken * 
under pressure of' Reformation teaching. ~A similar discreet sil 
ence with regard to the fate of the unbaptised children of Christ 
ians' ~ was maintained in fliranmer's Catechism, although here"it was 
stated unreservedly that the children of "heathen parents 'dying' 
without the sacrament were destined to everlasting \vrath(p.5oT.~' f 
The old text John 3.5. was the basis of this judgment. Salvation > 
was only by the second birth given b^ the \ ater of baptism. Neither 
by the sacrament nor by covenant promise could the children of 
Jews and Turks receive the Holy Ghost and be born"again. They 
had thus no hope of attaining to the Kingdom of God '(pp. 181-6). 
The traditional teaching obviously did not die easily, for even 
in the First Reformed Prayer Book, the first prayer" con&£ined the 
petition that the children to be baptised might be"received into 
the ark of Christ's church, and"so saved from perishing. The 
latter part of the petition, which followed closely that of the 
Consultatio ( ! thc.t being" separated from the number of the ungodly, 
he may be kept safe 1 etc.), was struck out in 1552. together 
with the "reference to the destruction of Pharaoh ana his hosts, v

Throughout the Reformation period the Romanist party" in King- 
land strove earnestly and bitterly to maintain an absolute necess 
ity of the sacrament, and while they held power they sought to •.-- - 
check the development of a contrary opinion. As early as 1530 
a number of heretical articles were condemned under ~ T ',Tarham ? among 
them the covenantal view of the position of infants, attributed to 
Tyndale, 'that infants be holy and clene, though they have not 

receyved baptysme, because their parents be holy and clene 1 
(Fpxg 7.p.4S3l. 8 , V/hen John Lambert- was - examined ? &J1 enquiry

LlS Vliews upon the necessxity of baptism and the legi 
timacy of lay-baptism(Foxe 5 p. 182). One of the points urged" by 
the Men of Devon in their revolt against the changes in worship 
in 1549 was that the demanding of a public service of baptism ex 
cluded sick children from salvation"- evidently they had not read 
or not understood the book which provided for private administrat 
ion at any time in emergency (Strype's Cranmer p.96). V/hen the 
Romanists regained power with the accession of Mary they made a 
special point of enforcing both the doctrine of an absolute nee-
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-essity and the practice of lay-baptism in emergency. Article 
20 of Bonn*r f s Visitation Articles dealt with tne.latter question,
directing' the clergy /'diligently to move and exhort their parish 

ioners how and An what manner their children should be baptised 
in time of necessity 1 (Burnet 2,2 p.15). The insistencev ttpon 

the doctrine is clear from the examinations of heretics, espec 
ially of those "summoned "for failure to have their children baptis 
ed after the Roman fashion - Anabaptism was of course suspected,- 
but usually incorrectly. Thomas Haukes, for example, was 
warned by Harpsfield of "the great risk he ran by delaying" baptism* 

• 'Admit your child die unchristened: what a heavy case you stand
aukes.Ivadmit that:. If it £o, what then? / in. 
OTPSrield How is original sin washed awayft *y

When Haukes replied that the promise of I "Corinthians 7 covered" ** 
the child, Bonner himself retaliated by quoting John 3.5: 'Do ye

not know that Christ saids Except ye be baptised, ye cannot be 
savedf (Foxe 7 pp. 103 f,). "The argument between Bonner and Smith 
was similar. Bonner asserted his belief that 'if they die before

-they be baptised, they be damned 1 . To give weight to" the 
statement Mordant confirmed it by an oath, and^gave it a personal
application, hypothetical or real: 1 By our Lady, sir, I' believe

that if my child die without baptism, he is damned'(Ibid. p.352^ 
Langdale in his examination of Woodman used Mark 16 as his proof- 
text, but thJWrhad certain inconveniences, for it asserted, a 
need "of faith as well as baptism, and did not actually state that 
a lack of the latter meant damnation, Langdale, however,~bolflly 
claimed that 'all that be not baptised, be damned* (Ibid.8 pp.356 f.)

The evidence could easily be multiplied from the many source! 
available, popular, theological and liturgical, Enougn has 
been said, however, to give a clear picture of the Homanist pos 
ition, and to show with what tenacity and rigidity it was held. 
In normal cases.the sacrament of baptism was so absolutely necess 
ary that without it damnation was inevitable. The scriptural 
teaching upon original sin and the need for regeneration formed *'• 
the basis of the belief. Exceptions were allowed, but only in 
extraordinary cases, and in clearly defined circumstances. Hum 
anitarian considerations led to a softening of the conception of 
the punishment endured by unbaptised infants not guilty of actual 
sin. But even if the unbaptised infants escaped the full rigours 
of the damned, there could be no question as to their state, 
which involved the deprivation of the Blessed Vision and the loss 
of the delights of Heaven. A thing apparently so small as the 
performance of a rite determined the eternal destiny of the soul. 
For that rite was the instrument chosen by God for the conveyance
of the divine graqe which alone could save«»«• . * "

When the^protest came, it was not against the fundamental 
position, that grace alone can save. It was not even ? or at 
least not altogether aga~ih's~t tHe idea that the sacrament is an 
instrument of "grace. ' ';The protest was"agHinst~theTigia t^in^T 
of the grace'to the sacrament, against the assumption• tna't the 
author of both"rgrace and sacrament^ God himself, 'was bound by 
thermeaiis"appointed.""' The" nature of that protest will takers * 
a long way towards ttfe understanding of the relative conceptions
of baptism held by the Reformers and the Romanists, whether in ' England or overseas. , * wnevier in
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2.The Reformed View T

The revolt of Protestantism against tKe tying of grace^tb"thefc " " i " 
sacraments is understandable when we remember the broad evattgeTic- 
al conception which' the Reformers had of Christianity as a'whole. 
Within the^eformed undeBstanding there' could hardly be place "for 
an "absolute necessity" of this or that" sacrament, even wheh 'the 
sacrament was acknowledged to be a divinely appointed "means of *" * 
grace. Of course the protest was' not new in the sixteenth cent 
ury; "" We have seen in the previous section how Wycliffe'and his 
followers" "opposed a sacramentali'st teaching of necessity.-"'But' 
the broader and"clearer and fuller understanding of- justification 
gave to the protest an added""point and weight. For the first*' 
time in the sixteenth century the doctrine of-an absolute necess- -
ity was"challenged, and in the minds of a large body of Christians 
overthrown. ^; T * '

,T It is perhaps a t matter for surprise that Luther himselif dieV 
not state his position very clearly upon this""issue.' 'Luther was 
more concerned to find a right place for the sacraments than "to 
oust them from"sT-wrong place. He wished to"assert definitely a" 
general necessity of baptism, as in the Augsburg Confession (See 
Winer C.V.), without either maintaining or denying"an absolute 
necessity. ' Probably Luther's anxiety was to mark'off his own"'"' ' 
teaching from that of the Anabaptists, 'who 'denied; ""in the case \ 
of "infants, not""only""the necessity, but the validity of baptism. 
Luther" himself retained a very high view of the two Dominical sac 
raments. His XXKWX semi-Komanist conception -of theeupper"is' well
known, arid he thought baptism sufficiently"important to salvat-' 
ion "to warrant private baptism in cases of"sickness.' Xf pressed, 
Luther would" hardly have taught that lack of baptism, except^ 
through wiliful contempt, would ex9lude the children of Christians 
from salwrtion. His final conception was evangelical/ not sacr- 
ramentalist. But the emphasis of Luther was always upon the"ord^- 
inary necessity of the sacrament as a divinely appointed means,* 
not upon its non-nee ess ity in special circumstances.* The diff~ 
erence'o'f emphasis between Luther and the Keformed" theoTogians was 
sufficiently striking to call for notice in the 'Contxrarietez 1 J" 
in wh"ich"Luther was reported to hold that the baptism of~~water Is 
necessary, as opposed to Bucer and Calvin, who denied it (p.xxi

..» —^.r 1 ' -•••-- ,

With Zwingli the matter \vas otherwise. Zw'ingli too defehSe'd* 
the" baptism of infants" against "Anabaptist attacks. For that re'asr 
on he found it necessary to urge the importance of the sacrament.v 
The very argument with ihich he defendea infant baptism, however,
the argument from the covenant, led him inevitably to a denial of 
the "necessity of baptism to salvation. The children of Chris"tiatie 
w6re included within the covenant. They had then their right ' 
to the "covenant sign."'" But being within the covenant, they were 
already within the divine 'mercy. " The sign did not work salvation, 
but signified "a covenant relation already existing. Even if 
the sign lacked, the covenant remained. This teaching was clear 
and consistent, but it obviously laid itself open to misinterpret 
ation and misunderstanding. This came from two sides.
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On tie ene side the Anabapt.ists could seize on the denial of. 

ah absolute necessity as an argument against infant baptism. if 
childrenvwere already "within the covenant ancjfeaved', then baptism 
could be postponed until there was a^ersonal confession. Zwingli 
had then to make his meaning clear. First, he" regarded the 
teaching of the condemnation of the unbaptised as a less acceptable 
belief than that of their salvation. Second, he thought"that 
only the children of Christians were within the covenant of grace. 
Third, he admitted that we have no certainty, since the final * 
judgment is with God. Fourth, he thought that the Romanists 
erred wickedly by announcing a sentence" of damnation and'refusing 
full Christian burial.0 He did not agree that baptism ought not 
to be given at all, since if children havethe thing signified, 
they ought also to have the" sign (Zwingli C.R.»4fc.89 p."454). 10 ,/ * 
bn the other hand, of course, the Romanists could not accept 
Zwingli's teaching, for it seemed to detract from the dignity of 
the sacrament as a"means of grace by reducing it to no more tnan 
a sign. ^Certainly, - Zwingli did appraoach to a complete denial 
of any effects of the sacramentx, for elsewhere he argued" against 
the necessity of the sacrament to salvation on the ground that 
no guilt attached' to"original sin in the case of "the children of 
Christians (C.R.4 pp.307-310). 11 This Was an approximation to the 
full Anabaptist teaching, the denial"of the reality of original' 
sin, and the denial of the efficacy of the sacrament. " Of course, 
some Anabaptists did hold fast to a doctrine of original sin. 
Hubmaier, for example, thought that we coiild~not be certain ap 
to the fate of any infantsy although the mercy of God might bring 
them to salvation (Ibid.p.624).•*•* Hubmaier rejected infant baptssa 
solely because he denied the efficacy of the sacrament. Of itself 
it could not cleanse from sin. If it could, then it ought to be 
given to infants (Ibid. p. 617) Y13 The majority of the'Anabaptists 
had,however, no doctrine of original sin(Dosker B.A.p. 172)." They 
could not see how guilt attached tor "infants ? and in any" case 
they pleaded that the grace of God in Christ availed to save "them 
without the sacrament (B.R.H.4 p.418). 14 Grefoel made this poin-t 
in a^letter to Muntzer: 'We believe that all children who have x

not yet come to know the difference between good and evil»..are 
saved by th€ sufferings of Christ, the new Adam'(Kidd D.C.R.* 
p. 452). It is "clear that neither Swingli nor the Anabaptist ts 

regarded baptism as a necessary means, but Zwingli "gave to "the _ 
sacrament a necessity as a sign of the covenant, whereas the 
"Anabaptists looked upon it as little more thanx a mark of "personal 
repentance and faith. The Anabaptists had no occasion to discuss 
the necessity of the sacrament to infant salvation, since such a 
problem did not arise for them.

* Calvin took up the thought of Zwingli. He worked it up into 
a full and logical denial of any absolute necessity. Since" the 
Reformed position was established largely by him, and he was *-'t 
quoted as an authority in subsequent English controversies, his * 
teaching ought to be considered fairly fully. Calvin did not^den 
a certain necessity of the sacrament. It was, however, a form 
al necessity, not an absolute: the necessity of precept, not 
the necessity of efficacy. Christ had commanded that baptism l 
should be administered, and had annexed to it certain peomises.
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It was a means,of grace, the Willful o8i£ifi£i of wkhich" meant " 
contempt of the divine author and o^the grace: 'If any one of his 

own accord abstains from the use of thte sacraments,. • .he con 
temns Christ, spurns his grace, and quenches his Spirit 1 (Tracts 
2 p.85). Calvin expressly warned against moving from one ex 

treme to. the other: 'Although the Lord occasionally to prove that 
his Virtue is not tied to any means, performs without sign what - 
he signifies by sign, it does not follow we are to cast away 
anything which he ordained for our salvation, as if ~ it were "-' 
superfluous 1 (Ibid.p.236), , A real necessity existedj' that of ' 

'not refusing the sign of the grace of God'(Harm. Go sp. p. 337). "The 
sacrament had its place within the divine economy as a divinely 
appointed seal.

This did not mean, however, that there could be no salvation 
without the sacrament, and Calvin repudiated fiercely the Homanist 
view. He poured scorn upon the ridiculous debated to which the 
idea of an absolute necessity gave rise: 'Whether an infant, at 

the point of death, if water is not st hand ? ought, to be plung 
ed into a well, rather than committed to God to wait the event*, 

or 'whether in the absence of ordinary water an infcnt ou^ht to be
baptised 1 wit lotion, or with artificial or distilled water', f" ' 

or 'whether, in a case of necessity, it be true baptism to spit 
in the face'(Tracts 1 -.73). Calvin could not allow baptism to

be so absolutely necessary" that 1 all" who .have not" obtained it must 
perish 1 . Those" who. held "such a view failed t6 understand the true 
nature and purpose of baptism: 'It is nof'pdded to faith as"if it' 

were the 'half of the douse of our salvation, "but as a" testimony* 
(T! arm. Go sp. p. 387). Since 'there wss no absolute necessity, 

Caltdn"would not countenance" any irregular administration/' • VJhere
the" lawful use was"denied*,' it'was better to" omit it ratEer than 
to profane it (Tracts "2. p*319), In the Ins'ti'tutes Calvin argued 
"that if' "the" outward rite was absolutely necessary', Wen Christians 
are worse off than Israel: 'Our condition becomes worse than that 

of God' s ancient.people' / He* concluded that if ' in" omi'tting' 
the" sign, "there is neither sloth, nor contempt, nor'neglig- ,- 
ence, we are safe from all danger' (Instit,4,15,20-22) •

- ' /* ,
'The texts of Scripture alleged by the Komanists naturally 

called for consideration. Discussing the famous John 3.5, Calvin 
denied flatly that an absolute necessity could be deduced from It.-" 
except by misinterpretation. He blamed Chry so s torn for expounding 
the word 'water' as "water-baptism, and traced back the whole doct 
rine to "this false exegesis. Calvin himself held that 'the word 

ought not" to be pressed so closely as to imagine that John con-" 
fines salvation to the outward' sign'', He admitted again that by 

neglecting baptism we exclude ourselves from s&lvation, but thought 
it absurd to .tie .together''salvation and the sign (Comm.on Jn.3.5j\ 
Calvin"irgued tnat the water in the text was no more than a~poinl> 
er to the "Spirit." 'By water "and the" Spirit'me ant for him'by water, 
that is, the Spirit', 'W The true sense was then that ^without" the

Kingdom of Heaven1.* " Calvin defended this interpretation by 
pointing to the parallel phrase 'with the Holy Ghost and with fire*
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in which the word ;flrfii*»ai^^ operation of ' the
?Dirit, No responsible theologians understood it to mean that 
nere must be a physical immersion in fire (See Comm.on JK.& Ins tit. 

4,16,25),

^ The teaching of Calvin left a deep impress upon" the" later' Re 
formed theology, -In Scotland Knox repeated the" master's doctrine. 
Against the Anabaptists he urged the danger of despising that which 
God had ordained: 'Without injurie infants canno-b be debarred from

the common syne og God's children 1 (Knox 4 p. 186). Against the 
[Romanists he"pointed out the error of a superstitious regard for the, 
sign, , claiming that the mere performance" or non-performance of an 
eccleaastical rite could not affect the eternal destiny of the soult, 

'Neither yet is this butwarde action of such necessi tie, "'that the 
lacke thereof shuld be prejudiciall to their salvation, yf that 
prevented by death, thei may not conveniently be presented' to 

the church' (Ibid.) . The "Book of Discipline decided against' "the* ' * 
practice of "private be ptism: Tpartlie to remove the gross" err our 

by the ""which many dec eaved think that children be dampned yf Jhey 
die without bap tisme' (Ibi'd* 2 p. 239.), Beza used language very 

similar to that of Knox/ He too saw a 'heed to" extoll and magnifie
the dygnitie and lawfull use of the sacraments 1 (B.& P,S.JT.35)V" 

Hiere can be no greater error than to think that the Reformers 'de§ 
preciated baptism and the supper. To despise the sacraments was 
an act of infidelity, and those who were guilty of it fell into~~ 
condemnation: 'The necessity ol^the sacraments extendeth thus farre 1 , 
But .Beza denied that the necessity was so absolute that those who 
died" in faith without the opportunity of receiving baptism were doom* 
ed to eternal wraths 'Those which have faith and yet have not the : * 

meanes to be partakers of the sacrament, shall not be" despised, 
nor excluded from the salvation' (Ibid.) . An extraordinary work 

of the. Spirit supplied the lack in the case of "infants (Q. etR.C. 
124). * Writing to Grindal Beza complained that the Romanist view ' 
made salvation dependent upon "human whims and external contingencies! 

'If salvation comes not from the coyenaunt of God, but from seal- 
es annexed unto the" covenaunt* it is dependent on the diligence 
or negligencies of ye parents' (Quoted In Frere and Douglas P»M*

:?'-.,. ' *

The later theologians discussed the necessity of baptism largel^ 
in relation to private baptism. The general conclusion was that 
there wassia no such necessity as justified a violation of the notinal 
rule of public administration, Heidegger, for example, brought^

- up the argument from an absolute necessity, but replied, first 
that no such necessity exifcfced, and second - a yasxxx^ curious, app 
lication of ~ the doctrine of election - that even it idTdid> we have 
no warrant to disturb the divine ordinance, and to" try to -save men 
against the declared will of God (Heppe E.D. Heid.25,29). 1^ The

. teaching of Polan is similar (Ibid. Pol&n 6,55). v

It must be* stressed that the Reformed objection was hot" aimed 4 
at baptism as such. Baptism was a means of grace ordinarily to -b£ 
used. What Calvin and his disciples objected to was the magical 
or mechanical" conception of this means, and the consequent obscur

* ing of the author' of grace by the instrument. The Reformers wou
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not "have it, thai every recipient 
ion. The obedient _ _ ___ ___ _____ _ _____
right and proper. It was an obligation. The sacraments had theiz 
work, to testify to. the salvation of God and to increase faith.
But the grace of God and salvation were not determined by so out 
ward a chance as the observance pr not of a rite. God was not 
bound in any given instance to work through the sacraments. He was 
not unable to work without the sacraments. Many might receive 
baptism outwardly, and resist the work of God within. Others in 
special cases might be recipients of the favour of GocT even ' though 
they never had opportunity of baptism. At the back of Calvin^ 
view there stood of course the assertion of the free election of 
God. God could not be tied either by, sacrament or by word. With 
or without them the elect were brought to saltation, while the 
reprobate Mfelgi received themjSto condaanation.

In favour of thr Romanist view in its theological form certain 
points must be stressed. The prior position of God as the authuu 
of grace was safeguarded* ^an could contribute nothing except the 
administration, which in its essentials was simple enough, and" 
could ordinarily be accomplished without difficulty. Again, an 
orderliness of the divine rule was preserved. Only well-defined 
exceptions were allowed. Third, the divine working was accord 
ing to a sacramental principle common in Scripture and capable of 
a not unreasonable presentation (See Stone Holy Bapt.ppl92 f.)« By 
the Holy She's t God used a material instrument and a physical act 
to accomplish a spiritual result. The principle of Incarnation 
wadbasically the same.

On the Reformed side, however," it could be countered that 
to concentrate the power of God in a physical form inevitably leads 
to the magnifying of the instrument at the expense of the author. 
The Incarnation was not like, for Christ the man was also God, 
whereas baptism is an instrument of God, but not &H& actually God.
Again the orderliness preserved tended to become an orderliness of 
ecclesiastical discipline, "rather than the proper orderliness of
the divine institution. As for the sacramental principle, the" 
Reformers contended that the physical action of baptism, divorced 
from its meaning, could bear no relationship whatever to spiritual 
grace. Only as the sacrament was understood could it be used of 
'God, for the 'relationship of .God and man in salvation is personal 
and spiritual. At a deeper level still it might be argued that 
the Romanists had failed altogether feo interpret rightly either 
the meaning ""'or the effects of baptism. For them baptism was one 
stage only in a process of salvation, essential, but not complete 
in itself, except in the ease of the.bqp tised who died in infancy. 
Baptism was the first plank to save from spiritual shipwreck, but 
another plank was necessary. For the Reformers baptism was the . , 
sign of the whole reflection of -Qae Christian, . The Reformers had 
perhaps a lower view of the necessity. But they had a higher 
view of the true meaning and value. ' .

3 f The Anglican View '-

The Anglican Reformers were the heirs of a long tradition of oppos 
ition to the generally accepted doctrine of an absolute necessity.
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Wycliffe in the fourteenth century had joined issue upon the 
question. Like the Refowiers after him, he' was willing to allow 
a necessity where fcircumstanees permitted (Kr±fil.pvl60)'." ~The* 
doctrine'^of ~ an absolute necessity he could not accept without a* 
query. Phromesls posed the, question^ quoting' th'e stock text" from 
John; but Alitheia raised a doubt, the &ispropcrtiateness of the 
means to the" endj "and the implied limitation "of the 'divine mer%cy$ 
and Phrone sis conceded that since the true work of baptism is* % 
spiritual, the'physical circumstance of baptism gives' us no'true 
indication o^ts"performance: 'Phronesis How necessary this

-'sacrament is to the believer may be seen by John 3.5.
Alithela' Cantiot God' save"'.an infant unless an old woman or. some
one •Derfom/this1 ceremony of baptism? If the child in f -n-- * 
of water*. .is--not baptised, -an§-meanwhile dies by the msitat-

* ion of God, it"seems hard to assert that an infant'will be 
lost..". .Where is the compassionate bounty of the Divine Christin this?-; •; . . * - •; -T ! " "- " *' ; .r - '
PTironesis I~think *it""probable that Christ might;v;ithout janyl
such washing, spiritually baptise,. and by.ponsequence save. _ 
infants; since spiritual baptism:'is invisible, it rs pre 
sumptuous and unwise to decide thus on"the salvation" or damnat 
ion of men simply from the circumstance of their maptisnf(Ibid.) 

The text John 3.5 Wycliffe himself Expounded" rather fancifully." ''.; 
He thought that it meant that no man can enter the Kingdom except' 
he be baptised v;ith" the water that flowed" from the side of Christ' 
on the Cross (Trial,pp.156-160). The basis of Wycliffe's object 
ion to arTabsolute necessity was his refusal to allow that God : 
could be tied to ordinances which he "himself had appointed: ~ f God 

is not*"so oblishid to sensible" sacramentis that He'he may, 
withouten them, gyve a man his grace 1 (Arnold lp.329). _.,7,-

" The belief'of %cliffe made'no headway in' official circles, 
but he made many disciples. Even amongst "more orthodox contemp 
oraries disgust with corrupt practices" helped in a way to under
mine the doctrine of absolute necessity. Myre, ' for" instance,' 
thought lack, of baptism preferable to 'baptism by symoriie'j, tne 
want being supplied, by the suffic'ient'baptym of the holy gob st1 - 
(Manning P.F. pp.52 "f.). Foxe has listed "not a few who adopted 
the full teaching"of Wycliffe. Walter "Brute could not accept' 
the absolute necessity of the sacrament. He brought against it' 
three arguments, the divine covenant, the" possibility of a 
spiritual faith 'in infants, and the savageness of infant damnat 
ion: 'Therefore I greatly marvel at that saying in the decrees :

which'is ascribed to Augustine, that little children that ( 
are not baptised shall be tormented with eternal fire, though, 
they were corn "of faithful parents'," that wished "them with all 
their "hearts to have been baptised. .. as "though "the sacrament of 
baptism with water we're'singly "necessary to" salvation, when 
nevertheless many Christians are saved without this kind of" 
baptism, as martyrs; If that kind"vof sacrament be not nec 
essary to one of elder years, how then is it necessary to an 
infant born cf the faithful? Are not all .baptised with "the " 
Holy Ghost arid with fire? But yet not with material flreiho v 
more is the lotion of water corporally necessary to wash away



sins, but only spiritual water, that is to say, the water of 
faith* The f aim, therefore, is necessary, which faith' the 
infant "hath in his faithful parents, although he be not washed 
with corporal water... .1 believe that he is saved by virtue of 
the passion of Christ, ".in faith of his faithful pferents. There 
fore, seeing the faith of Christ is not manifest unto the infajfc 
departing before baptism, neither hath he denied it, how jsk£& 
Shall he be ̂ damned for^he s,^airie? But if God speaketh" inwardly by 
way of illumination of the intelligence of the infant, as he 
speaketh unto the angels, who then Jnoweth"save God alone, ^ 
whether the" infant receiveth or not receiveth the faith" of ; "* 
Christ?(Foxe"3-p.168). "Thomas Arundel in 1409 seemed to be of 

the same mind as Brute, for fche was then compelled to abjure cert 
ain articles, amongst them this one, 'that the infant; "though he 
™ die unbaptised, shall be saved 1 (Ibid.p.249). In 1429 some '* 
people at Norwich were accused of denying infant baptism altogether
1*^ f\ *\ ̂ "> T T f^ ^S ^\ ̂ r ^n^^ C^ "I "V^ /"N^^VN S\ f* T T" T ^^"K% ™4~ S\ *r r^ S\ ^5 ̂ N ^\ ~^ ̂ ^» "T ^rs ^^ ^^ •£•* r+, *t* r* b^ ^ ~~- *1 »^ -X> _ M» ̂ ^ ^K. ^«, —~ .^ « >

in private houses, against the opinion of such'as think such 
children to be damned who-depart before they should come to their
baptism, they are falsely'reported as though they should "say, 
That Christian people be sufficiently baptised with the blood 
of Christ, and need no water: and that infantsfc be suffic'ient- 
ly^baptised if thffiir~'parents oe baptised before them 1 (Ibid f 4 p.
"5897. By the sixteenth century the Lollard movement" had spent 

its force, out Lollard groups lingered oil,"" and it was probably 
under Wycliffite influence that John Browne and the five blessed 
martyrs of Kent denied the necessity of baptism and confirmation 
to salvation in 1511 (Ibid.5 p.648). Many in England were thus 
prepared to accept the new views from the very earliest days of 
the Reformation. . * , • «*

The spread of Luther's ideas gave a new impetus to the revolt 
ggainst the dogma of necessity. 'Tyndale and Frith were the first 
to give expression to anti"-Romanist opinions." Tyndale found in-- v 
the covenant a basis for the belief that unbaptised infants would 
be saved: "'The covenant made between God and Abraham saved the'man 

child as" soon as it was born. It follows that the infants that 
die unbaptised "of us "Christians are in as good case as those 
that die baptised (Tynd.P.S.I p.350). Tyndale also allowed 

that a Turk,believing in Christ and living a Christian life,"might, 
be saved without the sacrament (Ibid.p.351), a belief shared, but' 
expressed rather more loosely by Bainham: f lf a £urk, a Jew or a 

Saracen, do trust in God, and keep his law, he is a good Christ 
ian man, though he be not baptised (Foxe 4 p.703), Frith T ' 

thought'that "the "Romanists erred by putting f so great confidence in 
the outward sign, that without' discretion they-"condemn the inf 
ants which dye or they be baptised into everlastjnge payne (B»&. 
p.91)* It might be noted that one of the opinions for which 

the early Scottish martyr Hamilton suffered was the denial of the* 
absolute necessity of baptism":" f The said Master Patrick himself 

doubteth whether all children departing incontinent after their 
baptism are saved or "condemned 1 (Foxe 4 p.560). A denial of 

the necessity was implied in this doubt, for the efficacy'of the 
sacrament was called in question.
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the later Reformers in England discussed this probalem at' some 

length, for they realised that 8t vital theological principle was ( 
at stake. Hooper gave the Reformed teaching. He acknowledged a 
general necessity (Hoop.P.S.I'p.74), but thftught that the children 
ofl all Christians came within the covenant, and indeed he held out 
good hope' ff£f.all infants who died in infancy: 'It is ill to cond 

emn the maasaxat of Christians that die without baptism, of 
. whose salvation we are assured: 'Ego Deus tuus et semini tui posl

'te 1 '. I should likewise Judge well of the infants of infidels^ 
* who have none other "sin in them but original'(Ibid. p. 129). Hoop 
er was evidently not too certain about the latter point, for in 
his 62nd article of belief he based the salvation of the infants 
upon the faith of the parents: r l doubt "not in the salvation of 

( little children which die without baptism, but that the same "• 
are saved in the flaith of their parents. But this only do 3T 
understand of the children of the faithful, unto' whom the prom 
ises of God do appertain, and not to the infidels and reprobate* 
(Ibid. 2 Art.62), * ^ , *

•' Cranmer, like Luther, was more concerned to stress the need ' 
to observe the sacrament than the, possibility of dispensing with it. 
To the Devonshire rebels he pointed out that noone 'letted' the 
administration of private baptism where necessity compelled (Strype 
Cranmer2p.96). He complained bitterly when the Romanists sought 
to prove infant baptism only from tradition, not from the command 
ment of Christ: '0 what a gap these men open both to the Donatists .

and to the Anabaptists'TCran.P.S.2 p.60). Cranmer hardly any* 
where argued that salvation was possible without the sacrament, an 
interesting point in view of the retention of a private administrate 
ion* The Reformatio Legum, however, makes it clear that he did 
not tie grace to baptism, nor attribute to the outward rite a magi* 
cal efficicy: 'We ought also to consider as impious the scrupulous ' 

superstition of those who so entirely confine the graceJof GoQ" 
the~Hql^ Spirit to the elements of the sacraments as ~to "affirm 
that~"ri6 "infants of Christians'wi 11 obtain eternal salvation,_ t 
who shaiklEt have died before he could be brought"tg r ^s.ptismj 
vhich we consider to be far otherwise' (R.L.Tbqsxx /JJ-6 rt"is 

clear from this passage that the necessity which Cranmer saw was 
not absolute^ "but a necessity of precept only. _ , _,

Be con argued out the matter at length. He supported the Re 
formed" view. "The commandment to baptise', he thought, "ought "to be 
observed. """Were any to 'cast away baptism', it meant that they ,, 
f has no portion in the inheritance of God'(Bee.P.S.p.215). : But'V 
of the two baptisms, the ouward material and the inward spiritual,, 
Becon"f6und the latter alone r absolutely necessary, the former nec 
essary only by precept (Ibid.:p. 203) . Becon argued that" it is the 
divine1 promise which saves, not the ceremony (Ibid.p.216), To fca, 
base salvation upon^the" contingency of baptism was" InconsistemTri 
a belief "in the divine election^.221-2).'"v The case of mart^s 
proved' that there could be exceptions (p. 217). Under'the Old' 
Law the covenant had not been overthrown by lack of circumcision 
(p.223). : "God could fulfil his promise"even where the orainSAy- 
meaiis failed| ftHie Holy Spirit i's not so bound to the water' that' 

it cannot work his office where the water wanteth 1 (Ibid,3 t>
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'wou no omase.

or fall 
even am-

ong the Turks, ana/other heathen, there are many spiritually 
baptised, and so are saved '(p. 221). Becon always Hastened to

stress that salvation without baptism ough^o be regarded as the 
exception: 'The sacrament 'of baptism. . .ought with all reverence to 

be embraced both of old and young. For he that despiseth, des 
piseth not the sacrament only, but the author of the sacrament, 
which is Jesus Christ the Lord"' (Ibid.3 p. 617). The text in 

John 3 feE was applied by him to 'such as may conveniently be baptis 
ed, -and yet notwithstanding contemptuously refuse baptism', ; -

and he quoted Bernard (Epist.77), Ambrose '(Be Itorte) and Augustine 
(contra Donat. 1.4) in favour of this interpretation (Ibid. 2 p. 224) .

j

Bullinger's statement of the "matter in the Decades did not ' 
differ greatly" from that of Beconge He too thought that the^ rite 
ought to be observed, but he claimed from the example o?' the thief 
that sanctification was possible without it- (Bull. P. S. 4 p.347,*also
375 etc.). Like Becon, he cited the old covenant, and he argued 
especially from the position of women: 'If it were not dangerous 

for women children to die uncircumcised, neither Verily shall 
it be damnable" for men, being* not b&ptised, to die at the 
point of necessity' (Ibid ..4 p. 372). "Bullinger applied the text 

John 3. 5. simply to ' the" sg inward and most spiritual regeneration' 
of the Holy Spirit' (p. 378). Against Augustine, %etnfc

Bullinger brought" the charge of failure to con 
vince: 'He doth not satisfy, no, not himself, in all and every

point'. The hesitation between condemning infants outright and 
finding for them a middle state was reflected "in the arguments of l 
later theologians and in the practice of bury ing 'gtnbaptised infants 
in a middle plave -'in coemiterio innocentium 1 (p.380) . 17 " The ob- ; 
jection that to deny an absolute necessity meant Afi£ baptism engaged 
Bullinger's attention, andJie had' little difficulty in countering 
it. First, he taught the baptism of infants, and that baptism 
was '.not to be delayed negligently or put off maliciously' (p. 375) . 
Second, the Anabaptists denied original sin: 'We/affirm that infant 

are born in original sin and ought to be baptised. " The "Pel 
agians (Bullinger presumably meant tie new Pelagians) gatnez*' 
clean contrary: They have no sin, therefore they are not to

* be baptised 1 (p. 376) . When he came to consider "how binding was 
the necessity of precept, Bullinger leaned heavily to the' Reformed 
side, disapproving strongly of private baptism (Z.L.I p. 358).

The later Anglicans were mainly" concerned to defend the retent- 
ion of" private bat)tism. TheLr views will call" 'for notice in* "' 'the 
next section. It ought. to be noticed, however, that they still 
contended against the Romanists that there was no absolute necess 
ity. Rogers refused to accept the common Romanist criticism - , 
'the runagate Hill's repuptV 'that the Protestants denied infant 
baptism. As Palmer the martyr had maintained against Jeffrey." 
it did not follow that baptism was denied because an absolute nec 
essity o* it to salvation "was denied: 'Jeffrey Ye have forgotten

•••" yourself, i wis; for ye write, that children may be saved
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without it.
Palmer So I write, and so I say.
Jeffrey Then.it is not necessary to be frequented and continued
in the church.
Palmer Your "argument is not good, master doctor(Foxe 8 p. 216). 

But Rogers, .like Palmer and others 3Bg£B2aB£efan, strongly maintained 
that there could be "salvation without fes baptism, condemning "the- ' 
opinion 'that without the sacrament(the seal of the covenant;', there 
cannot possibly be salvation 1 (Hog,P.S.p.249, 278). Jewel was imp 
ressed by the argument^ that God cannot be bound by his instruments, 
and by -the historical examples, the dying thief and the martyrs 
(Jew.2 p. 1107). Bradford had used the former argument:" 'I Will

not tie God where he is not bound 1 , and had wrung from Harps- 
field the concession that God might show mercy to infants'whose *

parents desire baptism for/them, and may not have it'(Foxe 7 p. 
168;. Fulke taxed the Papists and Augustine with grave error in 
excluding the unbaptlsed children of Chrittians from salvation, and 
he claimed that John 3.5 reifiiWed solely to the working of the 
.Spirit 'with or without water' (P.S.2 p.392). * , ,

Hooker threw a certain amount of doubt upon the Anglican posit 
ion by insistximg (against Calvin) that John 3.5 must be taken lit 
erally. It might be ws well then to quote briefly from a few rep- * 
resentative lesser writers of the Elizabethan age. Haddon deriiea 
that 'we affix'the grace of God of necessity to these signs' (See 
Goode E.B.iT.p.356). Some dealt with the matter in his Treatise of 
the Sacraments. He concluded that'without partaking of the sacram 
ent (so as contempt be absent) we swmay be sav«£ To assert an 
absolute necessity led to two absurdities, first, 'salvation should 

rest, not upon God's covenant, but upon the seal which is'put 1 
to the covenant; second, salvation and damnation of infants

- * should rest on the diligence or negligence of their parents*(C 8) 
The question might be asked, Why then baptise infants at all? Some 
replied that"there was a necessity of precept? and that spiritual 
benefits "do accrue: 'God's commandment must be fulfilled* The 

godly prayers of the minister do greatly profit the infant,"and 
the congregation...receive some instruction touching their sal-' 
vation CDS - D5)* Bridges, the target of much of Marprelate r s 

satire, made a soundly Reformed distinction between an absolute 
necessity and a necessity 'of consequence, of condition and of - * 
conveniently'« 'Christ*, he said, 'raa&sxxxKJsiasixsL did institute'
- * baptism under flat commandment, therefore there is a necessity", 

and an important necessity of it 1 . Bridges quoted Zanehius'We
believe that baptism is a.sacrament altogether .necessary in-the^ - 
churches a sacrament instituted of Christ, and whicH tfie church'
can so little wantgi that where it is not, when it may be had,.,
there we $ay not acknowledge the Church of Christ'(Bridges Defenos 

" p.564). Bridges was careful to make it clear that in stressing 
this necessity of precept he was not favouring'an absolute, simple

and inevitable necessity of either sacrament'(Ibid.p.587). 
Barlow, in his'Defence of the Articles of the Protestant Religion', 
taught similarly. _ 'l&waBddaicK^ctJ'rior death does not condemn

'where there is no contempt' (ffiK%o^d»gsopa»). Sparke too w
a general necessity while guarding carefully against a doctrine of 
automatic grace. Rejecting the false deductipns made from the
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upon the salvation of baptised infants dying in childhood, 
he argued that 'salvation is not so absolutely and simply tied to 

baptism, that whosoever once is outwardly baptised cannot but 
be saved C8SS5P/72-73). Babington in his Hotes on Genesis 

argued back to the* divine election: ^§ome unba-rtised are elect, 
some unbaptised cannot be damned 1 (<3&l^ |tMfc). Clearly the 

doctrines of the covenant and of election had been deeply impressed 
upon the ecclesiastical and theological leaders of the time.

We may conclude that with the exception of the retaining of 
private baptism, the Anglican view as a whole differed not at all* 
from the'Reformed. Throughout the reign of "Elizabeth, however, 
the position was to some^extent obsctired by the battle which devel^ 
oped around the retained "practice of a private administration.* 
Of course, other,-questions We involved, " the question of the"'"* 
ministerj aaaeTthe "question of the place, the"question of the autlj- 
ority of" Scripture, "but' at the "back of the struggle" there^'lay " 
this deep theological issue, the'nature of "the necessity of ~oa.pt- 
ism, and the compacs of the" necessity of precept.""'"Out b'f 'the* 
battle "the"^ Anglic an jfckEK party "emerged -with an altered emphasis, >l ." 
both ecclesiastically and' theologically". ""It is "of the utmost imp 
ortance then that the true""p6irit at iswae be discerned.' Otherwise* 
it might easily if carelessly "be imagined that the "struggle was""meEe 
ly a renewal of the sacramentallst- evangelical battle, ""with the V 
Elizabethan Anglicans protagonists "of the traditional view" and the' 
Puritans the champions~ of ~ the Reformed. Later events'give perhaps 
a certain plausibity to such'a reconstruction. In actual fact""'* 
however, nothing could be further"from the"truth. ; An" examination 
of the two points of view will show not only what the- real differ 
ence was," "but what a vast gulf separated both parties from the 
Tridentine belief.

4 The Puritan View

The Puritans derived their teaching upon the necessity of baptism * 
directly from Keformed sources. In this respect" they h&rdly diff 
ered from the Anglican leaders except" that there was "a slight Luthei 
an admixture in the official"teaching. Neither party wished" to ' 
up-hold an absolute" necessity. Botn "Claimed a general necessity,
the necessity of precejpt. The difference arose"with regard to" 
the urgency and compass of this ordinary"necessity." On ther one 
side the Anglicans took the commandment of Christ to be so "binding" 
that all inf ants' ought ""to" be baptised without fail.' Thus, if' , 
there was danger, it was better to keep Christ 1 s"law by baptising 
privately - lay-baptism";Was c; allowed, although not enjoined - '" 
than to risk a dereliction of duty by waiting for/the opportunity 
of a public administration."""" The Puritans, on the other hand, 
contended „ that baptis'm "by its very nature and institution was a 
public ri'te"of the church. To baptise privately could only be- 
described as a violation of the, divine rule, and an overthrowal Qf 
the true nature of th6 sacrament. Such necessity of precept aV 
did exist was not weighty enough to justify so radical a departure 
from normal practice. ,

At the back of the Puritan objection there undoubtedly lurked 
the fear that after all the older belief in an absolute necessity
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would be fostered by the retention of a private administration in 
urgent cases. This fear was not altogether groundless; Many 
of the clergy who had accepted the Reformation Settlement without 
any.real conviction probably did still believe in an absolute nec 
essity, and popular opinion could bot be expected to move so
quicRly as tte official theology in favour of the Reformed view. 
On the other hand, as we xJodti have already seen and will see 
further, the Anglican leaders could not justly be charged with 
holding or seeking to propagate the traditional dogma.

The quarrel dated at least, from the time of the "Frankfurt cpn- 
troversies, when the service of private baptism was one of the 
points urged against the 1552 Prayer Book (See Whittingham F.C.). 
Bullinger and Calvin, of course, supported the objection. It 
was not until the return of the exiles, however, that the struggi 
reached its full intensity, and during the early years of the 
reign ±±XKXX the issue was not so acute as the vestiarian issue. 
However, Cartwright emerged as a leading exponent of the Puritan 
standpoint, and in the Admonition and the subsequent defences and 
replies he stated the" case "for the opposition."*'" Against wTiitgift, 
he argued' that the custom of baptising privately had only" arisen 
as the result of a false wa&eg conclusion as to the"necessity of, 
the sacrament: 'Baptising by women*and in private houses.. .first < 

arose" upon a; false interpretation of "the place of St. John (i;e%.*
Jn^3.5). Secondarily, this" error came' by "a false and unnecess 
ary ' conclusion drawn of tliat place. For although the'Spirit 
should say that none 'Should be save but those which have the ,
Spirit of God, and are baptisecf" 'v/ith material" and elemental ^ 
water," yet ouglrt' it"to be underhanded of those which can' con- f , 
veniently and orderly be brought to baptism.'.'. ."Aii'd hereupon St.* 
JSugustiiie conclude th "that all that are net baptised "are condemn 
ed* Upon this false conclusion hath arisen the"profanation of 
the sacrament of baptism being minister eel in private houses, '" v 
and by women and laymen 1 (¥hlt.P.S.l p."521;* Cartwright develop 

ed the objection to'the extreme point, that even if the salvation 
of infants were in question,' (which,'. of course, he did not believe) , 
the violation of an orderly ministry would still not be justifiedt t 

'Although that the infants which die without baptism should be 
assuredly damned,(which is most false), yet ought not the ord- 

I; ers which God hath set in his church to be broken after this
sort 1 (p.537). -- - , w * / „ \ -

* * ' - *•-.. .

The treatises of Cartwright v/ere only'one part" of an enormd«& 
mass of Puritan propaganda upon this jpoint. It was objected by- 
some that the Prayer Book 'makes baptisme a'thing of absolute""nee- 
essitie to salvation 1 (2nd P.of a R.I No,78). .The rubric'with* re- 
ard to the salvation of "baptised infants dying seemed to others "to 
imply that a Popish doctrine of the automatic conveyance of grace 
was taught (Ibid,No. 131),; In a contKEKKxaBy-ference at Lambeth.- *
Whitgift was "directly "accused of doubting whether "a person can'be • 
saved without baptism. " "When V/hitgift appealed to Calvin, who Had* 
urged upon the Anabaptists the need to baptise, Travers s ought - to 
distinguish between the necessity proclaimed by Calvin"and that 
enjoined by the Archbishop "(Ibid,Fo. 173), Elsewhere>in~iiis De-" '* 
fence of the Ecclesiastical Discipline (p. 13), Travers thought tint 
in a perfect book there ought to be no place for a private sezurigt
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administration of the sacraments, nor 'cases of necessitie of 
them 1 ,, both of which implied the 'erroneous doctrine of the confer 
ence of grace "by them 1 .' He saw the usual distinction between a 
simple or absolute necessity and a need not to condemn or neglect 
what was commanded (p. 69)* To allow a child to die unfoaptised " 
where there was no opportunity of a public administration did not 
in his eyes constitute neglect.

.,' It will bea|e|gcjhat the _real point at issue was not the 
ure of the necetiititt but the nature and the compass of the nec 
essity of precept. - It is astonishing how the Puritans, either 
Jhrough f ear of 'Romanism, or for controversial purposes, either 
could not or would not see this," but accused the Anglicans of mis 
understanding the necessity as such. In their defence, it" might 
perhaps be "urged that the population as a whole did not appreciate 
the difference between an absolute necessity and a necessity of " 
preqpt. ~" To retain a private administration did no doubt foster 
the belief that want of baptism meant inevitable damnation.

s*^ *.s- .«K***!fe (=- •«*«*

The situation was further complicated by the Barrowist state 
ment of "the case. "Barrowe refused to admit that any sacraments 
were true sacraments unless administered in a pure churcMTiis meant 
in effect that the majority of Englishmen* were not in his eyes "
baptised at all. Barrowe would not allow his followers to accept 
Anglican baptism, but he could hardly go further and order az&az 
a rebaptisation en masse of almost the whole population. This , 
meant that either the majority had to be left to punishment and 
perhaps damnation for not receiving the true sacrament, or else 
baptism had to be found dispensable, at any rate in their case. 
The logic of the position drove Barrowe and his followers to a 
difficult choice. Either they themselves were the only elect and 
saved, or else there was not even a necessity of precept, on 
the practical ground that baptism could by no means be had 1 (See 
Pierce 's Penry p. 349). _ .-

The Anglican defence against Puritan objections makes clear 
beyond all possibility of doubt what the official position was." 
Ridley had stoutly upheld the practice of private baptism against'* 
the rebels at Franfcfurt. He did" not allege an absolute necessity, 
but he challenged his opponents to prove by Scripture that no baptr* 
ism was preferable to private baptism:" "'But where solemn baptism, 

for lack of time and danger of death, cannot be had, what woiflc 
he in that case should be done? Per adventure he will say, it IB 
better to let them die without baptism. For this his better, 
what word hath he ef Scripture? And' if he hath none, why will 
he rather not follow thataB^fcsaasO£ which the sentences of the 
bid ancient writers do allow?' (Rid, P. S. p. 534) . The appeal to 

patristic authority as an adjunct to, not a rival of Scriptural-. i 
authority will be noted. The Puritans themselves set little " * 
store by such authority except for sxgBi&KJt&xJdbai polemical purposes,

"When- the struggle reached its height under Elizabeth Whitgift 
emerged as the champion of the official standpoint. The works of 
Whitgift will be searched in vain for evidence that he held an
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absolute necessity in the Roinanast sensQAgainst Gravers he express 
ly claimed that the Articles showed baptism not to be absolutely necessary to salvation (2nd P.of a R.I Ho. 173). The""Schedule to 
Langworth and Worley dealt with the objection to the fcubric on 
baptised infants dying, answering that it had not the meaning* *of* an f ex opere operate 1 conference of grace (Strype's Whit.l p*257).. 
Replying to Cartwright Whitgift repudiated indignantly even the' 
suggestion that he held .sacramen tali st views, What he was cont ending for was the Reformed conviction that wflFiil contempt, incl- • uding the neglect of private baptism where necessary, brought 
damnation: 'Although the necessity of salvation is not so tied to 

the sacramenlB, that who sever hath the external sign shall &K, 
therefore be saved, yet it is so tied to them, that none san be 
saved that willingly and wittirgy is void of them 1 (Whit.P.S. 
2 p.537). Whitgift cited'as authorities for his alleging of 

v a general necessity Zwingli, Bucer and Calvin, and he referred to 
the judgment that lack of baptism was f a probable sign and token of reprobation 1 (Ibid.p. 538) . Cleverly, he pointed out that" all the 
arguments used against the Anabaptists might be used with equal 
force against those who refused private baptism (pp.521-3).

Whitgift 1 s point was this. The sacrament is not mechanically| 
necessary. It has been commanded, however, and must not be neg-' legted. Failure to baptise privately (where possible) constitutes 
neglect. Efoen if lay-baptism is forbidden, there can onlyZ!be ' 
one excuse for failure to accomplish so simple "a rite as baptism, 
the absence of a minister. The commandment itself is more bind 
ing than the circumstances of its fulfiment,"" so that irregular 
administration is better than complete fcmissson. To urge that 
a child is saved in any case is an unlawful extension of the field 
of allowable exceptions, and points to a contempt of the sign. It was the latter part of- the argument which the Puritans could not accept. They agreed that wilful contempt brought under divine •
wrath. They did not agree that failure to baptise privately could 
be construed as contempt or neglect. For them private baptism was not a fulfilment of the divine commandment and institution, whicfy 
they argued, had implied a public ceremony. The exception extend 
ed tnen to all cases where a regular administration was not possibly

"'. • " • '
The controversy came to a head at the Hampton Court Conference^ 

Bancroft, now the spokesman on the Anglican side, went beyond the Reformed position in some respects. He was willing, for example, 
to allow private baptism, by women. But he held fast by the main 
Reformed contentions, that there was no conveyance of grace ex 
opere operate, and that God was able to save without the sacram 
ent. He justified private baptism on the ground that baptism constituted an evident assurance of salvation (upon the basis Of 
the divine promise), and that this assurance lacked in the case . 
of the unbaptised. It was thus better, Bancroft urged, to K \ 
"bring to baptism as speedily as possible, so that there might be 
the certainty of a sealed promise rather than the mere possibility 
offi a secret mercy? f But the case put, that the state of infants - 

dying unbaptised was Uncertain, and dying baptised, .there was 
evident assurance that it was saved, -• who having "any'religion in 
him would not speedily by any means procure his child to be
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baptised, and rather ground the action upon Christ's pr'pinise' 
than his omission thereof upon God's" secret judgment'(Strype's Whitgift 2 pp.494-5). It is perhaps fair'to say that "the 

teaching of Bancroft has not quite the authentic Reformed ring, s % 
but it would" be difficult to fix' upon any particular which was def- imitely ~'unreforned 1 « .Arguments of asimilar nature had'been used 
by all the Keformers against the Anabaptists. What is noteworthy in this slight shift in the Anglican defence is that the question 
of salvation and damnation had once again come" to the fore', and"* that of the divine precept receded, f Of course, all agreed""thai" 
•if private'baptism did constitute neglect, than damnation threat 
ened. ; But Bancroft emphasised the uncertainty of the-f&te of the 
iinbaptised in a new way. In that respect he was not quite in "" 
the true line of succession" from a Jewel" or 'a Fulke, who had~con- fidentally left the accidentally'unbaptised "to the divine mercy. v Logically, no doubt, Bancroft was right: refusal to baptise privately meant for him neglect of the sacrament where" it "could Be nad, and.prior'death" might justly be taken as a sign of reprobat 
ion, for Bancroft does not seem to have challenged the-doctrine'" of 
election." But the"~Puritan neglect of private baptism on principle 
was hardly the vdeked contemning of which the earlier "Reformers nad 
spoken. The logic of Bancroft was "not uninfluenced by his prejud 
ices. . At the same time, to"be" quite fair, Bancroft too did feel 
that an important principle was at stake. Keither~ party in the 
controversy could" avoid misunderstanding and misrepresenting the 
position of the other. That is perhaps"the deepest tragedy of 
the whole bitter and unfortunate conflict.

Hooker| the greatest of~ the Anglican"champions,* went even further than Bancroft. He denied flatly that John 3*5 could be" taken in "any'but a plain and'literal sense." A' spiritu'al interprets 
ation, which "rendered water-baptism readily dispensable, "he condemiled in unequivocal'terms; 'Nothing', he said, f is more dang 

erous than this'licentious and" deluding art T (i.e'. spiritualising) . 
Hooker could find in the text no sense at all unless it taught' the necessity to regeneration" of both Spirit and water,""" the one as'"' 
cause, "the other as means": "'Unless as the^Spirit"is" a necessary 

, outward cause, so water ix were a necessary outward means to I 'our regeneration, what construction should we give unto those 
words wherein we are said to be "new born 1 (L.E.P. 5,58,4). Hook 

er was sufficiently reformed not to return to the full Romanist vr 
doctrine. He would pass no sentence upon the unbaptised.' He "ass erted no necessity in the older sense. What he did to was to~use' 
the Scripture" (Jn.3.5) as an argument against laxity, a laxity ifir* 
evitably encouraged, as he thought^ by" the Puritan position. Tile 
unbaptised must be left to God. Our task is simply to see that so far as in us lies no-one eligible for baptism is deprived of it: r 

'It 3 is not for us ~' to ""examine him, whether unbaptised men may, be 
saved, but seriously to dcrthaVwhich is "required 1 {Ibid.). ?he 

Anglican view, that the necessity of precept overrides-all other 
considerations, thus received from Hooker its final shape, s" 
strengthened, 'if slightly altered, by the restoration of baptismto its place as the only normal means of grace* according to the 
literal interpretation and application of John 3.5.
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The "Anglican position is "open to criticism from, many" sides. 

Romanists/ naturally, eannbt accept the denial of an absolute * 
necessity", although they may applaud the anxiety to see that all 
have an opportunity to be baptised. From the Tridentine""point of 
view the serious weakness in the Anglican temching'is this: that 
it has no proper'conception of baptism as a means of grace, and 
therefore fails to understand Its position in the Christian life*.'. 
If baptism and baptism alone, except in the rare" cases of martyr 
dom and a special illuminatiom where death precedes, if only baptA 
.ism can effect a primary justification, then the Anglican refusal 
to pronounce upon the fate of the unbaptised is unwarrantable, and 
the defence of private baptism loses its point, On the Anglican 
view there really is no urgency. An inner contradiction brings 
the system to the ground. , , -

From the Puritan standpoint the Anglicans err in a different 
way, by over-xx±K emphasising the necessity of precept at the exi| 
pense of order and regularity. The difference is not so serious 
as that which divides" the Anglicans from Rome, but it has its se'r^ 
ious aspects. "Anglicans feel that the Reformed and Puritan party 
does not r give sufficient consideration to the command of Christ. 
Anxious to avoid superstition, it secures regularity, but" neglects 
a plain duty: to make baptism available to all that are eligible. " 
The Pufcitins, for their part, feel that since there is no absolute 
necessity, no good reason can be given for the breaking of order,," 
To allow private baptism, even on a sound doctrinal basis, serves 
no good purpose, and may lead to a re-establishment of erroneous 
beliefs.

*sfe '^: ' - • . - ««<* £

More modern writers of liberal inclinations may also attack the 
Anglican position. They would agree that there is no absolute nec 
essity. But they would also deny that there is any necessity of 
precept, at any rate of divine precept. Baptism does not derive 
from God, but is a custom approved by the church. Because"it 
has been enjoined by the church, and found to'be religiouslyusefll, 
it ough t to be retained. In the last analysis, however," it 
could just as well be abolished. A writer like Quick, feeling 
the force of such arguments-, is driven to the not very convincing 
defence, that baptism may not be necessary to any on*e person in 
particular, but that it has been found to be, andaoar remains 
necessary to mankind as a whole (Christian Sacraments p.177). Two 
points may "be made. First, the modern Western world does not 
find"the question of infant salvation or damnation so acute as Sid 
the sixteenth century world, when the very heavy infant mortality 
rate meant that a high proportion of the total population was lest 
in childhood. The whole .^jqestion has thus become more academic* 
and speculative. Second, the modern position is obviously thav 
of an age with little sense of the sovereignty of God, the gravity 
of sin, and the problem of redemption. The particular criticism
derives, as always, from the basic rejection of the foundation 

of belief common, more or less, to all the sixteenth century
writers. - ' - *'•'" c, f V' •

V *>" I'** <& J% •*....•:« s , *• sm, ._

- We may conclude that upon that common super naturalist basis 
the Anglicans sought to define and defend a necessity of baptism 
which would exlude sacramentalism> and yet retain the sense of
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urgency to do that which is commanded. - A concession was made to 
Puritan scruples, (willingly "by many), in t&at lay-baptism was, 
as we shall see, .finally prohibited, although of course it cont 
inued, to be recognised as valid. But the Anglican leaders felt 
for the most part that the dignity of the sacrament and the authoA- 
ity of Christ's commandment could only be safeguarded if provision 
were made for 'the baptism of all, in public where possible, in 
private where necessary. In doing this they had no evident intent 
ion of abandoning the main Reformation position. Burnet has well 
summed, up the attitude of the Anglican Reformers upon this matter* 

' • 'the Keformers steered, a middle course: they judged the sacram 
ents^, necessary, where they, could be had, as appointments institui 
ed: by Christ; and though they thought it more expedient to have 
all baptisms done in the church at the fonts than in private 

- houses....yet since our Saviour.ha& said, That where two or 
three- are gathered together, he will be in the midst of them, 
they thought it savoured too much of a superstition to the walls 
or fonts of churches, to tie this action so to these, that 
where .children, either through infirmity, or the sharpness of 
the weather, could not/without danger carried to the church, 
they should oe denied baptism 1 (Burnet 2 p.159-160).

Rb.te.fi
i ' J !''- : - ; '' ! '

3- Lombard 4.&ist.4 D'Qui enim effundunt sanguinem pro nomine JesU* 
0 etsi non sacr amentum, rem tarn? accipiQU.
** Ibid.Dist*-4"E Parvulis enim non sufficit fides ecclesiae, sine

sacramento;, qui si absque baptisma fuerint defuncti, etiam cum 
^ def erentur, ad baptismum, damnabnntur1. 
.Bituale Homanum 'An licet, urgente necessitate, ubique ba-tizare

, nihil impediat..... » '
% Ibid. 'At vero, si-quis instruitur, in mortis periculu incidat, 

baptizarique voluxfc-erit,, habita ratione periculi, vel'necess-
e itatis, .baptizetur 1 .
5 Schaff G.A" L.p.423 Synod. Jerus. 16 'Credirnus sanctum baptisma. » w ' 

esse summe necessarium. SteMin sine illo salvari nemo potest * 
' juxta Domini sententiam Jn.3.5» * . • . ' • v "". •".'"' 

,. De la Serv.T.B:.pp,358-3Sl ''....une necessite.de telle" soiste. due
*;, celui qui n'es.t pas baptise, .'quand bi^n meme l"f ignorance - 
Q/cuserait d 1 avoir viole le precepte, soit 'condarnne^ll perir 1
* Ibid/'perfecta^ conversio, ac Poenitentia, recte Baptismus 

' ur, et Baptismum aquae, saltern in necessitate, supplet 1 . """ "' 
Short Chri|tian"Doctrine 'E'pero" chi muore senza Baptesmo, va el 

• Limbo ed e -orivo in perpetuo della gloria del Paradise 1 . 
9 Zwingl'i G'.Pu. A Qeh.ITp.89 p..454 'Von ungetoufften kindlinen hab' ich 

etwann gepredget: " es sy ^loublicher, ctat sy nit verdampt v^erd- 
' ind, weder "das'sy ver damp f'werdind. Darumb habend mich die'kaq^ 
kappenz^pfZer wellen |(fressen. Doch hab ich allv^eg in "ein"bo 11- 
werck furgehabt, daruber sy nit hand mogtn kummen. Denii" ich 
hie allein g|redt hab von den kindlinen, die von christlichen 
vatter und "muter geborh"sihd; ouch daby allein geredta es sy 
gloublichei*; and hab nit'geredt, es sye sicher also, daes sy 

werdind; denn die urteil Gottes sind une unbekent. TTnd
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gind aber etliche frlhrener so ungeschiekt, das sy die armen 
menschen, naehdem inenrj ein solcher"anfal ze handen ggangetf, 
erst mi'.t verschujffen 'kumtend;. lassend sy ire kindle in"iren 
gewychten kilchhof legen, unnd straff end sy rait offener SEX

**; schand'und buss, und fcrteilend erst (iber das urteil Gottes'V 
• Ibid~*C.R.4 pp."307-310 .-die Erbsunde 1st nutz anders" weder der 

prast von Adamen her. ...mangel, nit ei^-verrfammlich'e sti'ndV.-. 
so-ist klar'wider alle theologen, dass die kind0der gl8ubigen

- *,- umb der erbstind-willen, "all sy das gsatzt nit wilssend, nit 
' < mogBtri/erdanrnt werden 1 ' - - .. ... 
fg Ibid.p;624 (Hubmaier) 'Gdtt mBge sy durch syn gn'ad wol salig
•- Ibid.p. 617 (Hubmaier) ! Vermag er die sund abwascgen, / machen*

so soil "man inn allermeaist den kinden geben 1 , " 
B.E.N.4 p.418-('Nachtmal ChristiiBerich Adami CHristianl and"die 

stend der^Augspurgischen Confession 1 ) 'TTnd nebend clisem ist 
auch zu wussen,"dass die saligmachende gnade Gottes noCh vil 
weyter reichet dann'die Sacrament, namlich an uhsre jungen 

• kindlein die ungetaufft sterbend, v;ie offtmal geschicnt.v. f * *
Heidegger 25, 29 'Unicum fere in necessitate absoluta bi praesid- 

ium adversarii collocant. ITos autem infra non absolutam esse 
confirmabimus. Si tamen absoluta esset, quae temer"itasv ' 
foret, propterea ordinem divinam turbare, et riolente atque 

_~ invitoDeo homines humana prudentia salvare velle 1 .
Reformatio Legum De Bapt.CHaeres.) 'Illorum etiam videri debet 

scrupulosa superstitio, qui Dei gratiam et Spiritum Sanc'tuiri * 
tantopere cum sacramentorum elementio cblligant, ut plane aff-' 
irmentj nullum Christianorum Jnfantem s&lutem esse consecutur- 

. urn, qui pr'ius' morte" fuerit o'ccupatus, quarn ad Baptismum 
adduci'po'tuerit: quooV'lbnge secus habere judicamus 1

Bullinger refers :to Augustine B^x3^lg^2£f De anim.et ejug orig.l,
9 'Nonlbaptizatis parvulis nemo pr9mittat inter' damnatioriem 
regjiumque •coelorum "quietis vel felicitatis cujuslibet atque 
mbilibet quasi medium locum 1 .-- For different aspects or phas;- 
es"0f his teaching," s'.ee'Ep.l86,27$ Ep.217,22; CiJul.PelagV 
5,44$- Serip.294,3; De pecc.mor.et remiss. 1,16-28; De lib.arbit. 
3,66.67, (See Bull.P.S.4 p.380, & Editor's note).



PART 1 THE

CHAPTER V THE RESULT MEt£IS!£EH. r * 

1 . The Divine Minister

Baptism in the Reformed theology wasa washing in water, divinely 
appointed, having & definite purpose and meaning, and "generally 
although not absolutely necessary to salvation. The questiofc "' 
naturally arose: Whom did this rite concern? "When this" question- 
was asked and aaswered, it had to be done so "with a twofold refer 
ence. "" First, who were 'the persons commissioned to administer'" * 
the rite? Second, who were f±t and proper persons to receive itt

For the "writers of the sixteenth century the question as to 
the persons qualified to administer -baptism was not merely on e of 
ecclesiastical discipline. Naturally", disciplinary questions 
were involved. But the discipline itself had its basis in "the-* 
divine institution. Thus it was accepted -that no person "ought to 
presume to administer unless he had a commission from 'God, estab 
lished by lawful calling either by bishop or congrggation. It 
was more than a matter of order. It was a matter ofl divine appoint 
ment. For those in the Rznaanist camp question of the grace of 
orders were also indirectly involved. ' •

At the same time, "since baptism 'was regarded as -necessary" \ 
to salvation, whether absolutely or generally, the question of a 
proper' administration was an" important one. "Amongst those who 
pleaded an absolute necessity it was of decisive importance: hence 
the problem of an irrggular ministry. In every case there was •' 
also the problem whether a minister properly qualified technically, 
but deficient morally could administer validly. The proper bapt 
ism, if not the eternal destiny, of thousands' of people depended i 
upon the answer to these seemingly academic questions. {

To "many '-thinkers at the present time the issue must "of nedBss- 
ity appear irrelevant. If baptism is only an historical rite 
which "developed naturally in the church, then no vital point of" : 
theology is at stake when its administration is discussed. Argons 
ent remains on the purely human level. It is a practical matter 
of order, tradition and expediency. Transcendental reasons in ., 
favour of or against this or that conclusion cannot be found. In 
the sixteenth century, however, the case was far otherwise. The 
schools did not agree in their conclusions. In the face of the * 
completely different understandings of the sacrament agreement 
could hardly be expected. But there was agreement upon the funda 
mental fact that the sacrament, being" of divine institution, .must 
be administered according to divine appointment. Tradition Weigh 
ed only in soilazi as' it agreed with the original commission, "or 
bore marks of the guidance of the Spirit of God. Rightly or 
wrongly the discussion was thus lifted up to a higher level than* - "" 
that of history or of ecclesiastical order or convenience,

In harmony wilfch this gifiSBfif understanding is the common
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assertion that the true minister of the sacrament is not the human 
instrument but the divine author himself. . The belief that God is 
the prime mover and the true .baptiser was of old standing in the 
church. It tended at times to be obscured, but it -was never., for 
ally challenged. The exact relation of God the autho* to the. hum 
an minister his instrument did call for statement, and gave
to differences in opinion.. But the ordinary need for both the 
divine minister and the human was admitted by all. In the early 
church the /question had arisen naturally in relation to the problem 
of the validity of baptism administered by heretical ministers. 
Cyprian rather curiously made much of the argument that God himself 
is the true baptiserf He alleged that the Spirit must be present, 
otherwise water cannot cleanse sins and sanctify a man: 'Wherefore 

either the Spirit must be there or the washing is not baptism 1 . ' 
But how could the Spirit be present in a heretical church which was 
not the true church of Christ? (See Ep. 73,10-11). It will be seen, 
however, that the depreciation of the human minister as instrument 
could very easily be turned as an argument against the position of 
Cyprian, as indeed it was by those who took the opposite view. 
But even at this time the principle that God is the first and 
final minister was acknowledged by. all.

Lombard discussed the matter in this same connection. 
pointed out that #he power of the sacrament does not really lie with 
man, but with God. God alone "can forgive sins. God does choose, 
however, to work with and through his servant. This means that 
the minister cannoVwotk without God, but it also means that God 
does not work .without Me minister. The correct view is that God 
works with and through the minister. Thus the operation may right 
ly be ascribed to both. God supplies the invisible grace, the 
minister -the visible sign by which it is mediated (Lomb.4 Dist.5 . 
A).-*- Aquinas' statement, which is important because the later" 
Romanist theology KKK used it largely as a basis, differed only in 
definition. Thomas saw two causes, the principal and the instrum 
ental. The Blessed Trinity was the principal cause of baptism; ' *• 
and the appointed minister the instrumental cause (Thorn. 3 Qu.67,5). 
the Catechism of Trent took a similar view, ascribing both justif 
ication and the sacraments ultimately' to one and the same God in 
Christ 1 (CatiiT72,l ^u.iS). Bellarmine expressed * it in this" way, " 
that God alone can give the grace "of baptism, even the Apostles 
acting only as ministers, whose' virtue or faith could' add nothing' * 
to the effect of the sacrament "(Be la S.T.B.p$338, 342). The Cath- 
fcihic Encyclopedia fesdbes follows Thomas in distinguishing between 
the principal cause, " God, "who conveys the inv/ard grace, and thV 
instrumental sign cause, the minister, who conveys_;the

Luther on the~Protestant side emphasised- afresh the fact tha't1 
God alone is thr tnue author otf the sacraments. TTpon this fact he 
grounded 'his confidence" "in"" the efficacy of the sacrament for the" 
believer. Because of it baptism had for Luther a" very high value z 
as a testimony to the promise and" to the work of God. Baptism • 
came by the hands of a man, but it did not belong to or,,, come from 
men. It came from Christ, from God. ' Thus man could be said both 
to baptise and not to baptise. He baptised in so far" as he per 
formed the outward action. He did not baptise in so far as he 
acted not upon his own authority but upon the authority of God.
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God the true baptiser acted through the human agent (V'.^.e p.530). 2 
Luther returned again and again to the assurance there"was in this 
fact*' The baptismal promise could be believed" because God himself 
baptised.us, (W.A.30,1 p.213).* 'God as it were pledges his own hon 

our in baptism, and puts'forth his own pov:er and might 1 (Ibid, 
p.214)."3 The German Keformer did not enter into the complicated 

question of the relation^of the divine and hum&n causes. In so far 
as he'touched upon the matter it was to set aside"the misleading 
Scholastic distinct! on "between ansi outward work" by man and ah ihwarc 
by God in favour of a view* that G'od sassy 'ought properly be said xtb 
do both (See Hirsch p,222).4 'The important thing is that he read 
into the,old teaching of the divine authorship an evangelical mess 
age of assurance* For him baptism was the divinely appointed seal 
of the divine promise, divinely given in order to assure o^lhe in 
ward work. ; Here as always the doctrine of justificatipn determin 
ed Luther's understanding.

Calvin top" was concerned to stress thet God is"" the true" authbr 
of baptism. "> $e gave a new li&ft&t, to the doctrine by using it as a 
prop for his identifying of the baptism of John with that of Christ. 
Calvin saw in Matthew 3.11 a distinction,, no't between Johannihe" 
and Christian baptism, but between the outward rite administered 
by man and the inward reality given, by Christ alone': 'John merely . 

distinguishes between himself and other ministers" of baptism on. 
the one hand, and the power of Christ on the other. To v man" Has 
been committed no-Sing more than the administering of the outward 
and visible sign." * The reality dwells with Christ alone 1 (Harm. . 

"*" of Evang. on Matt. 3.11) , 5 When John claimed little for his own 
rite he displayed that humility which ough1^to~mark air human minist 
ers. Yet he "still had Christ as the author of hi s'~ baptism, "and' ^ 
with Christ "the true; power and efficacy lay. Calvin interpreted 
the phrase of Scripture 'laver"of regeneration 1 "in accordance" wTth' 
this 'same thogght; 'When Scripture speaks of the lav er"" of regenerat 

ion, it 'joins the power of Christ with the ministry of man* (.Ibiq 
The connections with &ne doctrine of a twofold baptism and the bear 
ings upon the" doctrine ̂ of the effects of baptism are clear, and KKB 
need not be laboured here. Beza took up the same line of teaching, 
when he came to spfeak of 'the internal operation of God', which is* 
true Work of baptism i~. e. that forgiveness and regeneration to which 
the outward sacrament points (Q.et ^.G* -

-* " •

It was upon this same point that Cranmer in England fastened 
when he came to expound the presence of God. in the sacraments and 
the working of God through them. Granmer was speaking 'primarily 
of the supper, but he used baptism for purposes of illurtBation. 
He found a 'real presence' of Christ in the first sacramentf Kscfc 

! Christ is present in "baptism to clothe and apparel us with his
- own self ' (Gran. P. S.I p. 356) . But the presence was a spiritual' 
presence/" -~ Christ. was present as -\^Q author, the true minister, 1
the invisible worker, ' not materially by an incomprehensible trans 
formation of the element. His presence consisted in fact in his 
spiritual .operation in the believer, renewal and regeneration (p. 
The close approximation" of this teaching to that of .Calvin, at 
any rate in underlying thought^ calls for notice. Bucer too 
a very similar view of the .working of God in and thr ought the
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the administration of the word and sacraments by those appointed 
to that -work..XAarich M.B.p.128).?

• ", * " A

.Apart from the incidental discussion by Cranmer the Anglicans 
hardly seem to have dealt with the matter, except, of course, in 
so far as it bore directly or indirectly upon the question of the 
validity of baptism by an unworthy minister, or upon the effects 
Of the sacrament. The 1549 Catechism gave strong expressibn to 
Luther's teaching: 'When we be baptised in the name of God $ th&t

is as much to say, as God himself shoulde baptise us. We ought 
" not to have an eye only to the water, but to God rather, wKiche
did ordeine the baptisme of water 1 (p. 186). This" central truth 

although always held as a basis, tended to be obscured in the lat 
er Elizabethan writings by the disputes as to the efficaciousness 
of baptism by Papists or non-preachEing ministers, and by the' * *• 
endless controversies as to""the regularity and validity or lay- * 
baptism. If hot explicitly stated, it was always assumed, der 
iving naturally and necessarily from the divine institution. .

One point might he noticed. Romanists and Reformers agreed 
that there wasaadouble working, an outward by the minister, an^fen 
inward by God. .The difference then lay in the conception of the 
relationship between the ministries ,anS the working. On the one 
side the relationship was thought of as fixed and static. Whsre 
the minister ̂ worked - the special question of intention will be" , 
considered later - God also worked. SFo separation* was possible*.
The Reformers, however, thought of the relationship differently. 
It was for them living and dynamic. As with the word, so with 
the sacrament, God remained the Lord. Men could hear the word 
and yet not receive Christ. So they 'could receive baptism, and 
yet not experience its inward truth. In a true and full baptism 
both God and man v/orked. But baptism by the minister did not 
necessarily mean that true and full baptism which God alone could 
ensure. This did not mean that the Reformers separatedthe min 
istries altogether, denying any working of God in the sacrament." 
It did mean, however, that they rejected that static inter-relat 
ion of them which gave rise .to,the belief in a spiritual B working 
'ex opere operate 1 . ^ ,

ff The Threefold Ministry
•?':\
!;- - <

God was the main author and minister of baptism, but the instrum 
ental administration had been committed to men. Hence arose the
question of authorisation: what person or persons had the right i 
to give Christian baptism in the divine name. The older theolog 
ians, believing as they did that God himself had instituted the 
"sacrament, could not believe that God" had left this question of 
commissioning to be settled haphazardly, either by ecclesiastical 
enactment or by a process of historical development. They helQ 
that certain people within the Christian community had been fiefin- 
itely appointed and authorised to do the work. in special cases, 
where urgent necessity required, the commission might perhaps be 
extended, as some believed. But normally the privilege and « 
responsibility of administering baptism, on its human side, 
belonged to a definite class in accordance with God's appointment.
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In the early church it had quickly been accepted that the task 1 

of administration had 'been committed to the apostles, and" through 
them to their successors. Rightly or wrongly, the bishops were 
taken to be the apostles V successors. To them therefore the Work 
of baptising primarily belonged* The patristic evidence in favour 
of this view has been most carefully collected by such older schol 
ars as Waterland and Bingham, and is available in many modern worksd 
To repeat it in detail in this present study ¥fiUl4-?fe§ tedious and 1 
unprofitable. ' It might perhaps be noted that Sx Rested largely ' 
upon the basic statement of Ignatius of Antiooh, that without the 
bishop it is not lawful to baptise or to celebrate the eucharist 
(Ep.Smyrn.8 etc.), 4 *

By delegation from the bishop, however, the pa&bfti presbyter ' 
also had the right to baptise. This was clearly stated by Tertull- 
ian, who ascribed the right first to the chief priest, the bishop, 
and in the next place to the presbyters and deacons, yet not with 
out a bishop's authority(De~B8pt.l7), A" rather "fuller authority 
seemed to be ascribed to priests in the Apostolic" Constitutions*/ 
which did not permit th*e rest of^ the' clergy to" baptise," only bish-, 
ops and priests(r.8i~cJQ) , . but it was understood" that the right ol~ : 
the priests wa's derived "from the "primary right" of the bishop s,~ whVse 
representatives "they were. :" As" '.'the practice of infant baptism gr ad- -\ 
ually replaced that o'f the adult bgptisnTof pagan converts* "the \ j 
importance of the ceremony declined, private" "and hurried 'baptisms 4"' ; 
became more numerpus, and priests canie more and""more to" : be" entmlst- 
ed usfith 'the work. 3y "the "time of Thomas the original distinction ' 
had been almost forgotten in the West. mhe' "bishops had 'taken on a 
new ecclesaistical status as "feudal overlords, but apart from" 
the -special prerogatives of ordaining anc confirming, the'y had' " 
ceased to "be distinct from their representatives in spiritual* funct-* 
ion. this point emerges clearly in the discussions of Aquinas.

Thomas considered the arguments "which might be urged against 
the right of the priest to "baptise. First, preachii^roperlv 
belonged to the bishop only, "but the commission conjoined preaching 
and "baptising. Second, baptism is an admission, and clearly the
chief pastor ought to admit into the eongeggation. Third, the 
bishop alone, is 'allowed to consecrate, -yet baptism is, greater than
consecration. .Against these objections Thomas argued that the - 
priest was ordained to xsoijsBKK&dfcBDCfcto celebrate the ,
sacrament of the body of Christ: he coudd hardly then be denied the 
right to administer the: sacrament of initiation into the chnrch.
If baptism in itself was more important than ordination, it yet 
admitted only to the lowest rank" in the Christian community* The 
relic of the earlier view appears in Thomas 1 assertion that the •- - 
•bishop might be said to "baptise vicariously "through the priestV "" 
at consecration he was required "to "act in person. "The" main dfeift 
of Thomas 1 argument Is however that the "priest "is" authorised to" 
baptise, "not by delegation" from a bishop, but by virtue of his" 
own office (Thorn. 3 $u,67 £)•"' In this respect he differed" hardly 
at all from "Lombard," who also, on the authority of Idid'orus, " 
linked bishops and ^rients together as authorised ministers of the 
sacrament (Lomb.4 Bist.6 A) .*

*.
The sixteenth century Romanists did little more than repeat
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the Scholastic statements. The distinction between bishop and 
priest had,by this time been completely obliterated. < The Catech 
ism of Trent, for example, claimed that the work of baptising 
belonged to both: ! To bishops and priests it hath"been given to" 

exercise this office, not by any extraordinary power, but by 
thwit own right'(Cat.T.2.2 Qu.23). Bellarmine stated simply 

that the ordinary mini'ster was s the priest (Be'la S.T.B.p.363). The 
parish priest was stated in the Rituale Romanum to be"the ordinary 
minister. 9 This was in accordance "with ancient' canons'," which ' 
laid down that the parish priest ought to baptise," although any 
priest might do so in an emergency: e.g.the Capitula under Aeth- 
elred, 'If anyone shall bring a sick infant to a priest, to"what 

soever priest's"district he may belong, let him instantly Bapt-, 
ise him'(Hart p.198). In strict theory It might still be Urg 

ed that the priest "had this authority only by delegation from "the 
bishop, but"for practical purposes the authority was the same. 
The priest could act on his own initiative, without the special 
authorisation either of episcopal permission or of an extraordinary 
necessity: although it was usually recommended that adult converts 
should where possible receive solemn baptism at the appointed time
in the cathedral at 'the'hand of the bishop. The Catholic Encycl 
opedia claims that, the ordinary ministers are the bishop and pries % 
as successors of the Apostles, and by office (Art.Bapt.).

The Roman teaching was not challenged at the Reformation, in 
principle at any" rate. Luther was more concerned,to argue the 
primacy of God as the real minister. He accepted the commonly 
held view. The Swiss Reformers bent their energies mainly in the 
direction of checking irregular baptisms. They had, of course, 
a very different conception of the ministry from"that of the Rom 
anists. They agreed, however, that a definite commission to" 
preach and to baptise'had been given to certain persons, In the 
early churfch to the Apostles, in later times to the pastors. 
Only to those who by inward and outward calling had this commissioir; 
did the ministry of 'waord and sacrament belong." The*"historic "but 
newly emphasised coupling of preaching and baptism was significant, 
and in Elizabethan England it gave rise to bitter controversies ' 
as to the validity of baptism administered by "a non-preaching min 
ister. The Anglican position was essentially the same as that" 
of the Refommers, as except that the historic threefold ministry 
was retained. .The Article (23) and the Ordinal make this suff 
iciently plain.

, ^*

The only groups which opposed the common view that a definite 
commission to baptise was required were the Anabaptists The Ana 
baptists seem to have claimed that it was the prerogative of any 
believer to administer the word and sacrament, and they freely- 
baptised each other. Thus in the first rebaptism at Zollikon 
there was no attempt at an orderly minis try (MuralJ? p. 42). Some- * 
times pastors wre appointed by consent, but with no particular- m 
form of authorisation, and upon the basis of the universal priest 
hood of believers. The Separatists in England did not accept the 
validity of baptism administered by Papists -or Anglicans, but 
only because they regarded their ministry as unlawful. They did
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not deny the need for a regularly appointed minister -of baptism. 
While opinions differed then with regard to what constituted a 
lawful ministry, there was almost universal agreement that the 
sacrament belonged only to those properly commissioned to fulfil 
the apostolic functions,

.f

The case of deacons was not quite so plain, for "there was 
doubt even from the earliest times, renewed at the time of the 
Reformation'^ sxxtos whether they were called to the ministry of" 
word and sacrament. In the early church the general Mew was that 
the deacon could ordinarily baptise, but only by special authoris 
ation. The Apostolical Constitutions made it plain that tfasiy deac 
ons were inferior to bishops and priests in this matter: 'We do not 

permit the rest of the clergy to baptise, only" bishops and pres 
byters, to whom the beacons are to minister 1 (1.3, c.ll;$ 'A deac
on does. not give the" blessing. . .he <does"not baptise without' spec
ial^ authorisation 1 (1.8,c.2S). ^his was the common view, upheld 

in many later councils, as at York in 1195: 'Let not the deacon
baptise except in very urgent necessity 1 (Hart E.R. p. 204) « 10 

So much for ordinary cases. Opinion was divided upon the power of 
the deacon in extraordinary cases. Some rigorists demanded that 
even in extreme necessity deacons" ought not to act without special 
permission, but a laxer view grew with the developfflefcfc 'of normal 
infant baptism and the doctrine of the damnation of the unbapti'sed. 
Chrysostom claimed that deacons were enjoined to baptise in case of 
necessity (Hom.61) , and the decree of Gelasius, which<i warned 
deacons not to presume to baptise, allowed them to do so when bish 
ops and priests were far absent and am extreme necessity compelled 
(Epist.9 c.7). This was the view of the York Council cited above, 
and of London about the same period: Deacons may not baptise, un

less the priest should be absent, unable or foolishly unwilling,
and the child in danger of demth f (Can.3 Hart p,204). *
The "cholastics and. Tridentines followed the lines already laid 

down in earlier days. Lombard was content to cite Isidore," allowir, 
ing the deacon to baptise in the absence of the priest and in nec 
essity (Lomb,4 Bist,6 A). 11 Thomas examined the question with 'some 
care. In favour of an ordinary administration by deacons he argtaec 
that they had a twofold duty, to teach and to cleanse, and that - 
St.Lawrence had baptised. Gelasius had prohibited any ordinary " 
administration, however, and Thomas could not but conclude that 
deacons could -only baptise in necessity, suit when priests were not 
at hand (Thorn. 3 Qu.66 5). The Catechism of Trent referred to the 
many decrees limiting the rights of deacons, but of course allowed 
the case of necessity: 'For deacons, numerous decrees of the holy 

leathers ttestify ~it" is not lawful without the -leave of the bishop 
or priest to administer this sacrament. In case of necessity 
all .etc. f (Cat.T.2.2 ^u.23). The Kituale gave prefersnce to a 

deacon if a priest was not available, but pf course there was no 
regular authorisation.1

The Reformers evinced no great interest in the topic, except 
in respect of the validity of the bapti's^~performed by a deacon, 
For the most part it was discussed in region to ecclesiastical 
order and to the doctrine of the, ministry, not to baptismxas such". 
Luther w&s content to take over the older teaching. The Church of



England, retaining the ancient structure of the ministry, r^.__v,-^- 
ed similar ground. In the Ordinal the v.ork of'the de&con was stat 
ed to Jbclude baptising infants in the absence of: the priest. The*'" 
details of the Reformed remodelling of "tfce ministry need not" concern 
us, except that the de&cons were restored to their Apostolic task 
of caring for the sick and poor, and normally'forfeifiden to take f 
upon themselves the dispensing of the word and" sacraments. The' 
attempts of the Puritans to establish & similar order in England,'''' 
and their criticism of the Anglican ministry, naturally brought to :W 
a head the whole matter of the validity of administrations by deaconsftnt~*& • ' . '• • - . — y „ ^^, (—„ 9 ^ , *^ .^. ». 5? • •• ,. „

1 Cartwiight stated the Puritan case cle&rly; "From one point of 
view he-all owed thai:.the Anglicans were ri^ht to let deacons "baptise 
The reasons given were of course advanced for purely cpntroversial 
purposes. Under the Anglican system, C&rtv/right maintained, a 
deacon was not a deacon at all in the Scriptural sense,' but""a/min 
ister in the full "and true sense of the word. ^11 ministers had 
the task of administering both word and sacraments: fAs for the , 

baptism of deacons, I hold it lawful. ..'.a deacon is, as th'en^ 
he was in the elder times, a minister,""and not a deacon. ..the 

V principal part of his function...is pre&ching" arid' ministering of 
*"""•' the sacraments in certain cases (Whit.2P.S.-2 p.525). From-this
virtual identifying of deacon aiid'presbyter Cartwright deduced, „. 
first, that the Scriptural office of deacon had been corrupted, 
second, that it was perverse not to allow the deacon to administer 
the supper'as" wells an ,artificial 1 sundering of two sacraments'con 
joined by divine institution 1 (ibid.3 p.59). Against this argument 
Whitgift" preaded that no single escanple could be found of any~auth
or old' or new using deacon as an equivolent of elder or priest. ** 
dismissed the whole construction as a 'stop-gap invention 1 of his
adversary (Ibid*2 pp*525..f.). " ''

Cartwright's true view-of the matter - emerged when he came to'
discuss the office of the" deacon in the light of Scripture;" Alread 
y in the Admonition it had been urged that there was"need to r en- 
4 oyne~'deacons and' nddwives not to meddle in ministers 1 matters 1 
(Frere and Douglas" P.M.). J In the original and scriptural sense, 5 
then, a deacon was not for Cartwiight a minister at all,*" but a 
man appointed to relieve ministers by undertaking temporal respons 
ibilities. As a deacon he had no right either to preach or to" 
administer the sacraments. The custom of allowing them to do so? , 
he condemned as a corruption. As the Pleasant Dialogue put it, 
deacons in the established^"church 'were made to other purposes than 

Scripture appoynteth 1 (Arber P.D.p.32).

Against the Puritan criticism the Anglicans were able to bring 
the powerful argument that both Philip and Stephen preached, aiid" 
that Philip, also baptised(See Whit.P.S*3 pp.58 f.). Cartwright^' 
facing this argument, took refuge in evasions. He argued "that 
Stephen never actually preached a sermon: he engaged in disputat 
ion, and made an apology, j>ut did not preach; ^e could not ' 
deny that Philip botlrpreached and baptised, but claimed' that he 
performed these functions of a minister in his capacity as evangel 
ist, nit in his capacity as deacon. Whatever may be thought bf 
'this explanation, the point which the Puritan wished to make is
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clear: the deacon did not exercise a spiritual .ministry, and fiiere- 
fore he had no right to baptise. Whitgift and the main body of 
.Anglicans held by the tradtional view that the deacon," "although * 

* inferior to the priest and bishop, was a true minister, and there- 
fere authorised to preach and to administer the sacrament within the 
limits set by Scrptural precedent and ecclesiastical discipline. 
The" status of the deacon was as it were midway between that of" min 
isters fully commissioned and that of theteity. This point is 
important in view of the Hampton Court debates and the filial rest 
riction of baptising to the'lawful minister 1 . The problem will 
arise again in connection with irregular ministers,, but it may 
provisionally be asserted that in Reformed usage"" the T lawful minist 
er 1 could only mean the Christian lawfully called," according to 
Article 23, to the administration of word and sacraments. A'deac 
on, in the Church.,of England had this calling, although in a subord 
inate capacity and subject to conditions and restriction. All oth 
er persons, including those in minor'orders in the Ifcnan church, 
had not. - If they did take it upon themselves to exercise a spirit 
ual ministry, they did so without proper authorisation, and their
ministrations,, if not invalid, were highly irxregular. ' , *• • >
3 The Unworthy I'inister

;?

A further problem arose, a problem which was especially acute"dura 
ing the Middle Ages, when standards of clerical life were lax. 
This was the problem of the unworthy minister. Thoughtful men 
began to ask themselves whether sacraments administered by men o'f 
low standards of moral life could possibly be honoured and blessed 
of God. The problem wag,a new form of the dispute about' heretical 
and schismatical baptism? IBi it was part of the contention of the 
rigorist parties in the early church, the Donatists, for example, 
that the sacraments administered by unworthy priests, apostates 
and others,- had no validity. Fathers such as Chrysostom (In Joh- 
ann.Horn! 1.86) and Augustine (De Baot,c.Donat.) had then defended 
the vailidity of such-administrations, and been ready to recognise 
the baptism administered by schismatics and heretics, within broad 
limits. At the time of Wycliffe, the question was again to the 
fore. The" fitness of clergy^ living in-gross sin*to"perform"a 
spiritual function was"~doubted in some quarters. Wo-one, in 
theory'at any rate, disputed the scandal of low moral standards' in 
the clergy. But the question cut" deeper than that. The" under 
lying question was this: Could a sacrament divinely appointed"be 
invalidated by the misconduct of a man who at the most was only the 
instrumental and not the principal minister? The broad principle 
apjlied in the Cyprianic and Donatist controversies, that the 
sacrament,-is finally God's, KaoEJOBKKiixjacxaqj^QpaK^K was seen to 
have a direct bearing also upon this problem of the unworthy ministe

v

The position of Wycliffe himself it is difficult to determine. 
Some writers maintain that lib thought and taught that the sacrament 
administere4^1pY i^d4pworthy minister is null and void(Cf .Daniel 
P.B.p.638). ifc™! certainly alleged against him in the Article's 
of 10 Friars in 1382* 'That if a bishop or priest be in mortal sin,

he doth not ordain t consecrate or baptise 1 (Art.4 Foxe 3 p.21). 
,,But Wycliffe's own writings bear ample testimony to his orthodoxy 
upon the point. He attacked these who falsely charged his follow-
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-ers with the Keliehttv&X&jpX&ISX^^

•Sickerly here is feyned thing, put on pore men, that 'a priest 
in dedly sinne cannot give the sacramentis' (Arnold 3 p.485). 

The sacrament depended, not upon the worthiness of the priest, 
but upon God first, and second, upon the worthiness of the recip 
ient: 'But Cristen men sayne, that a preyste beynge in dedely syn- 

ne may make v and gyve sacramentis to salvation of hem that worthi 
ly receyven hem and consenten not to the prestus sjmne 1 (Ibid.). 

WyclilSfe did certainly insist that the prayers of a priest in deadly 
sin could not profit. He also thought that to minister the sacra 
ments when guilty of deadly sin brought damnation to the minister: 

r lt be to his dampnynge 1 . But his evangelical understanding of 
sacramental grace forbade him to tie that grace either to the act 
itself or to the minister of it*

t
The case was perhaps otherwise with some of his followers.*" 

In his own day doubts had been cast upon the value of baptism by 
simony: 'Though he were in perjl of dethe he shulde rather die with 

out baptysme of water thanne he shulde be baptised by symonie' 
(Bives and the pauper 7,9). It is not ijuite -clear why this 

objection was lodged, but possibly the intention of the minister 
might have been regarded as defective, $&M£k£isM&£&# if the 
simony referred to the demanding of a fee by the minister, and not 
to the general purchase of office. The testimony in this case is
not very clear, but Huss certainly was charged, rightly or wrobg^ 
ly, with the teaching that baptism by an unworthy minister was in 
valid. The difficulty in the case of many of the earlier Reform 
ers is to" decide whether or not the charge was a mi£ interpretation 
or a misrepresentation." ' 'Foxe maintains that the martyrs were 
.misrepresented, but" that, still leaves "us viith the possibility that 
the martyrologist \vifehed to bring the views of his heroes"into line 
\vith the" later'findings of "the "Reformers. If Foxe 1 s account is 
quite trustworthy Swinderby certainly followed Wyrcliffe,Riaafii c&Jtk: 
not question^TSe validity of the sacrament administered"by an"un- ' 
worthy minister. "He had' to face the accusation of "teaching that* a 
child was not truly baptised if the" priest that baptised or'the* gofl- 
father or godmother were in deadly sin. In his Protestation"he 
claimed that this was a conclusion 'that friers aiid priestes putten 

uppon me falselieJ."V.But this I said, "and yet I 'say, thaf'tHe, 
praiers that" an'eUill priest praxes'[living in lecherie or ojcher 
deadlie sinne) ouer the child when if'shal be halowed," ben not 
acceptable to God, ^•as'ben the praiers of a good priest 1 (Foxe 3 
pp,il5-116)« Brute too denied a similar charge, claiming that 

what mattered was a worthy reception, not a worthy administration* 
'Wherefore, although a vicious or a naughty priest doth boj&tise 
any man, if he* that is baptised or his parents (if he be & child 
do ask with faithfull meaning baptism-, and do mean faithfully 
hereafter to observe the v/ords of baptism, he is as well baptis-^ 
ed, ' as if he v/ere baptised of ever so virtuous a priest'Clbidlp.

•* ' •' **** M *^ ̂ i» V ^^185).
Ilie traditional'view had of course been clearly defined by the 

Scholastics, v/ith Augustine's masterly refutation of the Donatists 
as a basis. Lombard maintained that neither the goodness nor the 
badness of the minister could "affect the sacrament. The baptism-
*of Judas was just as' good as that of Peter. Christ was the true 
baptiser in all cases (Lomb.4 Dist.5 A).l^ The Catechism of Trent
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stated the same view in rather a different way. The' minister acted 
as the representative of Christ, and he was thus holy by reason* of* 
his sacred function. Moral defects on his part could not invalidate 
the consecration or administration "duly performed: 'Representing, as 

they do,-^their sacred function, not their own person, 'but that 
of Christ, the ministers of the sacrament^, consequently", be 
they fex&xKKxgood or bad, validly consecrate and confer them'(Cat. 
T.2.1 QU.19). . The Catechism stressed, as Wycliffe had done," T 

that the unworthy administration is a grave offence which unrepented. 
of merits eternal perdition: 'To them who administer them with 

impure hands the Sacraments bring eternal perdition and death 1 
(Ibid.). The Canons of the Council anathematised any who held *, 

the contrary view, that ministers, being in mortal s\n, could 
neither effect nor confer the sacrament (C.& D.T.Sess.7 Sacr.Can.12).

' * "" *" **»!** *ft ,*«ft A St. 3te

fhe Continental Reformers accepted the traditional'1 doc trine, 
except tlB't"they criticised severely the Romanist loop-hole in 
false intention." Luther argued like Augustine from the supremacy 
of God as the true minister. ~ Baptism was gsven in the name "of God, 
not in the name of the minister. 'The human instrument was of no 
importance except as an instrument. " Luther was even rea'dy'to press 
this argument to the paradoxical extreme "that a faithful reception 
in the divine name is sufficient to "ensure validity even where an 
impious™ minister does hot give the sacrament in the name of God 
(W.A.6 p.531). ld This^wagfcarrying the orthodox view to the lengths 
of unorthodoxy,. "The Augsburg Confession gave more sober statement'
to the Lutheran view, and'its judgment seems to have formed the 
.basis for many of the later confessional statements of the Heformat>- 
ion. Calvin devoted a section of the Institutes to the question. 
He supported the commonly "held view with his usual lucidity and vig 
our (Instit.4,15,6). His opinion may be briefly summed"~up in a 
sentence: • 'If the baptism rat administered "by a man" toe is Christ's 

baptism, it will not cease to be Christ's baptism, whoever" be 
the minister 1 (Harm.Evang.on John Baptist). Of the Reformers & 

abroad only the Anabaptists were suspected of a contrary opinion. "

When we turn to England again, we find that at this period the 
catholic view reigned undisputed. The king's Boo^fata^S^£iPmV^eac ^~' 
ionary in some points, • stated the accepted SB?l?fne ^S^safi ^1"% 

though he which doth minister the sacrament fee of a sinful and 
evil conversation, yet the virtue and effect of the sacrament is 
thereby nothing diminished 1 (p.44). ' A selection of quotations, 

easily mul tip liable,~ might be given from the RefdMffled writings and- 
the martyrs' confessions to show with what unanimity this doctrine'" 
was held. Becon, for example, put it in this -way: 'If the instA 

itution of Christ be ob&erved, a minister's wicked life and-ungod 
ly conversation hindereth not baptism at all'(Bec.P.S.2 p.226). 

Bullinger in his "Decades naturally took the same line. Attacking 
Cyprian, he wrote that 'he' might have understood that sealed evid 

ences may be published as well by an evil minister as by a good v 
(Bull.P.S.4 p.349). The baptism of Judas he thought to be as 

good as that of the apostles because 'the Lord of his goodness, for 
his truth's sake, not for Judas' sake, wrought in the faithful* 
(Ibid.). There is an obvious and not unnatural similarity "be 

tween these arguments and those used by Calvin. Of "the Anglicans
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froper Cranmer may be cited. Sm In his discussion Grimmer' defend 
ed the validity of baptism by the unworthy minister• agSfe the one 
ness of the sacrament instituted by Chriejs •* 'Baptism is' all ofcev% • 
(i.e.it is the same baptism, and therefore the" matter Is indiffer 
ent)... .whether the minister be" good or ill, or whether he minister

it to good or ill 1 (ffyan.J.3 p.128). Amongst the confessors 
under Mary Clements maintained an orthodox position: f lf a child be 

baptised in the name of the Father, and of the Sonne, "and of 
the Holy Ghdste, it is trulye tosqpkxsssA and sufficientlye baptis 
ed, thoughe the minister" be never so wicked... or 'never "so great 
a Papist 1 CStrype E.Mf 3.2.p.219). The tendency to equate wicked 

ministers and Papists was general with the martyrs - riot perhaps 
without cause - but all insisted'staunchly that the wickedness of ik 
mhe minister did not affect the baptism given in the "Triune name 
(Cf.the Letter or Apology of the Martyrs in Foxe 8 p. 155). rood- 
man is a further example of a Protestant who granted that there 
could be true baptism in spite of the 'wickedness of the minister 

in life or learning 1 (Burrage E.E.D.I p.53)*

The Article upon the matter (26) finally summed up the Anglicar 
teaching. It derived origin&lly from the Augsburg Confession, and 
had appeared both in,the Thirteen Articles and the longer Confessipr 
of 1553. • In its final form it argued the possibility of wicked 
ministers remaining in the visible church, >according"to the parable
of the wheat and the tares. It defended the validity of their min 
istrations on the ground that they acted in Christ's name and with 
his commission. " To faithful recipients the effects of'-the sacram 
ents dispensed "by them were in no way diminished. The Article con 
cluded, like the Tridentine Catechism, with a warning to the 
ministers themselves, demanding an enquiry into cases of evil liv 
ing, and ecelesi&stical punishment even in this life sdb&sx by 
deposition upon conviction.

It is of interest to notice that in both the "xacr amen tali st - . 
and evangelical schemes the minister, although" he was required to 
be duly authorised, formed none the less the least"important link 
in the sacramental chain. The Homanists stressed Supremely God's 
work and the proper observance of the form. The Reformers agreed 
in stressing the divine part, but the form was less important, 
although not of course variable at will. They pleaded instead the 
need for true reception. If pioneers of the Reformation, in the 
heat of their protest against the wickedness of the clergy, were 
moved by their indignation to questions their ministrations, this 
was no,t in accordance wilthm'the deepest evangelical understanding. 
Naturally no party wished to use this doctrine as an excuse for 
laxity. Naturally too no party doubted that evil clergy "could ex-'-' 
ercise a harmful-influence upon the lives of their people. But 
rightly none could allow that the value of the divinely appointed 
means of grace might be augmented or diminished by the virtue or 
vice of the officiants.

4^ The Papist Minister

A special issue v/hich arose in the Reformation period was that of • 
"sacraments administered by KomanisJ-s. The issue was a very prac- : 
tical one, for almost all the earlier Keformers had themselves
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been baptised under the old regime. If this baptism did not 
then rebcptisation ou^ht to be sought. If it did, opponents of 
the Papacy feared than there might be given an impression of acquies 
cence in Homsnist practice and teaching.

'^ To this discussion the same principle applied which had" govern 
ed" the debases up.on heretical baptism and baptism" by unworthy minist 
ers. Luther, with his strong sense that God was the true b'aptiser, 
hardly felt the difficulty. The form of baptism had been observed, ! 
and the commandment of God fulfilled* Goa then v:oulC"do"Me"v;ork« \ 
The sin or error of the human minister could make no difference. 
Some df/the-'Keformed school, however, '"felt the problem" acutely7 ' H ; 
the difficulty might be put in this \vay.~ Under 'the' papacy baptism 
had been outwardly administered." but" it xrould" hardly""Tbe thought of 
as having a spiritual" effect, because the proper "appr~ehension'~oT it 
was lacking. Could it^then in any real sense be described as tnue = 
and proper baptism?

: On the one side the anabaptists, jumped to "the conclusion that 
it" was not "true 7-and proper1 "baptism," but of course it'would have 
been inadmissible to them in any case, as infant baptism. On" the 
other side"Calvin maintained the general principle that the baptism 
-is Christ's: the opinions of the minister thus could not affect" it. 
He freely admitted that ! \\e for a long time 'did not hold the promise' 

which was given us in baptism', but"insisted that the promise it 
self, being God's promise, remained fixed and firm and true. "" App 
rehension of the truth" meant an entering'fully into baptism" by the 
.embracing of the promise (Instit.4,15,16-17). Knox dealt with the 
problem in the same way. The baptism administered by the Papists " 
was valid but_npt efficacious! God's preservation of the integrity 
of the "form in"-the'midst'"of corruption was"., a miracle of grace," ancl jfej 
through that form the Holy Spirit could still work once Ishe darkness 
of ignorance and error had been dispelled: " 'Tn verie deed," the"mal 

ice of the divill would neither altogidder abolische Chryst's iris't 
itutioun, for it was"ministred unto us, In the"name" of "the Father 
of the S'one, and of the Halie Gais't."" I confess.. .it did"not |( 
profit us. ..but"now "the. Spreit of Chryst Jesus illuminating" our 
hartis," hath purgeit the same "be faith," and maketh'the effect of 
that sacrament to work in us without any iteratibuja. of" the" "extern^ 
alle syne r(Knox 4 pp,119-121). ~ In the" confessions a similar" * ' 

doctrine was stated. The "Huguenot Confession, for example, consi$ 
ered Papist bapjbism valid on the ground that the efficacy and virtue* 
of the sacrament flo not defend "upon the minister: in this case," it -y. 
will be noticed, the possibility of efficacy was not denied (Art. 28).

.- .;«• f ... _ .- ..™v. *-t

fhe question ariose" in EngTand, ±» as indicated'in the previous 
section, "during the Ma» ian persecution, when many confessors were 
apprehended for refusing ~to allow'their children to be baptised after 
the Romanist fashion. From a, casual reading of these cases, itf^iia 
might easily be imagined that these men (Woodman/-for instance) WIS§ 
were Anabaptists, or "that they denied the validity of Papist" bat>t-" 
ism. A more careful reading shows, however, that both inferences 
are false. In the'Martyrs' Letter or Apology, for example, the 
baptism of Romanists was "acknowledged to be true baptism, the'ma lip- 
Etancy of the minister notwithstanding. Woodman's position was



similar. It seems that Woodman contrived to have his child baptis 
ed privately at home by a ..midwife during his own absence. He did 
not object to gx infant baptism, but he preferred private baptism % 
"by a woman to Papist baptism. It was not that he questioned the val 
idity of Papist baptism, but that his conscience would not allow 
him to assent to it. "The'Confession makes his position" perfectly 
plain: 'I do beleve yt thoose children yt have behe or shalbe bapt 

ysed of ye papisticall mynisters,"be truly baptysed. Howbeit 
thys I do cbnfesse and beleve, y^ no Christian man ough'te "to "' 
bringe or dende his child to the papysticall churche to requyre 
baptysme at thfti* handes(H.S.Gonvi&" Caius Press M.I/I 223) &lf Ang 

licans and Puritans "concurred in accepting the validity of P.omanist 
administrations^ but the Separatists espoused the "Anabaptist opinion 
As has been noticed, Barrowe was charged with denying the" lawful" ' 
baptism of the Queen, and it was upon this ground that Papist' bspt- 
ism was not valid according to his doctrine (Bujarage E.B.D.2 p.56), 
At a slightly later date, John Smith, a father of the Baptist 
movement, noteworthy for his advocacy of se-baptism, took up, a 8 
similar position: 'Baptisme in Popery is false bap ti sine, and so in

the Lorde's account no better than Pagan washing 1 (Ibid. 1 p.'48). 
Against these heterodox views, already Spreading in the latter years 
of Elizabeth, Some claimed that Papist baptism was valid so long'.as 
the Triune formula remained intact. A controversy with Penry" ensu 
ed, in which Penry denied that the validity'could be made dependent 
upon the utterance of words: 'To lay stress upon the recital of the 

words is a cjarming'(Pierce ! s Penry p.202). Penry does not ™- 
seem to have grasped the distinction between validity and efficacy. 
Indeed, his own"views were not at all "clear, for in his Answer to 
Fifteen Slanderous Articles (Art.6), he cbnfessed 'with the French 

Church, who have published yt, that they which are baptised in , 
Papisticall assemblies need not be baptised a second tyme'." 

In spite, of these words, written shortly before his death, Penry 
seems definitely to have identified himself with Barrowe. Barrowfc 
himself, however, did not wish to press his opinion to the point 
off demanding the rebaptisation of the Queen or" of any particular 
person, and he contented himself with the assertion that to have 
been baptised under the Papacy was a sin for which there ought to be 
-repentance (Burrage E.E.D.2 p.56). It seems that the Separatists 
did not properly understand what was meant by validity*

*fhe case of the Separatists was further complicated by the fact 
that they classed the Anglican ministry with the Romanist as un- 
scriptural and "unlawful. It is interesting that in Frankfurt there 
had been an objection by the Reformed group to baptism by the Luther 
ans, although the validity of such an administration was not quest 
ioned (Strype's Cranmer 3 p. 162). The Barrowists similarly object 
ed to Anglican baptism. It "was this objection rather than the "Ana- 
baptism of which they were suspected which made them reluctant "to 
have their children baptised in the parish churches. When Barrowe 
claimed that'it .was unlawjfulle .to baptise children amongst us 1 , he 
did not mean simply to baptise them, but.to baptise them according 
to the Anglican Tite, the rite practised amongst 'us'(i.e.the Ang? 
licans). Penry made this clear in the Answer to the Slanderous" 4 
Articles when he xaaex lumped together Anglican and Papisticall ass 
emblies. The Articles charged him with the opinion that the
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sacraments 'as 'they are HHK administered now in" the Church of Eng 
land, be-not tame sacraments' (Burrage E.E.D.2 p.20). That this' 
question of the validity of Anglican sacraments was seriously debat 
ed by the Separatists is beyond Question, Francis Johnson propound 
ed the question in his Treatise CDevice) of the Ministry: 'Whether 

the sacraments (being seales of righteousness which is by faith) 
may be administered.. .in any other Ministxery and maner thS is 
prescribed by Jesus Christ the Apostle and High Priest of our 
proression* And whtther they be not otherwise administeredin 
the Cathedrall and parish!onall assemblyes of England at this s 
day (Ibid.p.139). It is noticeable, howery that when pinned 

down, the rebels hesitated (not unnaturally) to accept all the 
implication of a negative answer. '

Oh the \anglican side such questionings were of course treated 
as absurd. No men can be expected to doubt the validity of his own 
ministry. But on purely abstract grounds, quite apart from any 
particular doctrine of the .church or ministry, the Anglican theolog 
ians .did not regard the questioning as legitimate. Granted the 
Separatist contention that the Church of England was not a true chu 
rch, the.,Separatists had the right and duty to refuse Anglican 
baptism, as -Woodman as had sought to refuse Roman. The Anglicans 
did not accept the contention, and therefore refused JduRXRigfldC to 
concede them the right. But even granted the contention, the 
Separatists still erred by su ggesting that the validity of the 
eacrament might be dependent upon the instrumental ministry. The 
Reformers would agree that a heretical minister had no lawful comm 
ission, and that therefore his act was irregular. They would even 
agree that rhere error;prevailed the sacrament might foil of its eff 
ect. But they were clear in their own minds that so long as th'e 
outward form remained, the sacrament had been validly performed, 
and might in the providence of God some day be brought to spiritual 
fulfilment, ' " . •

.He*

5 The Non-preaching Minister.

A: further issue which arose ""in England during the course of "the 
Puritan controversy was that of the sacrament administered by the -. 
non-preaching minister"." ~~ "Tn theory the ^nglic&n Reformers agreed 
with Calvin that a presbyter was cllled by' his office'"to be a minist€ 
*er of both word and "sacraments. ' "This minis try included preaching" 
as well as the reading of .Scripture. " In practice, ho\ ever,- the* 
Elizabethans /found the"ideal impossible of attainment^ For purely 
practical purposes "it "was found" necessary to ordain quite "a number 
of•'men-who had no qualifications &K and could not be licensed to
preach.

"-The troubled times. Tiad ri&tur&lly left a'~ dearth of educated" men, 
In spite "of the"efforts""of ": Cranirier arid others, "the"numbers graduate - 
ing at the two. universities "had sunk very" low by 1559. " Some of 
those who were qualified could not "be trusted" to preach, for" a - " 
larje 'number of "the" clergy revealed"Romanist sympathies in the con 
vocation of 1559(Cf.Zur.Lett.P.S.l p.85,92). During the later ? 
years of the" reign many of the,'trained men took-up the Puritan" cc.u 
go that the position^improved only slowly. The step had to "be 
taken then of admitting non-preachers to a large number of cures,



unless the parishes were to be left without a minister altogether.

Efforts were of course made, in the Inductions of 1559 for 
example, to enforce a minimal level of educational attainments 
the Hew Testament in Greek and Latin, the Paraphrases of Erasmus, 
and the knowledge of Comfortable places and" sentences to meet the 
spiritual needs of the people (Gee and Hardy ®. Inj.Arts.6' & 17)". 
Provision was also made for exhibitions "at the universities in order 
'to hasten the recovery of learning (Art. 12). The Homilies were - 
to be read where the minister had no license^ (Art. 27), an§ 'the 
Decades of Bullinger and Foxe's 'Kartyrs' Were also used as reading 
material. These'standards v/ere "not consistently kept in the early 
years. The'deficiency was'so great'that many persons were, "brd&ihed 
who "had no. qualifications at"all,^ I of ten ignorant" artificers"','; who 
partly by their light beh"a'viour""ahd' tr&de of life" were very offens 
ive to \,he people 1 C Co HI er E.Hi"6 pV334). ' The case of'Aylmer's 
prdination of his porter, in order to provide/a kind of retiring* 
pension, is well known from the prominence given to it in the Mar- 
prelate tracts, ' However, constant attempts "were made to'raise' 
the s&tndard, as in the Subscription Act of 1571, and Y/hitgift's 
Articles of 1583, and vas the reign progressed the position certainty 
did improve.

Now no-one can deny that the actual situation was far~fro!tt cld-" 
eal, and it may be that the authorities ^partly perhaps for fear 
of the .Puritans) were not so active^as they might have been~~in" build 
ing up a prwaching ministry. Indeed, many-of those fully qualif 
ied fe4l into dlsfavpuifc. " On the._other hand, ..the members of "the.
Puritan or Precisian group, were perhaps more than a" little unfair _._ -A^._.^ _j.— -i,.—--—on-"The tenfjcrary measures taken to fill tn<in their strictures upon ILhe tenfjcrary measures taken to fill the 
gaps in "1559. They applied, the criticism'of "a doctrinaire theory 
to a situation in which its'application was at" first literally im-^ 
possible. The choice, was one between a partly non-preaching min 
istry and no ministry at" all, and the Anglicans chose, the former, 
seeking to make it as profitable as circumstances permitted.

e assessment of the cloice made is"not ourrimmediate concern, 
*but the 7 choice does concern us because it gave rise to the issue: 
the validity or invalidity 'of sacraments administered by the non- 
preacher. The Puritans looked at it in this light. " For them the 
proclamation of the divine Word Was'~~an l essential1 part of "the mini'stra 
essential in the very strictest sense: without proclamation there 
could be no ministry. By procxlamation they meant not only the 
reading "of "-Scripture, and certainly not only the reading of Homil-* 
ies, but/the preaching of/the Gospel. If a- man was not a preacher' 
he neither was noifc could be a true "minister. J£e had then" no auth 
ority to administer the sacraments, and if he~did so, hSs action
could oa&pt be gEgsocEdE regardecf%s the usurpation of a .layman<''• * '<.•< .

Two conclusions were drawn from this teaching. The 'first was 
the curious conclusion of Cartwright already mentioned, that since 
all commissioned ministers had authority" to dispense both word and 
sacraments, no distinction could be drawn in the Church of England 
ministry between presbyters and"deacons. The second was 'more ser-* 
*ious, and led to a heated and tangled controversy. Baptism hy



non-preaching ministers, as unauthorised ley-baptism, was taken 
to be completely without validity.

The whole issue merged neturally into* thit of lay-baptism, but 
for the Anglicans it constituted a separate question. Many of the 
church leaders were willing to go half-way and more upon the subject 
of baptism "fc>y lay-men, and especially by women. They could not 
compromise upon that of baptism administered by ,'dumb' ministers.
The reason was that they could not allow the Puritan contention that 
these men had ho lawful commission. In any caslf ISSSISwt, they 
disputed the opinion that a usurped or even a lay-bapjsism xsx lacked 
validity.

The opposing views emergecj clearly &t the Conference held at" 
Lambeth. -Travers afcsstated the acase for the Puritans. Asked by 
the Lord Treasurer 'what Scripture there" was "that "he that" should myii- 

ister the sacrament must need-es be a preacher', he aBBwered'Mat- 
thew 28. Goe forth* preach and baptise, which "Christ having so 
joyned together, it was not lawful! for men to eeposotee put as 
under'(2nd P.of a R.lyl73). Against this the Anglicans contend 

ed that until the time came when, there were sufficient qualified * 
preachers, the reading of Scripture and of godly sermons did const 
itute a minimum preaching of ,tne Gospel. It was not all that could
be desired, but it was at any rate better than complete and utter 
silence.

The Puritans went to extreme lengths in the propagation" of their 
views. Amongst those imprisoned by the authorities there were many 
who were charged amongst other things with the denial of the law- ' 
fulness of baptism by a dumb minister, Settles"," 1 for example, com 
mitted" to the Gatehouse^at Westminster (Ibid. 2 194). The"Separat 
ists lent strong, but not always welcome support. Penry, origin 
ally a Puritan, roundly condemned the administration by dumb min 
isters, and he not only advised against resorting to them.* but" 
thought it a sin to do so. Re was sufficiently acute a-tninker* 
however, to realise that it was dangerous to dismiss such administ 
rations, as completely invalid: 'The sacraments', he" said, "'are 

still -true as to their substance 1 (Pierce's Penry pp.188 f.)«

The Anglicans did attempt, as wee should naturally expect, to 
defend the temporary expedient of appointing non-preachers, but 
their main device was by invoking the commonly accepted principle, 
that'the validity of a properly administered sacrament stands in * 
spite of the person who "administers it. A charge of HE irregularity 
would have provoked only a defence of'the expedient* but the sugg 
estion of inva±lidity constituted a--challenge, to tne rule quotea 
(if misapplied) by Whitgift from Calvin himself: 'That nothing is 

> added or taken away from the dignity of baptism by him by whom
it is administeredHWhit.P.S.I p.52B). In their anxiety to sec 

ure a 'pure' ministry, the Puritans tended to lose sight of the 
distinction between the regularity of a sacrament and its valiflity. 
The practical argument used by Cooper ink his Admonition to the 
People of Englana (p.89), f that if baptism ministered by one thatx 

is no preacher be no sacrament at al, what is become of them 
that were" never baptised otherwise 1 , was not of great doctrinal 

force, except for those who believed in an absolute necessity of
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"baptism, but it put the actual alternatives clearly and forcibity either baptism by non-preachers had to be acknowfejdged, or mass
rebaptisation enforced.I1 *

One final matter ought to Jj^jnentioned. • • Bancroft, who had
successfuITor the baptism of non-preachers oia not very successfuioor the baptism of non-preachers on 

the ground that deacons, who were not normally allowed to preach, 
had Scriptural precedent for baptising, ssstEatosn tried to turn the 
tables on his Puritan adversaries by asking what was the pseition 
of doctors under ±]j£ new discipline. Calvin apparently had thougft 
that doctors ought^to be allowed th administer the &&v&ao&e& sacranF 
entss 'Doctors have- neither to deal with the discipline, no* the 

administration of the sacmaments'(Bancroft, Survey p.120}. But 
this/ Bancroft urged, was contrary to the rule of Cartwright that 
the ministry of the Word and sacraments canno't be pulled in "sunder. 
Of course, Bancroft himself was not interested"in the status o'f 
doctors., But he was"interested controversially, first, to' drine 
a v;edge"between the' Puritans and their Genevan master, and second, 
to justify the Anglican separation of' th'e ministry of Word and * " 4i 
sacraments - the. sacraments, but no Word - byi the Genevan separ 
ation in the ease of doctors - the VJord, but no sacraments. In 
the last reso&t the Anglicans "and Puritans were of course ?greed*
that V7ord 'and sacraments ought "to jo 'together 7" however, and" 'the ' 
final issue was that of validity and" invalidity'^ The whole bitter 
controversy with regard to lay-baptism, as we shall see, narrowed 
down ultimately to this same point.

6 Comments

Against the background of their traecendehtaTis't understanding the 
Reformed doctrine of the"administration is perfectly logical, "but 
it is open to one"" very serious criticism: the "Reformers dl'd not ' * 
base" their views of what constituted a~ la\vfully- commissioned ministy
ry upon sufficiently solid" ground." " attacks upon their "position 
maybe made from three sides. First, Eiblical criticism calls 
in question the divine commandment and""commission in T'etthew^"* §607 
ond, even if the commandment and" commission were given, proof "is 
needed that it-was meant to be passed on, and that it "was "meant to 
be passed on to any particular body of people. Third, the Roman 
ists allege that if transmission can be proved, then it is a trans-: 
mission only to those who can pitqve that they inherit the commission 
by- a historical apostolic descent.
* ... .Ml

'A discussion of these points would lead-us far away from the , • 
doctrine of "baptism. It belongs properly to the consideration of 
the ministry• But since" the" two come together at this point, a £e 
few general considerations may" be adva&ced, more particularly on 
the Reformed side."*> As regards the cutting away of the text in 
Matthew, the Reformers would probably, have been willing to consid 
er any well-grounded objection, "but they would have demanded'good - 
textual proof.. And "even if they hed seen difficulties in it, they 
might still have * argued, either'that Xit was based on a genuine " 
utterance of Jesus, or that"its .presence in the Canon evidenced its 
divine authority. As far as the limitation and extension of th€ 
"commission is concerned, the'Reformers could see no need to }.ook' 
beyond the world's continuing need of the Gospel, and the histoc- ,
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-ical continuance of .the apostolag ministry. Within the Anglican 
church itself the question of "a historical descent hardly arose, 
since the'retention-of bishops carried with it a continuity witn 
the historic ministry. Where that continuity had'been broken, 
however, the Reformers looked directly to the Scripture"for* con 
firmation of their thesis that an inward calling and an* outward" 
commissioning by the church constituted a' sufficient authorisation 
"to preach and to'" administer the sacraments, "especially in that
extraordinary situation in which the historic ministry had fallen 
into moral and theological corruption.

The point is that according to the evangelical interpretation 
the final authority of the minister"and his acts did not^ln and 
WAS not based upon'a historical sequence, but in and" upon God"and 
the calling of god. For the sake "of order an orderly commission 
ing was.necessary, for although the inw&rd authority of the minist* 
er derived grom God, the public ratifying and acknowledging of his j 
vocation gave to his work an external authorisation, and added 
weight and dignity. But since both Word and sacraments also came 
from God, as well as the commision to dispense tham, ' the final 
validity of the Word and sacramentg could not be said to depend 
upon the human agent. All that could be' : said was that the church , 
had a right to demand that only those "persons properly commissioned 
by God himself and the people of God snould presume to act as the 
agents of God,',

"Considered historically, the question of lawfuljninistry"has 
no more than a temporal importance. - Theologically- considered, 
against the background of the Heformed transeendentalist view of 
God"and the world, it has a'final'importance. What is at stake 
is that the means of grace should.be administered to salvation and 
not to damnation. j$o pains ought then to be spared,, first,,, to 
see what constitutes a Bolid calling, second, to make sure'that
those who are. called should be worthy of their calling, and third, 
to define the position of those who receive the Word or sacraments 
at the hands of those who have no regular"xs ministry. The Reform 
ed view was double-edged, and that is why a bitter controversy 
between men so akinjfundamentally as the Anglicans and the Puritans 
became possible. "On the one hand, if the-sacraments were God's, 
then there was assurance of their validity quite apart from the 
commission of the minister, or his worthiness. On the other hand, 
and for the very same reason, -that the sacraments were "God's, hone 
ought to presume to undertake tlaeir administering without a lawful 
railing- and a striving aftefafiGiiii£ation of life.calling and a striving

y i
p erhap s the mo st di s tingui shing mark in the R ef ormed under s tand 

ing and ix discussions id the' fact that God was always central, 
whatever the approach and whatever the" conclusion. A slightly 
different emphasis upon this centrality of * God could lead to diff 
erences-so wide as those which separated Anglicans and Puritans, 
but the starting-point was the same. For good or for evil* the 
Reformers could never be 'humanists' or'empiricists'. They were 
theologians 1 first and last. It was because of this 'theological* 

his .God-centredness, that they were able to give toa all
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their doctrinal work a fulness and a power which it could not other 
wise have had. Even at a point comparatively so. unimportant as 
that of the .lawful ministry of the sacrament theifjTlerived from 
and constantly lead back to the whole 'revelational 1 conception 
of God in relation to the world and to man.

Notes

1 Lomb.4 Dist.5 £. 'Fee :melior est baptismus qui per meliorem datmfe* 
B'Potestatem enim sibi Dominus .retinuit'. C.'potestas dimitt* 
endi peccata, qaue in Deo est, Deus est..,..Potuit dare servo 
potestatem dimittendi peccata"in baptismo, id est, ut in mtad- 
atione interior! servus cum Domino operaretur; non servus sine 
Domine, nee Dominus sine servo, sed Dominus cum" servo. tTnde et 
Dominus dicitur sahctificare, et servus; sed Dominus invisibili 
gratia, servus" fcLsibili sacramento'.

* Luther W.A.6 p.530 'Homo enim baptisat, et non baptisat. Baptisat
quia perficit opus, dum mergit baptisandum. Non baptisat* 

,>" quia non fungitur in eo opere sua "autoritate sed^yice Deo. Non 
,. enim hbminis est, sed Chriiti et Dei baptismus1 .
* Ibid.p.53D 'Autor et minister diver si sunt, sed opus idem

que," immo'solius autoris per ministerium meum ! . " \ 
f Ibid.30,1 p.213 'Derm ynn Gottes namen getaufft werddn ist nicht
* vom menschen, sondern von Gott selbs getaufft werden'.
* Ibid.p.214 'Gott selbs setzet seine ehre hynan, sein krafft und 
, macht legt daran 1 .
Hirsch p.222 'Kithin hute dich, die Taufe also zu unterscheideh, 
dass du die ausserliche dem Menschen, die innerliche Gotte zu-'- 
schreibst. Schreibe sie beide Gotte allein, und nimm die"" 
Person des.,' der sie austeilt, nicht anders dann als ein stell- 
vertretendes Werkzeug Gottes'. j ^ 

s Calvin Harm.Evang.On Matt.3.11 The French runs: 'La verite du
baptesme vient et procede du Christ seul 1 .

Beza Q.et R.C.107 'At ille qui interius Spiritu... .baptisat lo 
alia^ivina nimirum prorsus, ac caelestia, solus perficitj 
(quanvis interventente ministerio), nempe peccatorn remissionem •! 
ei gratuita imputatione et regener&tiohem, quae est effectum ! 
Spiritus sancti in nobis inhaerens et sensim in nobis peccatum 
abolens'f 

7 Anrich M.B.p.128 'Gott wirkt alles in alien, richtet es aber
durch seine- Diener, die Wort und Sakrament ausspenden1". 

^ Lomb.4 Dist.6 A Isidorus constat baptismum v^olis sacerfcotibus 
esse traditum,-iejusque ministerium nee ipsis diaconibus implere 
est liiritum absque episcapo vel pr.esbytero^fac etc,'. , r; 

Rituale Romanum 'Minister Legitimus quidem Baptisnii efct Parochitedl 
Hart E.P.*p.204 Council o? York 'Ut non nisi summa et ^ravi neces 
sitate diaconus baptiset'.

Lomb.4 Dist.fi A '....nisi his procul absentibus, ultima languor- 
is cogat necessitas'.

Ibid.Dist.5 A 'Nee melior est b&ptismus qui per meliorem datur, 
; nee minus bonus per minus bonum, /nee malus qui per nislum da tur.

..Quos bap-tisavit Judas, Christus baptisayit'. 
13 Luther W.A.6 p.531 'Quocunque modo tradetur be-ntismus, modo non

in nomine hominis, sed in nomine domini-tradatur, vere salvum 
; 'facit: ifflfflo non dubitem, »i quis in nomine domini
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etiam si" impius minister non det in nomine dorini, v&re bcp- 
tisnun esse in nomine cloraini'

TTujuenot Confession .-irt 23 '^ue l ! effic&ce et vertu cTu 3c^.tesne 
ne depend de celuj <^ui 1' adrrdnivc.tre f
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In the' previous chapter we have seen -qtiat all the sixteenth century 
writer^ (Anabaptists apart), believed firmly in the existence of an 
orderly ministry, to which alone, the -ordinary dispensing of word 
and sacraments belonged. The question must now be as"ked whether 
there might not be "extraordinary cases in 'which "noii- ordained per so® 
could lawfully execute the office and factions of the ministers.

Several" doctrinal jiixtiKii principle's of great importance under 
lay this'matter of ecclesiastical discipline/" "For one 'tningr' 
those whb' thouh a * *those whb' thought baptism absolutely hecessary to salvation wouia 
naturally arfcuethat urgent need' "justified a breach of normal ' order . 
Again, 'the principle that God is the true author had "an obvious "" 
bearing. On the one hand, it could be urged in favour of irregular 
administrations - for the human agent i vs of little importance. "On 
the other, the fact that the sacrament is God's could be used to 
jprove that "only the minister appointed by God ought to administer 
it. The question whether there was any distinction between the 
validity and the regularity of a sacrament correctly administered 
(in respect of* matter and form) called for investigation end answer.

Divergent views emerged as the Reformation progressed. Between 
the Romanist and Reformed parties the issue" was clear-cut. The ' 
Lutherans" and Anglicans^ however, occupied a central (althpugh 
not necessarily a mediating) position, which led to a- tangling of 
the* issues. In England especially there was a tendency on the "part 
of the Puritans to confuse validity and regularity. "The Anglicans 
tKemselves were~"not "altogether innocent of a practical confusion of 
the two, excusing irregulariy on the ground of validity.

3*3*- «*„,«. - " " " -

*~* Generally "speaking there was little controversy with re 
to the older types of irregular administration, such as heretical 
baptism. The debate centred mainly upoii the baptism given by 
lay-men, and more especially women. The other cases might well 
be considered, however,' for they 'help to clarify the principles 
which had tp be brought to bear upon the more immediately important 
issue, i.

1. Supernatural Beings
''*

Tlie Romanist theologians," following the Scholastic tradition, fre^- 
quently raised abstract questions with little or no relation to" 
reality. These have a certain" value in that" they allow of 'a quite 
dispassionate application of basic -principles. It might not be
amiss then to mention suggested cases of baptism by supernatural

i • ' " * / agents. 
Bellarmihe, for example, posed the question of the validity 

of such administrations. Since there do not appear to be any ' 
trustworthy examples of them, "he could balance his arguments with-* 
out prejudice. He dealt first with angels. On the one hand it 
might be argued that they had no commission. To the apostles and' 
their successors had been entrusted the task of baptising. On t 
other hand an angel was not a free agent. Baptism by an angel 
could only take place in accordance with a command "of God an 
extraordinary command designed. to meete a particular case. Thus
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the validity of such an administration could be safely assumed(t)e
/ la Serv.T.B.p.340).

What then of baptism by the Devil? If God could work through 
a wicked human agent like Judas., could he also belaid' to work 
through the Devil himself?. Bellarmine did not think so. The 
Devil might 'carefully observe both form and matter, but in no 
circumstances could, he baptise by divine commandment. r Thus God 
could never be the author and true minister- of the Devil 1 s baptism. 
Such a baptism would be only a baptism of usurpation or of deception, 
The DeMl had neither power of himself no b&t>tise, nor mandate 
from God (Ibid.pp.34Q f.). 2 '*" ,i

The Reformers, of, course, were little interested in such 
academic questions. Their tfcfeology was xix± not abstruse and "theo 
retical, but living and practical. They could hardly refuse, 
however, to take notice of the principles involved: the supremacy 
of Godwin his' sacrament;"r the need for authorisation of some "kind^, 
ordinary or extraordinary; the valuelessness even of a correct 
form without God. These were all"principles" which~applied when 
the more concrete problems of heretical and lay-baptism had to be 
faced.

2 Heretics and Schismatics *
«H .

The validity of baptism adminis^erect by heretics and schismatics had 
been fully and hotly debated in the early church, and the arguments 
for and against had been forked out in detail. Against the reality 
of heretical baptism Tertullian had already suggested that the Gpd 
of heretics was not the same God as the God of Christ and the churcbfc 
the baptism could not then be the same (See Bingham 8 pp.53 f.).3
This was the argument which Cyprian developed when he took his 
for the rebaptisation of schismatics and heretics. The true Go 
could not be said to be present in non-catholic administrations, 
and they were therefore invalid (Ibid.).

"""Against this view, the church as a whole decided that what 
mattered was $he retention of the correct form and the Triune" form 
ula, for the minister "in himself "was unimportant. When Athanas- 
ius sought to content the validity of Arian baptism, for example, 
urging that the Arians had no true^ belief in the Trinity, the churd 
could find no fault with the Arian form and formula, and could, only 
acknow&idge the validity 'of their baptism. The MontanistSj on the 
other hand, had not kept the form pure, and therefore their bapt 
ism could not be recognised. ~"The ; Paulianists had;"similarly corr 
upted the formula.^ sixraorHow decisive 1'this matter of correctness
was is shown by the fact that Augustine could not refuse to allow 
Marcion's baptism to be "true'b^? tism, for although corrupted with 
false and faoulous doctrines, it had maintained the traditional > 
form. - s

Of course, the fact that a sacrament was regarded as valid did 
not mean that it was acknowledged as, efficacious. . Augustine•'main 
tained strongly that heretics could osly administer]} the outward sac 
rament. Those baptised by heretics were baptised of water only, 
and to destruction. Where there was false faith and evil life 
there could be no grace of the sacrament. The only exception made
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was in favour of true Catholics who could find none but heretical 
baptism. Snnocent taught similarly: a. .departure from the Catholic 
faith meant.a forfeiture of the Holy Spiiit, and therefore of all 
possibility of receiving him in baptism.** Leo found in heretical 
baptism the form, but no grace. Heretics returning to the true 
church had no need of further baptism, because they had the form. 
They did need to be confirmed, however, even re-confirmed, in 
er that the defect in their baptism might be made -good. In case
of emergency the priest was permitted-to administer confirmationreturning /heretics. *>

K

The refusal to grant that baptism by a heretical minister could 
be efficacious is important. It marks off such baptism from that 
administered by an unworthy or heretical minister within the true 
church. In the one' case, (except in those rare instances in which < 
a Catholic was forced to accept heretical baptism for lack of any 
other), ,the person baptised shared in the errors of the baptiser. 
Thus God's baptism was administered, but God himself was not present 
to.work in and through it. In the other, case, the baptism was 
fully God's, in effect as well as in institution. The baptised' * 
person, not sharing the errors of faults of the baptiser, did not 
in any way suffer tnrough them,

V \

The distinction drawn was not one which could be fitted too 
easily into a sacramentalist system, especially where it was a matt 
er of infant baptism. In the sacramentalist scheme a valid admin 
istration implies, or ought to imply an efficacious administration. 
The proviso was always made, however, and this solved the problem, 
that an obstacle. might checfc the inflow of'grace. Where adult her 
etics were baptised the error itself constituted such an obstacle"."' 
Where the infants of heretics were baptised, the error of the par-* 
ents- or of the church formed the1 dam or -bar. Only when that oosta- 
cle was removed could the sacrament already administered have its 
effect.

In the evangelical understanding the position was simpler, and 
less artificial. Sacrament and grace were not indissolubly united, 
even v/i thin the orthodox'xhurKhV A "man baptised,'"under Papistry 
or even'in Reformed churches," received a. valid outward baptism. 
But only when"he came to a true understanding of the Gospel did he 
enter'inwardly and spiritually into thct which his"baptism signified. 
In the'case of heretical" baptism "the"chances of a true understanding 
of the Gospel were correspondingly fewer,. and in almost all cases 
the baptism" remained an outward baptism only. It could always be_ 
accepted, however, as a"valid administration." "A't/bottom tne 
evangelical conception"was'"very much the sane as tve sacramentalist, 
but the misleading artificial formulation had, been set aside.

\\ -
The Fathers had covered*""the' ground so thoroughly that the Schol 

astics and Tridentines'h'a'd little more""to" add ir~on tne subject." * ' 
Lombard restated" the accepted "view, that there need be no repetition 
of a baptism'correctly performed in the Triun'e • namte f v/he-^her' by a 
heretic, ~ a' schismatic or a degraded priest" (Lomb.4'Dist.6 A}.' 
Tlie Catechism of Trent reaffirmed the Patristic teaching that even 
I Ca'tholic might receive baptism from a heretic where np other alt- ' 
ernative presented itself(Cat.T.2,2 Qu.23). The Council anathemat-
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-ised all who denied the validity of baptism, 'even ~iven by heretics, 
in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Gho'str , 
although lack of intention was consider to be a lawful cause of in 
validation (C.& D.T.Sess,7 On Bapt.Can.4). The Rituale Romanum 
repeated the teaching, pointing out that in an emergency even the 
simplest form of baptism, in any tongue and by any person, would 
avail, subject again to the laws of intention,

• 'rThe Reformers, were not directly interested in the question, ex- 
cept in' so far as baptism by the Papists' themselves was concerned, & 
and their teaching upon"that question'has already been discussed. For 
the most part they accepted without question the traditional doctrine. 
They denied any 6;flfi«caciousness in any case except where" the recipienl 
truly"believed, but~iifthe ordinance was carried out~according to 
the Bominicar'instituition tliey"accepted its validity'." Thus even 
within an apostate "and heretical church true believers, or those" 
who later came ifo true faith, might be said to receive' full" and true 
baptism. A distinction was""made between baptism by a dingle heretic
within a church essentially sound, and baptism by a"minister within 
a church wholly heretical, but the form" of soundness was usiially tal 
en to have been preservecf'if the" form arid thV formula" of bap'tism had 
remained intact tCf .Riisgen Heppe R.B. Be Bapt.-Riissen 17,33).-8

The Anglicans had,*"also no direct interest in the problem. Whitr- 
aker introduced the matter, but largely for the purpose of showing" 
that Augustine proved Cyprian to be in error riot'from tradition, but 
from Scripture. '"It seems' that the validity of heretical baptism 
was one of the stock points of doctrine supposed"by the Romanists" 'to 
be demonstrable only frurn : tradition," and this is "what Whi taker wi&h- . 
ed to combat (P.S.pp.506-77. Cox mentioned the question in the 
same connection in a letter^ to BullingerV He did not himself deny 
the" doctrine (Zurr.Letters'2 78). ""Cartwright also had "occasion to* 
refer to the matter sbntr over sially, deducing'f^om it B distinction 
between validity (or even efficacy)" and legality, a distinction ~ 
which the Puritans for/the most part forgot. " The argument of Cart 
wright was to the effect that heretical baptism might be valid' or"— 
en efficacious, but it still remained unlawful: 'For there is no 

man doubteth but that the baptism which is ministered by fcEWEf"*" 
an heretical minister may be effectual: and yet I think that 
Boctror (Whitgift) will not say that therefore an heretical minist 
er may baptise, and that it is lawful for heretics to baptise in
the church (Whit.P. S. 2 p. 532).

" Perhaps the fullest and most careful discussion was that of Hook 
er. Hooker laid down the common rule that 'heresy in the minister

can in no way evacuate the foree" therof'» provided always that 
the form remains intact. He pointed back to the controversy betweei 
Cyprian and Augustine, controversy in the sense that the two fathers 
best represented the opposing standpoints. Augustine seemed to him 
to have had the better arguments: -the denia^. that 'heresy can. ..de 
prive men of the power to baptise 1 ; and the insistence that 'even if

heretics did lose the power, it followeth not that baptism by
them administered without authority is no baptism'. Hooker app 

lied the arguments, of course, in favour of the validity of baptism 
b^ laymen*. He took up the same point as Cartwright had done, but 
applied it as it were ih the reverse direction. The heretic had
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perhaps no right to baptise and he ought not to be permitted to 'do 
so. But if he did baptise, then in respect of validity no fault 
could befbund with the sacrament administered by him, and if the 
recipient had received in true faith then it stood even in respect 
of efficacy. Naturally neither Hooker himself, nor any one else, 
wished to claim, as the Puritans seemed to suggest they did, that 
heretics, schismatics and degraded priests ought to be granted ( 
lawful authority. They did contend that the act correctly done 
there was no call to baptise again (Hooker L,£3.P,5 72,17),

3 Laymen
"! '' '•

^Heretical ministers, by virtue of their orders (in some cases at 
' least), could be, regarded as in some sense- true ministers, even 
though they had~been divested of all authority to exercise their * 
functions. Lay-persons could not claim either ministry or author 
isation even in this way. Yet the practice of baptism by lay-men 
in 'time of urgency was of long standing in the church. It could 
hardly be said to ,haye any Scriptural toasis, either by way of pre 
cept or of example, except in so far as all New Testament baptisms
were lay-baptisms, as some wish to maintain. But at least as 
early as Tertullian's day the right had been established. "It grew 
to a large extent out of thqfeense of the necessity of baptism,"" for 
Tertullian restricted its use to the special cases of emergency: * • 

'Let it suffice assuredly in cases of necessity to avail yourself
of that rule'(De Bapt.17). Tertullian defended the practice 

what became a stock argument, that what is equally received can be 
equally 'given, We may" notice in passing that this principle never 
seems to have been applied to the supper, although fthere of course 
the same cases of emergency did not arise. ,

i* t * 
The later" theologians and canonists reaffirmed the teaching of 

the African father. Sometimes qualifications were demanded: the 
Council of Eliberis restricted the right to baptise to laymen who 
had been fully baptised - probably non- clinic ally, or baptised with* 
out any smbseauent lapse - and to i&asa: monogamists (Bingham 9 pp.32 
*f.). Jerome' and Augustine* repeated the argument that what has been 
received may be gi^en, and approved the practice. Basil, quoting 
Cyprian as authority, wished to limit the right to those who had 
been confirmed within the catholic church, but the general feeling 
was against a restriction of this kind. Even where it was thought 
that in baptising the laity unlawfully usurped the priestly function. 
or when lay- men were found to have baptised without sufficient 
cause, the. sacrament was recognised as valid in respect of the 
person baptised, although not in respect of the baptiser (Cf.The 
Apostolic Constitutions). In favour of this decision -Op tatus K&& 
quoted the 'Forbid him not' of the -Gospel narrative, and reminded 
the church that baptism derives its power primarily from the name of 
the Trinity. Naturally the canons forbade unauthorised meddling 
in the work of the ministry, but there was no questioning of the 
validity of 'usurped' baptisms^

The Scholastics did not advance upon this view: their opinions 
were of course determined in advance fcy the Augustinian doctrine of 
the absolute necessity of the sacrament to salvation. Lombard 
.claimed that in an emergency not only deacons but also the faithful
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laity had full authority to baptise (Lomb.4 Dist.6 A). 12 Thomas 
considered the objections to this view with his usual thoroughness, 
First, he pointed out that baptism is properly the \vork of the
priest; second, the laity are not allowed to teach; third, they 
have no authority to absolve. Why should they take upon themselves 
one of the tasks of the priest v/hen they are debarred ifrom-othersf 
Thomas himself fell back upon the conclusive authority of Isidore 
and Gelasius. He was also greatly impressed by the extreme necess 
ity of the rite, which over-rode all other considerations* It 
was because baptism was in the last resort the most necessary of the 
sacraments that a latitude in the administrators was permissible: 
no-one could be suffered to lose his salvation for the simple lack' 
of an official baptiser, The sacramental rites which accompanied^ 
full and solemn baptism could at a pinch' be" omitted*. Eveh pehBiic^, 
Thomas argued, was not so necessary as baptism (See Thorn, 3 Qu.67,3/,

> '"• ,?•

At "Trent the laity were expressly forbidden to exercise "minist 
erial functions i|t ordinary circumstances (G. •£:"!>. t.Sess; 7 Sacram;Can*. 
10). This ejae&k«ee canon was clearly" aimed at the Heformed dmctrihe 
of the priesthood of all believers, * as 'applied in particular by "the v 
Anabaptists. It was also aimed, of course, " at Reformed' ministries 
not/re cognised by the Lomaii church." " But "the specific exemption "in 
favour of lay~ baptism in emergency was "still "made. " The Ca'tecniem 
stated "plainly that 1 in case or necessity all, 'even of the laity... ^ .'• 

whatever sect they may "prof ess 1', riay lawfully baptise (Cat. T.2',2 
.^u.23). Bellarmine' y»' defended this teaching (Be la S.T.B,p.3&3) 

The Fatuale. Homanum'drew Up. a full" order of precedence; "in the atn 
sence of the priest , first a deacon ought to baptise, in the absen 
ce of a. deacon/ s»a~^s*£ a sub-deacon, then a clerk, then a lay 
man, tne_n a lay-woman last of all, .except that in certain cases, 
an administration before the completion of birth," or where the. wom*- 
an was better acquainted with the iorm, the lay-woman might be pre 
ferred to the lay-man, l3 It is interesting that in the; Greek churcl 
there was some opposition to the doctrine of lay-baptism,' but the 
majority of writers decided in its favour (Bingham 9 pp.83 f.).'•<••,

Amongst the Kefprtners Luther "accepted the common teaching, "and, 
so tod," rather curiously," did Zwingli, Luthei^feaw the matter quite 
clearly. He had a "strong "sense "both of the value" of baptism and al 
so of the high status of the laity as "a snmbaodsxi priesthood." "It w 
was only natural then that he should retain lay-baptism in cases of 
imminent death." Addressing the Christ! an- nobility of Germany, he 
stressed the fact that all Christians are priests. Should the need | 
arise^" with eastaway.s on a desert island, for example, 'laymen

could elect one of their number to minister the sacraments, and; fc 
he would' T5e validly ordained. "That is why 1 , "he added, ! in cases 
"of necessity, every man can baptiae and absolve - (not an insig 
nificant addition; - which "Would, not be possiDJLe. if we were not , 

*" all priests((Kidd D.C.K.p.^4). The Lutheran church- orders prle'- 
served a service, of private administration of baptism, and" authoris 
ed the laity to perform the rite in" the absence of the minister (Cf, 
Kidd D;C.H.p.227j.14 Bingham has .quoted Brockmond of Copenhagen as 
.a theological representative of Lutheranism in this -question. Treat 
ing of baptism irt his Systematic Theology, he asserted that" any' 
Christian man may lawfully baptise in extraordinary cases, where *"* 
death is imminent, and no ordained minister^ can be had (Bingham 9 pp,

83 f.).
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The position of Zwingli is not quite so easy to'underst&nd £s 
that of Luther, especially in view of the lafer Reformed attitude 
to m lay-baptism. Zwingli obviously derived'his view from the trad 
itional practice, but he himself can hardly have' been influenced 
to any extent by authority as "such. The point is probably this: 
that for Zwingli the whole issue arose only withing the context'of 
the larger question of infant baptiap. It was Zwingli's aim to 
defend the validity of the baptism already received against the "Ana 
baptist clamour for rebaptisation, Zwingli was thus"led"to assert 
the validity of all baptism received, even baptism by lay-men, so 
long as the correct form had been observed. If'he did not do this, 
then he granted a case for"rebaptisation in certain circumstances. 
The doctrine of the primacy of God in the sacrament provided Zwingli 
with the necessary argument in favour of his view (Zwingli C.R.4^p. 

» / 290;. 
The "later writers of the'Reformed school approached the matter 

from a different angle. ' They had as their main" aim the overthrowal 
of the idea that there can be no salvation without baptism. "* Th"e"y - 
started from the refusal to "admit that there could be any extraord 
inary cases if there were no absolute necessity. Thus the ne*d for 
an extraordinary -ministry could not and did not arise. This being 
the case, lay-baptism was completely unlawful: not in any circmm- 
stances could the layman be described as the lawful minister of the 
sacrament. The fact that death threatened and no commissioned min 
ister was at hand" did not in any,sense Justify an illicit usurpation, 
for no eternal issue, salvation or damnation", was involved. Cal 
vin, putting"forward this view, "claimed that ! the/3harge~to baptise 

was expressly given to the Apostles, along~with the"preaching 
of the word 1 ; and that therefore none might lawfully administer 

"baptism but those who were also ministers of ""pie word (HarmiEvang.i 
p.385). The Reformed orders and' confessions forbade any out prop 
erly authorised persons to interf&fe in the work. Thus trie Constit 
utions of Geneva enjoined administration by ministers only (Kidd B. * 
C.R. p.587) 1 4 . and when it was asked in the Genevan Catechism wheth 
er the command to baptise was given indiscriminately to"all, "the 
reply was an" emphatic negative. The Reformers linked up baptism 
with the supper in this respect (Ibid.p.614). 15

If by any chance a person had received lay-baotism, did it",, 
in the Reformers eyes count as true baptism? The Refowned party 
hardly considered this question. They thought it their-main duty 
to see that such irregularities did not oazur. If the question - 
were pressed, "however, they had to answer it, and the answers 
varied somewhat. Calvin himself seemed committed to the view that 
since the sacrament, is Christ 1 s,, it can make no essential differerici 
who the minister is (Harm.of Esang.pp.144-5). Many of the Reformed 
churches took this line (See Bingham 9 pp.83 f.). .Others, however 
went to the extreme and denied the validity" of an irregular adainist 
ration. The Synod of.goictiers, for example , declared such a" 
baptism null and void. 5"* The later Reformed theologians displayed 
little interest'in this hypothetical question^ concentrating attent 
ion upon the prohibition and the denial of any possible justifying 
emergency. By doing this they cut the ground from under the feet 
4>f tfie defenders of validity, • for in a true ana pure church the 
validity of an irregular administration ought to belong strictly a
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and indeed solely to the realm of speculative not practical theology

The two principles, the Lutheran on the one hand and the 
formed on the other, found a battlefield inthe English Church of 
Tfche Elizabethan Settlement. It has been seen that the Anglicans 
as a.whble rejected any idea of an absolute neceesity of baptism*. ; 
The Fray er Book, however, had been revised as conservatively as 
possible, 'and largely on Lutheran models. Private baptism had beei 
retained, and lay-baptism, if it had not been expressly enjoined, 
had certainly not fee en prohibited and might very well be thought 
implied by the Rubric: 'And then one of them shall name the child,

and dip him in the" water etc. 1 . As will be seen in more detail 
when the narrower question of baptism by women is discussed, the 
Elizabethan leaders were for the most part ready, as a point of 
church- order,' to "suppress "lay-baptism altogether. The Puritans , 
and Separatists were not" content with this, however. In their 
anxiety to condemn and to abolish the practice, they threw doubts
upon the validity of 'such administrations, ^hereby complicating 
the doctrinal issue.

* , *"
Throughout the Middle Ages, the Church of England, in common 

with-, all the pre-ref ormation \ churches, had recognised both the 
validity and the lawfulness of layrbaptism iMdme of necessity. 
The Saxon Council 'of Cealchythe, for example, when it had demanded 
baptism according -to the canons, and not at any other time, had 
made the usual exception in favour of emergency administrations 
(Hart p. 194). The Council of Westminster, confirming the point, 
was even willing to allow father or mother to baptise, without 
pre^ijdice to matrimony i.e. without bringing themselves within the 
prohibited degrees through. the spirtual relationship supposed to.be 
established by the act. Lombard feed discussed this la;tter point, 
and* decided that emergency gave a special dispensation. During the 
sixteenth century there can be no doubt that lay-baptism was very 
common in England, especially as the infant mortality rate was 
heavy, and it seems to have been defended even by some of the earl 
ier Reformers. Tyndale, for instance, had justified it on the 
^wo-fold ground, that lay-baptism (granted its necessity) is an act 
of charity": f l answer, if -baptism be so necessary as they make it, 

then 'Love thy neighbour SB "thyself f doth teach women tov baptise* 
"(Tynd.P.S.3 p. 98) 5 and that SXERXXKXH -although not all are call 

ed to exercise the functions of the ministry r all Christians are 
priests: f This wise is no, man priest, but he that is chosen: " s-ave 
' '•" as in time' of necessity ever j man baptisetli 1 Clbid.l pp. "25- 6). ^

ererit doctrine: that of the proper rights of the laity in relation 
t£> the priesthood. He also ^ound it possible" to insinuate a doubt 
as to -the "absoluteness of the necessity of baptism. T-ad he been ' 
discussing lay-baptism in itself, it is possible that he night haie 
come to some quite different conclusion.

'*••' - ' " B» "

Cranmer had. all the caution of a scholarly and pacific nature. 
fe hesitated to make changes in^ doctrine or practice except wjere
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Q.eep conviction impelled. " In the matter of lay adi.iini strati on &e 
seems to have reasoned very much as Luther. He obviouslv accepted 
the common practice, and even' used it as an argument in some quite 
different connection, as" for example, when he v;iehed to demonstrate 
the superfluity of tie ceremonies used in baptism: f Children in'

danger of lliJe are christened by the midwife, or" some'other wom 
an, without "any of these ceremonies' (Cran.P.S.2 p. 58). 'When 

the matter had to be decided in relation to the English Service- 
books, Cr&nmer retained a -private administration, end ±Rfcfc with'out- 
authorising the laity to baptise, .left it to be gathered that It' 
wad their duty to do so where no "minister could"be had. In order 
to prevent abuse, the rubric warned against resorting even to pri 
vate baptism,'without great cause and necessity 1". " Cranmer' himself, 
like Luther, had a high sense"of the value of the sacrament, and 
an exalted concpetion of God as the chief minister. In spite of 
an already "growing opposition to baptisrrTby laymen^ he could'see'no 
reason to'regard" the orderly administration as more important than 
the administration itsilf,

The opposition undoubtedly, had begun to grow even, before the 
ra- ian persecution and "the Continental exile. Hooper was one of 
the first who looked to Geneva rather than to Wittenberg, and repud* 
iated the teaching of Luther in f avour ,of "that of Calvin. He adopt 
ed the full teaching of Calvin: " 'That "whereas such take upon them ' 

as be not lawfully called unto the ministration of the sacraments 
....it is a^ profanation of the sacrament, 'and not to be" suffer^ 

" ed'(Hoop.P.S.l p.131). Hooper found the root of this corrupt 
practice in the false notion that lack of baptism endangered the " 
soul's eternal salvation. The'writings of Bullinger, although * 
they exerted their' main influence under Elizabeth, naturally"helped
l_ _ ^_- -__"__ .21 _l_t^ .J — —— _? ^-., ' , T~\. - "1 "1 U «*. —— ̂ .__ 1-. Jf «** _ _ "I _<ffc ~ • ^_ I ^ - _ «wv _ _•»"__ _ T _ J_""_ -T1

iced that in Hooper there was no actual doubting of the validity"of 
lay-baptism, once given, but rather the attempt to secure offic 
ial prohibition of the practice. _ •

The" reign of Mary saw an intensifying "of the opposition." The 
conflicts of"that period undoubtedly prepared the ground for the lai> 
er controversies, and made the Elizabethan compromise "quite impract< 
icable. On the onex hand the triumphant Romanists restored the 
full doctrine of an absolute necessity. They insisted that all 
lay-people, and^especially midwives f "must be ready to baptise when 
the situation required. Bonner in his Visititetion Articles demand 
ed of his clergy whether or not they had 'diligently moved and ex 

horted their parishioners how and in what manner their children 
should be baptised in time of necessity 1 (Burnet's Collection 2,2, 
Art.20). Thd£functions of the Archbishop of York contained 

explicit instructions with regard" to the 'wordes and forme of bapt~* 
isme 1 , so that there should be no possibility of mistake (Ibid.67). 
The Romanists feared", no doubt, 'that a certain laxity had crept 
in during the" apostasy of Edward's reign., and they took" great pains 
to enforce a proper observance of lay-baptism where necessity re 
quired. 
* , ^ "•»*"

That was the one side., On the other side, however, the
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Pretestant exiles, not excluding a good number of those who remained 
substantially loyal to the Edwardian Prayer-Book, came more"and more 
under the Reformed influaace. The Puritan element went to the ei- 
treme of objecting to P£i3Et±J-k&ptism altogether, no matter v/ho was 
the ministers. Naturafxyftnl main objection was against private 
baptism as administered by lay-persons. Two representative docum 
ents may be cited to show how strong the opinion was Smbngst the ex 
iles, the'Paper of other things complained of besides the heads'1 '} 
and a letter of Bullinger and Gualter to Grindal and Horn (Ibid. 79 
and 82). The menaebers of the Prayer Book party were prepared to'- def 
end the private administration properly conducted, but even they 
found it difficult to defend the regularity of lay bpatism. Grindal 
himself, for example, became a convinced opponent oT lay-baptism.

"»,
The accession of Elizabeth saw a readoption in 1559 of what was 

virtually the Second Prayer Book under Edward, with the same order 
or Brivate administration of~baptism, and the same indecisive rubrics 
with regard to a lay ministry. The retention was an immediate cause 
of the Puritan revolt against, the Settlement. It is veil known that 
Grindal and Sandys amongst others were opposed to; lay-baptism,' (and 
there is good reason to "think that the vague phrasing was allowed,-
not~as an authorisation, but as a concession to unreformed elements, 
still very powerful in the early years of the reign. It may also
.have been retained partly at the behest of the Queen herself, who 
had to consider her not very stable political position as well as * 
the convictions and scruples of the Protestant, party. At any rate, 
when the rubric came under discussion at Hampton Court, Whitgift 
claimed that the rubric had never J>jen intended to permit private 
baptism by women (See Barlow S.rfs.J; and Babingtoia of Worcester 
alleged confidently that thRubric had been left vague in order to ** 
.secure the easier passage of "the book through the not yet so cohvinc^ 
edly Protestant Parliament(Strype's Whit. 2 pp.494-5), Matthew Hutte 
on, too, denied that'the book was intended to allow lay- baptism, 
on the ground that those vvho had framed it were opposed to the pract 
ice, 'but would not lay it down in plain words, least it might hind 
er the passage in the Parliament: tantae molis erat Romenum tollere «t 
ri turn'(Ibid. Append. 3 44). In fairness, it should be noted that •** 
this explanation did not go undallenged at Hampton Couxrt. James 
himself, 'who utterly disliked, that any but a lawfull minister might 
baptise 1 , 'urged and pressed *&fcfc the wordes of the faooke, that 

they could not but intend a permission, and suffering of women 
and private persons to baptise'(Barlow s.£: S.p.14). The Bishop 

of Winchester, who defended lay-baptism, alSSoi^i thought that 
the book and common custom "favoured the old view - 'to deny which

were to crosse all antiquity' - and Bancroft of London, and soon 
afterwards of Canterbury, claimed that letters of the Reformers exist-^ 
ad which proved t f that by the forecited rubric they did intend a per 

mission of private persons to baptise in case of necessity'(Water- : 
land 6 p. 129). Whatever the reasons, and whatever the intention^, 
the one undoubted fact is that the indecisive awst rubric of Cranmer 
d&& retain^ ts&xitaEBBxax giving rise to constant "battles of interpret 
ation and Reformed principle thmDui'h the whole years of Elizabeth's 
reign.

The actual practice during the reign seems to have varied. B 
Sandys made an early attempt to abolish lay-baptism. In his Advice
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concerning the Rules and Ceremonies he demanded the deletion of the 
service or Private Baptism, on the ground that it 'has respect unto

women, v/ho by the Word of God cannot be* minister of the sacram
ents, or any one of them 1 (Sand. P. S. p. 433) . ; It is evident from 

this Advice that laymen did take advaizntage of the rubric, with 
open or tacit connivance of the bishops, and the rejection of Sand-* 
ys f plea testifies to the continuance of the practice* , Grindal 
made a further attempt to bring it to an end with his Articles «£ 
touching the Clergy introduced into Convocation in 1575; amongst 
other things he laid down that 'the said private baptism, in case

of ne« ssity, .is only to be ministered by a lawful minister or !
deacon, called to j>e present for that purpose, and by none oth
er' (Grind. P. S. p. 188) . . The Queen refused to sanction this arti 

cle (Daniel p. 433; , and even after 1575 the Puritans could object 
tHat some bishops licensed midwives to ba-ntise. Tt is obvious that 
constant attempts were made to- limit or to end the practice by some 
bishops. Whitgift could claim that women had no authority to bapt 
ise CMiit.P.S. 3 p. 493) , and the Areggishop of "rork could also statq 
that he had forbidden the practice (Farte of a R.2 K6.193). ' ' It"'" 
is equally obvious"," however, ;i that in many parts lay-baptisms were 
still the rule^in emergency .cases.

The furitan objections, based of- course upon -Reformed writings, 
were stated most clearly" by Cartwright"and Travers. Their argum- 
ents restedeupon. the prior assumption that the'vFrayer Book did"pern>-" 
it lay baptism, "and that advantage was in. 'fact taken of "this permis 
sion. The first argument was that'"' the" :6"nly possible' excuse for' 
administration by a layman was the superstitious" belief in ail '"absol 
ute necessity. "The , second argument was that there" was for it" no 
warrant iR Scripture^ "" Cart\vri^hV put 'these' two ^oints' plainly:

'And as for "the. baptising by '.laymen^..'! considering" that it is not • 
only against the word of God. out also founded upon a false , , 

t v ground, and upon "an imagined, necessity "(which is none indeed/ j"
it moveth me" 'nothing at all, although it be very "ancient' CATii.t. '• 
Badtf P.S.2 p.525). Sandys, Grindal and even ''Whitgift "would' " " '

fore of the essence of the sacrament: 'Forasmuch as the substance 
of the sacrament dependeth HXHJi chiefly of" the institution and 
the word of God... of which institution this is one, and of the 

~ chief parts, that it should be celebrated by a minister ' (Ibid.) •« 
But tjiis'was a dangerous argument, for it" led necessarily "to the 
conclusion that since the validity of the sacrament depends upon ' 
the full observance of all its parts, baptism bya layman, " even* 
by water and in , the Triune "name-^ is no baptism at alia 'For" alth

ough part of 'the institution, that the name of tni^rinity" is 
, callea upon, ""be observed, yetm" if the whole be hot, *it is no 
more a sacrament than the papists' communion was '(p. 529).

" The opponents of Puritanism were quicfe to see" that this "con 
clusion conflicted with the "great catholic and Reformed "principle" 
that "God is" the true ' minister and that the human agent is not essent 
ia'i to the sacrament, " Whitgift himself found many reasons in 
favour of lay administrations the fact that there was no clear
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veto in Scripture, the consent of the r&thers (e.g Tertullian, 
Ambrose and Jerome), the statement of Zwingli, the principle en- 
uncieted by Calvin '(Whit.P.S.2 pp.507 f.). Yet as a poiirtf of ecc- 
lesiastiqal order he was-willing to fall in with the Puritan demands 
and prohibit the administration by-laymen. What he would not and 
could not do,, however, was to allow that the sacrament administered 
by & layman, however irregularly, even in defiance of established 
order, XBSxsEbcjts did not constitute a valid sacraments TI say'-Ehat

baptism ministered "by women is true baptism, though it-be not
lawful for women to baptise'(Ibid,p.532).

* , ~ •>•>•• - »-- --s'
• , ' , *<i.l,.

Sooker sided, with Whitgift in this refutation of the Puritan 
extreme", and he examined the Puritan arguments very thoroughly. He 
thought that laybaptism might'"be excused as an act of'charity: ''To" 

, do "it is ^either no fault'at all, or if any, ~a ve'ry pardonable 
" fault1. (L.of E.P.5,62,17), To argue, "as many.Puritans did, that 

unauthorised baptism was/invalid"because it"was like a stolen seal~ 
illicitly used did not in his opinion 'help their cause anything 1 , 
for God alone was the giver of the grace of baptism:'The grace of 

baptism corneth by donation from God alone. That God hath .comm 
itted the, ministry of'baptism unto special men is for order's sake! 
in the church'(Ibid.19). the Anglicans were not necessarily 

defending the regularity of baptisms by laymen, but"they could not 
concede that the."minister was of the essence of the sacrament: it 
was therefore possible in their view for the sacrament to be validly 
and efficaciously administered without him.

— , — -T--- -r*-> « r» '*'•"?

The position of the"Separatists is interesting, for"with theia, 
largely through the pressure of circumstances, the Anabaptist", view 
that lay-baptism was lawful found new expression* In/Sraihary" 
course of events the Separatis'tswUfd no1?Jchampi6n«lthe legality of 
such administrations. They wre forced to^'choose, however, between1 
accepting orderly baptism in churches so erroneous that their minist 
ers were not regarded as true ministers, and the alternatives of 
foregoing baptism, or accepting lay-baptism, because pure Separatist 
ministers were not available. Of the two alternatives to the ab-, 
horrent Anglican administration, Francis Johnson, 'who discussed "this 
Si lemma, decided that laybaptism was to be preferred: 'I did'nev-- 

er acknoweldge yt that it was lawfull for private persons to bapt 
ise when ther were true churches and'ministers.. .onelie; . .seeing
ther was no church to-whom we migh joyne with a good coBscience 
(to have baptisme from them) therfor we migh baptise ourselves*.1 
(Burrage E.E.D.l p.241). Johnson, it will be noted, carefully 

marked off his position from the freer one advocated by Helwys, who 
thought that 'any two or three persons might baptise' even when a 
true church and ministry ""existed. Johnson argued that such a view 
rested upon a wrong limitation of the apos-blmc commission to fhe 
first generation and would lead-to the permanent establishment of 
private baptism. The opinions of Helwvs perhaps found a logical 
conclusion ,in the se-baptism of John Smith (The Character of the 
Beast p.58).

j *
The main Puritan controversy came to a head at the Hampton Couri 

inference, when the King (emerged as the main Puritan champion, 
larlow tells us that James utterly disliked, that any but a lawfull
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"minister might baptise 1 and 'grew something earnest against the baptis 
ing by women* (S.& S.p.14). The King would not have" it that the Book did not permit lay-baptism, but he himself virtually if not actlaally 
debied its validity. Winchester pleaded that the minister w^s not of the essence of the sacrament, but James retaliated that'he was'of the essence of the right and lawful! ministry of the sacrament 1 (p. 15), 
This amounted in fact to the same thing,, for the sacrament is noth ing apart from its administration. " Eventually, after much discuss ion, the King willed that the words fThey baptise not children 1 be amended to 'They" cause not children to be'baptised1; and the words 'Then they minister it 1 to 'The curate, or lawful minister present, 
shall do it 1 . Ec&lesiCstical lawyers can xt±33; plead that since there was no express repudiation of the earlier practice lay-baptism is still XEregular, and some commentators on the Prayer Book even 
maintain that'the layman is regarded as a lawful minister in time of1 emergency, but there can be no doubt from the historical point of view'that these alterations, retained in the Restoration Prayer Book,' were designed deliberately .to put an end to lay-baptism.* ? ••

It might be noticed, however, "that James did not press his 
views upon the invalidity of lay-baptism to the point of" demanding the rebaptisation of those so baptised. The irregularity of lay- 
baptism was now established: so far the Puritans triumphed. But the weight of opinion still favoured the validity of such baptism. Taylor, Abbott, Spaztrow and BramhalT all defended the validity of lay administrations (See Water land 6 pp. 129 f.). In f&ct the Confer ence did achieve that compromise which"the Reformers had been seeking.; By withdrawing an implied permission it took a step towards the sup 
pression of 6 deeply rooted practice. Yet i,t avoided the Puritan extreme of condemning as invalid that which was no more than irregul- .ar. Thus the" "orderly performance of the rite was secured,without
prejudice to the vital principle of the primacy of God himself in • the sacrament.•*•» « _
4. Women

To a large extent the Question of baptism by women is bound up with the more general one or lay-baptism. 'In fact, lay-baptism normally meant baptism by women, especially by the midwives. ' Most emergency baptisms took place in the earliest hours of the child's life, when only the midwife was present. This fact"is important* since it underlies the opposition to lay-baptism as a whole. Lay-baptism fell, under the Puritan ban not merely because it was a usurp44ion 
of the ministerial office, but because it was a usurpation by women, 
in flat contradiction to the Scriptural prohibition.

The case of baptism by women .deserves a certain separate con sideration, because on the whole the xHXKxagsdbcEfc objections to it were more soundly based than those against ̂ ay-baptism in general. In the very earliest times rigoarists like Tertullian, who had been 
willing to allow lay-baptism in emergency, pleaded that no circum stances might be said to justify an administration by women (De ^apt. 
17). The Fourth Council of .Carthage in a famous Canon EIRO ^or^ade women to baptise (Bingham 9 p.49).-1-7 There were doubts as to thegt^S'&s^^'s&s^
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of God in the, sacrament inclined him to allow the validity fSi

During the Middle Ages the opinion of Angus tin prevailed, rein 
forced by a decision of Pope Urban II. Lombard considered the* objec
tion in the Canon of Carthage, ""' but he evaded it by presuming' that 
no absolute prohibition was intended, only t. restriction to the' 
most urgent cases, where a man .could not be present (Lomb.4 Bist.3 A 
Thomas investigated the matter with £?reat care. Fe stated .the-' ob 
jections fully:" the Canon of Carthage, the tfev; Testament prohib 
ition, the fact that the administrator* be cone s,,a 'spiritual father. 
Against these -objections he quoted the ruling' of Urban, ""and the " 
fact that Christ himself is the true baptiser. ^e concluded that 
since" the "human minister 7 " is. only an instrument, a." woman might vap 
idly 'perform the ceremony^ "Ufa emphasised' the fact that "no" woman' "* 
ought to presune to bap ti sex publicly and solemnly, only privately* 
and of necessity, and insisted that a "man'" ought to be given the 
prefersnce where available (Thomas 3 ^u.67 4)."

- • - '•- • • , -- i» f «„ i *•*< *" s -i- . -.,

The Councils of the Bewtttiddle Ages endorsed this view. Cash- 
el, for instance, allowed emergency baptism by anyone, 'Without ' 
distinction of "isex"~dr E& order ' (I!art I). ?k . p. 202). , Westminster perm,itted father or mother to baptise, in Spite of the presumed spirit 
ual relationships contracted (Ibid. p. 204), By the time of 'vYvcliffe 
the~right~of mid-wives to baptise had, been firmly established," so 
that tyy cliff e himself could refer to the belief that 'when any old 

woman or despised per son- -duly baptises with water, God completes 
the baptism of the 'Spirit, along with the words of the" sacrament* 
(Vaughan 4 p. 160). It was a duty of the priests to instruct 

midwives and others in the essential parts of the" sacrament, and 
to' be sure "that they under stood"" what was necessary (See Manning 
P.P. 3 quoting Handlyngg Synne 9613). When jss^^smxmsasK birth was 
ejected Water 'was always "to be at hand in case of need (Wilkins 
Concilia H .2 p. 293) .

* * - * ,f W -[ "fe ***m» >***. •-. «- -o*t*

prevalence of baptism by women, due of course to the high 
incidence of ingant mortality, "may be judged from the urgency v/ith 
which the Marian bishops impressed upon their"clergy'the neecf for 
diligence in the"instruct!on of midwiyes (Foxe 8 p.298). Trent 
reaffirmed the right of women to baptise 'ir^kccordance with the 
Thomistic teaching. It was laid down, however, that they were 
only do do""so in the absence of men, "except vrtiere midwives were mon 
familiar with.the form and less likely to make & mistake than men"1 ' 
present (Cat,T.2,2 Qu.24). The Kituale"Komanum incorporated this 
teaching into its rubrics upon private baptism, again granting mid- 
wives the preference in cases where" : they* were better acquainted 
with the form, or where baptism was judged necessary before the 
completion of birth.

*
^ The early Reformers did not challenge the accepted practice 4. 

Protests ha'd of course been made, even before the sixteenth cent 
ury. Brute, for example, speaking of 'the use received in the

' pope's church for women to baptise, which cannot""be without' 
' • remission"of sins^, asked 'why y/omen may not as""weir administer

the Lord's Supper,in like case of necessity 1 (Foxe 3 p.179). 
Luther, however, had no doubts as to the validity or even the



rightttess of "baptism "by women, and the Lutheran orders, the order 
of Hesse for example, retained private baptism administered where 
necessary bj^gidwives (Cf.Kidd D.C.K p.227: also Jacobs L.K.in Eng, 
pp.252 r.y.*4-57 sjhe pious Consultation, which so' greatly influenced 
Cranmer in his liturgical work, contained a' rubric setting out the 
duty of the pastor, first to warn people to exercise discretion' in 
the use of emergency baptism," and second, to instruct them with" 
regard to its proper administration where necessity required, Zwing- 
li was not greatly concerned"with this matter, but as we have seen 
already he was >satisfied that even baptism by women was valid if the 
correct form had been observed (C.&.4 p.290). 20 '

In England the custom of administration by'women found a'def 
ender in Tyndale. Tyndale took up the argument of Brute, but turn 
ed it in another direction* Women had just as mu'Ch right to'teach 
and to administer the supper as they had to baptise", under press 
ure of emergency: 'Do not our women now christen and minister the 

sacrament of baptism in time of need? If a woman were driven •*- 
into some isle, where Christ was never preached,' might she not 
there preach him, if she had the gift? And why might she notfT ' 
by the same reason, minister the" sacrament of the body and bliod 
of Christ?' (Tynd.P.S.3 p.18)". It might be noticed'in this conn 

ection that Brute,had been more concerned about the artificial'"dist 
inction between the sacraments than he had about 'the actual baptism 
by women, and this was really the point which engaged TyndaTe's 
attention"; In defence of the baptisnrby women he invoked the law 
of charity which justified all lay-baptism. He regejfied the command, 
VLove thy neighbour as" thyself' as an 'all-inclusive rule, licensing 

to minister not only baptism, but all the other sacraments' (Ib'id. 
p.29), Here again, however, he was more concerned to counter * 

the Roman argument that baptism,by women depended for justification 
solely upon tradition than he was to defend midwives* baptism as suci

Cranmer wts of much the" same mind' as Tyndale. In his Answer 
to the Men of Devon, he asked what there was in the 1649 Book to 
hinder a private administration at home in urgent cases (Strype's 
Cran.2 p.96). He was ref erring ,here more particularly to private 
baptism by ministers, but a private administration by women was not 
excluded. Cranmer himself undoubtedly preferred the public admin 
istration, but there can be no doubt"that he envisaged the possib 
ility of baptism by midwives in necessary cases without undue concert:

Calvin1 turned the sacale once more to the advantage of the 
rigorists. He had two main counts against baptism by women, aosd
.First, it carried with it the implication of an absolute necessity 
&f the sacrament (See Instit.4.15,20). Second, it was against 
the plain command of• the Scripture, that women should keep silence 
in the church i.e.should not, exercise the ministerial function. 
Of the permitting private persons in general, and especially 
women, to baptise, Calvin thought that there could be 'nothing

more at variance tfcSH with the ordinance of Christ' (Harm,of Evang.
p.385). In addition to his main arguments Calvin mustered all 

the Partistic evidence which/he could in condemnation of the pract 
ice, the denials of Tertullian, Carthage and Epiphanius, and the 
doubts of Augustine. He considered the famous example of Sephora 
brought forward by many as an Old Testament precedent, but
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dismissed it as irrelevant: " 'What a foolish" woman did is ignoraht-

ly drawn into a precedent'(See Ins tit. 4,15,20-22). The views 
of Calvin gained ground quickly. They were enforced upon Geneva 'v : 
in the Memorandum of the 1'inisters of 1537? (Kidd.D.C.R.p.568), 21 ; 
and on the return of Calvin embodied in the Ecclesiastical Constit* : 
ution (Ibid.p.569). 2? ^e Reformed Confessions took particular- 
notice of the point, 1 " as witness-the Second Helvetic (22).23 Bull 
inger presented the ease in favour of exclusion of women in the Dec- > 
ades. As baptism was a sacrament of .the church, and vvomen were 
forbidden to minister in the church, 'Therefore they neither can 

nor ought to baptise 1, as they are by no means permitted to
teach'(Bull>P.S.4 p.370). Like Calvin, Bullinger appealed to : 

Tertullain. He considered the example or Sephora, but dismissed 
it in the ground 'that it doth establish no common law'(Ibid.p.371}. 
Against the plea, of necessity he contended that 'this pinch or nec 
essity is truly-not to the damnation or death of the infant'(Ibid, 
p.372). Beza naturally reiterated the views of Calvin, and he dis 
missed baptism by midwives as a wicked profanation (Q.et fe.C.139).24 
The later. Heformed theologians concurred in the condemnation of the 
practice, the development of which they attributed to the corrupt*? 
influence of, the Papacy € ' r

The teaching of Calvin-began to. make its way.amonggt the Anglic 
ans during the Marian exile. Even those who remained loyal to the 
Prayer Book Jfound it difficult to resist the Reformed pressure. 
Hooper had-been a pioneer. He had singled out'the action of the 

sage femme. or midwife, as a'trarticular profanation of the 
divine ordinance'(Hoop.P*S.r p.31). When the 1552 book came und 

er the scrutiny of the extremer party and thdrReformed allies, one 
of the major grievances was that authority was given to the mid- ~ 
wife to-baptise infants privately at home. Humphrey and Sampson 
were amongst those' who mentioned this a_s a blemish (Zur.Lett.P.S.l 
No.71). ^orn defended the rubric on the ground that it onJLy ,^sve 
-oermission to baptise 'the infant who is like to die (Ibid/Appendix), 
but Bullinger expressed his disapproval, and later wrote to -rindal 
and Horn about the point (Ibid.1 \Vppendix)*

..*«••
""The Anglican leaders as "a"whole• needivery little convincing. 

Sandys was rIrmly opposed to "baptising by women., which he took to 
be neither 'prescribed nor permitted 1 (Sand.P.5.p.448). arindal 
took active"steps to see"that only lawful ministers administered" 
private baptism. *; over's condemned' as Papist "the free license to 
baptise: "'A woman, be s'he~"young or old, sacred 'or wicked, every 

male, that hath hi s wits, "and is neither'dumb, "nor so drunken 
but, that he c©n utter, the "words.... fliey baptise r i. e. under "Romanism 

" (Rbg.PVS.p.236)"." Fulke'too attacked the pEBmitting of women 
to baptise <P.S'.2,p;391, and Dr.Some, the later champion against 
the PuritJaas, affitst thought that the Book of Cpcnapn Prayer was 
at fault in thatVit sanctioned baptism by ̂ idv.dves (2nd P. of. a r:. 
t.No.72). Karprelate, of course, was quick "to seixe upon the -. 
inconsistency: 'But Dr.Some, one of their affinitie now, and' a 

non-resident, he ca r leth the Archbishop of Canterbury an absurds 
heretike, becasue he holds ba tism administered by v/eomen to 
be the seale of God'd covenaunte, page 5 of his booke against 
Master Penri 1 (In'Hinerall' and Metaphysical Schoolpoints^) *
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Whitgift himself, replying to Cartwright, "did" not tttempt * 

to defend -the baptism of women.- ...He denied--'baptising by women to
"be expressed in the book 1 tWhit.P.S.l p.495s 3 p.546), All that 

Whitgift sought to do"was to show that the question \vas a little' 
more open that"his opponent allowed, and' to maintain the validity 
of the baptisms administered toy women irregularly.' To show that ' 
the question was more open," "WhitgiiBt denied the" assertion of Cart- 
wright that Pope Victor first sanctioned'the-practice (Ibid.l p.50?) 
quoted the authority of Zwingli (pp.511,52^), /cited Sephora as an 
example of' a woman administering the sacraments * (p. 524), "and gave 
the amended form og the Canon ofC&rthage, that women"must not 
baptise,- except in urgent necessity. Whitgift confessed that he
was an doubt as to the lawfulness"of administration by women, "but 
denied-that "there was any doubt "as" to its validity." He stated 
his personal view-clearly and fully in the Answer to ^eanes how" to 
settle...: (It'is a question whether"yt be lawfull for women to 

baptise or no, in J&yme of necessitie, and it is certain that stE 
women-in that case did circumcise....But th&t baptism ministered 
by women-is lawful and good, howsoever they mynister yt law 
fully or"unlawfully, so that the institution of Christ touching 
the" words and element be dulie used, no learned man ever"doubted 
untyll now of late some one or two' (Strype' s \Yhit.3 App.Ko.16).

". * ••>.*

The Puritans were not~satisfied with statements of this kind, '/* 
for they saw that in fact "they left the way open for the practice, 
in "accordance with the vague wording of the rubric'." The persistent 
attacks upo&'lay-baptism"were fundamentally attacks upon baptism 
by wmmen. " The arguments' were designed -to show the unlawfulness 
of this type of lay-baptism in particular. In the campaign the , 
support of foreign Heformers was enlisted. Thus in"1566, the 
year of the scare about the Advertisements, Beza~T;rote to Grindalj 

f lt is reported moreover (which is much grevoser) that \7omen are 
permitted to minister bap tisme'(Fr ere & Douglas P.M.). In al^- 

most all the Puritan pamphlets and protests baptism by \vomen v;as • -", 
singled out particularly. Many Puritans found in women's baptism 
a reason for non-subscription. To this the Anglicans rep lied'that

'the book did not name women when it spoke of private baptism, " 
* '" thus subscription to baptism by women was not required'(2nd P.

of a R.I Fo.68). The Meanes how to Settle, a typical Puritan 
document, demanded that' 'all baptising by midwives and women,

(which is a cloak of Popery.,..), may from henceforth be inhlb* 
l ited, "and declared void, and that no bishop, or any- of their , 
officers, in the admitting of rnidwiveF:, do give them any such 
authoritie to baptise, as heretofore hath been &ccustomea r ^S±aq[| 
(Strype's Whit.3 Append.16). c In both the Millenary Petition 

and the Hampton Court debates" the Puritans pressed strongly for the 
absolute prohibition of baptism by women,

" , * HF ' »

The arguments, used by the puritans were 'most clearly stated in 
the Admonition to Parliament, and" in Cartwright f s subsequent def 
ensive treatises, Cartwright first showed "that the book did"all-' 
ow the practice, and "that women did baptise with episcopal author 
ity: " 'Mister Doctor requieeth, that it should be proved^toto him, 

that by .private baptism is meant baptism by women. Firs'tJ it 
is meant that it should be done by some other than a minister...
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Secondarily, 1 would gladly ask who they be that are present"' 
where the child is so shortly after it is born in great danger 
death.... .Magistrates, .allow, .of the daily practising by women in 
baptising children 1 (Whit.2 p.496). Cartwright then preceded to 

show now unscriptural the custom was. He alluded in particular to 
•Matthew 28 and I Corinthians 14,35*. Women, he pointed" out, 'have 

no* more right to baptise than they have to preach," since the ' j 
two go together'. It was only'by the commandment that our Savi«d 
our Christ gave him to preach' that St. Paul -'undertook also to 
baptise' (Ibid.p.497K The example of Sephora Cartwright would 

not allow. T-re thoughtdtthat in any event 'her's was a particular 
case'; and he would riot xiira grant that Sephora "did" right to take 
the law into her own hands: 'She did it beforetier husband, not of s\ 

mind to obey the commandment of God, or for the salvation of Godd 
but in a choler only'(Ibid.1 p.584). Cartwright then traced 

back the practice to a Papal origin, and brought against it the 
weight of the best~"Reformed opinion. Finally Cartwright'saw a strong 
theological objection"to it, in that in the last resort it rested 
upon the false conclusion of Augustine - who himself had no great 
clearness upon women's baptismfP that without the sacrament there 
can be no salvation (Jbid.p.539). "Cartwright concluded that the 
private baptism "administered by women was' rutterly unlawful 1 , arid 
suggested that it had.probably been borrowed, (with a number of other 

profanations), from the heathen, who had recognised priestesses' 
(Ibid. p. 521).

The issue really narrowed";Lrtself down to the question of law 
fulness in redition to validity." Almost all were agreed upon the 
mnlawfulness in itself. Cartwright and the Puritans, however, 
went further, and flenied that'the unlawful administration could
constitute valid baptisqii 'I take the bap'tism of women to 'be no mor( 

the loly sacrament ;of baptism than I take'any other daily" or ord 
inary washing of the child'(Ibid.2 p.325). They probably"feared 

that to.joogDK maintain a contray opinion wouldf be to give avay their 
case, and to perpetuate the custom," , The Anglicans resisted this 
extreme. Hooker summed up the Anglican case. He gave the argum* 
ents vhich might be used in defence of the practice: the sanction 
of antiquity first, •'second the pressure or necessity, which createe 
an extraordinary situation: 'To women's baptism by occasion of *' 

great necessity, the reasons that only concern ordinary baptism 
in public are no gaaaat just prejudice'. Hooker then distinguish 

ed between the validity of women's baptism and the necessity of the 
sacrament, for he saw that .the denial of the latter did not at all 
carry with it the denial of the former: 'It standeth with no reason 

...that baptism by women should cease to be baptism, as oft as 
any man will. ...gather that .children which die unbaptised are 
damned'. Finally, he contexnded that the validity remained 

irrespective of the lawfulness or unlawfulness: 'The administration 
of this sacrament by private^persons, be it lawful'or unlawful^ 
appeareth not as yet._to be merely void 1 (L.E.P.5,62,3).

, , " ' - - ' af

* Cartwright made a point of the statement of Augustine that in 
necessity parents 'should haste to carry their children unto the 
church 1 rather than take it upon themselves to administer the

* sacrament.
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In their anxiety to suppress baptism by women the Puritans had 

undoubtedly pressed their arguments too far. At Hampton Court, 
thanks to the support of James, they gained their point, but quite 
a^number of the leading Anglicans were in full agreement upon the 
disciplinary aspect of the problem. The error of the Puritan? 
was that they allowed their detestation of the irregular practice 
to lead them to challenge an essential theological principle upon 
the matter of validity. To thteoocRxxz execessive conclusions sof 
Puritanism we may ascribe a good! deal of responsibility for the 
Anglican reaction towards a more f churchly' "theology*, and the slow 
but sure dissolution of Reformed beliefs and principles in the sub 
sequent history of Anglican thogght.

?»

5 Infidels~ ~ i >, j- *

A final question might be mentioned, not inport&nt in itself, but 
valuable in that it illustrates the principles which determined" * 
thinking upon the administration and validity of the sacraments. " " 
The question, which was not a live, issue in the tine of the Beform- 
ation, was this: Could. a""believer receive" valid" baptism fron. a 
pajan iii the absence of any other Christians, lay or. ordained? 
In favour of this practice it"could h&rCly b^fergued, "a's in the "ease- 
of lay-baptism, " "that "what had been "received may be "given. But'if 
God is in fact the author of the sacrament and the true baptiser, 
why should it not be valid "When outwardly performed'by ah infidel, 
so long a.s the form is-' correct and there is no .manifest intention 
to scoff?

kThe Ho'manist'" theology,,-; at any rate', decided that such "o 
would be perfectly valid. Thomas" discussed the natter with sope 
fulness. He stated "the 'objections: none can give what"he"has~"ii6t; 
it is more to give"than it is to receive; <• the pagan does not belong 
to the church, "but the '"sacrament does. Against these objections 
he urged the" authority .of Isidore and Nicholas, the principle that ! 
the Holy Ghost "baptises" arid Christ id "the' true baptiser. " arid" the i 
fact' that" person who performed the rite willing to, do what- this"""" 
church does belonged" in intention to the "church" "(Thomas 3 Qu. r/S,5), 
Trent accepted the ruling of Thomas. It stressed, of course, 
that only in very extreme circumstances should baptism be accepted 
from" an infidel, but allowe~d_Jews and Turks to perform the ceremofcy 
in jnsxy. an exceptional emergency, and declared that such baptism 
was valid so 'long as there was no defect in form or intention (Ca't;^ 
T.2,2 Qu.23). The doctrine of "the absolute necessity of the sacr-" 
ament undoubtedly impelled to "this ̂ conclusion, but a certain contro! 
was exercised by the important but not very clear doctrine of intent-

• - " " ". / -ion.
In Reformation countries the question was purely hypothetical! 

and it did not engage the attention of Protestant scholars. The 
Reformed } g**oup, which did not" accept thfbfc e validity o^ap^ism by 
"the Christian laity,' naturally could not agree that any circumstanc- 
es justified a resort to infidels, and fcfee^e did not think that an i 
administration by pagans could be pleasing to God. Rogers in Eng«~ 
lan% for example, poured scorn upon the Papist opinion (Rog.P-.S* 1 
p. 236), Tf was "one thing to accept as valid the baptism administer 
ed by a heretical or even an infidel minister, for* such a minister
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had made an outward profession~of faith, belonged formally to"the 
church, and had been lawfully set aside by the church to do the ' 
work of the ministry. It was quite another thing to accept' as vai 
id a sacrament administered "by open infidels." who "in no sense be 
longed to the church or enjoyed "the" authorisation to1 the church to 
perform the rite. Technically, perhaps, baptism so administered 
might be valid, but in the Protestant view "the- situation ought* 
never to arise, for Christians might just as "well "remain unbaptised 
as seek baptism at pagan hands; Ultimately only the "false" doc trine 
of an absolute necessity could give rise to so anomalous a situation 
as a Christian baptised in the name of the Trinity by an unbeliever.

Looking at the question, of the validity of irregular-feaptisms 
as a whole", we find that several contradictory principles inter-' 
acted. As one or other received prominence, a different conclusioi 
was reached. Oh the Komanist side two principles were supreme: 
the absolute necessity of' the sacrament, and the primacy of God or 
Christ as the true baptiser. These combined to make any baptism 
valid for^the Roman church, and the "baptism"of Christians in time 
of necessity lawful"and good. The Reformers retained the doctrine 
of the divine primacy, but they cast off the dogma of an absolute 
necessity. The result was a contradiction. On the one side" there 
was no need to resort to emergency baptism. On the otheriji as 
Luther well saw, if "God was supreme" in baptism,* then it was a" matta 
er'of indifference who administered it outwardly/' The validity of 
baptism by "laymen, who were after all priests, in the New Testameirl 
sense, could not then be questioned.

"; Calvin,, however, "gave to this "argument a different turn. He 
started from- the same point, the assumption that .God is tne author 
of the sacrament and the true baptiser-g- He moved" on to quite a 
different conclusion, that if God is the author of baptism, then 
God alone has the right to appoint its human dispensers. Thus' only 
that baptism icTGod's baptism, and valid, which is administered • 
by the ministers of God's appointment. The rights of the laity" 
were thus set aside completely, and since Calvin could not allow 
absolute necessity, there could never be any good reason why' the' 
divine order should be broken, Soaa later Calvinists," stressing 
the doctrine of election^ were even ready to argue that'if baptism 
were absolutely necessary (which it was not), then to die without 
the opportunity of the regular administration would be a mark of 
reprobation, and the attempt to give the sacrament privately a 
rash assault upon the divine decrees.

1- & '*"
•»

In churches organised after the Genevan pattern the problem of 
the validity of lay-baptism did not arise as a practical problem, 
ifor steps were taken to see that all irregular administrations ceas 
ed. In England, however, ^private baptisms did continue, and' j 
the theologians, who largely accepted Reformed teaching, were forc« 
ed to weigh the different principles, and to thrash out this whole I 
question of validity and invalidity. There were few who openly ' * ! 
adopted the Romanist,.view of an absolute necessity, and few prepar- 
•ed to defend even the lawfulness of lay-administration. the Luth 
eran principle ojjfthe universal priesthood of the laity definitely 
dropped into the background from the reign of Edward onwards. It
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was a Straight fight between those who held that the primacy of (M 
in the . sacrament guaranteed the validity of all baptism correctly 
administered, and those who held that the primacy of God in the 
sacrament forbade absolutely any administration except by the div 
inely appointed minister,

>£•

There can be no doubt that theologically the Anglicans had the 
better" case. To tie God to a ministration only through a particula 
ar class of persons "was to impose a new and 2frn oppressive legalism 
upon God and his :; church. Undoubtedly excessive laxity did help 'to 
foster superstitious views of necessity, but when it came to the 
push and concrete cases were brought forward, even the Puritans ' 
hesitated to demand rebaptisation on the ground that a former lay- 
baptism had no validity.

'§ ' S]

. Ecclesiastically f however, the Puritans had much reason on 
their side. Only too frequently the bishops winked at, or even 
allowed lay-baptism, and excused it on 'the ground of validity. 
-Whatever the intentions of the framers, the Prayer Book did permit 
of lay- baptism, by implication if not by clear direction. It may 
be true, theologically, that a sacrament is valid" no matter who " 
administers it, but good order in' the church demands that irreguiiir 
administrations should be promptly and efficiently suppressed, "ex-,, 
cept in the most extraordinary circumstances, Luther's desert isl 
and, or a complete collapse of civil and ecclesiastical government,

The Puritans and. Anglicans were at one in underlying principle. 
They differed in the application to the contemporary situation. The 
gravest feature of the dispute was that for controversial reasons 
extremist positions were taken up, which both HK£ clouded the theo.l- 
;ogical Issue, and also emphasisec^he points of difference rather 
than the substantial agreement. The effect upon later theological 
and political development was" in every way unfortunate,

Mi
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CHAPITER VII THE SUBJECTS

The divine authorship of the sacrament 1 carried with it an obligation 
to see "that baptism was" administered not only by the right ministers 
but also to the right persons. Tf We* understand" the sacrament of 
baptism only historically, then the question of subjects~"i's one of m 
ecclesiastical tradition and usage. "Even orTthis view the administ 
ration cannot be haphazard and indiscriminate!, for baptism is ack- * 
nowledged to have a positive-significance and value. But transcend 
ental considerations do not arise. Indeed, it may be admitted wit! 
out a qualm that the modern usage does not and need not at all'pointf 
conform with the'practice of the Apostles, In the' sixteenth century 
tiie"matter was approached necessarily from a different angle. The 
sacrament was God's sacrament, appointed by God himself as "a means 
of grace. It had to "be applied therefore only in accordance with 
the will of God as revealed in the institution"and in apost&hic 
practice. •-

In a very real sense this question of the subjects is far "more 
important than that of the ministers. In the eyes of all theolog 
ians the role of the minister in xstsxa baptismal administration was 
very small. He was the instrument, necessary as an.instrument, 
but not in "any 1 deeper sense. In the la st resort the regular ministi 
er could be dispensed with. He"had his"importance only by virtue 
of the sacrament's outwand order, hof'by virtue of its inward ess 
ence. But with the subject the case was far otherwise. The sub«* w% 
jectj as "the recipient ef the grace conveyed in and through the sacrament, was essential to the" very constituition of the sacrament. 
There can be no washing "with .water in the Triune "name" unless some 
particular "person is washed. And the efficaciousness of ""the washing 
might truly be said to depend upon'its administration to those pers^ 
ons who according to the divine institution have the" right to receive 
it. If persons who did not" answer to the divine requirements "were 
baptised, then the "sacrament was" not only rendered useless but also 
brought into-disrepute. Of course, it may very well be argued' 
that in the last resort no-one bjtt God himself knows whether "this 
particular man,is a worthy recipient."" But the""church has still the 
duty, " first, to see that only the right classes of people" do in 
fact receive baptism, and second, ±fes* to ensure "that particular 
individuals within those classes do outwardly at least fulfil the | 
essential conditions. 3 {

. », IOn' the whole there hai been agreement as to who constitute the proper subjects of baptism in lands where the gospel is preached' for 
the first time, apart from the views qfl some of the wilder sects, 
and abuses which crept into the church during the Middle "Ages. " But 
the practice in lands already evangelised and christianised ha<T~giv- 
en rise to serious controversies," controversies which were already 
stirring in the sixteenth "century. Two of these call for particular 
notices the Anabaptist questioning of the whole practice of Infant 
Baptism; qnd the Puritan* doubts upon what has come to be described 
as indiscriminate baptism, * the administration of the sacrament to 
all and sundry within a Christian land, irrespective' of the life ane 
beliefs of the parents. In the present treatment a statement will
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first be given of the Reformed and Anglican practice in relation to 
traditional and contemporary £* views. In a further chapter part - 
icular attention will then be devoted' to the attacks of Anabaptists 

and the Protestant defence of the baptism of infants.

1.Adults

The commission"to the Apostles in the Hew Testament laid upon the 
church the duty of evangelising all nations, and baptising them^in 
the Triune name. Recent doubts cast upon the authenticity of the 
Matthean text do not affect our/present study, since the'theolog 
ians of the sixteenth century all accepted it as genuine, and used 
it as the starting point in their teaching. Examples from the rest 
of the Few Testament further showed how the Apostles interpreted" and 
fulfilled the-command* .They went everywhere preaching the'Gospel 
of Jesus Christ* and where men received their message, repenting
and believing, and making, perhaps some simple confession of faith, 
they received them by baptism into the fellowship of the church.

It ought to be noticed at the "outset that the divine command 
was not limited by any natural, restrictions. Women were proper 
subjects for baptism as well .as men. People of all ages, drawn 
from all walks of life and from all nation, could receive the sac 
rament. -Clearly in the .first missionary days it was necessary that 
the persons who received babtism should be of age to understand the 
'message of the Apostles. Otherwise they could hardly repent and 
believe.; Clearly, too, hearing implied understanding and receiv 
ing. '••• Limitations were imposed, that only" those should be baptised 
,who made the response of repentance and faith. All nations v.ere*"* 
to be baptised i.e.it was open for emy,._man of any race to be baptiseq 
but not all individuals in all nations would be proper subjects 
for baptism, only those who compliec/with the spiritual conditions.
Once those spiritual conditions ,were fulfilled, however, there 
were no natural or external conditions to debar from the sacrament.

§»•

So long as Christians remained a minority in pagan society| the 
baptism of.1S converted adults i.e.of those who from among the nations 
had received the apostolic message, remained the normal and regular 
custom of the church. The early "baptismal orders v/ere .clearly 'des 
igned for aflults rather than for the infants of those already Christ 
ians* Quite early the church laid down rules of testing and of 
procedure. Certain persons v;ere\ 4xcluded"'from".bept±sm by virtue * 
of their professions, be'cause"those professions were' inconsistent' w 
with a"true 'repentance and faith, Thus"heathen priests, 
ers, ;star-^azers, gladiators- and others could stf&y 'be b f ___ 
they testified ^to a true .>conversion b;r a change of profession. 
Again* "in order that'there, nijht be. a genuine understanding and" 
belief, " the churclvrinsisted upon a long catechumen*te. IT will" 
be noticed tlist these conditions, altliou^Ti" seeming?_y""butwardy" \vere 
in r^gLity spiritual: "the lon£ cate'chumenate had' as its aim 
ensuring of a true faith," and' the exclusion of idol-makers>_ 
was designed to" make impossible inconsistencies of life and'Chris-' _ 
profession (On early liturgies etc. see Liturgy & Worship pp.410 f.") '



Although certain outward limitations grey; necessarily out of 
the_spiritusl conditions! the church resisted sttempts~"in£.de"by some
bodies to Trnv>n".Q<i mrvr»o e+.rn •necoTrh F-.Tirl TYii¥»e»TsV ei-ni'4-' 1?-P-T «i-i *n "1-i • -?-»-=, "-f-? -^V."bodies to impose more stringent and purely artificia 
upon candidature for baptism. The Marcionites, "for example, v;ish- 

• ed that baptism should"be refused to all r^rried persons, and" ad 
ministered to '"none but persons single, virgins, -'widows and wb'fiien 
divorced from their husbands'(Hogers P.S.p.274) quoting Tertullian, 
Contra Marc.4,11). Restrictions of this kind had'xio basis In the 
teaching and practice of the New Testament, and were rejected by
the church as a whole*

*
With- the passage of time the baptism of'adult converts became 

rarer, and jobbfe the conversion of the iiivadihg "tribes in Europe"" ; 
meant a virtual although never a compete"cessation of missionary ' 
work. The J Scholastic theology, however,, always accepted tnVprii 
ciple that baptism belongs first and properly to adult converts. 
Lombard" laid down the rule "clearly (Lomb.4 Diet.4 A), "and Thomas 
discussed adult convert* first when he came to consider'"who" ought 
to be recipients of_the sacrament. He stated "tnat_it should*be"^ 
given to adults "after* instruction and upon profession of penitence 
and,-faith (Thorn.3 Qu.68), In the sixteenth century a certain" amouit 
of missionary work, was still being done", and "indeed v;i thin" "the Rom 
an communion a new epoch in missionary endeavour opened"up' with the 
extension of the Spanish and Portugese possessions overseas an3~the 
formation of the Society of Jesus. The problem was not" theoretical 
only when it was 1 .discussed at Trent, and in the Catechism of Trent 
adult baptism remained the" norm except in lands where Christianity 
had already been established (Cat.T-2,2 Qu.30).

Heretical opinions began, to flourish "again: during this cefitjpry. 
The Anabaptists, of course," thought that baptism "ought only to "be 
administered to adults upon profession. Zwingli claimed that they 
tried to go further, denying baptism to-all but those capable of 
a sinless life. This was perhaps" a misunderstanding, although"** 
some-Anabaptists did teach a sinless'perfection of true belsievers i 
.(Zwingli CIR.4" p.22'9)". 3- Another curious view which developed'during" 
the century was that since Christ'was baptised at "the'age of 30," 
no-one ought to be "baptised before attaining "that age. Rogers ,.att^- 
ributed this theory to the Family of Love, quoting as his authority 
the book Displaying of the Family (Lond.1579 Fol.H 7 a, in Rogers 
P.S.p.280>, The'Socinians'went further" and denied that any but 
converts from-heathenism should be" baptised. The children and 
descendants of"those already baptised were baptised in the parents, 
and thus had no further need of the "sacrament. This was not a live 
issue when: the Reformers wr,ote, but it merits a passing mention 
(Winer Comp.View p.736^1. •" _ /^

, ;'jf

Against the"ee heretical limitations old and new the Reformers^ 
both Continental and Anglican! " maintained the traditional view," * 
although with an evangelical stress upon the need for a true turn 
ing to God. To a large extent the question 'was theoretical "only, , 
for the Reformed churches had no great opportunites for missionary 
work, and did not. always display great zeal to undertake it. Th 
Sad no doubt, howver, that where Jews and Turks did respond .to the
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Gospel, they were proper subject for'baptism. Calvin', arguing- 
against the application of some New Testament parallels to the N 
question of infant baptism, acknowledged that the sacrament belong 
ed properly to those of adult age v/ho, previously alien to the cov 
enant, made a profession which satisfied the church Clnstit.4,16, 
24). The, command in Mark'16.15-16 was similarly applied by Calvin 
to missionary preaching, 'to which baptism was added as a kind'*of 
appendage '(Ibid. 27), Calvin agreed then that in heathen lands bapt* 
ism ought to be administered to those who are capable of hearing andi 
who are moved by the preaching of the Word to repentance and faith. 
He strongly denounced the doctrine of a sinless perfection, and dis 
missed as irrelevant'the circumstance that Christ himself was bapt 
ise at the age o-f ,30 (Ibid;28). . "Beza, like Calvin, found a plact 
for the baptism of those adults who, brought up in heithenismy made 
profession^of faith (Befca Q. et R.C.118).2 Bullinger summed up the 
Reformed position in the Decades when he stated that baptism belong 
ed to all those "'whom God acknowledgeth for his people 1 . In answer 
to the further question, 'Who be the people of Godt', he gave the 
following definition: ! The people of God are acknowledged, either

by men's confession of th'e" Christian faith (in the' case of adults] 
or"else by- the bountiful'promise of God (in the case of believ-' 
ers' ;children) (Bull.P.S/4 pl382) * Luther and Zwingli taught

similarly. Like all- the Reformers, however, they were more con 
cerned to defend the baptism of infants than to assert the rights 
of adult converts to the sacrament.

One or two statements in the Anglican writings deserve brief 
notice, ( Evidently adult baptism was not envisggdd in practice, * 
for the Reformation Prayer Books provided no service of Adult Bapt 
ism - the present" order was added in 1662 for thex sake of those" 
who had missed baptism during the Rebellion, and; for the benefit' 
of natives'converted'in the plantations overseas. The Formularies 
however, took notice of the baptism of adults. The 1536 Article, 
for~ example, spoke of the remission of sins and grace of Christ 
offered to infants and to adults in baptism. In the case of adults 
remission was promised to those 'who, heving the use of reashn, 

came thereunto perfectly and truly repentant'(Strype's Cranmmer 
1 p.85). Henry himself in the Assertio had rather rashly denied 

the need for faith in reception. Anxious to .combat the stress of 
Luther upon faith, he suggested that 'it was rather to be wished foj 

than exacted, and that many obtain salvation by the sacraments 
who can promise no more to themselves "of their faith'(p. 103). 

Henry, however, had infant-receixvers in mind when he made^his 
statement, rather than EJSH adult .converts fron heathenisiji. The 
Bishops 1 Book, and -later the King's Book, emphasised that the 
sacrament had a general application as the **eameans of entry into 
God's kingdoms 'The sacrament of baptism is necessary for attaining 

of salvation and everlasting life, according to the words of 
Christ. /For which cause it is-offered and pertaineth to all • 
men'(K.B.p.41). This clearly meant that all adults who pro 

fessed faith, together with the infants of believers, were eligiK 
for baptism. The Catechism put forth under Edward mentioned "the 
fact that the sacrament ought first to be given to the converts f to 

him that believfeth in Christ, professeth the Articles of the 
,, Christian religion, and mindeth to be baptised (to speak now
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of them that be grown to years of discretion)(P.S.p.516), 3

The same points wetaken up in different- ways by the individual 
writers. Becon ebovad pointed to the universal application of bapt 
ism. For him it was 'a holy sacrament....reverently to be received

of all, degrees and estates'(Bee.F.S.2 p.215). In connection 
with this universality a curious arggcnent developed.between Philpot 
and a 'Morrow Mass Priest 1 * The point at issue was the private 
mass, . and against it Philpot had argued the- words in the institut 
ion T Take, eat'. The priest retorted: 'Then the sacrament of bapt 

ism is no sacrament, where there is but one baptised, because" 
Christ said to his disciples: '^o, preach the gospel to all creat-J 
ures, baptising them in the name....' Thilpot "pointed out that. 

Christ here gave -commandment to baptise all sort0: of men, and in 
order to clinch the matter he gave £$& example of individual baptism, 
that of the Eunuch (Foxe 7 p.S3), Hogers condemned all those who 
tried to restrict baptism to certain classes. In thex case of 
tho s e brought up in unbeli ef", r ep entanc e and" f ai th were' th e only% 
Qualifications (Hog. P. S. p. 265). Bradford too had'stressed that* 
faith was the only condition in the ease of the" adult, the divine 
election An the case of the infant (Brad.P.S. 2 p.290),

'"Bur ing" the "Eli sabe than ~p eri od VThLi t|if t o"bvi ou s ly c ould"' f iricl iiitfe 
practical xSSSs: for services "of ""adult Baptism." "He defended admin 
istrations without a sermon .on" tlie" ground__that preaching could not 
avail"infants, to whom"the sacrament"was now always"given, "For. 
this parochialism he was" called "to task by Cartwright, ' who' a'skecC: 
. -'Is there" 'no cause", or may-there not be, ""when they that be" of 

age may'-be baptised, Jev.s" and'Koors in noblemen' s' and gentle-" 
men's" houses? VGthit.P.S. 3 p.134). Cartv/right himself does.'not 4 

seemed to have had" in mind"any large" e:^5ansibn of the church "oversea 
eas, but of course "the" two champions were here "concerned m~>re 
particularly .With- the'usage within the nominally Christian England 
itself." Neither denied the rightnocs' of adult baptism to" believing 
•converts, but neither saw any wide need for such administration,

*?he reformers had a considerable controversial interest in ad-, 
ult' baptism. It provided an excellent parallel from which EKSEX to 
draw' KSX arguments for the combatting of the teaching of an automat 
ic efficaciousness, and of a literal feeding upon Christ,in the *"t --* 
case of the supper. ffo Scholastic or Romanist" theologian had dared 
suggest that baptism ought to" "be administered to ".those wh^vere neith 
er repentant/nor" believing, " or that in cases" of feigned repentance" 
and belief -the 'dacrament could be efficacious. The "Reformers" arg 
ued-then that "if repentance and"faith were "necessary"in the "one" ". 
sacrame"nt l ^RK*h adult"recei«veflx, they were equally necessary in 
the other,* when adults"also"received. Into the intricacies and' 
ramifications of this quite separate controversy it is not necess 
ary to go."" It ought to be remebered, however, that the Reformed 
adherence to the' teaching of an adult baptism'in'the case of'rep-^ * 
entant and believing converts"had this general doctrinal importance, 
irrespective of its relation, or lack of relation to everyday 
practice*"
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2.Special Cases

± /The Insane In addition to the ordinary adult cases, wKen conv&rtj 
were baptised upon profession of faith, jfcfeEiosxsoaE certain extra 
ordinary cases demanded discussion. To these not &. great deal of 
attention need "be given, for the. Reformers were not greatly inter 
ested in such matters, and added little or no thing"to'the older' 
statements. Their main contribution was in the matter of baptism 
vicariously for the dead, 'but here, as we shall s see', "their int 
erest was' mainly polemical. "They aimed to attack masses for the 
dead by means of the condemnation of vicarious'baptism.

"The first and obvious extraordinary' case was tlst of adult's not 
in possession of" their rational 'faculties. Some of the ear'Hep 
canons had allowed'the administration"of 'ail the"holy offices to * 
idiots'1 (E.g. the Excerptions of Ecgbert Fart" E.F:.p'.19"2). Thomas 
discussed the matter at some lengthj, and laid down rules of proced 
ure in such case$. He saw many'objections to'the baptism of "imb 
eciles: that they lacked desire ana intention; "that they were on 
a level with the brutes, lacking reason; "that they could not be 
compared with per sons" asleep or unconscious J" who were usually allow 
ed baptism where a desire was known to exist and"death threatened.
But against these objections Thomas had the authority of "Augustine, 
who had mentioned the case of a friend baptised in, tnis state \ he
argued too that the insane are not irrational ih the'sense that the 
brutes "are: it is only that they haye "lost the use of the rational 
faculty. They possess ax soul, which marks them off clearly from 
the animal creation. "Thomas concluded than that imbeciles had at
least a right to baptism. He did not think that all the insane 
ought to be baptisea. The peajxac procedure vairied with the ind 
ividual case. Those who had expressed a desire fo^r baptism before 
the onset'of the affliction might be baptised without further aflo. 
Thos^e who enjoyed lucid intervals, might make profession oijfaith and 
receive the sacrament during"such a period. " The permanently"afflict 
ed might'be ranked as infants, and "be granted baptism if they be 
longed to a Christian'household." or if proper sponsors could be 
found for them (Thorn,3 Qu,,68,12;. _

The sixteenth century writers did not dissent. On the Homanisl 
side t£e Catechism of Trent' more or less repeated the teaching "of 
Thomas:' 'The insane, if without a desire previous to their insan 

ity, are not to be baptssed unless danger to life be imminent; 
then, only if they give intimation of a wish to that effect. If 
they were never under the mind's control, they are to be baptis 
ed in the faith of the church (Cat.T.22, t Qu.38). On the Prot 

estant side, there was no great interest. Infant baptism was the 
rule, and those who proved to be insane, or fell into insanity, 
had already received the sacrament. The point had -no practical or ' 
polemical importance. The only references to the question in Ang 
lican writings are to be found in Jewel and-Hooker. Jewel had been 
arguing against Harding ~the "importance of repentance and faith^in 
absolutions i.e.that the priest'could en2Ly aeclare^bso&TtKfciofF^to , 
the penitent, not pronounce it upon all. He foresaw an objection; 
tfcat this would exclude the insane, contrary to the received pracfk- 
ice of the church and the example of baptism. Jewel granted that
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men might be baptised in madness or in sleep $quo ting Augustine as 
his authority), but he denied that any general principle could "be 
deduced from these admittedly exceptional cases f and he did not 
think that we ought even to dogmatise "up on the correct procedure 
but to treat ach case as it arose(Je"w.BtakKRp.S.'3 p. 358). Hooker 
did not himself follow the wise ruling of his former patron i but 
attempted to use the custom of baptising 'fleaf and dumb men, and 
furious persons' as proof th&.t thelje might be lawful occasions 
upon which baptism could be administered 'without the exacting of 

a personal confession, , a duty sufficiently discharged by" others 1 
(L.E.P.5,64,4). Hooker was here justifying the baptism of inf 

ants upon the vicarious profession of the sponsors.
•$%?. * « *

In spite of the" lapse of Hooker the words of Jewel sum up 
the Reformed attitude perfectly. The Reformers fcnt saw no value 
in arguing about cases which obviously conformed to no general rule, 
Their attack upon, the various "aspects of Romanist doctrine was~ an 
attack based'upbn broad principles,' and aimed at general doctrines^ 
Details of cftrreot teaching and practice could in many cases be acc 
epted. In any case, the_correct doctrine could not be and ought 
not to be deduced from- the exceptional case. Exce tional cases 
ought to be treated as they arose, and as seemed most" consistent t 
with basic principles and with charity. It may be said that, the 
Reformers 'lacked tne s»mE thoroughness™ of systematisation so cons
picuous in the Scholastics,.* but it, may. be urged in reply that 
they, had a better sense of wnatS^tlra^^criptural and Christian 
theology

>' *'

Dead The difficult words of Paul in I Corinthians 15' have fei
been a fruitful source of contention, in practice as \vell as in 
interpretation. " Many commentators take the view that the Apostle 
did actually allude to a definite practice of vicarious baptism on 
Behalf of those already dead. Whether the Apostle approved the * 
custom," or whether he only mentioned it in order to illustrate *- 
the deep inward belief in a resurrection is a disputed point. How 
ever that may be, the fact is that in the early church certain her 
etical sects either did (or were reputed to) adopt the practice. 
The Kovationists in particular we accused of vicarious baptism of 
the dead, and some sixteenth century writers thought that the 
Marcionites were also supposed to have practised it.

i ' ,. „,

Possibly these charges had no real substance, but they did at 
least give the orthodox an opportunity to speak their mind upon the 
subject and to attempt a more satisfactory exposition of the text 
in question. Some took the line that Paul was referring to a real 
practice of vicarious baptismal but that the practice itself was 
corrupts! and not approved by Paul. Others suggested that it 
might refer to the- oaptism of the -dying, or thet the Apostle was 
merely bringing out the significance of the sacrament, as a baptia 
to death and resurrection. It res denied absolutely that there 
was any reference to the. literal b'feptiFn: of corpses, as supposed 
to have been practised by the C&taphryges (See Cath.Ency-cl.Art, 
Bapt. ). Throughout the cBnturies catholic theologians repudiated 
fany idea of a vicarious baptism .

The v/hole question aroused considerable interest amongst the
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Reformers, partly because of the exe^etical challenge f ' bu" mainly 
becs.sue of the obvious" inter connection with vicarious masses. * Of * 
course, 'there was no suggestion that the Konanists practised or'fav- 

f oui-ed vicarious baptism. In any case, tine? iff ant bactism v;as 
the rule, ̂f immediate infant. baptism in the Homan church, the circum 
stances seldom arose, in v/hich it v-ould be neceesaryV *" The question' ' 
was' purely one "of exegesis, important theologically only for contro 
versial purposes.

Calvin condideesd the Corinthian text in his consent &ry on I 
inthians. He could not believe that the Apostle v/as silently 
countenancing vicarious baptism, or even bringing "forward as an 1-1 
argument f a horrible sacrilege by whi'ch baptism \ves polluted, and * * r 

converted into a mere magical" abuse 1 . He alluded to the attract 
ive suggestion that the apostle reared to the wide meaning of tiie 
sacrament, but "himself preferred the view that 'baptism for the' dead 
meant either a reckoning dead in baptism, or baptism with a" view 
to profit in the future life rather than in the present i.e.in^he " 
case of catechumens who had fallen into disease and were "in manifest 
danger, thus having little hope of a Christian 'life in earth,

i= ;*v -1"*"0 **

Of the Anglicans, Rogers v/as the one v;ho dealjj with the "quest 
ion most fully. Expounding the Articles, he condemned the pract 
ice ofi administering baptism to "dead persons, either actually or 
vicariously. He cited Tertullian (Contra Hare, 4) to show that the 
Mar cionltes had "been guilty of this abuse, although he appears to 
have misunderstood the passage in question. "He c-lso connected the 
Novations with the"~abuse CHog.P.S.jp.266) . JRo.^ers~did not "at tempt 
to expound the verse, in Corinthians, Hutchinson too^had occasion 
to refer to the matter. " He" found in the verse an"~allusion to an kx 
early custom of baptising over "the" "graves of the dead, with" a view^ 
to encouraging faith in the resurrection, ' which baptism typified: "* 

Were not many Christian men baptised over dead men's 'graves in the 
primitive church, in token that the" dead should rise again? '(Hut. 
P. S. p. 138). 'This was clearly' an attempt to link up an actual 

practice with the spiritual signification of the sacrament as a 
baptism to new life.

It was quickly grasped in England that to deny vicarious effic 
acy to the one sacrament was & strong argument against the attribut 
ing of such efficacy to the other. " Thus in a series of questions 
on some abuses of the mass it was asked 'whether the sacrament of the' 

altar was instituted" to be received of ' one .man for another, or tc 
be receiKved of every man for himself?; and many bishops, in 

their replies, drew the obvious comparison with 'baptism," Salis-' 
bury,- for example, granted that 'the sacrament of --the altar- v/as not

instituted to be received of one man for another, any more than 
one man to be "christened for another', Fe defended private 

masses, ""however, on the" "ground that the gr^ace received by the one 
person is available and "profitable to the whole mystical boay of' * 
Christ: thus the priest communicating alone can be a means of grace 
either to the church as a whole or to one member in particular. In 
answer to the further question, whether the gjnex sacrament received 
by one man doth avail and profit any other,' the conservative bishop 
could thus maintain the affirmative. The Reforming divines
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however, pressed the parallel with baptism, and gave sTnegative 
answer. Tyler thought that a vicarious mass might profit 'so ' ' 
much as the christening of one man profiteth another, which after

say opinion profitketh nothing 1 (See Burnet 2,2 Collection No.25 
t for a full account of the discussion, which took place under '

Henry). The ancient practice of vicarious baptism'was" not act 
ually allufed to by the contestants, but it was undoubtedly present 
at the back of their thinking.

Philpot gave a different turn to the same discussion. " fte too 
attacked private masses, but on the ground that a subject was nec 
essary as well as form and words and minister: 'Though ye speak the 

words of baptism over water never so many times, yet there is 
no baptism," 'unless there be a Christian man to be baptised'* 
(Foxe 7 pp.637-638). Philpot also used the earlier argument, 

however, that'baptism is only baptism to such as be baptised, and
to none other 1 . He thus came back to the old objection'against 

the private mass, that a priest's receiving can profit only himself 
(Ibid.). This was the. line which Cooper took in his discussion of 
the private mass at a later date. He argued mainly from the 
foolish and absurd conclusion,- that ̂ granted the benefit of a priv 
ate mass, one/nah's baptism "may profit another "that is not baptised 
(Ag-the P.M.p*115). The 1 atter .part of the sentence is important, 
and it was here that the Romanists found their loop-hole., Baptism 
could not in their eyes prdfit the non-baptised, (because'the non- •
baptised were not part of the church. Cooper argued rather differ 
ently, ,that the one sacrament only benefits the recipient. This is 
the'cAse with baptism, and it also applies to the supper. Al 
though it is true that the supper is often repeated, yet only" those , 
can benefit from any particular administration who themselves receive

I't WasfTewel in the controversy with Harding who seized upon the 
old corrupt practice in the one sacrament and used'it as a weapon 
against what he considered to be the modern corrupt practice in the 
other. Neither the one sacrament nor the other, he thought, could" 
benefit any bttt those who received it. In his opinion private mass* 
es that could profit the living and the dead had probably derived 
-from the earlier vicarious baptisms condemned by the church: 'As

, Chrysostom saith, the old heretics called Marcionitae used to 
baptise some that were living in the behalf and stead of others 
that were dead 1 (Epist.I ad Cor .Horn. 40) (Jew.P.S.2 p.744). Jewel 

thus added to his theological objections to private masses the damag 
ing identification with a particularly obnoxious heresy. Of 1 course, 
the Reformer can hardly have meant that there was a historical conn 
ection in the strict sense. He did"" claim, however, that there was 
a theological affinity. In both cases a theory .of vicarious recept 
ion underlajc the error. As in the one case that theory was univen* 
ally condmenedj so it could hardly be sustained in the other.

3.Infants
-8'

A special problem* arose in the church with regard to the progeny of 
those converted to the Christian faith. It is easy to see why this 
should be so. In the ancient world religion was to a large extent 
an affair or family and even race rather than of the individual. 
Thus the children of those who became Christians would naturally be
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thought of as Christians themselves, at least so far as putv;ard 
profession went. Obviously, too, such infantsyenjoyecf the special 
privileges of Christian instruction in faith and lire from their 
earliest years. Since it was customary for the household to emb 
race the faith of its head, it might very well be asked why child 
ren should not at once enter into open membership by baptism, and 
enjoy the very real benefits conferred by the sacrament. 

~ i ,,'fiK
The question is not one which found a ready answer, for hist- • 

orieally the custom of the first centuries admits of doubt: poss 
ibly, indeed, it varied in different places. Harnack has point 
ed to the obscurity of the earliest period, although he takes it> « 
that the practice of baptising the infants of Christians was well 
"established by the time of Irenaeus'and Tertullian (Hist.of Dogma 
.pp.142 if,.).. The fear of a post-baptismal lapse formed a restrain- 
ingr influence, as appears in the treatise of Tertullian, who ad- 
vided delay and careful consideration except in emergency cases. 
The suggestion has been made by some writers (Cf. Liturgy •£, lor ship ; 
pp.410 f.)that baptism might have been administered at the age of 
six- or seven upon a simple profession of faith, Wall has collect 
ed the passages from earlier writers, Justin and Polycarp, in his 
exhaustive.dissertation, but although these hinat at the possibil 
ity of infant baptism, it must be granted that there is no certain 
ty until the late second/and early third centuries. ICven then, of
course, adult baptisms were still the conrnon rule as the church 
extended its influence throughout the pagan world.

The Pelagian controversy focussed attention upon the subject 
of the baptism of infants. By that time it \ft/as possible for orth 
odox chajnpions like Augustine and Jerome to point to the practice 
as wellestablish^ed and tradition4 and they explained its theolog 
ical necessity in terms of original sin and the r need for regenerat 
ion. Eyen Pelagius made no attempt,, to overthrow the" common cus'tom^ 
although"hi's doctrine 'of sin seemed to ^ug-ustirie to render it sup 
erfluous. Possibly ity v/6uld have 'been to the advantage of Pelagius 
,if ha had been 'able to," over'throv/ the practice, but he wag content 
to explain- it as a necessary means of entry to that Kingclon of^heavs 
which the natural^ man, however innocent, had no right to enjoy. 
The majority of schisiiatics. and heretics in'the first centuries, /_ 
apart -from those who denied water baptisn altogether, se c-in to "have* 
been content with -the: practice of baptising infants (Wall 1 pp.265:fl'

* > - ' " f '--" ' ' "& ZZ2 pp.72 £.)
The mediaeval'theologians accepted a practice already securely 

grounded both historically and theologically. 'Lombard"claimed 
that baptism belonged to'Christians'"children as well as to believ-" 
ing adults (Loinb.4 Dis.t»4 A>. "Thomas discussed possible objection^', 
which vvill call for notice in the next chapter, but he himself" acc 
epted the apostolic origin and commended the practice(Thorn,3 Qu.88, 
9), There Is. some, ground for thinking that during the Middle Ages 
infant baptism- had ag£in become a living issue: at any rate" hist 
orians of Anabaptism usually trace back the owmovements to the her 
etical sects'of that period, notably the Petrobusians, and their 
orthodox opponents charged "some of the sects with the denial of ' 
baptism to infants '(Wall quotes Peter of Cluny ! s Epist.c.Petrobus-- 
fan'ds Ttfall 2 Chap.75 Cf.Smith Hist.Anab.p.26).' it is alVvayS -po Ss- 
ible, however, that refusal to accept baptism within the church

v;
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was In many cases confused, as at a later date, with the denial of 
baptism to infants altogether. Wycliffe in the' fourteenth century 
does not appear to have been affected by these unorthodox views, 
for he maintained both the right of Infants to receive the sacram 
and the benefits of administrations to infants.

The revolt against the custom broke out openly and in earnest 
in the early days of the Reformation. First the Zwickau prophets, 
theathe extremists at Zurich rejected and attacked what they took 
to "be an unscriptural practice," Storch and the men tffrom Zwickau 
caused consternation in \Vittenber~ during the absence of Luther (^1 
inger p.165),4 and Melanchthon found himself hard -ut to it', to 'defend 
th| traditional custom. Bucer had similar trouble at Strassbuii, ' 
Sfiflrcapito inclined to the Anabaptist view (Anrich' F.B.pp.SSf.),° ' 
Luther himself had no doubts upon the subject. Ap^rt from his gen 
eral fefuting and dismissing of the 'prophets 1 , he tended the 
Tightness and even the extreme value of the baptising of infants(W.A. 
6 pp. 526-7) * 6 l In the Loci Melanchthon exerted himself "to fashion 
a defence, elaborating his" points in successive editions." The "" 7
Augsburg Confession taught plainly that infants ought to be baptised.-' -.'•' ' :> ' -f *- - — - '-» - •- - »• i

Not all the early Tcadicals opposed infant baptism consistently^ 
for Munzery~_more of a demagogue than a theologian, seems himself 
to have made use of a form of oaptism "of children. In a letter' to" ? 
Oecblbmpadiuflf cited by'Kidd from Herzog's biography (D.C.S.p..452), , 
he supported the. traditional custom, " although elsewhere, in his"" 
correspondence with the Swiss Anabaptists, he seems to"have condemn-^ 
edifc(See Muralt)« It was the Swiss who launched ,the "most powerful \ 
attsk, the most powerful because thoughtful" and "scriptural, and 
without the extravagant"fanaticism of the Zwickau men. Manz r and' • 
Greber were no fanatics, "but earnest students of the Scriptures. 
They argued that no warrant xzould be found in the Bible for the bapt 
ism of any but adult believers. _At first Zwingli was attracted by 
their teaching, "as Hubmaier later reminded him, ancl he even agr'eed 
that infants should not be baptised until instructed in the ffiith 
(Mural^ p".20)'. 8 'He himself later admitted: f The error "mi sled me" 

3 ; some years .ago, so that I thought it were much better to "baptise
children after they were come to a good age (Kidd B.C.S.p.451: 
see too Smith p.!6S). The Anabaptist group made a determined 

"bid for power in Zurich, but Zwingli, returning to a belief in 
infant baptism, carried the day with the Council, and was able 
to silence his opponents. Many of Zwingli's writings were devoted 
to the refuting of the Anabaptist error. The Anabaptists defihed 
their position clearly in the Articles of Scllatten, the first of 
which laid down that' baptism ought onft^to be administered only to 
instructed and professing believers.

The later Keformed theologians followed Zwingli in rejecting ' 
anabaptist teaching. Calvin devoted a special chapter of the Inst 
itutes to the question (Instit.4',16). He claimed in the Tracts 
(2 p. 153) that all church-members had a tight to partake of the 
sacrament, and that 'the little children born of Christians were of

this number 1 . Beza stated the position similarly, and Knox 
too claimed that 'our children appertain to God by the covenaunte 1 
and that therefore 'without injurie they cannot be debarred
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from the common syne of God's children 1 (Works 4 pp. 186-7) . 
later theologians, Heidegger and Keckerman for example," repealed 
the statement that baptism belonged to the people of God, whic 
included both believers and their offspring (Heppe H.D. Bapt.).

The Romanists were at one with the Reformers in repudiating the 
Anabaptist heresy and reaffirming the traditional belief "and practice 
The Catechism of Trent thought that the law of baptism applied not " 
only to adults but also to infants. The Council of Trent anathemat 
ised those who refused to administer baptism"" to infants, together 
with those 'Who' denied original sin in infants, and thegrace of r'em- 
ission (Seas.7 Bapt.Can.13 & Sess.4 Can.4), Bellarmihe' developed
the defence of the received doctrine (Be la S.T.-.P.363) ,*•* •«» - *

Anabaptism found a profitable field of expansion in Holland (See 
Bosker D.A.P}, and from Holland it reached out, although not with 
any * great success , to England. '.The "Dutch ^naoaptists were at "first 
of the visionary and revolutionary type, but later Menno Simons 
reorganised the movement along <juieter and more Scriptural lines. 
All groups agreed in rejecting infant -baptism, which was dismissed 
as no baptism at all. Melchior Hbffmann traced it back to a Satanic 
origin. Philips was content to look upon it as an invention of the 
Popes (Nicholas) , although in "Anabaptist eyes thi r amounted' to much 
the same "thing. Whatever the origin, the practice was regarded 
as unscriptural and unapostolic.

:. , ,. - B as ..ii|£

It has been seen in the Introduction that Anabaptism never made, 
any headway amongst. the English. The existence of the movement, 
however, "forced the different parties to define their position and , 
to- work out a defence. The official formularies took pains' to emph*
asise the rejection of Anabaptist views. The Articles of 1536* "' \ 
for example, 'taught that infants ought to receijve baptism (Strype'g
Cranmer 1 p. 35). The later Articles * all retained some such stateme* 
ent. The Bishops 1 Book and the King's Book (pi42) both alluded to" 
the matter,.- and claimed the universal consent of the church in fav 
our of the baptism of inftats. Cranmer" s Keformatio Legum also took 
up the point, arguing j&oct in full Reformed fashion that the child
ren of Christians belong to" the church, and therefor e have the'righ^ 
to the sign and seal of church- member ship. To deny baptism was 
stigmatised .as a cruel impiety (Sect. 18). * ,

All the leading' Anglican Reformers at some time or other* touch 
ed upon the subject. Many of them defended infant baptism at 
length. It will be our task to analyse the arguments in the next 
chapter. He ere we may review a- representative selection of state
ments. * The Romanists took the opportunity to plead that infant 
baptism rested solely upon the authority or tr&dition (Cf .Cat.T.2,2 
Qu.31, where the argument from tradition is given pride of place). 
Deny the authority of tradition, and Anabaptism inevitably followed. 
This gave rise to considerable controversy. The "Reformers, Cranmer 
for example, claimed that for the baptism* of infants they had the 
sanction of plain Scriptures (Cran.P.S.2 p. 30). Tfooper and ^.idley 
both marked, off the "Reformed from the Anabaptist position. ^he 
former complained bitterly of those f v/ho would exempt and defraud 

the young children of baptism ffFfoop,P.S.2 p. 89).* The latter
ss" a
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counted the Anabaptist opinion as a 'pestilent and heinous heresy 1 
(Rid.P.S.p.275). The martyrs, Clements and Woodman for instance, 
disclaimed tendencies towards Anabaptism, and accepted the baptism 
of infants as a custom 'both good and -'odlye, and agreeable to" th«

worde of God' (Strype J3.M.1.2 p.484$ >oxe 3 pp.358 f.). ' • £cme of 
the prisoners in Newgate do seem do have professed ^nabaptist opin 
ions, and a"" fr i ofl of F hi Ip o t app e al e d to" th e ^ e f or ~i er for advi c e 
on the matter.' '" Philpot defended infant"baptism in a long letter, 
noteworthy fur -the principle that where there was doubt upon th^ 
interpretation of ScAipture the general views cf the rethers ought tc be.preferred to private judgments. Feter Martyr joined in the 
struggle against Anabaptism, urging pointedly that even those who" 
baptised only adults- cou£d"rdo not and cannot know that all who "pro-.

fees faith are true believers' ('In : k om. ' Basel 1559), ^any

the Poy'son of Felagius. These, v^ere either translations or free adaptations of the. works of Zwingli, Eullinr;er and Calvin.'
•PS. :rr-wr «*. *f- a*

TDuring the Elizabethan period the sane^'^naninity prevailed/ " 
Jewel thought it conclusive"that infants are 'heirs of "the promise,

and do pertain unto the people bg God' (Jew.P.S. 2 p. 1104). TVhit- 
gift defended private baptisms very largely upon the ground that the

was quick to "Clarify his position: f V/e allo\v of the baptism o'f chil 
dren 1 (Ibid.1 p.99), and he attacked the Anabaptists more particul-

haci no objection to' infant baptism, in" principle, although they did* 
not approve of Anglican administrations in practice. A ^ively d'eb* 
te took place amongst them when certain banished members of " the sect 
f ell"" into -£na"bap-ti_sm in Amsterdam, and Francis Johnson himself 
issued a 'treatise conteining ^ome grounds" arid" reasons against' the 
two errburs of the Anabaptisljg; A whole series of treatises and 
counter treatises followed in the early seventeenth century.

Y r^tf' " — ""• * * 
*- j •

In some parts of Europe the Anabaptists grew- rapidly and were able to maintain themselves" in spite or fierce persecution "from all 
sides. But they were always a minority. It may be -grar-ted that 
a good deal of their unpopularity v/as due to "the unfortunate polit 
ical and social fanaticism of the revolutionary branch. But after 
the initial successes In Wittenberg and Zurich even those who appeal 
ed to the Scriptures were $ev?£ able to convince the main Protestant 
body of the truth of their flint contention, "and their espousal of 
Pelagiin and even Christblogical and Trinitarian heresies brought' 
them into theological disrepute. "The arguments used against them ' 
varied considerably, but there was^remarkable unanimity in opposit-.. • ^The Anabaptists were not without" a cogent Scriptural case, 
They faileayhbwever, for three reasons. Ecclesiastically, their
idea of a P§£'ti£ular ?atifer than a national church was quite 'unacc eptable to*the Protestant leaders. Exegetically, they could
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'appeal to single texts" and passages, but they hag no very solid ~ " 
answer to the Reformers 1 exposition of Scriptural principles. Theo 
logically they stood condemned because their denial of Tbaptism to" 
infants derived from a defective sense of original sin. The Reform-

historical,
~ ' baptism

ogical understanding of the Reformation, and fitted easily and 
naturally into the Protestant conception of the nation-church.
•^ • - •- . X'. " '

4. Special .".Cages;

With infants as with adults doubts arose with regard to the limits of 
application. The defining and _distinguishing was again very much ,
the work of the canonists and theologiaasiof the mediaeval church. 
In some of the doubtful cases, when no deep theological principle 
was at stake, the Heformed thinkers were not greatly interested. 
In a. few instances, however, controversy arose either between the 
Romanist and Protestant parties, or within the ranks of the Protest 
ants themselves. A brief review of the main cases will not be 
altogether out of place. s .. . . „ ,

.' - - . *
i Pre-Natal Baptism A first question which agitated the Scholastics 
considerably was the exact definition- of an infant. Monstrosities
were obviously excluded", • although a provisional form of service was
usually provided• tor use where there were doubts as to whether the 
creature born could v-be termed 'human 1 or not (See Rituale Romanum: "•' 
Si tu es homo). The main problem, however, was that of the exact
time when independent life could be said to have begun. On the one 
hand there were those who claime'd that it $e began in the womb, and
where necessary a child ought to.be baptised in the womb, even if it 
meant hastening the death of an already dying mother. As against 
this there was a powerful school which held that life could only be 
said to hafee begjrun at the completion of bi&th.

"~ Thomas had discussed the matter pretty fully. In favour of 
pre-natal administrations he urged the absolute necessity of the 
sacrament, and the higher importance of "the spiritual life of the t 
child than the physical life of the mother. Against the practice 
he found many convincing "arguments. First, the child before birth 
may be said, even if alive, to share the baptism of its mother. , 
Secpnfl, 'it is a general rule that to do evil even to accomplish 
good is "wrong. Third, Augustine had denied that regeneration can 
precede generation. Fourthly the child before birth is not yet 
subject to human action, and therefore cannot be fcgjsddbEEfc expected 
to be baptised. The concession was made that the head or any memb 
er which emerged might properly be baptised before the completion 
of birth, and this rule has been commonly adopted in the Roman com 
munion (Thom.23 Qu.68,11). ••••• It is noteworthy that pre-natal baptism 
is plainly forbidden in the Rituale Kornanum, 10 but the Catholic Encyc 
lopedia sanctions' the extraction and baptism of a living child from 
a dead mother (Art.Bapt.), ' ^and "the history-of the "Roman church 
contains many records of pre-natal baptisms, with special instrum* 
ents for the purpose.

Of the Reformers Luther alone XSE»X considered the possibility. 
jof the b^bism of a hand or foot or other member Sefore the completioi
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of bmrth, and even he did" not Attempt to defend pre-natal baptism in the strict sense(W.A.6 pp.526 f,). The Swiss Reformers"did not discuss the matter in £gJtjlct *n P0^11^ °^ t^ct they cut away the ground upon which the "RK^xmS. practice rested by their rejection of the absolute necessity of the sacrament to salvation. Granted the truth of the absolute necessity, the point merited serious consideration, for souls were at stake., Establish the falsity of the doctrine, and" the discussions became absurd and fuMle. In England private baptism was retained, but in all circles the rejection of an absolute necessity had the ascendancy. " Thus neith er in rubrical, directions nor in doctrinal discussions were extreme measures either advocated or even considered,

ii foundlings The re-baptism controversies of the third and fourth centuries had made the church Very sensitive about the one-ness and once-for-all-ness of baptism. Rebaptisation in any circumstances was felt to be a. slight upon the o-rdinancB and upon its divine auth or. Obviously, however, cases could arise in which there would 1 be doubt as to whether a child had been baptised or not. In priva ate baptisms there was always the possibility that the correct, form o# words had not been use'd, r A more serious difficulty in relation to foundlings,. to whose baptism"(or to the want of it) there were no witnesses to testify. ;
At-first it seems that the full service was .administered as usual,in such ^cases, but on the assumption that there had been no previous baptism, v .Many felt that this solution was not entirely satisfactory. Eventually,'then,, a form of conditional baptism wasdeveloped, such as that prescribed by Boniface of Kaintz. in his Statutes (Circa 730)-: 'I do not rebaptise thee, but, if thoa ert notyet baptised, I baptise thee in the name.,.,'(Daniel p.434), The councils in the Kiddle Ages varied in their judgments. Some- prescribed after the earlier manner, some after the later. In England, for example, the Legatine-Council of York (1195) ordered that 'wheresoever a child whose baptism i's not certainly known shall be-found exposed,'" whether with salt or notjctit "is conjectured that the" salt iaight have'been placed by'such'children for 'the pur pose of signifying th^t baptism had taken place)y let" it Be""""

baptised: CunTnon intelligatur iteratum, guofi nescitur fuisse ' collatum 1 (TIart K.^.p.203). A Council at Oxford," on the other" hand," ordered'the by nov, rn6re"~commbn conditional baptism: 'If'thou art not baptised,' I "baptise" thee "'•(Ibid. p. 2C 5) . The conditionalbaptism of foundlings -ana others whose baptism id not certain has become the accepted custom- in the Roman church.
The Swiss Reforners from the tine^of"Calvin on found^a'dfflfer- ent solution. "They agreed '"that baptism once given 6u^ht""not to* he .repdated.. 'They insisted, 'hov;ever, that baptism could SB&JT law fully be giv^n only publicly and by the ordained minirter. The •* abolition of private baptisms by unauthorised persons meant"that doubtful cases could never arise, except in the most extraordinary cases. Thus the problem found an easy solution. Indeed, it was a complaint-of the Reformers 'that the Papal corruption -of the pure institution of Christ gave rise quite unnecessarily to all the conf usions and uncertainties of special cases whic& so intrigued and delighted the theologians ahd canonists.
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In England the retention of private baptism, vdth the consequ-l 
"ent possibility of irre'gular: administrations, left'the problem in 
being. The' theologian^, however, were not greatly concerned ab 
out the matter, sinee the doctrine of an absolute necessity ha*"d v 
been dropped, .and, baptism was no longer "a life and death' affair," 
The", revisers of the Liturgy took" good care to avoid any rebaptisat- 
ion. "The 1552 book., directed the priest at the"^ public baptism "of 
infants to" enquire whether ' £he children be sdteESoijc" baptised or• n'o 1 . 
In the case of the public reception held for those"privately baptise; 
and surviving, -the rubric laid 'down" 'that "•' the wriest should examine 
and try whether the ehild.be lawfully baptised* or no. Affinal rub-, 
ric" provided a conditional form for use in cases of uncertainty:'" '

'But if they which""bring''the E&i&itaaakE infants to the church ' 
; 'do. make an uncertain answer to the Priest's questions.. .then let 

the Priest baptise him in form above \vritten concerning public • , 
baptism, saving only that at the dipping of the child in the 
font he. shall use this form of words: If thou be not bantised 
already, ¥., I"baptise thee••..'« No actual instructions were 

given with regard to the procedure in the case of foundlings whos^e 
baptism was not known, , but the minister could ^.resumably use the"' 
conditional form or act on the presumption that^ no baptism had tak-' 
en place, at his owri"_ discretion. There was in any case no extreme 
urgency in the matter.

i *

iii Infants of':Unbelievers -In consequence ofatthe belief in the * 
absolute necessity-.of the sacrament, and the cognate 'assertion of 
its efficacy, the question came to"be"asked by the mediaeval think 
ers whether the children" of unbelievers should riot"be" taken" and bap 1>; 
ised, by force"if necessary. The infants of Jews 'living withllf 
Christian states were the main problem, although .the Crusades also 
provided opportunity for the'forcible baptism of the" children of ¥ 
Turks and others. It was not only "a question "of private kidnapping, 
for the enforcement of baptism by public rulers, was also considered,

""""'• . 
* ' : •"'-

Thomas"stated the -arguments in favour bf enforced baptism with 
his usual lucidity and fulness. Unt&Mvers r children were under 
threat of eternal perdition. ftulers had a responsibility for the ,<• 
spiritual welfare of all their'" subjects. The claims .of God were"" 
higher than any other. * Thomas decided, however", that the count 
er arguments were stronger." The decretals had forbidden enforced • 
baptisms. Heathen parents, "as the proper guardians of the child, 
had the right and responsibility of choice. They could ask bapt-. 
ism for their children," but must not be compelled'."'' To rescue 
from death, however laudable and desirable in itsiif, was not 
right ifl accomplished by illegal means. Hulers were only charged 
to care for the civil welfare of their""subjects. The reason of
the child was the reason of its parents (Thorn.3 Qu.68,10).i •<••.' • ' "~ --..-- ,„.

^ ""* Despite "the theological repudiation of the practice, the""kid- 
napping of the children' of Jews undoubtedly went on. In Wycliffe's 
day there "were further^protests: Mt is an abuse if Criste iiien" 

stele yong childrf bf Jewes and of hethen peple and" baptise them 
agens the wyl of ther :fader "and moder 1 (Manning P.F.p.53). In 
latter part of the fifteenth century orders were passed in Spain
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and Portugal that all Jews should be"jaaoKJE baptised, adults and v 
Infants, with expulsion as the punishment for non-compliance (Cf. 
Latourrette Hist.of Expans.of Christ.3 p.56)* The-Council of Trent 
gave no official sanction to the use of force, for it laid down 
that 1 to persons born of infidelxparents faith" is to be proposed'(Cat 
«T.2,2 Qu.34). Kidnappings, however, went on u&til the eighteenth 
century, side by side with more genuine missionary activity. At 
the present time official Roman Catholicism .still condemns the bapt 
ism of the children of "unbelievers "against the will o'f their parents: 
(Cath.Encyc.Art.Bapt.) j and practice now conforms more closely with 
theory.

v "* On the ̂ Protestant •"side" Calvin took the lead in" opposing forced 
baptisms. In his letter tb Knox upon discrimination in the use of 
.the sacrament he stressed the danger rof the profanation of the sac 

rament, Which is certain to tbe the case if it is promiscuously 
allowed to strangers, or if anyone is received without proper 
sponsors 1 ." He distinguished between the baptising of the child-* 

"ren of Papists, which might be allowed, and that of the children 
of infidels, which could not be considered apart from the convers 
ion of the parents. Calvin expressly condemned the 'wicked and 

insane superstition of Popery -to- steal and carry off children '^ 
from Jews "and Turks, and immediately hurry them to~baptism f . 

His condemnation rested upon the general principles, that there is 
no absolute necessity ;of the sacrament to salvation," that it belong 
only to''the faithful people of God, and that infants can belong 
to that number' 'only by virtue of the covenant with their parents 
(Knox 6 pp."95-6). At a later date Valaus codified the distinction 
in this way: 'The children' of Jews and others ought not to be bapt 

ised, because there is for their baptising neither command,'prom 
ise nor example, in any part of the New Testament; because to us • 
is committed only judgment within the" church^ God reserving the ; 
right to judge those that are without; because the Apostle ex- • 
pressly distinguished between the holy seed of the faithful and * 
the unclean of the believing; and because baptism is a sacrament 
of the church' (Hepp e R. t>. Chap t. 3ap t,), 1:L

°" ~ j# '" , ^ ,, *• f

The matter attracted little attention in England, where the [ 
problem hardly existed'." , Most of the Anglicans accepted the broad' 
principles laid down by Calvin. When they spoke of the baptism of 
infants they clearly thought of infants ,of parents who were Christ 
ian at any rate in formal profession. Cranmer made" the distinction 
in the Refprmatio Legum: 'The children of Christians belong to God* 
(Sect. 18).-^ It is clear from their statements that they did not 
envisage the extension of the .sacrament 'to the children of the 
unbeliever f either in response to the very unlikely demand of the 
parent, or by force. • „
if • f — L *.«f ^SW * ****

iif Infants of Passists and the Ungodly The Reformers raised in ano4 
ther form an old problem, whether ..the children of heremtics were to 
be granted baptism should the occasion arise. For/the P.e "omers the 
heretics were of course the Papacists f and it was the baptism of 
their children (in lands which had "become Protestant) which was the 
^ssue. The Romanists for their part returned the compliment and 
debated whether the children of the-Protestant heretics are eligible
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'baptism. The*1'decision has gone against them except where theue 

IB the guarantee of, a "Roman Catholic upbringing (Cath.Sncycl.) *
;' '. *'•'' . ' • •">'&•' ' « • *

.'>; The problem of the baptism of Papsists 1 children seems first to 

have, risen amongst the followers-of Calvin., Apparently contradict 

ory answers: we given, -^ Hooker quotes a letter from Calvin to Parel 
in which such baptism was forbidden, but if this truly reflected 

his own views, Calvin must have modified his attitude^ The classic 

al discussion of the question is Calvin's reply to Knox when the
 ; 

Scot raised the general question of discrimination in the dispe
nsing 

of baptism. Calvin's starting .point ras the principle that the 
covenant of God extends .not only to believers and to 1' th>ir im^.e'diate. 

offspring, but .-to all the' descendants of a believer, even to a' 

thousand generations. •, A wicked, apostate or heretical generation* 
.could not ' abstract the, virtue and efficacy 1 of bap ts sin. 'The prog- 

; en;- .of holy and pious ancestorc, although their gr^^f others and 
*-parents rtey have "be'en ayo-states.' belong "notwithstanding to the 
body of 'the church 1 (Kiibx 6 p.96). • '• •

S5 S 

*

This die. not mean that Calvin advocated "the administration of-thl 
sacrament to all and sundry,v with no adequate -safeguards. It did' 1 

mean that so long as Christianity 1 had not wholly peri shed" and become" 

extinct' in a' land,' /infants," even the infants of papists f idolaters 
end"excoFj"iunicate per-sons, v/ere f defraude_d of; their right if they 

-"'. 4 ". were kept from" the "common . synbbl 1 (Ibid.0,* But Calvin, insisted 
"too th&'t proper sponsors - the parents or "others'- must be forth"-' 
.coming to-pledge" their ,faith,, and 'tp""be"'-responsible for"the Christ- 

'Tan instruction of the child.' Otherwise the sacrament would be ""•*; 
reduced to a farce, and baptism -'profaned'., • Broadly, speaking, 'the-o 

solution of" Calvin on the one side was not very different from t
hat''"' 

of the HomaniEts on the other. -So long B$ "there v ras both v.lllingnea 

to allow the child to beinstructed, and a proper provision"could" ; 
be" made, :no discrimination was exercised against those'"who, although

the children of Papists or the ungodly, ^neverthe '
lees could claim a Christian descent. ' Calvin added that the wicleed 
and idolatrous parents ought"themselves'to.be sharply reproved(I

bid.) 

3eza taught very much as'Calvin had done, claiming that-the" chlldrei: 

of persons "excommunicate, "abiding yet"in the : church, can by no 
right be/debarred from* baptism, in case a meet surety be had'(Quot 

ed by.Miitgift P.S.3 p.144), , > . - ' - •>- ^ -

The""problem of the children of papists and the ungody became a 
central issue/in the struggle 1 Between'the Anglicans* and f first""the 

Puritans, later the Separatists as well."" Cartwright stated" the' _ 

Puritan objections to indiscriminate baptism clearly and forcibl
y*'" 

Exercisedi no"""doubt, by the admittedly low and indisciplined state 
of the church in Elizabeth's reign, "he went far beyond the Genevan' 

master in strictness of discrimination. " There can be. no doubt that 

what he and the other -Puritans aimed at was the 'erection of the 
Gal-* 

vinistic discipline - that "is why the point was so important con
trov* 

ersially. Baptism," Cartwright contended, belonged properly only 

to the children of"the'faithful-and to"adult converts. To apply 

it indiscriminately to all children was to 'make of the church an ira

for passers by rather than a household 1 . •Cartwright would con- 
cJde that if one parent made an open profession and was neither a
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drunkard,nor adulterer, the child might be"baptised. Hexwould 
even grant that if both parents were sinners, "but not obstinately 
s°» baptism might be administered. ' The child of unknown parents 
could be baptised so long as sponsors Were forthcoming. "BuVthe 
children of papjtists or condemned here tics" ought not to be received. And those of the completely and' obstinately wicked were to be t;reat- 
ed as children of Jews and Turks, and not granted baptism "'unless 

their faith doth first, appear by'profession' (Whit.P.S. 3 p,"137). 
The Separatists went a step further, denying baptism-absolutely 
to the children of notoriously vdcked person's, the Brownists "to children of open sinners generally, the Barrdwists 'to 'the seed'" 
of whores and witches 1 (Rogers 'P. S. pp. 265 f., "quoting Barrowe's Bis- .covery of the False Church p.9). The professed aim of the'Separat-' 
ists was to erect congregations of pure Christians after the Anabapt 
ist pattern, and therefore they could be mrre severe than "the Pur 
itans, who wished to maintain the state "church," but presbyterian- 
ised and disciplined. The stricter discrimination of the Separat 
ist groups derived logically from their conception of the church.$f. , • •• - - - -.-- • - - — - - —- -•

Against both Puritan and1 Separatist views Hogers,""Whitgift and 
'Hooker championed the lajter Anglican practice. Rogers condemned 
contrary opinions in his usual fashion, but ^sve no arguments in favour of the orthodox position. ' Whitgift contributed several arg uments. He denied the t, the iniquity or hypocrisy of the parent" 
necessarily harmed theinfant. He challenged his opponents to prove 
•their capacity to judge the worthiness .of infant recipients. He : 
cMmed that the baptism of heretics could not be reckoned valid 
and at the same time baptism refused to the children of the excbmm- } 
unicate. Even,the excommunicate 'kept still their baptism 1 , so l 
that there was no good reason 'to justify the secluding" of their ' 
children from being baptised 1 . The statement of Beza rounded off 1 
Whitgift's case, and the archbishop was also- able to use effectively 
a dictum of Zwingli, 'that when we_only add external signs, and ad-

minister only the external doctrine, we must also be content witl external confession 1 (Whit.P. S» 3 p.137). " Hooker discussed the 
matter largely in the light of the statements of Calvin and of the
answer to Knox. He concluded that f we may not deny unto infants 

their right.by v/ithholding from them the public sign of holy 
baptism, if they be born where the outward acknowledgement of 
holy baptism is not clean gone and extinguished 1 (L.E.P.3 1,12),

| 
a, - if IK s

The problem of a discriminating use of the sacrament is one * l which recurs constantly in nominally Christian lands. It comes up 
with particular acuteness in ages of religious decay, when the maj 
ority of "baptisms appear ftorinal and ineffective. During the pres 
ent century there has grown up in England a strong and widespread- 
movement of protest against indiscriminate baptism, in which church 
men of all shades of opinion have joined. .The argument is that the 
majority of sponsors are now no longer Christian in belief or pract 
ice, and that the "baptisms are therefore meaningless. The church 
at home has just as much right to deniand of sponsors the same high 
standard of profession as is normally demanded of adult converts on the foreign mission field. If the sponsors who come forward 
do not reach the necessary standard, then either satisfactory 
sponsors must be provided "by the congregation or baptism refused 
altogether.
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Theology can ill afford to neglect the work done in past gen erations. In the sixteenth century the Reformers distinguished clear ly^ the main points at xissue, and we may gather from their discussions the choices which must be made. Whenever the quest ion of dicrimination arises, we learn from their works that two vitar rights must be balanced the one against the dbther: the right to baptism of the child born within the Christian tradition, the right of the Church to demand %hat when baptism is given there should be satisfactory guarantee of instruction in faith and morals. On. the one hand it is true that so long as even a nominal profess ion of Christianity continues a child of baptised parents has a claim to, the privileges'of baptism, quite irrespective of the opin ions or standards of^ life of the parents. On the other hand it is true; tjiat the Church has a-duty to" see that the sponsors provided sfctiafy certain minimal requirements. ^e problem really is not one of discrimination in baptism, , but of discrimination in sponsor^ ship. It is'a problem of discipline*

" In tackling the * problem some very important choices have to be made, ... The first is this: tftiether, in an age of religious decline, the Church is to continue a national Church of nominal adherents (v.lth the hope - of a future-; revival of faith), or whether it is to take the Anabaptist and Separatist way, and become a particular church .of '.true 1 , professors. - If the latter course be adopted, then a further choice imis/t be made: What degree of apostasy constitutes the real overthrow of the .Christian isoqa religion?
Bmt if the former course is taken ? and it is decided to exercise more discrimination in 'the admission of sponsors (which would in l-practice involve a certain discrimination in respect of the infant subjects), "then a choice has 'to be made: What standards of fitness may reasonably be exacted? Obviously no body can decide as to the ultimate inward fitness of sponsors. ^ Only God knows the hearts* Only outward standards can be erected^- These can hardly be more,-" although they could not well be less - than baptism, 'the ratific ation of the baptismal vows- in confirmation, an agreed minimum of• attendances at Christian services, and freedom from open condemnat ion as a notorious sinner. Now already, in the Prayer ^ook and Canons, the Reformers have provided a machinery of discipline of ths.kind, which only needs to be applied, with perhaps some modificat ions to suit' ciliated conditions. The Puritans did not agree t&,t the standards were 'high enough or the machinery sufficient. Poss ibly some would agree, although the imposing of too high a standard would "lead" in the long run to "'particular r churches. out at any""' rate the' application*of "~cuch discipline as there is would eliminate the worst atoses of "indiscriminate baptism, and clarify the posit ion co far as church-members are concerned.

Those who advocate more drastic measures," the restriction of "baptism to the children'of'regular communicants, and "the treatment of all "others as sub--or gost-Christian, would do v;ell to'ask wheth er" such "a" course is'" more justified".now than it v;as~"in the" time of 'Elizabeth,," Even, to JJKH for bid"'baptism to the children of "open' unbelievers and,.,sinners, desiting baptism for their offspring'and providing sponsors, was a step which the ^nglicans hesitated to'tak^ 'Fo"r if sponsors are provided, and opportunites of Christian instruct ion are available, in church, sun&ey-school or day-school id? not
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in the home, then s.o long,as the Chris-ian profession renains u-sne 
does not'seem to be any^raal case for an excersive discrinimtion; 
What $ there does appear to be a case for is greater care in the ad 
mission, and more zeal in the instruction, of thr se v/ho do undeF- 
take reponsibility forthe Christian upbringing of infant members'of 
the church, with the rejection on clear and recognised grounds of 
those who are manifestly unsuitable. .Hooker summed up the v/hole* 
controversy in the sixteenth century with" the wise and 'pertinent, 
questions """'were "it not against both equity and' duty to refuse 'the 

mother of believers herself,, and not to take her in this case 
(i.e.that of-«w& natural children or the children of the"accursed) 

' for a faithful ^ardnt? 1 (L.R.I1 .5 64,5). T/hile that final possib 
ility remains, the case for discrimination in baptism xssstxMxta: 
has still to oe established. fc

5.Inanimate Objects f ,. .f , f *
* ,. * . . .

\

During-the early Middle Ages it had become customary in the church 
to apply a form of baptism to bells,' and .sometimes to ..flag's and " 
ships, when they were consecrated"t© Christian use." According to 
this form the bells received names, were sprinkled with water and 
oil, and received episcopal biSssing. There is a record of the 
prohibition of such 'baptisms 1 a't the tine of Charlemagne, but by 
the'time of John XIII, of ten*".'credited as the first to name bells T '
the practice had become well-established (Schaff-Hertzog^Helig.SncyQl 
Art.tfells). The s.ervice at such functions developed. into a most 
elaborate one as theyears passed." A bishop performed the cerenony 1, 
the name of "a saint was given,, the bell was" signed with" the sign 
of the'Cross, and the Triune formula was. repeated over' iti "Spoils* 
ors appear- to have been appointed.""" "The b'ell" itself "was- specially 
draped. All ".the usual baptismal rites, holy water, salty creasa^ 
tapers, figured in" the ceremonyg- The- bishop offered prayer 'tnat " 
God would sanctify the bell with the Holy Spirit, " 'pour upon It his 

heavenly blessing.,.. .and infuse into it the dew of''his'Holy Spir 
it, "that the devil may always""flee before the sound thereof 
(A form given by Hart E.Ii.p.246).

In fairness to the Roman theologians''it must be pointed out 
that they'never pretended that this, baptising of bells was "a bapt 
ism in "the full'sense. The term baptism was applied to it only by , 
extension--and "figuratively (Cath.Encycl.Art.Bapt,). There was per 
haps iii the prayer's a~ suggestion of'the conveying of grace, but "it 
was^not grace"in"the sense of remission of sins arid regeneration, 
as in the sacrament properly speaking. ' "On the other hand the fact 
that bells we're dedicated with "so much pomp and circumstance, more 
so than in the case of infants," naturally gave "rise to siiperstitiou^ 
notions amongst the general populace, "and led to the loss of a 
right proportion. In addition the bishops, who reserved to them 
selves the sole right of conducting these ceremonies, often abtiised 
their position by exacting quite extortionate flees.

There was strong feeling about this abuse at the time of the ; 
Information. Amongst the complaints of the Germans at the Council ! 
of Hur»mberg was one to this effect: !Also the suffragans have
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invented,, that no tbther-T?ut themselves"/ may baptise bells for

whereby the simple people, iipbn^ the "affirmation
• d°+beJi!vS £}atvsuch bells so baptised will _ irits ana tenpests. Thereupon a great" number

at f£f"'+?™her§ ^e^0±Tlt^ > especially sucH" as" are riwh, who, at Jhe time of baptising, do hold the rope wherewithal the bell is tied, ^th-e suffgagan speaking before them, as is accustomed
in, the, baptising ^¥ /children, they altogether do answer and give the. name of the bell; the bell having a new garment put upon it, as is 'according to begone unto the Christians. After this they 
go to a sumptuous banquet. ... .Yet doth not this' "suffice, but that the suffragans also must-have a reward' (Foxe S'4 p. 311). ' 

Here attention was concentrated more upon the financial scandal, but we may note the reference to "superstitious beliefs fostered, and the suggestion that the true baptism of Christians was profaned." ' ". - ' -•-.— . ... A ̂ • ,' ^^

; Luther derived from this corrupt practice an argument against 
the private mass. The baptism of bells, he contended, could not be counted as true; baptism .because there were no living recipients 
of grace. " The presence of "the' bishop, the affusion of water, the correct pronouncing of the words: "all these did not avail to make 
a genuine baptism without persons to receive. Even the Homanists themselves did notr seriously contend that the inanimate objects supplied the want of "personal subjects. But just as there could be no baptism without .human recipients, so there could be no mass if there were no communicants. It will be" seen that "Luther himself' did not approve of the baptising of bells, : indeed, he condBBtoed" it as ridiculous (Cf.Audin L.p.145). 1^ As one might expect, the Ana baptists joined forces "with the Heformer in this attack. They did not see any need. for elaborate argumentation, btrlr pointed out simply 
that it was unscyiptural and unapostolic(B.I-t .H".4pJ<D .14 »**•

• Of the "Anglican Reformers Hooper was one of the first to denoun ce the corruption. He pointed -out that the words of institution
limited the sacrament to" rational creatures!* "The "word shev&h. . .that only men, reasonable creatures, should be baptised. SB So it condemned the gentility (gen till sm?)- and superstition that hath '-
" been used in the christening of bells' (Hoop. r. S.I p. 533). He ga nst the practice the fact that bells can 'neither wobjected a

' ; ceive nor use the thing signified by baptism. .. .therefore it . " ought not to be "applied to them (Ibid. 2 p. 47). Becon went furth er in his condemnation. He regarded the baptising of bells as a 
wicked profanation of the holy ordinance instituted by Christ: 'More 

over how wickedly did the papists apply baptism to dumb creatures, as to the christening of bells etc..... a plain mocking of God's ordinance and "a -very profanation of this sacrament 1 (Bee. P. S.I p.H), 
To say that no true baptism "was intended, far from excusing the " practice, made clear that holy things 'were being despised by fool ish and wilful profanation. On the other hand, if true ba-ntism 

were intended, 'it was a plain misapplication* Calfhill made 'much the same point in his answer to Martial!. KG contended the-t true - 
-baptism belonged only to believers. To baptise bells with the same ceremonies 'and solemnities was to act in the Devil's name, not in 
the name and according to the institution of Christ (Calf .P. S. p. 15) . 
Rqgers finally summed up the Reformed EXE case in England when he 
accused of serious error all who abused the sacrament: 'So abused
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is "baptism 1 , lie wrote, 'by them who baptise thing's without reas 
on, yea sometimes without life or sense. '• So have the Papists 
baptised both bells and babels1. Rogers quoted from Valera the 

famous instance of » John XIV (probably in error for XIII) baptising 
the great bell of St. John.de, Later an. 'and giving "it his name 1 , and 
from Tf orison that of the Pope- baptising in 1568 the Italian and ^ani 
ish standards (Kog.P.S'.p,266) ,'

. -
The controversy was comparatively unimportant,' but it illust- 

rates the totally different outlook of the ^ontnist and Reformed !
•parties. The Romanists, with all their stress on the sacraments,
-aid not hesitate to alter. or -improve upon that v rhich God had appoint 
ed. Indeed, their emphasis upon the" outv.Trd sign led them to <, 
ascribe a spiritual value even to the consecrating of bells. To 
supply '-the want of ' Scriptural authority for these" extensions of law 
ful btptl sm the church and her •-'rclin.ance.s could be invoked. The 
Tlef orriersj on the other hand, 'brought to their theology ?nd to 
tlicir. ecclesiastical practice1 a high sense of the transcendence of 
&T Grqdv ~ The result was a stress u/'on the need to observe strictly 

L wfcat 'they believed God himself had ordained. They had no belief"" in 
an automatic efficacy* " "" 'Tliey* could not""15e" terrp'tee then into ascriB- 
ing a superstitious power to" the mere act' of" cashing in the Triune 
name. The'' sacrament, had its. power only if that was done which had 
been commanded. To turn God's' ordinance -to" .fcfee other uses" than" - 
"those for "which they "had been: appointed,; even with" the ""very- best 
intentions, constituted' a -.breach of the divine prerogative."" ' ~ It 
could serve"no profitable' end,- It could, oao^ lead, only .to -evil* 
It brought the perpetr^ ta'tor's of the abuse under the charge of" 
mockery .and sacrilege, and. exposed them to the JUG t judgment of

ug" 
of
XiCl 1} J^) JLfc* A ^** £--, V-'* * >^.*« *•" ••*•» •"""*• —— •*'•• ——'-- ^^ •- 1»^ »W P«^ »• —— —— ***• •"• V «• •- f"f ^ ———— •-• "• ^^ •—— ^—. -——• —— —— ~m ^,_—_-__ —— ———— s__ —— —— _^ - — • • •—————I

why "bells" should not be "baptised "as "\vell as men." Put serious crit 
icisms may be made of such a practices first, "the -criticism" that , 
it fosters superstition, second, that it is loased in any case" up-' 
on a false view"of the operation of the sacrament,' and third, that 
it is an"extension of the scope" of the sacrament not justified in 
the light of the historical^ origins of baptism." Although the""" 
Reformers 1 "teaching perhaps contained within it the seeds of .this 
newer"undertanding, and although there is" complete concurrence in 
the opposing".of the'Komanist abuse, it need" hardly ben emphasised' 
that'Ultimately this type of criticism is based upon an understand 
ing quite alien to the trancendentalism of the early Protestants. ,

JTotes ;
1 ZWingli C*K.4"p.229 VITie sprechend die m ouffl6ugner, t| der touff 

1 ein solch zeichen, "dass i( es"niemas nemen solle, er wusse denn,
das er: one siind leben"mSg f , ' •'""• " " "'" . ., - 

^ Beza Qjet K.C.llS '^uos igitur baptiaandos censes? Omnes qui mi- i
hi Foederis tabulas rite exnibuerint, quibus obsignandis Bapt"^'
inus est institutis. ;/ Adutos igitur nul^os admiseris, nisi
fidem rectam disert^ professos? Kullos 1.
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Cat. of Ed.P.SwC 'Qui in Christum* credit et religionis Chris'tieni 
articulos profitetur, et vult baptizarl (de adultis jam loquor,

Zeugft _
die Berechtigung der Kinder taufe;' ~e's un'terstufifte nachfl seii*| 

er reinung die Einwurfe fler fiedertaufer, dass die Kirchehvater
, ;r wie-Augustin und andere uber diese Fra^e nicht zu eiiier sicheren
c Entseheidung gelangt weraden 1 . • > "" " .....-*.
0 Anrich M.B ftp.3d 'Zuerst waren sich Bucer und die Strassbiirger 

Prediger uber'die Kinder taufe nicht durchaus klaf gewsen^. " 
In 1528 Capito Questioned the'wisdom and even the scriptural : 
soundness of infant baptism. This led Bucer to defend it in 
his Commentary of John (Anrich p.38). ' " " * " """

6 Luth.W.A.6'pp.526-7 f verum ub;L virtutem Baptism! in parvulis r :
„ noh potuit $ atari ex tinguere'. ' '••'• , "" " """ "
' Augsburg Conf. 'De Baptismb decent. ..quod pueri sinA baptizandi*, 

Muralt p.20 quotes ^rebel's description of"infant baptism as" 
'einen nraslnnigen, gotzlesterigen grewel wider alle gschrift 1 , i

.- CfrHubmaier in Zwingli C.Ii.4 p.640 'Der Kindertauff ist ein .
Q̂  y/erck on alien grundt des gottlich worts 1 7
y Heppe K.D."Heidegger 25,5 ''Baptismix subjectum est populus Dei""fid- 

-elis'; "Keckermann-p.453 'Infantes Christianorum," sive utroque 
parenti Christiani, sive alter utro" tantum iiati sint,debent bapt- 

Rituale Romafiuin 'Nemo in utero matris clausus • / -izari'.
baptizaii debet'.

Heppe.K.D. 'Fos distinctionem facimus inter infantes infideliua ., 
et5M?£in"t'es fidelium atque in ecclesia greinio natos: • • 
The former were not to be baptised"for these reasons: 
l.Quia nee mandatum, nee promissio, -nee exemplum illius rei ex- 
stat in toto Novo Testament©j 2,Quia nobis taritum judicandl'sunt, 
qUi sunt intra ecclesiam, qui vero extra sunt, judicabat" Deus: V'

" S.Qui'a Apostolus express'e dicit infidelium liberos esse immunais, 
fidelium solos sanctos; 4,Quia Ba ^tisinus est sacramentum BcUTeli*- 

^ Keformatio Leguin Sect. 18"'Nee enim minus ad Beunret Eccles^aMtf. 
iam pertinent Christianotum infantes, quam liberi quondam Hebrae- 
6r'urn per tinebant.....;' , " ~ " "" "" . 

Audin L.p.145 'Si quelquMn baptiaait, quand 11 n^y a personne. a 
bapti»er, comme si-quelque eveque,' selon la coutume riflicule"... 
baptisait une cloche ou une sonnette, ce qui ne doit ni ne peut
recevoir le bapteme, dis-moi, serait ce la" un vrai bapteme? II 
est palpable qu'il n'y "a point, , quoique les paroles de baptime 
soient prononcees, ou qu^ 1'eau soit repandue", parcequ'il y 
manque toe -personne qui puis'se recevoir le bapteme'. T '~ ' 

B.R.lf.4 p. 191 'De Apostelen hebben oich gene klbcken gedoipt 1 ." 
Rogers P.Sip.266 quotes'Cyp.Valera Two Treatises (Trans;Lond,16QO). 

Of the Lives of the Popes; p.55 'He (John XIV) it was that bapt 
ised the great bell of "St. .John de Laterah ? and gave it his 'names' " 
and Moresin: ^Hpatus, seu.Deprav.Kelig*Orig. Edinburg 1594 pp.23- 
24 f en anno 166s Papa baptizat vexillum Italorum et Hispanorumv 
qui regi HispanaaaattJc-iarum militabant in.Flandria, vocavitque 
Margaretam-, quae. postea ut fertur vicit in acie diabolum collat- 
is signisV. f
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CHAPTER VIII IKFAKT BAPTISM

1, The Komanist Doctrine

The early writers of the Church had found little- cause to defend' * 
the baptism of inf ants ,'" for there were very 'few actively to dispute 
./the matter. Origen, ,,, in 'his refenence to infant baptism, had con 
firmed and explained it by his teaching upon original sins 'For this 

reason also it was, that the Church had from the Apostles""a tra-j 
dition to give baptism'"' even to infants. For they... knew that 
there is in all persons the natural pollution of sins 1 . Iren- ' 

aeus, of course, had connected the practice of giving baptism to 
persons of all ages with the fact that the Incarnate Son went thro 
ugh all the stages of human life. Tertullian produced strong reas 
ons for delaying baptism, but he evidently accepted infant joaosi- :
baptism (where necessary) 'as a practice handed down from the earl 
iest times. When St.ii.ugus tine developed his powerful theological • 
defence of the baptism of, infants, he did *so. incidentally, as it ' 

a weapon :in' the controversy against Felagiust
The contention was that if original sin were denied, then there 
was "no point in the ancient and apostolic cms torn of administering 
baptism to infants. Pelagius himself made no attempt to dispute 
the custom, but tried rather to find for it some other theologic 
al value.. and meaning (See Wall, Harnack, Liturgy and Worship).

The formulation by- Augustine, of the clear- cu-f doctrine of orig 
inal sin did provide once and for 'all a takological raison d'etre
•of a practice already universally 'acknowledged by reason of its 
presumed apostolic origin* _The importance of ""Augustine 1 s contrib 
ution became clear when in the Middle Ages certain sects challenged, 
the baptism of infants, and the theologians looked around for arg 
uments in defence of it. Three main lines of defence . came to be 
.adopted: Scripture, ' tradition and the theological necessity, 
'Lombard laid great stress, upon the latter point. For salvation 
we must either have faith" or the sacrsneni. But infants cannot 
have individual faith, and the faith of the church does'not avail 
to save them unless they are also baptised ;(Lomb.4 Bist.4 E}. 1 
Thomas investigated the matter- more fully, , but his conclusions 
were much the same. He saw three main objections to the .baptism 
of infants: first, that infants have no intention; second, that 
they .have no faith 5 and third, that they .have n© conscience. But 
against'' these he -brought the counter-arguments: ' that infant bapt 
ism derives from the Apostles (upon the dubious authority of Dion- ''•*
-ysiu's);*1 that infants are under the condemnation ^f original sin, 
and need salvation; that they are not debarred from divine grace,- 
but may. receive it upon the faith of others or of the church (^hom. 
3 QuTga.^). In the "iddle A^es, "as later in the sixteenth cent- 
uiyWlrcre driven logically either to deny the reality and guilt ef 
'original sin, or* to assert the necessary damnation ©f all infants. 
A few seem to have inclined to the" latter cenclusien, although it 
is possible that their opponents chiarged them with* this "logical 
Reduction for controversial purposes ISee Wall 2 p. 144).

In the sixteenth century the Hananist position did not change
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In essentials from ths't taken up by the Scholastics, except
in opposition to the Reformed teaching- of the role authority oT *"
Scripture attention was concentrated a.? on the argument fror: liaclitr-'

he,'ion. Indeed, many Homahist CDirtroversiElists adopted __ 
Anabaptist argument that it was impossible to brin~ forward clear 
S'criptures, in support of Infant baptism.- 'They concluded that 
the custom -must.be accepted upon the sole" authority of "tradition.
'«*••*. <3 -t- "U ̂ . 4- J-1* _ --1 _ 1*1 ^ _-- -• i _ _ n • n_ • . ^_ _ 1 _ . _ - _ —. . . . -* I*. - '

by
onent ^.^ ^^..^^. 7 ^vv^^i v»^iiw jj<^ iu.j. t^o oe» &cy uicxu in "cue ma"ox,er 01 "Dne

-subjects of baptism, the Church altered" and rightly altered'the 
originals-practice. He thus ".concluded that th6 Church had the 
right to alter other practices, even In defiance of 'the Scriptural . 
and Apostolic rmle. Cranmer, Jewel and V.hitgift all refuted 
these arguments (Cf.Jewel,1 pp.2^3-4).

Hot all .Honanists ,Wenl to these extravagant lengths. *lie fam 
ous Eck, disputing at Baden, defended infant baptism on theolog-" ical grounds. The children of Christians, he urged in one"of His 
theses,'-are born in original sin,--.and ±he baptism of''Christ, but 
not of John, avails to -cleanse frtmaSt7*y*1Mjkl0tAo .stressed th"g' 
connection between Qrigin'al gin and the-"b£oti'sri of infants, 'indeed, 
the Catechism "gave the treefold argument, '" from tradition, Script 
ure and theology. ' It claimed" that the'fallowing texts indicated

al sin v/as plainly stated:" " 'Through the sin of ""Adam, children 'have 
contracted original guilt. * .-;v/ith"still greater "reason ~may
attain grace and righteousness, through. Christ," to "reign unto. 
life, which indeed can by no means be effected without baptism* 
(Ibid.) . """* The' Cat echism* claimed'" that although infants had~nd 

faith when they were baptised - thus excluding 'Luther ' s theory -" 
yet they may "be baptised ^pon the strength of/the faith of others, 
and indeed receive "the : ' mysterious gift of faith in baptism"1 : 'Not 

that they belies afcBaa&y by the assent "of their own minds, but 
because that want is supplied by the faith of "the parents, if" 
their -parents be of the number of the faithful: if not (to use
the words of St. Augustine) by the faith of "the universal society 
of the saints 1 (Ibid. %u. 32 j quoting Aug. Ep 1st. 23 ad Bonif.).

The point made by the Romanists was this. Infant baptism was', 
accepted primarily because it had been handed down from the Apbstieej 

that descent was challenged} however, it could also be -prov'ed Scriptur ally 'and theologically. This fact emerges' clearly in' 
Bellarmlne, "wh© claimed first trie universality and apostolicity' of 
the practice', but also brought forward arguments from the house 
hold baptisms "in Acts and from John 3.5., Ag&inst the common ob 
jection' that' infants are not admitted to communion Bellarmine urged 
that milk is the proper food @f infants, bread aid wine of adults 
(De la S.T.B.p.363j.^ Luther's claim that infants have actual " 
faith Bellarmine dismissed as absurd (Ibid.). 3 Infants §o receive" 
habitual faith ,as an infused gift, but they have actual faith only 
/by virtue of the act of baptism itself or by virtue ©f the faith of 
others (Ibid.), The same threefold argument, tradition,
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Scripture and the doctrine of ®riginal sin, is used in the Catholic 
Encyclopedia, which also follows the Catechism of Trent and Bellam ine closely in its statements upon the faith of infants."" Vicarious faith is defended on the ground that there is vicarious sin: Hi \&* 
believes by another who has sinned by another (Art.Baptism).

^ -i
Anabaptism did force the Romanists in the sixteenth century to come to. grips v with the matter. So too did the doubts cast by'the ' Reformers upon the absolute necesssity of the sacrament. Upon the * 

basic presuppositions they were able to present a sound and convinc ing case. Neither the Anabaptists nor the Reformers shared these presuppositionSfSSdt although the Reformers accepted the doctrine of original sin ana were willing to find come efficaciousness in"the sacrament. Both denied}' for Instance, that John"3.5 taught an"* 
absolute, necessity of water-baptism. Both denied too that'tradit ion co'u/od'be cited as an independent and absolute authority."" The 
Reformers, who wished to maintain the practice of infant baptism"," 
were forced then to examine the question more radically aiid'to seek 
reasons forTthe custom consistent with their own basic principles. Since the Anabaptists and the Reformers to some extent occupied comm 
on ground, the struggle between these two parties was'the more fierce. It will be necessary then to study more closely the Ana 
baptist attack, as directed more particularly against the Reformers 
.whom they must have hoped for a $hort time t@ win over to their views. The Reformation reply will then demand a more extended and detailed discussion,

.2. The Ana'baptist Attack '
r i

The Anabaptists have "be en: well described as .the left-wing" of the ""* Reformation'." Some groups, of "course, "' like the Zwickau prophets, went far be"yoncL Xx&sxxsx the original "principles of reform, 'They rejected the authority of the Bible as well as that" ef the "Church. 
In the place of external'revelation they wished to .put" an inward ' illumination of the Spirit. Free-thinking Anabaptists like Denck ; 
adopted similar views, although -they'did not identify the illuminaV ion quite with the visions and utterances-of Storch and his disciple* 
The more sober groups, how ever ? "took as, their starting point the ; Protestant principle that the Bible is the sole"rule of faith and ; practice. ; They set aside entirely the authority'of the historic Church, which they regarded as an utter perversion of the true Church ©f Christ. They aimed at a radical reconstruction of the 
doctrine and organisation and ethical life of "New Testament days, 
applying the principle of the authority of Scripture with all its 
rigour. They could find no precedent for a state-church in the New 
Testament, and therefore they rejected the Lutheran and Reformed 'compromise'. They followed out strictly the rule's of the New 
Testament with regard to aaths, offices, non-participation in v/ar, communal life, withdrawal from the world, the ministry. One 
outstanding difference from the Reformers might"be noticed in this connection. The Anabaptists tended to accept only the New Testae 
ent as binding and authoritative. As a whole - there are except 
ions, as amongst the extremists at .Minister, who justified polygamy 
sn Old Testament models - they set aside the Old mestament as ihf er- 
io r in status and preparatory only. The Reformers, of course, x
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were able to press their own acceptance of the authority "of the" 
whole Bible {as stated in the Confessions-Article 7 of the 39 Art 
icles, for example) ;bo& their ssm adva&ntage in" disputing Anabapt 
ist conclusions. They could claim that their opponents failed $0 
interpret Scripture by Scripture, and they could bring against 
Anabaptist radicalism Bid Testament precepts and examples.

It was in accordance with the principle that Scripture is the 
sole rule ©f faith and practice that the Anabaptists challenged 
the practice of the baptism of infants. They" dismissed the plea 
©f tradition as irrelevant. from the very outset. They demanded 
©f those who .wished to .continue the custom clear Scriptures: either 
commandment ©r example. They claimed boldly that nowohere did' -
Christ, teach tfrtat infants should be baptised, "and nowther* in the' 
Nev/ Testament is -it record that "the~~Ap6 sties practised such bapt 
ism (Grebel in~X ZWingli C.H.£ 3 " p.369),'4 Arguments from the 
Old Testament they were able to parry by arguing that the "New Test 
ament is -the 'authoritative. Christian book. The fact that ingant i 
baptism did appear early in the .church, v/hich of course did not !; 
in itself .constitute any reason -for its continuance, thev explain- 1' 
ed by the theory that. Satan was able very quickly to- deceive the 
people of. God and to corrupt ,the pure -practice of the first days. 
Satan and the Fopee we're indiscriminately charged with introducing
the custom (Dosker D.A.p.176).^' • - * '•', -•' .

••:' „ -' - • *>• . * '' "4

* In their appeal to the New Testament "'the Anabaptists had a 
double ta$k, a destructive and a constructive".' mhe first and des 
tructive was the easier. It v/as to prove that there is a lack 
of clear guidaiice. from Christ and the Apostles- v.ith regard to the' 
baptising of infants. A second and more difficult task v/as cr>ns£- 
ructive, the substantiation of their clains by". proving that Infant

and for clear Scriptures, indng none, tnn asked
or clear Scriptures in condemnation of the practice. The .'.nabap-' 

tists \verje hard put about to , furnish them, ' _•- 4

te 
ba
was
that water^ bap ti'sn is necessary to salvation. To deny it_is inf 
ants is tlien cruelly and impiously to exclude then from" the king dom. .* The Anabaptists for Weir p^rtr refused -to allow "that the * - 
text had' any reference to water- baptism at all f not* at any'' rate,, 
'in the sense of an "absolute necessity "(See Chapter I v ) . "In so ^ : 
far as it" did refer to baptism," it cohered only 'thise who" naff'"1" 1 ' 
had the spporttaity of -hearing the frospel, and v;ho made the decis 
ion to "be baptised' or to refuse baptism In Accordance with their 
response (See the exposition in Bft£.!T.,2 p,191),»

There was also a gopfl"deal of discussion, bath with the 
Romanists "and the Kef ormers, about the records of household bapt isms in Acts. -Naturally these baptisms gave some support to the
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view that there was at least a'probable bapti^ation of infants by " 
the Apostles. , This the ^nabaptists would not allow. They argued 
that there is no express mention of" children. They pointed but 
that the circumstances were always such as to preclude the possibil 
ity of the presence, and beptssing.of children. *• In-all"" the records, 
they claimed," the reference was either to a household in v.iiich 
there would hot be any children, or specific mention was made' of 
all" the members of : the", household believing. """ It was"tKu"s impossi'pli 
to establish the*baptism of infants from these7examples (See ^Wingl; 
C.*.Gen.N©.93 pp«48 f.for .extended arguments,stated and answered).

/ , ..•-....

In-.controversy with the Reformers the Anabaptists had to* con-' 
sider the favourite argument from the Old Testament sign of circum 
cision, gainst""this argument-they lodged various objections'.' 
They did not agree that the same principles were common to both" 
testaments. "They distinguished then between the two covenants, 
the family covenant of the Old Testament," signed and sealed by 
circumcision, and the individual covenant ©f the'n^w, signed and 
Sealed by believer's bap&ism (See Calvin Instit.4,16). Even if "it 
could Jbe granted that the,children of believers did belong to t&& covensyj:, this did not in Anabaptist eyes "constitute a claim to - 
baptism. " Under the ©I'd dispensation only boys had been circumcis*-* 
ed, n©t'girls. And yet girls were included within the covenant ag 
well as boys. From this it might be concluded that the sign-waft
not strictly necessaryT and"second, that Christians ought to foll 
ow the example of Abraham, wh© circumciv^ed tt&g only as God had 
commanded, and-,not according to his own"fancy Lln the Grflninger 
Eingabe, attacked by Zwingli C.F..93 pp.48 f,;. 7

• It was hardly sufficient, however, to demolish the Scrip ftj£«- 
al case of the Romanists and Reformers. The Anabaptists were then*- 
selves challenged t© prove"that the Hew Testament excluded"infants i 
from" baptism. 'Tn theiij&ttempt" to- do this they turned first to 
the words ©f institution in Mark 16. The problem ©f a lo«t ending* 
"of Mark did not trouble"'them and they preff*yed Mark to" "Matthew f©2 
reasons.whichjfcd.il appear. '* This command ©f"Christ in Mark they' 
interpreted as a^command," first t© teachy -*"then ; to'baptis'e"those 
who'liad been taught. Great" stress was laid Upon the order* Hub- 
maier, in his careful analysis, showed how significant" it was. 
First, the disciples were t* g®V "Then they were to preach or' 
teach. Then they were 'to baptise those who believed, the bel 
ief and baptism ensuring e'alv.ation. The Apostles "did not' receive 
any command to"baptise the young children ©f believers (Zwing.C.fc. 
4 pp'.576 f.^Cf^Hoffmanii in B.JUH.5 p,155).a -•

~~

Next, "the .Anabaptists argued from the records ©f cTohannine 
and Apostolic baptisms in the Gospels and Acts. J©hn baptised 4 
the r© entant; 'this'meant that children, who were not capable af J 
repentance, ^could not have been baptised by him (Grefeel in Z.C.E. 
3 p.369). Similarly, it was argued, all those who received i 
baptism at therthands of the Apostles first made a profession e>f " ? 
faith ("Ibid.). y ^vhen the .'Eufintih wished t® be baptised, the Evang-* 
elist questioned him first caderning his faith. Hot until a sat- - 
isfactory answer had ; been £iven could the. sacrament be administered. In'all the cases recorded in Acts the.Apostles baptised converted 
adults, nat infants incapable of belier (Cf.Instit.4,16;.
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A final passage which -the Anabaptists pressed in their favour was that section ©f Romans 6 in which the Apostle related baptism * 
to the death and resurrection ©f the believer. T© ascribe t© inf 
ants this experience of entry into the work of Christ they thought . both absurd and unscriptural. Spiritually, infants could riot flie ' and rice again, for they could not repent and believe. Morally, • they could not undertake the mortification of the/flesh and renovati ion of life, for they could have n© understanding ©f the ©fcligat- •! 
ions of Christian baptism. They could then cwa be ba-otised only in ; respect of the future physical death and" resurrection! and that limitation emptied the sacrament of its spiritual content and m'ean- 
ing. Baptism administered to infants ceased to be that signific ant sign which.lt-had been when giT?en by the Apostles,' according tfc'Christ's commandment, to believing adults (Grebel in Zw.C.H.3 p.3«9). ia

The Scriptural arguments -were the ones upon which the Anabapt ist^ concentrated, but they could not altogether tkx ignore the the 
©logical aspect. Here, however, they were at a disadvantage. ' They stressed the literal interpretation and application of the Hew Testament texts, "but they lacked the Reformers 1 grasp ©f the theo logical principles which underlay the New Testament, and indeed the Bible as a whole. In a word, they'could not see the wood for the trees. Their isolation of the New Test ament from the Old, with ; 
the consequent devaluation of the latter, was at this point a. draW'- 
back. ., In addition, the Anabaptists were not in the strict sense theologians. They were lovers of-fiae Bible/ with the. ordinary- plain understanding ©f intelligent and spiritual men - we are think-' ing now of the sober and not the fanatical groups. It may be doubt* ed, however, whether they realised'the implication's of many of their conclusions. The denial &Eat Christ- took flesh ©f the Virg-' ; in, a tenet which seems to have come ""down from sore of the mediae-- val sects, -.is'hard to understand except ©n the assumption that they knew little ©r nothing of the ChristAlogical controversies, and had; no grasp ,©f what was required "in a satisfactory'theology ©f the In- •, carnation. r*" . , "" •' '•

-* . " " •*' **•• , w

The first theological argument used by the Anabaptists was ."• , this: that faith is a necessary requirement in baptism, accord-- » ing to Christ's institution, and that the sacrament itself cannot 
confer faith. They rejected, ©f course, Luther's suggestion that infants may and.probably do actually believe, but many Reformers ! and all the Romanists agreed in. condemning this teaching. The Ana-, 
baptists, however, disputed the Romanist claim that at the baptism of infants habitual faith'is infused. If that were the case, why- then, they asked, should not the children of'Turks?-and heathen be 
baptised? On wte t grounds were the benefits of ±x± baptism restrict ed tk the children ©f Christians^ Theoretically the only valid R-emanist ansv;er'would be this, that the unbelief of the parents constituted a bar to grace, but practically, of course, the un 
willingness of the parents, to whom the guardianship ©f the child ren belonged, was a sufficient obstacle to such a practice (See 
B.R.N.-2 p.130). ' . . . -

-. • 
F' s

The question of criminal sin was mere tangled, and here the



Anabaptists wenee- sorely pressed. Like the r eforraers, tte Ana- baptists did not think that infants would ceme into ^eternal perd 
ition because- they lacked faith ©r baptism. But thV" then had t* "face the Reformed contenti®n, that if criminal sin v/as pardoned 
to infants i.e. if they enjoyed a main cp^ace ©f baptism, hov cou^d the sign itself be denied them? In thei* attempts t© escape this argument the Anabaptists were driven inevitably to deny original sin or guilt,, and tf> assert a freedom of the will of each man in
respect @f sin and ef salvati@n. On this view infants stoad in no need ®f remission. Even if a tendency t* sin 'might be" Slcc- erned, no real sin, either original or actual, ceuld be ascrib 
ed to them. Thus they neither needed nor" enjoyed the" grace of '- baptism, and could have no title to the sign., The obvious count- 
•er- arguments will be considered in the discussion of the "^e formed 
reply.

A final argument "deserves brief mention, the" armament from 
the likeness of the~tv;o "sacr agents. "'"' Admit infants to baptism/ and they ought logically to be admitted to tile supper". "If bs'p'tr- 
ism initiated" into the church, then all th©se baptised had surely the riglit tt> partake of the church's .me a^jtf"' fellowship. " It was 
both illogical" and absurd t© say that infants" belonged to Gad's 
covenanted people, and had" a right to the "seal of their church-^ 
r-emtoei-shijfc if " at the '"same time they'v;ere' f©r^idden""the ±sfe connon 
table of the "people of "^ocT. The H@;:ianist reply to" this argu-sht' has been "no tea '"already, and the "Veforned ' answer will'bn consider ec 
in a later section (On this point see Calvin Instit.4,16) .

In the theological weakness is 'to be found "the secret of the ^nabaptist strength." a strength "which should not be under-rated either quantitatively oi\ in the quality of .Christian life. The %
Anabaptists came, to pec-pie who had receisved the Bible in their * ** OV.TL tongues,: and v/ho'had been taught- that all may" re ad and under stand the Word ©f Tod. They claimed that doctrine and practice ought t*' bV established only up on the basis »f plain texts CZwing- li C.L,.93"pp.43 f.). 11 "The ''logical principles confused rather than helped. It might even be clair.ied that "the simple and un-" 
learned were better equipped t© understand the Scriptures and~t© receive the truth than th«se whose minds had been cleuded by thB©- l^gical instruction (Cf .Kidd D.C.K.p.103) . Questions- of exegesis were largely irrelevant. Naturally large numbers of the corrnon 
people "found this doctrine, both convincing, and intoxicating. <7ack was now as good as his master and better, VThen the' arguments '
from plain" texts "were brought under more acute analysis, 
they proved not t© be s*"" strong as at first" sight appeared. " It , v is probably '"true that Luther and Zwingli ©ppssed the Anabaptists very largely £©r ecclesiastical' reasons. ^But v/hstever"the- motixre 
the Heformers v/ere still" able t© build up a solid scriptural and ' theological case in favour ©f the baptising of infants.

Historical Heply
'/

Even a casual acquaintance \vith Trotestant thought suffices t«-sh«v^ that the "Hef •rmers did net accept tradition as an absolute
•and binding authority. It would be a total misunderstanding,5i
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however, t© imagine that they had no respect Tor traflition at&ll. They saw that, at many paints traditions had corrupted the practice -and even the doctrine ©f the earliest days. But .they saw too 
that traditions could and did thaow light upon- matters not immed iately clear, or confirm doctrines and practices unjustly doubted." ' " r" *••£ " '• ~ "" •

The practice of infant baptism came' into the latter class.' 1 For the Reformers tradition was- 'not the sole- or even the main1 arg 
ument in fav©ur ,of infant baptism. They disputed the ."Romanist " contention that it was. Cranjaar, " far example, ur-Ted that the Fathers, had themselves given Scriptures far oa~tising infants -"' Augustine had ""argued frim-.Tohn 3. ,5.. Cr Burner thought it mtst wick 
ed t* .say" that observa&itH @f"baptism was necessary tt- salvation 
and yet to claim that such observance was not enjoine'd by the Bible This type of argument led .directly to an Anabaptist rejection: '0 what a gap these men open" both to the "Donatists and to "the ana- bap tists r(Cran,P.S. 2 pp. 59-60). ~ Vvhitaker discussed the same point. 'He: granted that ^ugustine'had deseribecJJbaptism of infants as '.an apostolic wst©m and' tradition. Yet he 'argued that August ine did not mean an ©ral"but a written tradition. Although it" 
^as'true that infant baptism (and original cin too) 'were not pro pounded "directly and in set terms in the Bible, yet they may* be inferred fr©m it by the strictest reading 1 (Whit.P.S.p.-50t5;. 
Whi taker dismissed the curious argument, of Bellarmine that infant baptism as held by Catholics may be proved from Scripture (i.e. John 3.5), *r but no"t infant baptism as "held by the Lutherans and Calvinists. He quoted 'Or igen in support of his main point, that the baptism of infants is based unon a v^ritten tradition, " and is • patient of eas^y pr©of from the Scriptures (Ibid. p. 587) *

i
The P.efsrmers were clearly not prepared to base infant "baptism entirely up© n SK tradition. .., They felt nevertheless that the

and constant tradition/which there was did help considerably to substantiate their case. Melanchthon'on -the Lutheran side could argue that'all the ancient writings testified to the custom (MeT. C.H.21 p.295).^-2 Zwingli 'too was ready t© make use of", this weap 
on, and he quoted the stock passage fr©m Orifen(C.K.4 p.186). Calvin preferred to meet the Anabaptists on their own ground, and to subject the matter to the sole arbitKariment ©f Scripture." He had, of course, ho. superstitious reverence fior the Fattiers or for-ancient practices," but he had also n© scruples against referr ing "to them where occasion required. He felt it necessary to , 
refute as f a -shameful falsehood 1 the Anabaptist claim-that there * 
was in the first centuries a l©ng period when only adult baptism 
was practised (Instit.4,16). Beza and Bullinger were both confid ent to claim that the/custom ®£ baptising infants derived Tr®m the 
Aoostles*. Its/continued use in 'the Church constituted" a~link be tween the Christianity of the day and that of primitive times, 
Bullinger cited Jerome and Augustine in refutation ©f the Anabapt ist assertion thalljpbaptism of infants was a late invention in the 
ehurch (Bull.P.S.4 p.39?). ; ^

"The earlier English works like the King's Book made a great 'deal of the argument from tradition and from universal consent.
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The King's Book stated plainly that 'infant baptism is proved by" 

the universal con-sent of the churches in all places and of all i 
time!(K.B.p.43). CraroBB* himself resisted strongly the "5 -nan- 1 

ist exalting ©f tradition, "but he set great store by the authority 
of 'the Fathers. In that respect he" may'be called a father of 
Anglican theology,, which has to a great extent sought to inter 
pret Scripture in the light of the earliest writings. Cranmer 
himself . did not base his qe.se for the retention of infant baptism 
upon tradition' or antiquity, but it is significant that in the 
Articles Stress was laid upon the universal observance ©f the 
custom: In the final Thirty- nine Articles infant baptism was to 
" 'retained' in the church (Art. 27). '

Be con seems to have drawn his arguments mainly from Lutheran 
-Sources; He stressed the arguments from Scriptures and from theol
©gy, but he also added testimonies from 1 the earliest writers"," 
Jerome, Abbrose, Austin and Higinus (Bee P. S. 2 p. 210) . Philpet 
opened his .defence of infant baptism witn a reference to its *m©re 
antiquity' (Phil. P. S. p. 274) . He claimed that he could xfesoiz 'dec 

lare out of ancient writers, tb&t the baptism of infants hath 
been continued f r©m; the apo f ties' 'time unto~ours ! , "Origen, 

Jerome, Austin and Cyril were" cited in substantiation ©f this claipi 
(Ibid. p. 278). Jewel, perhaps the most learned and extensively, 
read or the Anglican patristic scholars, found himself in rather 
a peculiar position, for his opponent T-Tarding pressed the Anabapt 
ist argument, that there is no Scriptural proof, and attempted
t© erect the practice "solely uponnBoundation of post- apostolic 
tradition. Jewel,- then, could* not himself appeal very strongly 
t© the- argument fr©m ifcradition or history, and he was forced for 
controversial reasons to argue his case more particularly from 
Scripture, Rogers, however,, could make the usual appeal t© 
universal consent. He branded the Anabaptists as' innovators and' 
revolutionaries -who oppugned a truth known and held by all Christ 
ians from the very earliest days (Hoo;.r.s f p.279) . .

* i *t

We may conclude <that the Reformers were willing t© make use ©f 
the appeal to his tori cal' - asag;e and tradition as a. subsidiary argum
ent. J&ft to v;hole , however,* they found themselves unable t© ex- 
plsd-t that .appeal - for tv/o reasons. .In the controversy v.dth the 
Hornanists- they had declared the .Scriptures to be the supreme ,and 
indeed the sole court of appeal. • Infant baptism, v;ith its disptit- 
ed -Scriptural {foundations, became one of the test cases. Obvious 
ly the "Reformers "had to be careful not to use too lavishly the arg 
ument fron tradition, hov/evef str^n^ly it favoured them. That "\ 
would be to play into the hands of their ^cnanirt enemies. 
were equally tied", however, in" the __ controversy v.l'th" the An'ab 
ists. ^ The" Anabaptist demand was v for a direct proof £ron ocr 
Citations from the Fathers'- <*>r proof of tlie psactice of infant 
bootism from tlie most primitive times v;ere of no avail t© 
the Anabaptists of their error* The Reformers had' n© choice" cf 
ba'ttlegrouncL. , Their own principle 'of the sole-sufficiency '•f'- 
Scripture decided the battle^eund fron the outset. Their nain 
effort had then to be. directed "towards the building- up. ©f an ± • 
impregnable Scriptural and doctrinal position, "'his is perhaps

'
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less interesting from the modern -feint e'f view, when r® na.ny v * 
scholars are interested'rather in'the development ©f a reli~i:,us 
rite than"in the observance of a divine institution. A thcroujh 
investigation' of the historical"practice of infant baptism would 
have been more to the :medern tajtte. But the Reformers" had 'to 
deal with the situation as they found itj and their Scriptural 
and theological discussions are not without their'interest ana va

. .„ r .. / *> • ,*

4. The. Scriptural Ii

i©us:<y, ,they acted at- this point with ^gss& tactical brilliance. 
By stressing the unity of the Tectcjnentt, and the consequent id 
entity in substance ©f" the olrfTand new sacraments, the-- both dis 
do sec? "the error of the KDmanists, the differentiation"between k

xptist app<
.Scripture. The argument from circumsisicn also provided the *\ 
F.efafmers vdth Scrip tural'v/ arrant for a covenants.! theology, "by* * 
which infants ©f Christians could" be accorded a"well-definea statms 
within "the company "of God's people, 'and the national church also 
defended. In every way the argument from circumcision redounded 
to their advantage.

. . . —— -.- •,

Luther , X&&VK%&y v/i'th his strong' sense ©f the" covenant-member 
ship ©f children{®r£€iter. Catechism 74) ,1s clearly appreciated. the> 
value of the appeal to circumcision .{Seeberg Die L.L.p.3'22). "It 
is all .the more strange , then that f~r the most part he .developed- - 
his 'defence from Scripture, al®ng other lines. Melanchthan too ( 
pursued a' different track. It was in Switzerland that the argumeSl 
from" circumcision" came into prominence > and ZwinJ.i« its first. 
great exponent, was tie" ©ne who both p©pulari'sea it" and" also' "him 
self worked ifoui.in the, fullest detail. 2wingli started ̂fr'om^- 
this point, that the children of Christians are no "less God's'"' 
than the children of the Israelites. The latter received "the" sigU 
of circumcision in token of -their covenant-relationship with God, 
The former" "then have the same right to the Christian sign which" 
has" rep laced" circumcision," in token of the same covenant-relatiob- 
ship (C.K.2 p.207; esp.93 jgp.48 f.)* 14 Of course only boys had 
been circumcised, but this Zwingli dismissed as a detail ©f admin 
istration ©f no vital importance. It could 'be explained simply 
by the fact that the calling of the 'old people' of God was through 
the male" seed. It could not affect Christian .baptism which by- 
its nature and instsitebion belonged- t© male and female equally. 
Zwingli further, strength ened'Jiis case by an appeal t© the O'ld Test 
ament type of the Red SeaJPassage. Here the whc_le"p"eople of "God,. 
male and female, > adult and infant, r^eeived the xzg* figurative., 
baptism as they passed into and through the waters (Ibid. 4 p. 71) . 1£

i
•"'^Calvin took up the argument, net Sevel©ping"it in* any greater 

detail, but presenting it with perhaps greater luciflity and force.
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Fir him t«o baptism was the cfcvenant-sign ©f the new people ©f 
jttat as circumcision had been the covenant sign ©f the ©Id. '"It 
apllied in exactly the same way, to the faithful and to' their 
posterity. (Instit.4,16,3-6) . The favour of God descended fro:n 
parent t© child, s© that infants might be said to be addressed in 
and through the parents (Harm.Evang. p. 336) , This did not mean 
that all infants ®f believing parents were themselves necessarily 
elect, as Beza explained. It did mean, hov/ever, that they 
could be reckoned amongst the elect people of God as heirs of the 
promises: 'Such we presume justly t© be the children ©f God', al 

those which" be issued and descended from faithful parents' (Beza 
^P.and P.S.p.4S). Many of the "Reformed "Confessions' emphasised,
1 **" " ^ jfe*MY% f\ f\'Y^L /»»«VN *H <*\*S ** *\ r*\ j»\ -4**fcT /"•. f\^*\ -4-*V« r\ -^- t IT ** '^*-n ;"-**•*. ^. f TT* _ • T""> ^ ^ _ • _£ — . '*^ /{ \ T"^» • T "1 '
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ated it int© a covenantal theology (Eeppe Ic.D. ,Pclan 6,55) .

Cranmer made use ©f the argument in its full Zwiiiglian f©rm • 
In the Heformatio Legum. He pointed ©Ut ""'with Zwingli that the inf 
ants ©f Christians -be.long t© G©d no less then the infants of the 
Jev/s cii*^, " and the latter had been granted th-" sign of "the covenant 
(K.L.Sect.18) ,3-7 In his bvm discussion, 'arguing for infant bapt 
ism from 'plain scriptures '""in opposition 'to the Homanists, "Cran 
mer pointed first to 'the figure ©f the old law, which v/as circuEi*- 

cisien 1 , and to the accomanying promise: 'I will- be thy G©d, 
and the God of thy seed after thee' (Cran.P.S. 2 p. 60). Even in 

the King's Book recourse had' been had to the Old Testament example*
! The infancy ©fthe Hebsews in the Old .Testament flid not let, 

, but that they were made participant of the grace and benefit
given by circumcision' (K.B. p. 43; , Becon mentioned circumcisil^ 

but he did "not stress it so strongly: his discussion" to©k a more, 
Luther an" turn (See Bee. P. S. 2 p, 207) . Philpot, hov^ever, accept^ 
ed the Reformed teaching, and thought the argument from circumciss 
i©n strong v/hether circumcision were regarded 'evangelically' as a 
full sacrament •r"'in sacramentalist fashion as a type and shadew^ oi 
baptism. Philpot argued from the fundamental proposwfcition "tha't 
in all things the Kev; Testament fulfils the Old: 'The apostles did 

attemper ate all their doings to the shadows ancl figures of the 
Old Testament: therefore it is certain that they did attemper- 
ate baptism according t© , circumcision, and baptised- children 1 
(Phil. P.S.p. 278). He argued v/ith Zwingli that the tyP e ©f'the 

Hed Bea justified- inf ant baptism:* 'For the people of Israel passed 
. thr©ugh the Hed Sea, anc/the ^bottom ©f Jordan, with their chil*
*' dren' (Ibid,). In view of the fact that circumcision and bapt 
ism were usually identified, it is not surprising that this line ; 
•f argument became*h?opular v/ith the AnglicanS'i as with Heformers 
abroaS. Bean Fowell in his Catechism (P.S.p. 87), Jewel in the : : 
c©ntr©versy with .Herding (P.S.2 p. 1104), and Rogers in his Expts-. 
ition ©f the Articles (P.S.p. 279) all referred to the Old
example* _ '*• ^ -, t> ^.-^- . .

*

,.
The strength of the argument depends upon the estimate ©f

Old Testament and the approach tv the divine revelation as a whale
Unongst these wh© accepted implicitly the authority of the written
erd there we«B many wh© differentiated between the Old Testament

and the New: the1 Romanists in the one direction, the Anabaptists



in the other. Hany modern writers have made a similar different 
iation, butvfithout the implicit trust in the Bible as a revelat ion, and ©1$ quite different grounds, that the Old Testament rep 
resents the development ©f a religious- people amd the Kev; the ful 
filment ©f that development. N©w the Reformers themselves v;ere 
well wware that a good deal of the Old Testament v:as transitory. 
They distinguished between the morel lav; and civil and ceremonial 
precepts. They found a tropoiogieal rather than a literal 
i

on promises of G©d and common theological principles: premises 
and' principles fulfilled in the New Testament, but basically the 
same. Tf the Bible is approached from that angle, then the ?.e- 
fB*med argument f^r infant baptism carries v.'ith it considerable 
force. If it .is- appro-caned _from the historical angle, and circ 
umcision appears only as an outmoded rite, then it may be granted 
that circumcision did perhaps, historically, influsece the dev 
elopment «f baptismal doctrine,^. but. the tracing ©f a common prem 
ise and principle will seem irassfl^iM and extravagant.

- <• "

ii The" Gospels The Reformers "usually argued- fiist from circumcision; 
but their case did not "'end v;ith ; xthe Old Testament"."" Prom the iTew

itself they'were"-"able" to "bring forward p&ssa.'-es which "seem 
ed to theireyes al/Le'a'gt 'to support the qu^rrtic.nec1 custom." Tlie 'first of these" pa ssa-pes, ana the most important, was that" ill" '" 
which Christ" received! infants to himself/ The~ Words ©f institut 
ion were "also "quoted v in this connection. It is'woith noticing, 
perhaps, that the st©ck T:3manist text, -Tehri 3.5, air! nof'fintf 
any plaire' in the HefoiTied"presentation, although it was used in--' 1 
the King's Book. That is perhaps why'Lellarminc could "claim that 
the'-^omaxxists "could prove infant baptism from Scripture, but net 
the Fretestants.

i,
The blessia^- of the children by Jesus, and "his pronouncement, 

'Of .such is 'the.linjdcra ©f Heaven' > naturally attracted: 'the most 
attention. Helanchthon derived from the incident the* assurance 
that infants do actmally belong t© God's kingdom and are heirs'"«f 
the divine promises, Fe argued, v,h"v;ever, "that since there is " 
no "salvation cutside"~the church, to which is conrdtteS the admini 
istrati©n of the word arid sacraments, then infants must belong t© 
the church, and belonging to ttu 'church they have the right to 
the" sign of" initiation (Kel.C.31.21 p.295) , 1S Zwingli focussed 
attention not so much upon'the positive statement with regard t© 
the status ^fi children as upon the divine invitation, .'Suffer litti children 1 . "^ The former did, of course, support his view that 
infants were within the" covenant. . The latter, "however, blamed 
those who sought to keep "the children from Chris tV " Zwingli" cruld 
see no other way of following the injunction of Christ than by" % '

Anabaptist objections, that the infants must have been- ©f an age 
t© respond, and that in any case not infants themselves, but * 
th^se who are like infants" are .said t© pertain to the kingdom, 
dismissed contemptuously as quibbles (Instit.4,15,7),
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""; ' The Anglican writers for" the nest part fallowed the 
©f the Lutherans and the Swiss fairly closely, and many of the allustded ."to the story .«f the blessing of the children.- Cranmar hlmslif 
as a ̂ Sc 
the warning
Cranmer applied this warning to those 'who refused to administer .the sacraments to "-infants (Cran.p.S.2'p.GO) . The account ©f the ̂  
blessing was retained as 'the"'Gospel passage in. the revised service 6 of Public Baptism,." ' the only change iron the Sarum Use being' that Mark's account was substituted fxJt that of Matthew. ' ' Thife seems to have "been done in imitation of the Lutheran orders, but ''the underlying reason 'was perhaps the greater fulness of the'veBSton in Mark (Daniel" p. 419) . Amongst other writers N«e.U cited the story. , as an illustKatatton.of the calling of infants by Christ . (p. 87) , 
and Philp'bt asked what essential~difference there was between the bringing ©f the infants to Christ and the bringing r,f " infants 't© the sacrament of baptism: 'V;hat do they nowadays else, "that "bring.their children" t© ba'-otism, than they did' in tifae past, which / brought their .'children to the Lord?" (Phil.P.S.p.277) . "Like" Cranmer Philp©t related tie text ' Suffer " the little children 1 tt the warning that it "is not the will of ©ur he evenly "Father that'" the little ©ries should perish. He .concluded that we have every reason to 'gather that he receive th them freely unto his .grace, although as yet they confess not this faith 1 , and challengedchis
opponents t© say 'why the sign of the promise, which' Is baptism -,- in water, "should then be withdrawn frcn children' (p. 275; . *' "

estly calleth the littler ones, not yet able to confess, believ ers 1 (Bull.P.S.4 p.385). ' , _ -^ t -
A second text to v/hich the Reformers devoted considerable' att ention" was that at the "end of Matthew which contained the words' af institution. They"found themselves directly challenged by the"* Anabaptists, who subtly emphasised' the version" in'Mark' and deduced fr©m it that teaching must always precede baptism, "' They also had to face the objection that the commandment of" Christ contained n© specific mention of infants. Zwingli t©ok up the second"'paint. He argued that the commandment was not particular, to baptise ind ividuals ©r individual classes, but universal, t© baptise all- nations, ®r fiH sorts amongst all nations. Since a prop©rtion

•f the population in the nations consisted of infants, he felt
•justified in concluding that infants came within the general~scape ®f the commission (C.K.3 p.211).2° Melanchthon replied t© the abjection in much the same "way, again arguing from the "eneral to the particular, and concluding that the commandment"t©"baptise" all contained within itself the c©mmandment t© baptise children', especially since there was no prohibition ®f children (C.K,21 p. 2 The attractiveness'of this argument was that it threw the burden *•f pr©®f - the proof af a specific prohibition - uioon the Anabapt-

Calvin answered the first objection. He pointed cut-first Ihfct baptism had been instituted bef©re the commission in Matthew
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was ̂given. He next -showed how easy it was to set against the ord 
er in Mark the Matthean account, ©r John 3.5, if important doct 
rines were to be deduced from ©r based upon grammatical construeti- 
ions. Calvin pointed out, however, that the whole difficult'/ 
disappeared if sound rules ©f^ijesis were followed. The commiss 
ion was a commission""to', preach to the_heathen. In missionary 
work preaching and teaching and the -orofecsion of faith do and 
ought t© .precede baptism. It is only in lands where the gospel 
has already been set up that:the further step can be taken, the 
baptising of the-infants of believers. Calvin claimed with Zwing- 
li ahd Melanchthon that ""the commandment itself allowed of an extend- 
ed application (Instit.4,16,9). ,,, *

*#• ¥ f

As far as the text in Matthew was concerned the Anglican case 
for infant baptism followed that of the .Continentals very closely.'. 
Becon thought the universal commandment a sound argument 'in favour 
of. the baptism of insfants (Bec.P.S.2 p.207). Philpot argued sim 
ilarly that infants are"necessarily included in the nations:" 'The 

Lord commanded his apostles to baptise all nations, therefore 
also chi Idr en ought to be bap ti s ed' (Phi l.P.S.p.27^;. In the' ; 

Decades Bullinger put the same point in almost the same words: 'The 
Lord commanded to baptise all nations, and therefore infants' 
(BUlI.P.S.4 p.389'). Philpot at the close of his discussion 

dealt, with the argument that teaching" and faith"" ought to dome "first 
Like Calvin he poinlifl- out that'this 'applied only-in missionary ' • 
work, and claimed that the nfcle could not be so sSbsssxy: generally 
turned'as t© exclude-.the baptism of the children*of believers:

rGentiles must first be taught and confess: but not the children 
of believers*. It is a general rule, He that doth" not labour 
must not eat; "but wh© is'so'barbarous, that might think thereby 
'that children should be famished 1 (lariMfryy Phil.P.S.p.282). The

Reformers realised, . as'perhaps the Anabaptists sometimes failed to 
Ho, that even plain texts must be correctly interpreted and' appi- .

Two further Scriptural proofs were -supplied' from the Gospels. 1 
Both of these had to do v;itji John Baptist, ; the first'v/ith his 
baptism, the second with,his person. For- the most part "the Ana 
baptists did ii«t set great stone by the identity of the baptism of

-— f •» • m MI - * 41* ^M4 • - — I *•*• ._ _ ••'ft_ _ 1 - ' 1_ _ _.. _ _ _ _-. _ _ *I_ _ T_ "1 ._ .^% _ _._. _^ ^. "t _. __ _ •

* repented maocfe and brought forth fruits meet for repentance, which 
excluded infants (Zv/in^.C.Ii.S p. 360). Against this view tv;o 
quite different defences were constructed.^ Zv/ingli claimed that 
John did in fact bc^tise. both adults and infants, on the ground 
that all Judaea end" the r-^^ion round abxout Jordan and Jerusalem ^
went out to him. T^-S <&& n^"t ^e&n, he' ey^lained, that" "- .
single individual in these partr vr^ r b£-;-tipec! "by J-"h.n, but it 
did^mean th?t all clacses of ^eople - includin^ infants -' received 
the si^n-»f vcter be'ptlsm (Ibid. p. 242) . A different defence 'was 
that " of gjndocKXS^* .Whitgift, who, . arguing" against" Car twright" • , 
over quite another 'matter-, claimed that the identity ®f John's '* 
baptism v/ith Clirist's does net ccimit us to1 f©llov;in-; the Joh&nn- 
ine sdministration in all i.t& detsia-s.' ? TTIiat V.lvitgift vlshed t©

sary, but he pointer1 cut' 'prove v:as the-t preachin:; \vas not neces
m " t



the Anaba-otist claim as far £•£' -T;-hn's baptisri \:as~"c'-:ncf/rnecl, but 
he v denied* the relevance., of .J:;hn'B ; Gr.anvle to th. practice of 
Christian baptism, in land alre^V evangelised.

'*'•• •••' : '" The .final proof from-the Gos'.iis v/as the exartole of the pers 
on of "John, who like-Jeremiah V;a. \ ' celled of ^oc1 enc? Ailed with 
the .Foly. Ghost from his ..mother's'h.oriu. The Treat argument cf the 
Anabaptists v;as that only perr.on& who had been baptised inwardly 
with the Spirit DUght. tb""be bcptised e-utrarcly with water, &nct 
thit infants'could not possibly be'reckoned oh^ngst this" number, . 
since they could neither repent nor~believe{Zwing.£.JL.3 p.242)".^
2wingli'"retor'ted that adults \fl\-^ professed re-c;entance and faith 
often did not belong to" the 'number" e.ny"'inore "th&n infants, &nd he
challeno/ed the' ̂ nabcroti^bs to proi)€ either that any -iven adult 
had cr that"' any given infant had net received the inard b
of the '.Spiiit. To God alone is it piven to see intr- the heart. : 
All that man can do i-s to . aaninicter the"'sacram^nt to those \vh©_^ 
by profession cr descent .belong .outvv&rdly to , the- covenant* " &u& 
the rest" must be left with God (Ibid. 4 p.632)*^3 Calvin reinforc 
ed this" argument of Zvringli with" the Scriptural example s^ notably 
John, 'which he used as the basis'- of his contention the t" elect" 
infants dying before they have opportunity to beliwe mayergoy^.
an interior illumination of the Holy Ghost (Tnstit.4,16',.19) . " 7" 
Calvin did not of course believe wit i Luther that infants doi act 
ually, belike "as the*"result -of an inward. • w'brk of the- Spirit. Nor 
did he accept the teaching of Melanchthon, v/ith its distinctly" 
Homanist flavour, that infants ought to be bap ti fled bec&Bise the 
Holy Ghost is" given them' in the sacrament to incline "them to God. 
What he did recognise \vas the possibility of a direct" v;brk of " the 
Boly Spirit, as in the case of John, which made many infants 
more worthy and lawful recipients than some adult professors. ' •, ^ 
The : argument"" v:as'"much the same as" that of Tren&eus, v/ho had ar^- 
Bed from Chrirt's own sanctification in infancy the v:ill of Christ 
to sanctify his elect in himself at any &ge without distinction.

a number of the Reformed writers referred to this ex- ^ 
.ample "of John, "some giving it a Lutheran, some a Reformed sense'. 
Abroad^'" Beza argued that it' was very unlikely that infants c©uTd 
have -faith, but he would not preclude the possibility of an' extra 
ordinary work" of the Spirit of sone kind: .'It is not likely thfe,t

ye have Fay'the except "God work in them extraordinary 1 (B. I- .S.4'<a) . 
He 'held that we could presume some such work in elect infants who 
died in infancy C^.R.C."1"24) . ' In '"England , " Be con "''took" the Luther- 
an side, stating categorically that infants and" speechless child»< 
ren"d© have faith, nbtr.fcf course in the ordinary way, but by the 
Holy Ghost (Bec.P.S.2 pp. 211-2). Becon argued that 'they must * 
have faith, " - f or" without faith they cannot please God, and if ••-*-' 
they have the Foly Gh©st faith is the work and fruit ©f the Spirit 
(Ibid. p. 214). Becon brought forward the examples ef Jeremy,J®htl 
and Jacob to prove that infants do, or at least can have the Ke.iy 
Ghost, and'1 thereof ore they do or can have faith. Indeed he Went 
s« far as to claim that all children born within the covenant are- 
•endiied with the -Holy Gh©st even from their cradles' (p. 207) "v
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:**" .The Lutheran view gradually dropped away in 'England. Phil- 
pot, in his exhaustive letter on infant baptism, did not deal 
with this question of an early gift of the' Spirit at all. A^fe 
later .date, Cartwright, arguing against interrogatories administ 
ered • to infants, repudiated the Lutheran teaching, stating blunt 
ly that 'children have n©t> nor cannot have any faith, having n©

understanding of the word of God'. Cartwright added, however, 
that he. did not "deny but that children might have the Spirit of 
God (Whit. P. S. 3 p. 1X5) . At the end of the century Hooker stated 
a view not unlike that "of Melanchthon and approximating to that 
of the Romanists, that in baptism 'the Holy Ghost might truly be

said to werkj 'giving that grace which is the first and most
effectual cause out of "which oUr belief grov/fcth', ""Hooker 

cculd thus find' in children 1 the first degree" of" rrhostly motion to
wards the actual habit of faith 1 (jL..^. P. 5,64 pp.45 f.). It : is 

obvious that this interpretation could be harmonised with that of 
the Galvinists, but the, presentation is clearly in terms xise 
reminiscent of the Scholastic* and Tridentines theologians.

iii The Apostolic Chmrch 'In addition to the texts produced from 
the Go sp els the •Reformers brought many •' pa s sages which illustrate 
(at any rate- to . their satisfaction) the belief in and practice'
sf ™«^^-*» 4- Vk«*>-~. 4- -? ««vn •$ •»•» -<- "U (4 M W ly Jrf w »'i.-*- Ct^Ti-i^ x^'Vi rm_ _ _•_ _ L i _ _ 1_ _ -iinfant baptism in th^Siifl^Shurcli. They attached particular 
importance,- as-may be expected, to the household baptisms "record! 
ed in the Acts" ©f the .Apostles. 'They did not think, of course, 
that infant baptism stood or fell by their ability to prove"that 
infants were actually baptised on these occasions'* They saw, how 
ever, that if they could produce a concrete instance, upon which , 
an apost©lic"practice of baptising infants might be erected, it . 
Would greatly strengthen their hands against their Anabaptist . 
critics. - ' ' '-,..''. , _ * '•"•.',•" ;. i» , •* « « ** " ...

;*s ' Zv/ingli examined the relevant passages in Acts most laborious1 
ly and with a good deal of dialectical skill. The main cont'erit- i 
ion of, Zwingli "was that the family in at least one case must have ' 
involved children, and that the less is included within the great 
er« Thus if "we read that households were baptised it is a fair 
presumption that children either were ©r ought, to be baptised in } 
the absence"of information or commandment to the contrary., He' 
allowed -that word 'all'"was often used in Scripture figuratively, I 
but lie mainiiined that where that was "the case it always den©ted ; 
'all classes'. It stated in Acts 18,8 ? of course, that all 5 
believed and were baptised, but .since infants 'were capable ©f % - 
neither belief nor unbelief the" first part of the passage could ! 
not refer to them and certainly did not imply-that only these who 
believed 3js»aB^dacKi»K»aas-were baptised, except in the sense tha'^ 
of the adults only those who believed were baptised. In Zwinglil 
exposition everything depended upon the principle that although 
infants were not -expressly mentioned they" were comprehended wit 
the family unless expressly excluded. He explained"the stress 
upon the profession-.of faith by the fact that the adult converts 
were "the most important Part @£ the household, and ©f them a
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profession ©f faith was naturally expected (C«JU93 pp.48 f.).

Calvin did not think the examples in Acts sc important. T© him infant baptism was self-evident and needed little arguing. In the records of Apostolic baptism he granted that there was no sr^e'c- ific mention of infants, but in the light ©f general Scriptural pr incites he could see no reason for their exclusion. He claim ed therefore that "the burden r>f proof rested upon innovators. vor the rest, he was convinced that" a household meant ehildren, ends •indeed persons of all ages, even if in the particular cases record , ed. in Acts there did n©t happen to be any children (Ins tit. 4, 16,8) , 3eza felt bold to • claim the apostolicitvr of infant baptism upon the basis of the household baptisms (B.F.S. 48), and Pullinger too thought it a reasonable inference that the' Ap©$tfces baptised children as well as adults-: tmiiey baptised v/h-^e houses or famil ies, unto which children belong r( Pull. P.S. 4 p. 391).

Anglicans varied considerably in the use which they madeof this argument. Some writers, Fov/ell and Holers for example, made no mention of it at all. They thought the^ar^u'ient from the covenant and circumcision sufficient," strengthened by Chriet*s gracious reception ajid blessing of the children. ^-econ," howevery found a place f^r the argument from household- bat) time: 'T^
-do we not read that the apostles baptised -whole households?MF.S.2 p. 209)." "e linked^up the household baptisms with the*patristic witness to the ~ap«s tali city." •£ infant'baptism. Philpotmade similar allusaion to the,matter, displaying a"delightful ^~-»4—.. ... ., .,-. .,,,„__,_•_._ ^__^___^_ ___ tur^. V7ri^ers . IAISO thefeeling Mi^gif|{ corrinon'in sixteenth centu:^
scripuureftelieth us, that the apostles baptised whole famil ies' or households, "but"'the children "are comprehended "in 'the'" 1 family or household, as the chiefest arid "dearest part thereof'**: (Phil.1.S.p.278) . " Like Becon, Fliilpot related this" "criptmr- Y7itness"t ; the early tradition. At a later "'date Cartiright, , indignantly repudiating"the chaise of Anabaptist leanings, ask'ed • 'what"stronger hold we have, '"to'"prove the" baptirn of children ^ •arid young "infants, than circur.cision iii"the 5Id ^e^tanent,' and ] the 'example" thereof in"the-"Nev: m estanent ?""""for" that the apostle s: baptised v;h:le families,*"'where'by all likelihood there were ; ' ' chiiaren f'(V:Tiit.i-.3.2 pV363^, "It may be ireely allov.ed that the : Reformers could not decisively establish the fact that"the Apjsties baptised a single child: indeed, they themselves were 

aware of this diriiculty. 'But 'they pressed the reasonable, probab ility, and the fact that the "Anabaptists Tor their part were notable to establish the contrary*
, i

.The main text "brought forv;ard' from the "^pistles was'the place' in I Corinthians 7 (verse 10): 'Dlse \&e your children unclean, < but no\v are. they holy'. Calvin discussed the meaning" ©f" this oas- •sage at some length. He combated the view that the Apostle refer red here only to civil sancUty, or legitimacy, "cri the ground"that the text implies a special privilege granted only to the children of believers. The interpretation favoured by Calvin-was that t'Ve children of believers are in a real sense "holy to God. mhey. bel* eng to the people -f God, and on that account the-- have a ri^ht to the sign ©f the divine adoption (Conm.I C^r.7,10)," Knox made A a
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similar use of the text, ' deducing fron i^t/the covenant status "of 
the infants' of- -Christians, and their consequent right tc fraptisin 
(Works 4, pp. 186-7). Many 'Anglicans referred to the text in their'' 
pr»of of the Scriptural nature of infant baptisn. Cranmer includ ed 1C am"' " '''mongst"' Ms "plain Scriptures (Gran* J. 4 p. 232), 'an^'tlie' mart 
yr* Haakisx based upon it hi 6 view o£ a vicarious faith ("cxe 7 p.
103). The text really provided an Additional confirmation fr 
the New Testament ©f that doctrine of" the covenant which underlay 
the whole Reformed defence of the baptism of infants.*-;i fit

Affinal passage ef Scripture c,-u.;;ht perhaps to- -be mentioned' 
briefly. The Anabaptists had argued from I,o::ians "6 that to' bapt 
ise infants is to empty .the sacrament of its meaning, 'Baptism, 
according to that passage, was a' death, burial and resurrection 
with Christ, But that, was an experience of vhich infants were* 
not "capable. , The Anglicans did not take up this objection," but * 
Calvin had found a forcible answer: 'For by" this the Apostle* means 

not that he who is to iae initiated by baptism musf'have prev 
iously be en -buried with "Christ; he .simply declares the doctrine 
which is"taught"by baptism, " and that to those already baptised* 
so" that the most senseless cannot main tain "from this passage 

." ;" "thot it ought to precede baptism 1 (Instit. 4, 16,21) . To this
reply nothing further could be added.•-- - " i * *M , *

A f air "amount- of , attention has been paid to the Scriptural 
answer because the Reformers, like the Anabaptists, acknowledged 
the Bible as' the "final- court of "appeal. On "their OV.TI principle., 
infant baptism stood or fell withi'the Scripture. A" f ev; comm - 
ents. -might 'be made. First, the 'Reformers can "hardly be said to 
have established the historical fact of IbKe baptism of "infants in 
Apostolic times. The question remains ©pen, ©f course, for 
their adversaries did not establish the historical fact" of nV'bapt- 
ism of infants. I't is clear enough that adult c©nverfcfca wer»'"" 
baptised upon the profession of renunciation of "sin and of faith 
in Christ," That did "net prevent the application of a different x 
rule in the case of ther infants of converts, but it did n@t in 
itself lead necessarily to infant baptism. It is clear too that 
the Apostles baptised households, but it cannot be proved that 
there "were inf.ants in the particular households baptised, nor 
can it be proved that the -members of households were baptised irr 
espective •f the belief or the" unbelief of individual members, tt 
cannot even be proved that household baptism was the normal rule.

" In the. grasp ©f the doctrines of Scripture the Ref$rme~rs"nad" 
better success. They" had a good grasp of "the "unity of "Scripture. 
They hsd a more" balanced understanding ©f the teaching ©f the ' ? 
Bible as a'while." Those who approach the Bible from "the exclus 
ively" historical standpoint "will not" 'be impressed" "by the Reformed 
interpretation. Not" acceding the Reformed , principle , that 
Scripture must be interpreted in" the light ©f itself, they will 
feel that many verses are wrongly expounded, or that more is ex 
tracted from them than they, may legitimately be said t© contain. * •- 
Thinker s>f ttiis kind will not, ®f course, find any great urgency 
In the matter, for in. the, last resort they feel under n® obligat 
ion to follow the teaching and example of Scripture. Early - 
practice has for them n© more than an antiquarian interest at



the most an interest ©f expediency. They have the advantage of * 
"being able to judge between the reformed and the Anabaptist teach 
ing from a detached standpoint, at least so far as the facts are 
concerned. Where they fail is that" they are not able to think "" 
themselves into the xxxx. central doctrine of the sixteenth century 
writes, because they do not share the sixteenth c en turj approach.

We may state \two conclusions. To understand and appreciate "" 
'the arguments of the peri.od it is necessary to adopt the presuppos 
itions of the contestants. And adopting the "presuppositions ©f 
the Reformers and Anabaptists, at any rate so far as they were' 
Identical, "it is ©bvio is that~ the Anabaptists had' superficially 
£hd more straightforward and appealing' case. It is also obvious, 
however > ""that in solidity and depth of doctrinal understanding, 
if not always in immediate exegesis, the ~;eformers far surpassed 
them. As a' re^I^gf that greater solidity and depth they und 
oubtedly statea T«bi3/ was ultimately t*x& more convincing.®*^®.

lir± 5. The Doctrinal Heply'" " '

The arguments from Scripture were themselves to a very large extent 
doctrinal arguments rather than historical. The main outlines 
of the doctrinal defence have thus become 'clear in the previous " 
section.-, ~ It' will be" helpful^ however, to set"©ut thsee" points 
separately and in order. Perhaps some writers who discuss the 
Reformed retention of Infant , bap ti sm are not sufficiently aware" 
©f the fundamental, we might say the crucial nature of the issue 
from the point of view of "Reformed theology as a whole". Al^"" 
the doctrines involved 'were central doctrines. The Heformers were 
not merely battling about texts when they opposed the Anabaptists. 
They \vere not only defending a convenient ecclesiastical custom'." 
In the" last resort tBey~were" not even fighting only for, the state- 
church. As they saw" it, the Anabaptists "were attacking the 
whole structure of sound .Christian "dogma, as well" as the social 
and ecclesiastical 'fabric of the age. The Heformed""def ence was 
ultimately a theological defence, in the double sense, that it
was a .defence of the "Christian theology, and that the defence

took the form of the assertion
of fundamental -theological principles. HOY; true this is will app 
ear as the individual principles are studied.
i^ Election "The ultimate basis of the Protestant retention ©f 
infant ba^tismf and this applied particularly, of course ., In 
the case of the Reformed school, \.:as the doctrine of .election. ' 
This is another way of saying 'that infants had the right to bapt 
ism because by birth they belonged to the covenant people of 3 pel. 
mhe idea appeared in "Melanchthon, who argued that baptism is £h~ 
sign of the divine promise (C.k.21 p.295),*4 but it was Zwingli 
who developed it ana laid the stress upon the covenant rather* 
than the promise. When the Anabaptists claimed that only be 
lievers ought to be la ptised Zwingli stated plainly that not faith 
but the -election is the first ground of adoption into the divine 
family. An elect man is already a son of a^d even before he has 
faith. It is then nonsense to say: 'Infants do not believe ?. 

therefore they are denned. ^r Jacob was .elect even when 
did not believe: it does nr>t fell or; then, to 'ssv- he does 
believe, theref^ee he is not -elect 1 (Zv'Ingli XCl:,..4 p. 177;.

-, -4-



By their Christian descent the children of Christians Vere 
as at. least, outward partakers of the election. As far, e.r. the* 
inward election was concerned, n-.- more c~uld be knovrn of. them 
than of adults baptised on the profession cf faith. Trc.ving the 
Q'jrtward marl; of election, believers-1 children v;ere thus entitled 
to the covenantal sign (Cf .

Calviri and all^the la'ter Reformed theologians presented the
doctrine similarxljv ' It underlay Calvin's int^-cre'tation bcth" ©f 
circumcisi©n\arid also ,;f the blessirg of the infants". '
he taught, • d'r> not become children- or God through b£.p'tism$" '"'but* 

because, ""in virtu e"pf the pro?".iise, they "'arc heirs' of ita ad
option, therefore "the church admits them "to v baptism. lie gift 
of adoption is prior'to baptism' (Tracts I.p^Vo)^ Tr all his 

discussions Calvin interconnected baptism end the election/ TTe 
undoubtedly thought that zLrTelct infants of believers," especially 
in tliose who died., before attaining"years of discretion, therr took 
place in and through' the"'sacrament a special'wbrl: of the Spirit, 
so that 'those infants \vere presented to ^-d. justified and. sanctif-' 
led. re held," moreover, "' that all the children of "Christians' be 
longed outwardly at least to the elect people of '^od, as did all 
adults v-ho out of heathen!sm:."made a profession of faith. 'Since it
is'not given to men to kno'v," the inward. and. secret election,' he 

f claimed -that all such'chil dren had the- right, t-~ the' s&crMjfcjiVby. 
virtue of the favour of God bestowed upon their ancestors'. In" 
contradistinction to the individualistic Anabaptists Calvin, like 
Zwingll, hacT'derivec from the "Old Testament a very strong sense 
of the solidarity of the. family and even'" of/the nation: "the unit 
chosen by God",was not 'the individual man, but the group. In" 
addition he had the -strong sense of 'the supremacy and 'primacy of 
God r"in redemption as in creation: " thus no man or group could 
choose God unless that man. or group had first been chosen.

. . -- — —»- - ,- - - --' . ' - etm •

V "T "" The arguments of the-Swiss seem to-have"made" a* considerable 
impression in "England. '' Bullinger, of "course, " "popularised them. 
His first answer to 7the .'Babbling' Vfojection T that Infants canno't' 
believe, and that therefore the 'sacrament : cannot profit "them was''
'that the' baptism of infants" is grounded upon the free mercy ahU"

gr ac e r-f Qo d7 (Bull. F. S. 4 p. 343) t Infants belonged to the p e ©p- 
le of God not by virtue of/their faith"but by'virtue of'the bounti 
ful promise' of Sod'. " Bullinger"related this to the circumcision 
of the Isreelitish children and/to" Christjs* statement thst infants" 
are of the kingdom of God. Philpot put forward what" was substantH 
ially the same argument. He did-not-hesitate ,t©- assert plainly ,,;
that-" 'infants are in the number or""scroll of God's, elect'(JP.S.p 1. 
27$)•• " ^he peopl r- ©f Gcjd> he contended, v/ere not t© be judged 
only by'the conf ession '"of faith'1 , but alsc by 'the free and libers 
al promis-e of God 1 , From the promise in the Gospel we may gather 
that God 'reveiveth infants'freely unto his grace 1 (Ibid.). With 
the "exception of Ihilpot few' "writers developed the theme, but the 
popularity of : the argument from "circumcision, and the importance 
attached to it show how widely the idea' of the covenant and the 
election had been disseminated. It was this strong Calvinistic 
.view which' Bradford had "lh mind when he thought thatrthe real • 
reason for th^ birth ©f Christian parents was the prior election



in Christ (Bradip.S.2 Letter 43), and Coverdale too stated briefly
the the baptism ©f adults is grounded in faith, that of infants in the election (C©ver.P.S.p«268). _ '

": " Perhaps a hint of this teaching appears in the Prayer Book f 
Service, when prayer i-s made that the .child 'may ever rer.&in in iij 
the number ©f thy githful and elect children'. Some commentators'

^hav^terawn; from this phrase the inference that the framers of the , 
Book believed., in a general but defectible groce."" All were elect 
in baptism,, but some'might fall away in adult life. " A "view Vf ±3i 
this'kind""can not unfairly be read into the wordsi but the"verb

, remain, need net imply more than the Calvinistic doctrine, "that 
all infants of Cnristiahs^, .like all professors, are reckoned 
amongst"the elect people of God, although only those who are * 
effectively-called according to""the-secret'election v;ill in adult 
life' show themselves to be truly of that numteer (Cf.Beza B.P.S. 
48). , ,, ^ -, ^ _/ . .•'...

ii Original Sin Baptism is the sacranent of remission end jtegssce" 
regeneration^ Tt pertains by its very nature t© sinners, et any 
"to sinners as "they are comprehended"within the premise of God. "* 
The Anabaptists, denying "baptism to infants, .were forced 'ei'th'e'r
to deny that they were sinners or to deny ""that they could be for- - 
given. This was. the dilemma into which they were driven: ' the " 
denial ©f original sin, or the denial of infant salvation. '" Tn'e*.., 
majority preferred the former denial, and thus, from the very firslj
the Anabaptists espoused the Pelagian cause.•• • • , , •• ; t- - ^ -- • \ • r .> • - v\— ~ • -.. : ; ;

The Reformers, .like the Romanists ? -were cjilck to exploit 
the advantage which they saw at this point. They claimed that : 
-infants belonged to the people of''god because .they were included'' ;
within the divine redemption. True, 'they h&d not cornnittezTact 
ual sin." They stood condemned ber©re*GQd, however, because 
they shared the universal sin s,nd guilt of' the race/ Without""' Vr 
the grace ©f God.according to John 3,5 (interprted"either ©f wat- ' 
er-baptism or o-flfehe baptism of the Spirit), infants could not"y 
enter into the kingdom of God.. Only of the free mercy and for- ; 
giveness of God could they be saved. It might be argued that" j 
God did not forgive them, since they sould not believe, but, if ' 
he did, as might be gathered from- their birth .of Christian parents, 
then there could be no good reason to deny them the sign of remiss^
ion, the water of baptism. ' _ , , . ,. "% ,* .. ^.- - . ••» f*i<

* " • »r- , I'' i»,

1 Melanchthoi made much of this point. He repudiated the Ana 
baptist; teaching upo& original sin TC.iU21 p.295).^b He contended! 
thst"Christ died for all sinners, infants as well as adults (Ibid, 
22 p.466). Against the. Anabaptist argument that infants'-ought 
not'-to have the sign because they cannot know th? work, he argued 
.that they'd© "know the w©rk, in the remission of original, sin.- 
'(Ibid.21 p.295)., 27 The Defence of the'Augsburg Confession made f 
the same: point; Infants of Christians were included within the \ 
diyine promise. Baptism was to them a. sign o^ the remission ©f ' 
original sin, by non-imputation. It is surprising, perhaps, 
that Zwingli, notwithstanding his clear doctrine of the election 
"was not- by any means s© clear upon this matter of original sin. ?



He himself in some places .tended t© suggest' that no guilt attached to original sin in the children of believers, being driven to this position by his anxiety to combat a doctrine of the "absolute necessity of baptism. Perhaps Zwingli's less guarded statements 
underlay the common liomanist charge that the Reformed school deniafl the' existence of original sin in elect children. What Zv/ingli probably meant was that sin existed but was not imputed, end that baptism was. given 'precisely because of this non-imputation. Be that as it may. there can be no deubt as to the position of -Calv in. Calvin stated clearly that baptism is given because of the 
remission of sins. It belongs to infants as vrell as adults be-

21). To deny the existence .of-eriginal sin is to deny salvation is only by Christ. Since, however, by the promise extended to believer's and their seed, ^ the children of Christians •are- assured •-£ the divine forgiveness?, "they my and indeed ought the be granted the sign'-and seal of remission, v;hich is baptism, 
^ullinger followed the same line ©f.ar^unent in the Decades: 'Inf ants- are born' in original--sin. .* the' sane infants ou~ht. to be baptised (rr-ull.P.S.4 p.376). Fe went to© far, tferhapp, when he accused Felagius himself of-denying baptism tn infants, but he saw with Augustine that theologically Felagius ought in
denyin£ original sin to have denied infant betrtism also. If baptism is net-to infants the sign,and seal of the remission cf original sin, then it has no real meaning at all.

The English Articles cf 1536, per haps" fallowing Augpburg, * argued the baptism of infantr- fr^m"'original cin (Strype S.M. 2,1 p.434)/V and the King's, Pook repeated tihe ar^unent: 'Infants, be cause they be born in original pin,.-., have need and ou^ht ta "he christened 1 - the King's ^ook, of course, made the necessity absolute (p.43). The Prayer ^ook itself put the matter in much the pame v/ayf 'Forasmuch "as all men be conceived and born in sin, and/that our. Saviour Christ saith, none can "enter into the " kingdor of God except he/be Regenerate "and born "anew of water " and ofA2i c- TToly Ghost, !• beseech you therefore....'.'. " This statement rii.:;ht" easily have been tck'en to inply an' absolute riecess ity, e^eciall^- in viev;".of" the reference t-T T :,hn.; 3,5," "but It fioes not* seen to have- dissatisfied the Kefor^irr^'party. * To" * 4-1., c .f. •+ -(-.•"> ohcb1 v "i^'ant P~ -lore than f-'ct ^n-^^ntp app r""-t 4~ur'a"'"! v" I'TT*- 
sin, and deserve wrath and judrpeht, but that thanks t©'the "cov enant nercie-s of °rod, signed and sealed to then in water-baptism, they have remi vssion of ^ins and t^ii'-itual renewal.

"The Anglican"\vriter_s did not elabor'&t'e this defence. .^ne Articles, of'"course, mentioned it/' wife a specific repudiation of the Anabaptist doctrine of free will in the earlier' draft." Turner nade ^uite a goo9" deal of capital out of'the" Anabaptist Pelagianisn "ir. Tils 'Preservative', and -Tev;el"put the Keforned teaching plainly: Tor this cause a^e infants baptised, because the-- are born in sin, and c anno t"b e c :.ne' spiritual but by thi^ nev/ birth of ; water and oiT the Spirit' (<Tevv.F.S.2 p. 1104). T>e 
lan£uaje of Jewel, like that of the Prayer "Took, mc;ht surest" a s.acranentaliat conception of the relationship betv;een b&-ot^---r "



&hd the- remission of original, sin. "'This could hardly be the ease, 
fiowever, for Jewel rejected the absolute necessity, ' and he made 
the usual distinction between the sign and thr- thing signified*. 
Rogers' stressed as Tfelanchthon had done tire universality Qf.'ChristS 
redem|$ion: 'Christ hath shed"his blood" a¥'v<ell"f or the* washing

away the sins^'of children as of 'the elder sortr(F.S.p.279>; In 
the case"-6f infants the sins remitted "were not actua"7 sins") but 
'that-birth-sin ff which £.11 are guilty 1 (Ibid,). Tji/hi taker plain 
ly had in mind the connection between infant baptism and original 
sin when he pointed out' that 'neither is propounded directly and'in 
-v set .terms .in the Bible, and yet they may'be inferred fron it

by the strictest reasing. 1 "C*ihit.P.S.p.51^7. The doctrine oi" 
original sin"did not"form a subject of dispute .amongst the Reform 
ers. It was universally-accepted, and formed ©ne of the"strong 
est doctrinal bulwarks against"Anabaptism".' Care was need/ how« 
ever, to mark off'the ;:leformed presentation from the'Scholastic' 
and Tridentine," which was the"same in substance, but very diff- 
ernet.in its details, and in its ramifications.

lii Faith The Anabaptists claimed nct"~only that"infants had not tne tiling signified, remission,' but they 'also objected that inf ants c©uld not have the qualification of tru'e recjption'j 'faith. 
Against this argument Rome urged that infants are baptised in ""the 
'-actual' faith'of their ~god-parents, ""or the church, " and" that In 

, baptism "the Holy Ghost infuses into them 'habitual' faith." Thfe 
ire:fib?mers, with "their Very strong emphasis Upon and exalted" con 
ception of faith; felt this problem keenly/ * They agreed with 
the Anabaptists "in rejecting "-the Humanist solution, but they 
found it difficult to" agree upon an alternative. The'Lutheran 
and Reformed groups were sha^ly divided upon this issue. ••*

Luther' s teaching 4 s not altogether coheisterit. The comment at©rs are divided in ^heir opinion as to what"Ms true viev/ v/asi' 
Sometimes "he used the language of pure Scholasticism,"" admitting' 
a vicarious faith of the god-parents and~o"f the church (Hamel p. '" 
157), ̂ and speaking of an infusion" of -f^iili -"habitual "rather than 
actual - into the infants (W«"&.6 p.538).*^" Af'sther times he'rep 
udiated most strongly the^idea ©f vicarious faith,' amd asserted 
boldly that the faith of infants in baptism is actual fai'tlu T© % 
the immediate objection that infants have n© self-awareness, he-, 
answered tha.t. .adult Christians do not lose their f£ith~'when they' 
sleep'," or do not'consciously think "'upon spiritual matters C Grist- 
iani p. 290)". l-;--^o the further objection that"infants cannot be~ • 
lieve Luther retorted that no adult can believe "- without" God'. ' 
But'if God could soften the hard "hearts ©f mnbelievers, why" shoul! 
he not" be able to work faith' secretly in unr e si 'sting infant sj the' prayers of the god-parents assisting?(W.A.6 p.638).*5^ The "suggest 
ion that baptism might be-given J in respect of a fuxture faith ahd* 
repentance Luther would not "allow! on the ground that without faith 
there~ can be^no freeing of the .child from sin and the devil (Ibid. 
17,2 p.81). 3*3

There were many in England who followed Luther. *Becon, like 
Luther, thought that an actual faith might be ascribed to intents 
Vhey believed, 'not by preaching, but by the Holy Ghost 1 . Becon



214.,
appealed"to the examples of Jeremy and John Baptist (Bee.P.S.2 pp 
210-211}. He also argued from the parf&lel of the sleeping adult: 

!As with Paul "in sleep, "even so likewise dwelleth faith in •' * 
-children through the secret ministry of the Foly Ghost 1 (Ibid.p.

' 214). Asked to produce the tokens and! fruits ef infant faith 
©f thiqjcind, .Becon admitted that there were none: 'For"lack -;-f :fci

time and age it can "as yet"show no ^ood v/orks ! . Those who" 
gBew up t© a life of wickedness presented a particular problem, 
and Becon took up .the view - not unlike thet of„ the Romanists -'* 

'that Christiags-v/hich'yet lead a life spotted and defiled with 
all kinds Sr/wicKedness..•.are fallen from the grace which they 
received in their baptism, and have-lost the Holy Ghost'(p. 
,206). This doctrine was hardly consistent with the "more" usual 

He" formed doctrine of the iftdefectibility of saving grace, although 
it may be noted that Bullinger spoke of the possibility of a fall 
ing away from the grace of the Gospel received in baptism, and* ©f 

''a receiving if it ao;ain by faithful repentance' (Bull.F.S.4 p.' 
323). It could noi doubt fee argued even fr"©rrrthe Reformed' ' 

standpoint that there was a general grace apart from the indefect 
ible grace granted to tV- elect. The views of Becon were not un 
common, especially in the earlier days ©f the Reformation, when 
Lutheran influence was still paramount, and they appear in very ! 
much the''same words in the martyr Woodman, t© take* but one example 
(Foxe 8 pp.538 f.),

***" * r

Other writers, however, clung to the older view, sonetimes 
.repudiated "by Luther and sometimes defended, that infants have 
faith'vicariously, by"their"rponsoj^rs ©r by the church. "The ' 
©r'der of 1549 appears *o favour this interpretation, " although" '"' 1 
the natter is "extremely tangled. 7 In this first draft the quest 
ions v;ere addressed directly to the cMUd , and the godparents 
answered. For the school of Be-coa this might mean that the child 
was supposed to have actual faith, r ., and that the sponsors made 
the profession on its behalf. But" it also, and more naturally, 
suggested that the infant'was baptised in the actual faith of't^ie 
sponsors, who represented the church. The KHX±Xsoi2qpcxxji& more 
zealous Reformers, and "Martin Bucer too, severely criticised 
this addressing of the questions to the child, whether it t̂ uo;g-" 
ested an actual faith in the child or a vicarious faith of the god 
parents. We ought to remember, however, that the distinction" 
between a~ vicarious faith and the guarantee, offered by a personal 
profession on the part of the sponsors is very difficult tc draw. 
In the Catechism under Edward, for instance, the sponsors' pro
fesssion was a.aid to suffice in the case of infants C^.~..Short 
p.71), but this ml'-fnt be taken in all sorte of Y:EV-S. Hooker ^ 
spoke of'leave bein7: given to infants that in the natter of prc-

fession they T"J>ht sufficiently discharge by others', another
J-CVG - j ^ f ^ c ^4 r, AO N, ^Vldpnf" tVM-io vr- r r"--n'^J J. ->fl «O, t±,^J. -^ • J • - ' V -LVJ-CJI b- 1 ,^/ O'.CA C -..Op r̂ ",Ii—statenent

siderable doufrfc in the minds'^f the Reformer r '5_n ^n^lrnr', 
Tevrel put the plain question: 'A:-e children V^pen "by the faith

of the parents?'," hut he could' find no pis in e.nsv.T er. T The"
father/' , h^ said, 'seemed to be of that opinion 1 ; "but- he '"' 

added, '" 'How" truly I"v;ill not say. The "just man shall live, nc
by .the'faith of his parents, but by'Mr wwn faith' (Jev/.P.S.
~"" Q p*>SO). Of course| the faith, of • the parents helped, "^
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"but Jewel shrank from saying that it c vailed iBsteac of a 
faith in the child*

The Kefomed party rejected both the Lutheran views. Calvin

'\»hich, when" thrown. into the ground, though it :ns,y not"tc.ke 
root and germinate at the very moment, is n--t without its use 1 
('IV acts 2 p. 341)."" 'He' did net awree, hove ver,"" that infants had actual faith, whether personally or viccrl.,usly. The bapt 

ism" of infants had it's ground in the divine promise an9 tie divine" 
adoption.' In 'the~case of the elect, gepentance and ""faith follow 
ed as they were^ff ectuakly called. Infants were" baptised "then 
in respect of a future faith and repentance (Tnstit,4,16,19-20)V ' 
::eza summarised the teaching of Cclvin," denying ^he existence ©f 
an actual "faith in ordinary cases.'" F.ncx v.^as of a similar "mind, 
anc! a 1 though he retained the baptismal questions, they vere" now * 
addressed directly t© the' goSparents, \;hd made a persDnal profession as a guarantee (V/orks 5 p. 190).**»' .-• . .»,. <»« i

The v.eformefi teaching carried the day in England. Kucer in - Ms fi©us"Consultation had replaced the elder questioning of the/ * 
Infants by interrogatories addressed to the sponsors, and~"£e- j-oin^ 
ed in" the criticism of the" 1549 Look at thir point. In 1552 v" ' * ] 
the questions were addressed to the godparents, "and they answered 
them" in their ovrfname,"" although v.ith the suggestion from the exhortation that they were making "the promises in the behalf of, 
child. VCranmer attempted ta solve the puzzle" '"of inf£ntsTTaith 
by a doctrine that '-'infants' "believe sacramentally, ^y"this he - 
seems to have meant neither an actual faith nor an infused faith, 
habitual or actual, but 'the reckoning of infants as believers by- 
virtue of the Christian deecent_(ac v;itnessed by the" "sponsor s 1

Many"writers stated the Reformed view in less equivo'i 
Philpbt refused'to allow that infants tfould make any profession 
(P.S.pp.274 f.). Vhitaker quoted Sellarnine'^s criticism of™the" 
contention ©f Luther: '"'The Lutherans""s~ay""tnere"~is need of fa~ith'. 

Vv'itlT \vhich the. scriptures do not.'teach us that children are e 
dov;e'd' f "He though 1/that Bellariiiine misrepresented Luther's 1 

doctrine, but'in any case he di sac ci a ted himself from it and' left 
the Lutherans to defend themselves (P.S.p;540). Roger's flatly 
dismissed the Lutheran teaching-as an error: 'Others are of the 

opinion that nene are tobe baptised which believe not firs'tv 
Hence the Anabaptists: Infants believe not, therefore«they are not to'b'e baptised. 'Hence the Lutherans: Infants do be- : 
lieve, therefore they are to be baptised' (p.281),

The Puritans of "course took up the Reformed teaching with, v 
vigour* Cartwright stated that'1 children have not, nor cannot " v 
have any faith, having no understanding of the word of God'CWh-?" 
P.S.3 p.115). "Pressing this view, the Puritans objected strin-1 
ly to interrogatories in the Prayer Book even in the amended f©rZ. . 
on the ground that they were really ministered all the time -be '*•
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to the infant. The question Wilt thou be baptised in this ^aapparently overlooked in the revision, gave weight' tc the Purit an objection, for the adults obviously coulfi not ask for that which they already had, but vould only be asking for *fcx baptism in behalf of the" child. The revisions which had been made seem • * to support the view that the difference between Anglicans and •pur itans, was not large, and that the Book v;as no longer intended' to teach either actual or vicarious baptism., ""The Puritans, felt,-'" however, that the situation demanded a more thorough and ruthless revision, and that all traces ©f older erroneous opinions must be obliterated. "The later Anglicans, with the possible "exception of Hfitfker, can hardly be shown to- have' taught £ different dbctrinq but they ; thought -the- Puritans over- scrupulous in their objections to the prescribed liturgical use. % "" *'•" *•
iy Infant Comj'iuni on The objection that infants ought to be granted the second sacrament if they receive the "first heed not detain us, since nowhere did the Anglicans discuss it. Zwingli and 'Calvin had given as a reason for the discrimination the clear rulings with regard to the supper given by Paul in I Corinthians 11,28. This sterns to hattc- been regarded as sufficient "(See Zwingli C.K. 4 p.,1'86; Instit.4,^6,30) . At any rate, it v:g,s the line taken by Jewel when he' did have occasion to refer to the matter in some quite- different connection. Jewel mentioned that there had been an early custom -of granting communion to Infants, but he rejected the practice as ', contrary :• to plain scriptures (Jew.P.S.l p. 230). It is interesting .to remember that the Romanists themselves did' net meet the Anabaptist objection by appealing to and reviving "the earl£ custom. """"Two more general points" might be made. First, the argument from the text in Thessalo'nians, thi rulings which apply only to "adults ©ught not to applied to infants, could be turned with equal, force against the' attempt of the Reformers t© •• find a definite prohibition ©f the supper t© infants. Second, " the Reformers appear to have overlooked the possible defence tnat as baptism is a sign iri which' the subject id passive it is natur ally more suitable for infants than the, sign of communion, in which both outward and £nward activity on 'the part ©f the subject is an essential and indeed an* indispensable part, -.

Several points of importance emerge from1 the. whole discussion of the Anabaptists attacks and the Reformed reply. A first one is that the Anglicans followed the Continentals almost slavishly when they came to deal with the matter. They contributed no new arguments 5. i, they added nothing to the old arguments in. their ex 
pressing, and stating of them; they seldom if ever repeated the 
arguments iri full. The reason probably' is that Anabaptism never afflicted England- as it did th€ countries, and especially the Protestant countries^ of Europe. ' The problem did not press, and when the issue did crop up the well-proved answers sufficed, Indeed, we might etdd that the foreign" "Reformer £ had dealer with" the subject so thoroughly that there literally was nothing new td

/ d £•% \TSecond, we notice that as the century progressed tho ^.ornEni^l type of defence, still prominent 'in the Henrician formularies rapidly fell into disrepute. The argument from tradition contir, 
to be .used, but as a buttress rather than, as a foundation!
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Emphasis was still laid upon the connection with original sin. 
but baptism was retained not xacmuoEk as the cause of ̂ remission, am 
but as the sign and seal, Ho appeal whatever v;as ric.de to the 
absolute necessity of the sacrament alleged by the Romanists,

X third point is that in En-land, especially under Edward, 
disciples of both the Lutheran and the "Reformed schorls existed 
Side by side, finding .much common .-round, of course V anVe^".c? 
ently mutually tolerating each other. Under Elizabeth a"" small 
Lutheran faction remained, but thinks to the Parian er^le

,,the consequent High Church reaction.
.., - •• . .
f* 'Finally, it might be' .asked whether the reformed arguments 

in favour of infant bcptism are still ?f- value. As far as the 
historical argument is concerned, thr- answer is that there is 
no absolute proof ^either wey. Infant baptism v.^s -certr-ln?.y .prac 
tised at, an early date, hut whether the apostles b?"~.tisec infants 

can neither be proved not disproved, , ocripttir?lly, to©,
evidence is inconclusive. The most that can be said i.?- that there are some good? reasons for believing infant baptism to be, 

in the old phrase, ogre able 't^ the V7ord~cf Gad. * ^heol^ically.?.. 
the Reformed case depends entirely upon the prior attitude to the * 
Reformed "theology as a whole. In the world ©f a transcendent "God, 
of original sin and of the the divine" revelation and covenant of 
grace, a logical aoid even a necettary plc,c'e "fo:% infant ba 
can bs found. ' "n bs found. In a v;orlc' of imruanence," developnent, oncreli on which is'thc'' product cf'th-: "faculties" of rnan*, it ]"c.y "be^ re 
tained 'as a useful religious sign,, perha.ps ' of "the universality 
t!:e divine love, "'but it" has no essential place f aoicl except "in-1" 
so far as" retention" or rejection helps f^.vsrd th^e ac^Jevermt of 
the highest" religious fori:r, it is a, matter of indiif erence -."nether 
it remains or is cliscoreled. The man v;!io' under ctancs o.nd"in sub-stsnce accepts the y^l'JrutS' 'jZSxSitesacszsSs^^

underst£.nding of ^-zC c-.rA the v;-;rld can a-^reciats the force and the relevance of 'the theological" reply v;.:nch thr T"ief orm" rs made"" to 
^nc.ba^tism, '" Without that under stanc-ing i'tg effect vill be very 
largely lost*'" •

1,-J "Lombard 4'Dist.4 E 'Parvulis enini non sufficit fides ecclesiae ^."h/'sine'sacramento'1 *" A "; " * M . * *? "- 1 ' "-.»- •"• • 
'^;jD'e;"^l^J 3,T.3.p«363,"^(,Luotinj Bellapmine '^uare-ipse D:minuB", ut"" 
•^v.^lidics^et Eucharistiam": n6n "esse pro infantibus institutamv nol- 
^/.^t earn in lacte. constituere, *quoe est mlcum inf antium "all-"' .b--. m^ntum, sed inipane et vino,-qufe ad soloj adultos proprie"pert- 
^ Ibid,. ;. f Infantes rum habent actual em f idem'. - ~~~"/"-lnent^ 

^,SwiBgli C.Ai'S'p.369 'V^n Christo yird es niqfc, ^elernt sein * 
tg^4j^der zu tauffen, ouch von den cposteln nicht gebraucht 1 ! 

'•"- *4ir*2 p. 191 c iDafc eh i s tot gheenen kinderen gesproclien, ma,er



.sis
noorenaen ! . • ' 

Zwingli C.B.93 pp,48 f. 'omnia. testiimnia, $ua faniiiiorum ment-
_ ionein faciunt, infantes excludunt 1 . " " '.,, """'• " ~" fc' 
'Ibid. 'Gott gab Abraham die pschnidung, das er'die kindle p • " 

psehnitte an achten tag,"und die ineitli nit. ' Fun*~\varend die 
meitli eberials,wol in der verheissung als die knebli. Fun"" 
:fflerckend- ir . oinf altigen herzen', \,ie~ Abraham 50tt gehsrsam* &*s 
Was, ^also %sollend wir Christus Jjehorsan ssin, der da sprich, 
man so lie vorleren, und wer da ^laube, den so 11" man tauiTfen 1 .

* Il3id.4-^p.576 f. f (a) G©nd (b), Fredigend (c) Wer-da -laubt (d) r 
und taufft wurdt"(e) der v«airdt seli,;:'. «rit r-ond hin unnd

* tauffend die'jun^en kindlln der jlaUb.^en 1 ..' "" 
» Ebid.0.11.3 p.369 'Die apostel niemands jetiurrt haben dann all- 

; ein die- ^elehrtendeh Ghristentum 1 . --. . •—
10 ibid, 'tot und aufferstehung, '" v/elcher din0:en ietzerzelfdeh ' 4;>

• kindereh'zuschreiben"olin alle und v.lder" alle gescnrifft 1st 1 *
11 Ibid.93 pp.43 f." 'Propter co^itationem, opinibnem'*aut sentent- 

. ian homifiis nemo debet aut baptizare aut aliud. quid agere, 
' sed propter disertam'scripturam.'.. .•| "" * *- ••- -- J * ••-----'*-•

Melanch'thon G.1,.21 p. 295 'ITam vetustissime scrip tores ecclesiasl 
' ici "probant baptismum inf antum 1 . . " "" """ " "" " ]

Luther Gter ^atechism 74 'Die juh^'en Kinder, so\vohl als die "/. 
'Alt en, gehoreh" in den 3und"Gottes'. " * "" "*"**

Zwingli C.:i.93"pp.48 f.'Cnristianorum" liberi nihil ornninus dei' 
jTilii sunt quani parentes' 5 ' Cf'.Z.2 p.207 'Sind aber die 'Chri- 
stenkinder niclvt weniger Gottes als die Israelitenkinder, wie 
soilte" man innen'verbieten, tauf en zu werderJ:, ' "

Jbid.93 p.71 'Omn'es in" Hose baptizati sunt, Noh ergd soli ad- 
ulti tune in-Tfose baptizati sunt, sed infantes quoque'.

Heppe !:l.D.Polan"6,55 (Quia etiam in foedere veteri infantes ^v,/ 
circumcidebanturJ...... ! ' " " " • • w ?^-

lieformatio Legum IS" f Nec enim"minus as Deum et Ecclesiam pert 
inent Christianorum infantes, quam liberi quondam T:r ebrae6riim

" pertinebant, quibus' in infantia cum circumcisio adhibere'tur,k .
• nostris etiam"Infan'tifeus debet bc.-tisrnus"' adinoveri", quohiam*

ejuedem. profoissionis effoederis divini participes sunt, et a 
' Christ©" sunt eti&m*'cum sumnia humanitate ' suscepti 1 ." '

1s T'elanehthon C.H.21 p.295 'Certum est regnum dei et promission* 
Evangelii ad pueros pertinere. Non est autem extra Ecclesii 
salus, libi nee verbum nee sacramentum est. "Ergo pueri sum 
insereridi ecclesiae"et adhibendum est'signum quod testatur ad 
eos pertinere prorrdssum. Gliristus inquit: "Talium est regnum f 
caelbrum.- ' Probet rnaioriftm etiarn lex de circoncisione*. "•

19 Zwingli C.Ii.3 p.298 ! Vjo kBnn end aber die kind and erst zu ClxristH 
kumen," \veder rnit dem pflicntzeichen'des volcks Christ! 1"

2Q Ibid.p.211 p».ir begryffend • under den volckeren und menschen 
ouch die kinder 1 " : k "

2;ijr llelanchthon C.JT.21 p.295" t Nam rnandatum est iiniversale: Baptiz- 
ate. omnas• ^entfts* Ergo et pueros 'corplectitur'. :

22 Zwingli TLrK.3 p.2^^ 'Nun habind aber die.kinder den heligen
.geisf-nftt; darumb solle man sy nit touffen'.' """

23 Ibid.-4 p. 632 'Wir mogend nit inn's herz sehen.. .Wir muss end 
uns d'es usserenn .verjahens benugen, unnd den fur einen 
'pundtsmann oder glSubigen in 1 dem yal der"bschnydung und 
und touffs rechnen, der die synen wil bschnyden oder tc
•-This passage was primarily directed against discrimination.
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24 Melaaahthpn C.H.2T p.295 The Anabaptists argued froritirthe prem 
ises ! Baptismus. est pec turn quo promittimus mortific'ationem *" 
cernis.. i^'.Melanchth©n answered:''Sed maior ex err ore'haecit- 
ur. Baptismuseli$"priricipaiiter est pactum gratia'e* seu" 
promissionis divinis erga nos, qua nobis remittit peccsta.'.. * 

Zwingli C.Tl.93 p.177'^Electus enim erat ,Tacob,~cum nondum cred- 
eret; sed neque, hoc sequiturz non 'credit, erg© electus noh " 
est." Qui credederit," "credit,.. ,quia ad eternam salutem el- 

' ectus ac destinatus est 1 . "
Melanchth©n C.E.21 p. 295' 'Negant peccatum originis 1 .*" 

*' Ibid.'Habent autem opus infantes In remissione peccati 'originis' 
28 Stryje E..M.2,1 p.484 r Quia vero infantes nascuntur cum'peccato

- originis, habent "'pus remissione illius peccati.. .Probamus" 
igitur sententiam Ecclesiae; quae jls damnat Felagianos, qii 
negabant infs.ntibus esse peccatum originis 1 .

A Hamel L. p. 129 'Der ®@&otee Glaube der raten und Eltern ist 
"fiir den Glauben des'Kindes einzutreten 1 .- -

Luther Vv.A.6 p.538 XAuch den"Kindern ^iesst Gott den Glauben ezb1
Cristiani p.290 r Comment prouver que les enfants n'ont pas "la ^ 

foi? Est ce que parce qu'ils ne parlent pas et ne montrent - 
pas"leur foi? Tres bien, ' riais alors conbien d'heures seront

•"•nous Chre'tieiis, quand nous dormons ou faisons autre chose?* 
Luther ft.A.6 p.538"' T HIc dico,' quod""omnes dicunt 9 ' ; ^sssS. fide alie- 
, na Darvulis succurri illorum, qmi offerunt eos. Sicut enim 

ver&um'dei po'tens est, clum sonat, eti&in ir^pil cor immutarei 
quod SSi minus est surdum et incapax quain ullus parvulus, '~ 
:KE ita" per orationem Ecclesiae offerentis et" crederitis, cui 
omnia possibilia sunt, et parvulus fide infusa mitatur, niund- 
atur, e't renov&tur 1 . " " " " """" 

Ibid.27,2 p.31 f Ls hilft sie auch nicht die'Ausrede , das sie 
,sagen, die Kinder taufe man auf ihren zukunftigen Glauben. 
Denn der Glaube muss vbr oder ja in" der Taufe da sein, sonst 
wird da;s Kind nicht los vom Teui'el oder s(inden ! . ! .
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CHAPTER IX PREREQUISITES 

1 .The Minister-Intention

In the discussion concerning the proper minister of baptism it was seen that the sixteenth century Romanists insisted upon the nood of a correct intention on the part of the minister for the ensuring of the validity of the administration* Strictly, there was need of a two-fold intention, on the part of the minister? to administer Christian "baptism as the Church understands it, and on the part of the recipient to receive such baptism. It is with the former that we are n@w concerned.
The doctrine of intention had little support in the Fathers. Indeed, in a well-known case there had been a willingness to grant that even baptism in jest constituted true baptism provided the proper form and matter were observed. Even in the Middlo Ages the doctrine was not securely established. At Trent itself a minority party, allegoing the authority of Catharinus, object ed strongly to the stricter statement finally adopted. They contended that an outward seriousness ought to be accepted as proof of intention, quite irreatpeetive of inward dispositions. tSeasien 7).
The Scholastic studies of intention had led to no decisive judgment. Lombard Ijad discussed the case of baptism administered in jest. He thought that the observance of the form guaranteed- suff iciently the sat intention of the minister (Lomb.4 Bist.6 E) . A Thomas, to®, asked for little more * than a general outward int ention. The minister acted in baptism as a representative of the whole anarch. In the words whith he utttered he expressed the intention of the church. This sufficed to the perfection of the sacrament unless the minister or the recipient outwardly confess ed* a different intention (Thom.3 Qu.64,8). Obviously those who openly mocked the Christian rite could not be said validly ' to baptise: t® that extent the Scholastics thought a doctrine of intention necessary. But Lombard and Thomas shrank from en quiring into the inward disposition of those who outwardly admin istered baptism as the church demanded. No man could truly know 

the heart of man. To base the validity of the sacrament, and with it the eternal salvation of souls, upon an unknowable fact or would reduce everything to uncertainty and confusion.

It was tkis latter point upon whivh the Reformers seized, although without the teaching of an absolute necessity, when they faced that more developid form of the doctrine of intention sanctioned by the Council of Trent. The Tridentiaes asserted a far stricter doctrine of intentiontfflai than th&t met with in Lombard and Thomas. They maintained that there must be in each 
minister of the sacrament a personal intention af doing what the church does (C.D.T.Sess.7 Caii.ll). When Bellarmine defined and 
defended this teaching he argued, as against Catharinus, that it is sot sufficient evidence of intention to perfaem the »it«
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approved by the church. What was need was an intention to do 
what the church dees i.e.meaning by the action the same thing as 
the church means. What the church does Bellarmine took to be an 
equivalent of what ChJsist instituted. By 'church' he did net * 
only mean the church of Rome, but the true church whatever it may 
be (Cf.De la S.T.B.p.342).^ This latter definition made possible 
the concession that even the minister who erred concerning the 
church might still administer a valid and efficacious baptism: 
even he who intended to do what the church of Geneva does could 
still be said to do what the church universal does (Disput.de 
C©ntr©v.De Saeram.In Gen. 1,27).

m R ••<,'$' L

The generally accepted doctrine that schismatics and heret 
ics may administer valid baptism made it necessary mot to press 
too closely the definition ^ what the church does'. Upon this 
score the Reformed party could not have any particular quarrel. 
The mischief in the Tridentine view was in the insistence upon 
a personal intention rather than upon an outward and corporate. 
To insist that baptism is only valid when there is evidence of 
a desire to do what Christ wished to be done and not something 
quite different is reasonable enough: although in normal eases 
such am insistence might appear to be Superfluous. But to make 
the individual intention of the minister the test is quite anoth 
er matter, for tests of intention, if they are t© be real 
tests, can ©nly be outward and general.

Calvin wont quickly t© the p©int when in the Antidote Je 
attacked the Tridentine p©siti©n. He saw tw© fundamental object 
ions t© the Romanist view. It thwarted the primary purpose ©f 
the sacrament, .the ministering ©f assurance t© the belio^ever. 
And it subordinated the will ©f God t© the will ©f man:....'This, 

though not tolerable, would be less grievous, if it did not
utterly overthrew whatever solid comf©rt believers have ia the 
sacrament, and suspend the truth ©f G©d on thwvill ©f man: 
for if the intention ©f the minister is necessary, none ©f 
us can be certain ©f his baptism....I was baptised...if it s© 
pleased the priest, whose g©©d faith is no more known t© me , 
than that ©f amy Ethi©piam f (Tracts 3,Amtid©to t© Trent 7 Can. 13) 

The phrase 'doing what the church does' Calvin dismissed as mean 
ingless and silly. What Calvin evidently feared was that the 
d©etrine ©f intenti©n had as its aim the enhancing ©f the power 
©f the priesth©©d at the expense ©f the rights ©f the laity, and 
©f Christ. Applied in ©ther directi©ns (marriage, f©r example) 
it might become the source ©f endless legal diffieuties, shifts 
and evasi©ns«

Jewel f©und it necessary t© deal with this question in his 
Reply t© Harding. He f©umd a sufficient answer t© the teaching 
of the need for inward intention in the incaleulability of the 
human heart, and the resultant uncertainty introduced into the 
minds of recipients: 'The heart ©f man is unsearchable. If we 

stay upon the intention of a mortal man, we may stand in 
doubt of our ®wn baptism'(Jew.P.S.l p. 139). With Jewel as 

with CalvAn there is the suggestion that a strict doctrine of 
intention encroaches upon the prerogative of God as the true 
author and minister. Hooker discussed the matter further, and
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he stated a view which was very largely that ©f Themas. An 
individual intention ought not t© be required: 'What a man's pri- 

vate mind is, as we cannot knew, s© neither are we
bound t© examine' (L.E.P. 5,68). s© long as outward appear 

ances were satisfied, an intention might legitimately be pres 
umed. Even if the minister subsequently reve&ed himself t© 
have been a hypecrite and infidel, his acts remained valid if 
the correct form had been ©bserved and the minister had net stat 
ed his tame mind at the time: ' ihereinfore in these eases the 

known intent ©f the church doth suffice, and where the cont 
rary is not manifest, we may presume that he which outwardly 
doth the work hath inwardly the purpose of God 1 (Ibid.). 

In England as elsewhere the Reformers resisted all attempts to 
carry the doctrine of intention beyond this obvious and ©n the 
whole somewhat superfluous generality. T© go farther could 
only introduce uncertainty and doubt where there ought to fee 
confidence and assurance.

The question ©f the intention ©f the recipient was another 
matter altogether. The recipient was a primary person in the
saeraant, whereas the minister was only an instrument ©f the 
true baptiser, Christ. The Reformers aimed t© deflate the 
ministry, and to that extent ixjc they thought the intention ©f 
the minister relatively unimportant* But they als© aimed t© 
replace a saer amen tali st conception of the relationship ©f man 
with G©d by a dynamic and personal. T© Jksfce that extent they 
were bound t© take seriously the intention ©f the recipient, as 
regards the efficacy of the sacrament if not as regards its valid 
ity. This question ©f the intentien ©f the recipient merged, 
however, into thei wider question of the general prerequisites , 
for the reception ©f baptism, whether in adults ©r in infants* 
These prerequisites will be the subject of the following section. 
It is enough* at the moment t© notice that in the two questions, 
that ©f the intention ©f the minister and that of the intenti©n 
©f the recipient, different issues were involved, and different 
principles came into play. It was only natural, then, that 
there should be a difference ©f approach and ©f emphasis.

2« The Mult - Instruction

In an earlier chapter we say that baptism is mot t© be administer 
ed indiscriminately t© all adults, but that adult converts i.e. 
adults who repent and belwe at the preaching ©f the Gospel form 
the proper subjects. In the last resort, ©f course, G©d alone 
knows the heart ©f the recipient as God alone knov/s the heart ©f fc 
the minister: thus He-alone can tell whether this ©r that pers©n 
is a proper subject. From earliest times, however, the Church 
has taken seriously its duty of ensuring so far as it is able 
that *h©se who d© receive the sacrament are persons ©f true pen 
itence and faith. Thgxttarte For that reason certain essential 
prerequisites have always been recognised. The first ©f these 
prerequisites is a proper instructien in Christian belief and life, 
with a view t® an adequate if simple understanding.

In New Testament days the instruction given seems often t© 
have been ©f the briefest. CormeJius and the Eunuch are good
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examples. A g®od reason for the brevity @f the instruction was 
n® doubt that the persons to whom the Gospel was first addressed 
already had, either as Jews or god-fearers, a good knowledge 
and understanding of the Old Testament Scriptures. No more was 
needed then than a narration of the facts of the life and death 
of Christ, and his resurrection, and the relating of those 
facts to the Messianic prophecies,an&ztke together with the pres 
entation of the main teaching of Christ as the fulfillment of the 
teaching of the Law and the Prophets. If the hearer accepted 
the Messiahship of Jesus on receiving this simple instruction,— 
aad a mere or less immediate decision could he expected,— then he 
was ready at once f©r Christian "baptism.

the constant widening of the field of evangelism meant that 
the Gospel came to be addressed more and more t® those who lacked 
the foundation of an Old Testament knowledge. In these circumst 
ances it was only natural that a need should be felt for thorough 
instruction in order that there might be a proper preparation for 
baptism and t© guard against unreal professions of repentance 
and faith. In response t© this practical need the cataehumenate 
developed, varying of course in different centres, but one and 
the same in purpose and principle. The course of preparation 
included mot only intellectual instruction but also such rites 
as exorcisms, washings, fastings, laying on of hands and oaths. 
In the Hyppolitan rite there were well-defined stages: the prep 
aratory stage, when the catechumens were mere f audientes f , the 
more z£xsstiigs&x£& advanced stage when they were acknowledged as 
'electi 1 or 1 competentes 1 . The whole period of the eateehumenate 
reached its climax during the Lenten period preceding the Easter 
baptism (See Liturgy and Wor ships Baptism),

With the conversion of Western Europe infant baptism tended 
naturally to replace the baptism of adult converts, and baptismal 
instruction ceased to be a main activity of the Church, except 
in areas in which missionary work stiijLL continued. It wa still 
acknowledged, however, that instruction was necessary before an 
adult convert could be admitted to the sacrament. Thomas defend 
ed the eateehumenate against the possible objection that life 
(given in baptism) ought to come before teaching (Thomas 3 Qu.71 
1). He cited Rabanus as an authority, and pointed out that 
faith cornea by hearing, and that the rational mind is not oblit 
erated in conversion. Thomas saw four main types of instruction* 
that elementary instruction which leads to faith, which might be 
given l^y any Christian; the fuller instruction in belief, which 
the priest ought t© gives the instruction in Christian living, ^ 
for which the sponsors are resp*©nsiblej and the higher instruct^ 
ion in the profound mysteries ©f the faith which only the bishop 
was qualified t© is$>a*t (Ibid.2). Thomas defended exorcisms, 
against which three arguments might be br©ught$ that mot all are 
exergumexns, that baptism itself breaks the power of sin and of 
the devil, and that holy water is the recognised remedy. He 
claimed in his defence that exorcisms were useful and indeed necese 
ayy to remove obstacles which might impede the effectual operati©n 
of baptism; that all are subject to demons $ and that although 
holy water is indeed efficaciousm it is only so against the demons
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which are without, not against thosY whieh are within. Trent 
reaffirmed this teaching , demanding in the Cateehiwusm a prop 
er instruction of adult camdidates, with the time-honoured cat 
echising and exorcisiag (Cat.T.2,2 Qu.35 & 64). Except in cases 
of extreme sicknvss or other danger a long delay was advised, so 
that there could fee a full instruction and a thorough testing. 
The Rituale Romanum laid it down that adult converts should be 
diligently instructed in faith and manners, according to the ap 
ostolic rule.3 The great expansion of missionary work with the 
opening up of the Americas and the Indies gave opportunity for 
the observance of these rules.

The Kefoiimers had neither the opportunity nor perhaps in som« 
cases the interest to do extensive missionary work, and thfeftr 
interest in the subject of adult baptisms was correspondingly low. 
The Anabaptists, of course, demanded pre- baptismal teaching, 
and in the communities which they established candidates were 
usually trained with care and fulness. The Reformers themselves 
did succeed in winning over some adults, mainly Jews or Lapps, 
and they accepted without question or discussion the need for 
instruction. The matter was not of great practical interest, 
and no controversial points were involved, so that it receives 
scant notice in their writings. It is significant that Jewel 
in England referred to the 'warning of them that were called cat- 
eehumeni to prepare their hearts that they might receive baptite1 
as belonging to the old times (Jew. P. S.I p. 119). Indeed, the 
matter was so theoretical in England that the Prayer Books made
no provision for an Adult Baptism. The present office, which , 
provides for a preparation of instruction and fasting, was added
only at the Restoration, when the growth of Anabaptism under the 
Commonwealth, the general religious confusion, and the simult 
aneous extension of English possessions abroad had created a de 
mand for such a service. What the views of the Reformers would 
have been had the issue been to the fore may be inferred from the 
prominence given by Lutheran and Reformed groups alike to the 
need for a proper understanding both of baptism in particular 
and of the Christian faith as a whole.

3. The Adult - Profession

A second prerequisite in the case of the adult recipient was the 
public renunciation of the former life and the public avowal of 
faith in Jesus Christ. This was usually accompanied by the ex 
pression if a desire for the sacrament, by which, of course, <tl 
the intention of the recipient might be known. The demand for 
an open profession had as its aim the final testing of the fitness 
of the candidate, who had already been instructed in the implicat 
ions of that prof essio^ both intellectual and moral. The profess 
ion usually took place when the sacrament itself was administered* 
Obviously, it could not be taken as a perfect guarantee of the 
inward conversion to God, but it was a safeguard which the Chmrch 
had a right to insist upon, as at least an outward guarantee 
of good faith on the part of the person baptised.

public confession of faith seems to have developed ©ut 
of New Testament examples. In some cases in the New Testament
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when there was a manifest outpouring @f the Spirit, a profession 
•f faith was superfluous. In others, howwver, the Ethipian 
eunuch for example, "baptism was preceded fey the expression of a
desire for the sacrament and a simple acknowledgment of faith in 
Christ. It was probably out of this simple acknowledgment that
the baptismal creeds grew. A rather fuller confession was natur 
ally expected in the ease of Gentiles who had to receive a. fuller 
instruction. A more explicit factual statement became necessary 
with the spread of heresies.

fhe early baptismal rites provide ample evidence of the imp 
ortance attached to the profession ©f faith ±n the early centuries. 
There was always provision for at least one, and sometimes, as 
in the Roman rite, for three renunciations of Satan and profess 
ions ©f faith in Christ. In addition there were the interrogat 
ories, in which the candidate had further opportunity of testif 
ying to his forsaking of the works ©f the devil, his embracing ©f 
the Christian fait^m and his desire f©B baptism. The pat term 
of all the later baptismal offices, not only the Roman, but also 
the Lutheran, the Anglican and even the Reformed, clearly con 
forms to that ©f the primitive offices, and the provision for a 
profession ©f penitence, faith and the desire for the sacrament
remains (See Liturgy and worship; Baptism) .

in the Middle Ages Thomas displayeu particular interest in the 
question of the intention of the recipient. He considered three 
arguments wnich might be used against the need for an intention: 
first, that the baptised person is patient i.e. his role is purely 
passive - the tendency to an automatic rather than a personal und
erstanding is very pronounced in this objection) second, that 
if intention were necessary, reiteration might become necessary 
in cases where lack of intention had invalidated a previous admin- f 
istration; third, that baptism is primarily for the forgiveness 
of original sin, for which there is no active responsibility. 
Thomas thought -these objections outweighed by other considerations. 
First, he pointed out that intention and the desire for baptism 
are equivalent, but no-one ought to receive baptism unless he des
ires it. Second, he thought that £fue penitence demanded a pos
itive will to repent. Third, he argued that although the recip 
ient is patient, yet the passiveness is voluntary. Against the
objection that rebaptisms might become necessary, he urged the
suggestion that where a BHbKKMBijmi lack of intention was subsequent 
ly disclosed, a conditional form ©f baptism might be used(Thom.3,

/ Qu.68, 8). 
The C* !Frent reaffirmed the traditional teaching. The Catechism 

required ©f adult candidates 'intention and determination t© re 
ceive the sacrament, together with repentance for their prev 
ious ill-spent life ! (Cat.T.2,2 Qu.35). The usual questions 

were t© be put at the service, and - the usual pr©fession ©f faith 
made (Ibid.Qu.42) . Adults were required t® answer and profess in 
person (Ibid.Qu.43). We may notice at this point that the demand 
for a prof essi@n on the part of adults checked the gr©wth ©f Rom 
anist doctrine to a sacramentalist extreme, in which a magical 
efficacy might be asserted even in the case ©f adult unbelievers. 
Converts remained the only proper adult subjects, and the outward
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>F©fessi©m continued to fee exacted as the guarantee of conversion.

>«. *

Of the sixteenth century Reformers the Anabaptists were the 
ones who laid the greatest stress upon the requirement of a con 
fession of faith in baptism. " All baptisms were for them adult 
baptisms, and the sacrament itself in their thinking was not 
very much more than an outward mark or sign of individual convers 
ion and entry into the @hurch« The confession ©f repentance an£ 
faith was almost the most important part of its administration. 
All the Reformers were at one, however, in demanding the usual 
outward profession on the part of adults who presented themselves 
to be baptised. Calvin taught that the right use ©f baptism ' 
consisted 'in faith and repentanee (Tracts 2 p. 87). As against 
the Anabaptists he did not think that repentance and faith need 
come before baptism in all eases - the children ©f Christians,
already withim the covenant by birth, were an exception. He 
did think, however, that they ought to be required of those 
whose age made them capable of both (Ibid.). Beza made the same 
demand, and he thought that adults who could not give a proper 
account of their faith ought to be excluded from the sacrament 
(Q.S.C.119). The Reformed discussions were very largely theor 
etical xfc rather than practical, and their teaching upon this 
question did not receive very great prominence.

The Anglicans made affirmations similar to those of the 
Swiss. Frith taught that faith was necessary in adult candidate 
es (B.B.p.92). In the 1536 Article the benefits ©f baptism im 
the case of adults were made conditional upon 'their coming there 

unto perfectly and truly repentant, confessing and believing
all the articles of the faith, and having firm trust and erecfc- 
ence in the promises of God adjoined to the said sacrament 1 
(Strype's Cran.l p. 85) 5 the approach to a fuller Lutheran 

conception of faith in this passage is of interest. The King's 
Book made the same point in a different way. It defined baptism 
as a covenant. The obligations which the human recipients und 
ertook were belief, service and the foreaking ©f sin (p. 44). 
Henry himself in the Asserti© had argued against Luther that faith 
was not absolutely necessary to the efficaciousness of the sacram 
ent, although highly desirable, but he clearly had no thought 
©f dispensing with the traditional profession ©f it on the part 
of adults (p. 83).

K J^B

Others writers who dealt with the matter were Newell and 
Hooper, both of whom mentioned the need for faith and repentance 
in adults (Now.P.S.p.87 5; Hoop.P.S.l p. 74). Becon related the 
outward profession to the outward sigm, pointing out that only 
an outward profession can be made, but that 'ungodly and wieked 

hypxocrites, which feign repentance and faith, only receive 
outward baptism 1 (Bee. P. S. 2 pp. 224-5). God knows the heart,"" 

and he truly and inwardly baptises those who have inward
penitence and faith. Bullinger, describing a pure baptismal 
service, saw a need to state the two sides of the covenant;

•It is lawful to recite the promises of God, to rehearse the 
belief and require faith of them that are to be baptised, being 
©f perfect age'(Bull.P.S.4 p. 358). In favou* ©f the common

twofold vow of abrenuneiation of "the devil and of faith in Christ
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Bullinger cited such authorities as Teptullian (2)e COP.Mil.3) and 
Augustine (Contra Pel.et Gel.2,40). Jewel thought it reasonable 
and right t© demand of converts 1 the acknowledgment of the error 

in which they lived, and the seeking forgiveness of thxeir 
former sins'(Jew.P.S.2 p.1105). Hooker too thought it most 

fitting that there should be a profession of SfcLth f on the receipt
of the first sacrament of faith 1 , and he quoted Isidore upon 

the double covenant of the Christian, 'concerning the reliaquish-
ment ©f Satan, and touching obedience to the faith of Christ 1 
(Isid.De Offie.Eccles.2,24, quoted by Hooker L.E.P.5,63,1). 

In view of the covenantal nature of the sacrament Hooker tfrygwgfrt 
thought the Church had a right f to exact at every man's hands am 

express confession of faith'(Ibid.5,64,4).

Emougkfc has been said to show that although the Reformers 
did not deal with the topic in detail, fop they were practical 
and controversial theologians father than theoretical and specul 
ative,« yet they thoroughly approved the practice of the primit 
ive e&upch, by which all adult candidates had t® make a personal 
profession ©f repamtanee and faith. They recognised, of course, 
the imperfection of this requirement as a test of genuine inward 
repentance and faith. But in man's ignorance of inward dispos 
ition , they accepted it as the best possible guarantee of sin 
cerity, charitably ascribing true faith (and consequent grace) 
to all who made such a profession and did not openly renounce or 
disregard it. We may notice at this point that the inter-relat 
ing of/the sacrament and personal faith was in accord with the 
deepest principles of evangelical doctrine. Less stress was 
laid upon intention, or the expression ©f a* desire for baptism, 
but ©f course the Reformers approved the principle that the sacra 
ment should ©nly be administered where there was a voluntary des 
ire •i&fit. The question did not arise as a controversial issue, 
for the Romanists themselves never carried their sacramentalist 
views to the point ©f forcing baptism upon unwilling infidels - 
the actual instances were officially disavowed - or ©f claiming ttat 
that such enforced administrations could have beneficial effects.

4.The Infant - Sponsors

An obvious difficulty in the case of infants who receive the sacr 
ament ©f baptism is that they are not capable ©f fulfilling the 
c©nditions which are exacted of adults and which ought t© be 
exacted ©f all candidates. The retention ©f infant baptism does 
set depend upon the answer made t© this objection, but the object 
ion itself does require an answer. The KUBWHT almost unanimous 
answer has been that in the case of infants the Church is satis 
fied with the testimony ©f sponsors or god-parents. Disputed 
points are who those sponsors ought to be and what exactly they 
do or do not do on the child's behalf, but there is general agree 
ment among paedobaptists that the confession of sponsors replaces 
personal confession in the case of the children ©f Christians.

The custom ©f allowing godparents t© represent imfants canncfc 
claim to be Scriptural, but it can claim to be ©f great antiquity, 
going back t© a very early period in the history ©f the Church. 
Some scholars think think that it derives from the Jewish demand
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for three witnesses at the ceremony of proselyte-initiation (Dan 
iel p.412). T&i s may well be, since adults had sponsors as well
as infants, sSSagagK in their case the function was more purely 
one of witness. Whatever the origin, sponsors were soon requir 
ed, and their f s was the responsibility of guaranteeing the sin 
cerity of the candidate, witnessing his profession, and under 
taking his instruction in the new life. When infants were bapt 
ised, they had the more onerous task of pledging their own 
faith for the child, guaranteeing at least a future repentance 
and belief on the part of the child, and engaging to give that 
Instruction which would in due time lead to conversion and consec-

/4ration.
In the earliest times it appears that parents tnemselves 

normally stood as sponsors for their children (Hart p. 202; Wall 1 
p.137). Indeed, Augustine argued that the child f Believed in ths 
parent 1 i.e.they shared the one faith. Others acted on occasion, 
of course, masters on befialf ©f infant-slaves, virgins on be 
half of foundlings (Wall 1 p. 137). The extension of this latter 
practice to all cases has been traced by many to the persecutions, 
which made it necessary to make provision for the Christian up-* 
bringing of the children in case of the martyrdom or apostasy 
of the natural parents (Daniel p. 412). The number of sponsors 
in the first centuries was not fixed, but there were seldom if
ever more than the Jewish three*

During the Dark and Middle Ages the various church-councils 
passed many laws with regard to sponsors. A revolutionary step 
was the forbidding of parents to act on behalf of their children. 
This step was taken, in defiance of all antiquity, at the Counc 
il of Mentz in 815 (Hart p.202 Can.55). In the Penitential of
Ecgbert we find it laid down that in the case of girls a man 
should receive from the font, in the case of boys a woman (Ibid* 
p. 194). A strange regulation was that the baptiser should not 
eat in the same house with those whom he has christened,x
and that he should not kiss them - perhaps there was a hint here 
of/the later theory of spiritual relationships contracted in the 
sacrament. The Council of York definitely restricted the number 
of those who received from the font to three, 'two men and one

woman for a boy, and two women and on^e man for a girl'(Hart.
p.202). The Sarum Use allowed two sponsors. They were 

warned to take special care of tie child, preserving it from evil, 
up to the age of seven. They also had the task of .teaching the 
child the Lord's PMiyer, the Creed and the Ave (Liturgy and 
Worship). The Eastern and Roman churches came to consider one 
sponsor sufficient, but they did not forbid two (Daniel p.412).

Perhaps the most curious development in the teaching upon 
godparents was the working out of a theory that those who took 
part in the sacrament contracted a spiritual relationship with 
the child and with one another which brought them within the pro 
hibited degrees (Hart p.202). Theologians and canonists defended 
the prohibition of parents upon this ground - it has already been 
noted that in cases of extreme necessity they had a speeial disp« 
ensation to baptise. The solid foundations otfthis extraordinary 
theory of spiritual relationships are hard to discover. Cynics 
might perhaps be excused thinking thtt it was largely developed
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by canonists who were anxious to extend the sphere of their oper 
ations, and to create a wider demand for papal dispensations. 
Whatever the origia the theory established itself firmly. The 
Catechism of Trent endorsed the theory, stating that there must 
be no contracts of . matrimony between those who have affinity in 
baptism (Cat. T. 2, a Qu,26).

The Catechims laid down detail rules with regard to sponsors* 
and clearly defined their duties. Every Christian, it stated, 
f requireth a nurse or instrucmtor 1 (Ibid. Qu. 25) . This demand 
for a sponsor was based upon the two authrofcites Dionysius and 
Hyginus. Only one sponsor was necessary7 but two were permiss 
ible, one of each sex (Qu.29). The sponsors had a twofold 
dutys to exercise vigilance over their spiritual children, and 
to teach and admonish (Qu.27). Parents were forbidden to under 
take the office on behalfi of their own children on the ground 
that there ©gght to 'be some mark of difference between the spirit 
ual and the carnal upbringing (Qu.28), Heretics, Jews and in 
fidels were quite naturally and wisely forbidden t© enter upon 
the office. The Eituale Komanum summarised this temching in * 
its paragraph ©f instructions with regard t© sponsors; ®nea or 
two at the most, never two of the same sex, nor the parents, 
nor excommunicate, heretics, infidels, lunatics or ignorant pers-

/ -ons. g
The office of godparent survived in Protestant lands in spite 

of the natural objections of Anabaptists and some seruples^on the 
part ©f Puritans. The Lutherans took over the traditional teach*- 
ing very largely as it stood, demanding only that the sponsors 
should be intelligent and should themselves understand the faith. 
Greater care was taken, for example in the Orders themselves, 
t© instruct the godparents in their responsibilities and duties. 
The use ©f the vernacular made such instruction possible. Many 
of the Lutheran addresses t© godparents, in Osiander's Order of 
1524, the Brandenburg-Nuremberg of 1533, and the C ass el Order, 
Ar eiia«qftLie.f bear strong resemblances to those in the later Eng 
lish order, which was obviously based to a large extent upon the 
Lutherans models (See Jacobs Luth.M.in Engj; Chap. Bap ti sm) .

The Anglicans approached the matter ©f sponsors very much as 
the Lutherans did. Early writers life Frith and Tyndale stress
ed the duty of godxparents to teach, to the displeasure 
then ecclesiastical authorities. . Frith approved ©f the principle 
©f sponsorship, but he protested that there was need for 'parent- 

es and godparentes alike to know their office and to do it 1 
(B.R.p.95)'. Tyndale complained bitterly of the ignorance and 

slackness of godparents, ana of the lax standards in the admiss 
ion to confirmation,? which were the root of the trouble; 'Be 

cause the labour seemed to© tedious and painful t© appose the. 
children one by one, they (the bishops) asked tthe priests 
that presented them only, Whether the children were taught 
the profession ©f their baptism? And they answere, Yea; and s© 
upon their wordat, they confirm them without apposing. S© 
when they no longer apposed, the priests no longer taught 
them, but committed the charge to their godfathers and 
godmothers, and they to the father and mother, discharging 
themselves T*y their own authority, within half an hour. And
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the father and mother taught them a monstrous Latin pateraos't- 
er. And in process, as the ignorance grew, they brought 
them to confirmation straight from baptism, so that now oft* 
times they be volow*ed and bishopped both in one day; that is, 
we be confirmed in blindness to be kept in ignorance for ever* 
(Tynd.P.S.3 p.72). The objections of the authorities to a 

restoration of purer practices are difficult to understand* ex 
cept on the supposition that the people would be instructed in 
Lutheran and anti-traditional theology. Eteweecreaicenough The 
opposition was real enough, however, for among the articles 
gathered out fcf the book 'The Suinme of Scripture 1 , and condemned, 
was the seemii^.y praiseworthy request or statement that 'godfath 

ers and godmothers be bound t© ke£p their children, that they 
be put to school, that they may understand the gospel'W&BMB* 
and the ep^istles ©f S.Paul'(Foxe 5 p.592).

Beeon too approved of the practice ©f godparents, which he 
described as 'no less commendable than ancient 1 , but he too 
stressed that it was only commendable so long as the sponsors 
fulfilled their office: 'If the godfathers and godmothers satisfy

their promise'(Bec.P.S.2 p.228). One new trend appeared in 
Becon. He could not XKB definitely agl|^}^+I^f*^i.f3^Uld fce 
admitted as sponsors, but he did not ft™ ™y^neysnou?a™o tecx£ 

&±& utteciycdiecoiBiaendcttireciaee^ccthetcfiitbeEecc^ be allowed to 
attend the baptism of their children, as was the case in his day: 

•I utterly discommend this use, that fathers cannot be suffer 
ed to be present at the baptism of their own children'. Per 

haps the Anglican attitude up to the time of Edward was best summ 
ed up in the rather conservative Prayer Book Orders. Three spon 
sors were now allowed, two men and one woman for a boy, two 
women and one man for a girl. Parents were no tallowed to under 
take the office, and they were neither enjoined nor forbidden 
to attend the service. The duties of the sponsors were set out 
clearly and forcibly in the different Exhortations. The sponsors 
became responsible for the virtuous and gody upbringing of the 
child, and had to see to it that the child had all that was nec 
essary for spiritual instruction. A short catechism was appended 
in order that the child might be instructed out of it in the rud 
iments of the Christian faith.

The Reformed group was not satisfied >y any means with the 
conservative Lutheran and Anglican revisions. A bitter and 
sharply contested battle developed around the exclusion ©f parents, 
who in the earliest days of the Church had unquestionably stood 
for their own children. Calvin demanded that parents, far 
from being excluded from the service, should be forced to be 
present, and indeed to be the chief sponsors (Knox 6 p.97). 
Knox took up a similar position. In his order he required'the 
father and one other suretie 1 to give an account of th4r faith 
(Ibid.4 p. 190)'. The Puritans in England, not content with the 
compromise of Becon, adopted the full Calvinistic teaching- and 
demanded a revision of the office at this point. Articles eited 
in the Zurich letters (P.S.I 106) claimed that the father ought 
always to answer for his child. The Admonition to Parliament 
made the same claim, asking that normally 'garents should make
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reheaBsal of their faith 1 , but allowing 'other of the congregat 
ion who knew the good behaviour and sound faith of the parents* 
to deputise f if upon necessary occasions and business they be 
absent 1 (Frere and Douglas P.M.p.14). The Puritan programme had 
oflfeourse a distinct disciplinarian intention, in accordance with 
the desire for a greater discrimination in admission to the sacr 
ament. Cartwrignt made the point even clearer: f lt were con 

venient, seeing the children of the faithful only are to be 
baptised, that the father should and might, if convenient, 
offer and present his children to be baptised, making an open 
confession of that faith, wherein he would have his child 
baptised 1 (Whit.P.S. 3 p. 138). Some @f the Puritan "clergy seem 

t® have taken the law into their own hands, as 'is not unusual 
with groups which feel strongly and can secure n® legal satis- • 
faction, for we read that the Person of Eastwell (Nicholls) was 
cited in 1584 for the irregularity of admitting a father as god 
parent* (Strype's Whitgift 1 p. 277),

Separatists carried the Puritan movement to its extreme 
point and abolished sponsors alt©gether (Burrage E. E.B.I p. 143). 
There is always the possibility, however, that when the Separ 
atists called f@r the abolition of god-parents, they did net 
mean that there should be n© sponsors at all, but only that 
there should be no sponsors after the Romanist and Anglican fashi 
on. The Puritans themselves were accused of seeking to d© away 
with god-parents altogether when what they really aimed at was 
the substitution of parent- sponsors for outsiders (Cf.Strype ©n 
the Plumbers Hall congregation, in his Qrindal 1 p. 117, & 2nd 
P.@f a R.2 p. 70). Separatists ^fnEHili&su$8ii.e certainly united 
in attacking the Anglican practice or//spon|ori who were not par-

/ -ents.
The Anglicans themselves seemed to have attempted a cofflprom- 

ise between traditional practice and Reformed principle along the
lines already suggested by Becon. Parker stated the official 
view in his Advertisements. He continued to refuse to all©w 
parents to answer for their children, and he advocated liberty 
in the wider matter ©f the attendance of the parents at the serv 
ice: parents should be allowed but not forced to be present (See 
Gee and Hardy :Advertisements)Articles for Administration^). The 
abuse of children acting as sponsors was corrected by a require 
ment that only those who had received the communion should be ad 
mitted to answer (Ibid. 10). The Anglican party maintained this 
position against constant Puritan attamks f dismissing the dem 
ands ©f their opponents on the general ground that they 'betrayed

a useless and over busy fondness f©r innovation (See Zur.Lett.
P.S.2 No. 94), The Canon of 1604 finally ratified and enforce

ed the judgment of the Advertisements.*i. , ' *»•
"It may be asked why the Elizabethan hierarchy eluag s© tea- 

aci©usly to the conservative praqtice. On the face of it the 
Puritan demand seemed irresistible. It had antiquity in its 
favour. It accorded with the plain fact that the parent is by 
nature the one most fitted to care for the welfare ©f the child. 
Where the parents were manifestly unsuitable special arrangements 
eauld be made* It also fitted the Lutheran principle that there
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ought to fee a clear understanding of the meaning and obligations 
of "baptism, and a sincere attempt to enforce the implementing of 
the "baptismal vow. It had in addition the support of the teach 
ing and example of 'all the bes t 'Reformed churches'* Perhaps an 
ideal solution which the Church of England might have adopted WouM 
have "been t© have one parent- sponsor and one other to guarantee 
a Christian upbringing in case of the failure o^the parent through 
death or back- sliding.

The Anglicans resisted for a variety ©f reasons. Possibly 
they feared that to give way at one point would be t© admit the
Puritans at all points. They saw that behind the smaller demands 
there was the wider demand for the erection ©f the full Calvinist- 
ic discipline and order. The uncompromising nature ofti e Purit 
an attacks no doubt helped to stiffen the opposition. It must 
be remembered too that the Queen was not kindly disposed toward 
antj tampering with the religion now uniformly established, if not 
uniformly observed, and the Quean, not without reason, hated 
and feared the Calvinistic system with its plain threat to the 
loyal Supremacy. Thus the Church of England resisted Puritan 
pressure and retained the old system}, with one or two slight mod 
ifications 9 The idea of a spiritual affinity dropped away, and 
there was a new emphasis upon the need for the godparents to und 
erstand what they were doing and what their responsibilities were. 
The issue was small, but trifling as it was in itself, it helped 
to heighten the tension between the Puritans and the hierarchy, 
thus contributing to the final catastrophe of war and schism.

S.The Infant - Interrogatories
In the preceding section the general duties ©f sponsors were set 
out as agraed upon in the main by all parties. Such division as 
arose concerned the qualifications and numbers of sponsors rather 
than their responsibilities, who they were rather than what they 
did. Everyone granted that the god-parent, as the representat 
ive @f the church or in his own person, had the duty ©f seeing 
t© the Christian edue*4ion of the infant baptised. The Protewt- 
ant party, anxious to make religion more living and personal, 
stressed this side of the matter. But the sponsor did more 
than undertake the instruction of the child, as we have seen in 
the discussion of the baptism of infants. He also made a guarant 
ee of faith. In Reformed circles this guarantee XX&X&B gave rise 
to very complicated discussions. Everyone agreed that there 
ought t© be this guarantee. What the guarantee signified, and 
what its implications were, was quite smothers matter. The 
discussions of this point are important becaaae they revealed 
yet another small but not unimportant divergence between the 
itan and the Anglican parties in the English Church.

The whole issue narrowed down to the question <t the 
©gat®ries as administered t© infants. In the early church no 
person had been baptised unless he had first given a satisfact 
ory account ©f his repentance, faith and desire iffor the sacrament 
Tte interrogatories had been drawn up in order t© give the opport 
unity for making* a final public profession. Now it is clear that 
infants could not possibly answer the questions in person, and it
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is equally clear that they could not tee assumed cafratele of fulfill- ing the necessary requirements. Either then the standards had * to tee relaxed in the case ©f infants-perhaps it would tee teetter ta say waived as inapplicatele - or else parents or ot&er ChristiansiS required to come forward and answer the questions on the child»s 4 teehalf. Perhaps the most sensible course would have been the 
former, with the provision of a special form of service suitable to infants. But the course actually chosen was the latter, and thus from very early times a primary ©ffice of the godparent came to tee the answering on the child's teehalf of the usual baptismal interrogator i es.

fei

But waat did that answering imply? The question is not tey any means an easy one, and various answers could tee given. It might i^ply that the child was taken to have a real faith, tern the inward work of the Spirit, which it had not as yet the means t© express. It might imply that the child saasg the faith of the sponsor or of the Church, not teeing as yet capable of any motions of teelief or unteelief. It might also imply that the sponsor was guaranteeing a future faith and repentance on the part of the chil« £bx the goal of the instruction JGK& in faith and morals for whfceh the sponsor took responsiteility. It might imply that the spons or was confessing his personal faith fn~prir©f of the child's right to the sacrament tey covenant-member ship ©f the people ©f God. In the early Church there was n© very clear discussion of the prote- lem, teut Augustine seems to have leaned to the second of the four ' main views. He asserted strongly the necessity of interrogator-* ies and responses even in the case of infants, and he spoke of one faith in the parents and in the child (See Wall l.p.137). Infants, he said, are reckoned penitents when tey the words of ; the teearers they do renounce the devil and the world: they enterj as it were, into the penitence of the sponsors. Augustine Kfcs did suggest the possiteility ©f an activity of the Holy Spirit in infants, teut he did not think that infants could properly tee said to have faith on their own account.
The school-men approached the gr©"fe*leii rather differently. A cardinal principle in their teaching was that the sacrament has its effect so long as there is no positive tear or obstacle to its working. The question of a positive faith in infants thus became much less important, for lack ©f faith could not in itsftlf const itute an ©testaele i.e.so long as there was no positive unbelief. No more was needed in the case of infants than to assest the right of EteiSMpcdEK the children ©f Christians to teaptism as against^ those oJ??infants. For this purpose the faith of the parents was all-iraportantf SM8 Thus Thomas could speak of sponsors making a profession of thfcte own faith which availed also for the child - 

rather perhaps inc|$%4^f^nian sense - Whether any very hard and fast distinctionsBetween this view, with its suggestion of a vicarious faith and profession, and the Calvinistic and Purit an view of a personal profession which guarantees the right of the child to teaptism is open to question (See Thomas 3 Qu.71,1)^
In the sixteenth century two points had become clear. First whether the sponsors!answered for themselves or for the children ' the questions were definitely addressed to the children. Thus '
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there could be no avoiding the definite suggestion of a vicarious- 
ness of faith. Second, in the persecutions the Protestant heret 
ics were frequently charged with false dealing in" relation to 
their god-parents who in their baptism had professed on their 
behalf the catholic faith (Foxe 8 pJLl, 142,460 etc.). The 
confessors denied, of course, that they had been pledged to 
Romanist beliefs, but the point is this, that the beliefs of 
the sponsors were plainly held to suffice for the child, partly 
by a vicarious imputation, partly by the assurance of future 
instruction. In this conaction an interesting point was raised 
by Woodman (who himself inclined to a Lutheran view), when he 
asked Langdale what faith infants were baptised into ifi the god 
parents were at heart unbelievers. Presumably the answer would 
lie that the god-parents act on behalf of the whole Church, and 
therefore even i^they themselves have no personal faith they 
profess in baptism the true faith of the Church (See Wall 1 pp.}.37 
f.)« The Catechism of Trent did.not enquire into these quest- , 
ions, but it laid down the rule that if the baptised person be an 
infant the sponsor must answer the questions asked (Cat.T. 2,2Qu.

/ 63.
Luther, of course, claimed that infants-do have a real 

faith bji the secret operation of Ha e Spirit. By reason of age 
they cannot make personal "profession, and therefore the sponsors 
make vicarious profession. The faith is the child's own, the 
profession alone is vicarious. On this view it was right and 
proper to address the interrogatories -to he child in person, for 
although the godparents must answer, the repentance and faith 
professed were truly those "of the child. Quite a few English 
writers took the Lutheran view, notably Becon. Even Calvin 
allowed that there might be a special work of the Holy Ehost in 
elect infants who diel in infancy, but he did not think it prop 
er to speak of faith in infants, nor did he think it right to 
make a vicarious profession of that which by its nature could not 
be known. The existence of Lutheran shajges of thought is not 
unimportant however.

The main Anglican interpretation seems to have been differentJ 
The Anglicans taught for the most part that the sponsors make on 
the child's behalf a profession of future faith and repentance, 
which binds and engages the child as it grows to years of discret 
ion. The godpaants are spirtual guardiBBS who enter into a 
covenant, and guarantee t© see that it is kept. They thus make 
a profession on behalf of the child, as the child's representat 
ives. On this view the questions ought properly to be addressed 
to them, but they ought to answer them not in their own name but 
fcn that of the child, with their own known faith as guarantee* 
Hooper seems to have had this in mind when he said that1 the test 

imonies of the infant to be christened are examined in the be- 
hfilf of the child, of Saith, what they believe ©f God 1 (Hoop. 
P.S.I pp.129-130). This view is clearly and forcibly set 

forward in the l»ya«» Prayer Book Catechism, with the complement 
ary assurances that the child inherits the promises of the covenm 
ant upon the sponsors 1 profession so long as it is willing to 
undertake the obligations when it arrives at years off discretion.

The publication of the 1549 Prayer Book gave rise t© the
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first clash of ©pinion upon the subject. In this Book the inter 
rogatories were still addressed t© the child, although answered, 
©f course, by the sponsors. TJasxBigtefeSM What the underly 
ing doctrine was meant to be it is difficult to say: possibly the 
Lutheran, that the sponsors make a vicarious profession,' poss 
ibly the traditional, that the infants believe in the sponsors or 
in the Church; possibly even tfcezHaap that ©f Hooper, as the 
Catechism strongly suggests. H/hateverx the doctrine, there was 
considerable dissatisfaction on the part of the more radical gr©up 
that the questions were asked ©f children who neither could n©r 
did believe. Even granting that they believed in the sponsors, 
it was still the faith of the sponsors which was really in quest>- 
ion. And if the sponsors made a guarantee of future faitli* it 
was they and not the child who must make the profession. The mal 
contents had the powerful support of Bucer, *o whom the Book was 
submitted for critical, and in 1552, and all subsequent revisi 
ons, the questions have accordingly been directed t© the spons 
ors, who makes reply on the child's belaid*. The lat£er. point

rerf/fn
• ff\ •

is important: the sponsors answer^/fn their own name, He in that 
©f the child. Taking the questions in conjunction witlrthe 
Catechiaa, and the Confirmation Service it is not unfair to con 
clude that the underlying doctrine was that stated by Hooper. 
The EftHHXHMt infants believe neither in themselves nor in the 
sponsors, but they are pledged by their sponsors t© a future 
repentance and faith, and o$ the stragth of the pledge made iie 
they are reckoned already inheritors ©f the promises and privileges 
of the covenant. The Lutheran^® could still accept the service, 
however, for it is clearly patient ©f explanation along Lutheran
lines.

The Puritans of the Marian Dispersion were not satisfied with 
this revision. They came" int© contact with the more advanced 
Reformed teaching and learned from their Swiss masters t© regard 
all forms of infant interrogatories with suspicion. As Beza 
was to put it, the interrogatories were 'needless and trifling 1 , 
and they ©wed their origin 'to the negligence by which the same 

form was retained in the baptism of infants, which in the be 
ginning was used in that of the adult catechumens' (Strype 1 s 
Grindal 1 AppJ&l). The custom which the Reformed churches 

favoured was that ©f exacting from the parent a confession of 
faith in his own name, for the purpose of ensuring a discriminate 
use of the sacrament. A desire was^ expressed for the granting 
©f baptism to the child, but it was the desire of the parent. 
The Anglican service was not acceptable, partly because of the 
popish associations of the traditional form, partly because of 
the suggestion of vicarious action in the phrase,'in the name of 
this child 1 . Rather strangely some Puritans objected to the 
Questions and answers not only becaaae they were useless but also, 
or so at least we learn from Grin_dal, because the promises were 
to© hard to be performed by the sponsors themselves (Grind.P.S. 
p.340 Letter to Zanchius).

During the reign of Elizabeth the Puritans pressed their 
demand for the abolition of interrogatories. Even Grindal, 
who defended the status quo oijferounds of expediency, agreed
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with the Puritanx policy as an ideal: 'We reciive, it is true, 

or rather tolerate, until the Lord shall give us better times, 
the interrogatories 4o infants'(Zur.Lett.l No.75). The Pur 

itans were able to enlist the support of Beza, who wrote td Grind- 
al protesting strongly against the demanding of a profession of 
faith from the child, which tended to promote Anabaptist notions, 
and also to suggest that the child had n© covenant right tojb the 
sacrament (P.& D.Pur.Man.p.48). The 'Means how to settle 1 sugg 
ested a specific form of revisions 'That in the ministration of 

the said sacrament the words 'Dost thou "believe 1 , may be pre- 
nounced ! Do you believe 1 to the fodxfathers, seeing the rub 
ric is, that the minister. ..shall turn to the godfathers and 
mot to the child'(Strype's Whitgift 1 pp.386 f.J.

The arguments against the interrogatories were most fully 
stated by Cartwright in the controversy over the Admonition. In 
answer to the authority of antiquity Cartwright alleged that the 
interrogatories administered to infants were brought in by Hyg- 
inus. He dismissed Dionysixus as a late forgery and therefore 
valueless: 'It may appear that Mr.Doctjfci's Dibnysius, being a 

counterfeit and startup, these interrogatories and demands 
ministered to infants have not so many grey hairs as he would 
have us believe'Otfhit.P.S.3 p.llO). Wnitgift had also appeal 

ed to Augustine, but Cartwright denied that the great Father tt& 
had >a«fffrtx*te favoured the Anglican abuse of the godparent ans 
wering in the child's name and person. Augustine was guilty 
rather ©f the teaching that 'it is lawful for those that present 

ed the child to say that it believed'(p. 113). Theologically 
Cartwright condemned the interrogatories as a foilisfi misapplicat 
ions 'They profane baptism in toying foolishly, for that they ask 

questions of an infant which cannot answer, and speak unto 
them as was wont to be spoken unto men'. He granted the pess1- 

ibility of faith, or at any rate of the a work of the Holy Gnost
in children, but he denied that such a faith or work may be 
known: 'It can no more be precisely said thot it hath faith,

than it may be said precisely elected'(Ibid.p. 114). Even if 
the faith of the infant were known, Cartwright could still see 
no sense in the interrogatories, for everyone knew that the
child itself could not answer. If the faith were known, then 3 
the only sensible thinfe to do would fee what Augustine seemed to 
recommend i.e. to'ask those that presented the infant, and not 

the infant, whether it were faithful; so that the sponsors * 
may answer in their own persons and not in the child's, that 
it was faithful'(p. 118). A further argument pressed by Cart- 

wright was that it did not lie in the power of the sponsors to 
fulfil the promises which they made on the part ©f another - in-* 
deed the whole polemic was against the vicarious aspect in all 
its shapes and forms. Cartwright Romrnanded of course the dis 
ciplinary measure of exacting a confession of faith from the 
sponsors themselves (p.138).

The strength of the Puritan opposition ^y&fcfnggjfggg+ft 
the frequency with which the j/oint was raised in Puritlfi trSc 
The'Means how to settle' has beeh\already mentioned. We may 
quote Marprelate who scoffed at the bishops' English'My desire is



that I may be baptised in thi.« faith, to their understanding 
and in their dialect is after this sort, My desire is,' not ' 
that I myself, but that this child, whereunto I am a witness, 
may be baptised in this faith 1 (Pierce 1 s Marprelate Tracts p. 
373). The Ministers of Suffolk joined in an united protest 

against the interrogatories (2nde P.of a R.I p. 152), and John 
Hall of Bury St.Edmunds went further and altered the vows, for 
which he was'indited 1 in 1581 (Ibid.p.Ill). -At the Lambeth Conf 
erence the matter came up and Travers acted as Puritan spokesman. 
Peiiry also joined the fray, taking the Puritan side (Burrage fi.E 
2 p.70). Mr.Settles was committed for not using the preseribed 
form (2nde P.of a R.I p.138). The question ofthe interrogatories 
was raised at the beginning of James 1 reign in the Milennary Petit 
ion and also in the debates at Hampton Court,

# ffe * t f "f,

Against the Puritan arguments and against non-conformist prac 
tices Whitgift and Hooker were the main Anglican champions. Whit 
gift condemned the request in the 'Means how to settle 1 as 'unsound 
smelling of divers errors, contrary to the use of the primitive

convenient;,. ..the direct way to that heresie ofthe Anabaptist- 
es f (Strype's Whitgift 3 Append.No.16). This was mostly abuse, 

and the suspicion of Anabaptist tendencies an attempt to discredit 
the Puritans, but Whitgift had a theological defence as well: 
that the abolition of the interrogatories would mean the sealing 
to infants of the promises of the Gospel without any corresponding 
obligations on their part (Ibid.). In baptism the sponsors rep 
resented the infants, undertaking for them the human side of the 
covenant which they themselves would later accept in person when^ 
they came forward for confirmation. Without tnis pledging by the v
sponsors of a future repentance and faith on the part of the infanta 
baptism would cease to ©e a covenant in the strict sense, for ±kaot 
there would no longer be any human side to the bargain. There 
would be the testimony to the divine promises, but the important 
if secondary human response would be lacking.

Whitgift himself did not show very great skill in developing 
this argument, and his countering ©f CartwrighVs criticisms was 
for the most part very feeble - indeed he did little more than 
appeal to antiquity (Whit.P.S.3 p. 109). Hooker, however, in 
his answer to the Puritan charge of foolish toying, , saw at once 
the importance of the argument from the two-sided nature of the 
coveiBit. He claimed that the church had no right to baptise any 
person unless either that person himeelf or his representatives 
accepted the usual terms up®n which baptism was offered. Even in 
the case of> infants the conditions could not be waived, but must 
be accepted tm the infants by their spiritual guardians, the 
god-parents (L.E.P.5,64,4). Possibly Knewstubs had this same 
thought in adnd when, defending the interrogatories at Hampton » 
Court, he quoted the saying of Austin 'baptizare est credere 1 /" 
A different line was taken at the Conference by the Bishop of Win 
chester, who returned to the idea of a vicarious faith: the 
infant sinned vicariously and could believe vicariously.? This 
view is interesting, since it points to a survival ©f older ideas 
which tended to reassert themselves in opposition to militant
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Puritanism (Barlow S.&.S.p.65). Curiously enough, this opinion 
amounts fundamentally to the same thing as the Calvinistic content 
ion that the Christian f s child has a covenant-right to baptism by 
its descent. The only real difference was thetthe Calvinists 
objected to the ascription of any type of faith to the child, 
and wished its baptism to stand entirely in the faith of the par-

/ -ent.
The differences between the Anglicans and the Puritans were 

really very slight. The majority were agreed that there was no 
actual faith in infants, not at any rate a faith that could be 
known, forAhe secret -fafrfcfr work of the Spirit in elect infants 
dying remained hidden from man. All agreed to© that in some 
sense the faith of the£arents or of a Christian ancestry availed 
for the child $ and all believed that at baptism some kind of 
profession of faith ought to be made. The parents did believe 
and profess vicariously even if only in the sense that their faith 
and profession guaranteed the infant's right to the sacrament. 
No Anglicans sponsored the abuse o#this doctrine, that such a 
vicarious faith and profession avails instead of a personal con 
version on the part of the child. On the contrary, all thought 
that the child was baptised to a future repentance and faith. '* 
The only substantial disagreement was upon this question, whether, 
the parents or sponsors could act as the child's representatives
and make in its name a pledge of the future repentance and faith. 
The Puritan party apparently thought not: in spiritual matters
the issue must be settled personally between the soul and God, 
the infant enjoying the covenant privileges within the parent unt 
il it came to maturity. The Prayer-Book party took the opposite 
view: in spiritual things as in temporal the parent may act for 
the child which has not yet come to ysars of discretion. By a 
recalling of the pledges and offthe attendant promises of God the 
personal conversion ©j^the child in later life may be helped for 
ward, finding open expression in the ratification ©fythe vows at 
the service of Confirmation.

There is no need to make a choice between the two views. 
We ought to be clear, however, that in defending interrogatories 
the Anglicans had no wish to associate themselves with Somanist 
or even Lutheran views. There are of course points of contact, 
and these views, especially the Lutheran, may be read into the 
present office, and were probably held by «6J^ ©f the Elizabethan 
clergy. But the leading Anglicans accepted the main Reformed 
positions: the supremacy of the election and promise of God, 
the acceptance of infants within the covenant, and baptism in 
respect of future repentance and faith. They retainel interrog 
atories, partly becaaae they were ancient, partly because they 
set out the conditions attached to baptism, partly because they 
tightened the bond between sponsors and sponsored, and provided 
a starting-point for instruction in Christian life and doctrine. 
Nothing is more regrettable than that so small an issue should 
have been worked up, for mainly controversial reasons, into a 
great centre ©f conflict, with the consequent misrepresentations 
of basic opinions, and accusations of irrelevant errors. Such 
a conflict could only make more tangled a tangled issue, and
contribute not to understanding but to misapprehension and con 
fusion.



1 Lomfe.4 Dist*6 E ! Nam in fcAv hoc est in aliis sacramentis sie- 
ut forma est servand©,* ita et intentio illud celebrandi est

0 habenda 1
* De La S.T.B. p. 342 f non seulement dp vouloir aecomplir et 

d'accomplir de fait, le rite exterieurement comme le veut 
1'Eglisey mais de faire ce que fait 1'Eglise 1 .

3 Rituale Romanum ! Si quis adultus sit baptiaandus, deliet prius 
secundum apostolicam regulam. in Christiana fidei ac sanct- 
is morifeus diligenter 1

Beza Q.H?C. 'Adultos igitur nullos atoiseris, nisi fidem 
ic rectam disertl professes? Null©s

Nowell P.S.p.87 'Rectus ergo baptismi usus, qulbus in rebus 
' sit situs, "terevitir edissere. In Pide et Poenitentia. 
6 Rituale Romanum De Patrinis 'Unas tan turn, sive vis, sive

raulier, vel ad summmn unus et una adhiteeantur* Sed simul 
* non admittantur du© viri, aut duae inulieresf neeque fcaptiz-

andi pater, aut mater 1 . 
? Barlow S.& S.p.65 ! Qui peecavit in alter©, credat in alter oV
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CHAPTER "^ THE FORM

l.The Watei*

Baptism naturally implies water, or at least a liquid of some 
kind. It might be thought then that no dispute could arise with 
respect t© the matter or element. Water has from the very first 
been the liquid used. John the Baptist baptised in water. !The 
Apostles baptised in water. Christians throughoutthe centuries 
have concurred in accepting water as the fundamjoieAtal constituent. 
Many theologians have pointed out how suitable water is for the 
purpose of the first sacrament of the faith. Thomas discussed 
possible alternatives: fire, which enlightens, oil and wine, 
blood, exorcising, or a simple blessing. Water was more fitt 
ing than any of these, he thought, becauseait corresponds most 
closely to the effects of the sacrament, and is easily obtained 
in almost all places (Thom.3 Qu.66 3). The Catechism of Trent i 
stressed the ready availability, so important in view of the j 
supposed absolute necessity of baptism (Cat.T.2,2 Qu.7). The j 
Reformers tended Aather ta emphasise its correspondence with the ] 
signification. Beza, for example, thought water'most meet to

figure and represSt the bloud. of Christ 1 (B.P.S.47). "• Latimer, 
however, thought the simplicity of baptism and the ubiquity ©f th« 
water important: •Wfefet is so common as water? Every foul aiteh

is full of it... ..There we begin 1 (Lat.P.S.2 p.127). Apparent*- 
ly he drew from it the lesson which Faaman the Syrian had t© learn, 
that God asks simple and easy things of those who seek spiritual 
health.

In the face of this unanimity no very striking differences of 
opinion are to be expected with regard to the matter, but variat 
ions did arise at various points. There are, first, minor 
questions with regard to the water, or type of water used. , In 
the New Testament the question did not receive any particular 
attention. The earliest baptisms were probably in running water, 
as for example in the river -Jordan - hencg dthe insistence upon 
running water in some places (Cf.MacdonalaJJ pp.174 f.). ~ jt is 
hardly likely, however, that all the earliest baptisms took 
place in this way; in the case of the thousands at Jerusalem 
baptism in living water was probably not practicable. - Thus quite 
early all types of water came to be accepted without question. 
Jus tin referred only to some place where there is water (Neill &
Whilloughby p.382). and Tertullian defended the view that it makee 
no difference whether a man be washed in a sea or a pool, a
stream or a fount, a lake or a trough (Be Bapt.4). Baptism in * 
streams undoubtedly persisted, especially in missionary districts, 
but in the larger centres it tended to be replaced by baptism, 
first in the baptistery, later, and especially with the growth 
of infant baptism, in the font (Liturgy and Worship Art.Bapt.). 
In the sixteenth century the Roman church" still taught that any 
type of water suffices (Cat.T.2,2 Qu.7) so.long as it is true and 
natural water (C.&.D.Sess.7 iftei-Can.2^. The Reformers had no 
great interest in the matter; stressfig the meaning of the action 
rather than its practical details and accepted the cowaoh teach- 
ing. It is perhaps worthy of note that the Puritan Penry was 
^ccused of holding that baptisms ought only to take place in
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rainwater, "but Penry himself strongly denied this charge (Pierce »s 
Penry p.370).

A more serious question §xs that of the definition of water, 
and of the possibility or otherwise of substitutes in case of e- 
mergency. The early custom of adding a little wine to the water 
gave point to the problem. The pressing of the doctrine of absol 
ute necessity lent an additional urgency, since it became of 
imperative importance to baptised the infant at the point of 
death consectly. The" admixing of wine was clearly of ancient 
date, and it was early condooned as improper. Tne Excerptions 
of Ecgbert condemned the practice on the ground that Christ 'did 
not enjoin baptism with wine but with water (Hart E.R.pil92). 
A rather different practice was discussed at a Council of Cashel, 
that of baptising in milk, but this was naturally forbidden and
baptism in pure water enjoined(Ibid.).

Thomas discussed the Kiii,.tJtiHfr definition rod of water and 
the limits of permissible use thoroughly and systematically. He 
noted that sea-water was used ^y some, which contained salt, *" 
and he also noted that the common practice of adding" chrism seem 
ed to be contrary to the insistence upon pure and fresh water. 
It was asked too whether the water on the Cross would have been 
counted as true water, and whether baptism could lawfully be ad 
ministered in lye, the water of baths, rese-water, rainwater 
and similar liquids. Thomas laid down the general rule that 
any water may be used (i.e. salt or fresh), changed either natural 
ly or artificially (this allowed the admixture of chrMm), except 
where the species water was destroyed, as in chemical solutions* 
Rosewater and chemical waters could not be allowed (Thorn. 3 Qu.66 
4). Trent adopted a similar ss. position, defending the addition 
of the holy chrism on the ground that it *helped t© declare more 
__clearly the effect of tftfc sacrament*(Cat.T.2,2 Quill). The ' 
question of the definition of water and the limits of permissible 
use did not cause great agitation amongst the Reformers, except 
that they objected most strongly to, the addition of the chrism, 
and askea that clean and fair water only should be used: 'Hfhais©-

ever is added 1 , as Hooper put it, 1 oil, salt etc., be the
inventions of men 1 (Hoop.P.S.I p.533).

Whether or not substitutes might be permitted g«nsrfe»ft interest 
the Reformers," and especially Luther, far more. Everyone ag 
reed," of course, that in all normal circumstances water ought 
to be u§ed, for water was the element divinely appointed. But 
supposing exceptional yaaaESXXxasxm. circumstances arose in which 

no water was available: ought baptism then to be withheld, or 
could it be lawfully administered in some other liquid? A case 
of this kind seems to have arisen in the early church, for there 
is record of a dispute about the baptism of a Jew in the desert 
when in the absence of water sand was used (See Whitgift P.S.3 
p.528). The traditional teaching, followed by the Scholastics 
and Tridentines, rested upon the dictum of Augustine, that with 
out water there is no baptism (Daniel p.409). Thus Lombard 
stated plainly that baptism must be In water and not in any othp-r- 
liquid(Lomb.4 Dist.3 H).x This insistence upon the letter of the
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institution seemed to Luther, however , to impose upon the church 
a new legalism. As he saw it, the importance &t baptism lay in 
the meaning, not in the matter. Baptism was a wasking, or 
better, a drwming. Water was the natural and ordinary element, 
but if water was not to hand, then any liquid, even beer, as 
Luther extravagantly put it, would serve the purpose just as 
well (See De la S.T.B.p.356) . Of course, Luther was speaking 

rhetorically, for normally water was just as likely to be
available as beer, even in Germany. The Reformers took his 
point: the stress must be, not upon the details of administrat
ion, but upon the living spiritual significance. They wasted 
no time in inventing or defending possible substitutes. The 
Tridentines, however, seem t© have taken Luther seriously, and 
•fere were solemn debates amongst the Romanist theologians as to 
whether beef was permissible. Bellarmine found serious theolog 
ical objections (Ibid*), and an official decision was given Ag 
ainst this unusual matter in a letter ©f Pope Gregory IX to the 
Archbishop ©f Trondhjem (Cath.Encycl. Art.Bapt.). The Romanists 
insisted not ©nly upon an absolute necessity of baptism, but al- 
s©i upon an absolute necessity ©f water to constitute baptism.

***

A far more important and controversial question was that of 
the consecration of the baptismal water. In this matter the 
Romanist and Reformed parties cais into headlong collision, with 
the Lutherans and Anglicans attempting some form ©f compromise.
The custom of hallowing the awater ©f baptism had antiquity ©n 
its side. Tertullian had spoken of an invoking and inviting' 
of the Holy Spirit through the w©rds of benediction (De Bapt.4) . 
The early baptismal orders all had f@rms ©f consecration or bened 
iction of the water. Of course, in these early days the con 
secration did not necessarily imply anything more than the setting 
aside ©f the water for its special and holy use, together with 
the invoking of the Spirit t© work in and through the appointed 
means of grace. The language of the Fathers is often loose, but 
certainly the thought ©f a magical change in 'the water as the 
result ©f consecration had no place.

The Scholastics were divided upon the issue. The doctrine 
©f an abs©lute necessity of the sacrament meant that lay-baptism 
in unconsecrated water had to be recognised as true baptism* 
Perhaps this was the reas®n why the the©ry ©f transubstantiation 
could never be applied t© the sacrament ©f baptism as it was to 
the sacrament of the supper. At any rate, Thomas had to admit 
that there was n© need ©f a special bleesing of the baptismal 
water. Yet even in lay- baptisms the feeling persisted that some 
how the water was different. For one thing, baptism in uncon 
secrated water tended to be regarded as inferior - this dated, ©f 
course, from the early prejudice against clinical baptism. For 
another, special regulations were drawn up with regard to the 
disposal ©f water used in a lay-baptism. At Durham in 1220 it 
was ordered that such water was either to be burnt ©r put in a 
font, and the vessel which had held it destroyed or given to 
the church (Hart E.l.p.192). Thomas maintained that consecrat 
ion added solemnity to the sacrament (Thorn. 3 Qu.66 3).
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The absolute necessity prevented the development of a rigid 

theory of consecration, but in all regular baptisms hallowed water 
had to be used, and/the hallowing naturally came to be associated 
with the grace supposedly conveyed through the sacrament. The 
custom seems to have been to fill and bless the font on the Satur 
day before Easter, the Saturday before Pentecost, an8nother spec 
ial occasions, leaving the water thus consecrated in the font 
until it was replaced, or until it became unfit for use and a 
new consecration became necessary (Neill and Whilloughtyy p.382). 
The sixteenth century English clergy, faced in the reign of Henry 
with the spread of Lutheran opinions, insisted strongly upon the 
need for this hallowing of the water. "We read for instance that 
the Lower House of Canterbury raised a protest against the preval 
ent errors: 'That it is as lawful t© kryson a child in a tubb of 

water at home, or in a ditch by the way, as in a founte"of 
stone in the church (i.e.on ordinary occasions); "that the wat 
er in the founte stone is alonly a thing conjured; that the 
w^ter runnyng in the chanxell or common rywer is "of as grete 
vertue as the fci± halow water 1 (Strype E.M.I 2 App.Ho 73). The 

book the Sum of Scripture was similarly condanneniid for the opinion 
that 'the water of tne font hath no more virtue in itself then -•

the water that runneth in the river of Rhine ' (Foxe 5 p.49) - 
the use of the term virtue is significant, as is also the compart 
ison with the German river rather than with the Thames. The new 
Prayer Books interrupted the old customs, but during the reign" of 
Mary Pole restored the hallowing, ordering 'the fonts to be come 

ly kept, and holy water to be always ready for ±kR children 
to be christened 1 (Ibid.8 p.298).

~l - *"*

That the Protestants should object to the hallowing of the 
water is not difficult to understand. The objection derived 
from the fundamental evangelical conception of the sacrament. A,
ceremony of consecration could make no difference to wshat was 
essentially'a spiritual matter. Indeed, it gave rise to the 
superstitious notion that some grace or virtue was imparted to the 
water for conveyance to the recipient in and through the act of
a£mini strati on. Luther, of course, Tjould have gone further: 
in the last analysis not merely the consecration, but the water it 
self was uneoassary. Luther himself flid not,draw the conclusion 
which some Anabaptists did, that we may dispinii"!!^ the sac 
raments altogether. Indeed, " in practice, he was wjiite content 
to retain a ceremony of consecration, as a thing indifferent. 
But Luther did raise a protest against the alleged necessity of s 
consecration, and against the idea that consecration added some 
thing to the water used. The Reformed groups V>ok up the initial 
objection and aimed at the abolition of consecration'altogether. 
In their dicusiions three main arguments were developed: that the 
consecration is unnecessary, that the mediaeval church had abused 
it, and that there is no trace of consecration in the baptisms 
recorded in Scripture.

With regard to the first point the sentence quoted above 
from the Sum of Scripture is typical. For/fche Reformers all water 
was equal and consecration could make no difference. The rank 
and file in England clearly grasped this truth£ indeed, it had
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been propounded as early as 1511 by Agnes GreMl in Kent, who had
•believed, taught and defeated that baptism was no better in the 

font that out @f the font 1 (Foxe 5 p.650). The martyrs under. 
Mary consistently opposed the hallowing of the water, and &axjfcH» 
those who like Woodman refused to allow their children to receive 
baptism in the churches had this point in Blind. Even in the 
persecution af*1a?the passing ©f the Six Articles Bostott had repeat 
ed the old objection, now in English style, that 1 the water of 

Thames had as much virtue as water hallowedJtfcHttite by priests 1 
(Ibid.5 p.448), The Anglican leaders were of much the same 

mind as these humbler champions of the reforming movement. Cran 
mer wished to retain a benediction of the water. In the first 
Prayer Book he had drawn up a service of consecration very uuch 
af*4r the Komani|tiDatJern: "Fheywater in the font shall be chang 

ed every montffip^T§fet^ and afore any child be baptised in the 
water so changffd,/v the Priest shall say at the font......

This form came in for very severe criticism, however, and it 
was omitted altogether in the 1552 bookf« Many of/the Reformers 
went much further than the timid and cautious Cranmer. Becon 
attacked consecration strongly. He saw no reason why a baptism 
should not be counted perfect f if the water were not first or all 

hallowed with xhxsx their papish benedictions and other trifling 
additions 1 (Bee.P.S.I p. 11). Bullinger naturally helped t© 

spread the conviction that no consecration was necessary, ! nor
preparation with enchantments, breathings and crossings 1 (Bull. 

P.S.4 p.380), and Calfhill traced the error back to Tertulliam, 
•who would not have the element of water sufficient to baptise 
withal, unless it be consecrate........then a little oil to
boot 1 (P.S.p.213). Cartwright, as a true preciaian, found 

fault even with the 1552 revision, on the ground that it retained 
1 childish and superstitious toys 1 like 'the sanctifying of the 
flood Hordan and other waters by the blood ©f Christ 1 , an'-app 

roach to the doctrine and practice of consecration (WMt.P.S.3
/ p.381).

The Anglicans denied the necessity of consecration® but they 
were more concerned about the second point: the Romanist abuse of 
consecration and the underlying erroneous doctrine. As we have 
seem, Cranmer, and with him quite a number ©f others, favoured 
the retention ©f some form of benediction. The consecration, 
properly used, seiwd t® mark the setting aside ©f the water f@r 
sacramental use. Cranmer contended that in a very real sense 
the water ©f baptism was holy: it was holy because ofthe ho^y use
*o which it was put (J.3 p.38). A change might even bem seen 
in the water, but it was a sacramental change, not a real and 
substantial change: 'the change into the proper nature and kind 1

of abacrament f (Craa.P.S.l p.180). It was in accordance with 
this conception of a proper use of consecration that Cranmer att 
empted t© retain the benediction, and even in the amended 1552 
Book left those phrases reminiscent of a Ttendiction which later 
Droved offensive to the Puritans. Jewel and Whitgift seem to 
have taken up Cranmer f s teaching in this matter. Whitgift, for 
example, defended the offensive phrases on the ground that the 
sacramental water points to 1 the mystical washing away of sin,

which is proper to the work of God in the blood of Christ 1 : 
this being true ©nly of water put to a sacramental use, and not
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of water in general (Whit.P.S»3 p.382). Even Bullinger was will 
ing to allow that f the water of baptism is in very deed holy... 

in respect of God f s constitution ojjit, the holy use, and the 
prayer^s of the godly (Bull.P.S.4 pp.363-4). Once that Was 

granted, there could "be no real objection to the true use of 
consecration, a single but not indispensable setting apart of the 
water according t© prescribed liturgical form. Indeed, many 
churches of the full Reformed school retained some such simple 
form of consecration.

What Cranmer and the Anglicans did object to, in company 
with Protestants abroad, was not consecration as such, although 
even that was in a strict sense unnecessary, i£x|praLd but rather 
the abuse of consecration which they found in the unreformed church 
At this point Cranmer and his disciples were willing to protest 
just as wholeheartedly as Calvin, who censured the magical in 
cantations of the mediaeval church in the severest terms (Tracts 
1 p. 138). Cranmer himself dismissed summarily the idea that 
the Holy Ghost and divine virtue enter as it were into the waters 

f ¥he Holy Ghost 1 , -he maintained, f is given in fethe ministrat 
ion, not in the water or font 1 (Cran.P.S.I p.148). There 

could be no change in the element, only a change in the reeip^ 
ient. The true baptismal transformation was 'that wonderful

change which God Almighty by his omnipotence worketh really in 
them that be baptised therewith 1 (Ibid. 2 p. 180). Bow of

course the Romanist champions themselves could not categorically 
assert a transubstantiation oifthe/nrater as the result of consecrat-* 
ion: that was the advantage which Cranmer gained when he chose
to launch his attack upon the Scholastic doctrine oifthe supper 
from the stronghold of the theology of baptism. His opponent 
Gardiner was driven either to find some fundamental difference 
between the sacraments or else t© deny the efficacy of baptism 
in unconsecrated water. The latter course was impossible, for 
it would have involved a» departure from basis principles of bapt 
ismal doctrine. When Gardiner attempted to argue in favour of 
a divine virtue inherent in the water o^the font - connected by 
the ignorant almost necessarily with the act of consecration - 
there was a certain thinness about his teaching. He could never 
contend for more than a spiritual presence of the Holy Ghost and 
of the divine nature of Christ in the baptismal water, and this 
of course was jast what Cranmer desired in his attempt to estab 
lish a spiritual and sacramental, not a real and substantial 
presence in the supper. Nowell used the same arguments as Cran 
mer, and for the same purpose. He contended that consecration 
could not produce a substantial change in the water of baptism 
(PSD 91) 2 and of course the Romanists were not very well able 
to* oppose this contention. From this he argued that there could 
be no substantial change in the parallel sacrament of the supper. 
The Refomers seem to hafce been well aware of the difficulties 
of their opponents upon this matter, but it is also plain that 
they had to face an attempted approximation to eucharistic teach 
ing even in the case of baptism, the asrribing to the water of 
special spiritual properties xs in consequence of the hallowing. 
This approxiamfcfcion very quickly BtxgXH&xtxot degenerated into a 
magical conception in the popular mind, and againsl^his debased
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the Reformers put forth their full strength.

Quite a number of other writers followed the lead of Cranmer. 
Calfhill protested against the false consecration, the devising 
of which he ascribed ultimately to the devil, who had desired 
to imitate and to corrupt the true consecration fey the word: " 'And 

became that, through water consecrated by the Word of God 
sins are remitted. ...the Devil would have his consecration of 

water 1 (P. S. p. 16). Jewel and Grindal developed the point in greats 
er detail. Like Cranmer and Nowell Jewel turned to the theology 
of baptism in order to refute error in the theology oljthe supper, 
He admitted a real sanctification of the water in the" sense of 
a setting apart for a holy use (Jew. P. S. 2 p. 460), He denied, 
however, the possibility ©Ijfchinking of this sanctification as a 
miraculous change". Jewel did not mince matters. He alluded 
to the alleged case when the baptismal water had displayed remark
able properties: !When one Deuterius, an Arian bishop, would 

have baptised a man after his blasphemous sort,~ suddenly the 
water was shrunken away, and the font stood dry i... This mira 
cle was a token that God, when he is denied, departeth from 
us 1 . Admitting the truth of the incident, then we may con 

clude, Jewel^ thought, that God did do a miracle to show his 
displeasure. But we may not go on to deduce from the incident 
that the baptismal water has undergone a miraculous change and 
become God: !Yet may not M.H. conclude hereof, that the water of

baptism was therefore Lord and God* (Ibid. p. 761) . The argum 
ent ©r Grindal was to the same effect: that there is in the water 
of baptism no power or grace or virtue, either by consecration 
or in any other way, really to do in the soul : withat the element 
and the action sjtoolise (See Strype's Cheke pp.101 f,). The Holy 
Spirit may "and indeed does use the" water ©f baptism, but we have 
no right to localise Him in the element. Towards such a localis 
ation the older practice and language of consecration undoubtedly 
tended^ with the deplorable result that those who could not und*^ 
er stand the niceties ©f theological statement came t© !©©k upon 
the priest as a kind of magician and the hallowing ©f the water 
as a conjuring. The fact that in the long run the Romanists 
themselves could not maintain a transubstantiation of water - and 
they were prevent ted by the absence of a scriptural 'word 1 and by 
the lack of a substance for the water to be changed into, as well 
as by the overling necessity of the sacrament, did not prevent 
the common people from drawing these conclusions, but it did give 
the Reformers a point ©f advantage from which t© attack the tran 
substantiation of the elements in the case of the supper*

Like all the Reformed protests, the protest against the 
consecration ofthe water rested ultimately upon the teaching and 
practice of Scripture. With the simpler people the pattern - 
of the Scriptural baptisms sufficed: a man like Denby could state 
simply that in his New Testament, during the ministry ©f the 
Baptist, or in the baptism ©f the Ethipian* eunuch, he could 
find n© trace or suggestion of siy consecration ©f the water (Foxe 
7 p. 333). The look the Snm ©f Scripture had drawn attention t© 
what became the stock examplej^f the eunuch, 'whom Philip baptised

i te firnot in hallowed water, but in the first water they came t©
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upon the way 1 (Ibid.5 p.592). The theologians, of course, 
knew that the matter could not tee settled in quite such a summary 
way as that. The church had the right t© ordain godly and prof- 
itatele ceremonies, and these ought normally 'to be observed. But 
they too found in this case great stregth in the fiirect argument 
from Scripture. The point was that consecration could be shown 
not to be essential to the sacrament as originally instituted 
and practised. Such significance as consecration had must there 
fore be ceremonial and no-tftheological. Frith took the favourite 
example of the eunuch, and from the absence of a consecration 
of the water he drew the conclusion that the Eomanist ceremony 
was 'unprofitable and unedifying 1 (B.E.p.95). Becoa repeated
the argument: 'There was no hallowed fonte when the Eunuch was

baptised'(Bee.P.S.2 p.207). Bullinger used wider examples 
from the ministry o£ the Baptists and all the Apostles: 'The 

Scripture telleth us that John Baptist and the Apostles and 
faithful disciples of J&U&&BX& Christ baptised with water not 
consecrated 1 (Bull.P.S.4 p.363). The martyrs, when pressed 

concerning their contempt for the 'bonjured water', almost always 
cited the instance of the eunuch* It might be argued, of course, 
that the silence of Scripture does n@t prove that the Apostles 
did not in fact consecrate the water, but for those who regarded 
the Bible as the supreme rule of faith and practice the lack ©f 
mention certainly demonstrated the non-essential' nature of the 
ceremony. Consecration belonged to the things indifferent left 
to the ordering and discretion ©f the church. The error of 
Home consisted in making of it a thing essential and in ascrib 
ing to it theological meaning and importance.

- - =f.

The discussion of this rather small point has taken up a 
good deal of space, but the Reformers' views upon this smaller 
matter help to illuminate their exposition ©f larger theological 
points. After all, from the theological standpoint, the whole 
doctrine of the supper was also at stake. The doctrines of the 
effects ©f baptism and of the mode ©f operation were als© involv 
ed. HxadaafigKtfry From the historical standpoint the discussion
has this value too, that it helps to make clear the position of 
the Anglicans, who retained a general Verbal consecration, but 
who clearly shared the Protestant objection tote contemporary corr 
uptions. From the whole discussion we see clearly the main 
cleavage, the cleavage between evangelical and sacramentalist x 
conceptions ©f baptism. If the Anglicans were conservative in 
their respect for ancient forms and traditional order, there can 
be no doubt on which side they stood inTTundamental theological 
issue. Pure and simple water was the matter of the sacrament, 
according to the divine institution. No oil was to be added, 
and if a consecration was retained, the retention was sdlely 
on grounds of ceremonial and liturgical order, and without doct 
rinal significance,

H

2. Washing

Water is the primary element, but baptism is more than water. 
It is water applied t© a certain use: not the drinking of water,
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"but a washing in water. Just as there is no supper unless the 
bread and wine are received, so there is no baptism unless the 
water is applied to the person baptised. The action forms the 
proper matter as well as the element. This is of course ax 
simple and obvious fact upon which there can be no disagreement. 
But here again, as with the primary ealement, ©pinions have 
varied considerably in points of detail. The most important 
problem is that of the mode of application. Even before the 
rise of the Baptists, with their dogmatic insistence upon one 
mode of application, this problem received considerable attention, 
and tering the centuries various rulings have been made. During 
the Reformation period it did not constitute an urgent problem, 
but the matter has a certain interest in that the Reformation did 
coincide, in England at least, with a considerable 'change in 
the regular and normal practice.

It is probable, although not by any means certain, that im 
mersion was the general rule at the first. Many passages in the 
Hew Testament suggest it, especially Romans 6 with its vivid 
symbolism. The suggested practical difficulties of immersing 
the Jerusalem converts hardly constitute a valid, or at any rate 
a convincing argument against the regular rule of immersion. On 
the other hand some very early post-Apostolic documents and inscra 
iptions do suggest that affusion was from XEX the most primitive 
times recognised as a legitimate alternatives the ^idache is 
the most famous example (See C.P.Rogers Baptism and Christian 
Archaeology for a fuller discussion). The earliest liturgies 
prescribed immersion, and in the towns baptisteries were provided 
for the purpose* but an exception was alokxt ways made in cases 
of clinical baptism (Liturgy and Worship Art.Bapt). By the time
of Tertullian it had become the custom to frap*yyw immer^se three 
times, presumably to mark the Trinity, and thus a further issue 
arose, single or trine immersion. In such great liturgies as t 
those of Cyril and Hippolytus trine immersion was the rule, and 
it established itself in the Roman and of course in the Sarum use. 
The replacement* of baptislsries by fonts did not necessarily mark 
a transition from immersion to affusion, for the early fonts were 
large enough for full immersion (See Hart E.R.p.245) 9 Indeed, 
immersion was still enjoined: at Caelchythe in 816, for example 
presbyters were ordered 'not to pour water upon the infant's h 
for 'the infants should always be iiaiuersed in the font 1 (Ibid. p 
192). That trine immersion was practised is proved by the sxrange 
assertion at that Council that the Son of God afforded an example 
to all believers when he was three times immersed in the river 
Jordan (Ibid.). The persistence of immersion is proved by the
insistence upon it at Cashel in 1172, wh»n a strange custom was 
condemned, that of leaving out the right arm of a boy in the hope 
that he might grow» up valiant in war. This custom not only re 
flects a famous racial characteristic, bat it also points to # 
some uneasiness of the Christian conscience, even in that rude 
age, with regard to martial pursuits. It shows clearly, howev 
er, that a full immersion was still normallt demanded.

Tke Scholastics were not so dogmatic as the councils, but 
of course they were considering the question from the doctrinal
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point of view, not from the disciplinary. Lombard, for ins1>- 
ance, hesitated to assert a theological necessity of trine immers 
ion (Lomb.4 Dist.3 I). 3 Thomas considered the question of full 
immersion. He recommended immersion, but did not disallow oth 
er modes. In favour of immersion he alleged the oneness of the 
sacrament i.e.ii some immerse, then all ought to do so, and the 
fact that every part is affected by original sin. As against 
this, however, he pointed out that washing might imply sprink 
ling and pouring as well as bathing. Immersion is the best sym 
bol, but" the other modes do not do violence to the signification, 
Thomas insisted that in all cases water must be applied to the 
head, which is the principal part (Thorn.3 Qu.66,7). When he
came to discuss trine immersion, Thomas took up the same posit 
ion as Lombard. He saw many reasons in its favour; the example 
of Augustine f s baptism, Pelagius 1 attributing of it to Christ, 
and the awkward fact that if trine immersion were not correct the 
person baptised in that way had really been baptised three times. 
Against these reasons he could quote Gregory, who had thought 
the matter unimportant. The early insistence upon trine immers 
ion could be explained by the need to *Bsrryft defend the doctrine 
of the Trinity. The problem of a possible three ft*f***M*t* bapt 
ism caused no real difficulty, for the minister had only intend 
ed to baptise once even if he immersed three times (Ibid.Qu.66,8) m

' " , ' ' ' ' i 
Thomas 1 defence of other modes as well as immersion points 

to a gradual replacement of immersion by affusion and sprinkling 
now being effected in many Western countries. The Eastern . 
churches retained full immersion, and in a few Western lands, 
notably England, dipping continued to fce the rule. But the 
Western church no longer insisted upon immersion (except in din* 
ical cases), and first Prance, then Italy and Germany, and 
finally all the Western churches abandoned it. Trent formally 
sanctioned the departure from primitive custom, accepting affus 
ion and sprinkling as valid (Cat.T.2,2 Qu.17). The Tridentines 
repeated the Scholastic teaching witn regard to trine immersion. 
What was absolutely necessary was that the baptismal water should 
be applied to the head, 'the seat ©f the internal and external 
senses 1 (Ibid.Qu. 19). Other points were indifferent from the 
theological point of view, although litogically and ceremonially 
the Homan church demands trine immersion Tfcituale Romanum): a 
threefold pouring of water upon the head of the child baptised.4 
The Catholic Encyclopedia (Art.Bapt«)> dating the abandonment * 
of immersion from the twelth century, lays it down that the head 
must be laved and the water must flow (although not on the cloth 
es). Trine immersion is not regarded as eesential. ~»*. • • • - *« T ,*.,«

The Protestant theologians approached the question ©f mode 
from different standpoints and came to different conclusions. On 
the one side Luther insisted strongly upon the fact that "baptism 
is by its very nature a dipping (Tauf or mersio) (W.A.6 p.531s 2 
p.727).4 As he saw it the symbolism required a full immersion, 
the type of the ebrowning^ the death and burial of sin and of the 
man of sin(IMd.6 p.53$). Time and time again Luther pointed back 
to the term used, with its suggestion of a plunging into the 
water. Whetfefer there should be a siBgl« or a trine immersion
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Luther dismissed as unimportant. What was important was that 
immersion alone safeguarded, ai£ aspersion destroyed the inward 
signification ©f the rite.

The other Reformers saw the matter differently. They foll 
owed Luther in the exposition of the meaning. They attached 
more importance to the meaning itself and comparatively less to 
the action, at any rate to the details of the action. What was 
signified was more important that the mode of signification. Even 
the Anabaptists, who thought it so necessary to return" to the* 
full Apostolic rule, seem to have been content with aspersion. 
The first re-baptism at Zollikon was by aspersion (Muralt p.30) ,7 
and it is noted as somewhat exceptional, if highly praiseworthy, 
that Wolfgang Uolimann, when he met Conrad Grebel on the way to 
Schaffhausen, was 1 so highly instructed in Anabaptism that he 
would not sigiply have water poured upon him from a dish, but, 
entirely naked, was thrust down and covered over in the Rhine 1 
(Kidd D.C.R.p.455, from Kessler, Sabbata), If the Anabaptists saw 
no necessity t© readopt immersion it is lardly likely that their 
opponents would do so. The Swiss Reformers expressly stated that 
the mode of baptism was of no account. Calvin admitted with Luth 
er that the ! term baptise evidently meant t© immerse 1 , and that 
immersion was the mode used in the primitive'church, but he still 
contended that 'immersion or sprinkling, once or thrice 1 was not 
©f the least importaace (Instit.4,15,19). Calvin did in point of 
fact oppose trine immersion (In a letter to Somerset, see Toplady 
1 p.350;, but he had no theological arguments against it, and 
his ruling was purely ceremonial and diciplinary. Beza followed 1 
Calvin, jnoMHKHKiHg describing the details of the mode^ f indiffer« 
ent matters 1 (B.P.S.47). ' The later Reformed theologians were of 
the same mind, as may be seen from Heidegger^or the Leidener 
Synopsis (Heppe R.D., Eeid.25,21; Leid.Syn.64,19) . 9

A

The matter was complicated in England by the fact that the 
dipping of infants in the water survived right up t© the Reformat 
ion periofi. The Sarura Manual (Manuale ad Usum Sarum 1530) en 
joined a trine immersion; 'First dipping the right side, Second 

the left, The third time dipping the face toward the font 1 , 
and Erasmus could refer to aspersion on the Continent but t© immers 
ion in England ('perfunduntur apud nos, merguntur apud Anglos 1 ,
quoted by Vasquez In tert.disput.145,2). Lutherafc influences 
in the earlier period of reform made for the retention of the 
customary use. The book the Sum of Scripture came out strongly 
in favour of a full immersion tBurrage E.E.D.I p.59), and Tyndale 
spoke of dipping or plunging as the true sign (Tyn.P.S.3 p.247), 
Tyndale, however, saw that a rigid insistence Upon immersion 
might easily breed superstition: f lf ought be left out, or if 

the child be not altogether1 dipt in the water... .how tremble 
they, how quake they'Tlbid.l p.277). Thus even in the first 

years we may see the newer approach to the matter which was to 
lead to the gradual abolition o^the old practice.

Cranmer himself evidently saw no good reason to change the 
established use, although he attached no superstitious importance 
to it. In 1549 and again in 1552 dipping was retained, although
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Discretion and wariness were enjoined, and if the child was Weak 
it was regarded as sufficiiat 1 to puur water upon it 1 . Trine 
immersion was also retained in 1549, but abandoned in the later 
and more radical~rev*iion. Cranmer himself gave the matter of 
trine immersion careful consideration. He recognised ite antiqu 
ity, "but he saw too that it had no theological significance i.e. 
in the sense of "being a necessary part of the sacrament. Against 
its recommendation by Tertullian and Jerome he could set the Span 
ish custom of dipping but once, as enjoined at Toledo (Cran.P.S. ,

/ 2 p.56}!
The period which followed 1549saw a definite movement away xx 

from the older and Lutheran views in the direction of the Reformed. 
This movement combined with social influences to bring about a 
complete abandonment of immersion or affusion, in defiance of 
the rubric of 1552, which was reenacted in 1559. Becon adopt 
ed the Reformed opinion and counted the matter as amongst things 
indifferent. He admitted the antiquity of immersion, and inleed 
of trine immersion: f lt appeareth by the writings of the Ancient 

fathers, Tertullian, Damasus, Cyril, Austin, Basil, Theophyl- 
act and divers others, that in times past the custom was to 
dip.,..thrice into the water 1 (Bee.P.S.2 p.227). He granted 

too that plunging better expressed the dignificiation (Ibid.). 
But he contended for the Sufficiency of pouring the water upon 

the head or face 1 , on the ground that f Christ left the manner 
of baptising free in the church'(Ibid.). 'It is all one matt 

er 1 , he concluded,'whether the whole body, or $ome part thereof, 
as the head (the tendency still to regard the head as the 
principal part will be noted) be washed' (Ibid.>. Newell in 

his Catechimsm came out on the Reformed side, defending sprinkl 
ing as well as dipping (p. 228). The writings of Bullinger help 
ed t© popularise the Reformed standpoint. Bullinger, maintain 
ing a freedom either to dip or sprinkle, found the following arg 
uments in favour of sprinkling: that 'it seemeth to have been 

used by the old fathers, that honesty and shamefacedness for- 
biddeth to uncover the body, and that the weak state"of inf 
ants cannot wway with dipping 1 (Bull.P.S.4 p.364). Bullinger 

attacked the trine immersion as a late addition. In favour of 
the simple washing he quoted the fourth council of Toledo, canon 
5 (Ibid.).*

Opinion seems to have hardened rapidly against immersion, and 
against the already abandoned trine immersion, with the return of ' 
the exiles from the great §f£g£m|cL centres abread. Calfhill dis«- 
missed trineimmersion as' asiISfigxnvention of the age of Tertullian 
(P.S.p.213). 'Whitaker insisted"that sprinkling sufficed in the 
case of infants, and against Basil's injunction to dip thrice he 
set the Toledo canon (P.S.p.592), The matter did not end there, 
however, for the Puritans took up the cudgels not only in favour 
of aspersion but also against baptism in fonts. The Puritans aime 
ed to replace dipping in fonts by affusion from simple basins,as 
in the Anabaptist and Reformed communions. Many clergy took the 
law into their own hands and substituted basins for fonts on their 
own authority. In these circumstances the observance of the 
rubric became not only indifferent but impossible. The object 
ions against the font were stated by Cartwright. He argued that 
he could find no mention of a font in Scripture, and that fonts
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were offensive because" of their associations with Romanism (Whit. 
P.S.3 p. 109). As Cooper complained, for the Puritans everything 
old and papish was wrong (Adintn.to the People of England p.80).

The Anglican party defended fonts not from the theological 
but from the disciplinary point of view. Parker in the Advert 
isements XBirtBfffl ordered curates *not to remove the font, no* to 

baptise in parishe churches in anye bas±ons, nor in any other 
forme then is already prescribed 1 (Gee and Hardy Advertisements), 

Whitgift attacked Cartwright's position, asking pertinently where 
we read in Scripture o^he use of basins (Whit.P.S.3 p. 123;. To
this Cartwright could only return the waak answer tlB t there must 
have been basins in the houses of Cornelius and the Philippian 
jailor, since there could hardly be 'any river or common water 
there 1 . Whitgift also claimed that the font was in no way a more 
reprehensible piece of church furniture than the pulpit - a dig 
at the Puritan emphasis upon preaching (Ibid.p.126). The main 
argument of Whitgift, however, was the argument shortly stated 
in Article 34 and magnificently expanded by Hooker, that the 
church has the right to take order in things indifferent, and 
that so long as what is ordained is not contrary to Scripture, It. 
ought t© be obeyed by all. Neither Parker nor Whitgift made any 
very convincing attempt to enforce dipping, which was now rapidly 
becoming obsolete. The authority of Geneva and possibly the re 
volt of the refined ladies and gentlewomen, as Wall puts it, 
combined to overthrown the traditional custom, and within two 
or three generations dipping had been almost completely abandoned. 
The Prayer Book" rubric remained even after 1662 as a witness to 
the earlier use.

3. The Word

In a sacrament puoperly speaking theologians have discwened not 
only a divinely appointed element and action, but also a divinely 
appointed word or formula. The sacrament of the supper is more 
than bread and wine and the receiving of bread and wine. It is 
the recxeiving of bfeafl and wine accompanied by the Dominical for 
mula: This is my body, This is my blood, Bo this in remembrance 
ofi me. Baptism too, as a sacrament of the gospxtl, had its A 
evangelical word, equally necessary with the matter to its proper- 
constitution as a Christian sacranvmt. Historically the formula 
has been handed down in/bhe form of the familiar phrase, f baptising 
in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost 1 
Some modern scholars have attempted to prove that these words 
were a later ecclesiastical accretion, but in the sixteenth cent 
ury neither the Romanists nor the Protestants doubted their auth 
enticity. • It was taken for granted that the form in Matthew 
was ordained by Christ himself as the proper baptismal word.

The Scholastics attached great importance to the word. They 
narrowed down that word to the recitation of a set formula, in 
a language which the majority of the people barely understood. But 
they insisted that without the word there could be no sacrament. 
The definition of baptism given by Lombard is interesting is this 
connection. It is a corporal washing accompanied by the
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prescribed form of words (Lomb.4 Dist.3 A). 11 In Lombard*s dis 
cussion two problems were dealt with: first, the baptisms in the 
name of Christ recorded in Acts; second, unwitting corruptions
of the fortnala through ignorance of Latin. As regards baptisms 
in the name of Christ, Lombard claimed that the name of the One 
Perxson included the whole Trinity. x* As regards corruptions, he 
did not think that errors due to ignorance invalidated the sacram 
ent (Ibid.Dist.6 C). 13

Thomas 1 standpoint did not differ from that of Lombard in any 
important particular. Thomas stated plainly that the element only 
becomes a sacrament when the word is added. To that extent the 
power may be said to be in the word rather than in the water (Thorn. 
3 Qu.66,1). Thomas discussed the phrasing ofthe formula carefully, 
He considered objections against the form f l baptise thee 1 : the 
fact that the action is Christ 1 s, the unnecessary nature of the 
statement - it merely says what is obvious -, and the contention 
thfct when many are baptised it would be more logical to say f l 
baptise you 1 . Thomas also considered wider objections against 
the whole formula, the failure to mention the Passion, and 
the claim that since the name signifies property baptism in the 
Triune name involves three properties. Thomas defended the trad* 
itional formula vigorously, although he was willing to concede 
the validity of the passive Eastern form, 'Be thou baptised 1 . ' 
His arguments were as follows* First, the formula ought to ex 
press the cause. The principal cause of baptism is the Trinity, 
expressed in the Triune name, the instrumental causexthe minister, 
expressed in the subject, 'I 1 , Second, the formula is necessary
not merely for the purpose of signification, but also for that 
of efficacy, and for this the singular subject and object are 
better, since baptism is ministered individually. It would not 
invalidate the sacrament to say, ! I baptise you 1 , n or 'Be ye 
baptised', but the singular is more correct. Third, Thomas 
considered the essential name in the formula to be one only, al 
though three names are mentioned, the three general titles, Fath 
er, Son and Holy Ghost. Since Jbbctfce the divine power which Works 
i& baptism pertains to the essence of the Trinity, the name is 
singular, and the objection of three properties falls to the 
ground (Ibid.Qu.66,5). Thomas devoted a certain amount of att 
ention to the old problem of the baptisms in the name of Christ* 
He thought that baptism in the name of Christ sufficed if that 
name implied the whole Trinity, but saw no general liberty to 
adopt this formulas, for Christ has now bound the church by his 
institution, and the Apostles must have gone outside the prescrib 
ed form by special revelation (Ibid.Qu.66,6).

The Tridentines had little to add to these full discussions. 
They did express doubt as to whether the Apostles did in fact use 
the phrase 'In the name of Christ' in the actual baptisms. This ' 
was perhaps a general descriptive phrase to show that the persons 
baptised were baptised into Christ(Cat.T.2,2 QU.16). The import 
ance of the formula was again stressed at Trent. The words had 
this purpose, f to signify more fully and clearly that which is 
being done (Ibid.2,1 Qu.ll). Some of the v;ords were counted so
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necessary that their omission would invalidate the sacrament, s 
but others, like ! ego f were not so absolutely necessary (Ibid. 2, 
2 Qu.14). Bellarmine, countering the heresies of Luther, laid 
it down that the words are not in the strict sense an explanation, 
but are simply a formula - for that reason the use of the vulgar 
tongae is not necessary (Be la S.T.B.p.335) . He opposed Luther* s 
permitting of variations in the formula on the ground that there 
ought to be no addition, subtraction or change of that which 
Christ has instituted (p. 337). The perpetration of Lab in 1 howler s* 
by ignorant priests was still held not to invalidate the sacrament, 
Jewel gives us an amusing instance of such a perversion, quoted 
from 'Pope sachary, who said that in his time a priest baptised 

a child Ip these words, 'In nomine patria, et filia, et spirita 
sane ta 1 (Jew. P. S.I p. 316)* The Eomanist stress upon the import 

ance of the word might at first sight appear to be praiseworthy 
from" an evangelical point of view. It did mean at least that 
the crassest materialism of a grace given in and through the elem 
ent alone was avoided/ A little thought will 'show, however," 
that the very stress upon the formula, and upon the minute ob- 
servaneeof it, helped to foster the understanding of the sacram 
ent as an act of magic rather than as a means of grace, even BIOE« 
more so, in fact, than the obnoxious ceremony of conjuring the 
water by consecration. The grace came into the water, as it 
were, by the mumbling over the HHXsis water of an ill- under stood 
phrase which y»iprgqga-gBhaftvg|g had its importance as a formula and 
not as a meaningful statement. The suggestion of magic, and 
of magical incantations and spells, was far too strong for the 
ignorant and superstitious mind not to form a totally corrupt 
and perverted x conception of the sacrament and its operation.

The Reformers too laid great stress upon the word and upon 
the power 'of the word. But the Eef owners realised from the out 
set the fundamental truth that words have no virtue in themselves. 
Even divine words are powerful only by wirtue of their meaning.-* 
The words given by God in Scripture and in the sacraments are 
especially powerful, becaaae the Holy Ghost applies those words

to the individual mind and soul. But even the Holy
Ghost does his work in and through/the meaning of thu words. Luth 
er could stress the value and power of the baptismal formula, 
but the formula had power and value because it was an assurance 
of the justifying presence and activity of God. Luther laid 
hold of the truth in the Scholastic teaching, that the true seer-

water that saved, but the word (Ibid.).is At bottom the word
was e^ n more important than faith itsifcf , for the presence of 
the «wrd gave to the sacrament its power, and faith could only 
receive (Ibid.p.218) , 16 But to be powerful, the word had to 
be intelligible. The mere repetition of sounds did not give the 
sacrament its power. Hence the demand of Luther for the use of 
the common tongue of the people. Latin served very well fo~r 
those who understood Latin, but the ordinary people needed to 
hear the divine word in a language which they too understood. 
As the Lutheran orders complained, it was useless and unreasonabi 
to repeat the word of God in a strange tongue. As to the exact
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phrasing of the formula Luther was not so scrupulous. Henry couOd 
find fault with him on this score: f He cares not much for the 

form of words, though the word by which the water is signif 
ied ought to be of no less moment than the water itself'(Assertr 
io p.99)'. What Luther cared about was the meaning* words 

only had value in so far as they conveyed "the right meaning. It 
was far more important that the people should understand than 
than the minister should repeat exactly the" traditional form. 
(On the Lutheran orders see Jacobs L.M.in E.pp.252 f.s also Kidd

/ D.C.fc.p.227)
Zwingli and the Swiss Reformers followed Luther closely in 

this new stress upon the word and its meaning. A significant 
development may be noticed with Zwingli. Zwingli identified the 
baptismal fgprercrite word not o«3#- with the formula^jfeut with the 
Whole doctrine which baptism proclaimed. The baptism of John 
was the teaching of John (Zwingli C.R.2,p.21$) . I7 Of course,in 
practice all the older services had added to the simple administr 
ation the reading of Scripture and exhortations. Luther had 
gone a step further by putting these again in the language of the
people, so that all might understand what was done. The Swiss 
adopted the vernacular too, but they went a step furl&her still
and insisted that the word of baptism consists in reading and 
preaching as well as in the formula. John Baptist was the ob- 
fcious Scriptural example. Calvin stated the Reformed position 
clearly. He pointed out that the function of the word is to ill^ 
umine and explain (Beckmann p.47). ls Without the word the sacra 
ment becomes an act of pure magic ('Schadliches Gaukelwerk 1 ). 
But thw word itself is more than 'mutterings of ^magical character

made ^y some exorcist between his teeth 1 (On Luke 3,3). The 
word was an1 explanation of the advantages of baptism, the sound 

ing o^the voice of heavenly doctrine 1 (Tracts 2 p.201). In 
support of this view Calvin could quote tforfcttox Mark 16, in 
which baptism had been connected with doeteine Kby a sacred bond*. 
For Calvin the sacrament was not complete without the sermon, 
and in the Genevan orders it was laid down accordingly that bapt 
ism should airways fee preceded byi the public proclamation of the 
word (Kidd D.C.R.p.581). Beza attacked the Romanist conception 
of the word in accordance with this teaching: 'Where the worde 

is not preached and expounded, but onely lifted up and min 
istered in an unknown tanggwiE language, it is an horrible poll-* 
ution^B.P.S.SS). Without the ministry of the word there 

could be no lawful administration of the sacraments (Ibid.35). 
Knox had the same conception in mind when he laid it down that 
f the wourd and declaratioun of the premisses aucht to preeeid^Knox 
2 p.187). As far"as the actual formula was concerned the Swiss 
retained the tradttbnal form, but they wished the words to be 
•oronounced clearly and in such a way that they should be under 
stood tyr all (Kidd B.C.R.p.620). 19

The English Reformers followed closely the teaching of the 
Continentals. In the early days their utterances had a pronounc 
edly Lutheran ring. Tyndale demanded the use of the English 
tongue (Tyn.P.S.jttl p.253), and he contended in Lutheran fashion 
that 'the washing without the word helpeth not, the word being
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the promise that God hath made 1 (Tyn.B.B.p.143). Alesius 
probably had some influence during the first period of reform* 
and he held with Luther that f the word of God is the'prineipal 

thing, and as it were the very substance and body of the 
sacrament 1 (Poxe 5 p.383). Even the King's Book laid similar 

stress upon the word (p.44), and under Edward the full Lutheran 
view was stated in Cranmer's Catechism (p. 186). Lutheran ideas 
were predominant in the 1649 Prayer Book, in which the service 
of baptism was put in the vernacular, and also placed within
the framework ©f a full liturgical service, following immediately 
after the public reading of Scripture. The ground gained in 
1649 was maintained in 1552 and all subsequent revisions, althou^i 
the ideal of a full public baptism was seldom realised in pract- : 
ice*

We may note that the Anglican leaders adopted without reserve 
the Lutheran and Reformed opinion that the use of the popular
tongue is essential to the proper administration of the sacrament. 
Cranmer vhimself defended the use ofAhe mother-tongue in his Pre 
face to the new order. Ridley, when pressed, admitted that
baptism in Latin was valid, and he would even grant that 'the use 

of English was at the baptism of infants (who could understand 
neither Latin nor English) was not so necessary f although he 
would wish it - as at the supper 1 (Eid.P.S.p. 140), But Latimer

l&ought this statement rather too half-hearted, and he broke in*
'When you say, 'I would wish 1 , surely I would wish that you
had spoken more vehemently, and to have said, 'It is ©f necess 
ity. .. .for the edifying and comfort of them that are present. 
Notwithstanding 1 , he added, 'that the child itself is suffic 
iently baptised in the Latin tongme' - a point which he could 
not very well contest (Ibid.). The Elizabethans maintained 

the same Protestant opinion concerning the use of the vernacular," 
as we may see in the 1659 Disputation and in the Book of Homilies* 
In the Disputation the use of English was defended on two grounds * 
first, that the Apostles used the common speech, and second, 
that 'since the sacraments are sermons of the death and resurr 

ection of Christ, they must be had in such language as the 
people may perceive, otherwise they should be had in vain 1 
(Burnet 3,3 Collection). The Homily upon the subject brought 

in a whole array of muthorities: the injunction of Parti that all 
__be done to edifying, the witness of Justin, the use of the 
Amen which is profitless if the people do not understand, sent 
ences from Basil, Chrysostom and Ambrose, and the order in the 
constitution of Justinian, 'that all bishops and priests do cel 

ebrate the holy oblation, or the prayers used in baptism, not 
speaking low, but wilhh a loud and clear voice, that thereby 
.the minds of the hearers may "be stirred up with great devotion1 
(Homilies pp.245 f.).

The Prayer Books, with their introduction of Exhortations 
in the vernacular, and their placing of the office within the 
service of Morning Prayer, had certainly done a good deal to 
make the word more prominent in the Protestant sense. During 
the Marian persecution, however, the Protestant leaders had
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and the demand for an actmal preaching of thw word came to be 
heard increasingly as the years passed. Hooper had been a' jfion- 
eer. He had asked that at all baptisms there should be a proper 

•preaching of the good and merciful promises of God's goodness* 
(Hoop.P.S.I p.533). The Anglican theologians had not stressed 

the need for preaching quite so stongly, being content with 
the rendering into the common speech of the formula and fc>:0 exhort 
ations. Evidently they had not wished to identify the baptismal 
word so narrowly and closely with preaching. This was true of 
Becon, who had dorae little more than condemn the administration 
'in a strange tongue 1 (Bee.P.S.I p. 11). It was also true of the 
less advanced Reformers who returned at the beginning of the" - 
reign of Elizabeth. Grindal in the 1559 Disputation was more 
concerned about the formula than about preaching. 1 He made the 
familiar point that all the words must be spoken in order, since 
only then are they meaningful: 'Neither doth baptism consist in 

the word 'Ego 1 or in 'laptizare', or in the word 'te f , or in
these words ,'in nomine etc. 1 , but in all ta ese words spoken in order'(Grind.p. 197). Jewel, too, was concerned rather 

with the baptismal formula, arguing for the Protestant understand 
ing against Romanist perversions and corruptions. " He thought 
that the Romanist literalism led ultimately to a very light View 
of the formula. Baptism would be valid for the Romanist even 
if to the eorrect form the words 'et diaboli' were added (Jew." 
P.S.3 p.444). Jewel also had occasion to discuss the Apostolic 
formula 'in the name of Christ', from which his opponent Harding 
had deduced a power of the church to alter at its will the origin 
al institution: 'The Apostles sticked not for a time to alter 

the very form of words'. Against this dangerous deduction 
Jewel did not plead, as he might have done, that the Apostles " 
used this form Tsjy special revelation, but he denied that any alt 
eration took place: neither do these words In the name of Christ 

import that baptism was ministered in the name of Christ only, 
and in none other name besides'. Jewel thought that the ft 

phrase'in the name of Christ' meant simply'according to the order, 
institution and commandment of Christ', and he instanced the 
parallel phrase 'the servant of Christ' which meant the servant 
not of Christ only but of the whole Trinity (Ibid.l pp.223-5). 
It is worth noting that even Bullinger in the Decades discussed 
the formula as the baptismal word, and he made the "reasonable 
request that anything added to the original institution, prayers
especially, shoulfl be'moderate and short, not of a great length ana tedious'. Bullinger justified the Apostolic variation of
the formula on the familiar ground that In the name of the Lord 
(Acts 19)'includes the whole Trinity'(Bull.P.S.4 p.357).

It was left to the Puritans to take up in earnest the ident 
ification of the'word with preaching as well as with the formula 
and the reading of Scripture. Now it may be noted that if the 
strict Prayer Book order was followed there was provision for 
a sermon, after the baptism if not before it. The problem arose 
partly through the failure t© adhere strictly to the order, but 
more particularly through "the existence of a large number of 
nonppreaching ministers qualified to administer the sacrament 
but not to deliver a sermon. B^rtf for the Puritans a proper
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administration of the sacrament was impossible without preaching, 
for word and sacrament belonged together, and the word meant not 
only the formula, or a set exhortation, or a passage of Script 
ure, but the living proclamation of the Gospel. Thus Travers 
demanded in the Defence of Eccleiatical Discipline that '^reaching

bee ioyned alwayes with the ministerie of the sacramentes f , 
according to the best Genevan models. Challenged to produce ' 
Scriptural evidence for the invariable preaching of ajbermon at 
baptism, the Puritans found themselves rather at a disadvantage. 
They could point to the conjoining of teaching and baptism in 
Mark, but this did not necessarily mean that the fcwo were to be
simultaneous. The example of John, who both preached and bapt- 
ised ? seems to have carried more weight, and Cartwright felt 
justified in supposing that John delxi veiled an address upon the
occasion of the baptism of Christ himself (Whit.P.S.3 p. 19). The 
Anglicans sympathised on the whole with the Puritan demand, but 
they were not prepared to concede "the unlawfulness of the ministrat 
ions of/the non-preachers, no* could they conceded that the word 
in baptism must be identified with preaching in the narrower 
sense. Whitgift slated the case against the Puritans. He 
pointed out that in the baptism of infants an evangelical address 
is less important, for the infants themselves cannot understand 
thejfcrord preached(Ibid.3 pp. 16- 16). This was an argument the 
force of which Gualter felt, although Gualter thought a public 
service and seanon commendable none the less (Zur.Lett.P.S.2 Ho. > 
94). Whitgift urged further that it was a very dangerous doct 
rine to make 'the life of the sacrament depend on the preaching of 
the word 1 (Whit.P.S.3 p. 533). This was the crux of the matter. 
In Puritan eyes the sacrament could net exist alone, for preach 
ing formed a part, indeed the major part of the sacramental word. 
But for the Anglicans, although preaching was a commendable
adjunct, although word and sacrament were closely allied as the 
two means of grace, it was possible to have the sacrament with 
out the word - for the sacrament had and was its own word - just 
as it was possible to have the word without the sacrament. The 
combination of word and sacrament was the ideal, as the Prayer 
Book itsfcfcf texstified. But it was not an absolute standard 
without which there could be no sacrament at all. '

In all fundamentals Anglicans and Puritans, indeed all Prot 
estants were one. And against the prevalent Homanist concept 
ions there can be no doubt that they had right on their side. 
It may be conceded that the Scholastics and the Tridentines guard 
ed against purely magical conceptions in the strict sense. But 
the common people had no grasp of the niceties of theological def- 
inition. They were taught, perhaps, that the power resided in 
the word. But the word itself was a mumble of sounds, a form 
ula of little meaning. By the correct pronouncing of this form 
ula the baptismal water became the vehicle of divine grace. Of 
the meaning of what was said and done they had only the slightest 
inkling. The aim of the Protestants was to dispel the prevail 
ing ignorance and superstition by putting the word into its right

?lace, not as a formula which could endow the water with myster- 
ous virtue, but as a proclamation of grace which had power in 

and through its meaning. T© put the word into its right place



they did two things. They put the formula itself into the tongue 
of the people, so that all could understand; and they amplified 
it, either by exhortations or lay sermons, so that all could 
grasp what the sacrament signified. Prom a sacerdotal and sacr^ 
amentalist point of view the attack upon the notion of a myster 
ious virtue and efficacy was perhaps unfortunate, but from the 
point of view of pure religion it undoubtedly brought pure gain.

*

It is comparatively easy to judge between Romanists and Prot 
estants, but in the lesser controversy between Puritans and Ang 
licans the decision is more difficult. On behalf of the' Anglic-* 
ansx it must be pointed out that they accepted the ideal set up 
by tMr opponents, but that they had t© face a practical situat 
ion in which, at first at any rate, that ideal could only part 
ially be realised. To make preaching indispensable in all cases 
was obviously going too far* But there is much to say oh the 
Puritan side. For one thing, the practice of holding public 
baptisms in the course of Morning Prayer could easily be evaded - 
in fact it fell fairly quickly into almost complete disuse. Again? 
the reading of exhortations could not fully take the place of 
the living sermon. The language of one age cannot meet the 
needs of all ages ? and historically^ the very perfection of the 
Prayer Book phrasing has tended,in the long runs, to obscure 
rather than to bring out the meaning of what is done. Moreover, 
to shrink from enforcing the ideal -becaBmt of immediate practic 
al difficulties leads only to© frequently, by the justifying of 
the second-best, to the final abandonment of the ideal. The 
idealist is often the true realist.

Where the Puritans failed was in their militant and Iegalis1>- 
ic dogmatism. Had they been content to work more quietly and 
from within, they could hardly have failed to carry the day. 
At the outset of Elizabeth ! s reign they had the sympathy of al 
most all the leading church-men. What the Anglican leaders ob 
jected to was not the Puritan denmds as such, but the Puritan 
insistence upon the absolute Scriptural and theological necessity 
of that which was demanded. Out of this dogmatism, and the in 
evitable reaction whin it provoked, the deep and wide gsx£ diff* 
erences developed,^ especially the difference in the relating of 
Scriptural practice to the living ceremonial of the chueh. Deep 
and wide as the differences became, they were not at first 
fundamental differences theologicaty and their width and depth 
were due in large part to the exigencies of the ecclesiastical 
and theological conflict. Had the Puritans on their side been 
less rigidly dogmatic, and the Anglicans on tne otner side* 
more independent of the civil power, 'a peacable settlement, in 
this as in grefefcer masters, might easily have been achieved.

4, The Name

Cloeely connected in many ways with the baptismal word was the 
giving of the baptismal name. The origin od^the name-giving is 
obscure: it probably derived, as many students think, from 
the similar Jewish custom. Whatever the origin, it undoubted 
ly dates back from the most primitive times, and Christian bapt 
ism can seldom, if ever, have been administered without it.
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The giving of the name helped to make jnore vivid the meaning of 
the sacrament: the address by God to the individual, Be thou 
baptised, or I baptise thees the entry into a new life by virtue 
of that address; the adoption into the covenant people of God, 
or the divine family. No great or urgent problems have arisen 
with regard to the xmmegiving, but at one or two points there 
has been a certain amount of useful discussion.

The first point concerned the names givem. In early days 
these names had usually some spiritual significance, and many 
of the favourite names in later times had some Godward meaning. 
Alternatively, the newly baptised might be named after outstand 
ing characters in the New or Old Testament, or after outstanding 
figures in the early history ofthe church. Natural^, the rule 
that names should be^ spiritual and godly was not always strictly 
kept, but the church never lost sight of its duty to advise in 
this respect. The Catechism of Trent laid down the general rule 
that 'the name should be taken from someone who, through his em 

inent piety and religion, has obtained a place in the catal 
ogue of the saints 1 (Cat.T. 2,2 Qu.75). On the Reformed side 

hearty approval was forthcoming for the attempt to make Christian 
names spiritually meaningful and valuable. Jewel, quoting the 
words of Chrysostom on the subject, laid down the principle that 

f.our names should teach us, that whether we write them or utt 
er them, or hear them spoken* they should put us in mind of 
Christian duty and godliness 1 (Jew.P.S. 2 p.ll09). The Purit 

ans seized upon the point, and in their usual excess 0f zeal, 
carried the principle to extravagant and ridiculous lengths. 
A certain Snape of Northampton, for instance, refused to baptise 

'the child og Hodgkinson, because it was to be called Richard, 
not a godly name 1 (Strype 1 s Whit. 2 pp.9-10). his was only 

one of many complaints lodged at various times against heathenish 
names (See 2nde P.of a H.I p.166 etc.). The Puritans themselves 
made earnest efforts to revive the old custom of giving names"fixsB3 
descriptive of Christian virtues or emotions.. Dudley Fenner, 
for example, gave such pious"appelaations as Joy again, Prom 
above and More Fruit (Strype f s Wnit.l p.24), and the unfortunate 
children of Penry, so tragically orphaned in their tenderest 
years, received similar names. The Puritan type of name enjoyed 
a considerable vogue during the seventeenth century, and it is 
still occasionally met with, especially in New England (On 
Puritan Names, see C.W.Bardsley Curiosities of Puritan Nomen 
clature London 1880). v .

A more serious ifi less entertaining question was that of the 
significance of the namegiving. At this point the young Luther 
had an interesting and suggestive thought. In his brief theses 
upon the three baptisms, he related the giving of life in the 
Christian sacrament to the giving of the new name rather than to 
the emerging from the water. The thought seems to have been 
this f The sinner is forgiven and restored as he is addressed' 
by the divine word of promise. For Luther the name would thus 
be almost a necessary part of the formula, included in the 'thee* 
but necessary to mark off the one particular f thee f from all oth-
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-ers. Undoubtedly this stress upon the name-giving moot derived 
from Luther's larger desire to emphasise the lifegiving power of 
the divine word, and perhaps the personal nature of the divine^ 
activity. In his later writings Luther did not follow up the 
suggestion, and the later Reformers seem not to have been attract 
ed by it. The inter-relatiangof the name-giving and the entry 
into new life in the power of the word is.however, an idea which 
opens up exciting vistas. It ftttiflyx'teH gives especially valuable 
insights at a time like the present, when theology is ssfcstskx 
vitally concerned with the personal I-Thou relationship between 
"God as Subject and Man as Object. It contains within it, too, 
the very modern stress upon the importance and value of the indiv 
idual personality in the sight of God. The love and power af 
God are ae^iStende^w humanity in general, but also to each man 
in particular. The fact that Luther as it were tossed off these 
suggestive thoughts incidentally, and that even his great contemp 
oraries failed to see their ultimate significance is proof of the 
magnificent theological vitality and originality ofthe German Re- : 
former. If Luther lacked the gift of systematic and lucid theol 
ogical eEpoeikion construction which Calvin so liberally enjoyed, 
he had in superabundant measure the ability to ccweive and vividly 
to express new ideas almost inexhaustible in value. The Reform- J 
ed and Anglican schools drew apart from the Lutheran in many ways* 
but in the doctrine of baptism, and in all other doctrines, the 
whole Protestant world of the sixteenth and of »3± succeeding 
centuries owes to Luther a debt which can never fully be estirn^ 
ated.

Hotes
1 Lomb.4 Dist.3 H 'In aqua, non in alio liquoreL quod aqxua
0 nificavit quae de latererC^ifM manavi't*afi£ut sanguis 1 .
2 Nowell P.S.p.91 f ln utroque^reruitt externaruffl]in6n mutatis, sed 

accedente Divino Verbo, gratiaque coelesti, ea est efficientia'
3 Lomb.$4 Dist.3 I 'Vel semel,vel ter, pro vario more ecclesiae* 
^ Rituale Romanum 'Sacerdos vasculo seu circeol© accipit aquam 

baptismalem et de ea ter fundit super caput infantis in modum

5 Luther W!A.S p.727 'Das wortlin tauf herkoinpt vom wort tief, 
zu Latein, mersio, das ist, wan man ettwas gantz ynns wasser 
taucht;..«*das man tieff ynns wasser sencket, was man tau£fet^

6 Ibid.6 p.534 'Hac ratione Hua....baptisandos penitus in aquam 
immergi, sicut sonat vocabulum et signat mysterium1 .

*? Muralt p.30 '...Neme als© ein getzi mit wasser und touffte ihn 
inn namen gott vaters, gott suns, und gott helgen geists'

8 Heidegger 25,21 '....quo per aspersionem et ablutionem aqua...
9 Leidener Synopsis 64,19 'An vero una an triuna immersione sit 

baptizandum, indifferBns semper judicatum in ecclesia Christ^ 
iana: quemadmodum etiaia an immersione an vero aspersione ut- 
endum, cum illius expressum mandaturn nullum exstet et ex- 
empla aspersionis non minus quam immersionis in Scripturis 
possint deprehendis, sic multa millia uno die in ipsa urbe 
Jerusiaaaalem dicuntur fuisse baptizata 1 . 

10 4th Council of Toledo Can.5. The Canon maintained that the
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single immersion showed forth the unity, the formula the 
Trinity:..... 'Unitatem, dum semel immergimus; Trinitatem, 
dum nomine Patris et Pilii et Spiritus Sancti baptizamur' 

Lomb.4 Dist.3 A ! Baptismus est intinctio, ablutio corporis ex- 
terioris, facta sub forma fee: verborum praescripta 1 c

to H?i4«^! Sed-in hoc nomine tota Trinitas intelligitur 1 .
13 Ibid.Dist.6 C 'Si ille qui baptizavit, non error em inducens

vel haeresim, sed pro sola ignorantia Romanae locutionis,
infringendo linguam baptizans dixisset; non possum eonsent-
ire ut denuo baptizetur1. 

Luther W.A.30,1 p.213 'nicht ein bloss schlecht wasser, sondern
ein wasser ipn Gottes wort und gepot gefasset und dadurch
geheiligt 1 . 

Ibid p.215 'Lauter wasser konde solchs nicht thun, aber das
wort fchuets f . 

Ibid.p.218 f wenn das wort bey dem wasser 1st, so ist die Saufe
recht, ob schon der glaube nicht dazu k&npt*. 

IJwingli C.R.4 p.21&9 'Joanna touft nit allein isi wasser, sunder
er furkt die leer damit*. 

Beckmann p.47 'Das verbum ist notwendig als deutendes, erltLar-
endes' • - 

Kidd D.C.R.p.620y« quoting the Genevan Liturgy 'Horum nihil
nisi clara voce pronunciaturx linguaque patria orania nun-
cupantur'.
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1. The Traditional Ceremonial

During the Apostolic period the practice of baptism seems to have 
been quite simple. An immersing in water in the Triune name, 
or in the name of Christ, possibly upon a profession of faith, 
constituted the whole sacrament. If other ceremonies did take 
place they were not essential: they were not even of sufficient 
importance to be worthy of mention in the New Testament record. 
At a very early date ? however, the Christian church began to 
add to tne simple primitive rite. Quite apart firom such obvious 
matters as a fasting preparation (Didache 7) and trine immersion 
(Ibid.), there began to develop a hew and strange symbolical 
ceremonial ? borrowed to a certain extent no doubt from current 
practices in the Mystery religions, but also based upon New 
Testament teaching* and imagery.

Tertullian gave a vivid picture ax of baptism as it was admin 
istered in his* day. " * Four main ceremonial additions may be notic 
ed: unction (De Bapt.7), the laying on of hands (Ibid. 8) , , the 
feeding with milk and honey, ano^he prohibition of washing for" a 
set period (Ibid. 7 & 8: See also Hastings Diet, of Rel.& Eth.Art. 
Baptism) . Harnack has pointed out that these symbolical rites 
had no signification independent of that o^the sacrament as a whol« 
to that extent they were not additional sacraments. But they 
had been added for two reasons: to provide a fit accompaniment 
for the sacrament, and to symbolise Christian experiences and 
virtues (Harnack Hist.of Dogma 2 p. 141). The first point is 
sufficiently obvious. The added ceremonial made the simple 
baptismal rite more solemn and impressive. With regard to "the 
second, Tertullian himself explained the symbolism. The unction 
represented the anointing with the Holy Spirit; the laying on of 
hands, blessing; the milk and honey the HEK spiritual food of the 
new life in Christ. The fact that all these ceremonies have a 
basis in Scriptural usage or imagery is not unimportant.

The ceremonial grew xsqsidijt more elaborate and complicated wit! 
the passage of years and the increase of the church. in the 
fully developed Liturgies of Hippolytus and Cyril we read of 
exorcism, breathing, and the giving of the new robe (Lit.& Wor 
ship, Baptism). Here again the underlying aims seem to have been 
to provide a solemn accompaniment, and to make the sacrminent 
more meaningful by means of XL concrete symbols drawn from or 
based upon the Scriptures. "Exorcism naturally represented the 
driving out of the unclean spirit of wickedness and error, and 
the white robe stood for the innocence and righteousness with 
which the person baptised into Christ was spiritually clothed* 
The Roman rites went much further, enjoining a complicated series 
of baptismal ceremonies. In addition to the old established 
unction, toasts exorcism and white robe , the following rites 
came to be demanded: insufflation, stit;* salt, signing with 
the cross, the effeta, the anointing of the back and breast
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(Lit.& Worship. Bapt.). The Sarum Use also included the ataper 
(Ibid.), Hart has given a full list of rites which were in1 use
during the Middle Ages: blowing, crossing, salt, saliva, exsuff- 
lations, unction, chrismale* wax taper § and he also mentions 
a number of other Patristic rites such as shoes and a garland, 
ten siliquae (to remind of the Ten'Commandments), and a waxen 
image of the Agnus Dei (Hart E.R.p.l7S),

The Romanistx theologians did not pretend, of course, that 
these ceremonies were in any way essential to thfe sacrament. Thom 
as dicussed the value ofthe rites in some detail. He considered 
the objections which might be brought against the ceremonies curr 
ent in his own time: the fact that there is only one matter of 
the sacrament, water, not oil; the fact that the clothing makes 
no difference to baptism itsiftf5 and the generally admitted sup 
erfluity of the ceremonies, which could always be dispensed 
with in time of emergency, without prejudice to the validity of 
the sacrament. Thomas defended the ceremonies, however, on 
these grounds. He thoughl/bhat they belonged to a certain solemn 
ity of the sacrament. ' He held that they had a value to edifica1> 
ion, in that they helped to arouse and to instruct and were also 
a g hindrance to the Devil. Considering the individual rites* 
he ascribed to exorcism, breathing, blessing, salt and spittle 
the special value of removing obstacles to grace and salvationy 
and to oil a strength-giving virtue and power (See Thorn.3 Qu.66, 
10; Qu.71,2),

The Tridentines had nothing new to say upon the subject, but 
in the Catechism they explained the sv$kgliSflnin great detail." 
The exorcism and breathing had the same ali|ni^*That the baptfiaed 

person may expel the power of the old serpent, and may catch 
the breat£ of lost life 1 . The salt f imp or tea... .that he 
should be delivered from the corruption of sin, experxience a" 
relish for good works, and be delighted with the food of div 
ine wisdom 1 . The cross signified f the opening of the senses 1 , 

and the spittle taugfct that f the efficiacy of the divine ablution 
is such as to bring light to the mind to discern heavenly 
truth 1 . The unction pictured, as we have seen, the gift 

of the Holy Spirit, and the chrism (oil) the'uniting of the
member to Christ his head*. Finally, the white garment point* 

ed 'to .the glory of the resurrection, and the brightness and 
beauty with which the soul is adorned in baptism, innocamce 
and integrity 1 : and the waxlight, or taper, symbolised faithj 
•which was inflamed by charity, and needed to be fed and aug 
mented by the pursuit of good works'(Cat. T. 2,2 Qu.64-74), 

These ceremonies were recognised n9t to be absolutely obligatory - 
they could be dispensed with in private and emergency baptisms - 
but the canons of the Council anathematised those who said that 

'the received and approved rites of the catholic church may be 
contemned...and omitted, or changed into other new ones'(C.& fc. 
T.Sess.7 Bapt.Can.13).

Before going forward to consider tht attitude of the Reform 
ers, • it might be as well briefly to XBXxifibcR review the grounds 
upon which the Eomanists would flefend the general imposition of 
these elaborate ceremonies. They could not postulate an absolute
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necessity, for the exigences of private baptism i£ 
too close relating of the cereHHXK& - monies to the essential 
form. They could, however, find many good reasons for demand 
ing the use of the ceremonies on all normal occasions. The want 
of justification in Scripture was supplied by the practice of 
antiquity, and the continuing use of ceremonial through the cent 
uries. The ceremonies could also be justified as suitable to 
the high and holy nature of baptism, for which they provided an 
impressive liturgical background. In defence of the particular 
rites commended, it mfight be argued that they all had bekind them 
a definite spiritual meaning and message, and that they were 
therefore of partictitefci value to an ignorant populace which could 
see better than it could read. In any case the rites were for 
the most part modelled upon the actions of Christ or upon the fam 
iliar images and symbols of the New Testament. A final point was 
thisj that the church had the right to ordain such rites and cer 
emonies as it thought useful to the promotion of true religion. 
It was not for any private individual to set his own private op- 
ionions or practices against the considered judgments of the Christ 
ian body as a whole.

2. The Reformed Objection

The Reformers belonged to a world in which the baptismal ceremonial 
was well established, with centuries of approval and use behind 
it. Even before the sixteenth century there had, of course, been 
objections in some quarters to these additions to the simple prim 
itive institution. To take a single example from England, in 
1429 some men of Norwich, probably influenced by the Lollards, 
made a protest against the f superfluous additions^ then used in "bapt 
ism, f assalt, oil, spittle, taper, light, chrisms, exorcising 

of water, with such other like, accounting them as no material
thing in the holy institution of baptism 1 (Foxe 3 p. 589). It is 

wofeth noting too perhaps that through the centuries the Piedmontese 
'would not receive oiling and salting except the same might be

proved by the Holy Scripture 1 (Ibid. 4 p. 511). But those who 
had made the protest had beefi®few in number that their influence 
had been of little account, They had been either suppressed alto-

?ether or contained within comparji^yely narrow limits, and 
hey had appeared to the maj or ity^fflr merely odd and perverse. Cert 
ainly they had not been able even to shake let alone to destrojt 
the ordinary and deeply- rooted practice.

Luther himself, particularly in the early days of the Ref 
ormation, was not greatly concerned about the details of cerem 
onial. His primary aim was to reform the church, not by physical 
force and not by ecclesiastical and liturgical reconstruction, 
but by the living word. Luther realised that only after many 
vears of intensive evangelisation and education would the masses 
of the people be ready for sweeping change. In liturgical matters 
he moved slowly. It was essential that the services should be 
put into the vernacular, for without that there could be no educ 
ation, but it was not so essential that all the old ceremonies 
should be abolished. In the new services many of the old cerem 
onies were retained, notably exorcism and the sign of the cross
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(Jacobs Luth.Movemt.in Eng.pp.352 f.).^ Luther himself seems 
to have been well aware of the value of many of the rites for 
the imparting of spiritual lessons, and he could speak of 'the 

beautiful white christening robe which we are given, cleansed 
from all taint and spot of sin 1 (W. A. 66 p.175).8 The principle 

which the Lutherans adopted in their retention or rejection of 
ceremonies was this: that those which appeared to be useful and 
profitable were retained, those which were merely trifling and 
superstitious were rejected. The Brandenburg-Nurnberg order 
listed tlB blessing of the font, oil and spittle amongst the 
latter, but the cross, exorcism and the chrisom, together 
with such godly customs as prayer and the reading of the Gospel 
were numbered with the former (See Goode E.B.I. Appendix II) . 
Buc er included ̂a form of exor ci smXf similar to Jjiat of j Br ahden-" j/yji the tSTojected draer "f or the Archbi shot? 

ourR thou uiicl ""*ro our thou uiiclean spirit. 7~. T ). ""The distinction be 
tween profitable and unprofitable ceremonies fceeame an important 
one in Lutheran thinking, for when the victorious Roman Catholics 
attempted a full restoration ol^the baptismal ceremonial in the 
Augsburg Interim there was considerable dissatisfaction over the 
point amongst the Protestant nanflfffiae (Kidd D.C.R.p.359) .3

On the whole the Lutheran attitude had been cautious and con 
servative, but in Switzerland a more radical spirit quickly * 
developed.* Zwingli himself did not at first take any very dec
isive stepfc. The old ritual was retained in the first Zurich 
revision, in order that the weak should not be needlessly offend^-
ed. Oil, spittle, exorcism, the crossing, "anointing and tie 
chrisom all had their place (Kidd D.C.R.p.423$ Zwingli C.R.4 p. 
707) . The meaning of the symbols was stressed after the Luther 
an manner, as in the prayer for righteousness and innocence 
which accompanied the giving of the baptismal robe. The Anabapt
ists were not satisfied with these timid measures. They examined 
the Scriptural records and found no trace of these ceremonies. 
They condemned them then as human additions to the sacrament 
instituted -by God. Zwingli himself was inwardly of the same 
mind, and he regarded it as one of the points in favour of the 
Anabaptists that they set no store by the traditional rites and 
sought to sweep them away at one decisive stroke (C.R.4 p.245) f4

Calvin completed the work which Luther and Zwingli had begiin. 
fie saw clearly that if the work of reformation was to be done at 
all then it must be done thoroughly and decisively, no matter 
how great the initial cost. Towards the ceremonies practised 
in the Romanist church he displayed from the first uncompromising 
hostility. He had several arguments to being against them. 
They had been added, not to an ordinance of man, but to the ord 
inance of God (Tracts 2 p. 118). They were even on the admission 
of the Romanists themselves superfluous (Ibid.l p. 137). Far 
from teaching valuable spiritual lessons they obscured the sacram^ 
ent itself and its real signification. Being pompous and fool 
ish in themselves, they detracted from rather than added to the 
solemnity of the divinely appointed sacrament. In a scathing 
phrase in the Institutes Calvin called fkor the complete abolit 
ion of f this adventitious farrago of added ceremonies: spittle
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and other follies'(Instit.4,15,19). The Genevan litugies 

preserved not a single one of the old ceremonies, unless we 
count the use of prayer and sponsors amongst the things added to 
the original institution. The disciples of Calvin naturally 
followed his teaching at this point, and although they had noth 
ing new to say, they seemal to have attempted, although without 
marked success,to emulate the severity of his condemnations. 
Knox forcibly dismissed 'spattill, salt, candill 1 as 'Papistic- 
all inventions 1 (1st Scots Confession 22), arguing that those who 
used them ttttttrimrngifr EksEgaa implicitly charged the Lord Jesus 
Christ with an imperfect institution: 'Quosoever presumeth in 

baptisme to use oyl, salt, wax, spAttil^ conjuratioun or croc- 
eing accuseth the perfyte institutioun of Christ Jesus of imp- 
erf ectioun 1 (Works 2 p. 186). Bullinger complained of the end 

less multiplication of the baptismal ceremonies, and concluded 
that it was best to stick closely to the original institution: 

!At this day other of this kind innumerable new devices are 
added to baptism: therefore the safest and surest way is to 
build upon the £ixtfirst foundations of the blessed apostles' 
(Bull.P.S.4 p.362).

The two main Protestant groups differed in policy rather 
than in principle. Duther on the one side did not think it 
practicable or even necessary to abolish the ceremonial at a 
stroke. Indeed, he was ready to apjly the more edifying symb 
ols to his own purpose, the creation of a pure and instructed 
spiritual religion based upon the word. Calvin on the other 
side declared for a radical reformation as in the long run the 
only sure means of attaining the desired goal. He thought it 
unnecessary and unwise to add new ceremonies with new meanings 
when there was such a breadth and depth of meaning in the simple 
appointment of Christ himself. The difference is important, 
for in Ingland both ifcz Lutheran and Reformed influences were 
at work, and at this point, as at so many others, they came 
into inevitable collision.

*

3. Anglican Views

We have seen already that during the first tentative period of 
reform in England Lutheran influences were predominant. At 
first then the English Protestants approached the baptismal cerem 
onial from the Lutheran angle. Frith may be taken as an example. 
He objected strongly to the superstition which seems to have been 
prevalent'that the ceremonies were indispensable: ! Theye think 

if a dronken priest forget to put spittel or salt in f childes
mouth that y child is not christened 1 (B.R.p.91). But he 

thought too that discrimination and charity ought to be exercised 
concerning the use of the traditional rites: 'We must behave

ourselves wisely, as charitie teacheth 1 . On the one hand 
it might be urged, as he allowed, that the Ethi^ian eunuch - 
once again the favourite example - was baptised without ceremonial

'there was neither fonte, nor holy water,.... .candle, creame, 
" oyle,salt'. But on the other hand some of the rites had a 

profitable signification, and they could very well be kept in 
the church. Others which had no value ought to be abolished 
without scruple (Ibid.p.95).
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Cranmer himself was very much or the same opinion as Frith. 
Like Frith he opposed the notion which seemed to be prevalent that 
the rites were necessary to salvation: a further witness to the 
existence of this mistaken popular view was Qilpin, who complained 
that many people thought baptism 'not effectual because it wanted

men's traditions'(asx* Strype E.M.2,2 p.28). Cranmer consider 
ed the main argument in favour of the ceremonies: the authority 
of the Fathers, and especially of Tertullian, But he asked 
pointedly: 'Why should we then believe Tertullian against so plain

.Scriptures?' (Cran.P.S.2 p.56). Against the superstition of 
an absolute necessity of the ceremonial he had two objections: 
first, that John Baptist did not use the ceremonial, and second, 

'that children in danger of life are christened of the midwife,
or of some other woman, without any of these ceremonies 1 (Ibid.
pp.57-8). Cranmer could eoncluBde then that the ceremonies 

were additions which added nothing essential to the simple basic 
rite. He did nfct go on to the further conclusion that the cerem 
onies ought on that account to be abolished altogether. Cranmer 
favoured a middle course, as is plainly stated in his Preface to 
the Book of Common Prayer. As much as possible of the accustomed 
use was to be kept, and only those things omitted 'whereof some

be untrue, some uncertain, some vain and superstitious 1 . 
The Lutheran phase culminated in the 1549 book. In the Order of 
Public Baptism of that year there was retained not only the dign ' 
of the cross but also exorcism ('I. command thee, unclean spirit*), 
the chrxisom ('and the minister shall put upon him his white vest 
ure commonly called the chrisom 1 ), andyof course,the hallowing 
of the water.

Already, . however, opinion in England had begun to harden 
against the ceremonies. The 1549 order did not meet with a very 
favourable reception in reforming circles. Attention had already- 
been r* 1T•<*)ftff^fcinrcfyyfey ky Frith, for instance, and also in 
'the Sum of Scripture'(Foxe 5 p.592), to the complete absence of 
any Scriptural warrant for the baptismal ceremonial. The spread 
©f Reformed teaching gave prominence to this fact, and helped to 
create a demand for a more thorough-going revision. Bucer was 
now in England, and he too now favoured more drastic measures. 
He criticised the retention of the hallowing of the water and 
the criticism chrisom on the ground that these rites were afc'too 
scenical'(Burnet 2 p.320), and although he was willing that the 
cross should be kept he had now turned againsl^exorcism (Smyth p. 
237). How much weight Bucer's criticisms BEK it is is difficult 
to estimate, but what is certaL n is that Cranmer himself was won 
over to more radical views. Whether Cranmer had ever been a 
Lutheran in the strict sense (e.g.in his doc-tone of the supper) 
ig open to question, but there can be no doubt at all that in 
the latter half of Edward's reign he came out definitely on the 
Reformed side. The result was the rejection of almost the whole 
of the traditional ceremonial in the 1552 Prayer Book. Only the 
marking with the cross remained, and that was now placed after the 
baptism, not before it.

By this time the majority of the Anglicans, both writers and 
martyrs, had abandoned the principle of a discriminatory use*
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They now vied with the continental Reformers in the severity of 
their denunciation of the ancient rites. Becon was particularly 
savafe, attacking all the rites as unauthorised inventions: "They 

added moreover of their own brain, without any authority of 
God's word, certain exorcisms-and conjurations, to drive the 
devil out o f the silly simple poor infant 1 (Bee.P.S.I p.11), 

and calling attention to the resultant superstitions amongst the 
ignorant: 'Neither was it counted a perfect baptism if any of

these beggarly ceremonies wanted 1 (Ibid.). The example of the 
baptism of the Ethiopian eunuch was brought in in protff of a primit- 1 
iye and apostolic simplicity (Ibid.2 p.207). In a particularly 
biting passage Becon rejected the whole Romanist service as an idol, 
atrous profanation, a contemptuous attempt to improve upon that 
which Uoa na.mself had appointed and instituted: 'For Baal's i 

priest bewitcheth the child, shutteth the church door, conjur- 
eth the devil out of the poor young infant, bespueth the child j 
with his vile spittle and stinking slavering, putteth salt in 
the child's mouth, smeareth it with greasy and unsavoury oil... 
Do these papists, by adding beggarly ceremonies, any other 
thing than set the Son Christ to school, and avance their own 
fleshly imaginations above the .wisdom of the Lord Christ'(Ibid. 
3 p. 231). The martyrs of the Marian persecution, even the 

humbler amongst them, had learned the lesson well. When the 
topic of the baptismal ceremonial arose, they could make all "the 
usual points: the blasphemy of Christ by such 'mingle-mangle' 
(Smith in Foxe 7 p.351) 5 the simplicity of the baptism of the ' 
chamberlain in Acts 8 (Denley,Ibid.p.354); and the general use- 
lessness and ineffectiveness of the human additions to the sacra 
ment. In connection with the latter point soa there was an inter 
esting passage at arms between Haukes and HarpsfieTdwhen the laatter 
attempted to justify the ceremonies Scripturally on the gound that 
they were for the most part modelled upon the actions of Christ. 
The reply of Haukes was devastatingly simple and effective:

«Haukes; I deny all things invented and devised by men: your 
oil, cream, salt, spitting, candle.
Harpsfield But Christ used ceremonies. Did he not take clay 
from the ground, and spittle?
Haukes But Christ did never use it in baptism. If ye will 
needs have it, put it to the use that Christ put it unto 1 
(Foxe 7 p«99). Foxe gives no record of the reply of the 

Romanist champion and inquisitor.

Little purpose would be serve d by setting out in detail the 
many and sometimes fairly full pronouncements of the Anglican 
leaders upon the matter. In order to show their unanimity a 
brief list of representative references might be given. Hooper, 
as one would naturally expect, opposed the ceremonies. They 
were'human inventions ((Hoop. P. S.I p.533) ? and 'suchlike baggage

should be omitted 1 (Ibid.2 p.46). Grindal enforced the prohib 
ition of the old ceremonial. In his Visitation Articles at'York 
he made enquiry 'Whether you parson use an oil or chrism, tapers, 

snattle* or any other popfidh ceeemony in the administration 
of the sacrament of baptismx»(Grind.P.S.p.!60). The drawing 

up of the Advertisements led t© rumours both at home and abroad 
that oil, spittle, clay and tapers were t© be reintroduced into 
the service, but Grindal and Horn assured their anxious friends
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at Zurich that the rumour* were without foundation f and that the 
Church of England had entirely given up these practices (Zur.Lett. 
P.S.I App.106). Jewel thought it rather ironical that Harding 
should complain against the Anglicans for 'plainly and simply min 

istering this sacrament, as Christ commanded 1 (Jew.P.S.3 p.445) 
Whitgift censured the Papists for the 'corrupt and superstitious 

ceremonies of them used in baptism* (Whit.P.S.3 p.87), and he 
thought that the church had 1 just cause for refusing oil 1 (Ibid.p. 
131). Calfhill found for salt and other ceremonies a devilish 
origin (Calf .P.S.p.16). He pointed out that the Papists were 
inconsistent in their appeal to the authority of tradition, for 
they themselves had allowed t© lapse, and madt no attempt to 
revive the ceremony of milk and honey which Tertullian had describ 
ed as ApostoSkic (Ibid,p.270). Hooker was more concerned to de 
fend the one ceremony which the Church of England did retain, but 
he granted with all the Anglicans that the rites are at best 
1 accessory. ..and that baptism may tolerably be given without them* 
(L.E.P.5,58,4).

The evidence is surely conclusive that Edwardian and Elizabeth 
an Reformers alike agreed substantially with the teaching of Calv 
in and of the Reformed school. The only exception was in the 
attitude to the ceremony retained in the 1552 book, the signing 
with the sign of the cross. Since the retention of this rite 
formed a principal subject of contention between the Church party 
and the Puritans, it calls for a separate and slightly more detail 
ed study. Of course the issue was in itself, like so many of 
these ismues, small and trifling, and many modern students and 
theologians will find the controversy tedious and pettifogging. 
But the difference of opinion with regard to the cross pointed 
to that deeper and wider cleavage to which refer-ence has already 
been made. A full consideration of this question will help to , 
make even clearer what it was that divided those who from a purely 
theological point of view ought without doubt to have been united. 
It will also show how it was that issues which a little common- 
sense and a sincere conciliatoriness would have settled in a 
single discussion contributed to that jfcxsgxEX tragic separation 
of the English church into militant and irrBconcilable factions.

4. The Puritan Revolt
Not without reason Hooper has often been described as the father 
of English Puritanism, Almost alone amongst the Edwardians he 
adopted without reserve or qualification the teaching and the 
practice of Geneva. His attitude to the supplice - the Babylon 
ish rag - is well known. His opposition to lay-baptism, and 
especially to the baptising by women, has already Deen mentioned. 
In relation to the sacrament of baptism Hooper added to his 
protest against the continued permission of lay-baptism a further 
protest against that ceremony which the majority of his compatriot! 
and fellow-reformers were willing to retain. 'Whatsoever is 

added 1 , Hooper declared, f oil, salt, cross% lights and such 
other, be the inventions of men 1 (Hoop.P.S.I p.533). What 

Hooper desited was the original institution, baptism as it had 
been practised in the primitive church, with no additions of any



kind, however godlys 'washing in clean and fair water, In the 
Triune name, and with a suitable profession of faith and 
prayer to G®d'(Ibid.). Anything more than that was a super 

fluous, unauthorised and indeed presumptuous addition to the 
divfcnily appointed order.

*

Hooper stood almost alone during the reign of Edward, but the 
continental exile did much to direct the opinion of the leading 
English Protestants into more r*adical channels. At Frankfurt, 
and later at Geneva, a strong Reformed group developed, which had 
as its main objective the completion of the English Reformation 
along Genevan lines. For this group the second Prayer Book, far 
from being a perfect and final revision, as Cox and Jewel main 
tained, was no more than a step towards a fully refonae d order, 
imperfect and even papistical in several important resmpects. 
The retention of the signing with the cross in baptism was one 
of the blemishes to which attention was drawn. It is significant 
that when the Prayer Book was submitted to the Ministers at Geneva 
a strong complaint was lodged against this ceremony, which was 
thought not to tend to any profit, but rather to foster superstit 
ions 'As for the crossing of babes * whatsoever practice there 

hath been in time of old, yet it is most cotain that it is 
trul^ in these days, through so late greenness of the superst 
ition, so most abomJHtble, as that we judge those men to have 
done assuredly well, that have once driven this rite out of j 
the congregations whereof also we see not what the profit is* i 
(Whittingkam p.245). With this judgment the Genevan party 

was in full accord. ,

The thorough-going Reformers returned to England during the 
years 1558 and 1559 determined if possible to carry through their 
programme of further revision. They had many influential supp 
orters, and many of those who took episcopal office, Sandys and 
Grindal, for example, were in sympathy with them* In all the 
attempts which they made, from the demands in the early convocat 
ions (e.g. 1560 and 1563) to the final conference at Hampton Court 
the abolition of the signing with the cross was one of the main 
points in their programme of reform. A few examples will show 
with what relentlessness and pertinacity the Puritans waged their 
campaign, and how they toss made use of every possible weapon 
which might serve to the accomplishment of their purpose.

The first weapon tksec was that of constitutional action, 
through demands in convocation, petitions laid before Parliament, 
and direct petitions to the sovereign. The motions of Sandys 
(Prothero p. 191), the Admonition to Parliament, and the Milenn- 
arv Petition are all examples, and in all these the abolition of 
the cross was demanded. A second weapon was that of polemical 
writing. Cartwright, perhaps, stated the case most fully in his 
Replies to Whitgift, defendfcbg the Admonition, but there were 
various other pamphlets, as for example the Dossen Points in 
Controversy (2nd P.of a R, 1 js.131), Udall's State of Kiie Church 
of England laid open, and the Pleasant Dialogue. Public disput 
ation formed a third weapon. Travers, for example, stated the 
objections to the cross in the conference at Lambeth
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and the Puritans were not slow to make their grievance heard at 
Hampton Court when the opportunity was given. Another weapon 
was the enlisting of the aid of foreign reformers and churches. 
Humphrey and Sampson approached Bullinger upon theAiatter (Zur.Lett. 
P.S.I, 71), as did also their opponents Grindal and Horn, who 
wished to justify, or at least to excuse the Anglican practice 
(Ibid.75). Bullinger in his reply axgiaixmsi set out the reasons 
which had led his own church to abandon the cross, the non-apostoi 
ic derivation and the^ superstitious associations. Beza too play 
ed a part in the controversy. He condemned the sign of the cross 
as an execrable and novel superstition 'quite without profit 1 
(Strype's Grindal Append.p.40). Another weapon was that of'simple 
abuse. In this many of the pamphleteers excelled. Gilbert 
thought the enforcing ofthe cross could not be exxcused as'mere 
policie'but ought to be condemned as 'manifest impiety'(2nd P.ofl a 
R.I, 93). The View of Pqish Abuseief$S^ethe cross as" f a child 
ish and superstitious toye'(Frere & Doug.P.M.No 8). There was 
the usual competition to find the most uncomplimentary terms with 
which to describe either the thing itsifcf or those who insisted 
upon its use. The final weapon was sheer non-conformity: the 
refusxal to do that which was commanded. Quite a number of cases 
ocurred, especially under Whitgift, in which parsons were cited 
for omitting the signing with the cross in public baptism. Nicoll 

1 the person of Eastwell' was one of fethe offenders (Strype's Whit.l 
p.277). Others were Jphnson of St.Clement's London (2nd P.of a 
1, 70), Hill of Bury St.Edmund's (Ibid.Ill), "Settles 
and Wilson (Ibid.236). A ^rownist schoolmaster Robert 
was also prosecuted for asking that the cross should be 01 
when he stood as a god-parent (Peel" Brownists in Norwich & Norfolk 
p.3). Marprelate, of course, used another and less creditable 
weapon which was peculiarly his own: that of blackmail. He 
threatened to continue his exposures of the infamies of the Bishops
unless/they accepted his conditions of peace, one of which was the 
abolition of the cross in baptism (Pierce Mar.Tracts p.80).

It is clear from this reviaw that the campaign was waged 
bitterly and aggressively. It must now be asked what the argum« 
ents used by the Puritans amounttaBl torn whan they are sifted out' 
from the mass of controversy and abuse. The first argument was 
from the example of the Reformed churches, a new form of the 
argument from authority or tradition. The Anglicans could cite 
Bucer, of course, but Cartwright could oppose to Bucer 'men of 

as great authority, yea, the authority of all the reformed 
churches 1 (Whit.P.S.3 p.125). Against the plea that the cross 

had antiquity on its side, - Cartwright could torn the argument 
of Calfhill, that if antiquity alone mattered then we ought also' 
to have milk and honey as well as the cross, for they were equal 
ly ancient (Ibid.). Gilbert expanded this argument, urging that 
the defence of the cross on grounds of antiquity meant also the 
defence of f oyle and chrisme and many other toyes'(2nd P.of a R. 
1 93). A third argument was the superstitious association. 
Cartwright granted that the cross might have been a good thing 
as first used, for 'when men lived amongst nations which cast 

them in the teeth and reproached them with the Cross of Christ} 
then the sign had its value as a testimony. But the abuse
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of the cross under the Papacy, as , for example, in the sacra 
ment of baptism, had "brought about a new situation, which necess- 
imtated a new attitude, and the discontinuance of the old pract 
ice: 'we live among papaiste... .we ought now to do clean contrari 

wise tbthe old Christians, and abolish all use of these cross 
es: f»r contrary diseases must have contrary remedies 1 (Ibid.). 

Reynolds developed this line of argument at Hampton Court. He 
cited the Old Testament example of the brazen serpent: once good 
and profitable as a means of healing, but later an occasion of 
superstition and even of idolatry. James replied, perhaps ranter 
frivolously, that there was no resemblance between a serpent and 
a cross (Baftow S.& S.pp.67 f.). What he probablj meant jfta* was 
that the brazen serpent might be compared to wooden crosses, 
which had been abolished, but not ±fcx to the immaterial signing 
with the cross, which had no continued existence.

»
Many'of the Puritans took up the older argument that the in 

sistence upon the ceremony gave rise to the superstitious notion 
that without it the sacrament was incomplete. Langworth and Wor- 
ley enquired about this point: 'Whether thereby (i.e.by the rub 

ric enjoining the cross) the SMIififct swafeof the child were 
made an additional ceremony to the sacrament as part thereof, 
and as though baptism were imperfect without it?'(Strype's % 
Whit.l p.258). The answer given in the Schedule was an emphat-^i 

ic negative: 'the Book had no such meaning'(Ibid.). Such necess 
ity of the cross as there was was hot a theological necessity, de 
riving from the divine appointment, but a necessity of discipline, 
deriving from ecclesiastical ordinance.

Perhaps the most serious argument used was the contention 
that the enjoining of crossing meant in effect the institution 
of a new sacrament, 'which is proper to Christ only 1 (Whit.P.S.3

?.128). Cartwright saw clearly the dilemma in which the Anglicanj 
ound themselves, and he pressed home the advantage. If they 

argued that the crossing had no signification, then they had no 
good ground gor insisting upon its continued use. But if they 
argued that it had a profitable signification, then the, crossing 
became a significant sign, in other words a sacrament, and 
the ecclesiastical authorities were encroaching upon the divine 
prerogative. A variation of the argument was that all the cerem 
onies may be found to have signification, and therefore there 
was no more reason to retain the cress than the others: 'I see 
ss± not 1 , said Cartwright, 'why oil may not be brought into the 

sacrament as well as crxossing (i.e.granting the validity of 
the Anglican arguments) (Ibid.p. 129). Travers too made use 

of the main argument* that the crossing became an additional sac* 
rament: f lt is not iawfull for the church to institute mysticall 

rites and ceremonies, that is, with signification of doctrine 
attached unto them, this being a kind of sacrament, which no 
man maie institute'(2nd P.of a K.I, 173). Knewstubs took up 

the point at Hampton Courxt, challenging the right of the church 
to add f an externall and significant sign, where Christ had al 

ready ordained one'(Bar low S.&.S.pp67 f.).

The final argument which Cartwright used was that it was
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wrong to attempt to enforce a ceremony admittedly unnecessary 
and unscriptural. The Anglicanspc themselves, he pointed out, 
were forced to admit that baptism could be validly dispensed 
without the cross, and they could find for the cross no shadow 
of justification in the New Testament records. What ground had 
they then to insist upon this 'drawing of two lines on the fore 

head* to put us in mind remembrance of our Christian profess 
ion 1 (Whit.P.S. 3 p.l28)i especially when they had consented 

to the abolition of the material crosses of wood and stone? 
Behind this dilemma there stood of course the Puritan contention 
that the church has not the right to decree any ceremonial for 
which there is no warrant in Scripture, a principle discussed 
and refuted by Whitgift and Hooker. But at Hampton Court the 
Puritans pleaded from the unnecessary and unscriptural nature 
of the ceremony a right to freedom 9f conscience. The crossing, 
being unnecessary, was a thing indifferent. Its use was lawful 
for those "who had no scruples in the matter, but it ought not 
to be required of weaker brethren, the Puritans, who could not 
use it without doing violence to their tender consciences. To 
this plea James replied, not without truth, that the Puritans 
gave very few signs of being weaker brethren (Barlow S.& S.pp.67f,' 
and the bishops could very well answer that things indifferent 
ought to be submitted to the judgment of the church as a whole, 
not of private individuals.

Such then was the Puritan case as it was presented, some timei 
more moderately, sometimes more violently, in scores of books, 
pamphlets, sermons, petitions and disputations. A case so 
fully and forcibly presented obviously called for xerious consid 
eration and a convincing theological answer. It was..not enough 
merely to attempt tfi>_bring to conformity by force. Perhaps in 
itself the matter SwS so trivial tlut it hardly meritlfi detailed 
discussion. But as a focal point of disagreement it,has a hist 
orical importance out of all proportion to its real significance. 
And behind the clash in practice there was the clash in important 
ecclesiastical, exegetical and theological principles. Some 
attempt must be made then to state and to understand the Anglican
defence. 

S.Anglican Replies

During the early days of the Elizabethan Settlement the Anglican 
leaders had very little real defence to offer against the Puritan 
objections. Men like Sandys and Grindal were themselves Puritan 
in sympathy, and there was nothing they desired more than the 
completion of the Reformation in England on Reformed lines. Sandys 
himself supported the demand for the abolition of the cross in 
the convocation of 1563. It was Elizabeth herself who stood in 
the way of further reform, and Elizabeth constituted^ an obstacle 
which they were not able to evade or to remove. Leaders like 
Sandys and Grindal had to choose then between refusing office 
altogether (and perhaps forfeiting much of the ground already 
gained), or giving way on such matters as unwanted and unnecess 
ary but fundamentally indifferent ceremonies, in the hope that 
time would eventually work in their favour. The militant Purites
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favoured the former course, .-bui.J'aany of the leading Protestants 
took the latter. With whatsifiijlfisand with what hopes some o'f 
them made the concessiojas appears plainly enough in the letter 
of Grindal and Horn to Bullinger and Gualter: !We receive, or

rather tolerate, until the Lord shall give us better times.... 
the sign of the cross 1 (Zur.Lett.P.S.I, 75). The actual Use

Of the sign could only be justified, and that rather half-heart 
edly, on the plea that it was an indifferent matter.

But for the obstacle of Elizabeth and her policy it is poss 
ible, and indeed probable that the Puritans would have carried 
the day, for they had considerable support in the Commons and 
amongst the ministers. At the same time it must not be forgott 
en that there were those amongst the returned exiles who, While 
agreeing with the Reformed churches in all doctrinal matters, 
were not prepared to go to extreme lengths in ecclesiastical and 
liturgical reconstruction. Cox and Jewel had headed a not incon 
siderable Prayer Book party at Frankfurt, and they had been 
powerful enough to drive tne more radical leaders out of the
church and city. These men stood firm for the 1552 revision, 
Besisting all attempts to reform it further. There were then 
churchmen prepared to endorse and defend in the main the policy 
o^blizabeth, in spite of scruples at certain points. Jewel 
himself, ' preoccupied as he was with" the controversy against 
Rome, had little time to devote to the Puritan objections* He
was content to point out that the Church of England did not teach 
an indispensability of the cross: 'It made nothing to the virtue

of the sacrament, not being any part thereof f (Jew.P.S.2 p.
1106), without taking pains t9 defend the ceremony and its 

retention ̂ gainst detailed objections. There can be no doubt, 
however,^raSa great respect for the 1552 book, which in its bold 
ness in fundamentals and conservatism in details struck a happy 
balance not achieved by the more zealous but less discreet Ref 
ormers abroad.

Out of the practical requirements imposed by the policy of 
Elizabeth and the loyalty to Cranmer's conception of a church 
and liturgy reformed on specifically Anglican lines there grew up 
in the second half of the reign an Anglican group which was prep*» 
ared to do battle with the Puritans upon every issue raised. 
Whitgift, the university rival of Cartwright, emerged as the 
first and for a time the leading theological champion of the 
established order. Whitgift took up the arguments of the Pur 
itans and answered them in detail. In order to prove the Re 
formed nature of the Anglican retention of the cross he quoted t 
Bucer, who had not cavilled" at the sign, but had f&und it fitting 
and profitable (Whit.P.S.3 p.123). He could even claim, in 
controversy with Travers, that Beza himself had hesitated to 
condaan outright those who continued the use of the cross, al 
though there could be little doubt, as Travers maintained, tkat 
Bezsr s -private opinion was f cleare with usm that the cross ought 
* to be abolished'(2nd P of a R.I, 173). Against the argument 
that other ceremonies used by the papists might just as well be 
retained as the cross, Whitgifit contended that the use of cross 
ing was pure, whereas the other ceramonies were corrupt and 
superstitious (P.S.3 p.87). The sign of the cross was of long
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standing in the church, and its use had been continuous through 
the centuries: in that resppct it differed from the feeding 
with milk and honey which the Puritans attempted to put on the 
same footing (Ibid.p.126). Whitgift denied that oil might just 
as well be used as the cross, and he also denied that there was 
any real resemblance between the signing with the ct>oss and the 
forbidden cross of wood or stone, 'which remiineth and contin 
ue th 1 , thus provoking a superstitious reverence (Ibid.p.131),

v

Whitgift was thus prepared to answer the Puritan objections 
in detail, but his case for the defence rested not so much on 
these petty dialectics as on two serioas principles. First, he 
contended that the church had the right to take order in things 
indifferent, and that the details of the church's worship are 
committed to the church's disposition (Ibid.l p.208). Whitgift 
did not claim, of course, tla t the church could alter the fund 
amental structure ©f a sacrament, for the essentials of the 
sacrament had been ordained by Christ hims&tf. What he did claim 
was that Christ had ordained only the fundamental structure and 
not the liturgical circumstances* and accompaniraanmts. Thus 
the law of Scripture did not extend to the details of the service 
of administration. Within reasonable anc Scriptural limits, 
which the Church of Rome had transgressed, the national or terr 
itorial church could add to the basic structure, at its own disc 
retion and in accordance with prevailing circumstances and needs. 
This conception of the authority of the church in matters of 
ecclesiastical and liturgical order carried with it the implicat 
ion that the church could at any time adapt or alter the service, 
so long as it did nothing contrary to the Scriptures and avoided 
any rash and ill-considered departure from traditional practices. 
In indifferent matters the initiative lay with the church, while 
the Scripture played as it were the negative function of a censor 
and court of appeal.

The second principle grew out of the first, that the Church 
of England had retained the use of thee cross because it considered 
it to be a suitable accompaniment afothe sacrament. Its suitabil 
ity consisted in the fact that it conveyed a profitable significat 
ion to the people of the age and country. Quite rightly the 
English Church had rejected the complicated Romanist ceremonial, 
for that ceremonial nurtured superstition and obscured rather than 
illuminated the true meaning of the sacrament. But the crossing 
presented sharply to the recipient of baptism the moral and spirit 
ual obligations undertaken in the profession (Ibid.p. 128). The 
Puritan taunt that the ordaining of a new sign was equivalent to 
the institution of ^hew sacrament Whitgift dismissed as ridiculous* 1 

1 every ceremony betokening something is not by and by a sacra- 
ment'Clbid.). The Puritans were in fact inconsistent, for 

on the one hand'they were wont to find fault with dumb ceremonies 1! 
and on the other 'they blamed those that had any significance 1 
(2nd P.of a R.I, 173). i» The Church of England had every right 
to take order in this matter of the ceremonial, and it had retain 
ed the cross for the good re*son that it was a profitable rite: 
it remained therefore for the individual members ©f the church 
to submit in this indifferent matter to the order taken.

The work which Whitgift had begun was taken up and completed
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by the greatest of the Anglican apologists, Hooker, who defend 
ed the continued use of the cross both in genenal principle and 
in points of detail. Hooker made his position clear when he 
declared, with all the Reformers, that such rites f were accessory 

only....and that baptism may tolerably be given without them*
(L.E.P.5,58,4). He defended, however, the church's right 

to take order iiythings indifferent upon which the Scripture does 
not legislate: this being the subject of his masterly dissertat 
ions in the earlier books of the laws. A detailed presentation 
of the argument would take us far afield from either the cross in 
particular or baptism in general. Coining to the particular 
matter in which the Judgment of the church was disputed Hooker 
took the familiar line that the cross had been rightly retained 
because of its meaning and value: it was f a sign of remembrance 

to put us in mind of our duty, and a means to work our pres 
ervation from reproach 1 (Ibid.5,65,5). Hooker granted that 

the sign of the cross had been abused under the Papacy, but te 
on the authority of Goulart he denied thaVthe fathers had used 
it superstitiously (Ibid.10). 0 Like Whitgift, Hooker contended 
that ikBPJoaimxxaxEa^ixiiilfHKKaKa 1 between the cross which superst 

ition honoured as Christ, and that ceremony of the cross 
which serveth for a sign of reinsurance, there is a plain and 
marked difference 1 (Ibid. 16). It was a non sequitur to say 

as Cartwright did that'because we live amongst such as adore the
sign of the cross....we ought to take away all the use thereof1. 

The proper remedy for abuse was not abolition, but the restorat 
ion of the right usage, and this was what the Church of England 
had sought to accomplish: 'Their course which will remedy the 

superstitious use of things profitable in themselves.. ..is 
not still to abolish utterly the use thereof...but fcather if 
it may be to bring them back to a right perfect and religious 
usage'(Ibid. 21). Since Hooker had previously shown that the 

marking with the cross was profitable ceremony, unlike the 
rites which had been discontinued, it naturally followed that 
the church had the right and indeed the duty to restore it to 
a pure and unsuperstitious use.

Whitgift and Hooker were the leading champions, but others 
entered the lists on behalf of the Prayer Book, Cooper and 
Bridges for example. They had nothing to add to the arguments 
already considered. A paper of Matthew Hutton on the subject 
has some points of interest, although it too contains little 
that is original. Hutton seems to have been impressed by the 
antiquity of the ceremony: 'It is a very old ceremony used by ifc 

the best fathers, both without baptism and with baptism'- 
Augustine', Tertullian, Chrysostom and Cyprian were quoted 
(Cardwell pp.151 f.). The Papist abuse and the ultimate 

indispensability could both be granted, but neither the one 
nor the other forbade a proper mse such as the Church of England 
had sought to establish: 'We say also that it may be well used,

and is well used in the Church of England'(Ibid.). The 
question of the cross was argued aut at some length at Hampton 
Court, but the contestants merely went over the familiar ground, 
and often seemed more anxious to score good debating points than 
to establish sound principles. It was evident, however, that
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the ̂ Anglicans had every desire, if possible, to overcome the 
Puritans scruples, and they did their opponents the honour of 
including in the 1604 Canons am long justification of the use 
of the cross, and of inserting in the Prayer Book a rubric which 
referred those who had doubts upon the point to this 'true explic 
ation thereof, and the jBSt reasons for the retaining of it 1 .

The Canon (30) summarised in comparatively "hritff compass all 
the detailed arguments by which the retention of the cross was 
defended! its continual and general use, its appropriateness 
as a mark of outward profession, the possibility" of its lawful 
use in spite of Romanist abuses, its retention 'by those rever 

end fathers and great divines in the days of Edward the Sixthi 
The ordinary and necessary safeguards against misunderstanding 
were made: 'The Church of England, doth Sold and teach still that 

the sign of the "cross used in fcfieBeeSEement is no part of 
that sacrament 1 } 'the infant baptised is, by virtue of bapt 
ism, before it be signed with the sign of the cross, receiv 
ed into the congregation of Christ's flock, as a perfect member 
thereof, and not by any power ascribed unto the sign of the 
cross'. Not a great deal of attention was devoted to those 

great principles which Yftiitgift and Hooker had developed, and 
upfen which the Anglican case finally rested, but in the conclud
ing paragraph/grounds upon which conformity was demanded were 
briefly summarised: 'Since the ceremony is a thing indiffeeent, 

it is the part of every private man, both minister and other, 
to retain the true use of it, prescribed by lawful authority* 
considering that things of themselves indifferent do in some 
sort alter their nature, when they are either commanded or" 
forbidden by a lawful magistrate; and may not be omitted a$ 
every man's pleasure contrary to the law, when they be "command 
ed, nor used when they are prohibited'. The legitimacy of. 

the church's taking orcier in things indifferent was here assumed 
rather than argued, and to that extent the canon might be said 
to be an evasion of the point at issue. But granted this right 
and duty of the church, there can be little doubt that ecclesiastr 
ical order demanded the submission of the private conscience to 
the judgment of the church.

6. Conclusion

As between the Romanist and Protestant groups on the one hand, 
the Anglican and Puritan on the other, the modern Protestant
tsssoL finds it by no means easy to arrive at a balanced judgment.
The temper of the present age is 9ne of toleration. A primary 
difficulty is to summon up sufficiency sympathy with those who 
could raise so great controversy over issues apparently so trifl 
ing and unimportant. The whole matter appears in the last re 
sort to be one of religious taste and temperament rather than of 
serious theological principle. Some individuals are so made that 
they prefer a service replete with ceremonial, and find that 
ceremonial so inspiring and instructive that it fulfils a real 
need in their reli gious life. Others not only cannot see any 
positive value or meaning in ceremonies but find the ceremonies 
a hindrance and a stumbling-block to teue devotion and understand-
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-ing. But since the difference is temperamental only, surely 
there is no good reason for the two groups to quarrel bitterly in 
an attempt to force a common mode of worship u®n all. Those 
wh o find value in the ceremonial could use it and yet consent to 
its omission by others, while those who find no profit in it 
could abstain and yet consent to others using it.

It would be a serious error, however, to think that in the 
sixteenth centmry the controversies ofcer the baptismal ceremonies 
arose purely and simply but of differences in temperament and taste 
At the back of the repudiation of the traditional ceremonial there 
lay the theological protest against those ignorant and superstiti 
ous notions to which that ceremonial was then in fact giving rise. 
Tie Refonars had a simple doctrinal aim in their liturgical rev 
isions, the restoration of the sacrament itsfelf to its proper 
place as a meaningful sign, understood within the context of the 
whole evangelical message. The traditional ceremonies, even 
those which had had behind them some valuable point of teaching, 
now served to confuse rather than to emphasise the essatial mess 
age of the Gospel. What was worse, they definitely misled the 
ignorant into thinking that they were in themselves valuable and 
efficacious. It was no mere matter of temperament that led 
the Reformers to reject the ancient ritual, but the overriding 
desire that Christ alone should be exalted and that the Gospel of 
Christ should be clearly proclaimed in/the sacrament. Of cousse, 
there was something to be said on the Romanist side too, for the 
teremonies were not a matter of taste only for those who wished 
to retain them. The Romanist could argue that in the strict 
sense no efficacy ever had been ascribed to the ceremonies, and 
that the right way to counter superstition was to bring out, as 
at Trent, the true and beautiful symbolism. Against that the 
Protestants would reply that the eeremonies were not after all 
essential and that there was no trace of them in the baptisms 
recorded in Scripture, or in the wrds of the divine institution. 
But at once another doctrinal issue of the first rank was raised, 
the issue of authority, the authority of the Scripture in relat 
ion to the real or pretended authority of the church and of trad*- 
ition. Whether we give our decision with the Romanists or with 
the Protestants will depend upon our estimate of the value of the 
ultimate theologieal principles for which the Romanists on the 
one side, the Protestants on the other^contended. To dismiss 
the ceremonial controversy as pettifogging and unimportant is 
betray a serious lack of historical perspective.

The Anglicans and the Puritans were agreed for the most part 
in theair opposition to the Romanist position. What are we to 
make then of their superficially absurd haggle about the cross? 
First, even the most devoted Anglican must admit that there was 
a certain illogicality about the Anglican position. Many of 
the other ceremonies had a profitable signification and had been 
no more abused than the cross, but these had been abandoned 
and the cross alone retained. The Puritans naturally demanded 
solid reasons for the exception which had been made. The answer 
given was not really an answer at all - for the detailed replies 
to Puritan objections were hardly more than dialectaafci. cal
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excuses - but the statement of a principle which, however right 
and valuable in itself, did not meet the main attack. Briefly, 
the argument ran as follows. The church has the right to ordain 
or to forbid ceremonies. It was decided under Edward, and again 
on the accession of Elizabeth, that the cross should De retained. 
Members of the church, or of a party within the church, have 
the right neither to oppose the ruling nor to question it, but 
must simply submit.

To return to the question which the sixteenth century apolog 
ists can hardly kaacK be said adequately to have answered: On 
what grounds had the Edwardian chnrch retained the cross? The 
answer seems to be that they retained it in accordmce with the 
principle of the Lutheran reforms: that as much of possible of 
the old ought to be regained within the framework of the new, 
and^hat liturgical reforms ought to be made only in so far as they 
were necessitated by doctrinal changes. In the communion serv 
ice the reforms were inevitably radical, but in the service of 
public baptism there was no need of a&rastic revision, for the 
doctrine of baptism had not reached the same depth of corruption, 
and its purification did not demand so far-reaching changes in 
the office. In 1549 Cranmer had tried to retain quite a few ©f
the old ceremonies, following out the priciple of a/balance be twee 
the innovations demanded by doctrinal reform and conservatism 
in matters indifferent. Reformed opinion had gone against the 
more cautious revision, and in the 1552 book the cross was the 
only ceremony which remained, approved, of course, by Bucer. 
It is important to notice, nowever, that the retention of the 
cross does not bear witness, as the Puritans suggested, to a 
confusion of thought on the part of the Anglican revisers. It 
testifies rather, and this is its real justification, to a 
deliberate and consistently applied policy, the policy of re 
taining the forms and ceremonies hallowed by use except in so far 
as theji were inconsistent with the Scripture or with a Scriptural 
theology. It may be, of course, that Jtfiat policy was itself 
fundamentally wrong and impracticable. It may be that historical 
iy it has proved disastrous in that it has helped to make of the * 
Church of England a church which is neither fully Seformed nor 
fully Romanist, but comprises within itself irreconcilable fact 
ions, all laying claim to the title of loyal churchmen. But 
the point which matters is that behind the retention of the cross 
and the abolition of the other ceremonies there was this danger 
ous if carefully considered plan, a plan which derived ultimately 
from Luther and the Lutheran churches, but which suited thorough 
ly the cautious and conservative Cranmer, and fitted excellently 
the tortuous foreign and domestic policies of the Supreme Govern 
or Elizabeth.

A final question remains to be asked: What of the argument 
of Whitgift and Hooker, that the church has the right^xx^^^^ 
to take order in things indifferent, subject, of course, to 
the geneaal guidance and control of the Scriptures? Up to a 
point the Puritans themselves, with all their emphasis upon 
Scripture-precedent, were quite willing to act upon this" princ 
iple. " Nowhere in the New Testament do we read that prayers and 
Scripture-readings formed an essential part of the administration.
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of public baptism, yet the Puritans were prepared to insist that 
these 'additions 1 , dispenfible in the last resort, were normally 
both right and necessary. The power of the church to make addi1> 
ions was not questioned, only the power of the church to make 
additions which could not be found in Scripture in any context at 
all. ̂ Prayers and Scripture-readings, although not prescribed 
specifically for baptism, were in themselves Scriptural formsi 
signing with the CBOSS was undoubtedly ancient, and it might even 
be of profit, but it fell because there was no mention of it in 
the word of God. The ultimate distinction betwesn the Puritans 
and the Anglicans in relation to the power of the church lies at 
that point. Neither party insisted upon the strict following of 
Scriptural precedents, but the Puritans would allow the church to 
appoint only that for which warrant could be found in Scripture, 
the Anglicans would grant a power to ordain that which was not 
contrary to the Scripture. This distinction was all- important, 
for it meant that the Puritans* could not agree that the cross 'was 
a thing indifferent. It was scathing wicked, superstitious, 

s unddifying and unscriptural, and in attemting to enforce it the 
church exceexded its proper competence and authority. This' ref 
usal to allow that the cross could be numbered amongst things ind 
ifferent underlay the very proper pleax at Hampton Court that in 
this matter the Puritans were weaker brethren who could not use 
the ceremony without violences to their conscience: Bf. plea to 
which the witty retort of the King, tfeue though it was in certain 
respects, formed no real answer.

\

Apart from the re&tion of the authority of/the church to the 
final authority of Scripture, three other issues were involved. 
Tb first arose naturally out of the Puritan differs«x-ence of opin 
ion, and it concerns the extent of the authority committed to 
the church. When the church ordains a ceremony, which the major 
ity find good and proper, has it the right to enforce that cerem 
ony upon a minority which has towards Dtsdbosxxm it a serioBS 
objection of principle and conscience? But there is a second 
issue in the long run Ao less .important, and that is, whet who 
or what constitutes the church which takes order in these things? 
In Tudor days the will of the church tended only too frequently 
to be the will of the sovereign, or the will of the bishops and 
clergy. The Puritans could XXE rightly claim that they had a 
fair measure of popular support, and that the representative 
of the laity in the Lower House of Par liament
their demands for more radical religious reform. At this point, 
of course, the issue ceased to be one of doctrine and became one 
of ecclesiastical and KV*K constitutional government. The appeal 
to the rights and authority of the church necessarily raises 
the question of the church's constitution and order. A final 
issue is that of the power of the church to alter ceremonies which 
a previous generation had ordained. In the present controversy 
the Anglicans constantly appeal ed to the decisions made under 
Edward the Sixth, but* granted the authority of the church in 
things indifferent, the Puritans might very well claim that
SSciSione taken under Edward was no more binding than order taken 
under the Papacy, especially if it had no final sanction in the 
Scriptures.

A full discussion of these governmental matters would take
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us far from the doctrine of baptism and of the baptismal ceremoni®, 
and would hadbdly be relevant to our present purpose. It will 
be clear, however, from the brief mention of them that some very 
deep and very modern problems underlay the surface-controversy* 
problems which in the long run brought the Anglicans and the 
Monarch on the one side, the Puritans and Parliament on the other 
into open 'conflict, and which even then failed to find any real 
or adequate solution. It will be clear too that in the light 
of their fundamental principles, and of the commonly accepted 
ideal of a church in which there was theoretically a perfect con 
formity, withou t the possibility of tolerated dissent, the 
Anglicans and the Puritans ware bound to come into active collis 
ion over the ceremony of the cross and the issues which underlay 
that ceremony. Only had there been as much of th^fepirit of 
conciliatoriness, toleration and forbearance as there was of ikK 
self-sacrifice, pertinacity and devotion to principle_, could the 
long and bitter and disastrous controversy have been avoided.

Notes

1 Jacobs Luth.Movemt.in Eng.pp.352 f. The Lutheran exorcism of 
1523 ran as follows: !Darum du leidiger Teufel, erkenne dein

_ Urtheil 1 . — ' M
* Luther W.A.66 p.175 'Das rechte, schone, weisse Westerhemd, 

rein von alien Sunden, wird uiis hie gegeben 1 .
3 Kidd D.C.R.Interim Augustanum(p.329): 'Seremoniae veteres quae

sacramento Baptismi adhibentur, retineantur omnes: exorcismus 
videlicet, abrenunciatio, -professio fidei, chrisma et alia. 
Pertinent enim ad efficaciam huius sacramenti adumbrandas^et 
signif icandttam 1 .

4 Zwingli C.R.4 p.245 f das erste ist, das man die menschlichen * 
Zusatz, als: beschweren des kinds mit geyfer bsudeln, salzin*4 
strychen, hiemit harfdrgebracht hat, das sy nuts wardt sind 1 .

5 Hooker 5,65,10, quoting Goulart 'Quamvis veteres Christiani
extern© syno crucis usi sunt, id tamen fuit sine superstitione* 
Goulart himself rejected the sign, but on the ground that its 
use was indifferent, and therefore unnecessary. Hooker 
would grant the legitimacy of this view. Other churches might 
Reject the sign if they chose, but not the private members of 
a church which approved it.
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CHAPTER XII THE CIRCUMSTANCES

1. Early Customs

It has been seen what views were held, first with regard to the 
substantial points in the administration of the sacrament, and 
second with regard to the accessory. A further question must 
now be asked: What did the various theological groups teach 
concerning the circumstances of the administration, the when 
and the where of the sacrament? In this matter as in other de 
tails of administration and ceremonial the New Testament had little 
concrete guidance to offer. As far as can be gathered the most 
primitive custom was the straightforward and practical one of 
baptising converts at the earliest possible moment after their 
profession of faith, and in the nearest water available at the 
requisred time, whether indoors or out. Cornelius is ,a good 
example. He was baptised by Peter when it became evident that 
the Holy Spirit had fcsiua descended upon him, possibly in his 
own house, or at any rate in the nearest adjacent water. The 
EthJipian eunuch is another case in point. He asked that the 
evangelist should baptise him in the first water to whiclythey came 
by the way, and Philip asked only for the assurance of faith, not 
for compliance with some regulations governing the circumstances 
of administration.

Obviously this spontaneous and rather haphazard method of 
administration could not continue indefinitely. It was in itself
the result of the particular conditions in which the Christian 
mission was first conducted. The growth of the church, especially 
Sn the great centres, and the more formal organisation of the 
church and its worship, made more orderly methods of sacramental 
administration increasingly necessary. The careful instruction 
and testing of proselytes was the solution of one problem, the 
problem of insincere or superstitious conversions for unworthy 
reasons. But apart from this need of instruction there was the 
parallel need that the ceremony itself should be conducted at the 
most convenient and impressive time and in the most suitable and 
fitting place. The very nature of baptisipas an inilSatory rite 
by which the convert was incorporated into the church led of its 
elf to the conception of baptism as a public rite, something 
in which all the memxbers of the church had an interest, ana 
which they ought to have the opportunity of attending. Hence . 
the need for the fixing of a definite time and place for the ad 
ministration o^the sacrament.

So long as the church was small and XHX£KKKXK£ xisai: and comp 
aratively unorganised, the fairly haphazard administrations cont 
inued, although Ito* non-recognition and persecution inevitably 
conditioned the mode adopted. Justin, for example, mentioned 
only some place where there is water, although he does seem to 
have envisgged a public ceremony (Apol.1,61), The Didache spoke 
of baptism in living water where possible, ag&flfeain there were 
no details with regard to time or place, %|fflmigla the inference
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is thirt the administrate on v»o. IG be a public one (Bidache' 7). By' 
the end of the second century, however, more careful consider 
ation was being given to ceremonial points, and the time and 
place of baptismal administration came tojbe discussed, Tertull- 
ian laid it down that if possible the sacrament of baptism ought 
to be given at the two seasons of Bhe Passover and Pentecost, 
for these were the two seasons with which baptism was most intim 
ately connected both in its meaning and in its effects (De Bapt, 
12). Tertulliaa did not wish to insist upon these times, for 
he could grant that evesy day was the Lord^'s. He did think, 
however, that baptism administered at other times lacked .in sol 
emnity, if it did not lack in grace. In&ccordance with the 
setting apart of these seasons fork public baptisms, the course 
of catechetical instruction usually culminated in the special 
period of Lenten preparation (See Liturgy and Worship: Baptism).

The building of regular churches for purposes of worship led 
inevitably to the transferring of the rite of baptism from any ' * 
place where there was water to the specially appointed baptistery* 
Thus in the early Liturgies which date from the third century 
it is laid down that baptism shall ta&e place publicly at,,a sol 
emn services at Easter, on the satisfactory completion of the
catechumenate with the special Lenten course of teaching and fast 
ing (Heill and Whilloughby pp.390 f.). An exception was made in 
the case of emergency, or" clinical baptisms, which" could be giv* 
en at any time and in any place. v The feeling existed amongst 
many that since there was no. public confession at a clinical bapt 
ism, such baptism was in some respects inferior to public and sol- 
emn baptism. How strongly it came to be held that baptism 
should be given only at the proper time or in the proper place is 
seen in Augustine's reference to the carrying of infants in danger 
of death to church for private baptism: the public ceremony in 
church, even out of the appointed season ? was evidently prefer 
able to a private administration in the name,

Quite early then the circumstance^ of baptism came to be 
fixed both in respect of time and also of place. The proper 
place was the church, so that all the congregation might be 
present. The proper time was the the great feast of Easter or 
the feast of Bentecost - the Epiphany too seems to have been all 
owed in the East. There were of course no theological reasons 
for confining baptism to these seasons or to the church, except 
the general ones that such circumst&nces were most agreeable to 
the meaning and solemnity of the sacrament. The rules were 
never in the strict sense absolute, and exceptions were always 
allowed where necessaity demanded.

2 T The Mediaeval Practice

During the Middle Ages the theory with regard to the circumstances 
of baptism underwent little change, but in the Christianised 
land of Western Europe the practice altered very considerably. 
A first and obvious practical development, although not one of 
very great importance, was the substitution of the font for the

The font was usually situated at the floor of
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the church, to mark the entry^of the baptised person into the 
Christian congregation (Baniel'p.410) • A far more important cfca 
change was the virtual abandonwaftt from about the eigtfo century 
onwards of the old custom of baptising only at Easter and Pente 
cost. The reasons for this step were purely practical. , Aknost 
all the baptisms that now took place were baptisms of infants. 
Since the^ate of infant mortality was kigh, and baptism came 
to be thought of as absolutely necessary to sala\etion, it was
imperative that newly born children should receive the sacrament 
with the minimum of delay. Where immediate death threatened, 
the infant would be baptised privately at' home. Where there was 
no emergency, it srould be brought to the church at" the earliest 
possible time, and baptised, often in semi-privacy,
KK&E8* but openly and with the full ceremonial, by the" priest. 
In Saxon England legislation was passed at various times making 
it an offence, punishable with a fine, to delay the ceremony of 
baptism beyona specified periods, usually about thirty nights 
(Hart E.R.p.192). The Northumbrian priests allowed only nine 
days, obviously with the model of circumcision in mind (Ibid. 
p. 196). Indeed, it is probablfc that the Old Testament example 
played quite an important part in -the jaxfc drawing up and justif 
ying of rules for the early baptism of children, in defiance of ; 
primitive custom. Sick infants brought to the priests were ordep-i 
ed to be baptised at once (Ibid. p. 198)."'%

There were of course many who wished to apply the old rules 
concerning catechumens to the infants of Christians as well, ex 
cept in cases where necessity left no choice. In the old canons 
of St.Patrick it had been laid down that infants should be baptis 
ed only on the Festivals: ! 0n the eigth day" (Note again the paral] 

el with circumcision) they are catechumenfes after that let them 
be baptised on the Lord s Festivals (probably Easter and Pente 
cost and perhaps the Epiphany) (Hart p. 191). Lanfranc attempted 

a return to primitive custom but he was forced to make the usual 
exception in favour of those who were ! in danger of death 1 , and 
there does not appear to have been any general KE±DCKH restoration 
of public baptisms of infants at Easter and Pentecost. The 
Council of Winchester made an attempt at enforcement of the reforms 
laying down that baptism should be administered only at Easter 
and Pentecost unless there be danger of death (Ibid.), But 
again the reform came to nothing, for Cardinal Otho in his const 
itutions of 1237 complained not merely that the canonical days of 
baptism, the sabbaths Before Easter and before Pentecost, were 
not observed, but that 1 some, deceived by the devil, suspected 

danger if their children were baptised on those days 1 (Ibid. p.
2040.
The point is that the mediaeval church was attemfcpting an 

impossibility when it sought to combine ancient and canonical 
practice, the baptism only in church and at appointed seasons, 
with the rigid doctrine of an absolute necessity of the sacrament. 
When priests and people alike believed that the eternal salvation 
of the child depended upon the performance of the rite, not when 
there was obviously no need or possibility of a long catechumenate 
as in the case of adults, and when exceptions were made every 
day in jfcfcmxxx favour of those in danger of death, there was
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obviously no sense in delaying the administration of baptism beye 
ond the minimum period merely for the sake of an ecclesiastical 
order or of traditional practice. Life was far toft uncertain 
and the stakes were far too high.

The theologians themselves were acutely conscious of the di 
lemma. The ancient rule and practice were clear and ought not 
to be abandoned. To preserve a public service was one thing, 
however, and to insist upon an appointed season quite another. 
All that could be done was to state the rule, and then to allow 
the exceptions, which, far from proving, actually became the 
rule. Thus Lombard could speak of the two proper times for bapt 
ism (Lomb.4 Dist.6 F) ,•*• but he hastened to add that baptism 
might still be administered at any season in the case of infants. 
Thomas too stated the case in favour of the limitation of baptisms 
tb* the traditional seasons of Easter and Pentecost^ +3!lie Jews 
had had a fixed time for the ceremony of circSffi5til§fi,//nIssn§Pt 
period after bifcth. Leo had testified to the correctness of ad 
ministering baptism only on the two festivals. A "deferred bapt 
ism had greater value in -that it secured the remission of a gremt- 
er number of actual sins (Thorn. 3 Qu.38,3). But as against this 
Thomas could point to the exception always made in favour of 
those in danger of death: where necessary baptism could be admin 
istered without the full rites and privately (Ibid, Qu. 65, 11). 
XX8 By extension, the public ceremony could also be
conducted at any time in the case of infants, on the two grounds, 
first that there was alxways peril of death in their case, and 
second, no fuller conversion could be looked for in infant^ 
within the space of a few months, so that there could be no poss 
ible advantage in delay (Ibid. Qu. 68, 3)- - Lip-service was thus ; 
paid to tradition, but the ancient pySSgxJhai was set aside in 
practice. t

By the sixteenth century the custom of holding solemn baptism 
only at the two seasons had fallen into almost complete disuse. 
Infants were baptised privately fet home in the many cases of em 
ergency. Otherwise they were brought to the parish church for 
public and solemn baptism, but without any appointment of a prop 
er time. The Council of Trent, far from attending a reform, ' 
accepted and regularised the peeition. Adults, of course, were 
still to defer their baptism to a certain time, for then * their 
__ intention could be better examined, they could be given full- 
er"~instruction, and a greater respect was paid to the sacrament 
by its administration 1 with solemn ceremony on the appointed days 
of Easter and Pentecost only 1 (Cat. T. 2, 2 Qu.35). Even adults 
could be baptised at any time if necessity required and thay had 
received a certain amount of instruction (Ibid. Qu. 36) . The case 
of infants was quite different. Their baptism was on no account 
to be deferred: indeed the faithful were 'earnestly to be ex- 

horted""to take care that their children be brought to the 
church as soon as it may be done without danger, and baptised 
with solemn ceremonies 1 (Qu. 33). In emergency the baptism 

was to be administered privately and without ceremonial. The 
Rituale continued to pay lip- service to the older practice, laying 
down that baptism ought to be administered only at Easter and
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Whitsuntide, and in the cathedral. A practicable concession 
to ancient custom was the order that the benediction of the water 
should take place on the two festivals. Adults, too, ought 
to be baptised only on these days, with full solemnities," if v 
possible by the bishop, otherwise"by the priest. 2 Infants, how 
ever, could lie baptised at all seae9ns ? the only proviso being 
that the ceremony should take ..place in the church or nbaptistery, 
except in cases of necessity.* The Homanists have never been
able to discover any workable ssaqsKBSricsg means of uniting the 
dogma of an absolute necessity with the ancient usage of the church 
and modern practice is in conformity with the Tridai tine compromise|

3.Tte Reformed Attitude

Amongst the sixteenth century Proiestants various opinions were 
held with regard to the proper time and place of baptism, Luth 
er continued to allow private baptism in cases of emergency. For 
him the ttssxsm&x&Zxsx. circumstances of the administration were of 
little account compared with the sacrament itself. On the other 
hand one' of the primary aims of Luther was to bring before the 
people the evangelical meaning of the sacrament, and to enforce 
upon them the practical demands which baptism made of the Christ 
ian in belief and conduct. With that aim in mind, Luther thougft 
it of the utmost importance that baptism should normally be given 
as publicly as possible. It should be administered in a public 
place, the church, and at a public time, when the congregation 
was assembled for worship, on Sunday or some other Holy Day.

~ -" The Lutheran Orders all reflect this point in Luther's pol 
icy. The"Orders of Stawabach-Hall and Cologne both referred to 
primitive custom: the appointment in the first churches of two 
times for baptism, the great festivals of Easter and Pentecost*. 
Cologne pointed out that it was no longer fitting or practicable 
to limit baptismal administration to these seasons, but as an 
alternative ordered that f holy baptism, if the children be" not 

sickly, and there be anxiety about deferring it unto the holy 
day, must not be given until the holy days, when the people 
anoythe church of God are together*. Nassau similarly insisted 

that baptism should be given only before the assembled congregatioi 
on the festival days.aj^ygtytfrsryffWpgKxifcigcgz The Saxon Visitat-- 
ion Articles commended this usage. In all these orders provision 
was made for private baptism at all times and inx all places as 
necessity required, but Cologne ordered that th, sick child 
should be brought to the church if possible, and baptised else 
where only on extreme necessity (On the Lutheran Orders see 
Jacobs Luth.Movemt.in Eng.pp.252 f.) f

There were two main reasons'for these regulations. First, 
and chiefly, it was felt that fchp the baptismal service affoisfed 
an excellent opportunity for "instructionand admonition. All 
Christians could be put in mind, both orally and visibly, of 
the profession which they themselves had made in baptism, of * 
the promises of God held out and of the duties enjoined. Second, 
there was the feeling that since baptism marked the public entry 
of the ch^ild into Christ and into the church of Christ, it was
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most fitting and proper that it should be publicly administered. 
A good deal has been made in some circles of the individualism of * 
Protestantism, but at this point as at many others the Protestants 
showid a very strong sense of the inter-relatedness of Christians 
as a result of/the prior relationship with Christ. The Romanist 
argument that a public administration lent solemnity to the sacram 
ent received little mention, but the Reformers too probably did 
feel that the public service added to thexweight and dignity of the 
rite, as atopposed to the hurried private administrations," .which 
left the impression that in s^ite of its necessity it was of small ' 
account. *: .*,

The Lutheran regulations were adopted in many of the Swiss 
churches, Zurich, for example (Zwingli C.R.4 p.707), and also 
Bern (Kidd D.C.R.p,556).'* Two groups, however, were not satis 
fied, the Anabaptists on the one side, Calvin and his disciples
on the other. The Anabaptists aimed at a restoration, hot of 
the custom of the early centuries, but of the practice of the New 
Testament itseAf (Muralt p. 27). They insisted upon no special 
time for baptism: th~ moment of a professed conversion was the 
proper'time. A public service was UBiecessary: so long as there f 
were believing brethren presxent as witnesses of the acknowledgment! 
of Christ the administration was public act (Dosker D.A.pp*15l f.) 
Similarly, the Anabaptists did not insist upon any proper place. 
Like the Christians of the most primitive time, they baptised ' 
anywhere, in private houses or by streams* and rivers. Of course, 
their private baptisms were not comparable with the private bapt- "I 
isms of the Roman church or of the Lutherans. The question" of 
a private baptist of infants in case of sickness did not arise. 
The Anabaptists consciously imitated the practice of New Testament 
days. Like the Christians of the New Testament they were to 
some extent driven to this imitation by proscription and persecut 
ion, for they found little opportunity for public meetings, and 
had to meet when and where circumstances allowed. " It is notice 
able that where the Anabaptists did succeed in settling down in 
regular communiti±es, more regular, if simple, methods of 
worship tended to arise quite naturally amongst them, as they had 
done with Christians of €he earliest centuries.

The Calvinistic churches approached the matter quite differen^ 
ly. Par from advocating a return to the more haphazard methods 
of New Testament days, they made the attempt to enforce a common 
rule of baptism only in the congregation. Calvin himself, unlike 
the Romanists, was helped in this respect by his theological 
convictions. For one thing, he rejected the absolute necessity 
of the sacrament. Thus there was no good intellectual or sent 
imental reason for demanding a breach of the established order 
in special cases, whether of sickness or even of .imminent death. 
Again, Calvin believed that the sacramental word included both 
the public reading of Scripture and public preaching. A private 
service which allowed of no such public proclamation of the word 
was incomplete: it was not in the full and proper sense an admin 
istration of the sacrament fcncthecMe which Christ had instituted. 
Again, Calvin had a very strongly developed sense of the corpor-
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-ateness of the Church 1 s life within the covenant of grace. The 
covenant itsiif was a covenant with families and nations, and 
the grace of the covenant united HKfcXHja±y the soul not only with
God on the one side but with all fellow-partakers of the grace on 
the other. The divinely appointed sealing of the covenant by 
the baptismal sign, and the public entry into the covenant-people 
of God signified thereby, were thus matters of urgent concern to 
all those who inwardly or outwardly had a place within the 
divine covenant.

In accordance with these theological principles Calvin advoc 
ated a public administration and strongly opposed the continued 
permitting of private baptisms or communions. Calvin and Parel 
made an attempt to wnforce public baptism when in 1538 they laid
down the rule that baptism should always follow the sermon (Kidd 
D.C.R.p.581). The rule was incorporated in the later Ecclesiast 
ical Constitution of Geneva, which forbade baptism except at the 
time of public preaching (Ibid. p. 597) . This did not mean, of 
course, that baptisms had always to be on Sundays, but it did 
mean that they had always to be at a time of public assembly,

on Sunday or on other <%s. The Genevan Order of Service
stressed this rule: It is particularly necessary to know that

infants are to be brought for baptism either on the Lord f s 
' day, at the time of catechising, or at public service on 

*. other days, that as baptism is a kind of form&l adoption into 
the church, so it may be performed in the presence and under 
the eyes of the whole congregation 1 (Tracts 2 p. 113). The 

disciples of Calvin took up the point with zeal. Beza argued 
that baptism must always be in public because ! the minfetration oft 
the word(which is part of baptism) ought always to be public 1 
(B.P.S.p.35) . Knox expressed his views of tne matter similarly; 
He used the additional argument that the private performance 
encouraged superstitious notions: f lt is evident that the sacra 

ments are not ordeined of God to be u^ed in privat corners* as 
charms or sorceries, but left to the congregation 1 (Works 4 
p. 186). I|| the Exportation at the service itself Knox laid 

great stress upon the value of public attendance at a baptism, very 
much in the style of Luther and of the Lutheran Orders. The 
time prescribed was Whensoever the word is preached, the Sunday 

or the day of prayeris, onlie after the sermon 1 (Ibid. 2 p. 239). 
The later Reformed theologians J9ined in the condemnation of 
private administrations, demanding a public service in order 
that there might be instruction in the doctrine and signification 
of the sacrament (Cf .Heidegger 25, in Heppe R.D. , Baptism) .6

In this as in other matters the Reformed school adopted a 
more radical and thorough-going policy than that of Luther. JNo 
concessions were made to current practice. The theological 
principles emerged stong and clearcut, and they were applied* " 
with ruthlessness and vigour to ecclesiastical and liturgical pro 
cedure. Naturally the two policies could not be held concurrentaa 
Wherever they met, in the individual or in the church, they 
came inevitably into eollHision, and a choice had to be made. ~ 
Nowhere does that fact emerge more clearly than in England, where 
the attempt to apply the Lutheran policy under Edward and Elizabe-fe
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brought the moderate and the radical groups, the Anglicans and 
the Puritans | into irreconcilable conflict*

4. The Situation in Englandf
It must be stressed at the outset that no basic theological diff 
erences divided the two parties which emerged in England. Neith 
er side believed in an absolute necessity of the sacrament to sal 
vation. Both sides accepted in principle the doctrine that there 
ought to be an administration of the word together with the 
dispensing of the sacrament. There was perhaps a minor theolog 
ical difference with regard to the necessity of the sermon, * but 
that could hardly be described as a major issue. The disaree 
ment was not so much a disagr Jtatob in basic theology as a
disagreement in the balance or theological principles as^hey 
were applied to contemporary liturgical practice. More than any 
thing else, it was a disagreement in policy and strategy. Theol 
ogical issues are involved, because, quite naturally, feoth 
sides did their utmost to prove that the policy adopted was back 
ed by the soundest doctrinal principles.

During the e&diest years of English reform the theology and 
the policy of Luther had naturally played the dominant role. 
Tyndale had called attention to the urgent need of instruction 
(Tynd.P.S.3 p. 72), and for that reason he had mrged that" baptism 
should be administered both in the vernacular and at a public 
service. The very act of baptism publicly performed was in itselj
a testimony to the congregation (Ibid.p.171) . Baptism might 
still be given in' private in emergency cases (Ibid.), but X&IKKK 
in all normal cases it should be as public as possible. Ridley 
was very much of the same mind as Tyndale. He could'not'super- 
stitiously believe that \vant of baptism would condannf, but while 
commending the public service, he thought that the sacrament 
ought always to be dispensed if at all possible, and like Luther 
he would allow private baptism f where solemn baptism for lack of

time and danger of death ̂ could not be had 1 (Rid. P. S. p. 534) . 
Cranmer's attitude is best reflected in the Prayer Books, ±sk«£ 
and in his defence of the 1549 books against" the complaints of
the Devonshire Rebels. Following the Lutheran Orders, the Ang 
lican books commended the ancient practice of administration only 
at Easter and Pentecost. Since the restoration of this custom 
seememd impracticable, the books ordered that baptism should 
take place in church, and on Sundays or Holy Days. The usual < 
exception was made for casew of necessity, but parents were 
strictly warned not to use the privilege of private baptism 'with 
out great cause and necessity 1 . Sundays and HoSby Days were 
chosen for the public service for the express purpose of allowing 
the most number of people to come together to witness the cerem 
ony and to be -reminded of their own baptism. These provisions 
do not seem to have been well understood by the men of Cornwall 
and Devon, for they made the surprising demand that 'curates 

should minister the sacrament of baptism at all times of need, 
as well on the weekdays as on the holy days 1 (&mjsk.Cran.J.4 
p. 222). Either they had misread the book, or else what 

they wanted was permission for baptism in church at any time 
in case of sickness. At any rate Granmer was able to make
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a convincing answer. He pointed out first that there was nothing 
in the book to prevent the curates administering privately in case 
of need; 'Our book temcheth you the contrary, even in trie first

leaf, yea the first side of the first leaf of that part that 
treateth of baptism 1 (Ibid.). Second, he defended the rubric 

an the ground that it was an attempt to restore at least the spir 
it if not the letter of the ancient liturgies, ! in which baptism 

could be administered twice a year only 1 (Ibid.).

It is evident from the writings so far considered that the 
first Anglican Reformers aimed to'do precisely what Luther had don« 
to make the service public in all normal circumstances, as it 
ought to be, but to allow of exceptions, presumably on the 
ground that the sacrament itself was more important that the de 
tails of its administration. There was no very great stress 
upon the exception, which was regarded very properly as an except 
ion and not as the normal use. At a later date the Anglican 
leaders were forced to expend most of their energies upon the 
defence of the exception, but in the earlier days they could - 
give themselves more fully to the proclaiming of the normal use. 
Becon, for example, stated in the strongest possible terms the 
need for a normal public administration. He reifered as usual 
to the ancient custom. He complained bitterly of the Romanist 
ministry 'in private corners 1 (Bee.P.S.I p. 11). He thought that 
baptism, being 'a sinew and bond between Christian people 1, ought 
to be administered only 'when the faithful do most assemble and 

meeKt together'(Ibid.2 p.200).

During the Mariin Reaction many of the martyrs seem to have 
preferred a private service, even by a midwife, to the public 
baptism in Papist fashion (Cf.Woodford in Poxe 8 p.355). But 
the circumstances were then altogether exceptional, and the re 
ceiving of baptism at Papiast hands was tantamount to a submiss 
ion to the Roman church. Certainly when Protestantism again 
regained the ascendancy the Reformers made haste to re-enforce 
the ruling of a public service in all normal cases. Even during 
the struggle with the Puritans the leaders still held fast to the 
principle that baptism should normally be public in respect both 
of time and place. Whitgift stated categorically that he had 
no wish to speak against baptising in the church, but 'did great 

ly commend it as a thing most convenident 1 (Whit.P.S.2 p.509). 
The Decades of Bullinger enjoyed great popularity in England, 
and/these stated the full Reformed case: ^Comeliness itself requir-i 

eth to baptise openly in/the church 1 (Bull.P.S.4 p.365). m Bulling' 
er admitted," of course, that there was no express command to 
baptise publicly in the New Testament itself, and he could con 
cede that there might be circumstances in which some freedom in 
time and place might be necessary. Imminent death was not one 
of these circumstances, and Bullinger warned against the abuse of 
this liberty (Ibid.pp.365-6). So strongly did some of the 
Anglican leaders feel about the need for the public administrat 
ion that that shared with the Puritans the opinion that private 
baptism ought to be abolished altogether. Thus Grindal and 
Sandys pressed for the abolition, although Strype's suggests 
that the real reason why they did this was not because theuobject-

W
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-ed to the private service as such, but because they objected to 
its common and flagrant abuse by women(Strype's Grindal p. 23). 
If this was the case, then Whitgift's views were similar, and 
the alterations in the Prayer Book which followed the Hampton 
Court Conference achieved the desired result, retaining private 
baptism but insisting that it be administered by a minister.

It will be seen that Anglicans and Puritans concurred, as 
did the Lutherans and Calvinists, in demanding that baptism 
should on all normal occasions be administered in the church and 
during the time of public worship. What divided the moderates 
and the radicals and brought them into conflict was whether there 
migfc be any exceptions to this ^miuiifl rule. The Puritans could 
accept the general rubrics relating to public baptism with a good 
will, but they desired the further provision, that only public 
baptism should be allowed. It was not only against baptism by 
laymen and midwives that they protested. In that protest they 
were supported by many of their opponents. What they protested 
against and sought to abolish was the service of private baptism 
as such, irrespective of the person who administered it. The 
deletion ef the service of private baptism
formed one of the main Puritan objectives in their campaign for 
the further reformation of the English church. The majority
of the Puritan pamphlets made reference to the matter, usually 
within the context of the attack upon baptisms by women. Although 
these two issues were often and quite naturally confused, there 
can be no doubt that they were also seen apart. The work Divers 
Abuses, for example, plaimed that even ministers ought not to 
be permitted to administer the sacraments privately (2nd P. of a &." 
1, 1S6) . In the disputations, too, the demand for universal 
public baptism was made. Sparke at Lambeth made a comprehensive
objection to private baptism, wnether in respect of place, pers 
ons or doctrine (Ibid. 177). The usual public protests were made, 
as by the ministers of Suffolk (Ibid. 152), and in this matter, 
as in that of the cross, many of the Puritan ministers took the 
law into their own hands, refusing to officiate except at the 
public service. This clearly appears in one of the articles 
devised by whitgift against the Puritans: f that you have bene 

sent unto, and required divers tymes, or at the least once, 
to baptise children, or some one child beinge verie weake; 
and have refused, neglected, or at the least so longe differ 
ed the same, till such children or child died without the 
sacrament of baptisme 1 (Strype's Whit. 3 Append. 4) .

The main grounds upon which the Puritans objected to the pri 
vate baptism call for notice. The Admonition stated the case 
briefly, and' Cartwright elaborated it in the ensuing controversy 
with Whitgift. The first argument was from the Scripture and 
from the example of the best Reformed churches abroad. Cart- 
wright realised plainly enough .that the New Testament seemed to 
favour the administration in private places, but he would not 
allow this deduction from the Scriptural narratives. True, 
baptisms were administered f in the houses of private • men 1 . But 

lie still held that they ought to be ministered, and they 
.nistered, 'in the presence of all the congregation 1 . Thus 

it Sould not properly be said that 'there was either private"



preaching or private baptism' (Whit. P. S.I p. 208), Cornelius, 
for example, wasjfeptised in his own house, but because that 
house was for the time being the place where the church assembled, 
it was not to be counted a private place, but the place of public 
meeting. During the period pf persecution gatherings had necess 
arily to be .helfi in private houses, but they were not held in 
private places, for 'those houses which received the congregation

were not for the time being to be counted private houses' (Ibid.
2 p. 512). The argument was not a very -eonvincing one, for 

it left the way open for the immediate reply, that when sickness 
necessitated baptism in a private house, that house too became 
th place of assembly, the congregation^ being represented by ^a 
the sponsors and fcther witnesses. The quarrel was not then a 
quarrel about private baptism, not even about the smallness of 
the congrgegation (which could be defended on the basis of the two 
or three gathered together in Christ's name), but about the 
validity of sickness as an excuse for holding the service in
a house and not in the ordinary place of assembly. The other 
Scriptures appealed to helped the Puritans very little better, 
for although John the Baptist preached and baptised in 'open meet 
ings' (Ibid. p. 208) , there seems to have been a marked indifference 
as to the place of these meetings. Indeed, if John's example 
was to be followed strictly, baptisms ought not to take place 
"in buildings at all, whether private or public. " The
association of baptism and teaching in Matthew 28,19, appealed:, 
to in the work 'Popish Abuses '(Frere and Douglas P.M. pp. 20 £),, <*r^: 
proved possibly that some instruction ought to be given on the" ;< 
occasion of a baptismal service* te*. JZt had little to do with "',- 
the place of baptism, or in fact^^with the provisions for pri 
vate baptism^ $0r *the PrayeV BoolSRdered a service of public-. re 
ception for such children as were baptised at home and XBCRX±XZ& 
did. 'afterwards live', thus giving the usual opportunity f 01* r 
public teaching. ' ,v ;

The Puritans found themselves hard put to it to prove their 
case from Scripture, "but they were on much surer ground when ̂  
they appealed to the example of the Reformed churches. Clear 
and undisputed passages could be quoted from such great leaders 
as Peter Martyr (In prior ad Corinth. 11), Beza (De Coena Dom. 
p. 150}, and of course Calvin himself (Instit.4.15,2l-2). Had 
this array of authority not sufficed, then Bullinger's view was 
weil known(Z.L.P.S.fi App.No.II), and Gualter too had commended 
a public service, 'on a certain day in every week appointed for 

baptism's the proper order being the poaching of a sermon, 
'after which as many infants as have been born during the we els 
are baptised '(Ibid. 2 Ho. 94). The Anglicans for their part 

could appeal to Bucer and Zwingli, but in the contest for 
continental authority there can be no doubt that they had the 
worst of the argument,

The Puritans had two further objections to urge against the 
private service, both of them theological. First, a private 
administration destroyed the corporate nature of the sacrament. 
Baptism was 1 a public entrance, a matriculating of us into the 

bodie of the church, an enrolling of us into the number of 
the citizens of the holie citie'(2nd P. of a K.I, 180). To



administer privately a sacrament which by its ver$ nature was 
public was illogical and contradictory. Second, the private 
administration, being based upon a presumed necessity, carried 
with it the implication of an ex opere operate working, the 
erroneous doctrine of f the conference of grace for the deed done* 
(Travers D.E.D.p.25). If the Anglicans had no wish to defend 
this doctrine, then there could be no sense in retaining the 
hurried administration of the "sacrament in private which undoubt 
edly preserved and even fcxrsteded it. The basic principles of 
a truly reformed theolgy demanded that there should be no admin 
istration of wither sacrament excp^t in the public assembly and 
in the presence of the whole people of God.

%

The Anglicans were to some extent hampered in their defence 
of the private baptism by the neiiiMwk£to:|L maktap clear that they 
accepted the Reformed view of the necessity of the sacrament and 
of the regularity of administration only by ministers. What 
their views upon these subjects were we have already seen: they 
claimed a necessity 01 precept, and they doubted the regularity, 
although not the validity of lay administrations. Their defence 
of private baptism rested "ultimately upon the principle that the 
assumed necessity of pre$eept took precedence ofcer the rules of 
convenience and order, the difficulty about this view being that 
the stress laid upon the necessity of precept made possible a con*. 
fusion with the- more absolute necessity laid down by the Ro«manis1^
The point which the Anglicans sought to make was this: that if a 
choice had to be made between the normal public administration 
and a failure to administer the sacrament at all, then the normal 
public administration must be set aside and the commandment of 
hrist, fulfilled. Whitgift made the issue perfectly clear. He

at the outset the possibl/conception that he was defend
ing a ceremony private in respect or the minister ('Upon which 1 
he'suspended judgment 1 ) (Whit. P. S. 2 p. 640). He also made it plain; 
that he was not urging an absolute necessity of the sacrament to e^ 
salvation, a doctrine which he thought inconsistent with reformed
Anglicanism (In answer to Sparke at Hambeth,2nd P. of a R.I, 177). 
What Whitgif t did contend was that the circumstances of the sacra 
ment 's administration were incidental only, and not of primary 
importance. The Puritans erred by making that which was conven 
ient into something 'of necessity to the sacrament 1 (Whit. P. S. 2 p. 
509) . Normally baptism ought to be given in the public congreg 
ation, for this was necessary to good ecclesiastical order. But 
it was wrong to go further and to tie the sacrament absolutely to 
administration in these circumstances, for on certain occasions 
it would be right and necessary to administer otherwise. Obvious 
ly Whitgift had no wish to give a general dispensation from the 
normal rule. He insisted upon a strict limitation of private 
administrations to f extreme necessity of sickness, peril, death
and such like '(Ibid. 2 p. 513). But he did argue that special 
circumstances demanded a special form of administration, the 
sacrament itself being far more important than the rules for the 
dispensing of it. Answering the arguments of Cartwright in 
grefcfcer detail Whitgift made much of the private administrations 
in New Testament days, which illustrated perfectly his contention 
that to do what Christ commanded was more important than to do 
it in the way which the church found normally to be most fitting



Against the weigfcfcy authorities quoted by the Puritans Whitgift 
quoted the example of Zwingli, who had allowed irregularities 
in both time and place (Ibid.p.511) . The arguments of Whitgift 
were token up and expanded by Hooker, but Hooker had little new 
to add, excppt that he maae an appeal to the general consent of 
the church from the very earliest period (L.E,P.5,61,2),«

S

The discussions at Hampton Court served to emphasise the 
difference between a baptism private in respect of time and place 
and a baptism private in respect of the administrator. James him 
self, as we have seen, supported the Puritans upon this issue, 
and after a long disputation he secured the prohibition of bapt 
ism by laymen: 'For the private baptism it held three hours at 

the least, the king alone disputing with the bishops so wisely, 
wittily and learned* and with that pretty patience, as I 
think never man living heard the like. In the end he won this* 
of them, that it should only be administered by ministers, 
yet in private houses, if occasxion required 1 (Montague, quoted 
by Cardwell, Hist. of Conferences pp.138 f.). Thus the reform 

which Sandys and Grindal had desired was at last achieved, yet 
without the sacrifice of the special provision for emergency cases. 
The amendment of the rubric did at least help to clear away 
some Puritan misconceptions, or misgivings, especially the 
inter-relating of private baptism and baptism by women. It also 
helped to clarify the Anglican position. But it was not in any 
strict sense a compromise between the Anglicans and the Puritans 
over the issue of private baptism. '^he compromise, such as 
it was, was between the more moderate and more reformed parties 
within the ranks of the Angfcic&ns themselves. The Puritans for 
their part were just as strongly opposed to the permitted baptism 
by ministers in private houses as they had been to the now illegal 
and irregular lay- baptisms in private houses. The central 
objection, to the private baptism as such, had not been met. 
jjor was the issue a dead one, for the irksome duty ofl administer1- 
ing private baptism as need arose still rested upon the Puritan
ministers. The painful conflict between theological conviction 
and loyalty to the established order was heightened when «in3 the 
16d4 Canons (Canon 69) penalties were laid down for the Mllffit* 

f or of set purpose, or of gross negligenee, to admina
ister baptism privately to all infants weak and in danger of 
death 1 . -Not perhaps without irony, dissenters who sought 

to aJHbiiMlflifr-or to maintain congregations outside the establish 
ment werer forbidden by Canon 71 to preach or to administer the 
communion in private houses. A consistent Pur itan^ refusing to 
conform would thus find ±&E himself hampered in any attempts to 
continue his ministry by the application of his own principle.

5f Remarks
To a very large extent the opinions held with regard to private 
baptism were determined by the same principles and policies as 
&& decided the attitudes to the prayer of consecration and the 
baptismal ceremonial. The Romanists stood for the established 
order, finding their foasis in tradition and in their sacrament- 
alist conceptions. The Reformxed churches aimed at a complete 
and thoroughgoing revision, applying systematically their
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basic evangelical principles and ignoring a tradition which tend 
ed to corruption and superstition. The Lutherans and the Anglic- 
an& sought a middle way in which doctrinal reform should be acc 
ompanied by the minimum of ecclesiastical and liturgical alterat 
ion. That innate conservatism which prompted^Cranmer and those 
likeminded with him to preserve a form of prayer of consecration 
and the ceremony of marking with the cross also inclined them 
to retain a service of private baptism in accordance with jfcks 
}.ong- established usage.

In this matter of private baptism, perhaps the theological 
principles determined the course of action even more than policy 
or strategy. • Thus the Romanists retained and encouraged private 
baptism not so much becanae it was ancient - clinical baptisms 
had been disliked and despised in the early church - but because 
it appeared necessary in the light of the doctrine that he&l-fire 
mwaited those who perished without the sacrament. The circumst 
ances of the administration of baptism, time, place, even mini 
ster, wereftrifling matter compared with the eternal destiny 
of a human soul: and that was what was thought to depend up oft 
whether the sacrament was adatministered or not. If the basic 
premise be granted, that baptism is of absolute necessity to 
salvation, than clearly the Romanist practice has reason and 
charity in its favour.

,W*SSr

The Reformed party dismissed this notion of aisa absolute 
necessity as a superstitious fiction. They could find then no 
convincing theological grounds upon which to justify the retent 
ion of a private administration. On the contsrary, very good 
theological reasons could be advanced to justify its abolition. 
The preaching of the word was thought to form a vital part of "t 
the sacrament: hence the defective nature of a private administ-* 
ration in which there was no opportunity for public preaching. 
Again, baptism by its very nature was an initiation, or public 
entry* SSH± To allow that entry to take place in private was a 
contradiction. Granted these underlying principles, the posit- 1 
ion adopted by the Reformed churches is both reasonable and just 
ifiable.

/' Clear doctrinal principles underlay the action of both the 
Romanists on the one side and the Eeformed group on the other. 
A more intricate question is whether any such principles under 
lay the action of the Anglicans, who shared the theology of the

Reformers and yet retained the practice of the Romanists
At first sight it might appear that that the Anglican policy was 
one of sheer conservatism, a' d tardiness to reform, or a desire to 
make the reform as little disruptive as possible. At first 
there was no doubt soi* thing of that in it. Certainly the re 
tention of the private baptism did not derive from any theory 
of an absolute necessity, for that theory was expressly repud 
iated. Nor did it derive from a rejection of the Reformed view 
that word and sacrament ought, normally at least, to accompany ; 
each other, or of the conception of baptism as a public entry 
into the church. Upon these two points the Anglicans made 
their position clear beyond any possible doubt. The only
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apparent explanation is that the Anglieans were led into their 
illogical half-way position of Reformed doctrine and Romanistx 
practice by their zeal for a mediating policy of non-destructive 
or conservative reform.

Superficially the evidence would suggest this* and certainly 
the Puritans and the more Puritanical Anglicans believed Ait to 
be the ease. A more careful study shows, hoe ver, that under Eliza 
beth at any rate there were many who believed that the compromise, 
far from doing violence to, accorded with sound doctrinal princ 
iples. The difference between the Anglicans and Puritans lay 
in the application and balance of principles. On the one side 
there was the pushing of the Pj^LSfiiEi68 to logical extremes; on 
the other the more judicious l^^AuS^Q. of principles with princ- 
te^Sfm^J^Sft Eupitans and Anglicans approved of preaching scfcBiin 
israSlaSay&XMc *ne administration of the sacrament. The Puritans 
pushed their approval to the point of saying that without preaching 
there could be no sacrament. The Anglicans hesixtated to bind 
word and sacrament with so indissoluble a bond. Both parties 
desired an orderly administration in the most fitting and edify 
ing circumstances. The Puritans went further and said that 
the sacmaments might oaigp be dispensed only in these circumstances 
except for very extraordinary reasoss, persecution for instances 
The Anglicans could not agree that the circumstances were the lord 
of the sacraaant in that way. The circumstances were made for 
baptism, not baptism for the circumstances. Good ecclesiastic 
al order required that on normal occasions the sacrament should 
be given at a public time and in a public place. But the law 
of Christ was more binding thafc the ordinance of the church, and 
if necessity requiredgi then the sacrament must be given even if 
the normal pattern could not be followed. Of course, the Purit 
ans for their part were convinced that the ecclesiastical ordina 
nce itself rested upon d ivine authority. The Anglicans, however, 
could argue that the New Testament evidence was not conclusive, 
and even the Puritans" themselves must have felt on occasion that 
they were guilty of special pleading.

As between the Roman Catholic and the Protestant views few 
modern Protestants would have any difficulty in choosing. To 
return to the doctrine of an absolute necessity is impossible. 
It may be granted freely that the consignment of the unbaptised 
to hell is not due to any particular hardness of heart, but to 
sincere theological conviction. Yet evangelical religion has as 
one of its basic tenets the belief that God's power and love are 
not limited by man's performance or non-performance of religious 
rites, however valuable and necessary those rites may be in a 
general way. Prom that belief there can be no swerving if Prot 
estantism means anything at all. Private baptism in -Qie Roman 
ist sense, the rite hurriedly performed as a means to the eternal 
saltation of a soul otherwise doomed to perdition, asHXHEXBOCdsx 
that form of Idas* private baptism can never be accepted except by 
those who assent to the Romanist foundation and profess the Roman 
ist faith.

To decide between the Anglican and the Puritan understanding
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is not quite so easy. Those who incline to more liberal views 
ought perhaps logically to favour the Puritan side, on the ground 
that "baptism itself is no more than a man-made rite, and therefore 
not in any way more binding tto the circumstances of its administ- i 
ration. On the other hand the moderxns have an instinctive dis 
trust of anything that savours of ecclesiastical legalism. On 
that account they would perhaps favour the freer practice still 
alluwed in the Anglican communion. The time and place are in them 
selves of no particular importance and therefore it is wrong to 
make them binding in any absolute way. For those who profess 
the traditional Protestant beliefs the position is much more compl 
icated, and far more vital. Historically, the Puritans seem 
to have been justified this far, that the liberty allowed in the 
Anglican church did dggnenerate into licence and laxity, and left 
the way open for the return of Romanising doctrines. The failure 
to enforce a public administration strictly has led finally to 
the almost complete abandonment of a public service in the full 
sense, and the defeat of the avowed inlertion of the Reformers as 
expressed clearly in the opening rubric. On the other hand the 
abuse of liberty is not necessarily an argument in favour of a s± 
strict legalism. And legalism itself had the disadvantage that 
it can and often does lead to formalism, and a consequent distort 
ion of the x true religious perspective.

The truth seems to be that the Reformed group and the Puritans 
chose the most practicable and the obvious way of achieving the 
overthrow of mediaeval errors. By stressing ecclesiastical order,
and enforcing a strict rule of public administration, they ensured 
ax solemn and edifying service, adding thereby to the dignity and
significance of the sacrament. They left the i$rpression, however, 
that the Occidents 1 of the sacrament, to adapt a Scholastic term, 
were in their eyes of relatively greater importance than the ! sub«- 
stance*. To that extent the sacrament itself suffered at the 
expense of ecclesiastical order. The Anglicans declared for what 
was in every way a more dangerous -method of combating the prevalent 
falsities and superstitions. The method offered immediate 
practical advantages, for priests and people were at first very 
largely unreformed in sympathies, 'and there is always a limit to' 
that which can be enforced by law. SEC! It also preserved better 
the balance between the true necessity of the sacrament and the 
rule of order and edification. The method was not without its « " 
dangers, however. Failure to enforce the miiinum changes made '
could easily lead to evasion, with grave loss to the doctrine of 
the sacrament as weir as to its administration. Abuses'of a lit* 
ura-ical character were serious enough, but the reintreduction of 
discarded doctrines might well prove disastrous to the reformed 
character of the church.

From the point of view of Protestant statesmanship there'can 
be little doubt that the Puritans were right. "' The firm and sure 
establishment of the reformed faith, and the securing of the 
reformation against disintegration and collapse depended upon 
the vigorous and ruthless reorganisation of the ctarch on Protest 
ant principles. Significantly, the Calvinistic churches have
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as a general rule been the most militant and the most securely 
grounded of the Reformation churches. If there had been a time 
for compromise or caution in the days of Cranmer, ' that time had 
gone by, religiously if not diplomat!ftally^ in the days of Eliza 
beth. Prom a theological point of viStffPPmight be argued,' tew* 
aifts*? that the &Hg±XKSX ideal if not th% practice oJjthe Anglicans 
preserved the better balance: a loyalty to evangelical principles 
and a restraint and discrimination in the application of those ' 
principles to the ecclesiastical and liturgical forms which Were 
a legacy from the past. Historically it g£i£tt, be wsesA said with 
some truth that the attempt to retain a private service within a 
reformed framework failed. But it might also be said that that 
attempt, even in the minds of the sixteenth century apologists, 
did stand for something fine and worth-while, something which , 
Puritanism with all its logic and its conviction would undoubtedly 
have destroyed. For that reason the Anglican attempt lays claim, 
not to sympathy only^ but also to respect.

Notes
:::$SJ *

1 Lombard 4 Dist.6 F. ! Qui vero necessitate mortis vel periculi
p urgentus, omni tempore debent baptizari 1 .
& Rituale Romanum 'Adultorum Baptismus, ubi commode fieri potest, 

ad Episcopum deferatur, ut si ille pfrgrrFtlt placuerit, ab eo
• solemnius eonferatur, alioquin Parochus ipse baptizet, statis 

ceremoniis. Decet autem hujus modi Baptismum, ex Apostolico 
institutio, in Sabbato Sancto Paschatis vel Pentecos-fcfces solem-

„ niter celebrari f .
J Ibid.'Ac licet, urgente necessitate, ubique baptizare nihil 

impediat: tamen proprius Baptismi administrandi locus est • 
Ecelesia, in qua sit Fons 'Baptismalls," vel certe Baptister- 
ium prope Ecclesian. Itaque necessitate excepta, in privatis
locis nemo baptizari debet 1 .

4 Kidd D.C.R.p.556 Edict of Reformation for the Pays du VadLd> 
Dec.24 1530 'Touchant le Bapttme ordonnons que tous les jours 
on puisse baptiser les enfans, toutefois nous semblerait 
convenable que en une chacune paroisse les enfans fuissent 
baptises le dimanche apres le sermon 1 . -

5 Ibid.p.597 ! Que le Baptesme ne se face que a l f heure de la pred-
c ication 1 .
D Heidegger 25,34 (Heppe R.D. De Bapt.) 'Cum element© aquae Script-

ura verb^m jungit; Christus tradidit se pro^cclesia, ut earn 
sanctificaret mundatam lavacro aquae in verbo.....A baptizante 
igitur repetenda sunt verba institutionis Christi et doctrine 
de mysterio baptismi
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PART V THE GE^CE

CH/iPTER XIII THE EFFECTS

The previous chapters were concerned with issues which were for 
the most part trifling in themselves, but which had nevertheless 
a very considerable historical and doctrinal importance. Behind 
the answers to minor questions of ceremonial and circumstances 
stood important ecclesiastical policies and major theological 
principles. The discussions of the lesser issues has thus helped 
in many ways to clear the ground for the consideration of the 
deepest problems of all, those associated with the moral and 
spiritual effects of the sacrament, or the sacramental grace. 
Already the fundamental difference of approach between the Boatman- 
ists and the Protestants has emerged at several points: in rel 
ation to the signification and the necessity of baptism, in rel 
ation to baptism by laymen and private baptism. Already, too, 
it has become fairly clear that in spite of a conservatism in 
liturgical matters and a differance of emphasis in the application 
of principles, the Anglicans stood on the eszangelical and not the 
sacrament alist side in all questions of importance. With this 
cleavage already clear, the task of analysing and understanding 
the various opinions held and taught upon the effects of baptism 
is a much more straightforward one than it might otherwise have 
been.

•m

Two preliminary points ought to be made. First, the Christ*
ian church has from the very earliest days associated with bapt 
ism certain moral and spiritual results. These results have not 
been attributed only to the psychological impact of the rite and 
of its attendant circumstances, but more directly to the inward 
and in the last resort supernatural activity of the Holy Ghost. 
In the New Testament writings baptism certainly seems to have been 
more than a symbol or naked sign. The sign itself was so closely 
bound up with the thing signified, the grace of the sacrament, 
that it was almost identified with it. In Christian history 
very few groups, and certainly not the Protestants of the six 
teenth century, have denied a certain efficaciousness of the sac 
rament. Disputes have arisen, of course, but they were dispute 
about the mode of working rather than about the working itself, 
or disputes about the nature and extent of the effects rather than , 
about the reality of them. Second, the Reformed theologians 
on the whole preferred to speak about the signification of baptism 
rather than about its effects. They did not mean thereby to deny 
the efficaciousness of the rite, but at the back of their minds 
there was probably the desire to avoid any suggestion of an autom 
atic efficaciousness in virtue of the due performance of that 
which was commanded. They liked to describe not so much what 
baptism did as what it meant, or ought to mean. Yet when the 
occasion arose they did not hesitate to asiribe to the sacrament 
real effects or benefits.

Before preceding to investigates the disputes about the
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mode of the sacrament f,s working it is our first task to ask what 
were the effects ascribed to baptism by the various theological 
groups. These effects fall into two broad groups, the moral 
effects, which £B were for the most partpfi5£8logical, and the 
inward and spiritual, which were in the last analysis miracul 
ous. The first group may be treated briefly, although it did 
give rise to some serious and not unimportant problems. To the 
second group rather more attention must be paid, and the various 
spiritual effects must be studied separately and in detail. First
then we turn to the moral and psychological working.

]
!• The Christian Profession

The early Christians understood baptism as an ending of the life 
of sin and unbelief and the beginning of a life of righteousness 
and faith. The sacrament itself marked the individual decision 
for Christ and the entry into grace. This very simply and very 
obviously it pledged a man to live out that which he had professed. 
Baptism was the constant challenge and the constant reminder which 
provoked a man to be in fact that which he already was by faith. 
This seems to be the first and most obvious sense of the famous 
passage in the sixth of Romans, in which the Apostle is exhort 
ing his readers to die to sin in ordinary moral life as a fulfil 
ment of their profession of death in the sacrament. Primarily 
the operation of baptism as a challenge to Christian life is 
psychological, but of course as the ApDBtle understood it the pow** 
er of the challenge derived finally from the operation of the 
Spirit.

>

During the early centuries and the Middle Ages the moral eff 
ect of the sacrament did not attract a great deal of notice. It 
was obvious perhaps, and it appeared uninteresting and insignif 
icant compared with the^great spiritual operations ascribed to 
baptism. The strict limitation of the scope of baptismal grace 
also tended to direct attention away from such a long-term effic 
acy. The teaching did appear in a new and more supernatural 
form amongst the Scholastics, for the mediaeval theologians laid 
it down that baptism does produce moral results. Thus Thomas 
claimed that at baptism the soul is endued with real virtues 
(Thom.3 Qu.69,4). Against the objections, that cleansing is the 
true signification, that some baptised persons ? Cornelius for ex« 
ample, are already virtuous, and that virtue is a habit, he 
could appeal to the Scriptural texts, Titus 3.5-6 and John 1.16,
nlead that the clearness of the water symbolises the splendour 
of grace and virtues, and argue that the fulness of virtue will 
be achieved at a later date. In another section Thomas defended 
qtronsly the view that a certain fruitfulness in good works may 
be regarded as an effect of baptism (Ibid.5). If anyone objected 
that it is wrong to ascribe varying degrees of grace and virtue ? 
to the operation of' a sacrament which was essentially one, Thom 
as had his answer ready, that the essential or real effect is v 
+** <*aine. but the accidental effects vary according to the recept 
ion and use of the grace offered and given (Ibid.8). The Trid- 
entines followed Thomas closely, claiming that baptism had the 
effect of'refreshing the soul with divine grace, and adding a
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noble train of all virtues 1 (Cat.T,2,2 Qu.50).

It may be noticed that the "teaching of Paul in Homans and 
the formulations of Thomas and of the Tridentines had at least 
this in common, that they ascribed to baptism certain moral eff 
ects. But with Thomas and the .Tridentines everything was lifted 
from the psychological to the supernatural plane. The thought 
that baptism and the profession made in baptism served as a cons tail 
spur to moral living found no place in their teaching. Baptism 
had moral effects because in and by the sacrament so much habitual 
righteousness was as it were infused into the soul. The baptised 
person had, of course, some say in the matter, became he could 
decide what use was made of the infused gift. But there was "no 
free and living relationship between the individual soul and the 
sacrament itself, or the Holy Ghost who worked th? ough the sacra^ 
ment. And in any case this moral effect was comparatively unimp 
ortant in view of the tremendous spiritual results.

The Heformers, under the primary inspiration of Luther, re 
turned directly to the Pa line teaching. Luther himself could 
still speak on occasion of an infusion of grace at the very moment
of administration. The work of baptism was the re constitution 
of the sinful man in righteousness(W.A.2 p.730). 1 But such infus 
ion of grace as there was was only the beginning of the work of 
renovation or sanetification. And in the continuance of that work 
baptism had still a great part to play, for it served as a const 
ant call to the life of mortification and renewal. In baptism * 
the Christian man had pledged himself to renunciation of "sin, to 
faith in Christ, and to obedience to God. This threefold bapt 
ismal vow was higher and more binding than any ecclesiastical or 
monastic vow, and it extended to the whole life of ̂ the Christian 
(Ibid.p.736). 2 The attack upon the monastic vows quite naturally 
provoked indignant refutation and anathematising at Trent, on 
the ground that it would lead many people ! to throw off the pre- * '

cepts of holy church and the vows of monastic life f (C.& D.Sess. 
7 Bapt.Cans.8 &9±±). .The Luther an. Catechisms laidn great stress 

upon this aspect of oaptism: the Christian man was pledged ana c
challenged by his baptism to a life of holiness and faith (See 
Jacobs Luth.Movemt.in Eng.pp.314 f.). Of course Luther saw other 
and perhaps more important effects of the sacrament, but he I 
revived with great force and power the Pauline understanding of 
baptism as a means to moral renewal. " The charge of antinomian- l 
ism (as in Henry 1 s Assertio*0 most impious doctrine...'p.97) reads 1 
rather strangely in the light of this clear and energetic teaching.

The Reformed theologians did not perhaps stress the baptismal 
profession so "much as Luther had done. The reason probably was 
that they were more concerned to work out the difficulxt question 
of the supernatural working of the Holy Spirit in the sacrament. 
The ground occupied by Luther was not abandoned however, and 
Calvin took up the point in the Institutes. Calvin preferred 
to speak of the benefits of baptism, not of its effects. One 
of the benefits of the sacrament was that it showed to us our 
mortification with Christ and our new life in Him. In so doing 
baptism bound us to the Christian life which we professed when
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we received it (Instit.4,15,13). It may be noticed that Calvin 
carefully avoided any mention of an infused grace or virtue. This 
did not mean that he denied a more than psychological working, 
even in"and through the challenge of the baptismal profession. 
It mean£ that he denied an effect which was so miraculous as to 
be pure magic and so invisible that it might with justice be 
suspected of being no more than a fiction. The Reformed school 
joined heartily in the attack upon monastic vows as superfluous 
human additions to the all-sufficient vow made, by every Christian 
in his baptism.

In England the early disciples of Luther made a good deal 
of the moral effects of baptism in and through the Christian 
profession made. Tyndale reganfed tone fulfilment of baptism 
and its meaning and obligation as "the 'lifelong job of a Christ 
ian 1 (Tynd.P.S.I p.500). What was needed to produce the effects 
of righteousness was conviction and instruction: 'to have the 

profession of baptism in the heart 1 , to have 'the knowledge 
of the law of God', and 'to know the promises of mercy which
are in our Saviour Christ 1 (Ibid.2 g.136).' Tyndale's stress 

ugon the duty of imparting to the people ail understanding of 
the sacrament had at the back of it the desire to free ±fez bapt 
ism to do its sanctifying work in the soul. The moral effect 
was psychological to this extent, that without an understanding 
of the baptismal profession even the Holy Spirit would not acc 
omplish a moral effect in righteous living. The book 'The Sum
of Scripture' emphasised the binding nature of the great baptismal 
vows: "*and we-be moche more bound unto the promyse made at the ^

baptesme, than any religyous unto his professyon. For we 
make no promise unto man, but unto God'(Folio 7). The first 

working of baptism, in the moral sphere, is the working of 
the solemn vow and obligation, but on a higher level^ because 
the undertaking is to God and not to man.

Amongst other writers who stressed this effect of the sacra 
ment Becon and Latimer may be mentioned. Becom pointed out that 
in baptism 'we Christians openly confess and profess that we utt 

erly reject and cast away all strange doctrine and all false 
religion 1 (Bee.P.S.2 p.200). Since those who made the profess 

ion 'ought to answer ana to live agreeable to their baptism', 
baptism had its first moral effect lay binding and summoning us 
to a life of faith and good works. Latimer, the preacher of 
righteousness, naturally exploited this aspect of the matter. 
Understandably, he put it in terms of" the Christian response to 
the challenge rather than in terms of the effect of baptism in 
and through the challenge. Latimer called for a submission to 
the sacrament and its meaning: 'to receive him with a pure heart, 

and study to go forward in all goodness according to his will 
and commandment f (Lat.P.S.2 p. 133). He asked that there

should be a careful consideration of the promise of renunciation 
made in baptism: 'to renounce Satan, his works, his pomps 1 (Ibid, 
p.342). He roundly declared that there could be no baptismal 
grace but only judgment where there was resistance to the work 
of the Holy Ghost and a refusal to fulfil the obligations made: 
'such fellows 1 as refused to live according to their profession 
were 'worse than the Turks and heathen 1 (Ibid, 1 p.345) Latime •

s
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preaching itself affords an excellent of the way in which the sa<p- 
ament may be used, in the power of the Holy Spirit, to biding 
about moral and spiritual results.

It would be easy to multiply references to this same thought 
from the other Anglican Reformers. One or two representative 
passages will suffice. Bradford described baptism as the sacra 
ment of f sanctification and hqliness"to be wrought of Thee (God) 

...by thy grace and holy Spirit 1 (Brad.P.S.I p.121). ^riting 
to his'dear sister'Joyce Hales, he put her in mind of her profess 
ion made in baptism, 'to deny herself and to take up her cross 1 
(Ibid.2 p.203); and he put it to Hall and his wife that they 
had 'of their own head and free will.. .according to their profess 

ion in baptism, fQjsaken the world, and all earthly things 1 
(Ibid.p.217). Pilkington discussed the value of monastic 

and ecclesiastical vows, and found them to be worthless and even 
wicked when placed alongside the 'solemn vow to the Lord our God 
made in baptism 1 . 'All vows following, which are contrary to 
ifc that', he wrote, 'not only may and ought to be broken, but

it is wicked to keep them'(P ilk.P. S. p. 621). Cover dale issued 
the challenge to righteousness of life, asking'where was that 

abrenouncing and foraaking of the world and the flesh, which 
we sware in our baptism'(P.S.pp.223-4). Bullinger brought 

the sacrament of baptism into th relationship with the whole 
Christian life, for which it was 'sufficient and effectual'(Bull. 
P.S.4 p.398), and he deduced the duties of godliness from a 
remembrance and consideration of the mysteries of baptism: 'to 

deny ourselves and the world, to mortify our flesh, with the 
concupiscence of the same, and to be buried with Christ in 
his death, to love our brethren as our members, to remain in 
the bond of concord, and in the unity of the church, constant 
ly and valiantly to fight against Satan'(Ibid.p.400). The 

early passages in the Catechism, which followed closely the 
Lutheran patterns, drove home this same lesson. Children bapt 
ised in infancy had made a Christian confession, had been marked 
off as followers of Christ, and had undertaken the promises of 
the believer. When they came to years of discretion they were 
to be inspired and stimulated by a remembrance of their baptism 
to the .fulfilment of that which the sacrament signified.

Of course, this effect of baptism could very easily be 
thought of as purely psychological.' It would be possible to 
argue that a religious rite like baptism HidCBoreftfry can and does 
work for good along these lines in quite natural fashion. Those 
who reject the divine institution and the divine efficacy of the 
sacrament would be prepared to defena ±ts very real religioUvS and 
moral usefulness on some such grounds. As a public profession 
baptism does commit a man, and thus provides"that incentive to 
faith end righteousness which is given by a public and solemn 
avowal. The Reformers themselves, in exhorfetion and instruct-' 
ion, made the most of the psychological appeal, and rightly so. 
But they did not attribute thi moral efficaciousness solely or 
even primarily to natural and psychological causes. If baptism 
worked mortification and sanctification in the Christian sense, 
it was for supernatural as well as for natural reasons. The
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Holy Spirit used the outward means to achieve an inward and spir 
itual result, a result which was only possible in the grace and 
the power of God. The words of Bradford will be remembered: ! san- 

ctification and holiness to be wrought of thee..by thy grace 
and holy Spirit 1 . A place was thus kept for the miraculous 

and supernatural in the moral operation of the sacrament.

Already at this firat point the Reformers were feeling afiter 
a dynamic and spiritual view of the relationship betv/een the nat 
ural and the supernatural in sacramental operation. The moral 
effect was neither purely natural, as the modern Liberals migft 
insist, nor was it purely supernatural, as the Scholastics tend 
ed to assert. It was not natural-supernatural, by virtue of the 
activity of the divine power within all EX natural activity. It 
was both natural and supernatural, having its place in the worid 
of man, and yet understandable finally and fully only as an act 
of God, The sacrament had its psychological efrect like any
religious rite, but in the believing or the elect the Holy Ghost 
applied that operation to the accomplishment of a special and more 
than psychological result. 3bfc It is of the utmost importance
to grasp what the Reformers were after at this point. This dyna 
mic understanding of the Holy Spirit's work in the sacraments, or 
for that matter in the word, i© the key to their understanding 
of the spiritual effects of baptism, and of the nature of operat 
ion of God in i± and through it. • The idea was not always clearly 
expressed: often indeed it was felt after rather than seated. 
But undoubtedly it underlay the whole sacramental "theology of the 
Reformation.

2.The Forgiveness of Sins . -

le turn now from the moral benefits of baptism to the.more direct 
ly spiritual effects. First and obviously we must take notice 
of that spirm-fc&l grace with which baptism has been inseparably, 
connected through the centuries of Christian theology, the re 
mission of sins. The connection between baptism ix and forgive 
ness is clearly stated in the New Test ament itself. The baptism 
of John was for the remission of sins, and the idea of a bapt- ' 
ism f<r forgiveness was carried forward into the Christian preach 
ing (Acts 2.38 and 22.16). The very act of baptism, a washing 
with water, pictured forgiveness, or the inward cleansing of 
the soul from the pollution of sin. In and through baptism 
the Holy Ghost sealed to the believer that which outwardly was 
symbolised, applying the benefits and power of the blood of Christ 
in his death and passion. In the early church, as Harnack 
claims (Hist.of Dog. 2 p. 140), the forgiveness of sins v as univ 
ersally considered to be the primary result or effect of the 
sacrament.

The Fathers made a great deal of the connection between bapt 
ism and remission(Stone has gathered a comprehensive list of 
references in Holy Baptism pp.43-50). Baptised and cleansed 
came to be regarded as almost synonymous terms, for the Fathers, 
as the Reformers frequently notinei., vividly described the
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thing signified in terms of the sign. With the passage of years 
the s^ymbolism inevitably came to be applied more concretely, 
and thus baptism was frequently thought of as acc3mplishing an 
inward washing corresponding to the external ablution. Thus the 
believer was forgiven, but he was forgiven in the sense that' 
his soul was actually washed clean from sin by the Holy Spirit. 
And this inward cleansing was accomplished at baotism: thus, 
as Harnack says, the pardon sealed or granted at baptism was 
supposed to'effect an actual sinlessness, which was now required

to be maintained 1 (Ibid.). Origen, for example, could refer 
to the taking away in baptism of the pollution of original sin. 
This point is important in many ways. It led to the loss of 
concept of forgiveness as a non-imptf&tion of sin. It gave rise 
to the disastrous descriptions o#the baptismal cleansing in quasf 
material terms. It resulted in the strict limitation of the 
forgiveness effected to original sins an& to actual sins committ 
ed before the administration of the sacrament i.e.those which had 
already polluted the soul. Tertullian had this latter point in 
mind when he strongly advised the postponement of the weighty 
mt.tter of baptism. Augustine rather quaintly suggested that if 
there were a logical time for suicide, then it was' the moment 
after baptism, Tfor then, being cleansed by the washing of holy

they haire remission of all their sins': the same idea
of a quasi-material washing of the soul, which removes all prior 
pollution and restores to pristine purity (Gary: Test.ofthe Path. 
Art.27). Even Pelagius, who denied any cleansing from original 
sin, found a real baptismal grace in the washing away from the 
souls of adults those actual sins into which they had fallen prior 
to the administration of the sacrament. Conncted with this idea 
of a real effect in the soul is of course the common conception 
of a driving out of the devil, enacted symbolically in the cere 
mony of exorcism.

The idea of remission maintained its prominence with the 
Scholastics, but the conception of a quasi-material cleansing 
had now hardened, and what had previously been to a large extent 
picturesque and forsceful language now became the exact statement 
of dogmatic igformulation. Lombard BOW thought of the grace of 
forgiveness in this way: it was an actual purging of the soul, 
with the accompanying remission of eternal penalties (Lomb.4 
Dist.4 E).** Thomas, in his discussion of the effects of bapt 
ism, dealt with the cleansing from sin and the remission of pen 
alties first. He considered carefully thtxfcwgtiaiX objection 
that logically baptism has HS pwer to wash awayjcrigifcal sin. 
Three reasons might be advanced in favour of the objection: that 
onlv/that sin which comes by carnal generation can be dealt with 
bv Spiritual generation, that penance avails to cleanse ffrom 
actual sins, and that different sins need different remedies. 
Against these objections Thomas brought many arguments: texts 
from Scripture (Ezekiel 36.25 and Romans 6.3), the claim that 
the gift of Christ exceeds the sin of Adam, and the conception 
of baptism as a universal remedy for sin. Thomas also considered 
carefully the question of the remission of penalties, and he 
claimed that in baptism, by a communication of the passion of 
Christ, and by divine grace, all eternal penalties are complete-
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-Iy remitted. The details of Thomas' discussion, and his dist?- 
inctions between the eternal and the temporal penalties, which 
were not remitted, are not important for our present purpose. 
What is important is that Thomas, like Lombard, saw cleansing 
from sin and the remission of sin as two separate things,' or at 
any rate as two very different aspects of the same thing* The 
baptised person was cleansed i.e.his sins were completely removed, 
and therefore he could properly be said to be freed from the 
eternal penalty of sin i.e.to be forgiven. The Perhaps it would
be going too far to say that Thomas thought of the remission as 
resting upon the basis of the cleaning, but he certainly conceived; 
of the baptismal grace of forgiveness in this twofold way. The 
recipient of the sacrament started with a clean slate both judic 
ially and in actual moral and spiritual life. His soul had been 
purged and his guilt had been remitted, A work had been done 
within him as well as for him.

The quasi-material conceptions gathered strength with the 
passage of years, and amongst the ignorant the most superstitious 
notions JWtMggfriy flourisfetea. Although the theologians always 
understood that the grace of the sacrament proceeded from the E 
death and passion of Christ, the cleansing and remission came 
quite easily to be associated with the performance of the rite - 
the necessary vehicle of grace - quite independently of Christ's 
atoning work or the personal apprehension of spiritual truths. 
A typical popular presentation is that of the fourteenth century 
Hilton, who described the unchristened infant as 'nought but an

image of the fiend and a brand of hell', and attributed to 
baptism the power of bringing about a remarkable transformation 
by virtue of the mere administration (See Manning: People's Faith;, 
The theologians of the sixteenth century expressed the doctrine 
with greater theological nicety, but they were equally in bond 
age to quasi-material terminology. Baptismal was the instrument 
al cause of justification, a justification which'was a making 
just and not a mere reckoning just? and it had its effect by 
Virtue of the performance of the rite," except wnerfe some obstacle 
prevented it, Trent put it in this way: 'By the admirable t| 

virtue of the sacrament is remitted and pardoned sin. whether 
originally contracted from our first parents, or actually 
committed by ourselves 1 (Cat.T.2,2 Qu.41). This pardon extend 

ed only to actual sins which had been committed prior to the admin 
istration of the rite, so that in "the case of infants its value, 
although absolute so far as it went, was strictly limited in its - 
compass. The Canons of the Council anathematised all those
who held or taught contray opinions (C.& D.Sess.7 Bapt,Can,10).

It will be noticed that the Catfechism and Canons of Trent 
did not specifically refer to an inward cleaning of the soul from 
sin and its "stains, but the various Romanist &K& writings and 
disputations leave no doubt that this idea was basic to the whole 
understanding of the baptismal forgiveness. Henry VIII, writing 
against Luther, quoted Hugo de Sancto Victore to the.effect that 

'the sacrament of baptism cleanses internally 1 (Assertio p.lOO). 
Gardiner ascribed to baptism as he did to the supper a miraculous 
transforming power. In the supper the miracle was the change in
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in the elements, in baptism the change in the recipients(Cran.J. 
3 p. 523). The function of baptism was to dispense to those who 
received it the effects of the cross (Ibid. pp. 566- 7). This teach 
ing involved Gar diner in a contradiction, of which he himself
does not seem to have been altogether unaware, for in order to 
distinguish between baptism and the supper he denied the presence 
of the manhood of Christ in the primary sacrament. Christ was 
truly present in baptism, but as God, not as man: and " by virtue 
offthis presence the water of baptism had all the efficacy of his 
'most precious blood 1 (Ibid. p. 240)- notwithstanding the fact that 
the blood belonged to his humanity. An extreme Romanist view 
was stated by Watson in the disputation with Grindal. Watson1 
attempted to sustain the thesis that baptism literally accomplishes 
in the soul that which it symbolises: i.e. the soul is literally 
washed clean from the defilements of original sin and of actual x 
sins committed prioE to the administration (Strype's Cheke pp.101 
f.). In all these cases the 33 ope of the forgiveness or cleansing 
was strictly limited*. Only thfaot those stains could be washed away 
which were already there. Thus She tier, speaking with reference 
to the baptism of infants, preached plainly and bluntly that 
'baptism taketh away but only original sin 1 (Strype 1 s CraCranmer 1 
p. 237).

The Reformers too maintained that baptism availed for the 
remission of sins and the cleaning of the soul, but they used 
the phrases with a completely 'new, and perhaps more Scriptural 
meaning and reference. Luther's expressions were sometimes so 
nearly akin to those of his opponents as to be scarcely distingui siz 
able from them. He referred to remission as an effect of the 
sacrament (W. A. 30,1 p. 215).^ He spoke of that ojiginal innocence 
to which a man is restored by baptism (Ibid. 46 p.&5)* The 
phrases were still those of/:he traditional theology, but what matt* 
ered was not so much the phrases used as the meaning attached to 
the phrases. And there can be no doubt that at bottom, and in- 
evilably, Luther thought of the baptismal remission not" so much 
in terms of an actual cleansing of the soul as of the non-impirtat- 
ion of sin (Ibid,;. That is why the symbol of cleansing received 
comparatively little attention in his writings, and that of a 
death and resurrection predominated. Hamel points to this signif 
icant change in Luther's whole conception in his acute comparison 
of the doctrine of Luther with that of Augustine. He suggests 
that Luther derived from Augustine the basic understanding of the 
remission as a non- imputation of sin, but that he added to it the 
further thought, that the believer becomes righteous, or is reck 
oned righteous, not by an actual cleansing of the soul from defile 
msnt out by the imputation of the righteousness of Christ (Hamel 
Der j.Luth.u.Aug.pp 86 f.). Luther thus escaped enslavement to 
the common quasi-material terminology which he used, and was able 
to extend the scope of the baptismal forgiveness to all the sins ' 
of the believer, whether committed before the administration or 
after. The close connection with the fundamental Lutheran teach 
ing that of a£ree justification, will not pass unnoticed. Aug 
ustine had seen a free justification by non- imputation for all 
sins committed prior to baptism, but after baptism a process of
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curative justification became necessary. Luther, by introduc 
ing the po sfciye idea of an imputed righteousness, deepened the 
whole conception ofAhe baptismal remission, and extended its 
application so that the whole life of the believer came within it 
scope. Eji restoring the work of baptism to the spiritual plane, 
and bringing it into relationship with faith, Luther undoubtedly 
gave to the sacrament a far deeper significance for the Christian~

Zwingli made a negative rather than a positive contribution, 
and in this he may be compared wioh the Anabaptists. Zwingli 
attacked strongly the notion than an inward cleansing ofthe soul 
could be accomplished by the administration of/the outward sacra-^ 
ment. He asserted roundly that no element in the world, and 
no outward thing can wash the soul (C.R.2 p. 320; 4 p.627). 6 Bapt 
ism had no BK&KSL power to wash away sin. The Anabaptists were 
at one with Zwingli in rejecting the traditional view, and were 
commended by Zwingli himself for their stand at this point (Ibid. 
3 p. 248). ? The Anabaptists* however, had nothing positive and 
constructive to put in the piace of the false teaching. * They 
ascribed thvihole work or forgiveness to the blodd of Christ to *• 
which the water of baptism pointed (B.R.N.2 p. 280; 4,p.44). b 
Baptism had its place not as a means to apply the clealfiing power 
of the crossx and passion of Christ, but as a sjnnbol of the 
divine work of redemption and more especially of the conversion 
of the individual to Chrmst (Smith p. 37; Muralt p. 40) . The 
question naturally arises: Did Zwingli himself share this view? 
History has ascribed it to him, and it may be said at once that 
Zwingli was always more anxious to dispel false views than he was 
to state constructively a true one. It must be remembered, how-e 
everm that Zwingli saw baptism as a two-fold thing: an outward 
rite and a spiritual, doctrine and work. Considered solely as 
an outward rite, baptism could not have any spiritual effect, 
and for those who received it as such it remained such. But 
baptism in the true sense was more than the outward rite, and 
where there was the conjunction of the material and the spiritual 
baptism, there the spiritual effects naturally followed. If 
Zwingli erred it was not so much by denying any spiritual power 
and reality to baptism at all as by divorcing too harshly the 
two constituent elements in the whole sacrament. His unfortun 
ate expressions may be attributed almost entirely to his failure 
to solve the problem of the relationship of the human *h and the 
divine f natures 1 of the one baptism.

The later Reformed theologians steered a more1 careful course, 
avoiding the blatant assertions of Romanist materialism on the one 
hand, and the misleading and perhaps excessive denials of a 
Zwinglian sacramentarianism on- the other. Calvin sterted from 
the axiom f confessed by all the pious, - that in baptism the remiss 

ion of sins, as well as the grace of the Holy Spirit, is off 
ered and exhibited to us 1 (Tracts l.p.73). He pointed out that 

the Apostle Paul himself had f conjoined the substance and effect 
with the external signm teaching thereby* what is the verity 
of baptism rightly received 1 (Comment. on Romans p. 148). When 

he came to discuss the question in the Institutes Calvin express-
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-ed himself with great caution ? breaking away if far as possible 
from the traditional and now misleading phraseology. He spoke 
now ofAhe benefits of the sacrament, not of its effects, and 
thought it more proper to speak of "baptism giving to us the pers 
onal assurance of 'the deletion of all our sins1, not the deletion 
itself (Instit.4,15,1 f.), The forgiveness of which we were ass 
ured in baptism had respect to all sins, and not just to original 
sin and those actual sins committed prior to reception (Ibid. 3). 
Beckmann has drawn attention to the important distinction which 
Calvin made between the true doctrine, that baptism is a means 
of grace, and the false notion, that baptism is itself the gift
or work of grace (Beckmann p. 59). The use of the term benefits 
might be attributed to an anxiety to fix the mind upon the major 
causes of forgiveness, the work of Christ and the activity of the 
Holy Ghost, and to direct it quite away from what was after all 
only the minor instrumental cause, the sacrament itself.

The disciples of Calvin made much the same points. Beza 
stressed the faczt that theKsigns must noi^Tpe

tS8and empty', for 1 in them &*HKag* ofTerjJtns%n±*h be 
outwardly represented by them 1 (B.P.S. 38). It is important to 
notice that now the beiffits are said to be offered rather than 
given: the offer* becomes the gift or work only in the elect or 
in those who receive wi.th true faith. in the more figurative 
statements of the Liturgies traces of the mediaeval language may
be found* but care was always taken to guard against mis concept-* 
ions, and the Confessions make it clear that tne' phrases were
used with devotional rather than doctrinal intent. Knox, for 
example, could speak of f the purging of our soules in baptism 

from that corruption and* deadly poyson wherewith by nature 
v/e were BBKBttpited infected 1 , but in true Refommed style he 

went on to relate thms purging, not to the baptismal water, "but 
to the blood of Christ (Liturgy Bapt.). The Scots Confession 
showed beyond doubt that the cleansing and remission were under 
stood in terms of impumtation and not of a work gone: ! We are 

ingrafted in Christ Jesus, to be made partakers of hB just 
ice, be quhilk our sinnes are covered and remitted 1 (21) «

K •

The position in England was complicated. In the earlier off 
icial formularies the language hardly differed from that of the'
mediaeval theology. The King f s Book referred to the forgiveness 
oiS sins as the 'effect and virtue 1 of the sacrament (Lloyd p. 233). 
It spoke of the 'taking away and purging of all kind of sins, both 

original and actual, "committed and done before baptism 1 (ItSd) , 
The Prayer Book service itself, carelessly read, might easily 
leave the impression that it reflects a similar teaching. Even 
the later Article (27) used fairly definite language with regard 
to the work of the sacrament. It described baptism as an instru 
ment and numbered' forgiveness amongst the benefits associated 
with or conferred by it. Yet against these statements there is 
ample evidence to show that from a fairly early period the Ang- , 
licans began to understand the baptismal forgiveness 00*9 in" the 
Lutheran and Reformed semne and not in the Romanist. The King's 
Book was perhaps the only formulary in which the mediaeval doct-
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-rine was unambiguously stated, and that was admittedly react 
ionary in several important respects.

We may glance first of all' at the evidence of the formularie 
themselves. The Article of 1536 naturally mentioned forgiveness 
as a gift of the sacrament, but it ascribed the gift directly 
to God, in and through Jesus Christ: 'God the Father giveth 

unto them, for his Son Jesus Christ's sake, forgiveness 
of all their sins. ... f (Lloyd: Ten Articles) . Similarly, the 

Baptismal Office, although it spoke boldly of the effects of 
baptism, carefully related these effects, not to the outward 
ceremony, but to God himself. Prayer was first offered that 
God would grant remission of sins; the promises of God in the 
Gospel we«re plainly rehearsed and expounded; a thanksgiving 
to God for his gift was appended. The association of the
grace with the means of grace was subordinated to its association 
with the author of grace , who was Lord of the means. The same 
emphasis is discernible in the Homilies. Baptised infants could
be described as 'washed from their sins', but the washing was - 
in virtue oi/bhe sacrifice of Christ and not of the sacrament 
(Homily of Salvation, p. 25) . The Article properly defined bapt 
ism as an efficacious sign, but its efficacy was that of the 
instrument only: it does not wash from sin, but signs and seals 
the promise of forgiveness of sin. The true work is not the 
work of the sacrament itsfelf , but the work of God in the soul, 
which the sacrament symbolises and seals,

The writings of the individual Reformers confirm the testim 
ony of the formularies. Tyndale spoke of baptism in Lutheran 
fashion as a real 'purging of the sooth heart', but the inward 
work was for him trie spiritual work of the Holy Ghost, not the 
operation o^fthe outward. rite(Tynd.P.S.l p. 424). Becon too 
referred to the work of baptism in the traditional terms as a 

'purging from original sin', '"and all other that we have "comm 
itted before' (Bee. P. S.I p.33t3). He made it clear, however, 

that it was the blood of Christ which did the cleansing work, 
fcnd that that blood availed after baptism as well as before it 
(Ibid.). Elsewhere Becon showed that he understood the baptismal 
forgiveness as an imputation of Christ's righteousness, not 
as a real washing of the soul from defilements: 'We take Christ 

upon us (in baptism) with all his holiness and righteousness* 
(Ibid. 2 p. 201). It was becaiame he thought of it in this 

way that he was able to £EXKR±feaE extend the forgiveness to post- 
baptismal as well as pre- baptismal sins. The relationship be 
tween free justification and baptism in Becon' s thinking is 
clearly expressed in the fine phrase s 'Baptism is a removing 

from that fierce judging place into the court of mercy and 
the throne of gr ace '(Ibid. p. 635) .

$•

The connection between baptism and remission was emphasised 
TBH almost all the Anglican writers. Nowell, Coverdale, Jewel*, 
Hutchiamon, and the anglicised Bullinger may all be quoted. 
But a&l these writers were at pains to make it clear that the 
inward grace did not proceed properly speaking from the outward 
rite. Nowell spoke of a secret and spiritual grace (P.S.p.86).
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Coverdale related the effects directly to Christ himself: ! having 
once forgiveness through the grace and gift of Christ 1 (P.S.I 
p.410) . Jewel saw in baptism a 1 means to assure to us the 
death and merits of our Lord and Saviour Christ 1 (P. S. 2 p. 1106). 

Hutchinson ascrilaa the efficacj/of the sacrament to the activity of 
the whole Trinity: 'In that bath of holy jasgEMERXdbiaffl baptism^ 

we are regenerate, washed, purified, and made the children 
of God, % the workmanship of the three persons (P.S.p.ll). 

Bullinger granted that baptism as the sign might very well be given 
the name of the thing signified, as was customary amongst the 
Fathers, but he argued against the confusion of the two, which 
was the fundamental error of the Romanist theology (P.S.4 p. 282).

»

A few further testimonies will show how completely the Reform 
ation leaders had abandoned the traditional quasi-material
conceptions. Cranmer himself saw a twofold work of baptism, the 
one outward and the other inward. The perfect and complete bapt 
ism comprised both: "Through baptism, in this world, the body

is washed, and the soul is washed: the body outwardly, the
soul inwardly: the work is one^Foxe 6 p. 457). The work of

remission could not be accomplished except where there was a
turning to God in repentance and faith, but since it was by
virtue of the sacrifice of Christ, and by imputation, it 'ava 

ed to wash from sin both in baptism and after baptism 1 (P. S. 2 
p. 128). The point that the forgiveness is by imputation

rather than by an actual cleansing was made strongly by Hooper: 
'baptism is a seal and confirmation of justice, either of our 
acception into the grace of God: Christ his innocency and 
justice by faith is ours, and our sins and injustice by his 
obedience are his: whereof baptism is the sign, seal and 
confirmation'(P.S.2 p. 88). The arguments against those who

would restrict the application of the baptismal remission to pre-
baptismal sin will be considered more fully in a final chapter,
but we may notice that upon the basis of this conception of re 
mission as imputation the Anglicans strongly favoured an extension 
of the benefits to the whole life of the Christian. Rogerfe 
list of those who erred at this point <&fl$5#Lft&' the Messaliaris^ 

that only sins past are by baptism cleansed': 
the Pelagians, that original sin is not pardoned in infants: 
and the Papists, that baptism serve th to the putting away of 
original sin only' (Cf. She tley ut supra) (Rog. P. S. pp. 277-8) .

We may sum up the Reformed teaching in the following propos 
itions. First, the Reformers peeserved the historic and Script 
ural connection between baptism and remission of sins. Seconfi, 
they agreed, the Anabaptists apart, that in some sense the 
forgiveness was an effect or benefit of the sacrament, and not 
merely a truth symbolically represented in it. At this point 
many modern thinkers might be tempted to follow the Anabaptists 
lead: baptism, as an enacted assurance of the difoine forgive 
ness" and a testimony of the divine love, conveys psychologically 
to the soul the benefit of a se.nse of the all-embracing compassion 
of God and of the removal of the power 'and the guilt of sin. 
But such a view is at variance not only with the teaching of the
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Fathers and the Scholastics, but also with that of the Reformers* 
and it seems to fall short of that which is required by the test 
imony and teaching of the. Scriptures themselves. JJ Third, the 
Reformers, although agreed with their adversaries upen the object 
ive reality of the forgiveness, differed from thftfe radically in 
their conception of that forgiveness,SH£xin both as reagrds its 
nature and as regards it s extent* On the one side it was an 
actual cleaBBing from pollution, accomplished by the water by 
virtue of the divine energy and the merits of the passion of Christ. 
On the other side it was a non-imputation of sin and an imputation 
of the righteousness of Christ, a real work, but a cleansing 
only in a figurative or metaphorical sense. On the one side it 
availed only for those sins which had been already committed, 
(For it is not possible to cleanse wway stains which are not yet 
there). On the other side it covered the whole life of the be 
liever, for the free mercy of God exceeded all limits, and the 
eternal God saw the the end of the Christian life from the begito- 
ing. // Fourth, the Reformers had a completely different concept 
ion of the mode of operation of the sacrament. It will be our
task to examine the different views upon this Question in the next 
chapter. For the moment it may suffice to point out the-basic
distinction which has already emerged. The Romanists spoke of \ 
the working of baptism in quasi-material and mechanical terms,
as though the outward rite and the divine grace were statically 

related, and thus could not fail,, except where there was some 
insuperable obstacle, to accomplish the in\;ard work of cleansing 
and renewal. The Reformers, on the other hand, "had always at 
the back of their thinking .the dual nature of the sacrament: it 
was an outward sign and an inward grace and work, the two elem 
ents forming not a static but a dynamic unity.& In favour of the 
Romanist view it may be ,said that it preserved a definite seBfie 
of the value of baptism "as something divinely instituted and divinef 
ly used. Properly understood, this view pointed both to the 
power of God, who could use so mean and common a thing as water 
to the accomplishment of spiritual ends, and to the utter depend 
ence of man upon the miracle of the divine grace and the divine 
power. On the R^o^S^jiSlk hov/ever, it may be granted that 
the static relating of^lea ̂ easily to a degenerated sacrament&ilsm 
in whichJpeJV looked for salvation to the SSSKi8^3Rid^ which was 
the SPBDfiiaeTO rather than to the author of the grace, which BJ 
was God. The Romanist teaching was erroneous becaisBe it failed 
to preserve the proper tension between the divine andthe natural 
elemfcats in the sacrament. It obliterated the natural element 
on the one side as the Anabaptist and Fee-logical view obliterated 
the divine on the other. The Reformers, with their dynamic 
conce -tion of the unity of sign and grace, were able to speak 
in high terms of the sacrament and' its work, and yet to look 
always beyond the means to the t»ue author and worker who made 
use of the,means, Hod himself.

^Regeneration

As baptism signified not death* only but also resurrection, so 
too it was regarded as effecting not 9nly the remission of sins 
but also the new birth to a life of righteousness. This point " 
has already been noted in connection with the baptismal profession
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and the grace of sanctification, for it was the regenerate and 
righteous life to which the baptised person was pledged. The
matter has sufficient independent importance, "however, to merit 
a separate treatment. Indeed, the grace or gmo&i&asadbc regen 
eration has commonly been regarded as the supreme gift of baptism. 
The regeneration effected in and through baptism had, of course, 
been interpreted in many different ways, but the connection be 
tween the two has always been maintained.

In the Hew Testament the new life in Christ and'baptism in jb 
the name of Christ stood everywhere in the closest possible' relat- 
i9nshmp. "A passage like the famous text of John (3.5) referred 
directly to a baptismal as well as a spiritual regeneration. At 
its very lowest baptism meant entry into the outward fellowship 
of the church, but entry into that fellowship carried with it 
the idea of the adoption into the family of God: the new birth. 
Passages could easily be multiplied to show that the New £estainent 
writers thought of themselves as men who had entered asiwboulrnew 
phase of being, a new life, or rather a new quality of lire. 
Baptism into Christ marked the transition from the old state of 
life to the new. Indeed, in some fcery real way it was used~by 
the Holy Spirit to effect that transition. The regenerate life 
began with Ehristian baptism*'

The early church took up the thought, identifying regenerat 
ion and baptism so closely that the two came to be thought of 
almost as the same thing. Tertullian is in some respects an 
exception: he seemed to separate the washing with water, which 
was the preparation, from the coming of the Holy Ghost, which TRS$ 
was the fulfilment (De Bapt,6-8). Yet even with Tertullian 1 r 
the washing and the descent of the Spirit combined to form the 
full and complete baptism. Other * Fathers connected the washing 
itself with regeneration, or the re constitution of the divine 
image. Thus Gregory Nazianzus could describe the sacrament as 
the rectifying or amendment of our formation (Wall 1 p.82). "and 
Basil referred to it in very much the same way as the rectifying 
of our former birth (Ibid.p.lllfcxFor a fuller list of quotations, 
see Stone: Holy Baptism pp.43 f.)» One point ought to be notic 
ed. The tendency to link baptism with an actual spiritual cleans 
ing, of limited application, carried with it aluwst inevitably 
the emptying of/the concept regeneration of its positive moral 
content. Especially was this the case when adult baptisms be 
came fewer, and infant baptisms bename the rule. The newly 
born infant was deformed or polluted by original sin. The 
sacrament of baptism remedied the JMD& deformity and cleansed away 
the pollution* Thus the infant started life again, as it were, 
freed now from the bondage to original sin, adopted into the 
divine family, and granfetd* the assistance of the grace of God. 
The regeneration did not necessarily carry with it any positive 
moral renovation. Apart from the implanting of habitual Virtues 
it was conceived of negatively, in relation to the former life, 
not positively, in relation to the living of the new life in 
Christ.
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The Scholastics retained the traditional connection between 
baptism and regeneration, but with them the regeneration remain 
ed very much in the background. The idea of a quasi-material 
cleansing of the soul had now gained so complete a hold that there 
was very little room for a positive doctrine of the new birth. 
For the most part regeneration was thought of negatively as a 
setting right of the nature corrupted by original sin. Of course 
on the positive side it did mean incorporation into Christ, which 
was effected in and through the sacrament(Thom.3 Qu.69,5). It 
also meant an entry into the kingdom of heaven, by the removal 
of the obstacles of sin, guilt and debjftlbid.5). Apart from 
the infusion of habitual virtues, however, there was no question
of any moral re constitution of the baptised person, and if the 
recipient fell again into mortal sin and the soul was again defil* 
ed, then the benefits of the baptismal regeneration were forfeit 
until further sacramental graces were recxeived.

• 'fmt m

The writings of the sixteenth centimjc Romanists reveal clear 
ly how poverty-safericken the traditional conception of regeneration 
had become. NatKurally all the controversial and credal state 
ments spoke of the grace of regeneration which the sacrament con 
ferred. The Catechism of Trent, . however, had great difficulty 
in defining regeneration. Indeed, the concept only ̂emerged 
incidentally, as it were, in the long, list of the effects of 
baptisms we are given 'as it were the germs and materials of

virtue 1 (Cat.T.2,2 Qu.47) 5 'our soul is replenished with divine 
grace* (Qu.49), and 'we are constituted heirs to eternal salvat 
ion 1 (Ibid.); and 'we are united and joined as members to 
.Christ our Head'(Ou.51). The impression left is that the 

thought of regeneration has been so emptied of meaning as hardly
to be worth mentioning separately. The baptised person began 
life afresh, enjoyed certain special gifts of grace ? and entered 
provisionally into a state of eternal blessing. Neither in 
spiritual standing nor in moral life could he be said to be reg 
enerate in the full New-Testament sense of the term. Some con1>
roversialists seem ammost deliberately to have underestimated 
the baptismal regeneration in order to maintain a distinction of 
nature and efficacy"between baptism and'the supper. Thus Watson 
attempted to work out a twofold regeneration^^jjag baptismal 
and the eucharistic. Baptism regenerates ulJBy%ie Spirit, 
and'the Eucharist, which is the true substance of Christ's

flesh, quickens the flesh 1 . This comparison broke down be 
cause Watson's opponents enquired after the fate of those who 
never had opportunity to receive the Eucharist (Ghefee Strype's 
Cheke p. 107), but the speculation is interesting in that it 
shows how attenuated the doctrine of baptismal regeneration had 
bpcome ©n the positive side. Indeed, in some respects the 
•nositive regeneration of baptism tends to merge into the not 
easily definable baptismal character, and only the doctrine of 
an infusion of habitual gsaraix virtues preserved it from complete 
obliteration. •

It was Luther who restored to regeneration much of its orig 
inal meaning,' stressing it as the supreme baptismal grace. Luth 
er still used the traditional terms; baptism was a cleaaming
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of the soul from sin, and the restoration of it to the state of 
original innocence (W.A.46 p,175).» But the thought of Luther 
went far deeper than that, for he related, the cleansing directly 
to the atoning wofek of Christ and the restoration to his resurrect 
ion. The baptised man was a cleansed man because by virtue of 
Christ 1 s death and his entry into it sin was not imputed. Christ 
had borne his sin, he who knew no sin being made sin for us(II £03 
He was also a restored man because by virtue of the resurrection ' 
of Christ and his entry into it the life of Christ' andthe right 
eousness of Christ had been ii%>ut,ea to him. ' Qbjatwt He was 1 alive 
unto God through Jesus Christ our Lord 1 (Romans 6.11). Regener 
ation had for Luther both a negative and a positive content. It 
was negative: the entry into the death of Christ and the destruct 
ion of sin. It was also positive, the entry into the resurrect 
ion of Christ and the new life of righteousness. The meaning 
andthe grace of baptism were the full engrafting into Christ, 
not that the believer became Christ himself, as some seem to" 
have supposed (Cf.Warham 1 s condemnation in Hart E.R.pp.397-8),
but that he entered into the work ef Christ andjbhe benefits- 
procured thereby, apllied to his soul by the Holy Spirit. The 
grace of tasgdc regenerat ion was far more than a removal of the def 
ilements of original sin and the endowing with a little supernat 
ural help. It was the re constitution of the soul in positive 
righteousness by the application of the work of Christ and the con 
version of the soul to God in repentance anc^aith.

The other Reformers did not always express themselves quite 
in the same way as Luther, but there can oe no doubt that-they
shared his teaching. Peter Martyr reversed the Scholastic und 
erstanding completely. •* He" did not place regeneration within the 
context of remission, but remission within the context of regen 
eration: baptism is a sacrament.. .whereby we are regenerated 

and' engrafted into Christ for the remission of sins and eternal 
salsmtion 1 (Quoted by Goode E.B.in I.p.175). The forgiveness 

was not of course a cleansing from poll$t4ion by the application 
of the baptismal waters, but'a non-imputation of sin" by entry 
into the death and resurrection of Christ. Calvin made the same 
point. He claimed that in baptism 1 Christ himself with all his

gifts is offered to all in common 1 (Tracts 2 Mutual Consent 18). 
The man who received baptism rightly received Christ himself, 
and in him the new life of righteousness and/the forgiveness of all 
sin "(Ibid.). ^Ih&fH life in Christ was one of the benefits of 
baptism lisltf. by S3oabcfc in the Institutes (Instit.4,15,5), and 
Calvin stated again that the divine effects held forth in bapt 
ism are found in Christ alone (Ibid.). The true reception of 
baptism meant a true reception of Christ himself, with all the 
blessings not only of his death but also of his resurrection. 
Beaa saw both the negative and the positive aspects when he descr 
ibed remission and regeneration as the two principal benefits of ' 
baptism (Q.R.C.109-110), and the Reformed Confessions all referr 
ed either to the beitfit of regeneration itself or to the parallel 
benefit of ingrafting into the church and into Christ (Cf.Belgi c 
Confession 34). 11
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Many ofthe earlier statements in England did little more thai
repeat the traditional teaching. The 1536 Article had one inter 
esting point: it stated that f all by baptism have remission of

sins and the grace and favour of God offered them 1 . The 
word »offer' reveals a definite reforming trend. Apart from 
this, however, the account of the benefits of baptism, except 
perhaps for the word 'favour 1 , is definitely in the mediaeval '•
tradition, and there seems to ibe little or no positive doctrine 

of the grace of regeneration. The King's Book discussed the 
working of baptism exclusively in terms of effect and virtue (p;4l) 
It summarised the effects as the forgiveness of sins and the grace 
of the Holy Spirit: a very meagre account of the work of regen 
eration. New influences were already making themselves felt 
during the reign of Henry, however, although as yet they had" 
not been able to affect the official formularies to any appreciable 
extent. Tyndale himself had not a great deal to say about the 
effects of baptism. Indeed, he tended to a denial that the 
sacrament accomplishes anything at all apart from 'testifying and 

exhibiting to our senses the promises signified'(Tynd.P.S.I 
p.357). But the relating"ofthe sacrament to the doctrine of 

justification by faith, and the understanding of its work in the 
light of its signification prepared the way for a better and 
deeper understanding of the grace of justification. The book 
the Sum of Scriptuise indicated the right path when it explained 
the grace in terms of the meaning, in accordance with Luther*s 
teaching (Folio 5),

**•••

The death of Henry made possible" a thsorough and radical re 
thinking of the doctrine. Especially imp9rtant was the trans 
lation popularly known as Cranmer's Catechism, in which the 
Lutheran teaching was clearly and forcibly expounded. " HXKX In 
this work baptism was related directly to the regenerating activity 
of the Holy Ghost: the Spirit worked'in faith and baptisme' to 
make us 'new men agayne' (p. 122). Forgiveness and the pouring out 
of the Spirit were keen to be the complementary parts of the
baptismal work, and teoth were identified with the symbolism of 
the sacrament (p. 186). The benefits of baptism included not 
only the negative putting away of sin, but the positive imput 
ing of 'the whole righteousness of Christ'. Like the Cross 
itself baptism was a victory over the forces of evil and a renew 
al in the power of righteousness: 'it delivered from death and

the power of the devil, and gyveth salvation and everlastjtnge 
lyfe to all them that believe Up. 189). How thoroughly the 

Lutheran doctrine had influenced the Anglican leaders appeared in 
fhP Praverteooks and confessional and catechetical statements ' 
of Edward's reign. In the revised baptismal orders regeneration 
wa«. stressed as the chief effect or benefit of the sacrament, 
the negative aspect, forgiveness, being understood within ' 
the context of the positive, the resurrection to righteousness. v 
Tn addition to the prayers for the granting of the Holy Spirit 
and jfctaKXHBK spiritual regeneration, the revision of 1552 provid 
ed a new form of Thanksgiving for the blessings of new life, 
adoption and incorporation, with further prayer that the baptised 
might enx±KX enter into the death and resurrection of Christ by 
mortification and renewal. The form Bfcathx and content of
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the ne^w prayer make it plain beyond all doubt that it derived 
from the fuller Reformed understanding of regeneration, although 
in effect it brought the Anglican teaching into line with the earl 
ier Patristic as well as the New Testament teaching. The same 
emphasis which we find in the Prayer Book may be found also in % 
Ponet f s Catechism and in the Article, which wa& first drafted 
during the reign of Edward. In Ponet's Catechism baptism was 
primarily the sacrament of regeneration rather than that of for 
giveness. It pointed to the new birth by the Spirit of God and* to 
the membership not only of the outward church but also of the comm 
union of the saints(B.R.p.72). The Article £27) described bapt 
ism 'as the sign of our new birth and grafting into the church ofi 
Christ. To the sacrament itself was ascribed an instrumental 
value in the effecting of that regeneration, a fact which has 
resulted in a tremendous amount of confusing and sometimes confus- i 
ed commentating by the partisans of different schools. The 
greater stress upon regeneration almost marks off the statement 
at once as Reformed in origin and intention. A certain amount 
of positive teaching may also be found in the Homily, which 
thought of baptism in terms of an adoption into the family of 
God and an inheritance of the kingdom of heaven(p.25).

••$,<

The individual writers of the Edwardian and Elizabethan per 
iod expressed themselves in a similar way. Becon regarded bapt 
ism as the sacrament of deliverance: the end of bondage and 
the entry into liberty: f we receive manumission and freedom so 

soon as we are regenerate and born anew by the honourable 
sacrament of baptism and the Ho^y Ghost 1 Clfo«fiX>n the negative 

side this meanjt a purging from sin, but that was only the one 
aspect of the whole baptismal work, which was a^egeneration as 
well as a remission^xx®pgg^|«g3a^ (Bee.P.S.I p.178). Bradford 
too stressed the fact that in baptism we are adopted as well as 
forgive^ (Brad.P.fiS.l p. 121), and in prayer to God he deferred 
to the positive side of the baptismal grace and work: ! As thou, 

0 God, dost regenerate us, and as it were engraft us into t
the fellowship of the church, and by adoption make us thy child 
ren... f (Ibid.p.260). Nowell linked together regeneration aad 

remission as the two main effects of baptism (P.S.p.86), and 
Hutchinson too s^w the two aspects: f ln that bath of hoiy bapt 

ism we are regenerate, washed, purified, and made the child 
ren of God 1 (P.S.p.11). Jewel quoted Chrysostom to the effect 

that Christ by the sacrament of holy baptism 'hath made us flesh
of his flesh and bone of his bones 1 (P.S.I pp. 140-1) ; and he 

found the same positive teaching in Augustine, who had maintained 
that men 'bfeing baptised, are incorporate into Christ and made 

his members'(Ibid.).

The prominence given by the Anglican Reformers to ±he regen 
erating work of baptism calls fxor notice, and perhapgra further 
word of explanation. It marked a definite return to tne Script- > 
ural and also tb. the Patristic understanding. It pointed to 
a flat rejection of the specifically Romanist temching that the 
main work of baptism is a quasi-material cleansing of the soul 
from the pollution of sin. Not a few commentators have attempted



to show that the close inter-relating of baptism and regeneration
implied a retention of automatic views of the efficacy and operate 
ion of the sacrament. The elements of truth and error in such a 
contention will need to be sifted in the next chapter. For the 
present it may be confidently^ asserted, first, that" this inter 
relating did undoubtedly imply a rejection of ex opere operato 
views in the Romanist sense, and second, that it was thoroughly 
in accord with the teaching of the Continental Protestants, both 
on the Lutheran and also on the Reformed side.

*"»-• *• «,-( ' *» v •-; «te«g

A further ppint may be added. The inter-relating of baptism 
with the regeneration of the soul rather than with its cleansing 
resulted in effect in a far more spiritual and a far less material 
conception of the working of the sacrament. Of'course many""* 
Romanists", Gardiner for instance, had themselves attempted to 
make the primary sacrament less material in its operation, in 
order that they might do the greater honour to the supreme mystery
of the sacrament of the altar(Cran.J.3 pp. 566-7). The Reformers ' 
rejected the distinction between the two s&craments, but they also 
went much further, banishing quasi-material conceptions altogether 
They could not allow that in baptism there took place a literal 
washing of the soul and filling of it with new graces. What took
place was the giving of a new life by adoption into Christ in the 
power of the Spirit. The forgiveness or cleansing was by imputat 
ion, the renewal to righteousness by the entry of faith into the
resurrection life of Christ. Prom first to last the transaction 
or work was spiritual, the term cleansing being used metaphorical!^ 
to describe the spiritual effecteoto&eajttb of adoption into Christ c 
in forgiveness and renewal. The replacement of the SefrSLastic
emphasis upon cleansing" by the new emphasis upon regelating is 
thus of the greatest importance to the Reformed doctrine of the 
effects of baptism, and especially of the mode of efficacy. 
It gives us preliminary warning that any interpretation of the 
Anglican position which reintroduces ex opere operato conceptions, 
or depreciates the meaning and value of "regeneration, or sets 
the doctrine of baptism in opposition to the doctrine of justific 
ation by faith is a priori likely to be an erroneous ene. %, *'

A final points:: it must be emphasised that when the Reformers 
spoke of regeneration they meanjt nothing less than a definite in 
corporation into Christ, with all the attendant benefits. Mat 
jjxggw Many commentators have laboured to show that the phrase 
'regeneration 1 can o»iyi.bear*5%he lowest of meanings, and must 
be sharply distinguished from renovation or conversion. The Re 
formers themselves undoubtedly distinguished between spiritual re 
generation and moral renovation, for the reconstruction of the 
is more than the spiritual birth, although in a real sense "it 
is contained within it. But regeneration as they understood it 
can hardly be explained as a mere change in spiritual status, or 
a formal uniting with Christ; conceptions which hardly amount to 
more than the illusory baptismal character. To reduce the 
value of regeneration undoubtedly helps to solve certain problems, 
especially for those who wish to fly in the face of experxience . 
and assert some form,of regeneration of all the baptised. But" 
the Reformers themselves do not seem to have used the term except 
in the. very highest sense, The regeneration which they related t°
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"baptism was the deep, inward working of the Holy Spirit, which 
resulted not merely in an ontological change, but in the renewal 
of the whole life in Jesus Christ. Using the term in this seme, 
the Reformers were truer both to Scripture and to experience. If 
they had to face the difficulty that not all those who received 
baptism could honestly be described as spiritually re-born, they 
avoided -that reduction of the term regeneration to a~meaningless 
phrase, which necessarily resulted from the attemtpt to maintain 
a static connection between sacrament and grace.

4.Other Effects

The three main effects of baptism have already been discussed^ '" 
the challenge to a moral life, or actual endowment with virtues$ 
the forgiveness of sin, or the cleansing of the soul from its 
defilementsj and regeneration, or the restoration of the soul 
to innoceney and the infusion into it of divine grace. In add 
ition to these greater effects, various other lesser benefits 
of baptism have been seen by different writers. Chrysostom 
maintained that baptism procured to the soul a thousand benefits,
and he himself listed ten of these in addition to the main bless 
ing of remission (Wall 1 pp. 118-120). Theodoret, too, thought 
of baptism not only as a razor to cut off sins, but also as a 
means to many other graces. The majority of the effects ment 
ioned by these writers were subsidiary and supplementary, and 
had little or no direct bearing upon the controversies of the"" 
Reformation period. They do not then require individual discuss 
ion.

One effect mentioned by the Scholastics might be given rath 
er greater attention. That was the special r but not in any 
sense necessary gift of physical healing. Thomas discussed this 
question in relation to the alleged equality of the effects in 
all those who received baptism. One of/:he objections against sue], 
a doctrine was the fact that some were granted a restoration to : 
bodily health in and through the sacrament, while, others were 
Thomas would' allow that baptism may on occasion confer physical 
as well as spiritual healing, but he pleaded that this was a 
miraculous and extraordinary benefit -and not an ordinary and 
essential baptismal grace(Thom.3 Qu.69,8). The relating of the 
sacrament to physical restoration naturally gave risept to the 
grossest of superstitions: that it is'unlucky 1 not to have a 
child baptised, and that babies thrive only after they have 
received the sacrament. Behind these beliefs, which still 
persist in some parts, there is of course the real truth that 
the physical and the spiritual in man are closely inter-reifcted, 
so that spiritual and physical health do to some extent accomp 
any each other. As commonly held, however, these beliefs 
rested upon purely superstitious notions of the sacrament and 
its operation. They found little favour with the Reformers, 
whose main objective was the restoration of the conception of 
sacramental grace to the spiritual level.

A further effect which merits more detailed consideration 
is the presumed infusion of faith. This wffect was of
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greater importance in the case of infants, however, and it will 
be better discussed in that connection. The very fact that it 
applied more specifically to infants points to a non-psychological 
undeBBtanding, and distinguishes it from the parallel but very 
different Heformed doctrine,that Baptism, as an outward testim 
ony to the divine mercies, strengthens and confirms faith. 
Calvin devoted two paragraphs of the Institutes to this^aipict of 
the baptismal working. Baptism was for him f a sealed instrument

to assure us of the deletion of all ours sins'(Instit.4,15,1). 
It hadoTbeen apppinted'to elevate, nourish and confirm our faith 1 
(Ibid. 14-15). the Reformed Confessions used similar expressions* 
baptism was the settled instrument, or the seal and witness of 
its effects, provoking in those who received it a stronger and 
more active faith. The Anglican Reformers, while rejecting 
the Scholastic conception of an infusion of habitual faith, att 
ributed to baptism this power of awakening and more especially of 
confirming-faith in the recipients. Craimer's Catechism thought 
it the work of baptism 'to quieten the conscience 1 and to make

us'glad and merie'(pp.186-7). Tyndale, Hooper and Rogers 
all took up the point, and the Thanksgiving introduced into the 
Office of Public Baptism might very well be explained" as an 
application of it: we give thanks to God for the blessings 
received because the sacrament emboldens us to .believe that God 
can and will do that which in the Gospel he has promised to do. 
The Article summedrup the Anglican grcraarfcrx: teaching when it 
declared that 1 the sacraments are sure witnesses, and effectual

signs of grace... .by ̂wfiicti he~doth not only quicken, but 
,. also stiaigthen and confirm our faith in him 1 (Art. 25)«

The conferring of character or a spiritual impress was the 
final effect urged by the Scholastics and Romanists and contested 
by the Protestants. The doctrine Etseems to have been built up 
upon the distinction made by Augustine?: between those who receive 
the gift of the Dominical character and the elect who receive the 
inward graces (See Beckmann p.75)^12 Following up this thought, 
Thomas contended that baptism conferred upon the souls of all 
recipients an indelible BlfcS^or character, which marked them 
off for ever from those who had not been baptised. Thus even an 
unbeliever like Simon Magus had something which the unbaptised 
unbeliever die not have: he was marlced off for Christ even in 
his inward soul. - Should such an unbeliever at a later date re 
pent and believe, then tie XHQZ&&X inward graces of the sacrament 
dould be conferred upon him without any repetib-o^ of baptism 
(Thorn. Qu.66,9)) As the Catechism of Trent put it: 'By baptism 

we are sealed with a character that can never be effaced from 
the soul* (Cat.T.2,2 Qu.53)» Bellarmine pointed out that 

this character is an impress made upon the substance of the soul, 
whatever that may be, and he insisted with the Scholastics and 
Tridentines that it is indelible (De la S.T.B.p.349) *

It is not easy to state in so many words what this doctrine 
implied. The term 'substance of the soul' in itself defies" def 
inition, and thw word 'impress 1 can hardly be applied in any 
strict sense to a substance, especially when that substance a—— 
has no visible or tangible 'accidents'. On the other hands

'JKSL
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the Romanists clearly would not be satisfied with the rather 
obvious simplification, that all recipients of baptism are mark-' 
ed off as possessors sacramentally if not actually of the' benefits 
proffered. They wished to teach that in all cases baptism did 
do sone thing in and to the soul. Even if it did not cleanse it 
from sin (i.e. where some obstacle prevented), it" did at least " 
market with a divine stamp. In that limited way baptism always 
and in all persons could be said to accomplish, ex opere operate, 
a real effect.

a &M

The revolt against the doctrine of a baptismal character 
began at least as early at the time of Vvycliffe. Wycliffe could' 
have little use for such a teaching, since he preferred formally 
to speak of baptism as a token or symbol rather than as an instru
ment or cause. He saw in baptism a two- fold activity, the out 
ward work and the inward, the latter being accomplished in the 
penitent and believing alone (Trialogus pp. 157-9). The thought 
of an ex opere operate imprest upon the souls of all had thus no 
meaning. * In the theology of Luther there was obviously no place 
for this quasi- material conception. The Reformed theologians 
rejected it out -of hand as meaningless and artificial, refusing tc 
grant that any such idea underlay the prohibition' of a repetition 
of baptism (Cf.Coccegus 13). 13 Perhaps the nearest approach to 
the doctrine in English writers was Cranmer's teaching that all 
who receive baptism are changed 'sacramentally 1 , unless, of
course, we hold that the baptismal regeneration (in its lowest 
sense of change in status) amountfa jso very little more than this
stamp or impress upon the substance of the soul. Browne's def 
ence of an Anglican doctrine of universal regeneration in baptism
(Articles pp.615-6) reads very much like an attempt to state the 
Romanist doctrine of character in a more intelligible way," and 
Stone seems to equate character with the new life which may be 
turned either to good account or evil, according to the use or 
misuse of the divine gifts (Holy Bapt.p.94). _ .a

" " It is perhaps significant that the majority of the Anglican 
writers rejected the Romanist doctrine of character by simply ig*« 
nor ing it. Such a teaching did not find any place in their 
theological understanding. Tyndale summed up the Protestant ati> 
itude when he described 'character 1 as on^ of the 'feigned words

with which the Papists make merchandise'(Tynd.P.S.I p.342). • 
The only character received in baptism was when the soul was truly 
washed by the Holy Ghost, inwardly and spiritually (Ibid.2,{h.l2). 
Calfhill discussed"the similar teaching in relation to orders," 
and scathingly rejected the Scholastic notion (p.S.p.230), but 
he did not refer to the indelibte character imparted'by baptism. 
The other Reformers ignored the doctrine completely.

There can be no doubt that the doctrine of character, at 
any rate in its sixteenth century form, had in its favour neither 
Scripture on the one side nor reason on the other. The best 
that can be ©aid for it is that the sacrament does formally mark 
off a man as a professed believer and an outward inheritor of the 
baptismal promises. To call this formal marking an impress upon
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the soul ! s substance is to introduce phrases which have no clear 
meaning but can onliy cause confusion. It may be legitimate' * ' 
to m equate this character with a baptismal or sacramental regener 
ation, so long as care is taken to make it plain that the word 
regeneration is used only in" a very limited and formal sense. But 
on the whole it seems a pity that so fine a word should not be 
given the deep and full SmdaiiscKxS: connotation which it bears in 
Scripture itself And in traditional evangelical theology. And 
if it must be used, than it ought perhaps to be used with some 
qualifying word, formal, or ecclesiastical, or sacramental, 
in order that it might be distinguished clearly from the true 
regeneration which is the miraculous inward work of the Holy Hhost.

Could the word character be "retained to cover something more 
than that, the change in spiritual status, or on to logical change 
which some thinkers would like to xpresume of all those who rec 
eive baptism? The difficulty here is to see what change other 
than a formal or ecclesiastical can be brought into so close a 
relationship with the sacrament. Spiritual status implies a 
change in xxKfcx status beforessGod^i and an onto logical change 
means necessarily a change in being.^ Mow all baptised persons 
receive a new status before men, ana^nray be presumed to have 
received a new nature, but this is formal or hypothetical, acc 
ording to the limits of human knowledge and understanding. Before 
God the new status and the new being must be reals a definite 
movement away from the state of sin into the state of righteousness 
Even the Scholastics and the Romanists acknowledge that a change 
of this kind cannot in any circumstances be presumed of all those 
who receive the sacrament, for this means an entry into the " 
full baptismal grace of forgiveness and regeneration, which is 
impossible for those who place a bar in the way. The only altern 
ative is to say that the change is to a potential new status and 
new being, but that is to say something which really means notic 
ing at all. The Gospel is of universal application, and thus 
the unbaptised too could be said potentially to have a new spirit- | 
ual status and a new being. If character means something which 
all those who are baptised received, but not the unbaptised, 
then it must mean more than something potential, and it must also 
mean less thon something realf

A clear choice confronts us, if the doctrine of baptismal 
character, is thought to be worth preserving at all. Either the 
term must be used in the full Romanist sense, with the inevitable 
associations of a quasi-material conception of the soul and a 
quasi-material under stardng of the operation of the sacraments.
Or else the true and simple idea which perhaps lies at the bottom 
of the doctrine must be carefully siftea out, the idea that the 
outward fact of baptism does in all cases make an outward and 
formal difference in the status of a man before his fellow-men 
and before the church. If the latter course is chosen then it 
is to be recomnmaded that the misleading terms character and 
regeneration should be at all costs avoided, and the doctrine 
expressed in language which conveys a clear meaning and cannot 
give rise to confused and superstitious notions.
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Notes

1 Luther W.A.30,1 p.730 'Gott.. .hebet von stund an' dich new zu 
machen.. .geust dir eyn seyn gnad und heyligen geyst*.

* Ibid.p.736 'Kein hoher, besser, grasser gelubd 1st, dann
der taiiff gelubd'. ~"~ 

LomS.4 Dist.4 E 'a macula peccati purgatos, et a debito aetern- 
A ae poenae absolutes'.
* Luth.W.A.30,1 4qHe*«el-aHd-i«ed€^H4seeL-fey-HiFeek-pTfiS3>-' 

-- \ - isle wirkt vergebung der siinde' ' ' '
0 Ibid.46 p.175 (quoted and modernised by Hirsch p.233) 'Die Wirk- 

ung, welehe ist," dass der Jtonsch aus der alten, verderbten, 
Geburt und der Teufelshaut erlost und herausgezogen. und in 
den Stand der ersten Unschuld gesetzt wird. Christus zeucht
uns aus Ungerechtigkeit, Verdammnis, Bosheit, Tod, und 
zeucht uns an durch die Taufe Gerechtigkeit, Leben, GutheiV, 

6 Wernle," Zwingli p.320 'Er (Zwingli) bestreitet, dass' die Sak- 
ramwate irgendwie Gnade mit sich bfingen (conferre, adferre,

* dispensare)'. ' Cf.Zwingli C.H.4 p.627 'Die seel mag ghein el 
ement oder usserlich ding" in diser welt reynigen.. .Der touff 

? mag keyn sund abwKsbhenn'; * - / sflnd^ 
I Ibid.3 p.248 'Der wassertouf ma vermag n(lts zS abwaschen der 
B.H.N.2 p.280 *Sjc Jacques v/as^asked: 'Hoe werden die kinderkens 
ghereynicht, ist dat nit door het Doopsel engeschiet? - to 
which he"replied: 'Sy zyn ghereynicht door het bloet Cristi 1 .
Gf .Ibid.4 p.44 'V^anneer wy dan ghedoopt werxden, zo ontfangher 
wy een warachtighe ghetugnenesse, als dat wy alle die int| 
Jesum Christum gheloven, ghewasschen ende ghereynight zyn, 
int precyeus bloed des ghedoods lams Christi ons s zalighm"ak«" 

^ Beckmann p.52 'Das Sakrament ist nicht die Gaadengabe / -«rs* 
selbst, sondern ein Gnadenmittel 1 .

-1-0 Nowell P.S.p.86 'Acarna et spiritualis gratia duplex est, re- 
missio videlicet peccatorum et regeneratio'.

11 Belgic Confession (34) 'Par leqUel nous sommes recus en 1'Eglise 
de Dieu'. Cf.the Scots Confession (21) 'be Baptisme we ar 
ingrafted" in Jesus Christ, to be made.... 1

Beckmann p.75 'Die eigenar-tige Taufgabe ist der character \ 
dominicus, namlich im Sinne rechtlicher, prinzipieller 
Zugehorigkeit zu Christus, zu seinem Corpus'.

13 Coccejus 13 (In Heppe R.D. Bapt.) 'Quare baptismus non repet- , 
atur ratio non ex charactere, sed ex significato petenda 
est'. *
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CHAPTER YTV THE EFFICACY

Now that we have considered the various effects which may be prop 
erly attributed to 'the sacrament, we must come to grips with 
the central problem of all baptismal and sacramental theology: 
teK whether the sacrament may be said itself to accomplish these 
effects, and if so, "what is the nature and what id the degree 
of its efficacy. Are we to say on the one side that after all 
baptism is no more than a sign, which tells us of the operation 
of God, but which does not itself produce the effects? Or are 
we to say ±fcadfc on the other that the sign itsfcfcf is efficacious, 
a means used by God for the furtherance of his work? "And if 
we do say that, must we restrict the efficacy to the psycholog 
ical sphere, claiming that the effects are produced by means 
of an impress made upon the mind and emotions of the recipient? 
Or can we go further and say that baptism is supernatural in "its 
operation, a material thing directly used by the Holy Spirit to 
accomplish spiritual en§s? And if we see a supernatural efficacy, 
is it in any sense dependent upon the mind and emotions of those 
who are baptised, or are we at liberty to say that baptism has 
its effect irrespective of pysycho logical considerations altogether 
Is it possible, iirpi«i*, to find a middle 'way of understanding,
in which the crude naturalism of a yrffiygjagjcyggarfr purely psycholog 
ical -SSL explanation will be avoided, without XK» relapse into 
the crass super naturalism which is the opposite extreme?

»
These are all modern questions, but they are the questions 

which have always been to the fore when the theology of the sacra 
ments has been under consideration. They were the fundamental 
questions with which the theologians™ of r the sixteenth century 
grappled, saoaiHg and upon which they came into inevitable and 
violent conflict. The answers given in the^gpformation age fell 
roughly into three groups, according to the>H&.ternatives already 
suggested in the previous paragraph. The Anabaptists were the 
naturalists: in so far as baptism accomplished anything at all, 
it dad so only on psychological lines. The Romanists were the
supernaturalists: the efficacy of baptism was the efficacy of the 1 
Holy Spirit working through the material element by means which "" 
were purely miraculous and in the last resort inexplicable. The 
Reformers attempted to work out the middle way, in which a true' \ 
efficacy of the sacrament should be preserved and yet the fundam- ; 
ental evangelicals doctrines safeguarded. In this present chaptej 
it will be our task, first, to state with greiater fulness 
what these opposing views were; second, to try to understand
what exactly the Reformers themselves were after when they sought 
to establish a real working of the Spirit within the context or 
their general evangelical conception; and third, to make it as 
clear as possible on which side the sympathies of the Anglican 
Reformers lay as revesaled in the formularies and writings of the 
period. In conclusion a word ought to be said about the value 
of the solutions propounded in contemporary sacramental debate.

}, T The Romanist View

The Romanist understanding of the mode of the divine operation in
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and through baptism was derived directly from the close relation*- 
ship between sign and grace clearly asserted by the Fathers and
indeed by the New Testament itself. In the Scripture baptism 
and the grace of baptism had been brought into the closest; poss- 
ib^e connection: the application of the water carried with it, 
as it were, the remission of sins and the outpouring of the 
Holy Ghost. There were, of course, Qualifications to the appar 
ently very close interconnection, and these we must notice in 
order to prevent misunderstanding. The New Testament never 
dogmatised upon the nature of the relationship of sign and grace. 
It stated the facts, setting the sacrament and the spiritual gifts 
associated with it side by side. It nowhere drew the deduction 
that becaafie the sign and the gifits were associated, the gifts 
were necessarily given in and through the sign. Furfcfcermore, 
the New Testament brought the spiritual gifts into relationship 
not only with the sacrament, but also with a prior repentance and 
faith. The accounts ̂ of baptisms in Scripture are mostly the 
accounts of the baptisms of adult converts, who had made at 
least a profession of af aith. If these adult converts were the 
recipients of spiritual gifts in baptism, they were so not merely 
because their bodies were washed in the baptismal waters, but
because their souls were already looking in faith to Jesus Christ. 
Again, the New Testament maintained a true freedom of the Holy 
Ghost in the distribution of spiritual gifts. The Gospel spoke 
of the Spirit doing his work like the wind which bloweth where 
it listeth (John sT, and in many cases the gifts of the Spirit 
preceded the administration of the outward sign. Thus Cornelius 
received baptism because he had already enjoyed the baptismal 
grace, not in order that he might enter into that grace (See 
Macaohald pp.178 f.). A furtfoer observation might be made, that
in the New Testament the grace of baptism manifested itself in 
unmistakable waysm and was always recognisable. The very open 
ness of the work of the Spirit prevented the development of theor 
ies of an automatic and ex op ere operate efficacy, for such 
theories can only flourish when the presumed effects are claimed 
to be exempt from objective or pragmatic testsdbid.).

The Fathers took over from Scripture the basic thought of a 
close interrelatedness between sacrament and grace. Indeed, as f 
the Reformers frequently observed (Cf.Cooper ! s Apology of the Pte? 
Mass p.203)^, they habitually identified the outward sign and the"' 
inward grace which was signified. Thus the term regeneration XESI 
came to be used as a synonym of baptism (Cf .Wall), a usage which i 
may be noted in the Latin of the Anglican Article on Original 
Sin (9). For the most part the Fathers do not seem to have en 
quired too closely into the nature of the relationship between 
si^n and grace: it was a fact in the case of those who were 
truly converted, but in adults at any rate faith continued to 
be regarded as an indispensable qualification for the sacransnt. 
Certainly baptism could not be used as afaeans to dispense spirit 
ual graces to all and sundry, quite irrespective o£ their inward 
disposition. On the other hand tiafiwe wwc^orces^St work which
were shaping the conception of baptism" as the* f efficacious, holy 
medium of the Spirit 1 (Harnack H.D.2 p. 142). For one thing the 
visible manifestations of spiritual endowment had become rapidly 
rarer, and finally ceased altogether? except In extraordinary
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cases. This meant that the baptism with the Spirit had to be pre 
sumed, at any rate until the solid fruits of righteousness appear 
ed. But what coulG be presence or or-- co^.1^ equally well be pre 
sumed of all. The replacement of adult baptism by infant bapt 
ism, accentuated the difficulty, for in infants not only could 
there be no manifestations ofi the operation oifjthe Spirit, but 
there could not even be the profession of a personal faith. * The ' 
most that could be said of infants was that they did not offer the 
active obstacle of unbelief91 but that being the case, there seem 
ed to be no valid reason why they should not be countec the recipi 
ents of all the inward graces as well as of the outward sign. 
A final point is that the very closeness of the idantifi cation of
sign and grace tended inevitably to produce a static conception, 
of the" connection existing between the two (Hastings E.E.E.Art. 
Bapt.). The Augustinian doctrine of predestination and election 
did little to ' toatstem the tide, for Augustine himself taught" 
that a certain grace was conferred upon"all the recipients of bapt 
ism, and he regarded the sacrament as the appointed ritedium for' 
the conveying of irresistible grace to* the elect (Beckmann p.76; 
cf .Mackinnon 1 s Luther 2 pp.81-2). Hand in hand with the static 
relating of baptism and the baptismal grace went the circumscribing' 
of the effects of the sacrament, which was necessary if antinomian
tendencies were to be kept in check. •p

The static conception reached its fu&l stature with the 
Scholastics. -Important reservations4ere still made, and there 
were still important differences upon the nature of the relation 
ship in actual operation. The reservations concerned adults 
baptisms and the baptisms administered by heretics. In view of 
the necessity of faith and of a right belief, Lombard thought that 
a distinction ought still to be made between the sacrament itself 
and the thing signified by it. Some persons may receive the 
former without the latter, as is the case with those who are 
baptised in heresy or schism, and those who receive catholic 
baptism hypocritically and without a true faith. On the other 
hand, there were the traditional cases in which men received the 
thing signified without the sign, martyrs, for example, or 
true believers who died without eyer having the opportunity of 
receiving the sacrament (Lomb.4 Dist.4 A) .*

.« ,M 9

Thomas made very similar reservations in the case of adult 
baptisms, making a further distinction between faith and sincerity] 
He considered first the necessity of faith, and in view of the 
powerful arguments in favour of such a necessity, the text in tea. 
Mark 16, the enquiry made concerning:faith, the necessity of 
intention, which implies faith, and the grievousness of the sin 
of unbelief, he was forced to the conclusion that in adults faith 
is in indispensable prerequisite (Thorn.3 Qu.68,8). At the same 
time Thomas contended that baptism does convey character even 
when administered'to those who have an erbneous farfii, although 
in such cases it is not able to confer grace; and h'e made the 
further point, that no more need be as&ed than a righ€ belief ab 
out the" sacrament of baptism itself. Insincerity constituted 
a far more serious and definite obstacle to baptismal grace (Ibid. 
qu.69,9) f Thomas considered carefully $he objections which might
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be brought against this view: the text Galatians 3.27, the fact 
that it is the power of God which operates in baptism, and the 
further fact that more serious sins than insincerity are cleansed 
and purged by the sacrament. But he thought the counterarguments 
sufficiently strong to warrant the belief that insincerity constit 
utes an obstacle to the work of the Holy Ghost: the text Wisdom 
1.5; the need for intention, faith and devotion, which cannot 
be present where there is insincerity; the fact that it is not 
the purpose of baptism to change the heart by an act of divine 
omnipotence; and finally the fact that insincerity, being a 
clinging to sin, carries within itself all sins.

a itjis, !-• t.

A further question which Shomas raised was whetter baptism 
had its effect or not when the insincerity ceased (Ibid. 10;. The 
answer given is extremely important for our present purpose, " for 
it helps to make clear what was Thomas 1 conception of the mode 
of God's working through the sacrament. Thomas considered the 
various reasons which might be alleged in favour of 
ttofcB^iifraai'C. First, life cannot spring from death Second, 
the grace has already been hindered by the previous insincerity. 
Third, baptism has no power to deal with post-baptismal sins. 
Thomas himself, however, set against these considerations the 
decisive dictum of Augustine, that when insincerity geases, 'then 
doth baptism begin to have its salutary effect 1 . He explained 
and justified this teaching as follows. The insincerity of the 
recipient had dammed up the grace of God and prevented Its inflow 
ing into the soul, but it had not been able to prevent the 
creation of a form (the baptismal character). Into this form 
the baptismal grace could flow without any fresh administration 
of the sacrament 9nce the bar or obstacle of insincerity had 
been removed. This explanation makes it abundantly plain that 
even in repepct of the reservations the thinking of Thomas was 
always in static rather than dynamic^terms. In every case the 
grace of God was poured out, although in some cases an obstacle 
prevented its flowing in. The removal of the obstacle meant an 
automatic fulfilment of the work of baptism, which had already 
been partiallxgy done by the creation of the form. In other wor&s 
baptism and the grace of baptism always went together, being sep 
arated only when some insuperisble obstacle was opposed to the 
grace. In fairness to Thomas it must be grants that this was not 
merely a matter of abstract theological formulation, but an att 
empt to translate into the terms of a sacramenti&ist theology the 
concrete facts of spiritual experience. If criticism 'is to be 
offered, it must be directed against the unfortunate quasi-phys 
ical concepts, which turned the attention away from the spiritual 
realities, and fostered erroneous and superstitious ideas with 
regard to the grace and efficacy of the sacrament.

FurUdfcer light is shed upon Thomas 1 teaching by his discussion 
of the case of infants (Ibid.6). Infants, he contended, were 
not in a position to put any obstacle in the way of the divine 
grace. They could not lack faith, for faith was not in any case 
to be expected of them. Thyey could not be insincere, for they 
had not yet attained to selfr conscious life, which alone made
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sincerity or insincerity possible. Infants were in fact passive 
and neutral, and as such they formed excellent subjects for the 
efficacious working of the Spirit, Not perhaps very logically 
Thomas still insisted upon the necessity of believing sponsors. 
Only the children of Christians could thus receive -the grace 
which came in and through baptism. But so long as proper spons 
ors wlare available, the children themselves could do nothing 
to hinderTfeacrament's work, and in all cases baptism might be 
sifl to accomplish those necessary if limited effects which gave 
infants a start in the Shristian life. The doctrinefcad one very 
real advantage: it preserved the supremacy of the grace and 
activity of & God. But it also had serious disadvantages. It 
made the spiritual operation completely automatic: so much grace 
was confined as it were in the sacrament, and accomplished so 
much work except where SBBKa8BEijSKX obstacle withstood it. Thas 
static relating of sign and grace meant in practice the placing 
of the divine grace in the hands of the church which controlled 
the sign and its administration, with the result that the priests 
were endowed quite literally with the powers of eternal life and 
eternal death. But with all the desire to exalt the sacrament, 
the final result was to degrade it, for amongst the ignorant and 
superstitious, who understood neither the meaning of baptism nor 
the true nature of its working, the ordinance of Christ quickly 
came t^o be thought of as little more than an act of spiritual 
magic or a kind of superior charm.

The Scholastics made reservations in the case of heretics 
and adults who lacked faith or sincerity, but they also differed 
widely in their opinions concerning the nature of the inter-re la tec 
ness of sign and grace. They were of course agreed as to the 
main fact, that sicrament and grace were statically united, but 
they were not agreed in their explanations of the fact i.e. of the 
mechanism of the union. The presuppositions common to all were 
two: first, that the water of baptism did carry with it spirit 
ual power; and second, that that power derived ultimately from 
God, agjkcgRBBDcQsgx^ by the divine institution, 
&Qc&cb$S$S^&&$8&^^
what way could the water be said to carry with it spiritual gracet 
Two main theories were put forward. The first and the more att 
ractive was that the power actually lay in the water itself, by 
virtue of its application in the Triune name. The water which 
washed the body was also the water which cleansed the pollutions 
of sin from the soul. Great names could be cited in favour of 
this theory: Augustine himself, who had said that the water tout*- 
ad the body and washed the heart, .and Beda, who held that God
had given to the baptismal water a regenerative power. Thomas 
himself inclined to this view, for he insisted that the sacrament 
is a physical and not "merely a moral cause of grace (See Bellarmr- 
ine De la S. T.B. pp. 344-6) . The explanation found many adherents 
in the sixteenth century. Apart from Bellarmine we may mention 
Henry VIII, who thought that 'the force of spiritual life 1 had been 
1 infused into the corporal element 1 {Assertio p. 100). and Watson, 
who contended that the sacrament effected what it signified in 
the strictest grammatical sense rie.it literally cleansed the
soul (Strype's Cheke pp.101 f.), v&

The other main theory may be mentioned more briefly.
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was that the sacrament itself does not cleanse but that God him 
self, invariably present in the sacrament, accomplished the 
spiritual and inward work. The relationship was still static* 
for the presence and the work of God could be guaranteed, but tte 
more blatant identification of the supernatural grace with the 
material element was avoided. Baptism was the outward ceremony 
which confirmed the recipient in the possession of spiritual 
graces on the full authority of the autnor and giver 01 the graces, 
God himself. In all but the unbelieving and the insincere God 
himself did actually confer the gifts when the sacrament was admin 
istered, but fchere an obstacle was opposed the gifts were receiv
ed only formally, being of no more value than a cheque which 
there is neither the confidence nor the willingness to cash, and 
u^on which payment is rightly and properly withheld(Cf .Be la S. 
T.B.pp. 344-6),

Two B^i5j|r.call for comment. First, we must remember that 
during theSCnolastic periodt an ex opere operate view of the sacra*
mentsx vx&D&su&toBXBS^^ was not yet 
binding upon the church, even in the case of the baptism of infant 
Goode could bring forward many passages in which the matter was 
left open, and no "official pronouncemeirEsxprior to Council of 
Vienne in 1311 (Goode E. B.I. p. 32) , 3 There can be no doubt, how 
ever, that the trend of mediaeval thought was in that direction,
and by the sixteenth century ex opere opeiabo views, and the more 
materialistic explanation of the mechanism of the sacrament had 
gained a firm hald. "Second, the nominalists helped to keep the 
opposition to more Aigid automatic views alive by stressing the 
supremacy of the divine will in the*di spans ing of sacramental 
grace. Baptism was an instrument of purgation and regeneration, 
out only because God had chosen to make it such, and willed to 
use it as such. This emphasis upon the divine choice contributed 
at a later date to the Reformed fcbreakfeng of the static concept 
ion of the relationship between sign and grace, and to the replac* 
ing of it by a more dynamic conception, in which God retained t , 
the initiative, uniting baptism and the e££tefcx grace of baptism" 
in free creative K&SXKKS acts (See Mackinnon's Luther 2 pp.81 f.).

'• w

The Lutheran doctrine of justification by faith constituted 
the firlWSBallenge to sacramentalist teaching, and it provoked 
a vigorous reaction amongst the sixteenth century traditionalists. 
Henry VIII was one of those who entered the lists against Luther. 
He conceded that there ought to be faith in the Christian, fefcfcfre 
but he did not think that 1 a certain and indubitable faith could 

be exacted 1 of all those who received the x§Mefii2cfc&, and ag 
ainst faith he balanced the sacraments, which in the long run wer 
of the greater account. 'Faith is not sufficient without" the 

sacrament 1 , he wrote, f nor the sacrament without & ith. I' 
think it more safe to allow something to the sacrament than, 
like Luther, to attribute so much to faith as to leave neither 
grace, nor the efficacy of a sign, to the sacrament 1 (Ass ertio 
pp. 103-4). Cajetan made exactly the same complaint against 

the new teaching. Faith" was necessary of course, but only as 
a preparatory disposition. To go 'further and to subordinate 
the whole efficaciousness of the sacrament to faith was a serious



and pernicious error (Cristiani's Luther p.60), The Bul^fexsurge 
Domine saw in the Lutheran doctrine a direct challenge to the 
authority of the sacraments of the new
condemning the proposition that these sacraments'do not give 
grace of justification to those who place no obstacle in the way* 
(Kidd D.C.R.p^e).*3 To what extremes the opposition went is 
shown by the case of George Carpenter of Emerich, who according 
to Foxe was condained at Munich for not believing 'that the very . 

element of the water itself in baptism doth give grace'(Foxe 
4 p.374) t * .

The theologiifil of Trent added little to the"Scholastic 
discussions and they made no attempt to fasten upon the church a 
particular theory of operation. What they did do was to state 
the traditional position clearly, and to mark it off by anathemas 
from all erroneous opinions. Faith and repentance were seen to 
be necessary in the case of adults: 'Faith also is most necessary. 

It is requisite that each person should repent him of his past 
transgressions'(Cat.T.2,2 Qu.39). Insincerity was still 

considered to be an obstacle to the infusion of divine grace: t 
'By him who purposes to walk according to the flesh and not ' 
according to the Spirit, baptism is received in vain and is of , 
no avail 1 (Ibid.). But the sacrament still had its effect 

ex opere operate, as is seen in the condemnation of the various. 
Protestant positions: first, the view that 'the sacraments were 

instituted for the sake of nourishing faith alone'(C.& D.Sess. 
7 Bapt.Can.5; second, the opinion that the sacraments of the 
Hew Law do not contain the grace which they signify, or that 
th$r do not confer ithat grace on those teho do not place an 
obstacle thereunto'(Ibid,Can,6)5 third, the denial that 
'grace, as ;6£r as God's part is concerned, is given through 
the said sacraments always, and to all men'(Ibid.Can.7) 5 and 
fourth, the doctrine, 'that by the said sacraments of the" 
Hew Law grace is not conferred through the act performed, but 
that faith alone in the divine promise suffices for the obtain 
ing of grace'(Ibid.Can.8).

It will be abundantly clear from the anathemas that the 
Homan church committed itself at T'rent to a thoroughgoing doctrine 
of ex opere operato efficacy, 67 en though a certain liberty of 
speculation remained with regard to the precise mechanism of op 
eration. The grace of God and the divinely instituted sign » 
were indissolubly united the one with the other. The union was 
by divine appointment, and could not be affected by the disposit 
ion of the recipient. The material and spiritual elements in 
the sacrament were so merged that the presence of the one meant 
necessarily the presence of the other. Even where the unbelief 
or insincerity of the subject did temporarily or permanently 
withstand the inward grace, the grace was still there, making 
the spiritual impress upon the soul, and ready to flow in as soon 
as the obstacle was removed. The theory that the spiritual .power 
was miraculously enclosed within the material element, by virtue 
of the divine institution and the baptismal word, obviously 
formed the most suitable and attractive explanation of the mechan 
ism of the union. Where that theory predominated, the static «.B 
conception of the union of sign ano^race developed to its fullest
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extent, enslaving the life and doctrine of the church beneath 
the sacramentalist yoke.

2. The Protestant Teaching

The pre-Reformation period had not been lacking in those who had 
opposed the automatic conceptions of sacramental efficacy. Wyc- 
liffe and his disciples in particular had declared in favour of 
a more spiritual understating, distinguishing carefully between 
the outward and the inward washing, and attributing the inward 
work entirely to the Holy Spirit. ! The purging of the Holy

Goest 1 , Wycliffe maintained, 'must God himself do'(Arnold 
2 p.4). some of these early Reformers, Brute for example, 

stressed the importance of £fiith in the accomplishment of this 
inward work. The believer had forgiveness, the work of baptism, , 
even apart from the outward sacrament, the sign, for faith 
was 'the spiritual water, with which were the faithful* patriarchs

baptised before the Law'(Foxe 3 p.168). These theories never 
succeeded in breaking through the fromt of Scholastic sacrement- 
alismgi but they formed the spear-head of the Protestant attack*

It was Luther who accomplished the decisive break-through, 
and he did it by rethinking the doctrine of baptism in the light 
of his cardinal doctrin_e of justification by faith. It may be 
granted at once Ha. at Luther himself often made use of expressions 
which reflected or suggested an ex opere operate conception. He 
was kept from a jamssn; Thoroughgoing sacramentalism, however, by 
his central teaching that it is fai-uh which justifies and 'not 
legal or even sacramental works. Without faith there could be
the outward rite, but no inward baptism of the Spirit. This 
did not mean that Luther denied the true objectivity of the grace 
and operation of God, as Brute £>erha,s tended to do (See W.A.3C, i 
1 p.218).6 It did mean that faith is necessary for the recept 
ion of the divine graca , so necessary that without it baptism 
can be of no avail (Ibid.g p.216). 7 Faith TOfcxSta&xsddbsft fulfill) 
ed that Which the sacrament signifiedjlbia.6 p.532)^ opening * ' 
the individual soul'to the a* ace of God (Hamel p-£4; > enabling 
the sacrament to have its effects (W.A.2 p.315). 10 Luther res 
isted strongly the attempt to reduce salatttion to' a sacramental 
ist and in the long run naturalistic process. Saltation was" an 
intensely personal matter, the divine offer, its objective side, 
the human response, its subjective. The sacrament represented * 
tlB. divine offer, and it derived its efficacy from God himself: t 
but the possibility of the sacrament doing its work depended upon! 
the human response. The sacrament thus became a duality. For - 
the'unbeliever i* was ~ an outward and to a large extent a meaning 
less sign, a testimony to the divine grace which availed to 
condemnation rather than to life. For believers, however, 
this outward and meaningful sign was the grace and power of God 
to salvation, applied to the soul by the Holy Ghost.

"%'" •* 4*' %

A further point in Luther's understanding must be emphasised, 
TIB power of the sacrament for the believer lay not in the elemert 
but in thw word. Without the word the water and the washing in
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water were useless because they were without meaning. ' " The wxord 
gave to the element and the outward act an inward and spiritual 
signification, and by that signification baptism had its effect
upon those who received it in faith (Wernle p. 38). It was becaua 
the unbelieving could not perceive the signification that1 for them 
the sacrament remained only an outward rite which had no inward 
power. The necessity of faith and the necessity of the word 
were the two points which underlay the repudiation in Lutheran 
Confessional statements of ex opere opersbo theories of sacramental 
grace (Augsburg 13 ) . •*• Luther and his followers could accept 
iKLther the Thomistic explanation, which attributed the power of 
baptism to the water rather than to the word, nor the Scotist, 
which seemed to divorce the will and power of God too harshly 
from both word and water (Articles of Schmalkald:Von der Taufe).12

It is clear that the aigi of Luther was to hold the balance " 
evenly between the divine and human elements in the sacrament, ' " 
and the corresponding objective and subjective aspects. In Swit 
zerland Protestant extremists tended to destroy the balance on the 
one side as the Romanists had destroyed it on the other. With 
the Romanists the human element had been almost completely 
submerged by the divine, and the subjective aspect by the object 
ive. Zwingli attacked this erroneous conception with such vig
our that he came near to a complete separation of the outward 
rite of baptism from the inward baptism of the Holy Ghost. Many 
infants who received baptism, he contended, experience nothing 
but the" purely physical sensation of shrinking from the water" 
(C.R.2 p.203). 13 The outward baptism of water was frequently" 
given where the inward baptism of the Spirit and faith werei lack 
ing (Ibid. 4 p.223). 14 Only God could^ give" this inward baptism, 
which was absolutely necessary to salvation, and God acted 
with complete feeedom and sovereignty, distributing to every* 
man according to his own will (Ibid. 2 p. 203). It may very well 
be that in his anxiety to oppose the one error Zwingli came near 
er to the opposite extreme than he himself would have desired, 
but it would be a gross exagprxation to say that he categorically 
denied any interconnection between the ̂ outward and the inward 
baptisms. What he did deny was the wrong static interconnection 
held andtaught by the Scholastics and their successors. The 
sacrament itself might very well be said to confer grace, however; 
where faith existed, or where there had been an antecedent operat 
ion of/the Holy Spirit.

The Anabaptists carried the teaching of Zwingli a stage 
ther and completed the separation between sign and grace. Zwing 
li himself accused the Anabaptists of confusing the inward and the 
outward "baptisms, on the ground that they attempted to make the 
two simultaneous (Ibid. 4 p.620), 1-0 but the evidence is fairly 
conclusive that they regarded the outward rite as a sign only, 
and a sign rather of the human response than of the divine offer. 
It is true, of course, that in respect of time they did toy 
to bring the sign into closer relationship with the thing signif 
ied, but it is also true that for the most part they had" ceased 
to regard the sign as in any sense, except the purely psycholog 
ical, a means of grace. Everything was attributed by them to .
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the inward baptism, to the.blood of Christ (B.R.N.2 p. 280),— 
and to faith (Mural t p.45). 1 ' The outward rite marked the form- , 
al entry into forgiveness and the new life, by profession of • 
repentance and faifti, but not even instrumentally did it help to • 
effect that entry. i

It was the work of Bucer and Calvin to purge the Zwinglian l 
doctrine of its extremist tendencies, and to establish that. 
more balanced view which Luther himself had attempted to propag- 
ate. The Reformed school could not be entirely satisfied with 
Luther's own formulation of baptismal doctrine, for the Luther 
ans still seemed, as Peter Martyr put it, 'to affirm more of 

the sacrament than w^s fit<Strype's Cranmer 3 p. 162). The 
difference between Lutheran statements and those of the Romanists 
was not always an easy one to discover, although the" account 
of baptism was not perhaps &o obviously unsatisfactory as that 
of the supper. Bucer, of course, had always the practical aim 
of bringing together the Reformed and Lutheran parties by the 
adoption of an all-comprehensive formula. He rejected outright 
the Anabaptist extreme that the sacraments are no 'more than 
1 naked and bare signs 1 (Lang:Eyang.Quart. 1,2 pp.159 f.). He 
allowed that the covenantal signs might very properly be describ 
ed as instruments of grace. He was careful, however, to avoid 
the Romanist error which made the sacraments automatic instruments 
They were not 'such instruments or channels of grace as that 

they bring grace with whatever mind or faith you partake of 
them'(See Goode E.B.I.p.167). The instrumental efficacy 

was suspended by Bucer upon two interrelated facts: the faith
of the recipients, and the divine election (Ibid.p. 169). Thus 
the sovereignty of God and the inwardness of religion were maint 
ained, but without any undue depreciation of the divinely , 
appointed means of grace, or over-harsh separation of sign 
and thing signified.

Calvin adopted a position very similar to that of Bucer, 
but-he had the advantage that he was not always consciously 
striving to reconcile opposing groups. Three fundamental prin 
ciples underly Calvin's understanding: first, that the sacra 
ments are appointed means of grace; second, that repentance 
and faith, although they need not precede the administration 
in point of time, are nevertheless essential to their proper 
use (Tracts 2 p.8fi7 & p.236; Niemeyer p.241); and third, that 
the efficacy of the sign depends ultimately upon the divine el 
ection (Beckmann p.96). The basic error of the Romanists was 
'the enclosing of the grace and virtue of the Spirit by the ex 

ternal sign 1 (Tracts 2 p.574), an error which destroyed the 
true relationship between grace and sacrament, and canned'the 

Papists to pass by Christ, and to fix their confidence of
salvation on the elements'(Ibid.p.340). The endeavour of 

Calvin was to find the balance between the extreme which looked 
for a proper virtue in the sacraments themselves (Tracts 2 p.2l4S 
and the opposite extreme which denied that the sacraments could 
confer grace at all, making of them only psychological aids to 
faith (See Beckmann p.57). The truth about baptism as hekaw it 
was this: that baptism did have a real spiritual effect as it 
was used by thejloly Spirit and received or understood in faith*
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The virtue did not lie in the sacrament itself, but in the sov 
ereign and creative act of God according to the election of grace.

The distinction between the teaching of Calvin and that of 
the Scholastics is in many respects a fiine one, for both Calvin 
and the Scholastics were seeking to understand tod to express what 
was ultimately the same truth of sacramental efficacy. It might 
almost be claimed that Calvin's doctrine of the sacrament was 
Scholasticism purged of static and quasi-material notions^^¥S" 
claim need occasion us no surprise, for Calvin and the Scholast 
ics started from the same place, the New Testament, and worked 
upon the same human experienee. It must not be forgotten, howev- 
erm that a Scholasticism purged of static and quasi-material 
conceptions is no longer Scholasticism in any specific sense, 
for these were the characteristics ofi the Scholastic understand 
ing and formulation. The identity in fundamental truth must 
not blind us to the fact that there was a vast and important 
difference in appiriiension and expression of the truth. In the 
place of the static conception of the sacramental union Calvin 
set a free and dynamic. Sign and grace were no longer identif- | 
ied or conjoined in the material and static sense, but they were * 
united in action, by the free and creative miracle of the Holy
Spirit applying the sign to this or that belxieving soul (Niesel 
p.212). Tne foundation remained theol same, but the edifice of 
»Scholastic formulation was overthrown, and a new structure 
erected.

**' %' :T * *"*

The 4imilar.i.tes and the differences between the Scholastics 
and Calvin are of sufficient'importance to warrant a rather more 
detailed examinataion. ~ Thus Calvin and^he Scholastics had this 
in commons that finally, God himself is the sole author of grace 
The Scholastics deduced from this truth that God has willed once 
and for all to mediate grace through the sacraments which? he 
himself has instituted and appointed. Calvin could agree that 
God does will to mediate grace through the sacraments, "but he 
could not agree that he does so in such a way* as would prejudice 
the freedom and.the sovereignty of the Spiritf 'When'God uses

the instrumentality of the sacrament 1 , he claimed,'he neither*' 
infuses his own virtue "into them, nor derogates in any respect' 
from the effectual working of his Spirit'(Tracts 2 p.214). 

God did not will to give grace to all and sundry, but to this 
man and that man, according to the divine election. The sacra 
ments were the means, but the Spirit remained the 'internal Mast 
er 1 (Instit.4,14,9). ' ;

Again, Calvin and the Scholastics could agree that faith 
and repentance were in some sense indispensable to the reception 
of sacramental grace. The Scholastics, however, 'conceived * 
of repentance and faith narrowly and negatively, as the absenee 
of an obstacle to the grace contained with the sign. " Even the 
unbelieving and the insincere did receive some benefit from the 
administration of the sacrament, for an impress was made upon 
the soul, and a form created into which the grace could pour 
once the obstacles were broken down. Calvin, M however, attrib 
uted far more to repentance and faith, for he regarded them as
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themselves a work of God (Tracts 2 p. 343) and thus of positiv? vat- 
ue, The absence of repentance and faith meant the absence of 
the energising and creative work" of the Spirit, and the consequ 
ent reduction of the sacrament to an outward sign without inward 
or spiritual grace. Baptism was on e thing for one man and 
another for another, not in its effects only but also in itself.

We may notiue at this & a further point of similarity 
and of difference. Calvin and the Scholastics could agree that 
the sacrament had a different meaning and effect according to 
the presence o£ absence of sincerity and faith. But they con 
ceived of the difference in a" totally different way. "For the 
Scholastics the "difference was this: the believer received both 
grace and character, the unbeliever character alone. The grace 
was available to all without distinetion, but in the latter case 
unbelief or insincerity denied it access. Now Calvin could agree 
that in a sense an offer of grace is madg-pto all those who receive 
the sign. He could also agree that in ¥3&$ cases unbelieving 
recipients migfcfc do receive at least the EXJtaawdt benefit of 
external membership of the visible church. Calvin could go 
furlblier and grant that those who received in unbelief might at 
a later date truly repent, and thus enter into the full grace 
and inward benefit of the sacrament. His dynamic conception 
of the sacramental union forbade him to connect the sign and 
the grace necessarily in respect of place or time. He po 
to the example of itex&EJsx Simon Magus in Acts, and asked 
ally: f ftHH±GbaHEix Had he repented at Peter's admonition," wou

not the grace of baptism have resumed its place? (Tracts 2 p. 342 
In this way Calvin could safeguard the objectivity of the sacra
mental grace and the sacramental offer, not suspending it entire 
ly upon the inward disposition of those who received. 'The prom

ises 1 , he said, ' a£83?E8nall , " but the ratification of them' 
is the gift of the Spirit 1 (Ibid.) . All that could be granted,

and yet Calvin could still reject entirely the Scholastic interp
retation.

He did so because he set aside the Scholastic conception of 
grace as a kind of spiritual substance, and replaced it by a 
direct relating of grace to Christ himself "and the Gospel of Chris 
(Niesel p. 214). The grace which was offered to men in the sacra 
ment was not a kind of &BK dose of spiritual medicine, but the 
person and the work of Christ, the promises of the Gospel (Tracts 
2 p. 85). Thus the sacrament had for Calvin the same purpose 
as the word, the presentation of Christ and of the salvation 
which is to be found in Christ. In the sacrament as in the word, 
Christ was offered indiscriminately to all. The unbeliever, 
however, per® ived Christ neither in word or sacrament. He 
might then receive certain external benefits from his contact 
with them, but he missed the inward grace: and indeed, the 
signs remained as a permanent testimony to his hardness and un 
belief. With- the believer the case was quite different, for : 
receieving the signs he also knew and received Christ himself, i 
the inward grace. The perception was partly psychological in ' 
nature, but it was to be attributed ultimately to the miraculous 
inward operation of the Holy Spirit. In so far as a distinction 
could be drawn between word and sacrament it was this, thtt
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normally it was the function of the word to evoke faith and the
function of the sacrament to confirm and strengthen it. Where 
infants were baptised, however, baptism could be used as a 
most powerful adjunct of the word in the evoking of faith, and 
in any case the word itself, as we have seen, formed an integ 
ral and indispensable part of the sacrament.

It will be seen, then, that although Calvin shared with 
the Scholastics the basic truths which underlie all sacramental 
theology, he rejected outright the quasi-material conceptions 
of grace and of its union with the outward sign which had pervert-* 
ed the mediaeval under landing and introduced so much error and 
superstition into the church. Avoiding carefully any depreeiat- 
ion of the sacraments and their work, Calvin found his way back 
to an evangelical understanding which was in harmony both with 
the teaching of Scripture and also with the facts of lacaugx true 
spiritual experience. His expositions were not perhaps clear 
at every point, for who .can fully expound the mysterious and 
miraculous operation of the Spirit? But if many things "still 
rauefcined to be explained, Calvin did at least indicate the lines 
along which a true and Scriptural sacramentalism tos may be retain 
ed without doing violence either to reason or to true religion, 
and without jeapordising the deep and basic truths of the 
evangelical understanding.

The presentation of Calvin's doctrine varied to some extent 
amongst his disciples, but not in any important particular, 
Beza stressed the two fundamental points in the master's teach-' 
ings the fact that administration and effect need not be simult 
aneous, 'and the indispensability of repentance and faith to 
true reception. The first point Beza argued from &ER±P±BCERX the 
divine sovereignty and from the examples in Scriptures 'It is

not convenient to restrain the sacramentes to the same instant 
that they be ministred, but the fruit s&all be shewed to the 
elect when it pleaseth God' (B.P.S.34); 'The effect of bapt 
ism begins from that moment in which raith begins, faith 
sometimes preceding, as in the case of Cornelius, sometimes 
following after, as in those baptised in infancy 1 (Q.et R.C. 
Ill), ® As regards the second point, Beza made the common 

distinction between the unbelieving who received the bare sign, 
and the repentant and believing who received both sign and effect^ 

'The syne is received by a corporall and naturall maner, as 
well of the faithfull as of the unfaithfull, but to divers * 
ends and purposes. For the faithfull receiving the syne "' •,' 
and the -thing signified with the syne, perceive augmentation 
and increase of faiths the unfaithfull receive the bare syne 
to condemnation'(B,P.S.46), "The reason why the unbelieving 

could not receive the effects or grace of the sacran0it was the 
simple one that Christ himself is tte thing signified, and 
Christ can be received only by faiths 'He that bringeth not

true faith cannot receive Jesus Christ, but he that bringeth 
faith receiveth him trulie and effectually, but spiritually 
by faith 1 (Ibid.). Amongst the later writers we may mention 

Heidegger and Walaus, who attacked ex opere operato conceptions 
of all kinds (Heid.25,42)-^ and the authors of the Leidener
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Synopsis, who rejected the identification in time of the exterral 
sacrament and the inward effect (44,29).^ The lesson of Calvin, 
that there is a real sacramental union of sign and grace, but 
that that union must be understood dynamically and not statically, 
is not in every respect an easy one to learn, but there can be 
little doubt that the successors of Calvin in the Reformed 
school had thoroughly mastered it.

3. The Position in England

As is only to be expected, the ^ngliean writings, especially 
ibhose which belong to the earlier stages of the Reformation,
betray signs of conflicting and contradictory conceptions of 
the efficacy and operation of the sacrament. The position of 
those who remained loyal to traditional teaching is clear enough. 
It had been stated briefly and forcibly by Henry himself in the 
Assertio, and writers and disputants like Fisher, KoBe ? Gardiner 
and Watson gave to it equally lucid and forceful expression. 
Traces of the Romanist view may be found in the Henrician formul 
aries, especially in the conservative King's Book, which spoke 
of the real effect and virtue of baptism both in believing adults 
and in infants. Even the King's Book, however, qualified 
this blunt assertion in a Lutteran direction, for the power of 
baptism was not found in the water," but in the direct operation 
of Godx through the word: 'The sacrament hath its effect... by 

virtue and force of the working of Almighty Gpd fftmftfrff and 
the promise annexed and conjoined unto the same '(p. 41). God 

himself and the word of God were thus exalted above the external 
element and sign. In this respect the King's Book maintained '• 
gome of the ground. which had been won in the Ten Articles, which 
had insisted strongly upon the need for a true repentance and 
faith in adults, and had also traced back the remission and 
grace conferred to God himself.

The Prayer Books (Baptismal Offices and Catechism) and ttSR 
the Article itself are sometimes cited as evidence that even the 
more earnest Anglican Reformers never abandoned a pesitfcLon whieh 
essentially if not in every point of detail was that of the 
traditional theology. Against this it is sometimes pleaded : 
that the language of devotion ought not to be used to establish * 
doctrinal positions. There is of course something in such a plea., 
but the office and the Catechism belong together, and the Catech-' 
ism certainly ought to be considered as a statement of doctrine. 
It ought to be noticed, however, that the Offices and Catechism 
do not venture to do more then describe or enumerate the effects: 
they saw nothir^whatever about the way in which those effects 
are achieved, the mode of efficacy. That is a mdtst important 
point, for it mesncts that strict ex opere operate views or a 
static conception of the relationship between sign and grace 
cannotm properly be deduced from the categorical statements with 
regard to the effects, statements for which there are in any 
case parallels in the Mitheran and even in the Reformed orders 
and catechisms. A further point is that the statements themselvei 
may be interpreted in several different ways: sacramentally,
hypothetically, and evanxgelistically. Within the framework
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of the whole theology of the ^nglican Reformers , and the full 
sequence, Baptism, Catechism and Confirmation, non-literal
interpretations of this kind may be convincingly argued. Even 
those who plead for a literal regeneration of all" baptised infante 
usually take good care to empty the phrase regeneration of much 
of its New Testament meaning. These points were officially 
recognised in the famous Gorham Judgment, which laid it down 
once and for all that ex op ere operato views of baptismal regener^ 
ations are not by any means incumbent upon those who use the 
Anglican Offices (See Boultbee p. 237).

s "ft *% at

The case with the Article is different," for the Article 
avowedly a doctrinal statement, and its description of baptism 
as an instrument for engrafting into Christ implies some doctrine 
of baptismal efficacy. Can it be said with truth that that 
doctrine is of the non-Reformed type? Quite a number of comment 
ators think so. Stone does not build too much upon the actual

description, but he thinks that the opening sentence
deliberately excludes the Sacramentarian interpretation, Smitheii 
goes further, and finds the stain Article inconsistent with the
general Evangelicalism of the confession as a whole. He evident 
ly takes it that the Articles does sanction some kind of ex opere 
operato teaching (Smithen p. 209) . The \vords 'rightly 1 and 
'instrument 1 are perhaps the key-words in the statement, and 
they have given rise to considerable and contentious disputation*. 
On the one side it is urged that 'rightly 'means no more than 
correctly i.e. with the 'right 'matter and formula (McLear and 
Williams on Art. 2(7) ? while 'instrument' denotes the instrumental 
cause, as in xxsdtandtzoE the writings of Thomas More and other 
traditionalists (Ibid.). On the other side it is pointed out 
that the Latin word for 'rightly' is'recte'and not 'rite 1 , which 
implies a right disposition as well as a coreect dix administratioi 
(Griffith Thomas on Art. 2^), while the term 'instrument 1 'gives

the idea of 'a legal instrument', 'a deed of conveyance 1 ' 
rather than an instrumental cause in the stricter sense (Ibid. ) .

In the face of so serious divergences it is too much to be 
1& a&Kedto settle the meaning to the satisfaction of all parties, 
but a few significant points maybe noted. First, the view 
which is rejected in the opening sentence is Anabaptist rather 
than Zwinglian, and it is not excluded as false, but stated
to be inadequate, only a part of the whole truth* Secend, 
the Article ±fcSBi£x hardly does more than commit itself to the 
basic Lutheran and Reformed tenet, that the sacrament is in some 
sense a means as well as a sign of grace. Third, the term inst 
rument was used not only by Romanists, but also by the soundest 
of Reformers, Did not nCalvin himself speak of the 'instrumental 
ity of the sacraments' ( Tracts' 2 p. 214), and of the 'Lord being 

pleased to exert his energy by his instrument s'?( Ibid. p. 84) . 
Fourth* the Article must be taken in conjunction with the more 
general sacramental Articles (25 and 26), and these definitely 
rejected any rigid identification of sign and grace. Article
25 made the thoroughly Reformed distinction between worthy receiv 
ing (which had a corresponding 'wholesome effect or operation 1 ) 
and unworthy receixving (which 'purchased damnation' )« In ?
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Article 26 the unworthiness of the minister was stated not to be 
a"ble to hinder the effect 'in such as by faith and rightly (here

'rite') do receive the sacraments ministered unto them". Fifth, 
the language of the Article approximates so closely to that used
in the other Reformed Confessions that there can be ho doubt that 
it reflected a similar view. .This is tacitly admitted by Stone 
when in a weak analysis of the 'confused 1 and 'inconsistent 1 
Reformed views he finds phrases of a'more satisfactory kind 1 in 
the Refommed Confessions (Stone p.58). We may perhaps conclude 
not unfairly that only an unhistorical criticism will find in 
the confessional teaching clear ex opere operfcto views or a 
rigid and static inter-relating of the sacrament and the sacra 
mental grace.

The Prayer Books and Articles have been considered in the 
first group because so often commentators have found in them eith 
er thoroughgoing Romanist conceptions or at least traces of the 
traditional teaching. That such interpretations have very little 
historical foundation we have already seen. It will now be our
task to see to what extent the leading Anglican Reformers adopted 
Lutheran and Reformed views. Since these were the men who
framed the Offices and Articles and first brought them into use, 
it may be argued quite fairly that their opinions represent what 
the formularies themselves were supposed to set forth and to 
teach: unless, of course, we take refuge in the evasion that
accidentally, or perhaps even intentionally, the official 
statements left room for doctrines which the framers of them 
were seeking to destroy.

We find evidence of clear Lutheran views in many Anglican 
writings, especially of the Henrician period. The 1536 Articl 
es had £±HXK obviously been influenced by the Augsburg Confession, 
but more flefinite Lutheran opinions were expressed in other 
works, especially in the Book 'The Sum of ScripttiiEe 1 and in 
the writings of Tyndale and Frith. The identification of grace 
with the element of water was attacked by'The Sum of Scripture 1 , 
which taught plainly that 'there is no virtue in the water: the

water taketh not away our sin f (Foxe 5 p.592). Frith urged 
the necessity of faith and sincerity to a true reception: 'The 

Spirite..and grace are not green to those who make feyned conf 
ession 1 (B.R.p.91). Tyndale sought to *fe destroy the false 

confidence placed in the outward sign, and to turn men to the 
work of God and to faifri, which alone could effect the inward 
and spi&itaal operation: ! The work of baptism, that outward 

washing, which is the visible sacrament or sign, justifieth 
us not. But God only justifieth us actively, as cause eff- 

" icient or workman. Goa promises to justify whosoever is 
baptised to believe in Christ. .*.. .Faith doth receive, and 
God doth give and impute to faith, and not to the washing 1 
(Tynd.P.S.2 p.90). Tyndale attacked strongly the false notion 

that there was a spiritual power or presence of the Holy Spirit 
in the b&ptismal water: 'It is impossible that the water of the 

river should wash our hearts. And if any man allege Ehrist 
John 3rd chapter.. ..and will therefore that the Holy Ghost be 
present in the water, and therefore the very deed or work
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doth put away sin; then I will send him unto Paul....the Holly 
Ghost accompanifith the preaching of faith, and with the word 
of faith, entereth the heart and purgeth it 1 (Tynd.P.S.l pp. 
423-4).

X In addition to Tyndale and Frith many others advanced Luther^ 
an opinions of the efficacy of baptism during the early period of 
the Anglican Reformation. Lambert suffered partly because he 
could not agree that the sacraments 'of themselves give faith 1 
(Foxe 5 p. 193). Latimer attacked the opinion which multitudes 
held: 'that a^ baptised persons are necessarily regenerate, 

and secure grace and the Holy Ghost at the moment' they are 
baptised 1 (In Ryle: Bisnops £u^ Clergy pp.110-111). Latimer 

himself equated regeneration with hearing and believing the word 
of God (Ibid.J. Lancelot Ridley attributed the work of cleansing, 
inwardly, not to the water, but to Christ himself, who lay his 
word and his Spirit given to us in baptism, washes away our sins 
(Goode E.B.I.p.192). Cranmer's Catechism stated the Lutheran 
view fully and clearly: the wafer had not the power 'to work so 

great thinges. It is not the water, but the almyghtie worde 
of §od...and faith, which receyveth God's wordeana promise 1 
(p.190),

The swing over from Lutheran to more pronouncedly Reformed 
views took place during the latter part of the reign of Edward. 
Both the Lutheran and Reformed schools agreed, however, in the 
rejecting of ex opere operate views and of"the static conception 
of the relationship between grace and sign. It is not always 
possible to say which influence was predominant in some of the 
Edwardian writings. One of the most definite statements is 
to be found in the 'Reformatio Legum 1 , which attacked the equat 
ing of the element ano^he effect, and ridiculed those who re 
garded baptism 'with so much awe and wonder as to believe that 

the Holy Spirit emerges from that external element itself, 
and that his influence, power and virtue, by which we are 
new created.... swim in the very waters of baptism 1 (Car dwell 
p. 18).21 Dean Turner set the two views, the Romanist and 

the Protestant, srfonrafy over against each other in his famous 
comparison of the New Learning (i.e.Romanism) with the Old (i.e. 
historic Christiai-ity). The Romanist teaching was 'that it is 

enough and sufficient to receive the sacraments effectually and 
with fruit, to have no stop nor let of deadly sin; ' the 
Evangelical: 'Faith is necessary to be had in him that receiv- 
eth tlB sacrament with fruit'(The Old Learning and the Hew 
Of the Sacraments Fol.A 4). Be con too attacked the attribut 

ing of the effects to the sign: 'Baptism itself bringeth not 
grace, but doth testify unto the congregation, that he which 
is baptised hath already received grace and the Holy Spirit 1 
(Bee.P. S. 2 p. 220). The ^rian. Confessors "all stood firm* 

in the denial of any ex opere operate efficacy. Thus Bungey 
denied that'by baptism sins-be washed away'(Foxe 7 p.399), and 
Smith asked Bonner in what sense we wexre supposed to regard the 
sacrament as a cause of salvation: f n.re we saved by baptism or

by Christ?' When Bonner replied 'By both 1 , Smith commented 
caustically: 'Then the water died for our sins 1 (Ibid.p.352).
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Underlying Smith's protest was the overriding anxiety not to alloy 
the sacrament to be exalted at the expense of Christ.

Both the Lutheran and the Reformed schools rejected the 
Romanist under standing ? and both agreed in insisting upon- the 
indisp ens ability of faith to true reception. Many writers could 
be quoted. Bradford made the simple affirmation: 'Baptism requ-

ireth faith' (Brad. P. S.I p. 121). Grindal granted that the' 
water was powerful 'to the faithful receiver '(Grind. P. S. p. 62) . 
Coverdale stressed the uselessness and the danger of reception
without faith: 'To use the sacraments without faith profiteth 

not, but rather hurteth 1 (Cov.P.S.p.411) . Hooper referred
to examples such as Simon Magus: 'An hypocrite or infidel may

receive the external sign of baptism, and yet be no Christian*1 * 
nothing the rather, as Simon Magus and others' (Hoop. P. S.I p. 76),

Nowell made a" sharp distinction between reception in faith and re-
ception without faith (Now.P.S.p.87) . Bullinger protested
against the including of the grace within the element, and jtKfc 
attributed the spiritual effects to the free work of God and "to 
faith (Bull. P. S. 4 p. 251). This common demand for faith naturally 1 
led the Anglican Reformers to a dynamic conception of baptismal J 
efficacy: the sacrament was a means of grace truly used of the 
Holy Spirit where God so chose and where there 'was the response , 
of repentance and faith. Cranmer seemed to have this conception 
at the back of his mind when he distinguished between the outward 
water and the inward Spirit, and found the true efficacy of 
baptism not in the -element but in the believing recipients: 'God 

worketh wonderfully by his omnipotent power in the true receiv 
ers, not in the outward visible signs' (Cr an. P. S.I p. 341). 

Ridley approached the question of efficacy in the same way. He 
found a twofold washing: 'the outward toy water, the inward by

the Holy Ghost'. All received the outward washing, brat only 
the truly penitent and believing the inward (Rid. P. S. p. 27 5) .

During the later Elizabethan period Rogers in his Commentary 
on the Articles stated a fully developed Calvinistic doctine. ' 
He denounced the Papist error, that 'the sacraments give grace 

ex opere operate, and bring faith ex opere operate'. There 
was of course a general offer of God, but only j&x believers 
received the progfered gifts: 'Salvation is promised to such 

as are baptised, yet not simply in respect of their baptism, 
but if they do believe 1 (P. S. , .267) . Rogers proteslaa strongly 

against the attempt to make the sign and the effects simultaneous 
in time: 'Some have faith afore they receive any of the sacraments

...some neither afore, nor at the instant, nor yet afterwards 
(Ibid. p. 249) . There can be no question that Rogers understood 

the efficacious operation of the sacrament dynamically rather than 
statically. Rogers, however, was in some respects an extremist 
and it might be asked whether the Elizabethan Anglicans as a 
whole shared his view, or whether in the search for a via media 
they were not already feeling their way back to semi-Romanist 
conceptions. The evidence points to the fact that Rogers was 
expressing the general understanding of his age. Jewel may be 
called in as a witness. He was concerned rather with the tying 
of the material element to the body of Christ in Eucharistic
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doctrine, but he plainly rejected the Ijdbag identification of 
the grace of God with the material sign, denying that f the 

quickening grace could really and substantially be inclosed 
eithet in the one sacrament or in the other 1 , and appealing . 

to the Esthers in support of his contentions (Jew.P.S.I p.781). 
The need for faith found plain expression in Jewel's writings: 

'We say that. the sacraments of Christ, without faith, do 
not once profit those that be alive' (Ibid,2 4 p.893); and 

since it was part of his plan to show that the Reformed teaching 
agreed both with Scripture and the Eathers, he again adduced 
Patristic evidence (Ibid.2 p. 1106).^ Like Cranmer, Jewel seems, 
to have seen a twofold sacramental operation, the outward washing 
in the material sign, the inward washing in the spiritual gracex 
(Ibid.3 p.469). The two washings were freely and djmamically 
related, becoming one work in those who received truly and in 
faith. It is noticeable that in the detailed and acrimonious 
disputes between Whitgift and Cartwright the efficacy of the 
Sacrament was never a point at issue, and Whitgift agreed with 
his opponent in rejecting ex opere operate views. The statement 
of the champion of Anglican orthodoxy seems to put the Elizabethan 
position beyond all doubt: 'It is a certain and true doctrine

of all such as profess the gospel, that the outward signs of 
the sacrament do not contain in tnem grace, neither yet that 
the grace of God is of necessity tied unto them, but only that 
they be seals of God's promises, notes of ChristAnity, test 
imonies and effect&al signs of the grace of God'(V^hit.P.S.3 
p.382).

*s

It may be granted, of course, that some Puritans did attack 
the retention of private baptism on the ground that it conformed 
to the popish tying of the grace of God to the outward element
(2nd P.of a R.I,78), But this was obviously a debating point 
rather than a serioBs GbsKfeadbasi objection to Anglican doctrine,
as was also the complaint on similar grounds against the rubric 
that children being baptised and dying 'have all things necessary

to their salvation, and be undoubtedly saved'. The Schedule 
to Langwcrth and Worley, in which the latter criticism was met, 
stated clearly that'the book did not mean to affirm that the

sacrament did of itself confer grace tanquam ex opere operato, 
but that by these words it only dissuaded from the opinion 
which the Papists had of their confirmation, called Bishoping* 
(Strype's Whitgift 1 p.257),

The lesser writers of the Elizabethan age repeated again and 
again the stock opinions and arguments of the great Continental 
and Anglican leaders. Cooper marked off the Protestant doctrine 
from the Romanist: 'Yet we do not attribute the operation hereof 

to the water or outward element, but to the might of God's 
Word and the power of the Spirit'(Sermoas p.30). Alley 

compared the operation of the sacrament to that of the word, 
and saw a need of faith to receive either the one or the other: 

'It may easily be proved that neither the preaching of the 
Gospel nor receivxing of the sacrament, without faith, doth 
proritJ.(Praelections upon I Peter Fol.l33). Prime asserted 

the sovereignty of God in election and his lordship over the
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sacrament; 'God is not so bound that he must work \vith, or
cannot. v,ork without these means, by his Spirit, the salvation 
of those whom he had chosen and predestinated to eternal life 
before all worlds 1 (Treatise on the Sacranei*us B 1). Some skt- 

ed the Reformed doctrine succinctly in a single sentence: We re 
ceive not the grace which is offered by the sacraments unless 
we bring faith to the partaking of the sacraments 1 (Treatise of 
the Sacraments G 2) . The function of the sacraments according 

the Willet was to 'send and refer us to the word and promise of 
God 1 (Synopsis Papismi pp. 538-41). Haddon preserved to the sacra 
ments their proper office and dignity as means of grace, but" *ith 
the qualification 'that we do not attribute so much to them as 

that through them, as through channels, from the mere work 
wrought, the grace of God should be necessarily imparted to 
us ' (ISHBHfexadcfcisHKX Contra Eieron.dsorium 1.2 fol.38-9).

,*
It will be seen th&t with one voice and consent the Anglican 

bishops and divines denounced the Romanist coneption and took up 
the freer and more spiritual Lutheran or Reformed view. One 
great name has been omitted, the name of Hooker, but Hooker too 
^preserved all the essential features of the Reformed understanding 
He put the sacraments in their proper perspective^ as instruments 
ordained of God for the purpose of presenting Christ (L.E.P.5,67, 
6) . In so far as Christ was offered in baptism, the saving 
gr,ace of God was also offered, not quasi- materially in the elemenlj 
but spiritually in Christ himself. it was part of Hooker's task, 
of course, to defend the importance and dignity of the sacraments
against those who tended to decry them. To that extent he was 
prepared to assert the instrumental necesssity of baptism in all 
ordinary cases (Ibid.). God is the God of order, and he may 
normally be expected to work through the appointed means. More ! 
than that, Hooker HXK thought it possible to argiie that in the 
case of infants, who could not believe" but v/ho also 'could con- , 
ceive nothing opposite', "'that grace was given which is the first

c.nd most effectual cause out of which our belief- gr owe th'{ Ibid.
64,1). This phrase must not be given a Romanist twist, for 

Hooker certainly had no intention of reviving ex opere operato 
views of the cruder sort. Indeed, the sentence might very 
well be given a thoroughly evangelical interpretation, for the 
sacraments are undoubtedly a powerful adjunct of the word in the 
promoting of true faith. live must acknowledge, however, that
Hooker's statement of the matter marks a recession from the full 
dynamic conception of Calvin, and a return to a more static view, 
although in a much modified form.

Historically this beginning of a movement away from the full 
Reformed understanding was important, for it resulted quickly 
in the High Anglican sacramentalism of the seventeenth and succeed 
ing centuries. The great and rapid change which came over 
English theology in the hundred years after the Elizabethan Sett 
lement is reflected in the Anglican defence of the definite ' ; 
language of the Baptismal Thanksgiving at the Savoy Conference, < 
The Reformed arguments from the election and the promises had 
now disappear edpF^eplaced by the femiliar Scholastic assertion 
that 'the sacraments have their effects where the receiver floth
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not put any bar (ponere obicem) against them* (Cardwe 11: Confer 
ences p.356). Although the gr9sser notions of the sixteenth 

century were not revived, theologians like Waterland could even
use the dangerous expression: the Holy Spirit ' impregnated the v 
water of the font f (Works 4 p.431);- and refer to the'sacrament as
the'hand, by which God the Holy Spin, t, the primary and "efficient 

cause, d%>ensed the privilege of adoption and justification 1 
(Ibid.6,p.12). It is true that in the s case of adults faith 

was still seen to be necessary as 'the hand whereby man received
the privileges 1 (Ibid.), but the point is that sign and grace 

had again come to Ibe thought of as statically united in consequence 
of the divise appointment. The formularies themselves were thus 
impressed into the service of a theological understanding quite 
other than that of the Reformers themselves, and at a vital point 
the work of the Reformation was tfewo^i to a very large extent undone.

4. Conclusion f„
The various explanations of the efficacy and operation of baptism 
have now been stated. On the one side there was the Romanist 
extreme, the identification of sign and grace, either by conc6m- 
itance, or by an infusion of the divine grace into the water. f 
On the other side was the Anabaptist extreme, the harsh separat 
ion of grace and sign and the consequent" reduction of the sacrament 
itself to a 'naked 1 symbol. Between la£ tne dynamic conception 
of the Reformers, which preserved the balance between the two 
extremes, not by a comprxomise, but by an assertion of the truths 
which underlay the two extremes. ^he sixteenth century Anglicans 
inclined strongly to the Reformed view, but very quickly, and 
to a large extent by way of reaction against Puritanism, this 
position was abandoned in favour of a modified WKK± version of 
the static conception,

., ' * M

< On which side did the truth lie? The judgment depends, 
as always, upon more^eneral theological convictions. A monistic 
world-view, in which there is no place for a beliefl in the super 
natural operation of God, carries with it necessarily, as we 
may see in the eighteenth century Neology, a reducti9n of the 
sign to the purely natural level. Indeed the Heologist and the 
pantheist will go further than the Anabaptist, for they will not 
only deny a special working of God through the sign, but they 
will deny any special working of God at all, whether in the sacra 
ment or apart from it. Such spiritual value as may still be ascr 
ibed 'to baptism is pyschological only. Baptism is a religious 
rite calculated to express in symbolical form certain religious 
truths which the ordinary man and woman would probably have 
difficulty in apprehending, and acting upon, ifi they were 
formulated only in an abstract way. As Jesus himself was a 
teacher who brought to men the simplest and deepest truths about 
the world and about human life, so^e sacraments are religious 
ordinances which assist men in XfcfioaiBOTiagraBEcfcXBS their apprehens 
ion of those truths and in the translating of/them into practical 
living. The Pantheist can of course ascribes a real divinity 
both to Jesus himself, and to the ordinances of the church, for 
God is active in and through all things, not least through the
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great educators and educative institutions of the human race. It 
would be impossible forA>he monist to go beyond this,however, and 
to say, either that Jesus himself is in a special sense the Son * 
of God, or that the sacraments are in a special sense efficacious 
instruments in the hands of God.

The sacramentalist, on the other hand, argues from a super- 
naturalist understanding of thw world, in which God is the trans 
cendent Creator and Ruler, and the creation the sphere of his 
regulative and redemptive activity. On such a basis as this the 
static relating of sign and grace is quite intell^tble, aid hafi
indeed many points in its favour. For one thing, God obviously 
can and indeed does make use of material things to accomplish
spiritual ends. The physical" and the spiritual in man are 
closely inter-related, and a physical action may not inappropriate-" 
ly be chosen as the instrument for/the conferring of a spiritual 
gift. 3bs The misleading quasi-material terminology has been 
avoided in some modern statements: indeed Dr,Kirk has gone so far 
as to agree that the effect need not be produced at the time of 
the administration (See Theology 11 p.66). The static conception 
has remained, however, in the sense that God has fashioned the 
material instrument, filling it with spiritual grace in such a 
way that'the effect will necessarily be obtained so long as no 
obstacle is opposed. Furthermore, it may be argiBl tnat God 
has given a crowning example of this use of the physical and mater 
ial in the supreme miracles of the Incarnation and the Atonemenjc, 
At these supreme points God entered the material world, accepting 
and using the physical for the accomplishment of the work of salv 
ation. If the Incarnation is the pattern of all the redemptive 
activity of God. then it is surely not too much to argue that 
material elements and actions may also be used to further the 
divine work and to apply, it to individual souls. The static 
conce tion extends the incarnational principle from the person of 
Christ, the source of grace, to the word and sacraments, the 
means of grace, appointed and instituted as such by Christ himself, 
The frank supernaturalism of this understanding rests securely 
upon the prior understanding of God as Creator and Ruler, and 
of the divine redem^ion as a special activity of grace. The 
simplicity of the material act safeguards the primacy and the 
sovereignty of God, upon whose prior choice and institution the 
reception of grace ultimately depends. Popularly misconceived, 
the static view might very well give rise to exaggerated notions 
of the power and privilege of the church and priesthood; but 
Droperly understood, it emphasises the dependence of man upon 
divine grace and the sheer miracle of the redeeming wotk of God,

It will be granted by those wh2 sw4s|lnS£ retain the historic 
Protestant positaoii, vinicn also »*%$*& ioazM the transcendence 
of God and the divine initiative in salvation, thfct the argument 
in favour of sacramentalist teaching have a good deal"of force. 
The Protestant accepts indeed the presuppositions, but he denies 
the conclusions. v lt may be allowed, for example, that God- 
works in and through the physical, that God sanctified matter 
by himself entering the physical and temporal sphere, and that 
the operation of God is in the last resort supernatural and
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supra-rational, what does not follow is that in the divine 
working the physical and the spiritual are united statically in 
the particular way that sacramental!sts suppose, so that God 
always accomplishes the inward and miraculous work when the out 
ward instrument of grace is applied. What does not follow is 
that in the God-Han Jesus Christ, the one who is both eternal 
and temporal, divine aric&uman, the unity of the Person is acc 
omplished by the static fusion of the t. o natures, so that 
wherezver Jesus is, there he will be rec&Eved at once as Saviour 
and God. A true and objective union may indeed be postulated 
both in the one case and in the other. uhat may not be postul 
ated is that such a union is so immediately apparent and so 
universally efficacious, that it infallibly accomplishevS its 
purpose apart from the specific'act of individual applies.tion 
in the power of the Holy Spirit.

The comparison with the Incarnation is helpful up to a point* 
The comparison with the written word is perhaps more helpful, 
be caBse tfe word and the sacraments even in their divine and et 
ernal aspects are never more than the instruments of God," whereas 
historic Christianity accepts Jesus Christ as God himsfclf. But 
Jesus Christ, like the word or sacrament, has as it were a two 
fold aspect, the human aspect and the divine. To use the 
Kierkggaardian phrase, Jesus Christ and the means of grace are no 
a direct but an indirect communication. From one point of view 
they are purely human. Jesus is the great teacher, the relig 
ious genius, the martyr for the truth. The sacrament is an 
ecclesiastical rite and the Bible a religious book. UnbelKief 
can indeed never get beyond this aspect. Stocky The miracle of 
Jesus Christ and of the word and sacraments is, however, that 
from another point of view that man is the Christ, the Son of 
the living God, and those religious rites are instruments in 
the hands of God for the accomplishment of spiritual purposes. 
The incognito is pierced and the full truth perceived when the 
individual is brought to repentance and faith by the free creative 
act of the Spirit, which is also the work of Jesus Christ himself 
and of the ord and sacraments. Thus while it is true that 
in an ultimate sense Jesus id always God and the word and sacra-* 
ments are always means of grace, yet in efficacy, which is 
individual application, neither Jesus Christ Himself nor the 
appointed means of grace can be of any avail apart from the Ho'ly 
Ghost. The historic Jesus does the work of the divine Christ, 
not because he is immediately recognisable as the Christ, and
the outward contact alone ensures the inward blessing, but 

becaBBe the Holy Spirit takes the historic Jesus and reveals 
the Christ, applying to the believing soul the benefits of his 
person and work. So too it is with the sacraments. There is 
no static uniting of sign and grace so that we can say that' so 
much grace comes by the mere performing of the rite. The sacra 
ments are instruments of God, but their meaning is not immediat 
ely apparent and their grace is not automatic. in an ultimate 
sense, no doubt, ' they are always instruments, but what matters 
is God's use of the instruments. And it is only as the Koly 
Spirit takes and applies the meaning of the sign that the 
sign and the grace are conjoined to accomplish the divine work.

An obvious objection is that everything thus becomes
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subjective: the essential figiS^ of Christ/anci the essential 
being of the sacraments and the word as means of grace are of 
little or no account compared with the faith or" the unbelejkf 
which recognises or fails to recognise them as such* Crudely 
stated, such a doctrine might easily lead us to the absurd and 
erroneous notion that Jesus Snity i& the Christ and the word and 
sacraments &&# are means of grace^where there is the individual 
faith to know the fact. If theology had to do only with the 
truth of experience and not with essential truth, that would be 
true enough. In the experience of the unbelieving man £esus is 
not God, and the sacraments are no more than human rites . 
Theology has to _do with more than human experience^J^md to that

ism is both false and misleading.
£%_^± • *» . «• *•» . !• ^mtf

extent a thorough-go ing subjectivii
But it must be remembereo^that the efficacy and the grace of the" 
sacraments have no reality apart from the application to this 
and that individual soul*. The sacraments are not efficacious in
the abstract; they are HH±JC efficacious only as they are admin- 
ister-d, and they are administered only to particular persons. 
And the efficacy cannot be divorced from the recognition or the 
non-recognition of their divine character. Thus whereas it 
may be true to say that the sacraments are divine instruments, 
and so much grace properly belongs to them, it is wrong to 
conclude that apart from their actual use as instruments, they 
have a recognisable divine character, and the c£±fa grace is
automatically given in and through the sign. «•

A comparison with the work of God in and through the Bible 
will be instructive. The Bible is of course a given and static 
thing; it exiists apart from the reading of it. The sacraments 
have no existenKce apart from their administration. But obvious 
ly a Bible is of no efficacy apart from its use, so that the 
problem with word and sacrament is basically the same. The 
questions aretSiS? first, can it be said that God is active in 
the reading of Scripture or the administerxing of the sacraments
quite apart from the recognition of their divine character or the 
reception in faith? sac&xsecond, if God is so active,> are the 
Scripture and the sacraments to be regarded then as divine and 
efficacious in some static way? third, if God is not so active, 
are they to be regarded as divine and efficacious only temperar- 
iity and subjectively, by virtue of the reception rather than of 
their true nature and correct administration? The Reformers 
could not agree that either word or sacraments are efficacious 
apart from their faithful recepxtion. They rejected therefore 
the abstaract and unreal formulation of Scholasticism. But they 
also avoided an erroneous subjectivism, for they taught clearly 
that Christ and the benefits of Christ were always offered in 
word and sacraments, although they were not always recognised 
and received. In other words, word and sacraments were always 
a divine offer, .although -they were not always a divine work. * 
There is a static inter-relationship between the means of grace 
and the evangelical promises, which gives to them always a divine 
appect, but there is no such KBJta inter-relationship between the 
means of grace, the sounds and the signs, and the efficacious 
grace itself. In this respect the word and sacraments againx 
reflect' the Incarnation of Christ. Christ and his benefits — 
always present where the Gospel is prea ched. But they are
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in such a way as to impel to a choice. Only where that choice 
is the choice of faith are they there efficaciously, to personal

apprehasion of grace and salvation. The true grace and
efficacy are to be sought in the free activity of the Holy Spirit 
which impels to faith and not to unbelief.

The full discussion of these points would exceed the limits 
of this present study and the proper bounds of historical theol 
ogy. It may suff ice then to present the three alternatives 
which confront the modenratheologian as he tackles the problem 
of the baptismal efficacy. If the liberal interpretation of 
God and the world is pref Erred, then the greatest satisfaction 
will be found in a development ofjjihe Anabaptist solution: baptism 
is an ecclesiastical rite,Kf psychologically useful, instrumen1>- 
ally efficacious in the accomplishment of the purposes of immanent' 
godhead. If the traditional Christian position is maintained, 
then a choice must be made between the static and ,the dynamic 
conceptions. The static preserves the objectivity of the divine 
grace and work, but involves an unreal and mechanistic view 
of God's working, and may even degenerate into the superstition 
of a- purely magical efficacy. The dynamic oflfers proper safe 
guards - against automatic views, preserving the sovereignty of 
God and the personal character of his operations. It allows 
for the delayed efficacy of the sacrament without the fictions 
of a spiritual impress and of sferace dammed up by internal ob 
stacles. In its extreme form it may destroy an objective real 
ity of grace, although as the Reformers taught it, this error 
was avoided by the inseparable linking of the sacraments with 
the proclamation of Christ and his benefits. «

The problem of the spiritual efficacy of the sacrament 
defies ultimate solution. Unless we believe that God himself 
may be comprehended within a tidy rational scheme, then we 
certainly cannot expect to comprehend his operations vdthin such 
a scheme. By grasping clearly the necessary aspects of "the" 
problem, and by refusing to stray far from the facts warranted 
by Scripture and experience, the Reformers offered the solution 
which we believe will have the greatest appeal to the modern 
Protestant who wishes to maintain the historic Christian faith. 
There are difficulties and even apparent contradictions. Not all 
the ends are neatly tied. Truths are asserted which cannot "be 
put together, but are held in delicate counterpoise* It is in 
this very incompleteness and untidiness, however, that the 
greatness of the Reformed under staid ing most -clearly emerges. 
In eternal matters the loose ends represent gain rather than loss, 
Truth and reality have not been sacrificed on the altar of a 
speculative system.

Notes

1 Lomb.4 Dist.4 A 'Aliquos suscipere sacramentum et rem sacram- 
enti, aliquos sacr amentum "et non rem, all quo s rem et non 
sacramentum. ... .Adulti quoque qui cum fide baptizantur, sac 
ramentum et rem suscipiunt. B, In ecclesia qui non plena
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fide accipiunt baptisma, non spiritum, sed aquam suscipiunt, 
Qui vero sine fide vel fictl accedunt, sacramentam, non 
rem suscipiunU.

De las S.T.B.pp.344-6'Id quod active^ et proxime, atque instrum- 
entaliter efficit gratiam justifications, est sola actio 
ilia externa, quae sacramentum dicitur, et haec vocatur 
opus oper&um, ita ut idem sit sacramentum conferre gratiam 
ex opere operato, quod conf erre gratiam ex vi ipsius action- 
is sacrameitelis',
p.345 'Les peres grecs et latins, lorsqu'ils' parlent' de* la 
vertu purifiante de^'eau baptismale, ne laissent pas de 
doute sur leur pensee 1 . "Toute la vertu du sacrement lui 
vient dia Dieu qui I'institua*. /
p.346 'Bellarmine se declare pour 1'eeole" qui tient, avec 
S.Khomas, que les sacrem&nte ne sont pas seulement causes 
morales, mais causes physiques de la gr^ce'.

Goode E.B.I.p.32, quoting a letter of Innocent IV (1250}
'Illud vero quod opponentes inducuht," fidein aut charitatem, 
aliasque virtutes parvules, utpote non consentientibus, non 
infundi, a plerisque non cbnosffi-tur absolute, cum propter 4 - 
hoc inter doctores theblogos guaestio referatur, aliis ass« 
erentibus, per virtutern baptismi parvllis quidem culpam
remitti, sed gratiam non conferri; nonnullis dicentibus,
dimitti peccatum et virtutes infundi habentibus illas,"
quead habitum, nbn quoad usum, donee perveniant (or perven-
erint) ad aetatem adultam 1 . 

Cristiani Luther p.60 'Gajetan accusa Luther de subordonner
1'efficacit^ du sacrement^a la foi f . For Cajetan faith
was necessary 'seulement a titre de disposition preparatoire' 

Kidd D.C.R.p.76 'Sacramenta novae legis justificantem gratiam
illis' dare, "qui non posnent" obicem'. 

Luther W.A.30,^ p.318 »Kein Glaube machet nicht die Taufe,
sondern empfahet die Taufe 1 . 

Ibid.p/216 'On glauben ist es nichts nutz'. 
Ibid.6 p.532 'Fides implet id quod"baptismus significat 1 ., 
Hamel p.8& 54 'Der Glaube, *.ist das Sichc5ffnen fur die gott-

liche Gnade 1 . 
Luther W.A.2 p.315 'Und an 4em solchen glauben ligt es all

miteynander, der allein macht, das die sacrament wirken, l
v/as sie ,bedeuten f .

11 Confession of Augsburg (13) 'Damnant igitur illos, qui decent, 
- 9 quod sacramenta ex opere operato justificent'.
^" Articles of Schmalkald: Von der Taufe 'Und darumb halten wir's 

nicht mit Thoma und den Predigermonschen, die des worts
(Gottes Einsetzung) vergessen£ und sagen, Gott habe eine 
geistliche Kraft ins Wasser (gesetzt) gelegt, welche die 
Sunde durchs Wasser abwasche, auch nit mit Scoto und den 
Barfussenmenschen, die da lehren, dass die Taufe die Sunde 
abwasche aus" Beistehen gottliches Willens, also dass diese 
Abwaschung geschicht allein durch Gottes Willen, garnicht 
(aus)i durchs Wort oder Wasser 1 .

13 Zwingli*C.R.2 p.203 'Viele v/erden getauft, die bei der Tauf- 
handlung nichts als Gruseln vor dem Wasser empfinden. Da 
doch der Geist jeden sich mitteilt, wie er will'.

.4 p.223 »Der usser wassertouff gegeben wirt, da der inner 
touff oder gloub noch nit ist'.
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Ibid.p.620 rDu vermiscnest den innern touff ctes geysts ffiit 
dem usseren sakr amen tali schen touf,.. .den inner en touf 
konnend wir nyeman geben 1 .

B.R.N.2 p.280 ! Sie zyn ghereynicht door het bloed Christi 1
Muralt p.35 'Der Glaube wirkt die Urawandlung',
Beza Q.et R.C.lll f lncipit -ergo Baptisrai fructus ab eo mome^to 
quo fides incipit, quae quidem interdum praecedit Baptismum, 
ut in Cornelio apparuit, interdum ve*ro subsequitur, ut in. 
infantibus baptizatis 1 .

Heidegger 25,2 42 (in Heppe R.D. Bapt.) 'Ita nee baptizatus 
gratiam ex opere operate, virtute sive inhaerente et phys-
ica, ,sive assistente producit. Qui utinam Augustani^nuncsm 
in solidum remitterent, sacramenta* gratiae.. .veniculae
et velulifoanum quandam, qua Deus gratiam suam donet, statuent- 

Leidner Synopsis 44,29 'Efficaciam ergo baptism! non • / -es, 
alligamus ad momentum illud, quo aqua externa corpus tingit- 
ur, sed in omnis,,baptizandis fa^em et respiscentiam cum 
scriptura praerequirimus 1 . """" ' 

Reformatio Legum (Cardwell p.18) 'Illorum etiam impia 
* scrupulosa sfeperstitio, qui Dei gratiam et Spiritum sanctum 
tantopere cum sacramentorum elementis colligant... .Plures 
item ab illis cumulantur errores in baptismo; quern alxiqui
sic attoniti spectant, ut ab ipso illo externo credant elem- 
ento Spiritum sanctum emergere, vimque ejus omnem et virt- 
utem, ex qua recreamur, et gratiam et reliqua ex eo profic- 
iscentia dona in ipsis baptism! fonticulis innatare 1 . *%

Nowell P.S.p,87 'Soli fideleis^iunc fructum percipiunt 1 .
Jewel 2 P.S.2 p. 1106 , quoting Hierome Comm.1.4 in Ezek.Proph. 
c.16 !..^ui non plena fide accipiunt baptismurn salutare, -De 
quibus decendum est, quod E acceperint aquam, sed non 
acceperint Spiritum 1 - the point fejc made by Lombard (Note l) .
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CHAPTER XV THE EFFECTS IN

In the light of the two previous chapters, and of the chapter 
upon the necessity of the sacrament, the opinions of the' various 
parties upon the effects of baptism in the case of infants will 
already be evident, at any rate in outline. Our task in the 
present section is the straightforward one of showing how the 
more general doctrines of effects and efficacy applied when it 
was the infants of Christians who were the subjects of the sacra 
ment. We shall also have occasion to note at what points the 
different schools could agree and at what points they were forced 
into controversy,

l.The Romanist Doctrine

The doctrine held and taught by the sixteenth century Romanists 
had devefcp&d naturally out of that of the Fathers and the Schoolmen, 
The baptism of infants, as we have seen, had been associated 
from very early times with original sin and its remission. Inf
ants could not be baptised for the forgiveness of actual sins, it 
was felt, for they were not yet guilty of such. They could be 
baptised, however, for the forgiveness of original sin, for 
not even the youngest or most innocent was free from that heredit 
ary pollution. The first effect of baptism in infants was then, 
as in adults, the remission of sin.

f .

But positively baptism meant more than that as the Fatte rs 
understood it, for it carried with it regeneration, or the rest 
oration to the divine image. The statement of Ambrose is typical: 
children were by their baptism reformed back again from wickedness 
to the primitive state of their nature (Comm.in St.Lucae 1.1, c.l 
Wall I p. 114). Augustine pressed the argument from infant bapt 
ism in the controversy with the Pelagians. If each child was as 
Adam, then the baptism had no meaning or value, for baptism had 
as its purpose the cleansing from the sin and the rest oration of 
the divine image. Pelagius acknowledged the force of the argument 
for he had to invent a new effect for infant baptism, the elevat 
ion of the baptised to a state higher than that of Adam, as heirs 
of the kingdom of heaven (Ibid. p. 197) . Pressed by the argument 
that Scripture knows only one baptism, and that baptism is a 
baptism for remission, Pelagius had the further evasioiBrwady, 
either that infants receive the same baptism which in the case 
of adults is a baptism of forgiveness, or that infants may perhaps 
fce said is in baptism to have the forgiveness of actual sins which 
+-hmr have already committed, the childish sins of peevishness and 
theyiikr(Ibid;p.241). The shifts of Pelagius have little inter- 
pqt in themselves, but they help to show how firmly rooted was 
the association of baptism with the restoration of infants both 

remission and by regeneration.

Augustine himself, of course, so closely connected the 
sacrament and the work of salvation that he reckoned unbaptised 
infants as outside the sphere and possibility of salvation.
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Baptism was necessary in order that they who by their generation 
are subject to condemnation, by regeneration may be made free 
from it. Some of the baptismal promises did not apply to 
infants, but the most important did. Adoption, pardon" and 
the translation from the st^te of nature to that of grace, all 
these were sealed to infants in and through the sacrament of 
baptism (Wall I p. 147). Augustine aid not shirk the problem' 1 * 
raised by' the Scriptural restriction of the effects to those who 
beladLeved. He granted that the infant could not be counted as 
a fidel, exqept by virtue of the faith of sponsors or of the v 
church. But he argued that the infant also could not be counted 
an infidel: belief and unbelief lav equally beyond its capacit 
ies* He concluded than, that positisve faith was not to be 
looked for in the child, but that so long as it did not put tte 
bar of a contrary mind, it received the sacrament to its soul's 
health (p. 142).

The Scholastics followed the teaching of Augustine closely. 
Like Augustine, they were not unaware of the difficulties which 
arose when the effects of baptism were automatically ascribed to 
infants. Lombard discussed the question of the infant reception 
of baptismal grace with particular fuiiness (Lomb.4 Dist.4 H) ,
and Thomas examined the matter with his usual thoroughness and 
perhaps with greater clarity. Against the ascription of the 
effectvS to infants there were "four main objections: the infants 
had no faith, they had no free will, they had no belief, and 
often the sponsors brought them with only carnal intention, the 
intention of physical healing. Thomas himself accepted the 
teaching of Augustine as final: by the sacrament infants enjoy 
newness 'of lige and incorporation into Christ. He could not 
accept an adequate an alternative suggestion, that infants re 
ceive an imprint which leads them later to good works. Against
the detailed objections he produced the following arguments: 
that the lack of f aith""in infants is due to physical incapacity, 
that infants offer no resistance, that they may be said to 
believe by the faith of the churcn," and ,;bhat the ' carnal intention 
of the sponsors does not constitute an impediment (See Thomas 23 
Qu.69,6).

Scholastics "not only defended the doctrine that infants 
may be said to receive grace . They also elaborated upon the 
nature of the Effects produced. The most important were, of •*' "• 
course remission and regeneration, conceived of, as in the ease 
of aduits, as an actual washing or cleansing of the soul from 
pollution. In addition, however, baptism was thought to 
effect in infants an infusion of habitual faith and other virtues,

The sixteenth century theologiaas took up the "points made ' 
Tby the Scholastics^ stressing especially the effect of an infus 
ion of faith and virtue." Harpsfield argued against Woodman 
that it is "impossible for a child to be saved or justified by 
faith because the gift of faith is made in the sacrament itself 
(Foxe 8 pp. 351 f.); and in controversy with Bradford the same 
scholar referred to the regenerative effect of baptism in infants: 

'by baptism we are brought, or as a man would say, begotten
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to Christ: for Christ "is our father, and the church his spouse 
is our mother'(Ibid.7 p.159). Shetler preached that baptism 

served to take away original sin, although a further sacrament 
was necessary to deal with actual sins committed subsequent' to 
baptism (Stry^e's Cranmer I p.237). Gardiner insisted that bapt 
ism effected justification. He could see no difficulty or myst 
ery in this question of justification, for 'infants were justified 

and saved in baptism by virtue of Christ's baptism 1 (Poxe 6 p. 
60). The Bull Exsurge Domine, as we have already seen, con 

demned those who denied that the sacraments of the new law con 
ferred grace of justification upon all who put no obstacle in the 
way, which included infants (Kidd D.C.R.p.76). At Trent the 
.question of the effects in infants was further discussed, and 
Anabaptists and Protestants were alike anathematised. Baptism 
was held to apply all the merits of Christ to all recipients: 

'If anyone denies that the merit of igkxixt Jesus Christ is a 
lied, both to adults and to infants, by the sacrament of 
baptism rightly administered, let him be anathema' (Sxsx. C.& 
Sess.on Orig.Sin Can.3). Infants could iiot be washed clean

from actual sins which they had not yet committed, but they were 
purged from original sin and its pollution: 'If anyone saitn that 

infant^ who could not as yet commit any sin of themselves, 
are not truly baptised for the remission of sins, that in 
them they may be cleansed away by generation., which they have 
contracted by generation, let him be anathema'(Ibid.Can.4). 

The Catechism of Trent "ajajs taught that the effects of baptism app 
lied equally to infants and to adults, stressing especially in 
the former case the grace of remission of original sin (Cat,T« 
2,2 QU.31). t *

The noteworthy points in the Romanist doctrine may be summed 
up as follows. Infants are not believers in the full sase, 
but since they are offered in the faith of the church and make no 
resistance, the effects of the sacrament are fully enjoyed. 
The chief effect is the cleansing of the soul from the pollution 
of original sin, so that it is restored to its first state 
and becomes just before God. Prom the negative point of view 
this is remission, and from the positive point of view regenerat 
ion. A subsidiary but not unimportant effect is the endowing 
of the soul with supernatural graces, especially habitual faith 
and virtues. A further effect, which we will be considering 
more fully in the final chapter, is the destroying of the sin 
and guilt, and of some of the power, of concupiscence. The 
gift of cooperating grace is a further provision to enable the 
baptised infant to continue in the life into which it has been 
introduced by the sacrament.

t

v t T^he Reformed Approach
%i' •*

On serious theological grounds which we have already considered 
the Reformers were bound from the very first to reject the Roman- 
ist teaching. For one thing, they pleaded the necessity of 
a living and personal faith in the subjects of "baptism. For 
another, they put aside ex opere eperato and quasi-material 
conceptions. The grace of the sacrament could not be tied 
automatically to the administration of the sign. They did not
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deny, of course, that there might be very real and very valuable 
effects in infants. But they insisted that a place must be 
found for personal faith, and they insisted that the baptismal 
graces must themselves be understood, not quasi-materially but 
evangelically, and in relation to the divine promises.

Partly, perhaps, in his eagerness to counter the Anabaptist 
heresies, Luther took an extreme view, which in some respects 
approximated closely to that of the Romanists. He boldly assert 
ed that infants enjoy the effects of the sacrament because they 
have faith, challenging the AnabaptJB&ts who would deny them bapt 
ism to prove the contrary (W.A.6 p. 538; See Mackinnen 2 p. 255). 
What Luther meant exactly by this faith of infants it is difficult 
to say with any precision. Sometimes he spoke of it in Scholast 
ic fashion as an infused gift, or less concretely, as the absenee 
of a hostile disposition. He argued, for instance, that inf 
ants are the best possible subjects of baptism, for they give 
Satan no opportunities of robbing the sacrament of its power 
(W.A.6 p.527). 1 Approximations to Romanist doctrine may be con 
ceded, but there can be no doubt that Luther understood the 
effects, themselves evai^gelxically. The justification which inf 
ants enpyed was not so much a making righteous by the purging of 
the soul as a reckoning righteous by non- imputation. It covered 
original sin, but it also extended to all actual sins, future 
as well as present. Baptism marked, in fact, the entry into the 
new state of life within the Gospel promises. To that extent it 
was rightly to be regarded as the beginning of the Christian 
life, which rested Upon the work and the word of God, Infants 
growing to years of discretion were challenged by the sacrament 
to become what sacrament ally, in the promise of God and by faith, 
they already were.

Melanchthon had been overborne for a time by the &H specious 
Anabaptist argument that since infants neither have faith nor are 
guilty of actual sin they neither have the right to baptism nor do 
they stand in need of it. Strengthened by the more robust 
Lutner, who addressed to him a stern rebuke (Kidd D.C.R.p.101) ,
he developed a lengthy theological defence of infant baptism in , 
the successive editions of the Loci Communes. The doctrine of 
original sin was the fioundation stone of this defensive work. 
Like Augustine, I lelanchthon related the baptism of infants dir- 
''ectly to the sin of the race, pointing out that infants both f 
need and may enjoy remission in- respect of original if not of act*U 
ual sin (C.R.33 p.295). 2 He argued that God has established in 
the church a ministry of forgiveness, and that that forgiveness 
is dispensed through the sacraments (IMd.p.859) . 3 Like Luther, 
Melanchthon understood the forgiveness evangelically, in terms 
of non- imputation of sin. This must be emphasised) for the lang 
uage which he used was not very dissimilar from that of the Schol 
astics. Both Luther and Felanchthon were hampered to some extent 
by the non- evangelical expressions and thought-forms which they 
were compelled to use. * !

The Swiss reformers tackled the problems in far more radica^ 
fashion. The Anabaptists, of course, denied the possibility 
of any effects in infants. The sacraments were in any case only '



signs, and infants, having neither sin nor faith, die not 
need and could not enjoy the thing signified. Zwingli was at 
one with the Anabaptists in attacking the notion that baptism
either accomplished anything in infants or conferred anything 
upon them (Zwingli(eteW£§p.ls82) .* But in this respect adults
were no better off than infants. The external rite was the 
sign of an internal spiritual baptism, which produced the inward 
effects according to the divine election and operation. Zwingli 
cleverly turned the- arguments of the ..nabaptists against them 
selves. ^T e agreed that the external rite accomplished nothing.
The Anabaptists deduced fto m this that there was no reason to 
give it to infants (Ibid.4 p.617). But Zwingli replied that 
there was every reason, for by covenant right the infants of 
Christians enjoyed the inward work. To deny them the external 
sign was pure presumption,, as was also the Anabaptist equating 
in time of the ecclesiastical ordinance and the internal operat 
ion of the Spirit (p.620). 5 As Zwingli saw it, the whole work 
of baptism was the work of the Holy Spirit (3to<&/g p.203). 6 and 
in spite of his tendency to minimise original sin, he did'not 
deny that that work might be accomplished in elect infants.

*

Calvin's understanding of the matter was in line with his 
doctrine of the effects in adults, and his dynamic inter-relat 
ing of sign and' grace. He described the baptism of infants in 
general terms as 'an evidence that "the Lord introduces us into 

his church'(Tracts 2 p.153). He undoubtedly saw a powerful 
psychological effect. The outward sign of the promises of God 
served as a call and challenge to Christian belief and conduct 
as the infant recipients grew to years of discretion. It was 
perhaps this idea which underlay his statement that the aim of 
baptism is 'to enable children to receive and produce the fruits 

of their baptism on acknowledging its reality after they' have 
grown up'(Ibid.p.89). The psychological working was itself

in the true sense an operation of the Holy Spirit, and it merged 
into the fuller spiritual working. If baptism did not cleanse 
or purge the soul in a quasi-material sense, it did seal to 
the infants of believers &&&&b&c those blessings to which by
divine promise they had a covenant right: 'Baptism instead of 

regenerating or saving infants, only seals the salvation 
of which they were previously partakers (i.e.by the election) 
(Ibid.p.319). 'Children are not absolutely regenerated 
by baptism, from which they ought to be debarred did not 
God rank them among the members of his Son'(p. 320)* How 

far was Calvin willing to go when he spoke'of a sealing of the 
promises?* Within an evangelical context, and allowing al 
ways for the free election and activity of God, he would go a 
very long way. He had in mind a great deal more than a sacra 
mental sealing, which coul£, of course, be postulated of all 
those who received the sign, whether inwardly elevt or not. 
Arguing from the divine infilling of the Baptist from his 
mother's womb, Balvin seriously considered the possibility of 
a miraculous endowment of infants in and through the sacrament, 
especially of elect infants dying in infancy (See Beckmann p. 
97),' This endowment would take the form of an internal illum 
ination, which did not come through the outward sign, but 
through its inward counterpart, the outward sign being the seal,
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Although this baptismal regeneration of the elect applied espec 
ially to those infants wha perished in infancy, Calvin could 
speak pf all the elect being baptised for a future rep entance 
and faith not yet formed in them{Instit.4,16,18), and he thought 
that we might very properly speak.of the existence of the seed 
of both repentance and faith, not of course by virtue of the 
external S^JS4SSri8, 10But by virtue of the secret operation of the 
Holy Ghost of which that administration was the sign and seal 
(Ibid.20),

Calvin had no intention of reintroducing Scholastics concept 
ions, and these apparent verbal concessions were not the result' 
of muddled and inconsistent thinking, nor the relics of ail earl 
ier and imperfect understanding. The point rather is this: that 
Calvin recognised and allowed ror the truths of the divine sover 
eignty and they/Lmpotence and utter dependence of man which underlay 
the Scholastic doctrine, and he sought to restate and to re-emph 
asise them in accordance with evangelical principles. Baptism 
availed for the free pardon of original sin to elect infants. 
This did not mean that in and through baptism God accomplished a 
purgation of/the soul of all infant recipients. It meant that 
of grace and according to promise God did not impute sin to the
elect recipients. The forgiveness was not a quasi-material oper- 
ation ? but a non-imputation according to promise. Again, bapt 
ism might very well be described as the beginning of the work of 
regeneration in the elect. But when Calvin gi&d said that, he 
said it remembering always the divine freedom and the divine in 
itiative. God called the redeemed to himself according to the 
election. The means of grace were the means of effectual calling, 
The work itself would perhaps not come to fulfilment except after 
a long period, according to the good pleasure of God, but the 
baptism, as a pledge of the divine work, testified to the- 
gracious will and promise of God, and yeinreift in the divine provid 
ence served as a means to initiate the work. This did not meanx 
that man could control the working and calling of the Spirit, 
for only those infants already included within the covenant of 
grace wesre eligible for baptism, and the secret election of 
God determined whether or not there was in any particular case 
an efficacious presentation of Christ.

The disciples of Calvin had no difficulty in attributing
to the sacrament the same high value as Calvin himself had done, 
for they grasped firmly the principles underlying his doctrine. 
They particularly stressed the dependence of the inward operation 
upon the divine election. The non-elect were excluded'from 
the grace of baptism, whether they were adults or infants (See 
Ursinus. Sum of the Christian Religion p.359). As Bucer had 
put it, perhaps independently of Calvin, only, the elect truly 
received, although this included many children, ! of whom by 
far the greater number were snatched hence in childhood, who I 

make no doubt are saved by the mercy of Christ 1 (See Goode 
E.B.I.p.169). Elect infants might be said to enjoy a presents 

of the Spirit? who led them f so far as suffices for their age
and condition*(Ibdd.). Beza too found a real work of the 

Spirit in elect infants. They &ad 'the seed and the spring of
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faith by virtue of the promise which was received and apprehend-* 
ed by theire elders 1 (B.P.S.48). Beza did not doubt but that 
'by this marke (joined with the prayers of the church which is 
their assistant) God doth seale the adoptioni and election in 
those which he hath predestinate eternally 1 (Ibid.)>

It is evident that in spite of the great care exercised, 
especially on the part of the Reformed school, the opposing part 
ies used, and were bound to use terms which suggested a fundamental 
similarity of approach. Yet it is true to say that a deep gulf 
separated the Scholastics and Romanists on the one side and the 
Lutherans and Reformed party on the other. The difference might 
be stated simply in this way. The one side thought of baptism 
as a means automatically to give a quasi-material grace to all 
those wnfants td> whom the sacrament was correctly administered. 
The other side thought of it as a means to offer that grace jfca 
ifeKDB, the grace being Ehrist himsKLf, and to confirm the elect 
in a possession of it which already by covenanted promise and 
according to the eternal predestination of God they enjoyed. 
Bullinger put the matter succinctly when he argued that infants , 
are to be baptised, not in order to make them God's, but because 
they already are God's (Bull.P.S.4 p.382). The individual and 
personal apprehension of the benefits might of course be delayed. 
It came when under the Holy Spirit the soul was brought to inward 
penitence and faith. But baptism sealed the benefits to the elec^ 
and with the word it was a means used by the Spirit to stir up 
repentance and to quicken faith. Once the quasi-material notions 
jta of the sacramental grace and efficacy had been broken down, 
there could be no harm in continuing to speak of baptism as a real 
means of grace in infants, whether in the sealing of the promises 
or in effectual calling. Indeed, regeneration might very well 
be traced back to its beginning in the signing and sealing of the 
promises in baptism, a regeneration in embryo in ttaJOBXHfea the 
elect who came to years of discretion, a special" illumination 
of the Spirit in thcs eddied without the possibility- of a personal 
apprehension in the norSiafla-mal way.

3. Annlican Teaching

^e have grown accustomed to finding different strands of teaching 
in the English church, especially in the earlier years of the 
Reformation. The intermingling was due, of course, to the 
'slowness with which the doctrinal reconsideration and reconstruct 
ion proceded. It is no lesqimarked in relation to the doctrine 
of the effects of baptism in infants than in relation to other 
baptismal teaching. Romanist, Lutheran and Reformed views alls 
find expression in the various formularies and writings, and the 
statements of avowed Romanists like Henry himself or Gardiner or 
Bonner may be-set alongside the utterances of the Lutheran Tyndale ' 
or the pronouncedly Reformed Hooper*

»

Of the formularies the Ten Articles, the Bishops' Book and 
the King's Book stated the matter very much in traditional fashion. 
The Article interconnected the sacran ent of baptism and the origin 
al sin of infants: which sin must needs be remitted, which cannot
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:'£ be done but by the sacrament of baptism 1 . The Article avoided 
ah identification of the grace with the w&ier, hower, and 
attributed the efficacy to the Holy Ghost which was given: 'where 

by they receive the Holy Ghost, which exerciseth the grace 
and efficacy in them, and cleanseth and purifieth them from 
sin by his most secret virtue and operation 1 (De Bapt.2 Lloyd).

Both the Bishops'Book and the King's Book HK stated the doctrine 
very similarly, the latter being especially concerned to defend 
the necessity and the utility of inxfant baptism. Infants vere 
offered in the faith of the church, and if they died in infancy 
they were assured of forgiveness and of grace to salvation: 'Be

cause they be born in original sin, they have need and ought to 
be christened: whereby they being offered in the faith of 
the church, receive forgiveness of their sin, and such grace 
of the Holy Ghost, that if they die in the state of infancy, 
they shall thereby undoubtedly be saved'(Lloyd p.254). There 

can be little doubt that these formularies ex ressed a view which 
was mainly traditional, although traces of Lutheran influence 
can be seen, and the parallel with Melanchthon' s teaching in the 
Loci will not be overlooked.

The Homily made a pronouncement upon the fate of baptised 
infants similar to that of the King's Book: 'Infants baptised and 

dying in their infancy are by the sacrifice of Christ washed 
from their sins, brought to God's favour"and made his children 
and inheritors of his kingdom in heaven 1 (p. 25). ^The direct 

reference to the sacrifice of Christ is important, for it indic 
ated what was perhaps a fundamental change in understanding: the 
movement to a doctrine of imputation rather than of actual washing, 
In effect the Hofhily asserted-no more than'Calvin: that infants 
who perish in their.earliest years are assured of the benefits 
of baptism, remission of sin and regeneration, by the work of 
the Holy Spirit applying the atoning work of Christ. Death in 
infancy, at any rate in Christian lands, was regaoefed by all the 
Keformers as a probable mark of election.

The reigns of Henry VIII and Edward VI witnessed an ever-in 
creasing influx of Protestant ideas. These new ideas clearly 
Affected the teaching upon the effects of baptism in infants. They 
derived first from Luther and his disciples, and later from the 
more radical Reformers, BH Zwingli, Bucer and Calvin, On the 
Lutheran side the effect of the sacrament was seen to be a real 
cleansing and endowment of the Spirit by virtue of the general 
promises of Scripture and-a real faith in the infants. On the 
Reformed side baptism was thought to effect forgiveness and the 
beginning of regeneration, but only in relation to the divine 
covenant and election, not as a general work in all, not in answa? 
to a real faith on the part of the infants, and not necessarily 
finding fulfilment at the time of the administration.

Becon was the protagonist,of a view which was mainly Lutheran/' 
This was only to be expected from one v/ho defended infant baptism 
on the ground that infants have an actual faith. Becon put it 
in this way. 'Forgiveness of all sins is granted at the very~ 

moment of baptism'(Bee.P.S.I p.399), In infants this meant
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primarily original sin, although the forgiveness had an extended 
reference to all the future actual sins of adult life. Growing' 
to years of discretion the baptised person might very well commit 
sin, and if he did so, then ! he fell from the grace of baptism 

and lost the Holy Ghost 1 (Ibid.2 p.206). But the forgiveness
was not finally forfeit, for a re-entry into the grace and the wok 
of baptism was always possible by penitence and faith: 'Those 

who through frailty and ignorance again offend and break the 
law of God have always in their baptism an holy anchor to fly 
unto 1 (Ibid.1 p.339). A superficial reading might suggest 

that Becon was merely repeating the traditional doctrine, that 
•in baptism an actual cleaasing is effected, a cleansing which 
ia lost or forfeited when there is a fresh fall into sin, and 
which can BH& be restored only by penance. But Becon had evident 
ly re-thought the traditional doctrine in accordance with Lutheran 
teaching. He did not associate the forgiveness with fche outward 
act of baptism, whetfeer in adults or in infants, but with the 
euangelical promises: 'God does not save us for the outward

baptism, but for his gracious promise 1 (Ibid.2 p.216). Again, 
the remission was not understood scho&astically, as a quasi-mater 
ial purgation, but in Lutheran gashion as non-imputation. Even 
the re-entry into forgiveness which came by repentance was a re 
entry into the grace of baptism, not the reception of the grace 
of some new sacrament: in a word, penance was swallowed up again 
in baptism. A further point is that Becon had at the back of all 
his teaching a strong doctrine of election. His view seems in 
fact to have been very much the view of Luther. All infants 
may be regarded as believers and inheritors of the promises until
by actual deeds of wickedness they show the contrary. Forgivenes§ 
being grounded upon the will of God and the work of Christ, is 
offered freely to all as a gift, although many'put that gift 
from them or perhaps spurn it for a period. The work of baptism 
is to proffer the gift, and to seal it to elect infants and be 
lieving adults.

Quite a number of the Anglicans seem to have shared Becon*s 
understanding of the matter, and We may notice in passing that
all the Reformers agreed that none would be condemned for original 
sin alone, since that sin had been put away by Christ's work, 
and its remission was sealed in baptism. The majority of the 
humbler Marian martyrs expressed themselves in much the same way : 
as Becon, Haukes claimed that infants were washed from original 
sin, not by baptism, of course, but by faith (Foxe 7 p.193). 
The representative faith of the parents availed on behalf of the ' 
children, who had no faith in themselves. Smith found a similar 
cleansing of infants from original sin, although he attributed 
it exclusive!* to the blood of Christ (Ibid.p.352). Woodman ; 
thought that we might ascribe an actual faith to the infants them 
selves, and that on that ground they had both the right to bapt 
ism and the enjoyment of the baptismal privileges and graces(Ibic. 
8 p.356). The Homily of Salvation already quoted apparently en 
visaged a forgiveness of the original sin of all baptised infants 
by virtue of the sacrifice of Christ, a forgiveness which availec 
throughout life in the case of those who repented of actual sins
and turned their thoughts to Christ (p.25), ^Hooker took up . same view, giving to it a rather^morfe definitely Strtiol£stic
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twist. AS he saw it, infants were not capable of faith, and 
therefore it was not to be expected from them. If they received 
baptism 'complete as touching the mystical perfection thereof 1 , 
then they were cleansed from all their sin (L.E. P. 5, 62, 15). Hook
er maintained contact with the Reformed theology by suspending 
the baptismal remission ultimately upon the divine covenant and
promise (Ibid.).

Baptismal Offices have 9ften been thought to teach a 
similar doctrine of the effects in infants, especially by those 
commentators who wish to find in them support for the teaching 
of a real work of remission and regeneration in and through the sae 
rament. A variant of the doctrine was that of Davenant, who 
thought Tbhat infants might be pronounced regenerate because they 
had by baptism 'such forgiveness and!' grace as is appropriate to

the childhood state 1 . Those who died in infancy had all 
things necessary to salvation, but those v.ho grew to years of 
discretion had need of that fuller remission and regeneration 
of adult life~'which came by personal repentance and faith (See 
Goode E. B.I. p. 300) . \Vaterland interpreted the Anglican teaching 
very similarly. Infants were justified in/baptism without either 
faith or works 0/orks 6 p. 33), and if they grew up in faith 
and obedience, the privileges were continued to them. If they 
grew up in unbelief and sin, hove/er, the privileges were taken 
away until such time as they repented. ~" A fxinal revolt might '
mean the 'permanent forfeiture 'of the blessings, although 'God's 

original granting of adoption or sonship in baptism stood in 
full force to take place as often as the revolter should return 
(Ibid. 4 p. 433). All infants could be described as regenerate, 

but not all infants experienced the renovation of the soul, and 
those who fell into sin needed constantly to be reformed. The 
building upon the divine covenant and the emptying of the term 
regeneration of .its full content preserved this interpretation 
from the erroneous sacramentalist conceptions cf the Komanists, 
but the static association "of grace and sign indicated a definite 
movement away from the Reformed teaching. " \~

M

It may be allowed that the Baptismal Offices SKK may quite 
-oroperly be interpreted ""in some such way as this. It may be 
allowed too that in a sense all infants who receive baptism are 
to be reckoned justified and regenerate. Browne's claim that ! 
no IwESfJ prior to 1555 denied the remission and regeneration "of 
all infants who received the sacrament in no way affects the ult 
imate issues the battle is not one of statement bBt of interpret 
ation and understanding. And in this connection it must never 
be forgotten that when the Reformers spoke of baptismal blessings, 
whether tney were Lutherans, l.ef ormed or Anglican, they meant" 
always not effects in the soul but imputed blessings grounded u -on 
the work of Christ and the divine promises and election. In 
infants who grew to years of discretion it was everywhere presum 
ed that repentance and faith were necessary for a personal entry c 
into the enjoyment of the blessings and the experience of their 
effects in the soul. In infants who died in infancy a real rem 
ission and an inward application might also be postulated, and
all infants, of course, enjoyed remission and regeneration 
covena&tally and sacrament ally, as Cranmer put it? TOiether all
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enjoyed the benefits inwardly and efficaciously depended entirely 
upon the prior election of God, and the operation of the Holy 
Spirit bringing the work of baptism to fulfilment in their souls, 
The most that could be done was to seek to further the effectual 
working of the Spirit by bringing constantly to notice the benef 
its profferred and already sacramentally enjoyed: the clear 
purpose and intention of the Catechism.

The Heformed party in England undoubtedly understood the 
services in this way, and approved of them accordingly* At 
root their teaching was very much the same as that of the Lutheran*
but some of the less satisfactory conceptions and expressions 
were avoided. No actual er vicarious faith was attributed to 
infants, nor was the life of the baptised interpreted as an alt 
ernation between" the enjoyment of grace and its loss through sin.
Hooper, an early disciple of the Keformed school, did not dis 
cuss 'the matter in detail, but rather significantly he thought 
that original sin was pardoned in all infants, not by an actual 
cleaSBing, but by non-imputation (Hoop.P.S.I p.129). Kowell 
made the grace of the sacrament dependent upon a future faith * 
and repentance, at any rate as concerning i€s individual spir 
itual effects. Within the counsel og God the grace belonged to 
the ele-KX-t from all eternity, being sealed visibly in the' sacra 
ment, and becoming effectual with the passing of the years, acc 
ording to the providentially ordered work of the Spirit (Now.P.S. 
pp.87-8), Bradford described the sacrament &s a reception and 
sealing: 'Infants and babes are taken and accounted of as memb 

ers of Christ's mystical body, wherein they are received and 
sealed 1 (Brad.P.S.I p.82). He avoided committing himself to 

the bald view theb all infant recipients of baptism are in effect 
members of Christ's body. They are baptised because by covenant 
and promise thaf'privileged status may outwardly be accorded to 
them. Certainly infants were not made members of Christ's body, 
using the term'made5 in its cruder sense. Although the Holy 
Ghost and the pardon of sins were the baptismal blessings, it 
could not be said that they 'lie lurking in the water'(Ibid,p.89;.

Quite a number of other i.riters stressed this or that point 
in the Reformed interpretation, Fulke attacked the Romanist 
limitation of forgiveness to original sin and actual sins committ 
ed prior to baptism (Ful.P.S.2 p.388). Whitaker thought it 
wrong to say that infants are baptised in order to effect remiss 
ion and regeneration: 'Infants are baptised, not to make them 

children of Abraham, but because they are jbk& children of 
Abraham*(Goode E.B.I,p.299). This applied, in the strict 

sense, only to the predestinate. Abbot could describe baptism 
as an instrument for the application of grace to infants, out 
only according to the election (Ibid.p. 281). Rogers stated the 
full Calvinist teaching. In elect infants who grew to years he 
saw a delayed efficacy of the sacrament: f ln some the sacraments 

do effectually work in process of time, by the help of God ! s 
word read and preached, which engendereth faith: such is* the 
state principally of infants, elected unto life.and salvation 
and increasing in years'(P.S.p.249). It was a definite 

terror to teach or to hold that 'the sacrament of baptism is
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cause of the salvation of infants 1 (I bid. p. 250) . Condemning 

the Pelagians, Rogers himself did not hesitate to speak of the 
pardoning of original sin to infants (p. 277), but arguing against 
the Papists he would not limit the remission to original sin 
only (p. 278): it was not a work wrought, but a non- imputation.

The Puritans brought forward a few minor objections against 
the Prayer Book teaching, but in the main they v/ere" fully satis 
fied with the statements of the formularies. Anabaptists, of 
course condemned the Anglican doctrine: the thing wherein I

condemn the Church of England is this: that they say at their 
washing, or baptising in thxeifc infantcy, They are melaers, 
children of God, and inheri tours of the kingdome of heaven. 
This I dare not believe. They that have prerogative to bee 
the sons of God, must bee borne of God, even believe in ftis 
name 1 (From the Mysterie of Iniquity unmasked Burrage E.E.D.^EX 
^ ̂ 8&§il^it The Turi tans, however, saw clearly that there 

was no jfixfiiSSsSK to equate in time the election of God and the 
indiv -idual calling to the state of grace. Connecting baptism 
primarily with the election, and understanding that the promises 
embraced believers and their children, thgry could see no reason 
why baptised infants should not be described as the adopted sons 
of God and members of God's kingdom, so long as it was understood 
that they were not and could not be made such by the outward 
sacrament (except from the point of view of external attestation). 
The only statement "which gave rise to misgivings was the categor 
ical pronouncement upon the salvation of the baptised,sti&H2oi±K&x3aa 

a pronouncement which Some himself had attacked on the
ground that it was not true to experience: 'many which have been

circumcised and baptised have dyed out of God's favour 1 (2nd
P. of a R.I p. 72). The intention of this rubric, however,

was to destroy the prevalent notion that" confirmation added some
thing to baptism, a point which should be remembered by those
who confidently regard the confirmation service as in some sense 
a sacramental completion of baptism. The Puritan protests ag
ainst the dogmatic language of the formularies were few and far 
between in the Elizabethan period, Only when the seventeenth 
century divines developed a new sacramentalist understanding 
and re- introduced a semi- Scholastic phraseology. did the Puritans 
take alarm and plead for a modification of phrases which had hith 
erto been satisfactory, properly understood, but which could nov, 
be used as the basis of new and non-Reformed interpretation^

The Article made no pronouncement upon the effects of bapt 
ism in infants. It merely ste-ted the general effects, and 
recommended the continuance of the gocty custom of administering 
the sacrament to infants. The implication seems to be that 
the efficacy in in|jits clpes not differ from that in adults: oth 
erwise some s-oecial^ugnt surely to have been introduced. As 
Goode well realised, the sacramental theology of the Reformers 
formed a unity. The subject of the izd&K* effects in infants 
could (swagr be discussed/within the context of the larger subject 
of the effects in adults. Indeed we might go further, "as the 
•Reformers" themselves did, and sajt that the efficacy of baptism 
ran s»ix be understood only in relation to the efficacy of the 
supper, and izlce fcersa. The sacramental working of God
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conformed to a general pattern. This point is important, for 
it means that if ex opere operate and static conceptions were 
excluded in one connection they were excluded in all connections.

We may sum up the discussion in this v/ay, The An 
Reformers believed that baptism sealed the remission of original 
sin to elect infants, by virtue of the atoning work of JGPUS 
Christ, They did not think of this remission in terms of an 
effected cleansing, but in terms of non- imputation. Since 
f9rgiveness was by non- imputation and' the imputation of the 
righteousness of Christ, they could believe further that the 
forgiveness of all sins was proffered in baptism and seeJed to the 
elect, again by virtue of the merits of Jesus Christ, and in 
accordance with promise. Together with this forgiveness they 
te lieved that the new life in Jesus Christ was -nroff ered in the sacrament, and sealed to the elect. Thus it was not improper
to speak of the recipients of bc.ptism as the children of God by 
adoption. They believed finally that fcx|cfcfcgifl, as a visible word 
baptism had a iKarge and important part to play, under the T-Toly " 
Spirit, in the effectual calling oilfthe elect to the personal ap'- 
ropriat^ion of Christ and his benefits, in individual repentance
and faith. In infants who died in infancy the Holy Ghost acc omplished this work in a special way," b$t an internal enlighten 
ment. In those who attained to age baptism was as it were the 
seed out of which a personal faith grew. In the eternal counsel 
of God that \vhich baptism signified was accomplished in a moment 
in the elect, although in individual experience the recipient 
could not enter at once into the benefits proffered and sealed. " 
Hot even in jQtibs adults could this be the case, for if convers- S 
ion to God marked the first crucial point in the fulfilment of 
the baptismal work, the climax could only be reached with physicai 
dissolution and the resurrection to eternal life. The Christian 
life itself in all its aspects might very well be described as 
the effective entry, under the Holy Spirit, into the" benefits 
promised and sealed, and by faith enjoyed already in baptism,

In a word," the emphatic language of the formularies did 
not iEHk point back to a work done, although in dme time that 
too could be looked for. It pointed to a work promised, a 
work which could be reckoned done because the promise was the 
promise of God, to whom past, present and futitre are one. 
The soul did not rest then upon the performance of a rite and 
the effects of that performance. It rested upon God, upon the 
promise of God, upon the purpose of God in election, upon the 
work of god. To interpret the high sacramental theology of the 
Reformers in any other way is to set it at variance with their whole deep understanding of the Christian faith.

is not' to ay that the actual formularies will
not bear another interpretation. Goode, in his masterly 
is, has -pointed out that at least six interpretations are perm 
issible without doing violence to the language. He' has listed them as follows: that infants are regenerated in respect of the 
faith of their parents, or the church; that the elect are 
forgiven and regenerated in the full sense; that those whose 
future repentance and faith are foreseen by God are forgiven
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and regenerated, and Arminian variant; that the seed or princ 
iple of faith is given; that all are regenerated sacramentallyj 
and that all are admitted to a new ecclesiastical status (See 
Goode E.B.I. pp. 1-26). It ought to be observed, however^- that 
becatause these views can be read into the formularies without 
straining the sense, it does not by any means follow, either 
that the Reformers themselves held these varied opinions, or 
that they wished to leave scope for so great a variety of inter 
pretation*. It would be too much to say that the Reformers
were entiri&y at one in their understanding of the matter, except 
in the rejection of the Roaanist teaching. It can be stated 
quite fairly, hower, that they understood the effects in inf 
ants in accordance with the same fundamental evangelical principle^ 
and that those principles were wholly and entirely in the tradit 
ion of Protestantism abroad.

4. Remarks

The problem of the effects of baptism in infants is one which

much may be asserted without fear of contradiction, that it is 
not possible for the Protestant even to consider a retiubn to 
the Romanist teaching (See Quick pp. 170 f.). It may be granted 
readily enough that if original sin stands for anything real, » "" 
then that sin is pardoned to all the baptised, by virtue of the 
work or the love of Christ. Experience does not bear out the 
further claim, that 'the infant recipients of the sacrament are 
inwardly clc-.ansed from all the pollution of sin, and endowed 
in some measure with special jfeifts of grace. "In behaviour 
baptised children show few signs of a superior spiritual endow 
ment other than that which can be attributed quite naturally to 
the education in Christian faith and conduct which they are 
privileged to receive. " It can always be argued, of course, 
that in baptism the process of moral renovation only begins, 
and that the failure to reach a high standard of Christian life 
is due to the interposition of obstacles with the growth in years. 
Such an explanation of the facts has the advantage that it tzari 
never be disproved, but it has the disadvantage that it tzan nev 
er be proved. It is a pure assumption which evades the one test 
available, the test of facts, "and which, if it is to be believed 
at all, must be believed solely upon authority or tradition. 
The same applies, of course, to the primary assertion that the 
soul undergoes in baptism a literal and quasi-material cleansing. 
Obviously an assertion of this kind can never be shown to be 
either true or false, for the soul and its processes cannot be 
subjected to empirical investigation, except in so far as they 
are manifested In the performance of good or bad actions. A 
theolopv which introduces and depends upon this speculative 
dogmatising is no doubt very clever and systematic, but its art 
ificiality and unreality rob it of all power for the modern man,

Rejecting the Romanist teaching, the Protestant who is 
anxious to retain infant bax^tism must make a choice between three
alternatives. He may deny that baptism accomplishes. any super 
natural work at all. It may be retained because of its thrlefolc
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s^flfoo lie ally, as a sign of the goodwill of GodI and effectually, 
as a means of instruction. No\. all Protestants do belwe that 
baptism has a value along the lines indicated. Where, however, 
there is a belief in a transcendent God, who does a special and
supernatural work ito Christians in and through the appointed means 
of grace, it cannot be allowed either that this is tne whole
truth about baptism or thfct it is even the most important part 
oifi the truth. The discussion turns, as always, upon the wider 
views of God and the relation of God to the universe. Monistic 
doctrines involve necessarily a non-supernatural understanding 
of the sacrament and its work. A serious doctrine of the creat 
ion and of redemption makes anything less % than a supernatural und 
erstanding quite unsatisfactory and inadequate.

But supposing that baptism does accomplish something of real 
spiritual value under the Holy Ghost, the further question must 
be asked: What does- it accomplish? On the one hand, a semi- 
Romanist answer may be retrained: God the Holy Spirit works 
through baptism to cleanse from original sin and to give the 
first spark of spiritual life, ~a spark which may in later years 
either be fanned into flame or quenched and finally extinguished. 
In spite of the avoidance of quasi-material terms, this view has 
to face exactly the same objections as the Romanists What does 
this purging'and regenerating amount to when it is submitted to 
the pragmatic test? It may be asserted easily enough that a 
baptised infant receives a spark of spiriL.ua! life, but this eff 
ect or gift is quite unreal, for in actual living it is not such 
as to make any appreciable difference, except on the purely hum- 
anjj level that the child is treated as a member of the church, 
and enjoys the privileges of Christian instruction. To make 
bold claims for baptism, and then to conceal the effects by mak 
ing them as negligible as possible, and in some cases nothing 
at all, is to eta build theological castles in the aiB« Either 
God works, or else he dies not work. If, he works then it must 
be a real work. If he does not, or if he works in some other 
way, then there is no point in inventing sacramental effects, 
which when analysed turn out to be no true effects at all.

The Reformed answer' remains* It admits frankly ths.t the 
forgiveness and cleansing are by imputation: they rest upon 
the divine promise and they must be believed, not seen. An 
accusation of unreality may be made, but that is the whole point 
of faith: we belJeve that we are righteous, not because we see 
ourselves to be righteous, but because^for Christ's sake God 
reckons us righteous. The forgiveness proffered in baptism, 
and sealed to the elect, is not a work done, nor does it clal^ 
to be © work done. , It requires no demonstration, because it 
never professes to be capable of demonstration. Yet is it not 
true that" faith and regeneration, ana eve;* the irr^iveness it 
self? must manifest themselves in the life? The Reformed under 
standing allows for this. The baptismal benefits are proffered 
to all, but they are sealed only to the elect. ;JIG in the * 
elect the sacrament itself, hand in hand with the word, is Used 
by the Holy Ghost to bring about th&t real repentance and faith
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"by which the benefits of the sacrament are personally appropriated 
and possessed, and by which the grace of the sacrament finds 
fulfilment'in spiritual life and moral conduct. God works in 
baptism, but not indiscriminately in all, e.nc not necessarily 
at the time of administration. The real work ofGoc! reveals it 
self in time in the conversion to God and in continuance in the 
Christian life. In eternity and by faith that work h&s been 
accomplished from the beginning: it may be claimed because it hag 
been promised. If there is no conversion and no continuance" in 
the Christian life, then the proffered gifts have clearly"been 
rejected, and no effectual operation of the Holy Spirit is 
presumed.
* ' *j m- «

The advantage in the Reformed understanding ie that it does 
not go beyond the plain facts of experience and yet allows for a 
truly supernatural work. No attempt is made to invent unreal* 1 
and artificial effects, with the single exception of the suggest 
ed inward illumination of those who die in infancy. The disadvant 
ages are two. First, the doctrine of forgiveness by non-imputat 
ion can just as easily become unreal in one way'as that of a 
forgiveness by actual cleansing does in another. Second, the
Reformed conception involves necessail^ a strict doctrine of the 
divine sovereignty and election. It was no accident that the 
renewed sacr amen tali st teaching of the seventeenth century went 
hand in hand with the Arminian rejection of the doctrines of grace. 
Of course, an Arminian explanation is possible. God may be said 
to work where he foresees repentance and faith. But that is to* 
make the efficacy dependent upon what are in a sense the effects* 
*the point is this, that if saltation is a gift from God in" all 
its aspects, even in its recg>*tion, then the* fact that the" 
Holy Spirit seals the benefits' to some and not to others means
inevitably a purpose and an election of God. The thought of 
the eternity of God, the firm grasp of the principle that with 
God past and future are one, helps very considerably to soften" 
the doctrine of election, for it makes the election an election 
in action rather than an election according to pre-existent choice* 
Many of the harsher features of the Calvinistic doctrine were due 
to the unlovely conception of the pre-existent decrees. Yet 
many Protestants will hesitate to* commit themselves" again" to a' 
doctrine of presdestination, howrcefc it is explained or understood. 
The only alternative then is to believe that the Koly Spirit seeks 
to work in all, but that lack of willingness or response robs 
that work of its efficacy in a large number of cases. The differ 
ences between this view and the sacramentaligt alternative of a 
s-oark of new life are not large, excppt that the offer of the 
Holy Spirit is not thought of as the beginning of a work done.

She Reformed conception seems in every respect to be the most 
satisfactory, except perhaps for its affiliation with a strict 
doctrine of election. The ultimate choice which Protestantism 
will* nave to make- if it is to mainxta&n itself against sacra- 
menfcfclism is between the modern naturalistic and the Reformed 
dynamic teaching. In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
the naturalistic view bade fair to carry the day, severing the
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sacramental theology of Protestantism from its historical and 
Scriptural base. T-'ore recent years, have seen a tardy revival 
of Reformation teaching, and a fresh appreciation of the undoubt 
edly great qualities of the sixteenth century under standng. For 
the maintaining of a healthy and balanced doctrine of the sacra 
ment Protestantism can hardly do better than attempt tp restate 
the Reformed view, amendging and developing it in accordance 
with modern principles and requirements*

Notes

Luther W.A.6 p.527 ! Verum ubi virtutern baptism! in parvulis non 
2 potuit Satan extinguere 1 .
Melanchthon C.K.33 p.295 'Habent autem opus infantes remissione 

2 peccati 1 .
Ibid.p.859 'Infantes nascuntur cum peccato, nee fuint haeredes 
vitae aeternae sine remissione peccati. Instituit autem Deus 
in Ecclesia ministerium remittendi peccati, et distribuendi

A Wl$iKii§^onem Per sacramenta....'
^ Zwingli g%sqg2 p.282 '\Veder der Er,wachsenen noch den Kindern

schHenkt also die Taufe etwas Gottliches; sie setzt das GBtt-
s licfee beidemal schon voraus 1
Q Zwingli G.H.4 p.620 ! Du vermischest den inneren touff deg geysts
... mit dem usseren, sakr amen tali schen touf... .den inneren touff
- konnend wir'nyeman geben f .
0 xfedbi.Wernle p.203 f pa doch der Geist einem jeden sich mitteilt
„ wie er will 1 .
' Beckmann p.97 uses the older Scholastic term to describe Calvin^ s
R teaching: 'eime geheime Eingiessung des Heiligen Geists 1 .
m Nowell P.S.pp.87-8 'Infantibus y vero promissio Ecclesiae facta 

per Christum, in cujus Fide baptiEantur, in praesens satis 
erit, deinde p&stquam adoleverint, baptismi sui veritatem 
ipsos agnoscere, ejusque vim in animis eorum vigere'»
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CHAPTER XVI CONCUPISCENCE AMD POST-BAPTISMAL SIM
i"«|«. * -. ">".'* * ~ • V * *-."* -- ••» -i ' i". •'-./ ' = «* JB

One final problem remains to be considered, the problem of pos1>
baptismal sin, which includes the co-related problem of the 
nature and power of concuspiscence in the recipients of baptism. 
The various lines of approach to this matter will already have 
become obvious from the previous discussions of the effects of 
the sacrament, and no more is needed than'to draw out the impl 
ications in greater detail. The study of the Anglican views 
will afford fresh evidence of the relationship existing between 
the Anglican Reformers and the Romanists on the one hand, the 
Lutheran and Reformed groups on the other.

l.The Romanist Teaching

Tte Scholastic add Tridentine teaching had its roots in the 
pronouncements of the Fathers upon the effects of the sacrament. 
As we have already seen, the Fathers taught that baptism effect 
ed "an actual sinlessness, which the baptised person was now 
required to mainfcfcin (Harnack Hist.of Dogma 2 p.140). The 
implication of this teaching was that thanks to the baptismal
purgation and the restoration of the divine image the original 
sin in man had been completely destroyed. Theoretically, then, 
the Christian ought from the moment of baptism onwards* to live 
a life of complete perfection, for all that made for sin, or 
at any rate all that 'was sin had been Eradicated. In actual 
experience, however, things worked out differently. The 
baptised person found that even after baptism the attraction 
to sin remained, and sins, even sins of a. grave character, 
were actually committed. The continuance of the attraction 
to sin and the committal of post-baptismal sins gave rise to a ± 
two-fold problems' the practical and immediate problem, whether 
any hope of further forgiveness could be extended to those 
Christians who had fallen into so-called deadly sin, murder, 
adultery or apostasy; and the more speculative problem, how 
this persistence of sin in the baptised and regenerate was to 
be explained.

The first problem involved the early church in a good deal 
of bitter controversy, and was not solved without the shatter- * 
ing of the unity of the church by repeated and dangerous schisms. 
Indeed, from one standpoint the history of the earlier centuries 
might very well be considered as the story of a struggle between 
those who advocated a strict rigorism in this matter, and those 
who favoured more lenient policies. On the side of rigour were 
such groups as the Honatanists, and later the Novationists an<3 
the Donatists. Building upon such New Testament passages as 
Hebrews 6 and I John 5.16, these bodies denied the possibility 
of fresh repentance if mortal sin were committed subsequent to 
baptism. Tertullian himself seemed to incline to this view, 
advising a long delay before the reception of the sacrament,is 
lest its decisive meaning and importance should nbt be fully 
realised (Tert.De Bapt.18), The not uncommon custom of post-
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-porting baptism until the death-bed grew directly out of the fear 
of forfeiting all hope of forgiveness by the committal of mortal 
sin after baptism. It commended itself, of course, to those 
who \vished to ensure their salvation without the corresponding 
abandonment of the pleasuEes and benefits of sin. Augustine's 
reflection that the moment after baptism is the only logical 
time for suicide was 'basiS^uptm the same conception, for August 
ine meant that at that moment the soul v;as perfectly fitted for 
heaven, being cleansed by the washing' of holy regeneration.

On the other side, however, there were' those r/ho felt that 
it was carrying matters much too far to assert an absolute exclus 
ion from salvation as the penalty for even the gravest post-bapt 
ismal sins. Hermas emerged as the preacher of at least one 
chance of repentance subsequent to baptism, and the popes of 
the early third century, notably Callistus, championed the 
cause of leniency, Cyprian was strict enough in his dealings 
v/ith the lapsi, but he did at least extend some hopes of read- 
mission to grace. The dangers of moral laxity were grave
but the harsh system of penitential discipline provided a constant 
safeguard^ and formed indeed a bavsis upon which a doctrine of 
forgiveness coula be ^erected. The scandals of death-bed bapt
isms anclhe excesses of the Donatists strengthened the hands of " 
those who pleaded for a more lenient teaching, and in the fourth 
century the victory had been won. Basil argued strongly against 
the delaying of baptism, especially that delaying which had as 
its object an irresponsible continuing in sin(0ra£.de 3apt.40) . 
ITyssa carefully weighed the alternatives: baptism &t once, with 
tiie possibility of relapse into sin, and the postponement of 
baptism, v/ith the risk of sujlden death. He decided that 'in 

the choice of evils it was rather to be chosen that a man, 
having obtained baptism, shoula again be in sin, than tnat
he should end his life void of grace^(Carey mest.of the Fathers) 

Ghrysostom boldly announced that post- baptismal, sin need not fin 
ally condsnan: there was a remission after, baptism as well as in 
baptism (Hom.de Poenit. ). Jerome maintained a similar opinion, 
resting upon the assurance that labour and industry and diligence, 
and above" all the mercy of God would keep in righteousness (Dial. 
adv.! el&g.l.S) .

;«<

Experience taught quickly that the baptised do fall into" sin, 
but clearly, if baptism accomplished a quasi-material purgation, 
there could be no forgiveness unless there was a fresh cleansing 
and restoration oft the soul. Baptism itself could not be re 
peated: a- point upon which the rigori&fcs were quick to fasten. 
The advocates of a second chance were thus forced to discover 
some other means of spiritual renewal, a second plank to save the 
soul from shipwreck when the first plank had been carelessly 
abandoned. The solution to the problem came with the devoplop- 
ment of the mediaeval sacrament of penance, which derived hist 
orically from the agelong system of penitential discipline. Pen 
ance became the second means of purgation, inferior to baptism 
j_ny|fficacy, superior to baptism^ its reiter ability.

The problem of post- baptismal sin was not without its bear- 
Ing upon the doctrines of grace and predestination, an important
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point in view of the later Reformed teaching. It could be held 
with Augustine th&t God exerted his grace effectually and even 
irresistably to the elect in and through the sacrament of baptism. 
But whether this was so, or whether it was believed that all " 
who did not $lace an obstacle experienced the sacramental work, 
the conferring of baptismal grace did not in any case give assur 
ance of final salvation. The soul that was cleansed in baptism 
could still perish as the result of defilement with new sin and the 
consequent withdrawal of the divine grace. The static inter-relafc 
ing of sign and grace and the quasi-material understanding of the 
baptismal work destroyed any possibility of a 'doctrine of final
perseverance or of ,the indef ectibility of the difeine grace. Only 
when forgiveness came to be understood as non- imputation, and 
sign and grace were seen to.be refedted not statically but dynamic 
ally could the doctrines of Jxndef ectibility of .grace and the pers 
everance of saints be taught without giving even the appearance 

a licence to sin. .<•,

The mediaeval theologians and canonists took up the Patristic 
statements and developed them into a thoroughgoing sacramentalist 
scheme. They also tackled the second and theoretical problem, ' 
how to explain the continuance of the desire for sin in the bap1> 
ised, and the committal by them of definite acts of sin. The 
acts obviously derived from the inclination. But that is not very 
different from saying that actual sins derive from original sin. 
Yet the effect of baptism was to purge the soul thoroughly from 
original sin. How then was the continuance of this desire for 
sin to be explained? It could <ra be explained only by separating 
original sin and the inclination to sin completely, at any rate 
in the baptised, and by defining the inclination to sin, or *h' 
concupiscence, in a purely negative way. For the Scholastics 
concupiscence in the regenerate was not sin: it was a weakness 
left by God for disciplinary purposes* and as a temporal penalty 
for the fall0 wtacTfcfc became sinful only when it was yielded to, 
and gave rise to definite acts of sin. The grace of God availed 
to hold it in check so long as the human will cooperated. The 
continuance of sin in the baptised was thus explained without any 
devaluation of the effects or efficacy of baptism, ««£ With the 
concurrent development of the sacrament of penance the whole prob 
lem of post- baptismal sin found both practical and theoretical 
solution (See Mackinnon* s Luther 4 p. 84),

• i

The Lutheran teaching of forgiveness by non- imputation rather 
than by purgation constituted a direct challenge to the Scholastic 
scheme, and the sixteenth century Romanists replied to it by 
vigorous re affirmation of the ,by now traditional teaching. The 
Bull Exsurge Domine condemned the impious proposition of Luther, 

'that to deny the continuance of original sin in baptised 
children is to tread both Paul and Christ underfoot' (Kidd D.C.H. 
p. 76). The Council of Trent discussed the matter in some » 

detail. Those who denied that the soul was cleansed thoroughly 
from original sin in baptism were anathematised: 'If any one saith 

that by the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, which is conferred 
in baptism, the guilt of original sin is not remitted; or
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even asserts that the whole of that which has the true and 
proper nature of sin is not taken away; but says that it is 
only rased (canoe lied) or not imputed, let him be anathema 1 
S» C.& D.Sess.Orig.Sin.Can.S). The Tridentines could not 

deny the continuance of concupiscence, which they explained as 
a godly discipline: 'This Holy Synod confesses and is sensible, 

that in the baptised there remains concupiscence, or an inc 
entive to sin......left for our exerciee 1 (Ibid.). What they

did deny was that this concupiscence could properly be called 
sin in the very strictest sense: 'The Catholic Church has 

never understodd it to be called sin, as being truly and 
properly sin ±n those b9rn again, but because it is of sin, 
and inclines to sin 1 (Ibid.). The concession that concup 

iscence was sin In the looser sense, as that which proceeded 
from sin and inclined to further sin, was made in deference to 
the authority of Paul and of Augustine, who had both unhesifeat- 
iigly identified concupiscence and sin. The TridBBtine understand 
ing seemed to be this. Baptism abolished the stain, the guilt ! 
and the eternal punishment of original sin, but it did not ab 
solve from the temporal, penalties, concupiscence, suffering 
and death. In the case of concupiscence it exercsed a weaken 
ing and restraining effect, and concupiscence in the baptised 
ceased to be sin in the fullest and strictest sense. It remain 
ed as the combustible material which burst into the flame of sin 
only with the decision or surrender of the will (See Watkin: God 
and the Supernatural, quoted by Quick p.172),

* The Catechism of Trent s1a ted and explained the Romanist 
teaching more clearly and simply. Baptism carried with it, as 
we have-seen, the remission of original sin and of prebaptismal 
actual sin (Cat.T.2,2 Qu.60). • Concupiscence remained as 'an inn- 1 
ate predisposition to sin', but it could not be said 'really to 
constitute sin'(ou.42). Unless it were yielded to, no guilt 
or penalties attached to it. It was 'an infirmity left for fcfes 
purposes of probation 1 (Ibid.). Although baptism purged the soul 
from sin, it did not restore absdlutely to the state of 'uncorr- 
upt nature'* for the ponal consequences of sin remained, amongst;' 
them concupiscence. This weakness of the flesh gave rise to 
•a most severe conflict of the flesh against the Spirit', for 
in the baptised the 'germs and materials of virtue' existed along-' 
side the uneradicated predisposition to sin (Ibid.). ••**

Bellarmine defended the Tridentine doctrine against Lutheran 
and Reformed objections. He claimed boldly that baptism had 
destroyed or effaced original sin, so that the concupiscence 
which remained in the baptised could not be equated with it or 
regarded as sin in the strict and proper sense. Tie Lutheran 
explanation, that the sin of concupiscence remained, but 
being imputed, he dismissed as contrary to the justice of 
The Romanists had the rethers on their side, for when the 
ers had spoken.of concupiscence, they had defined it, not as 
sin, but* as the effect and the punishment of sin. Fe.ul heel 
used concupiscence and sin e-s equivalents, but. only v;hen he 
was speaking of concupiscence yielded to. /.u^uetine referred 
on occasion to the guilt of concupiscence, but by this he must
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have meant, ei uiei1 the guilt which follows because concupiscence 
remains, or the guilt from which concupiscence springs, or per 
haps "simply the guilt of concupiscence yielded to. Bellarmine 
granted that concupiscence might alv.-c.ys be regarded as an evil, 
for it was a weakness \;hich owed its origin to sin (See De.la $., 
T.B.pp.3^6 f.).

H

The problem of the forgiveness of post- baptismal sins no pre 
sented no difficulties, .for it had found solution with the exalt-c 
ation of penance to full" ; sacramental rank. i enance" was the means ! 
by which the grace of remission was conveyed to those who fell 
after baptism. A full discussion of Scholastic and Romanist 
teaching upon this point would take us rather far from the doctrine; 
•of baptism properly speaking. All kinds of complicated questions 
were involved: tie meaning of penitence ; the matter of the sacra 
ment; jfche necessity of the sacrament,' the relation of the sacra 
ment to perfect contrition; penitence as" confession, contrition 
and satisfaction,- the value of attrition: the place of confess 
ion, the need for private as well as public confession,' ' tie nat 
ure of absolution,* the value of penances and good works, espec 
ially fasting and almsgiving; the extent of the forgiveness 
mediated, and, its limitation; the »sin against the Holy Ghost. 
or our present purpose it will be sufficient to give a brief " 
summary of the outstanding points in the Tri den tine statements. 
Tle sacrament of penance Was consider, d by the Council of Trent 
in the fourteenth Session. The conclusions were stated in the 
canons, which took the usual form of anathenas pronounced against 
those who held contrary opinions. The most important canons were 
the first two. Canon 1 required a belief that penance was 'truly 
and properly a sacrament, instituted by Christ our Lord, for 

reconciling the" faithful urobo God, as often as they fall into 
(deadly) sin after- baptism 1 . Canon 2 condemned those who 

like Luther confused penance with baptism, re: using to recognise 
in penance the 'second plank 1 which was required to save the soul 
from shipwreck. Later canons dealt with the more detailed quest 
ions of contrition, confession, absolution and satisfaction.

The Catechism of Trent repeated the teaching of the Canons, 
perhaps rath'er more clearly and certainly with greater fulness. 
Tie metaphor of the plank was again used: 'So after the loss of 

baptismal innocenxce, unless a man cling to the plank of pen-* 
ance, "without doubt all hope of his salvation must be abandon 
ed 1 (Cat. T. 2, 5 Qu.l). Penance did not'confer so great benefits 

as baptism'", but it had this advantage, that it could be 'repeatei 
indefinitely 1 (Can. 12)* " A distinction was made between mortal and 
^rnal sins. Strictly, *the remission offered in penance cpncern.

ed only?mortal and grievous sind, although 'the lighter sins 
which are called venial' were also said to require some kind of 
penance (Can. 20). The grace of penance did not absolve from the 
necessity of making sfcfcisf action, "and it was strictly limited in 
extent. It iSSj^Horthe guilt of sin, and absolved from the 
punishment of eternal death, but id did not 'remove the scars" of * 
sin 1 , nor did it remit the definite temporal punishments 1 (Can. 6 l) t 
The less efficacious working and the impositions of penalties were 

providentially ordered by the divine justice and clemency;
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'The justice of God required' & less efficacious working in 
those who sin openly and wilfully, and the divine 'clemency 
ordained satisfactory punishments, in order to restrain from 
sin, and to mslskE make restitution to the church' (Can.62).

It will be seen from the foregoing discussions that by the 
sixteenth century the solutions to the problems of concupiscence 
and pos1>baptismal sin had been fully worked out by the Romanist 
theologians. Original sin and concupiscence were carefully dist- 
inguidfeed: this distinction's necessary, for otherwise it 
would be impossible to teach an actual cleansing effected by the 
sacramert of baptism. Post-baptismal sin of a mortal and griev 
ous character involved a fall from the grace of baptism, and the 
forfeiture of its benefits. This fall did not necessarily in 
volve final loss, for God had graciously provided a means of 
restoration/ penitence and the sacrament of penance. Assurance 
was impossible, of course, for a failure to receive absolution 
after the committal of grievous sin meant inevitable perdition. 
A full atonement had teeen made for sin upon the cross, but the 
quasi-material "application of Christ's merits through the sacra 
ments severely restricted the value of that atonement xfcxaosajc for any 
particular individual at any particular time. At the root of 
the system there lay the static inter-relating of grace and sacra 
ment, which had as its inevitable consequence the subordination 
of the work and the grace of Christ, first to the means of grace, 
and second and by implication, to those who controlled the means 
of grace, the ministers or priests. A further consequence 
amongst the ordinanry people was Ifahe obscuring of the free for 
giveness of God and the effacing of the redeeming work of Christ, 
due to the confusion between the £KHS±JbbEx temporal penalties, 
for which individual satisfaction could be made, and the eternal 
penalties, for which the satisfaction of Christ alone availed. 
Against these pervessions of a truly Scriptural Christianity the 
Reformers made their earnest protest, rethinking the whole 
question of concupiscence and the forgiveness of post-baptismal 
sin in the"light of the doctrine of justification by faith and of 
the dynamic conception of sacramental grace,

2. The Views of Luther

In many of his earlier writings Luther seemed to hold a position 
very similar to if not identical with that of his opponents. 
He allowed that penance might properly be described as a sacra 
ment. He made a distinction between original sin, which was 
blotted out in baptism, and concupiscence, which was weakened, 
but not destroyed. In this whole matter he followed closely 
the teaching of "Lombard and of Augustine (Hanel l.p.17, 2.p.±9) f 
According to this scheme concupiscence was a temporal penalty 
for the sin of the race. After baptism no further guilt attached 
to it, so that it could hardly be described as sin, but the 
penalty itseifef remained. Even in his later work Luther did not 
depart from this doctrine, although he came to express it in 
a very different way. He could always allow that concupiscence, 
even if it was sin, was covered by the mercy of God, so that 
no guilt attached to it, even while it remained and incited to
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actual deeds of sin (Ibid.).

It was the doctrine of justification by non-imputation 
which revolutionised Luther's whole KBHKSK*±BH thinking upon 
the problem, and led him to state his doctrine in a radically 
new way. As far as concupiscence was concerned, it opened Luth 
er's eyes to the fact that original sin might be forgiven without * 
being effaced or destroyed. Thus even in the regenerate this root 
of sin might be said to persist, although in the mercy of God and 
according to the promise of God it was no longer imputed(Seeberg 
p.319). Thus of original sin itself, and not only of concup 
iscence, it could be said that it existed as a fact, although 
it no longer existed as guilt. This being the case, there was 
no good reason for not identifying original sin and concupiscence 
much more closely. As Luther saw it, the baptised had begun 
to live in purity and innocence (.W.A.2 p.730)/ and they no longer 
needed to fear the judgment and' the wrath of God. But sin itself 
remained in kthem, finding expression in individual sinful acts*
The concupiscence which incited to these acts might still be 
nicely distinguished from original sin, as a twist of nature 
consequent upon original sin, but there was no reason to deny 
that it was in itself sinful and worthy of condemnation, even 
in the regenerate or the elect(See Formula of Concord Art.l).

Obviously the Romanists, with their different understanding 
both of sacramental grace and also of justification, could not 
be expected either to appreciate or to accept this novel inter 
pretation. For one thing, it called in question the real work
done by b&ptism. Tha"tRtelnS£?n s? el? alrea^y> but it cannot be 
stressed too much how IwtiwQjggK and indeed unreal the Lutheran 
forgiveness by non-impi±atxion appeared compared with the tradit 
ional forgiveness by purgation. Again, it seemed to give a 
licence to the committal of actual deeds of sin. If man was 
always sinful in any case by virtue of the continuance of the 
sin of concupiscence, then surely to strive aftgr a good life 
was futile from the very first. Indeed, it wasynecessary, for 
a free forgiveness by non-imputetion was always assured. Of 
course, in Luther's own thought a double safeguard existed: the 
non-imputation was only by fafii. and a true faith, being the 
work of the Holy Ghost, naturally and inevitably resulted in 
righteous works. The opponents of Luther could not understand 
these safeguards, however, for they HR conceived of faith quite 
differently, as little more * than a correct intellectual belief. 
TTpnce the twofold charge preferred against Luther from the very 
fjrgt: contempt of the sacrament, - and antinomianism, *

&rlie new "under standing of concupiscence inevitably influenced 
Luther's doctrine of post-baptisniol sin and its forgiveness. 
ff concupiscence remained as fault but not as guilt, then it 
followed that the forgiveness proffered and sealed in baptism 
extended to the whole life of the recipient i.e.it covered by ' 
non-imputation that sin which remained until the very moment of 
death.. 3ut if the sin of concupiscence was covered, then there 
v/as no reason not to suppose that all actual deeds of sin v/ere 
also covered. Thus the baptismal remission need not be restrict- 
to sins committed before baptism, and the need for a new
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sacrament or channel of grace in respect of post- baptismal sins 
cii^ppeared of itself. A forgiveness by non- imputation did not 
stand under the limitation of time as did a forgiveness by actual 
cleansing. It could extend to all sins, bringing the v/hole 
life ofl the Christian, both before "baptism and after, v.ithin 
the divine mercy, and under^the cover of the divine promises.

^ conception of a lifelong baptismal forgiveness led' 
inevitably to a rejection of the doctrine of a second plank, 
and the complete subordination of penance or penitence to the 
prior and all- important sacrament.$tooc& Luther attacked the 
teaching of a second plank as a perversi9n of true Christian 
doctrine. It was v/rong from the very first, for it made of 
baptism Aa thing of small account, frustrated and over thrwwn by 
the very first act of mortal or grievous sin ( T;;.A.6 p.529'). 2 " 
The truth was th£t baptism was coulc, be overthrown by no sin.. 
Far from being a first plank of salvation, it was itse3-f the 
ark of salvation, trustworthy and unshakeable (Vvernle p f 33),.3 
what then was the -value of penance, a sacrament which Luther 
retained? It had this value, that" when a Christian man" fell 

into grievous sin, by penance he could renew his baptism,
returning to the power and faith of that sacrament by the act
of forsaking sin and doing penance (W.A.6 p. 529).^ Penance was 
thus useful and even necessary WBhere there was a relapse into 
sin, but it had no independent value apart from the sacrament 
of baptism upon which it rested. It was a sacrament only in 
a secondary or derived sense, not conveying new grace, but 
renewing to the penitent and believing the remission already 
enpyed by virtue of the great primary sacrament. The sacrament 
of penance naturally tended to sink in -the estimation of those 
who followed Luther, and very quickly the status of penance as 
ax sacrament and the identification of penance with penitence were 
called in question.

Luther thus substituted an evangelical understanding of con 
cupiscence and post- baptismal sin for the older sacramentalist H 
understanding. He remained true to the facts of Christian ex- 
nerience, not asserting more of baptism and its effects than " 
reality allowed. He did not teach an automatic forgiveness iBf 
all new acts of sin, but demanded a true penitence and a living 
faith. He exalted the sacrament of baptism, however, referr 
ing back all forgiveness to the baptismal work and the baptismal 
promises. A freer conception of remission and of g» ace enabled 
him to avoid the artificial notions of 'doses' of grace, and 
the tying of the divine work of KKKXKSXHX forgiveness to priestly 
acts. I'i sunder stagings of Luther's teaching were inevitable, 
especially when it was expressed in his own vivid but not always
cautions language.. His statements had, however, a vitality 
and profundity lacking in the subtle and closely reasoned, but 
artificial analyses and formulations of his Homanist antagonists,

3 t ¥he Anabaptist Aberration

It was perhaps only natural that the sixteenth century return to 
a Scriptural theology should carry with it in some circles a
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revival of the rigorist conceptions of the early church. The 
Anabaptists were the ones logically destined to develop unbalanced 
views of a particularist character. They had as their avowed
objective the" erection of a church of pure believers separate from 
the world. They refused to take seriously the doctrine of orig 
inal sin, and exalted the freedom and power of the human will. 
The natural result was that they quickly came to exaggerate the" 
ability of the Christian to attain actual holiness and righteous^
ness in this life, ana attempted to enforce the demands for 
holiness and righteousness by a rigid system of ecclesiastical 
discipline, Vj <

v

It has been maintained by some writers that the Anabaptist's 
went further and'taught the sinless perfection of all true believ 
ers (Cf.MuraljE p.36)." In their own day they were certainly acc 
used of perfectionism. Zwingli brought against Mantz the charge 
that he "wished to restrain from baptism all but those who were" 
conscious of being without sin (Ibid.).^ The Augsburg Confession 
expressly singled out the Anabaptists for condemnation on this 
score (12) f and later in the century Rogers found a similar 
teaching amongst members of the Family: 'In the regenerate sin 

is cu_t away, as with a razor, so that the godly cannot sin 1
(Rog.P.S.-op.l41 f.). Undoubtedly some of/the Anabaptist sects 

must have held views which either were perfectionist or approxim 
ated very closely to perfectionism, although it must not be 
forgotten that the sinless state was attributed not to the sacra 
ment, and not primarily to the power of the individual will, but 
to the cleansing blodd of Jesus Christ applied by faith. Muralt, 
however," after a careful examination of the evidence, has given 
strong reasons for the belief that few of the leading Anabaptists 
v/ere perfectionists in the strictest .sense of the-word, . They 
believed certainly that the Christian life ought to tee one of 
perfection, and they believed in the possibility of attaining 
to this perfection. That is why they jfcfe called upon their memb 
ers so insistently to walk in the Spirit and to forsake wicked 
works (Ibid.). 6 But this very stress upon the challenge to a holy 
lige, accompanied as it was by a call to constant penitence, 
constitutes in itself an argument against the belief that XKKfc 
the holy life had already been attained. The existence of the 
ban implies similarly the possibility of sin even in those who 
have made profession of repentance and faith. Such perfection 
of Christian life as was attainable was attainable only by the 
few, and not without serious and constant striving.

There can be no doubt, of course, that the Anabaptists were 
rigorists. The ban served to keep the church pure, and it took 
the sharpest possible form, the cutting off of the fallen brother 
from even the most trivial forms of intercourse with the brethren. 
Where Anabaptist communities were organised, this exclusion and 
boycott was a very serious matter. , The details of the ban and 
its application do not concern us now, not does the doctrine of 
the church which underlay it. What does concern us is the two 
fold fact, that the ban implied a striving after an attainable 
perfection, and that its severity carried with it the implication 
that the fallen brother was cut off, not only from ecclesiastical
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fellowship, but also from all hope of ultimate salvation. Thus 
the Anabaptists indirectly if not directly denied two cardinal 
points in Reformation teaching: the continuance of the sin of con 
cupiscence in the si regenerate, and the possibility of the for 
giveness of even the gravest of post-baptismal sins, by virtue 
of the baptismal promise and grace. Calvin seized on t~'is latt 
er point in the Anabaptist heresy in his very thorough discussion 
and refutation in the^ Institutes. For the Anabaptists the fall 
into sin after baptism meant, as he put it, f an abandonment

to the inexorable judgment of God 1 . Particulari&s were 
undoubtedly driven to this view by their very particularism, for 
the Separatists in England, who were Anabaptists in their doct 
rine of the church ff not in their doctrine of baptism, laid 
themselves open to a similar charge. So severe was their 
discipline that they seemed to'take^ away, with^Novatus the wicked 

heretic, all hope of salvation from those which offend of 
knowledge willingly 1 (Rogers p.141, quoting Gyfford's Reply 
to Barrowe and Greenwood). That this was no trumped up 

accusation is proved by the famous case of the elder Rolton, 
who, 'convinced that God neither could nor would forgive him', 
v^as driven to complete desperation, and committed suicide (Ibid,) 
A point to notice about the ^nabaptistx and Separatist doctrine 
is its tendency to subjectivism: salami on depended far more upon 
the faith or attainments or even emotions of the indiyidual, and 
far less upon- the nromise anc^ree grace of God in Christ, which 
availed for all sin, original or actual, pre- or post-bap tismal,,

"•""It need not be supposed that all Ancibaptisus believed that 
those who committed grave sin and fell under the "ban were inevit 
ably cut off from a3.1" possibility of repentance and doomed to 
irrevocable damnation. " iit the same time the severity of the 
ban, the doctrines of perfection, and speculation upon the 
unforgivable sin, undoubtedly sBB&cbuEEt led'many to equate the
sin against the Koly Ghost with the committal of ^rave and wilful 
sin after baptism. The Anabaptists and Separatists did not hold 
these views/ of course, because,,they shared the Scholastic and 
Itori£.nist understanding of bap ti sib and its \vork. ~ They "he Id them 
for the reason Indicated above: beeease they thought ofl salvation 
in terms of human faith and experience rather the.n in terms of 
the promise and election. The Christian was forgiven so long 
as he had an apparent faith i.e. so long as he believed himself 
to be forgiven, and lived accordingly. But the loss of faith 
and the relapse into sin meant also the loss of forgiveness and 
the loss of the new life, symbolised externally in the rejection 
from the community of the faithful. The Reformers agreed, of 
course, that an individual faith is necessary for the application 

' of the divine work and the personal entry into the divine promis 
es. 3ut just as they avoided an identify ing of the work of ^od"" 
v/ith the external sign, so they avoided the too close identifying 
of it with the external profession of faith. The elect believer 
was always forgiven in the eternal purpose of God, even though 
for a time he lived in sin and \vas destitute of faith, whether 
before conversion* or after. On the other "hand in-God's sight 
the man who made a profession of faith, but-v:as not elect,° 
had remission sdcxaiix of sins at all, not even at the time xvhen
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he apparently continued for a while in faith and good works.k *• 

•*
The doctrine of the sovereignty of God and the divine election 

iiad its uncomfortable"" aspects, but at many points it gave'the 
Informers a teemendous superiority of understanding both over 
the Romanists and over the anabaptists. Tt enabled the Reformers 
always to maintain the'proper tension between the eternal'and 
temporal aspects^f salvation, the inward and the outward, the 
spiritual and the sacramental, the divine work and the human 
response. The Anabaptists had a praiseworthy longing'"after 
holiness, and they made- an equally praiseworthy effort to n&int- 
ain righteousness and discipline within the church. In the face
of the deeper problems, the problem of concupiscence, the prob 
lem of sin in the believer and its^forgiveness before God, the 
problem of assurance, if^hete^problems of theology and of exper 
ience they fell" far short, because they failed to maintain the 
Reformed balance, setting up®H impossible standards, concentrat 
ing upon the human choice which could be made and reversed at 
pleasure, missing the sure grounding of redemption in the love 
and the purpose and the activity of God. The penalty of their 
failure was a loss of the distinctive tenets of the Reformed 
teaching, a tortured speculation upon the unforgiv«able sin 
and its nature, a harsh application of disciplinary measures, 
and the lack of that wider charity which alone can save the 
Christian church from Pharisaism and schism,

$

4. The Reformed Doctrine

\vhen we turn-to consider the Swiss Reformed school, we find 
that their doctrine of concupiscence and post-baptismal sin dev 
eloped very'largely along the lines already laid down by Luther. 
New features were the abandonment of the Scholastic phraseology, 
the rejection of the sacrament of penance, and the repudiation 
of the new Anabaptist teaching. Zwingli himself was mainly 
concerned to rffute the Anabaptist heresy, and he addressed 
himself with conspicuous energy to the'" counter ing of-their perf-* 
ectioist opinions, and more especially of their particularism 
in church doctrine and practice. At the same time He took over 
the Lutheran view of justification and developed a strong doctrine 
of the covenant and election, thus attacking the very foundat 
ions of the Romanist teaching.

r r _

Calvin was perhaps the one who stated the Reformed view 
with the greatest lucidity and force. He did not deal with 
the problem of concupiscence directly in the Institutes, but 
refuted the Tridentine teaching specifically in his Antidote to 
the Council o^Trent. The main argument of Calvin was the argum 
ent of Scripture: the Apostle Paul had spokten of concupiscence 
as sin. He claimed that it was not possible to evade the argum 
ent by alleging that the Apostle meant by the sin of concupiscence 
that concupiscence was the eause of sin or the punishment of sin 
for these interpretations would set the verse at variance with * 
the context. t The further evasion that baptism changes the nat 
ure of concupiscence aroused the scorn of Calvin, for if concurs 
iscence was sin before baptism, and remained the same, then it 
could not very well not be sin after baptism. The matter
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simple enough as Calvin saw it. Concupiscence was at all times 
repugnant to God, whether before baptism or after. And 'that 
which was repugnant to God was sin. Since then the Apostle 
affirmed that this repugnant disease remaiaed in the regenerate, 
it followed therefore that 'of its own nature it is truly sin,

although it is not imputed, and the guilt is abolished by 
the grace of Christ 1 (Tree ts 2 3 pp.87 f.). Calvin could find

support for this exposition of the Apostle's teaching 'in many'' 
passages of Ambrose and Augustine which admitted of no doubt 
as to their meaning 1 (Ibid.

Concupiscence could thus properly be described as sin, and 
it remained in the baptised, although it was not imputed. Upon 
this basis Calvin re-thought the traditional position with regard 
to post-baptismal sin and the necessity and efficacy of the so- 
called sacrament of penance. As far as penance was concerned 
he came to clear conclusions in his discussion of the five'added 
sacraments in the fourth book of^he Institutes (Instit.4,19,17). 
He considered first the famous saying of Jerome, that penance 
is the second plank in the case of shipwreck. Calvin thought 
that a proper"sense might be attached to these words if penance 
were understodd to mean penitence. Penitence was as it were a 
means to repair the garment of innocence received in baptisity if 
anyone had injured it by sin. But it was'impious' to apply the 
dictum as the Romanists did, for they derived from it the utterly 
false doctrine that baptism 'can be effaced by sin 1 . The true 
view which Calvin himself hekd and taught was that baptism itself 
is the sacrament of penitence and faith. The Christian who falls 
into sin has in baptism the surest possible pledge of the forgive-* 
ness of all sin by the free mercy of God in Jesus Christ. The 
baptismal forgiveness, being a forgiveness by non-imputation, and 
not by a quasi-material cleansing, „ extends to the whole of life, 
and avails for the cancelling of all sins upon the inward penitence 
of the sinner.

In his discussion of Hi e aberrations of the Anabaptists Calv 
in applied the same fundamental teaching, but in another way. 
He agreed with the Anabaptists to this extent, that there was need 
of a strict ecclesiastical discipline. He could'not 3gree, how 
ever, that the divine pardon was so tied to regeneration or bapt 
ism, that the post-baptismal lapse, even if it were of a wilful 
nature, robbed the Christian of all hope of further remission 
(Tnstit.4,1,23-28). The forgiveness of God was the ground of * 
the covenant-entry into the church, but it was also the means of 
preservation and defence within the church. It was not a pardon 
extended once only, but a continual pardon extended graciously 
to those who during their whole lives ' carried about with them 

the remains of sin, and could not continue one single moment 
were they not sustained by the uninterrupted grace of God f6r- 
giving tnair sins'. The office of the church was not to exerc 

ise" discipline only, but to /hold out the promise of restoration 
to the penitent. The keys had been given to the church that it 
might open not only for the unbelievers, 'who should be converted

from impiety to the faith of Christ', but also for believers, 
who after their b&ptisgi fell into sin and turned again in repent 
ance. "By the keys Calvin understood, of course, the
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of the divine promises, which bound those who rejected in unbe 
lief and loosed those who received in faith.

Calvin had plainly understodd the principles enunciated by
Luther, and he had also purged out the compromising elements 
which s&ill caused uncertainty or confusion in Luther's ov.n writim 
ings. The followers of Calvin repeated his teaching v:ith little 
alteration or addition, as we may see in the lucid statements
in the confessions. The French Confession, for example, referr 
ed both to the continuance of original sin, and also to its for 
giveness in the regenerate: 'Even after baptism it is still of 

the nature of sin, but the condemnation" of it is abolished 
for the children of God.....Even the most holy men, although 
they resist it, are still stained with many weaknesses and 
imperfections wnile th«y are in this life 1 (Art. II) 9 . This 

continuance of sin did not create a need for a new sacrament of 
repentance anc/absolution, for baptism itself \vas the sacrament 
of penitence and faith: 'so that although we are baptised only 

once, yet the gain that it symbolises-iio us reaches over our 
whole lives and to our death' Uj?t.35) ,-L^ The Selgic Confess 

ion statec similarly that original sin is not to be thought of 
as 'by any means abolished or done away by baptism, although it 

is not imputed to the children of God to condemnation, but by 
the grace and mercy of God is forgiven them'(^rt. 16) .11 The 

fact that the baptismal forgiveness availed throughout the"v;hole 
of life made the so-called sacrament of penance meaningless and 
unnecessary (^rt.34). Tfe Confession ol/bhe English Church in 
Geneva gave full assurance that 'sithoghe this roote of synne bye

hyd in us, yet to the electe it shal not be imputed 1 (p.13)," 
and in the Exhortation in the Baptismal Liturgy Knox taught that 

'the venemous dreggs, althogh they continewe in this our 
flesh, yet by the merits of his cieathe they are not imputed" * 
unto us 1 . Polan sumrnec up the Reformed teaching upon concup 

iscence and post-baptismal sin when he affirmed that original sin 
was washed away and abolished only as concerned the guilt and 
penalty, not as concerned the sin itself. The fault, the 
inclination to evil remained to the very hour of death, bringing 
the Christian into a continual warfare against sin and its author 
the devil (Polan GySS). 1^ Polan did not hesitate to describe 
concupiscence as truly and pjsroperly sin, a sin which remained * 
in the iqgenerate after their baptism (Ibid*). 13 Since the regen 
erate were always sinners, "yet of the free mercy of God were 
reckoned righteous for Chrxst's sake, the committal of new acts 
of mortal sin could not alter their status, so long as they were 
willing always to come to God in repenfc&nce and faith, .Thus 
the need of a second plank of salvation did not arise.

K. The English Divines

R

Yrfith the exception of those who favoured the traditional teaching, 
the English writers followed very closely those of the Lutheran" anc 
Reformed schools. Of the former group Shetler and Gardiner may 
be mentioned as typical. "" Shetler in a faraous sermon preached 
the need of penance to wash the soul from the defilement of post- 
baptismal sin (Stryper Cranmer 1 p. 257). Gardiner stated in 
unmistakaable terms the traditional view of concuiscence!



'Althoughe the gyxlte of originall synne be taken awai in 
Tmptysme, yet the scarre of it (as it were) the matter of it 
doth remayne, whiche as it trouble th and letteth man's perfect 
ion. ...so it is not to be accompted our synne," tyll we cohcey- 
ve it by our embracyng and agreynge to such carnall motions' 
(Quoted by McLear and Williams, on Art. 9), On the Protestant 

side Tyndale was a pioneer, introducing the typically Lutheran 
thought that in the Christian life the 'fight against the appetit- 
es'is the 'fulfilment of our baptism 1 (Tynd. P. S.I p. 500). This 
idea had two important implications, the" continuance of concup 
iscence, with the need for a war against sin, and the significat 
ion of baptism and/3ae baptismal forgiveness f> r the whole life of 
the believer. In other wordB, the baptismal remission was 
the non- imputation of sin and the imputation of the righteousness 
of Christ. Sin itself remained, so that' the Christian life 
became a process of entering morally and actually into the 
perfection already possessed sacrament ally and by faith*

•" The Articles of Cranmer bore clear evidence of a Lutheran "
influence, both in respp&t of concupiscence and also in respect oi 
post- baptismal sin ano)its forgiveness. The question of original 
sin was dealt with in the sixth Article. Here it was argued 
that the guilt of original sin was abolished in baptism,' but . the 
corruption of nature" or concupiscsnce remained, and needed 'to 
be healed by th e work of the Holy Spirit (Cran.P.S.2 p.474). x^
The Article was cautiously worded, ' anc^Lt will be noticed that 
concupiscence was not described as sin, or having the nature 
of sin, nor was the corruption' of nature identified too closely 
with original sin. It will also be noticed, however, .that 
although there was no mention of a forgiveness by non- imputation, 
yet the Article implied that the re^iity of original sin remained, H 

gfc but the, guilt no longer attached to it. " Gardiner himself
could probably have used this Article, interpreting it in his
own way, but the impression* of a Lutheran tendency xremains.
The King's Book was naturally more conservative. It spoke of the
continual struggle which must be waged against concupiscence and 
carnal desires T which remained in tne goflly) 1, but found hope in 
the fact that the baptised man was made 'more strong and able to 
resist than is another man which never was christened': an invert 
ed form of the Scholastic teaching that concupiscence is weakened 
by baptism. Concupiscence itself was not sin, for baptism 

'gave such grace that such carnal and fleshly lusts could in 
no wise hurt us, if we do not consent to them' (Lloyd p. 253).

More pronouncedly Protestant doctrines appeared in relation 
to the question of post- baptismal sin and its forgiveness. The 
Ten Articles repeated the teaching of the Augsburg Confession upon 
this issue. Hope was heliB out that even the gravest sins comm-' 
itted after baptism would be forgiven if there was sincere penit 
ence and conversion to God, and penitence was identified, not 
so much with the sacrament of penance, but rather with inward 
repentance, the renewal, as it were, of the basic penitence 
of baptism. The wording of the Article was thiss 'Such men which 

after baptism fall again into sin. . . .whensoever they convert 
themselves, shall without doubt attain remission" of
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The phrase 'attain remission of sins' suggested perhaps a regaining 
of forgiveness rather than a re-entry into a forgiveness which/vas 
never lost, but a significant movement towards the understanding 
of>the "baptismal remission in relation to the whole Christian life 
may be discerned. The movement was even more apparent in the 
Ifomily of Salvation, which linked the remission of post-baptismal 
sin directly to the sacrifice of Christ; 'They which in act" or

deed do sin after baptism, when they turn again to God unfeign 
edly, they are likewise washed by this sacrifice from their 
sins' (p.23). In this Homily, BB& as in the XRJSEK general 

confession and absolution introduced into the daily office in 
1552, the stress was upon the inward work of repentance and 
the work and rthe promise of Christ, The minister exercised $he 
power of the keys by declaring and pronouncing to them that tru&y 
repent and unfeignedly believe a forgiveness already promised 
in the Scripture and sealed in the sacrament of baptism. With 
the triumph of the Reformed doctrine of free justification and 
forgiveness, the idea of a fresh conveyance of the grace of re 
mission by means of a new sacrament had died a natural death.

During the latter years of Henry and the few years of Edward 
perfectionist and rigorist opinions. seem to have made their way 
into England, but they met wi&h little favour from"the ecclesiast 
ical authorities. The Statute 32 Henry VTII cap.49 expressly 
condemned a new error, 'that sinners after baptism cannot be 

restored by repentance'. The reference must have been to 
the Anabaptist discipline, although it is doubtful khether any 
Englishmen of the time shared the opinions rejected. There was 
a report in 1549 that some London tradesmen*; held the curious 
view 'that the regenerate cannot sin inwardly' - whette r the inward 
sin is a reference to original sin, or a rueful concession to the 
hard facts of experience it is difficult to say(See Strype E.M.1,1 > 
p.291). The connection between the perfectionist and the rigorist 
views seems to be this, that the true believer could not sin, 
and therefore the professed believer who did sin proved himself 
to be a hypocrite, and was therefore rejected and condemned. 
These opinions were clearly refuted by the Anglicanx leaders, and 
they were not laeld in sufficient strenglUt to be of any great 
importance, A more serious spread of perfectionist and rigorism 
ocurred under Elizabeth, when the Family of Love took up the 
former opinion and±ljhe Separatists inclined to the latter.

These groups stoofi outside the main stream of Protestant 
doctrine in England, however, and never became either numerous 
or powerful during the Reformation period. Of the more orthodox 
Protestants, 3econ may be singled out for special mention. T-TG 
took a strongly Protestant line, attacking the Papist contention 
that the blessings of bapt-? sm are lost v/hen the soul is defiled 
v/ith new sin. The source of forgiveness, ^econ argued, is 
Jesus Christ, . and Jesus Christ is a Saviour not only before but 
also after baptism. The b&ptistaal bleedings have then a value 
for the believer which is not exhausted in the sacramental actf
Being grounded in the patient loving-kindness of 3od$i the^ cannoj 
be destroyed by even the vilest post-baptismal sins: 'Though we 

sin KKXKK after baptism never so grievous3.y, yet doth not
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God straightway take vengeance o.. us, and cast us headlong
into hell-fire.....but he patiently abideth our conversion'
(2ec.I.S.l p,17C). Becon's doctrine of forgiveness was defin 

itely a doctrine of non-imputation. This determined not only his 
view of post-ba-.tismal sin but also his teaching u:«on concuo: scenes 
TT e agreed rith the traditional teaching thus far, tot concupisc 
ence had been left_in the regenerate for the exercise of faith 
(Ibid.2 p.204). £ut he went further and taught that concupisc 
ence is sinful in itself, although by virtue of the v.ork of 
Christ that sin is no longer reckoned to the believer (Ibid.),

The other Anglicans did not devote a .great deal of attention 
to the question. Jev/el in controversy with Farding maintained 
the sinfulness of concupiscence. He used very much the same 
arguments as Calvin, appealing to the Pauline usage, ' and quoting 
Ambrose and r,ugustine. • The authority of Pighius was alleged in 
favour of a clear and straightforward interpretation of the latter
Father. Against the assertion of.Harding that the sacraments 
give full remission of sins, he pointed out that the remission 
iaught by the Protestants is fuller: ^a remission of all manner 

o£ sins, and that not in half or in part.. .but full, \\hole 
antperfect ;f all together* (Je\.el P.3.3 p.464). ~ This was a 

plain reference ,to tht" Protestant extension of the baptismal '" 
forgiveness to all sins,"' whether committed before the administ 
ration of the sacrament or after. Fulke spoke, perhaps rather 
strangely, of a'plucking up even of the root of sin' in baptism, 
but he evidently did not mean that the "baptised man was without 
sin, for he could agree too that concupiscence remained. What 
he had in mind was not the immediate efficacy, but the extension 
of the grace of baptism to all the sins of the believer, 'to our 
eternal salvation'(Ful.P.S.2 p.388). Calfhill pointed out that 
it is the proper office and"work of the sacrament to stir up the 
sinful'soul to repentance by the 'promise exhibited 1 . In this 
way'the sinful soul may be refreshed, and penance out of it gath 
ered' ( Galf.P.S.p. 242) . Sandys referred scornfully to the early 
practice of death-bed baptisms, postponed until the very last 
moment 'lest &K±I§±B baptism should be a bridle to hold them in'. 
The belief that baptism confers a perfect but limited remifciion by 
actual' cleansing underlay this impudent attempt to combine the en 
joyment of sin with the procuring of the maximum benefits of the 
sacrament. But such an attempt was bound to fail, for 'God 
shall mockxs* such craft 1 (Sand.P.S. p. 152).

The Anglican teaching found its full expression in the Thirty- 
flfcne Articles (9 and 16). . ,Some commentators have sought to find 
the origin'of Article 9 in the similar statement in the Confession 
of Augsburg, but the resemblances are not particularly close. " 
Indeed, ths Anglican pronouncement is much more closely akin to 
the statements in ifts such Reformed Confessions as the Gallican 
and Belgic. The Article sets out the Ueformed doctrine of con 
cupiscence in plain and unmistakaable language. 'it teaches that 
concupiscence continues in the regenerate, that it has of itself 
the nature of sin, according to the testimony of the Apostle, 
and'that thanks to the free mercy and grace of God it is not 
imputed to the believer. Attempts have been made by some writers
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(e.g.McLear and Williams) to soften the opposition between the 
Anglican statement and traditional teaching by pointing out that 
concupiscence is said to have only the nature of sin, and not 
the true and proper nature of sin, the doctrine condemned by 
Trent, and expressed later in the Westminster Confession. We 
ty&y agree that those who framed the Articles chose the language will 
care, but it appears that we have here a distinction without a 
difference. A careful comparison with the phrasing of say the' 
Gallican Confession will show that there was no essential differ 
ence in thought between the two, and that if anything the wording 
of the Anglican Article is the more definite. Article 16 repudia-fe 
ed the opinions of "rigorists both old and new very much' in the 
style of the Augsburg Article (12). Hot every wilful sin committ-i 
ed after baptism was to be thought of as the sin against the 
Holy Ghost for which there could be no forgiveness. All sins 
were covered, indeed, by the baptismal remission, so long as 
there was true repentance and conversion of heart in the sinner. 
The extension of the forgiveness of baptism to the whole life of 
the Christian made rigorist views quite impossible. It is perhaps 
worth noting that a few commentators (Browne and McLear and Will 
iams) have attempted to read into this Article an attack upon the 
doctrine of the final perseverance of saints, as held and taught 
by the Reformed churches. We may point out, however, that 
the Hegormed Confessions had similar articles, that the doctrine 
of final perseverance did not imply that licence to sin envisaged 
by the Augsburg Article (12), that,the Reformed doctrine of 
concupiscence carried with it the implication of a constant sin- 
fulness even of the elect, andi that the avowed purpose of the'"* ' 
Anglican as of other Reformed Articles was to strengthen the assur 
ance of forgiveness for sins committed after baptism, and not to 
destroy it. The attempt to turn the Article in an anti^Reformed 
direction, seems then to be devoid of any but a speculative found- " 
ation, and it will be made only for the purpose7 of advancing part~' 
isan interests.

There can be no doubt that the Anglicans of the Reformation 
period understood the Articles to teach the soundest of Reformed 
doctrine, as we learn in the bluntest possible way from Roger f s 
Exposition of the Articles in question. Rogers claimed that 
the continuance of original sin in the elect or regenerate was *" 
the central truth expressed in Article 9. Amongst the adversar 
ies to this truth he numbered the Papists, f who say that original 
sin was not at all 1 , Gis&kbertus and the Family of Love, f who 
affirm that the elect and regenerate sin not 1 , and sects which 
held similar opinions, f the Carpocra.t*ans, Adamites both old and 
new& andthe Begadores in Almaine 1 (Rog.P.S.on Art.9). Rogers 
himself identified,the concupiscence which was still found in the 
regenerate with BBdEgxfba sin, proving his poifit from Paul and 
from the Reformed Confessions. The adversaries to this truth 
were the Pelagians, who denied any but actual sins, Glover the 
Brownist, who according to Bredwell's Detection (p.69) regaifed 
the intemperate affections of the mind which issue from concupisc 
ence as no more than vljLal sins, Francis of Colen, who described 
concupiscence as natural, and Lombard and the Church of Rome, ; 
who allowed the continuance of concupiscence but would not allow :
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that it was truly sin, only'that it proceedeth from sin and 
inclineth unto sin' (Ibid.pp.100-103).

When he came to discuss Article 16 Rogers attacked stroigLy * 
the two errors perfectionism and rigorism. He established first 
the possibility of sin in the elect and regenerate, proving it 
from the Scriptural' instances, David, Solomon and Peter, and 
from the admonixtions and exhortations, v.hich would be meaning 
less if the elect enjoyed a state of sinless perfection. He 
tften gave his usual list of the adversaries to this truth: 'the 

Catharans, Noyatians and Jovinians, which think God's people 
be regenerate into a pure and angelie-fcl state, so that neith 
er they be, nor can be defiled with any contagion of sin: the 
Libertines, who held that whosoever hath God's Spirit in him 
cannot sin 1 , and various Papists, who had asserted that ! the 
works of men justified are perfect in this life 1 and that 1 St. 
Francis attained unto the perfection of holiness and could not 
sin at all 1 . Having established the possibility of sin in 

the regenerate, and indeed the fact of sin, Rogers then.proceed 
ed to show that there is forgiveness for those who having fallen
into sin unfeignedly repent. He proyed this point too from the 
Scriptural promises and from the Continental confessions. The 
first adversaries to this truth were the Papists, who wished
to tie the forgiveness of post-baptismal sin to the sacrament of 
penance. But Rogers was more concerned about/the rigorists, 

'those which leave no thing _ but the unappeasable wioath of God 
to such as do sin after baptism, the Monfc&nists, the Nbvat- 
ians, Kelchior Hoffmann, the German Anabaptists, and the 
Barrowists 1 . He also took the opportunity to condemn again 

those v/ho said 'that being once regenerate sin is cut away'(the 
Hessalians and the Family of Love), and finally concluded by 
opposing the 'desperate, whose sins being either infinite or 

x abominable, they think how God he neither can nor will for 
give them': Gain and Judas, for example, or*Franciscus Spi« 
ra, Hoctor Kraus and the el«der Bolton' (Ibid.pp. 138-142).

The position of Rogers was in some respects rather extreme, 
perhaps, but there is no good reason to doubt that the leading 
Anglicans of all skfedes of opinion willingly subscibed to his 
propositions concerning concupiscence and post-baptismal sin and '. 
its" forgiveness. The statements of many of the leading churchmen 
of the time have already been considered. Travers on tne Purit 
an side affirmed that concupiscence must be considered truly sin 
even in the regenerate. Hooker, the great opponent of Travers, 
spoke of the universal sinfulnes s of man in terms which leave 
little room for doubt that he too regarded the thought and tend 
ency to sin as equally sinful with the act (Discourse on Justific 
ation 7). Willet in"the Synopsis Papismi showed the unlimited
scope of the forgiveness which baptism sealed. Baptism had been I 
o-iven as a confirmation of faith to seal remission of dl sins, 
° »even of those which are corautted after baptism, as well as

of sins done before' (Vi/illet Syn.i: ap.p,579). ' Only v;i '.h the 
abandonment of a Calvinistic theology did the Anglican divines f 
shift away from these well-established and universally acknowledg 
ed principles. Even then the sacrament of penance was not ;.



restored, although divines like Vv&terland came to speculate 
upon the possibility of the remission of post-bar.tif:r.ol sin in 
and through the Eucharist, and more recently the provision at
the end of the first exhortation to connunion ht-s been mode the 
basis of a rejplar .system of auricular concession and priestly 
absolution. The teaching of the articles and of"the sixteenth 
century Pceforraers is do plain, however, that those who take" 
a contrary view can only do so either by spraining the sense of 
the formularies or by openly or tacitly disavowing their author 
ity.
•vw i ^

6. Comments ^"'

Fot a great deal need^o be said by way of comment upon the 
different views concerning concupiscence and post-baptismal* sin. 
The various conceptions derived logically and" necessarily from 
wider doctrines, especially from the doctrines of the effects
of baptism and the nature of its operation or efficacy. The 
teaching tipon the"wider subject determines naturally the teaching
upon the narrower. 

v
For the Roman Catholic original sin is the deprivation of 

supernatural virtues, "and concupiscence a temporal result and 
punishment of the Pall. Baptism accomplishes a real work in 
"the soul, cleansing it from all the defilement of original sin, 
and of actual sins already committed, aaci restoring"the divine 
image which had been distorted, and endowing' with supernatural 
graces, habitual faith and virtues. It does not restore entire 
ly to the state of uncorrupt nature, however, for the temporal 
punishments are allowed to remain as a penalty and a test. Am 
ongst these temporal penalties is eoncupiscence, the inclination 
to sin. AS a result of baptism the Christian is better'able to 
deal-with concupiscence, but concupiscence itself has not been 
destroyed or taken away. ^

The Ho man Catholic can agree wholeheartedly that concupiscence 
remains in the elect or regenerate, for this is in accordance 
both with experience and with his doctrinal formulation. What 
he cannot accept is that this concupiscence which remains is itself 
sin in the strictest sense of the word, for that would be in 
direct contradiction with his teaching ..that baptism effects a 
literal cleansing of the soul. It is.sinful in a wider sense, 
for it is itself a product of sin and^gives rise to further sin, 
but unless yielded to it does not of itself constitute sin.

The doctrii® of post-baptismal sin precedes similarly from 
the understanding of the Fall and of the baptismal remission. 
In baptism the fallen man is given a new start. All the guilt ""* 
of previous sin is remitted, and the graces of the Spirit are give: 
to make possible a'life of righteousness. The committal of 
a mortal sin subsequent to baptism involves the soul in whfct is 
tantamount to a fresh fall, involving eternal guilt and requiring 
a new work of remission and cleansing. Allow the basic under 
standing of the Fall and of baptism and its operation, and the
Homanist scheme forms a logical and self-consistent whole,
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a possible interpretation of the facts of Chrirtian experience.

The Homanist understanding is open to many severe criticisms. 
It is an attended formulation of experience, but its definitions 
are artificial and speculative. Its static relating of sacrament 
and grace o^ens the way fcr the worst type of sacramentalisin, 
and drives it to postulate sacramental effects which are beyond 
anything that either Scripture or experience warrants, and which 
are in any case quite unnecessary. The Romanists seem, in fact, 
to have invented a whole series of baptismal effects which in 
real life make little or no difference'to the Christian man either
in time or in eternity. The supernatural graces are given or 
withdrawn, whether in creation or in baptism, without anyone
ever being the wiser or the better, and without any difference 
ever becoming apparent. Man remains all the time just what he 
always was, and the theological explanations amount to little 
more than rather pointless tricks of intellectual-and spiritual
conjuring. The baptismal remission is a wonderful thing, but 
it is normally forfeited so quickly that it ceases to have any 
practical value. Concupiscence is not sin, but so regularly 
and inevitably does it produce sin that there is no noticeable 
difference. The Romanist system seeks to explain reality in 
its own artificial way, but it has no real contact with reality. 
And the result of it all is to leave the ordinary believer in 
the grip of a sacramentalist and sacerdotalist maze from which 
there is. no exit except at death. i

If the Romanist explanation cannot be accepted, the question 
may well be asked whether there is any more satisfaction to be
gained from a liberal Protestant understanding. For the liberal 
Protestant concupiscence must be taken into account as a real 
fact of experience, explieable perhaps as*demand of the natural 
physical appetites, or even as a relic o^the animal nature. ' 
Concupiscence may then be described &s sin in the sense of imperfec 
ection, although there would be some to dispute this, but it 
may not be described as sin in the sense of transgression which 
involves guilt before God. In the mo__dern understanding trans- 
p*ression and guilt no longer have any place,, for the world is 
the scene of the upward struggle to God ? in which God himself 
is everywhere active. And since this immanent God is a & God 
of supreme love, who forgives freely, the problem of post-bapt 
ismal sin and its remission is not a problem which has any Bal 
urgency or meaning. Of course the baptised man commits sin after 
his baptism. That is only to be expected, for the sacrament 
does not work any miraculous change in his spiritual make-up. 
^ut God forgives all sin, and sins are treated on the same level 
whether committed before the administration of baptism or after. 
Baptism is a sign of.that forgiveness which the all-embracing 
love of God extends freely to all men for all sins. If any place 
for condemnation remains in this scheme, as it very well may, 
then it is the self-condemnation of the soul whifeh refuses to 
respond^he divine love displayed in Jesis Christ and proclaimed 
through the word and sacraments. This is the unforgivsable sin, 
the only sin for which there neither is nor can be forgiveness. 
Contact with an evangelical theology may be maintained^in some
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such way as this, but the th9ught of a forfeiture of the sdivine 
forgiveness through post- baptismal sin, and of the subsequent 
need of restitution through penance is wholly and utterly repug 
nant.

The modern view involves a choice at a deeper, level thah that 
of a sacramentalist theology. It is, of course,' a Christian 
view in the broader sense, but it is not the view of Scriptural 
^nd historic Christianity. The conception of God has changed, 
in emphasis at least, if not more radically. There had been a 
corresponding change in the conception of man, and thus of the 
Fall, and of redemption, and of the word and sacraments. Ad 
herents will argue that the change has been for the better. The 
true thought of Christianity has been fr£ed from the tyranny of 
outmoded expressions and categories. In recent years, h®ever 
warnings have been issued that it involves the surrender of all 
that is specifically Christian to the demands of a more generally 
philosophical under staning of the world. If these warnings 
are thought to be justified, then the Keformed understanding 
of the problem remains: an attempt to state the trmth of exper 
ience in living Scriptural and evangelical terms.

The Reformers stress not only the love of God but also the 
holiness and righteousness of God. This holiness and righteous 
ness-, of .God means that the sin of man is guilt: and since God 
is f«dsXi&8ipt and not abstract the offence and the guilt are 
personal. God in his love and through the work of Christ has 
made possible the forg^ffess of the sin and the removal of the 
guilt, not by its abolition, nor by the ignoring of it, but 
by the non- imputation of it to the sinner. This does not mean 
that the sin itself is i mediately destroyed. - On the contra^, 
even the forgiven man ana the believ^ing man remains a sinner. 
^he infirmity of nature knovm as concupiscence continues in him, 
giving rise to freXsh acts of sin. Indeed, since concupiscence 
is contrary to the will of God, it is itself ifcruly and proper Iv 
sin. ^he divine forgiveness is not affected by this fact, 
for the sin is not imputed so long as there is true repentance, 
a true faith in Christ, and an earnest resistance to the inclin 
ations of corrupt ; nature. Forgiveness involves a change of 
status before God, ^' not a change in temporal nature, except in so 
far as "--lie TToly Spirit begins his regenerating "work in the believ
er. FoFtr- baptismal sins do not create any new problem, for the 
baptised "man is always and constantly a sinner, even when he 
does not commit conscious acts of sin. Fe rests, wholly and 
utterly u^on the grace of God and the wo^k of Jfesus Christ, "he 
forgiveness signed and "sealed in his baptism is a non- imputation 
of all sin, whether original or actual, whether pre- baptismal 
or post-ba>. .tisrial. The' independence of baptism of temporal 
restrictions and limitations is guaranteed by the active and 
dynamic conception of its grace and efficacy.

The meiits of the reformed understanding are plain to see, 
It preserves a full doctrine of God and of his redemptive v:ork. 
It keeps always a proper sense of Gocl's eternity as an independ 
ence of time. It does not stray far from the f&cts of experience 
The temporal and the eternal aspects of baptism and its v:ork
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are properly balanced the one cgoiriGt the other. The re la-ting 
of the- baptismal grace to the whole work of redemption, from 
regeneration to the culmination in the resurrection from the dead, 
is a great advance upon the artificial Scholastic doctrine of 
a perfect but invisible recoastitution o^,he scul at baptism, 
a work diver thrown, by the committal of new sin, and re-done , but 
less perfectly, by the sacrament of penance.

If the deeper Reformed doctrines be abandoned, then the 
most obvious and serious criticism which mey be levelled "against 
the Reformed view is that of a certain unreality in the'idea of 
forgiveness and righteousness by non-imputation of sin. If a 
man is reckoned righteous who is all the time a sin'/'and still 
commits acts of sin, then anx explanation of the fo%iveness 
of God is offered, but surely at the expense of serious attempts 
at real and living goodness. The criticism is answered by the 
dynamic inter-relating of sacrament and grace, under the Holy & 
Spiri t. God the Holy Spirit applies to the individual the 
benefits held out in baptism, and that means individual repent 
ance and faith, conversion, and the reconstruction of the life. 
\Vithout this individual application by the Spirit, the forgive 
ness if offered, but it is of no effect, and sin remains. ' With 
this individual applieation, the forgiveness of sins becomes a' 
personal reality^ and although concupiscence remain^, and act 
ual sins will still be committed, the beginning of reformation 
has been made, and the conversion will manifest itself in the , 
fruits of a good life, A continuance in unrepented sin, even 
where there is the profession of~fai]fch, is conclusive proof
that there is no work of the Holy Ghost, 1 arid no individual for 
giveness. ^ 1

The further difficulty arises, that if everything is thrown
back upon the activity of the Holy Spirit, then the redemption 
is suspended ultimately upon the divine election.' The man who 
is forgiven, arid the man who achieves some success in the fight 
against original sin is the man whom God has chosen and in whom 
God works. " But the notion that God has chosen some to salvation 
and abandoned the rest to destruction, without any reference 
either to their attainments or even to their potentialities, is 
particularly abhorrent to the modern mind, since it savours 
neither of love nor of justice. The alternative that the Holy 
Spirit works iE all who allow ftim to work is a pos.'ible sdbbsKHxis: 
one, but it is in contradiction with the Reformed teaching both 
upon the helplessness of man in original sins and upon the divine 
sovereignty and initiative in salvation.

If the Reformed understanding is to be maintained, then it 
can be done so,fe$c as already indicated in another connection, 
by abandoning the artificial and misleading terms in which the 
doctrine of election has usually been stated. The assumption 
has always been that the election^of God^involves a prior choice 
in time: thus binding the human choice and human response. But 
the truth is surely this," that the divine election is an active 
contemporary choice, in eternity. The eternal God is the Lord 
of time, the first and the last, bound by no limitations of
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past or future. God elects in the sense that he sees the end 
from the beginning. 58ae Man's choice pf God is also God's 
choice of man: not a decree ? but an act. If this is so, then 
the difficulties about election and imputation disappear, for 
election and imputation are the"eternal and final aspects of the 
temporal and relative re&iities. The difficu Ities arise only 
when the attempt is made to state the eternal and final aspects 
in temporal and finite terms. The "Reformers themselves did 
not always- express themselves with sufficient caution at this 
point, although they avoided the harsher formulations of their 
successors. What they did do was to strike a great blow for 
the truth by breaking through the inadequate and misleading 
Scholastic systematisation. The greatxness of their achievement 
"becomes all the mores apparent when" there is a clearer insight 
into the election ar.cL work of God as a free act in a living and 
eternal present.

Notes

Kidd D.C.R.p.76 *In puero post baptismum negare rernanens pecc-
atum, est Paulum et Christum simul conculcere'. 

2 Luther W.A.6 p.529 'Simul vides quam periculosam, immo falsum 
sit opinari, poenitentiam esse secundam tabulam post nauf- 
ragium'.

• Wernle Luther p.33 'das einef zuverlassige, unbesiegte Schiff' 
^ Luther V/.A.6 p. 528 'Quare dum a peccatas resurgimus sive poen- 

etimus, non facimus aliud quam quod ad baptismi virtutem et 
fidem reVertimur'. *

5 Kuralt p«36 'Kanz redtte daby, das niemandts in der selben 
kilchenn sin muasbe noch sollte, dann die, so sich selbs 
wiistind on sund sin 1 . so Zwingli C.R.4 p.160 'Zum ersten, 
einK besondere und eigne kilof} ufzurichten, darinn niemans, 
dann die, so sich selbs on sund wuastind, gar soltind'.

6 Huralt p.36 'Die Vollkommenheit Christi'.
? Ibid.p.38 *Es sye nit sin meinung, das mania nit suncigen m8ge, 

aber v^Jche,.in Ghristo syent, sollent furhin im Geist wandeln, 
und kein sundliche werk mer tun'. I .uralt comments: ('Perfekt- 
ionisten im str«gsten Sinne des Begriffes sind die Taufer 
nicht gewesen'.

8 Ibid.p.37 'Wer aber nicht Busse tut f ist kein Glied der 
Kirche 1 (Bern Art.38).

9 Gallican Concession 11 'm^me qu'apres le baptdme, c'est touj- 
ours pe'chd quant ^ la coulpe, bien que la condamnation en 
-oit abolie aux enfants de Dieu, ne la leur imputant point t>- 
par sa bontl gratuite. Outre cela, que c'est und perversite 
produisant toujours de© fruits de malice et rebellion, tels 
que les plus saints, encore qu'ils y rlsistent, ne laissent 
point d'etre tache^ d'infirmites et de fautes pendant qu'ils

._ habitent en ce monde 1 . > y
10 Ibid.35 SNous tenons auissi, bien que nous ne soyons baptises 

qu'une fois, que le .profit qui- nous est la\ signifie s'e'tend 
f la vie et a. la mort, £ fin que nous ayohs une signature 
permanente, que J^sus Christ nous sera toujours justice
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et sanctification 1 .
Belgic Confession 16' f ...et n ! est pas aboli metae par le bapt-" 

e^rne....qfcoique toutefois il ne soit point impute £ condemn 
ation vaux enfants de Bieu, mais paiKlonne' par sa grSce et 
misericorqLe 1 .

Bolan 6 ? 55 (in Heppe R.D. Bapt.) * f ln baptismo non tollitar 
radicitus quoad actium, sed abluitur et aboletur peccatum or-
iginale quoad reatum h.e.Gulpam et poenam. remanente ipso 
vitio et morbo h.e.prava concupiscentia ei inclinatione ad 
malum, idque eo fine, ut per totaig vitam pugnemus cum 
peccato et diabolo, peccati auctore'.

Ibid. 'Concupisventia mala post baptismum in renatis residua 
est vere et proprie peccatum 1 .

Cran.P.3.2 p.474 ! Quia vero infantes nascuntur cum peccato orig- 
inis, habent opus remissione illius peccati, et illud ita 
remittitur ut reatus tollatur, licet corruptio naturae seu

, concupiscentia manet in hac vita, etsi incipit sanari, quia 
Spiritus Sanctus in ipsis etiam infantibus estefficax et eos 
imindat f .
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GQNCLUSIQK
•a. ff "** - .» '? ;.,; .^

The various aspects of Protestant baptismal doctrine have now 
been considered. The Anglican views have been stated and dis 
cussed in relation to the Romanist teaching on the one hand and
the Lutheran and Reformed doctrine on the other. Where necess 
ary, attention has been drawn to the divergent trends and even 
to actual differences of opinion within the reforming group in 
England, especially in connection with the Anglican-Puritan 
struggle. With the detailed exposition as a guide and basis, 
it is now possible to come to certain broad but definite general 
conclusions with regard to the Anglican teaching, and also to 
its expression in the Formularies to which assent must still be 
made in the English Church. The fact that the baptismal teaching 
belonged essentially to a wider and larger doctrinal understanding 
means that these conclusions have more than a limited significance. 
The further fact that many of the theological and ecclesiastical 
problems posed in the Reformation period still demand an answer 
lends to the conclusions a more than antrquarian or historical 
interest,

A first anfl obvious conclusion is that with the exception ;••*'"•• 
of some of the earlier and clearly unref-ormed statements under 
Henry the Anglican writings decisively rejected the main Scholast 
ic and Romanist assertions. At many points the rejection was 
far more.than a vaguely indicated or loosely expressed disapprov 
al.. It was a specific and derailed controverting of the tradit 
ional teaching. " And the attacks were not aimed only at the six 
teenth centtmy popular corruptions of Scholastic i^easi They" 
were aimed directly at the Scholastic ideas themselves, as §ath-* 
ered up and systernatised in the Triclentine docpnents."" Exlaiii it 
as we will, the fact is obvious and - incontrovertible that iks 
at every major point in baptismal doctrine the Anglican and 
the Tridentine statements were diametrically" opposed and quite' 
irreconoilKable. The Anglican formularies of themselves suffice 
to make" this fact clear in outline. When we turn"for further 
proof to the extensive theological and devotional writings'of 
the Reforming period, the demonstration is detailed and over 
whelming. This conclusion is important, for it means'that XK 
all contacts between the Anglican and the Roman churches must 
,be governed and controlled by this fundamental disagreement in 
sacramental teaching; the more so because this disagreement, in 
baptismal doctrine points to a wider disagreement between ad \ 
sacramentalist and an evangelical conception of the Christian "4.,, 
faith. To ignore the conclusion, whether by glossing over the 
facts or by explaining them away, involves the sacrifice of 
fundamental elements in the Anglican interpretation-, and the" 
repudiation of all that the sixteenth century Reformers repres 
ented and accomplished.'*. - *

A second and equally obvious conclusion is that the Anglic- 
att Formularies do not commit the loyal English Churchman rigidly 
to 9 a single line of interpretation in baptismal doctrine,
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so long as the liinits*.imposed by' the rejection of the Romanist 
teaching are not transgressed. In point of fact three general 
lines of permissible interpretation may be discerned already in * 
the writings of the period, the Lutheran, the dominant Reformed, 
and an emhyonic High Anglican. The Lutheran understanding was 
most influential, as one would naturally expect, during the 
earliest period of the Reformation in England. • It was not spec 
if ically represented "in the later Formularies, but it was also 
not specifidally rejected or excluded, for only in the doctdne 
of the Supper di,d the Anglicans repudiate Lutheran teaching. At 
the same time we must observe that from the reign of Edward onwards 
there were few i£ any Reformers of the front rank who adopted 
and proclaimed distinctively Lutheran views of baptism. Luther- - 
an elements naturally remained, for at many points the Lutheran 
and Reformed groups were in fundamental agreement. If more 
particularly Lutheran characteristics may be observed in the 
baptismal offices, they were for the most part ceremonial and 
devotional rather than doctrinal in the stricter sense. The serv 
ice certainly does not commit the Anglican to a Lutheran underst 
anding, although it would not by any means be impossible for a t 
loyal Anglican to follow the teaching of Luthep upon the sacrament. 
From the wider oecumenical aspect, the doctrine of baptism does 
not of itself constitute an obstacle to a closer accord between 
the Anglican and the Lutheran churches.

By far the majority of the Anglican Reformers adopted; not 
the Lutheran, but the Reformed interpretation. Quite naturally, 
the Puritans were all thoroughly Reformed in outlook, Indeed, 
they wished to apply their principles more thoroughly and consist 
ently to liturgical use and ecclesiastical practice. .The leaders
of the church and the champions of the established order resisted 
the Puritans upon liturgical and ecclesiastical issues, and upon 
the minor points ;of doctrine involved in those issues, but in all 
major doctrinal questions they were pleased to assert a unanimity 
of opinion, and to claim a common kinship with- the continental' 
Protestants. Even in the smaller .ceremonial matters both Puritans 
and Anglicans appealed to the same continental authorities, Luth 
er, Zwingli, Bucer, Martyr, Calvin, Beza and Bullinger. "Of 
course it may be argued that the Anglicans set greater store by 
tradition and the Fathers than did the Puritans, but they were 
not altogether alone amongst the Pfcotestants in appealing to 
history and the early church when the appeal was convenient. Of
course, it may be argued too that the Puritans attempted to show 
that the liturgical conservatism of the Anglicans implied a retent 
ion of Romanist conceptions, but these attempts were obviously' . 
controversial in intention, and they provoked indignant denials 
from the Anglican champions, who marked off their doctrine cleaiy 
and forcibly from that of the Romanists. 
.. j ' ".•"'. -

* In the face of the known adherence of the sixteenth century 
writers to Reformed principles, it is suieLy astonishing that it 
should again be necessary to assert the legitimacy of a Reformed 
understanding of the Anglican Formularies, Since the famous 
Gorham case, however, it has become fashionable in certain 
quarters, perhaps on the principle that the offensive is the
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best defensive, to suggest that those who hold fast by the Re 
formed baptismal teaching are guilty of a basic and even blatant 
disloyalty to the doctrine of the Prayer Book and the Articles. 
The issue is by no means a purely local and domestic one, for 
by implication the status of the Church of England as a member 
doctrinally of the Reformed Protestant Communion is called in 
question, with serious consequences from the point of view of 
oecumenical relationships. Now it is not argued that every'. 
single theologian of Elizabeth's day, let alone of Edward's* 
interpreted the Prayer Book and Articles on strictly Reformed
lines. Nor is it narrowly asserted, as perhaps historically- 
it might be, thfct the Formularies cannot oe used as the basis 
for a theological formulation rather different from that of the 
Reformed school. It is contended, however, that almost without 
exception the theological leaders of the period, the men who 
were responsible for the drawing up and defence of the symbols, 
themselves held and proclaimed a doctrine of Imptism which in 
no essential points differed substantially from that of the most 
notable Refommers ftyofd and the most zealous Puritans at home* 
Unless we. are to lOTiSfax that the Anglican Reformers either
failed to understand their own position, or else deliberately 
and senselessly betrayed it, then we have no option but to 
conclude tha,t the most inward and basic efenand of a loyalty to the 
Anglican settlement is a sharing with them of their Reformed 
convictions. But ifi this is the case, then we must conclude 
further that in baptismal doctrine at any rate no theological 
issue of importance divides the Anglican and the Protestant Re 
formed churches, at least from the historical and confessional 
standpoint. .. ••' t - ' '. -.-• - ' • . ". .

* A third line of interpretation is that which developed 
sequently into the High Anglican, but which was present alreddjc , 
in embryonic form in the illustrious Hooker, in Bancroft, and 
in some of the more conservative of the later Elizabethan bishops. 
In many respects the High Anglican interpretation represents a 
cautiffiB retrogression in the direction of Scholastic teaching. 
The excesses of the Tridentine formulation were avoided, of 
course, but greater weight came to be placed upon the sacrament 
and its operation. The necessity qf the sacrament was stressed 
again, although not in too absolute fashion. A real efficacy 
was seen, so that all who received baptism might rightly and 
properly be termed regenerate, so long as no obstacle was placed 
m the way. This baptismal regeneration was not equated with 
the full Scriptural and evangelical regeneration: indeed, when 
analysed, it amounted to nothing very much at all. But the 
baptised were marked off from the non-baptised, not only by the 
external incorporation into the church, not only by the testim 
ony to membership of the covenant of grace, but by the implants- 
ing internally of -a seed of new life, in the power of the Holy 
Spirit. Thus a ]&K±SX real if limited ex opere operate workil^ „** 
of the sacrament might be asserted quite ̂ independently of the 
free and sovereign operation of the Spirit and the prior or etern 
al election" of God, > In short, the union between grace and 
sign was thought of once again in static rather than dynamic
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terms. The dynamic understanding tended frequently to be mis 
represented as Zwinglian or Sacramentarian, and as such dismiss 
ed as an inadequate interpretation o^he plain statement in the 
Article.

Now two points may be noticed with regard to this High Anglic 
an view. First, if we take the Prayer Book and the Articles as 
they stand, ,; without reference to their primary historical and 
theological background, then we may grant that such an interpret 
ation may be adopted quite reasonably, and without any straining 
either of words or meaning. The High Anglican understanding 
stresses, in fact, a valuable truth in Christian teaching, the
objectivity of the sacraments and of their operation. " It forms 
a bulwark in Reformed sacramental theology against that disrupt 
ive subjectivism "into which a dynamic conception can so easily " 
degenerate. Second, we must insist that the Anglican Reformers 
themselves definitely did not favour an interpretation of this , 
kind ? so far, at least, as their writings testify. The High " 
finglican interpretation was indeed alien to their whole evangelic 
al understanding of" baptism." ' The necessity oijfche sacrament, its 
ex opere operate efficacy, its relevance only to original, and 
pre-baptismal sin: these were the very things against which the 
theologians and ecclesiastics of the sixteenth century had risen -
In revolt. A study of the milieu in which the Prayer Book waa 
revised and the Articles were drawn up makes it clear be^onfi all 
doubt that the authors never intended either Prayer Book or Art- - 
icles to express or to reflect a sacramental theology of this type.

..Three strands of thinking were represented in the Anglican 
theology of the period of the Reformation and of the Settlement 
under Elizabeth, the Luttieraii, the Reformed," and "'in embryo" the 
High Anglican. "A question which naturally suggests "its elf is 
whether the formularies were 'deliberately made as feague and indef 
inite as possible, in order to make them comprehensive and thus 
to further the 'work of religious pacification. This" is the coirt- • 
enti8ny$ftb states confidently, although without proof, that the 
Articles 'were drawn up, not as a complete expression of the 

mind of the Church of England for all her children, but as a 
concordat intended to facili&te the comprehension"of individ 
uals father than to exactly ̂ define truth 1 (Stone:Holy Baptism 

'p.60). The answer to the question, which is not so simple 
as Stone either imagines or wishes, may 'perhaps best be given in 
the form of a new question: Which groups were intended to ben-' 
efit,from the alleged policy of theological comprehension? Hist 
orically, it could be .only the Lutherans or the Romanists, for 
the Sacramentarians in the proper sense of the term were exclude^', 
as Stone himself points out (p.61) ? the Puritans were "quite satis-;; 
fied with the theology of the Anglican leaders, at any rate in allf 
important matters, and the doctrinal revolt against Calvinism 
which later became High Anglicanism had not yet begun when the 
Articles were devised and made law. ^ ̂

As regards the Lutherans, the essenta&l points of difference 
were not large, in spite of their accentuation in polemical writ 
ings and in symbols such as the Saxon Visitation Articles. In 
any ca^e, after the Marian Exile Lutheranism was a spent force
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in England, and although some writers have wished to see in vthe * 
final draft of the Articles a return to Lutheran forms of express 
ion,^' it is noteworthy thot no clear concessions were made to 
Lutheranism in the all- important doctrine of the supper . ' tttocfc

.There is in fact no evidence either that there.
was a large and influential body of Lutherans requiring pacificat 
ion or" that there was any conscious attempt made to make the Art 
icles acceptable to individuals who might prefer the Lutheran' 
•version of Protestantism' to the Reformed. Indeed, as Rogers 
points out, ""the Articles specifically repudiate the teaching of 
the Lutherans in many points of detail, as well as in the more 
important matter of the eucharistic presence. . ' . .

"^ « $ * "* '" *

When we -turn to the Romanists, we must remember that neither 
under Henry nor under Mary, let alone under Edward and Elizabeth, 
did those who remained loyal to the traditional doctrine make * 
any noticeable attempt to work out a theological via media betwe-en 
the Old learning and the-, New. The doctrinal decisions of Trent 
made accomodation impossible on the Romanist side, and the clear 
rejection* of those decisions in the various Protestant confessions 
impelled to a definite choice either of the one understanding or 
of the other. The plain fact was this, that the priest who ; 
accepted -the Thirty-Nine Articles could do so only by consciously ; 
repudiating the Tridentine teaching and deliberately braving the i 
anathemas of the Council, unless, of course, he took rffuge in 
the unworthy shift of mental reservation, which adds nothing 
either to the meaning or to the intention of the Formularies. 
In circumstances such as those comprehension as between Anglican 
and Romanist could have little meaning. However easy the way ' *" 
might be made for those priests who were still Romanist in symp 
athy, a decisive choice and a decisive break had still to be made, 
The resistance of the rematmts of the Marian hierarchy emphasised 
the reality of the choice ? and the controversial writings of the t 
period show that at the time itself it was well understood. As i 
far as the Articles themselves are concerned, a careful comparison
of their teaching wiSih that, oijfche Reformed symbols on the one hand 
and that of the Tridentine Canons and Catechism on the other makes 
it plain that no concessions whatever, certainly none of import 
ance, were made to the Romanist position.

We are left then with the conclusion* that if the Articles 
were meant to be comprehensive, then they were meant to compre- j
hend only varieties of Protestant opinion, Since the High AnglicH 
an interpretation of the sacraments had not yet emerged as an 
important variant, the comprehensiveness amounts to very little, 
for there were few differences of opinion within the Reformed 
school except on matters of detail, ., or on such high and difficult^ 
mysteries as predestination and reprobation. ' As far as the doct- ̂  
rine of baptism is concerned, we may confidently assert that < 
the Article becomes vague and ambiguous,' not in relation to 
contemporary discussions, but in consequence of theological dev 
elopments subsequent to the formulation of the confessional state 
ment. A liberty in legitimate interpretation may willingly be 
conceded, but to speak of looseness and confusion in the Reformed 
understanding, or of a deliberate ambiguity in the language 'of
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tie confession is in these circumstances botH erroneous and misled 
ing. In any case the title of the Articles makes it plain that 
the aim.was not to legalise diversity within a comprehensive 
formu«l*f but to establish consent and uniformity by a clear 
and definite statement. In the eyes of all contemporaries, 
both friendly and hostile, the Articles undoubtedly committed 
the Church of England to & thoroughly Protestant and Reformed 
theology. , , . t

The problem of individual assent and loyalty to the Formular 
ies is a difficult one. It, would be unfait to insist that the 
loyal Anglican is 'committed abaoiutely to the full baptismal teach 
ing of the sixteenth century Reformers, "although naturally an 
acceptance of that teaching is not precluded. The minimum de 
mands of loyalty seem to be as follows. Negatively, a reject 
ion of the Romanist teaching is required* In doctrinal matters 
the Church of England and the Church of Rome have been separated 
decisively and irrevocably by the Thirty-Nine Articles and the 
Tridentine statements. Positively, a recognition ofthe theol 
ogical kinship between the Anglican and other Protestant churches 
is demasHEfede Differences exist in points of order and discipline. 
These differences are real enough, although controversialists , 
have magnified them unnecessarily^! even seeking to attach to 
them vital theological significance. In points of d6c trine,
however, *no basic differences exist. The Anglican Reformers 
of the sixteenth century were proud of their agreement,with,the 
best Reformed churches abroad, and loyalty to their work carries 
with it an acceptance of the kinship which they themselves pro 
claimed.

The implications of these demands are of the utmost import 
ance, especially in view of contemporary developments both in 
theology and in oecuamenical relationships. The issue which 
faces the Church of England at the present time is a clear one 3 
whether doctrine is to be sacrificed to order for the sake of 
intercommunion with Roma and the Ha stern churches, or whether 
order sat can be .sacrificed to doctrine for the sake of intercomm 
union with the Re^ormatio^ churches. If the English Church is 
to abandon its traditional and futile insularity, and to make 
the choice, then the historical obligations are surely clear : 
even from this present limited study. The lesson is driven >•*?& 
home by the example of the sixteenth century, .when no barriers 
to intercommunion with the Reformed churches existed. There are 
of course serious, al&hough not insuperable difficulties to 
a real unity with the Luther an \churches. But between the Anglic* 
an and the Reformed churches .there are no doctrinal differences 
,except those which have -been created by the High Anglicans and • 
their historical descendants. These differences are not recog 
nised in tlfi Formularies, and they cannot be emphasised or used i 
as a basis of argument or action without transgressing the bounds 
of a true loyalty and"assent. fr •

A deeper problem"than that of loyalty, or even of the 
relationship with other churches, id the problem of ultimate ; 
theological value. 'The theologian"has a duty to the confessional



statement of his church, tout he has a higher duty to the" truth. 
It may well be asked then whether the Anglican Formularies have 
so stood the test of the years .that the modern thinker may still 
use them honestly and sincerely as ihe basis of at any'rate'his 
sacramental teaching. Or has the time come when the s$bols must 
be thought~of as important only historically, or v/heh they must ' 
even "be" sfcf'aside or revised in accordance with the demands of 
loyalty to truth and to the Lord of truth? • -•

• o -• . f. 
.•• •'*'*''

A certain amount of attention has been devoted to this prob 
lem in the course of the detailed exposition. It now remains 
briefly to gather up the threads. First, we may assert boldly 
that for the .modern Protestant a return to the Romanist position 
is impossible. The Romanist conception rests upon a perverted 
understanding of God and of God's redemptive work. There is" 
truth behind it, of course: the truth that God is sovereign, 
the truth that God works in and through the material. But the . j 
truth is distorted by a failure to hold a proper balance. " The r ]
fact that God is sovereign does not mean that he works inevitably 
and irresistibly wherever the sacrament is given, for that is 
to limit the sovereign God by his own instrument and by its ministas 
The fact that God uses matter does not mean that the matter*itself 
is endowed as it were with spiritual virtues and properties. Just 
as in Christblogy the anxiety to assent the deity or Jesus Christ
led naturally to Jcjg^li^j^iiBStfiwo^6 numan nature in the divine

asrf,w^Sfp^jf the czvine power with the divine"'""
presence, so* too in sacramental theology the anxiety to assert 
the divine aspect of the sacrament led to a swallowing up of the' . 
natural aspect in the supernatural I^^SU^Q^A^VW^ asotto ifflQgLJfli the 
identittoof the sacramental grace with the sign. It could hot ,. 
be doubled, of course, that had God so chosen he could"have id 
entified power and presence or grace and sign in this way: that 
is why at root the satr^mental problem is the problem of the being 
and nature of God, The whole pattern of the divine revelation 
and redemption in the Olfl and New Testaments makes it plain, how 
ever | that this is not the mode of operation which God hai • | 
-approved and appointed. - f,: ^ ;•

It is unthinkable to go back to the Romanist concept!oh, 
with its misunderstanding of the sovereignty and the redemptive ,, 
activity of God. It may be asked, however, whether it is not 
necessary to go beyond the Refprmed interpretation, and to banish 
the supernatural altogether. 'That was the contention of the •"-•• 
Anabaptists, at least so far as the sacrament itself was concern 
ed. The sacrament and the supernatural work of God were complete* 
ly sundered, although, of course, the supernatural work dia remi 
aim in the spiritual sphere. Such an interpretation commends 
itself to the Liberal Protestant ? who would go furkther, not 
only denying that the sacrament is more than a natural rite, but 
denying that there is in the older sense of the word any supernat-. 
ural activity at all, whether with the sacrament or without it. 
Such an interpretation involves a breaking loose not only from
the Reformed theology, but from the whole Christian theology 
of Scripture and tradition. That must be clearly understood, at 
the outset. ... The Biblical understanding of God and the world
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standing. To see it again in Chris to logical terms, the essentJL 
deity of Christ is abandoned, "and his humanity is alone stressed, 
a humanity which is divine only in so far as there is in all 
things divinity. ,

The whole problem is obviously a wider one than that of bap1>« 
ism alone, and it must be fought out upon a correspondingly wia- 
er front. "What is of the utmost importance is that the issue 
should be squarely faced. Liberal Protestantism is Protestant . 
only on the negative side, in the opposition to the Reifianist 
misunderstanding. Positively, it is as tar apart from the 
Reformed view on the one side, as is Romanism on the other. " 
Obviously, no honest theologian will hold back from it merely 
because of this fact. But if the honest theologian wishes'to 
adopt a liberal view, then he should be aware or this fact, 
knowing clearly and letting others know clearly what'he is doing. 
He rejects the basic doctrines of the Reformed and the historic 
Christian theology. They are partial apprehensions of twuth no 
longer relevant in the modern age with its better understanding.

There are many who will accept the liberal reconstruction 
as the nearest and most satisfying approximation to ultimate 
truth. For them the baptismal theology of the Reformers will 
have no appeal, for it belongs to a doctrinal scheme in which 
creation, the tasanseendence of God, XXR revelation, and'the
special work of God in redemption all have a place. There are 
others, however, who will find good reasons for regarding the 
liberal view as completely inadequate, both on philosophical 
and theological grounds, and also because it has been proved by 
events to be out of touch with historical reality. If these 
reasons are thought to be sufficiently well-founded, then the 
question must be asked whether within the transcendental!st scheme 
the Reformers have put forward a satisfactory explanation of the 
sacramental dealings of God with man.

A first answer is that the sacraments and the sacramental 
efficacy cannot well be brought into better relationship with the 
evangelical understanding of the Christian faith than was done by 
the Reformers. The Reformers understood the sacraents as they 
understood the word of God, anulthe church, and Christ himself. 
The sacraments had their two aspects, the natural and historicaJL, 
the supernatural and eternal. The one was open and visible to 
all, and had its place in the ordinary course of religious' 
development. The other was open and visible only to faith, 
end.had its place in the extraordinary course of the history of 
SB revelation and redemption. The sacraments were not two things, 
just ad Christ was not two persons. They were also not one thing, 
in the sense that Christ is not one nature, whether by the 
confusion of the two aspects, or by the absorption of the-one ? 
into the other. ,The duality appears clearly when the sacraments 
are considered, as they ought to be, in action, in the applic 
ation to individual souls. Although in essence they are the same, 
yet to the believer they avail to the accomplishment of the div 
ine work, to the unbeliever they are a witness to condemnation.
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Because of this duality the sacraments can be given a vital mean 
ing and purpose without the introduction of those dangerous mag 
ical or quasi-material conceptions, which are alien to the evang 
elical faith. The forceful language of the Bible and of the 
Fatfers x can be used again, ,but without the misunderstandings 
dme to the Scholastic Intellectualisation.

'•*' The Reformers brought their sacramental teaching into line 
With their whole evangelical understanding. They also offered
an interpretation,of the sacraments which the modern theologian < 
can still use as a statting-point for interesting and important 
work; Perhaps the basic and most difficult problem which an 
age of histouicism has left for the transcendentalist is the 
problem of inter-relating history andtrevelatiori, time and etern 
ity, ; the work of man and the work of God, both in creation and 
in redemption. In its ultimate aspects the problem is insoluble, 
for no man can take up successfully that challenge to final 
knowledge which reduced the questing Job to self-abhorrence and , 
to repentance in dust a"nd ashes. In its immediate aspects,"^ 
even if it is still'insoluble^ it cannot be ignored. The 
Christian theologian who holds fast to the Scriptural and histor 
ical faith must try to understand and to state what it means for 
the eternal God to ^act and to be in time. % If this operation 
of God is understood in gags purely temporal and static terms, 
then error and confusion will result. There are good examples 
of such error and confusion not only in Scholastic and Tridentine 
theology but in the post-Reformation Protestant scholasticism. 
The doctrine of the decrees ami .in election and perhaps the doct^ 
riie of Scripture may both be cited. At the root of all these ? 
errors there lies, perhaps> the failure to distinguish between time 
and eternity qualitatively and well a$ quantitatively: a failure 
which carries with it the further failure to distinguish properly 
between God and man. In practice if not in theory the Reformers 
avoided that error in the sacramental teaching. They did so 
by relating the grace and sign dynamically, and by suspending the s 
effects of the sacrament upon the divine election rather than upon 
a sqocK±±K simultaneous spiritual ashpit. But in avoiding that 

* error, the Reformers also provided a clue which if followed up 
may very well lead to a satisfactory if not a perfect understandin| 
of the r whole problem of the revelation and the activity of God ; 
in history, without the recourse to. tfeBpting but deluding onto- f 
logical abstractions. Especially necessary in tackling this 
problem is the measuring or the lesser revelations in word and 
sacraments by the supreme and indeed the primary revelation in 
the Word made flesh. - - "- .- ' _ * :

We may conclude then that the Protestant theologian who 
finds a «±n± monistic and non-transcendentalist world-view inad 
equate, and Who deplores "the devaluation of Ithe word and sacra*- , 
ments which it necessarily invoices, cannot do better than"to'"*- * 
study afresh, and develop the "interpretation offered and proclaimed 
by the Continental and Anglican He-formers. He will naturally ; - 
to restate ddocfc the Heformed view in contemporary language, and 
in relation to contemporary problems and needs, both of theolo*>crv

and of life. He will probably, see a ne-ed to modify, to correct* 
or more ^Likely to amplify the teaching at many pointa. But n« *
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will find that the underlying principles will stand the most 
searching criticism. He will find too that the Reformed teach 
ing is relevant to the most pressing problems of the age f and 
that grounded as it is upon the doctrine of Scripture, it is 
capable "of almost infinite adaptation as new insights are gained 
into reSHty and Christian truth. /
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